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THIS MONTH'S COVERS INQUEST GAMER 58 ¢ FEBRUARY 2000 
harizard, the second favorite pokémon after Pikachu and succes- 

‘or to Smaug, is all fired up about our coverage of Japan's new 

Pokémon cards on page 38. Meanwhile, Dorian Cleavenger’s sea 

monster may spell doom for a staffer in our “Day of Reckoning” 

feature on page 50. But then again, nothing is for sure—except 

hat someone will die horribly. 

32 PERFECT 10 
The coolest Magic cards ever. 
By Rei Nakazawa and the IQ Gamer staff. 

38 WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE 
Hunting the rarest Pokémon on the streets of Tokyo. 
By Russell Burbage and Shin Okada. 

42 SCI-Fi SLUGFEST 
Who will survive to be science fiction’s #1 character? 

By the JQ Gamer staff. 

46 A LEAGUE OF YOUR OWN 
How to set up your very own Magic tournaments. 

By the JQ Gamer staff. 

50 THE DAY OF RECKONING 
By the JQ Gamer staff. 

56 THE 1999 (MQUEST 
GAMER FAN AWARDS 
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omething’s fishy in Magic. And it's not just 

Fishliver Oil or Sand Squid. It could be that I've 

been working this job too long and lunch time 

has become a battleground for déja vu hallucinations 

worse than a manic “Ally McBeal” episode. It could 

be, but I'm really hoping it’s not. 

The problem: I’m starting to mix up my Magic 

cards. With something like 4,227,980 cards out 

there, it seems new ideas are drying up faster than 

slugs in a salt-shaker. I'm all for recycling, but do 

we really need rehashed cards like: 

Rampart Crawler. How low can you go? 

Apparently, low enough to remake the black, 1/1, 

“can't be blocked by walls” rat into a black, 1/1, 

“can't be blocked by walls” snake. 

Verdict: Thumbs Down. Bog Rats came from The 

Dark. Nothing should be reprinted from The Dark. 

Well, maybe Uncle Istvan. 

I New dogs with 

old tricks. Skulking Fugitive. Wasn't Harrison Ford great as a convict on 

the run with Tommy Lee Jones on his tail? “The Fugitive” was 

nonstop, pedal-to-the-metal action. 

Verdict: Thumbs Up. What? I’m talking about the movie instead of the card? So what. 

It beats blabbering on about a Tar Pit Warrior knock-off that lasts about as long as a cat 

near a White Castle grill. 

Fountain Of Cho. Shouldn't a “fountain” be an artifact? Not so with this storage- 

counter land that should be stored in your counter. Any land that takes me three turns 

to use equals garbage dump. 

Verdict: Cho Mamma. I played my storage-counter lands in Fallen Empires as much as I 

fondle my box of leftover thallids. Wait a second... You know what I mean. 

Moment Of Silence. This Festival look-alike forces a player to skip his combat phase. 

Granted, this might be useful for a turn and work like a glorified white Fog; however, 

odds are your opponent will clock you just as hard the following turn. 

Verdict: Silence It Forever. If I wanted an awkward moment of silence, I'd ask that 

cute girl at Taco Bell for a date. 

Misshapen Fiend. Name a black 1/1 that flies and costs two mana. A Bozo button and 

cardboard cookie to everyone who answered Bog Fiend! 

Verdict: Yawn. Well, they got one thing right: There's a fiend at work somewhere. 

Drake Hatchling. What's the difference between this and Mirage’s Azimaet Drake? 

Answer: About three years. 

Verdict: Guilty. Somebody should be hung. Or is that hanged? How about both? 

Wild Jhoval. Aaaaaaaahhhh! We didn’t miss ya when you were Tor Giant or even before 

that, Hill Giant. 

Verdict: Where’s my Doomtown deck? 

Mike Searle 

Cranky OV Editor 
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POKEFIRE 
Take a second look at everybody’s darling: 

the Pokémon CCG, You play creatures that 

beat the hell out of your opponents’ mon- 

sters. You don't care about casting cost. 

The first to knock out six wins. Way cool, 

eh? Well, I don’t want to scare you, but 

one other game has already done that. 

Think back... Where else did you have 

monsters for free and six victories equaled 

the first-place Moon Pie™. God save us, it 

was—gulp—Spellfire. 

I think we are lost! Good luck to you 

and thanks for all the fish. 

Thomas Drechsel 

Bayreuth, Germany 

I didn’t send any fish. Sounds like Mr. 

Drechsel’s lederhosen are on too 

tight—a common problem for Ger- 

mans. But he brings up a serious 

point: Did WotC dupe us all by selling 

repackaged Spellfire? What do you 

think Fluffy? 

| like German cars. | once drove a 

Volkswagen Rabbit. You should have 

seen me—a rabbit driving a Rabbit. 

Crashed it right into a tree, I'm not 

a good driver. 

STEVE THE SPARTAN 

I need your help! I’ve been searching far 

and wide for a specific RPG ever since I 

heard of its existence about a year ago. 

It’s called The End. It’s a game about the 

end of the world, Biblical apocalypse- 

style. Only, as far as I can tell, it’s out of 

print, and nobody at any of the stores 

Tve gone to can order it, or even find 

mention of it, let alone ever heard of it. 

I know it exists. Can you help me track it 

down? I would be willing to compensate 

the finder with thousands of jelly beans 

and/or Goobers. 

Steve the Spartan 

via e-mail 

Once, while driving a Ford Mustang, 

i hit a cow. How ironic, 1 thought. 

Me, Fluffy Bunny, hitting a moo-mao 

while driving a car named after a 

jy. it made me feel sad. 

Lay off the driving stories already 

furball, a gamer needs help here. | 

did some digging in our RPG vault 

and found a copy of “The End.” It 

was published in 1995 by Scape- 

goat Games (1005 Dearborn Ave., 

Aurora, Illinois GO505) and featured 

a cover by Richard Kane-Ferguson 

of Dakkon Blackblade fame. It’s long 

out of print by now. If you can’t find 

a copy but want something in a sim- 

ilar vein, check out Hellspawn at 

wuiw.hypercult.com. 

You're welcome, Steve, and since 

1 already work with enough Goobers, 

Vil take the jelly beans. | may even 

copy you and start calling myself “Tom 

the Trojan.” On second thought, 

maybe not. 

GIRL CATAPULT 

You're wrong about birds not being able 

to crap on command (“InQuisition,” IQG 

#53). Once I scared a little bird—I was a 

mean old b***h then—and it flew away. 

It zipped past me, and I felt a little 
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impact on my shoulder. Only later did I 

realize that I had a doo-doo bomb on my 

shirt collar that just barely missed my 

crap-allergic flesh. I’ve learned my lesson 

and carry around a slingshot and some 

spitwads made of chewed up Rage 

cards—mmm... minty—pretending I’m a 

Grapeshot Catapult. 

Dera Five 

via e-mail 

Momma Bunny never gave me much 

advice, but she aid say stay away 

from girls who pretend to be cata- 

pults. Grapeshot or otherwise. 

TOO MUCH BABE 

I have some feedback about the cover to 

recent issue #54, with the pirate babe. On 

the one hand, this continues InQuest’s 

tradition of covers depicting females that 

are related to gaming, yet very attrac- 

tive. The pirate setting is neat, and the 

dragon-as-a-parrot is very cool. However, 

I think the “attractive” part is pushing 

it a little. I think you may have crossed 

the thin line of good taste. The female 

might as well not be wearing anything 

considering the way she is depicted, and 

I think that’s pushing it when it comes 

to decency standards. It’s not just me 

either, my brothers also found the cover 

tacky. My girlfriend, who also plays 

Magic, would certainly look on it criti- 

cally. 

Steven Noto 

via e-mail 

I think Steven’s just whipped. 

Yea. He’s why we're doing all those 

Pokemon covers. 

DEAD FLOPPER 

A few days ago, my friends and I were 

playing a game of Emperor Magic. Then, 

the commander to my right entered a 

coughing fit and fell from his chair, 

dead. My opponents said that since he 

died, they could now attack me. I 

argued, however, that just because he 

died didn’t mean the wizard he was play- 

ing died and that I, as his emperor, 

should be allowed to play for him as well 

as myself. The arguments got nastier, 

and in the end, we decided to call an 
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ambulance and quit the game, making it 

a draw. But now, I'm still wondering who 

was right? Perhaps you guys can find 

the answer somewhere. 

N. van Hethof 

via e-mail 

Umm... 1t depends on whether he 

tapped his Force poal to generate an 

imperial Favor on his bench. 

That makes no sense. | thought you 

could play Magic! 

I lied about that. But it’s friggin’ amaz- 

ing that I can drive a car. Look at my 

legs for cryin’ out-loud! Now, put that 

knife away. 

YOUR MOMMA WAS 

A HAMSTER AND... 

You better not make any more fun of ham- 

sters or mine may just have to go bite you 

on the ass and take you out in a wrestling 

match. He's very heavy and fat, so I'd 

watch out if I were you. 

Aaron H. 

Co-written by Petunia the Hamster 

via E-mail 

P.S. My hamster threatened to eat my Hal- 

loween candy if I didn't write this. 

There’s nothing in my contract 

about answering letters from ham- 

sters. | hate hamsters. Who needs 

a pet that only comes out at night 

when no one’s watching. And what 

do they do for fun? They run 

around on their dorky littie wheels 

and play their silly hamster games. 

If you want a real pet, get a rab- 

bit, They rule. 

Yea, and when you get sick of them, 

they make a good meal rather than 

just a small appetizer. 

DOOSH, DOOSH, 

BABY 

T have a friend who, whenever beating 

me in Super Smash Brothers, computer 

online games or CCGs, has an annoying 

tendency to yell out the word “doosh.” I 

had no idea what this meant, so I took 
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the time to look it up. This also gave 

me time to look at another term used 

by IQ Gamer. Here ya go: 

A. Doosh (Du-sh) 1. Term meaning: 

“Hahahaha, I beat you bad, punk!” 2. A 

description of a large, unpleasant 

release of gas. Example: “Whoa! Some- 

one sure let out a bad doosh!” 

B. Buttweasel (Tahm-Jonz) 1. A 

bald, unattractive, humorous member 

of the IQG staff. 2. A huge, brown... 

you know. 3. A very pitiful person. 

Example: “Man, that guy plays Speilfire 

and is an intern for InQuest; what a 

poor buttweasel!” 

Paul Parent 

via e-mail 

Unattractive? Me? | prefer the 

term “differently beautiful.” Unfor- 

tunately, the guy at the license 

plate office wouldn’t buy it as a 

handicap. 

NEW AVENGERS 

What kind of jerk is this Juvera guy (“IQ 

News,” InQuest Gamer #55)? Does he 

really think that burning some cardboard 

and slashing a Pikachu toy will stop us, 

the Legion of Pokémon-Avenging Pyro- 

manical Satan Worshipers (LOPAPSW)? 

We'll open up a can of whup-ass so big, 

not even the mighty Tom Slizewski will 

be able to get away from the torrent of 

carbonated righteousness! 

But anyway, Mr. Juvera has some seri- 

ous ego issues if he needs a two foot-long 

sword, a butane burner and a mob of 80+ 

dysfunctional Christian kids to go up 

against a Pikachu doll stuffed with cot- 

ton. The next one should be stuffed with 

nitroglycerin. 

Lord Bob Sutton 

via e-mail 

it's not good to worship Satan, 

Lord Bob. You’re probably going to 

hell, Of course, spending every 

Easter hiding colored eggs instead 

of going to church doesn’t score 

me many god points so | may be 

joining you. 

THE STORY SO FAR 

I've been away from Magic for over a 

year. In this time, I missed a whole 
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story arc. My questions are: Where do I 

start? What did I miss? What changed? 

Christopher L. Steckdale 

chris_stockdale@adc.com 

You didn’t miss much. Basically, 

there was this dude, Uza, or 

something like that. He was a wiz- 

ard, He casted spells and killed a 

lot of trees. Then, these bad 

machine people, the Furry-Rexians, 

invaded, and he had to make friends 

with the tree people. Somewhere 

along the way a giant squirrel 

was created. Then WotC went on 

to another story even though this 

one wasn’t finished, 

“Casted”? That's not proper English. 

You try typing without fingers and 

a brain the size of a strawberry, 

smart ass, 

That’s it! That’s all the mouth I’m 

gonna take from your furry butt. 

You're stew. 

Put down the knife! Put down 

the kni— 

MANIAC, MANIAG 

ON THE FLOOR 

I need some help. I have been playing 

various games my whole life. It started 

with Candy Land and Hi Ho! Cherry-0 

when I was young and moved up to 

AD&D when I was 14. I realized I needed 

help when I read about minister Mark 

Juvera destroying the pokémon dolls 

and cards because they lead to the 

occult and satanism. Now I’m disap- 

pointed in myself. I own 33 RPGs, 13 

CCGs, and something like 65 board 

games and I have never worshipped 

Satan or gone on a homicidal rampage. 

Which games would you suggest I buy to 

become a Satan-worshipping, homicidal 

maniac? Please don't suggest Spellfire; I 

tried that already. 

Terry Seymour 

via e-mail 

It’s not as easy as people think to 

become a homicidal maniac. It takes 

some super traumatic experience, 
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like investing in a booster box of Spell- 

fire before having read the rules. Or 

being forced to watch a “Different 

Strokes” marathon on Nickelodeon 

to become one. 

IDIOT KID 

I may sound like an idiot kid when I 

say this, but I’m 14 years old and 

designing a CCG. It has to do with 

dreams; I think I'll call it “The Dream- 

ing Realm.” I’m trying to make it totally 

different than Magic and a lot of fun to 

play. The only problem is, when this 

game gets finished, what should I do 

then? Please at least try to give me an 

adequate answer. 

M.D. 

via e-mail 

Put your finished game in a paper 

bag. Then put the bag in a chest. Then 

wrap the chest in a blanket. Then put 

the blanket-wrapped chest in your 
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basement. Wait for four years until 

you're 18. Then, go back and play it. 

If you still think you’ve got a good 

game, start hitting up your relatives 

for money because you'll need at least 

$80,000 to produce even a small 

print-run with decent art. That’s your 

best shot, as the odds of getting an 

established company to buy your 

game are greater than 3,720 to 1. 

BUTTWEASELOLOGY 

Tt has come to my attention that you too 

have discovered the wonderful but- 

tweasel. However, you have discovered 

but one species of a wide genus. Follow- 

ing is a list of the types of buttweasels I 

have discovered throughout my worldly 

travels: 

° The common, or “glazed” but- 

tweasel, native to North America. 

© The white, or “powdered” but- 

tweasel, native to Siberia. 

© The dark, or “chocolate” buttweasel, 

Oba 
QUESTION OF 
THE MONT 

native to Venezuela. 

I have heard rumors of a so called 

“jJellied” buttweasel, but I have found no 

evidence of such a creature. 

Dr. B. Gates 

world traveler 

The “jellied” buttweasel is rare 

indeed, but it doesn’t compare to 

the most prized specimen of all, the 

Boston Creme Buttweasel. Rumor 

has it that inside its furry choco- 

late brown exterior is a white 

creamy goodness. 

Which is more than you can 

say about Fluffy Bunny, whose 

mangy brown exterior was only 

slightly less gross than his stringy 

brown interior. 

But I’m not sorry | ate him. Let’s 

face it, Fluffy was never really good 

with words. He wasn’t really good 

with kids. He was lousy at 

Magic. The only thing he was good 

with was horseradish mustard. 

Baaaarrp! Excuse me. See ya 

next month. @ 

ey me ; 

Only one bunny was eaten during the 

writing of this column, And a half-dozen 

hamsters and che: 



What's happening ¥ 
in the world of gaming... 

et Days st 
and Jedi Knights 

hrow me a friggin’ lightsaber, baby, ‘cause Decipher beamed 

in some of the hottest Star Wars, Star Trek and Young Jedi 

CCG players on earth to determine the 1999 world champs 

: while also launching its groovy, new Austin Powers CCG. It all 

went down at DecipherCon ‘99, held in Virginia Beach, Virginia, 

this past November. 

Last year, Star Wars CCG finalists had to master a complete expan- 

sion right before the tournament. This year, it was Star Trek’s turn. 

Twelve cards from the Rules of Acquisition expansion were released 

n the eve of the tourney, many of which are cheese-deck wrecking 

ters. For example, Quark’s Isolinear Rods rocked play by giving 

s a free shot at their Q's Tent side deck. 

he Star Trek CCG Worlds came down to fellow Minnesotans Mike 

ton, 17, playing a Romulan attack deck versus Dan Allman, 

med with a Federation/Bajoran speed deck. Harrington 

lman had clashed earlier in the tournament, so there 

many surprises in store for either. Play was steady, 

al and relentless. “My goal was to just get in there and 

ns,” Harrington said. Allman’s deck just wasn’t fast 

to keep pace. “On my first tum, I was able to play a trapped 

a combo, and get my ships out fast,” Harrington said. 

“He blew me up. Then, he blew me up again,” Allman 

commented afterwards. Harrington won a berth on 

“Cruisetrek,” a Caribbean cruise laden with 

BEAN ME UP TO #1 Mike Harrington is 

‘the man” to heat in the Star Trek CCG. 
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STAR Gary Carmien (left) i is the 1999 Star 

Wars World Champ. Steven Lewis (right) is #2. 

Star Trek celebrities. i 

The Star Wars CCG players were duking it out for top: 

honors at the same time. Anti-opponent bubbles and Force drain : 

races were less common this year—in large part due to the pres- : 

ence of Endor’'s Battle Plan and Battle Order, both of which raise i 

the cost of Force drains in locations where you don’t control a site : 

and system. 

In the final match, Tennessee's Steven Lewis, 22, squared off 

against Gary Carman, 27, from Birmingham, England. The first : 

match was between Lewis’ Light side speeder-heavy hunt-down- : 

and-destroy deck and Carman’s Dark side operative race deck. 

= Lewis opened fast with his speeders, but couldn't crank out enough 

ships to maintain momentum. Lewis managed to lower the boom : 

on Vader with a host of speeders, but Carman executed a great : 

combo to get Vader out of danger. “That was the key play of the ; 

entire match,” Carman said. “I would have lost a lot of Force : 

there, which would have affected the differentials later.” Lewis : 

rallied, but it wasn’t enough to overcome Carman’s Force drains. : 

He ended the game deep in the hole with a 22-card differential. : 

The second game featured Carman’s hidden-base Light side : 

deck and Lewis's Dark side hunt-down deck. It was a slow and : 

deliberate game but masterfully played by both. “I knew I could i 

afford to lose,” Carman said. “I was just playing it safe, playing : 

to force him to play his cards.” Lewis also played slowly, agoniz- 

ing over every card he drew. But the caution didn’t help him get : 

| OBJECTIVES 
4ISB Opecations Empire" Ss 

__ Sinister Agents _ / 

LOCATIONS ; 
—1Cloud City: Port Town 

District 
4 Coruscant — 
4 Coruscant: Imperial 
Square 

CHARACTERS : 
‘5DGRA7 
1 Barquin Dian — 
41 Boba Fett With 

Blaster Rifle 
1 Boelo 
1 Chall Bekan 
1 Darth Vader 
With Lightsaber 

1Gaiid 8 
4. JabbaThe Hutt 
1 Jabba oo 
& Outer Rim Scout 

STARSHIPS 
4 Avenger 
4 Bossk In Hounds Tooth 
1 Devastator __ 
41 Jabba’s Space Cruiser | 
i Vader's Personal Shuttle 

1 Jabba’s Palace: 
Audience Chamber __ 

4 Jabba’s Palace: Dungeon _ 
41 Tatoonie: Cantina _ 
3 Tatoonie: Jabba’s Palace — 

EFFECTS 
- 4 Bad Feeling Have | 
41 Den Of Thieves 
4 No Bargain 
2 Scum And Villainy 

Photos by Paul Sudlow. Pokéman ™ & © Nintendo. Magic: The Gathering is a registered trademark of Wizards of the Coast. Deadiands: Downtown is ™ & © Pinnacle; Five Rings authorized user. 

: Francisco to hang with Lucasfilm’s 

: tank and senator decks, while the 

: iler, 18, won the championship after 

the upper hand; Carman got a 

strong draw of spies which 

allowed him to stave off 

Lewis's considerable Force 

drain capabilities. Lewis 

finally won the game, but 

not by enough to overcome 

the differential, so Carman 

took the title. Amazingly, 

he was playing with two 

new decks. “I recently lost 

my Dark side deck so I had 

to play a new prototype,” 

he said. Carman would have 

won a trip to England if he 

hadn't actually been from 

there; instead, he'll head to San 

Steve Sansweet. 

While the big boys slugged it 

out, the new-comer Young Jedi CCG 

made its world champ debut. The 

Dark side was well represented by 

Light side was heavy on the new 

Jedi and the handmaidens, paired 

with Amidala’s blaster. Greg Hes- 

defeating Matt Reed, 23. 

“ST: Deep Space 9” actors Chase Mas- 

terson (Leeta) and Aron Eisenberg (Nog) 

were on hand to cheer on the Star Trek 

CCG players, while Jeremy Bulloch (Boba 

Fett) and Shannon Baska (Decipher’s 

Mara Jade model) rallied the Star 

Wars CCG crowd. Eisenberg himself is 

a diehard cardflopper and was pleased 

as punch when the Rules of Acquist- 

tion expansion made its world debut. 

“I'm gonna be putting together a 

mean Ferengi deck,” he said. 

i Paul Sudlow 

CHAMPIONSHIP DARK SIDE Soe 
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i PANACEA — 
Panea alee 

Joomtown El 

feligiois s Ze 
he outfit that specializes in miracles couldn't work one dur- 

ing the recent Doomtown global storyline tournament, resulting : 

in its elimination from the game—permanently! 

That's right weird west fans, say good-bye to The Flock, : 

Gomorra’s Bible-thumpin’ fanatics, who wanted to meet their : 

maker so much they helped open a gate for the demon : 

Knicknevin. This year's story arc was all about how certain groups : 

in Gomorra—the monster-ridden, magic-laden old west boomtown i 

where the CCG takes place—were working together to unleash : 

this devil. Standing against them was a strange coalition of law- : 

men, outlaws and business interests. 

Five Rings Publishing, the game's publisher, allowed the plot j 

to build to a climactic showdown and sponsored a global storyline : 

tournament to determine how it would end. Not only would the : 

result of the tourney determine how the plot would resolve, the : 

outfit that came in last place would be removed from the game. 

Titled “Kingdom Come,” the tourney was held at more than 92 

sites in the United States, Australia, Canada, France, Germany and : 

the United Kingdom, with thousands of players worldwide playing : 

to support their favorite outfit. 

After everyone had put away their six-shooters, ectoplasmic cal- i 

cifiers and dynamite launchers, the faction with the most points : 

was The Agency, a secretive group of FBI-types. The Blackjacks and : 

vee were close behind but the Agency's win means Knick- : 

HELL BOUND Elijah and his flock 

were cast out of Gomorra. 

nevin is heading back to hell. Gomorra still won’t be mistaken for 

a trendy vacation spot, but the lives and souls of the citizens are a 

tad bit safer... at least for the moment. Ml Aichard Weld 

: that prevents Ear dainags lor hey ioe 

_mana pumped into it. 3. To give od thumbs — 
a oe — = : 
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World Championship Wrestling (WCW) brethren 

star in the next Wizards of the Coast (WotC) 

collectible card game (CCG). 

“WCW is a natural to be developed into a 

trading card game,” said Luke Peterschmidt, 

former brand manager for the popular Legend 

of the Five Rings fantasy CCG, and current brand 

manager for the WCW game. “It [the WCW 

game] reminds me of the early days of Magic,” 

Peterschmidt said. “Simple rules but a huge amount of strategy. And you 

get that feeling of discovery that you had in the original Magic when you 

find a particularly brutal combo,” he added. 

The cards will feature studio and live-action photographs of the wrestlers 

and be sold in booster packs and as a 2-player starter set—no starter 

decks. If it meets its anticipated release date of early spring, WotC’s WCW 

game will be competing with the WWF (World Wrestling Federation) CCG 

due to be released at about the same time by Comic Images. 

Mike Fitzgerald, of Wyvern CCG and Mystery Rummy fame, designed 

the WCW game. Fitzgerald’s design was originally on tap to be Comic 

Images’ WWF game. But after WotC saw the design, they offered to buy it 

to use for their WCW game. “WotC made me an offer I couldn't refuse,” 

Fitzgerald said, after switching publishers. Ml Tom Slizewski 

WotC Announces 
WCW CCG 

ic Flair, Hitman and Sting are going to 

give new meaning to the term card- 

oard personality, as they and their 

BAT-ASS Sting and his 

wrestling pals in new CCG. 
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af your favorite cards are Farmstead, Tranquillity and 

| Holy Strength, then the next Magic expansion—Neme- 

= 4 sis—is the wrong set for you. 

“This is a bad-guy set,” warns storyline developer Jess 

Lebow. “There’s no room here for happy, frolicsome pix- 

ies. Nemesis returns to the stormy plane of Rath, which 

the Phyrexians created as a staging ground for their inva- 

sion of Dominaria. Gerrard and his crew escaped from this 

surreal landscape through a portal to Mercadia, but Ertai 

is trapped here along with Greven and Crovax. The exist- 

ing evincar, Volrath, is missing, so the evil Phyrexians 

are sponsoring a contest to fill the position. Youll find out 

how this power struggle unfolds through art and flavor text 

of the set,” according to Lebow. 

Through 143 cards, Nemesis will introduce three new 

game mechanics and expand on the ones introduced in 

Mercadian Masques. The set will also contain a card | 

designed by Mike Long, the winner of last year’s Magic 

Invitational. “It’s a blue merfolk with activated flying,” 

said Magic designer Mark Rosewater. “If it damages your 

opponent, you can pay mana to search your opponent's 

library and remove any one card from the game.” 

Four preconstructed theme decks—Mercenaries, Repli- 

cator, Breakdown and Eruption—will accompany the : 

expansion. Nemesis will be followed by Prophecy, the final Mijas ai pant Ts the next Volrath? 

set in the Mercadian Masques cycle. “The storylines for the Magic: Nemesis should have the answer. 

three sets in this cycle take place at the same time, but ; ; 

in different places,” said Lebow. “Prophecy returns to Urza's : Brand Manager Jeff Donais, “but I guarantee that the Stan- 

homeworld, Dominaria, which is about to be invaded. That set : dard environment a year from now will be the best that Magic 

is all about the Keldons, who foretell that the end of the world i has ever seen. It will definitely be worth the wait.” You won't 

is about to come.” After Prophecy, there will be a new cycle, : have to wait long for Nemesis, prerelease tournaments are 

tentatively titled “Invasion.” : scheduled for the weekend of February 5-6, and the set should 

“Mercadian Masques may play a bit slow,” said Assistant : be in stores by February 14. MM Collin Jackson 

GAME S THAT SUCK crap you Never WANT TO PLAY 

The Game of Advanture, 
nd Exploration in Space 

By Z0KN M. SNIDER 

euwiisieD By 
TSR GAMES 

Price $6.00 
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“WHO DREW ME? 

CONTEST WINNERS 
ED McIVIAHON IS ON THE WAY! 

26 INQUESTGAMERSS 

EXC 

- 

Get Lea 
L 

ow’d you like get exclusive loot just for playing and 

trading Pokémon cards? 

m Just sign up for Wizards of the Coast’s (WotC) 

Pokémon League. For $5 per six-week season, you can join 50,000 

other pokémaniacs in a quest to earn badges and prizes. Accord- 

ing to David Hoppe, 

vice president of orga- 

nized play at WotC: 

“The primary goal of 

the league is to help 

people who love 

Pokémon and give 

them a place where 

they can play ona 

regular basis against 

lots of new opponents.” 

You can join the 

league at big stores 

like Borders books, 

Gamekeeper, Toys R 

Us, Waldenbooks, 

Zany Brainy and 

many smaller hobby 

gaming stores. The 

exact entry fee is 

determined by each 

store, but is usually 

$5 for the scoring 

booklet and season 

materials, plus $1 per 6-week session. Some stores have age 

restrictions, though most don’t bother. 

Once a member of the league, you earn points by playing, 

trading, teaching new players and participating in 

tournaments. The more points you get, the more Master Trainer 

badges you earn. There's already speculation that these badges 

will be worth money on the secondary market so don’t be 

surprised to see them for sale on eBay. Particularly in demand 

should be the “Technical Machines” special elite badge stickers 

that you get by earning 700 points. 

In addition to the prestige and glory of winning 

- badges, participating in the league will allow you to enter the 

World Championship planned for the summer of 2000. But the - 

most exciting league news of all revolves around the exclusive 

cards. Though WotC announced that you don’t have to be a 

member to get the much anticipated Mew card, future 

exclusives will be available only to league members. Mew will 

be available on January 8th at all Pokémon League-affiliated 

stores. One English, nonholographic Mew card will be given to 

everyone who shows up. 

If you live in Siberia or can’t get to a league store, 

don’t fret. February should see the release of a cartridge for the 

color GameBoy which allows you to play the card game 

electronically—no opponent required. Check out www.ign.com 

for sample screenshots. Ml Kent D. Kelly 

MEW WANTS YOU? English-language version 

of the 151st pokémon playing hard to get. 

Heavy Gear is ™ & © Dream Pod 9; Wheel of Time is ™ & © Robert Jordan; Precendence Entertainment authorized user. 



RPG i daaen 

av White Wolf 

The Toragen, Aberrants resident 
had boys, are not what they appear. 
Storytellers and players can use 

them as compassionate allies or 

deadly enemies through the 
comprehensive write-ups on 

personalities, hierarchy and 

agendas included in this book. 

FORCE COMMANDER 

Bebo s Ur Es 
RPG supplement 
"ecm: Hekaforge : 
Coot Standard Ed, $24.95 
‘Written by Gary Gygax, father of the 
roleplaying industry, Beasts of 
Legend is the latest offering for the 
Lejendary system. This tome 

catalogs over 140 creatures into 
eight branches. The banes family, for 
instance, features insidious little 

monsters that feed off negative 

emotion like fear and hatred. 

poe ee caey 
RPG supplement 
from: White Wolf 

Sese $19.95 
Thaumatargy, the often nebulous 
arena of spellcraft in the World of 

Darkness, is finally receiving 

comprehensive treatment. Blood 
Magic details all aspects of this art, 
slaking the readers thirst with 
looks into Tremere, Tzimisce, 

Assamite and Setite blood magic. In 

addition to revised rules and new 
takes on Sabhat paths like 
hiothaumaturgy, readers can 

explore new paths such as “Vine 

of Dionysus.” 

HUNTER: AU Gees 
CHARACTER BOGE 
RPG supplement 

fo: White Wolf 

foce $14.95 
Avengers is the first in a series of 
character hooks for Hunter: The 
Reckoning and a comprehensive 
look at a group of baseball bat- 

wielding individuals who aren't 

afraid to back up their questions 

with a hefty dose of violence. 

AGE ees daGe eon 
RPG supplement 
'eoo: Guardians of Order 

(055 $17.95 
Fighting evil on the big screen, the 
first Sailor Moon movie—which 

premiered in Japan in 1994—is 

finally seeing mainstream release 
here. Sailor Moon: 8 

Mavie Resource Book 

coincides with the 

DVD/video release, 

giving fans instant 

access to all relevant 
information. 

Sif8 TREC ARVADA 
Real-time computer 
strategy game 
Foon. Activision 

bese $49.99 
This game puts you 

in the admiral’s chair 
of the Federation, 

Romulan, Klingon or Borg 
armada. A ship from the future 
arrives to warn the Federation 
about an impending Borg invasion. 
As one of the four forces, you fight, 

defend and assimilate your way 

through 26 missions, building and 

Managing over 30 types of ships 
and outposts to help you reach the 
final showdown between Picard 
and Locutus. 

Fair players assume the roles 

of either Rebel or Imperial 

Commanders in their efforts 
to defeat the enemy. At your call 
are a host of ships and droids 
including AT-ATs, hovertanks and 

tie-fighters. Set across 24 single- 
player and 35 multiplayer missions, 

players fight, mount rescue 

operations and engage in sabotage 

in familiar and fully rendered 3-D 
backdrops like Yavin 4 and Tatosine. 

UNSEEN VASICRS 

RPG atventure 

com: Chaosium Games 

fost $19.95 
You gotta love a game where 
you're Kenny in “South Park’—all 
the time. The Unseen Masters 

Campaign Set is Chaosium’s latest 
freak-job title where the truth 

turns you into a white-haired, 
gibbering inmate at Bellevue. 
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Doomtown 
AEG HAPPY TO MOVE IN 

Wizard has left. 

Wizards of the Coast (WotC) shocked collectible card game (CCG) 

fans last month when it announced it will no longer produce the pop- 

ular Doomtown CCG as of January 1, 2000. 

WotC, which has published and supported the game since its 
launch in the Spring of 1998, was licensed to produce the game by 
Pinnacle Entertainment Group, makers of the Deadlands roleplaying 
game and miniatures system on which the CCG is based. 

But the game is not dead. The license will move to Alderac 
Entertainment Group (AEG), which designed Doomtown and 
publishes other popular games like the L5R RPG and 7th Sea CCG 
and RPG. 

According to AEG’s president, John Zinser, “Doomtown has 
not grown at a satisfactory pace for WotC.” And with WotC 
managing both Magic and the Pokémon phenomenon, Doomtown 
risked getting lost in the shuffle. Ed Bolme, the game's brand 
manager at WotC added: “We're strapped for resources. Either 
the quality or the product—line had to give.” In the best 
interests of the game and the fans, the three companies 
moved to centralize all facets of the Doomtown CCG in 
the AEG offices, a 

surprisingly minor 
shift. With the 
creative staff already 
based at AEG and the 
license itself simply 
being transferred, 
not sold, the largest 
change may be 
in tournaments. 
Wizards has offered 
the services of the 
DCI to AEG, but this 

offer has not yet 
been accepted and 
may not be. AEG 
has stated that it 
plans to run the 
2000 Quickdraw League season, starting in February. 

According to AEG, the move will not affect release 
schedules, and it expects to have a new basic set by 
early March of 2000, followed by three expansions 
throughout the year, each bringing 150 to 180 new cards. 
B Aichard Weld 

[' the last story arc the devil came to Gomorra. And now, the 

AEG STAKES CLAIM 10 S00MTOW/N 

RING WATCH 
WHAT'S HAPPENING ON THE LORD OF THE RINGS FILMS 

© The trilogy began shooting in New Zealand in 
October, and pivotal scenes in Hobbiton and Bree have 
already been shot. The production will soon move to the 
Kepler Mine to capture the look of the Dead Marshes, 
and things will really kick into high gear this month, 
when Sir lan McKellan (Gandaif) is finished with the 
Men film and joins the rest of the cast. 
_® Looking for “The Fellowship of the Ring” script? 
Released copies have been disguised in an effort to 
discourage widespread distribution, and the title reads: 
‘Jamboree, Part One of Three: An affectionate coming- 
of-age drama set in the New Zealand Boy Scout 
Movement during the ‘years of turmoil 1958-1963.” 

Star Wars: Force Commander ™ & © LucasArts 
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ndirest Interrogation 
JEFF DONAIS: GRAND | 
POOHBAH OF DCI 

fter months of deep-deep-deep 

A siccove investigation, InQuest 

Gamer cornered the mysterious 

leader of the secretive Magic rules cabal 

known cryptically as “the DCI,” Mr. Jeff 

Donais. We asked him... 

@: What do you think about 

mandatory drug testing for the Magic 

rules team? 

Sounds like a fun evening. 

Q: If you could give the Magic rules 

team any drug, what would it be? 

I’m from Canada. I don’t know the © 

names of any drugs. 

Q: Speaking of drugs, do you 

understand the Magic storyline? | 
I used to understand it perfectly © 

around Tempest. It’s a little more com- | 

plicated these days. A lot of work is put | 

into the story. ' 

Q: Sounds like long-form for “no 

Do you care about the story? | 

I think having a cool storyline is | 

something that I could care about. I 

work too much right now to follow it. 

I do know that next year’s storyline is 

pretty interesting. A lot of big events 

happen over the next five sets. 

@: Any plans to errata parts of it? 

Not unless it becomes a problem. I'll keep you posted. 

Q: Let’s talk turkey. Why ban the insignificant, lit- 

: similar to Magic. The Bridge and Poker World Championships tle Lotus Petal? 

Lotus Petal helped to speed up many combo decks and : 

was a consistent card found in the top combo decks. : 

Banning Lotus Petal slowed combo decks down enough to let : 

: Magic programming. other decks become competitive. 

Q: Then why not ban Yawgmoth’s Bargain? 

In Standard, Bargain has not shown itself to be as pow- : 

erful as some people thought. 

For example, the state championship deck lists have very : 

? has been accepted by millions of fans. The demographic has few Bargain decks finishing in the top eight. 

Q@: How come you can do things in Magic after the : 

“end” of your turn? 

The whole end-of-turn procedure was created in order : 

to avoid extremely problematic combo situations. I think ! 

having one or two problems, like Waylay, is a small price to : 

pay in the big picture. Overall, the Magic rules are in : 

better shape than ever. 

Q: In your experience, which color creates the most : 
:? perhaps your readers could answer one of mine: “What can 

? the DCI do for you?” 
Humility, Replenish, Opalescence, Pariah and Worship are : 

rules headaches? 

White cards create the most rules headaches these days. 

all cards that we get regular rules questions about. 

Q: Ever consider banning the color white? 

Nope. 

Q: Speaking of banning, in your professional opinion, 

te) INQUESTGAMERSS& 

TROUBLEMAKER White cards produce the 

most rules headaches, according to DEI. which of these creatures would you ban first: 

Scryb Sprites or Goblin Balloon Brigade? 

Neither of them would be banned unless the Oracle word- 

: ing allowed them to sacrifice for three mana of any color. 

Q: What's up with Magic on ESPN2, a sports channel? 

ESPN2 covers a lot of different sports, including many 

are a couple card games that ESPN2 covers. The 1998 World 

Championships had an unexpectedly high number of 

viewers, which led to ESPN2 looking favorably on more 

Q@: Speaking of sports, why do you think Magic is 

sponsoring WWF matches? 

These days, pro wrestling is incredibly popular among 

all types of people. It’s a form of sports entertainment that 

some crossover with Magic fans. 

Q: Here’s a toughie: What if, during a Thieves’ 

Auction, I grab a Food Chain and use it to eat a 

bunch of creatures and get so full of mana that I have 

to Bifurcate. On which side of the border will they 

bury the survivors? 

I'd love to answer that in detail, but we're out of space. 

One more thing: Now that I have answered your questions, 

You heard the man. E-mail your list of Magic gripes, 

: compliments and questions to: dcifeedback@wizards.com. 

: You may also want to detail anything else that’s bothering 

: you. The DCI’s powers are many and far reaching. Ml 



McCARREL AND HIS MONKEY (LEFT) 

Gin! photo courtesy Foto Fantasies. 

DCI Suspends TOP GUNS cco sHarPsHooteRs 
Top Player _ 

asey McCarrel, one of the world’s best 

Gi players and winner of Pro Tour 

New York, has received a six month 

suspension for misrepresenting tournament 

information to a judge. 

During Pro Tour London in October, McCarrel 

lost his sixth round match against Frenchman Jean 

Louis D'Hondt. McCarrel incorrectly recorded the 

match score 2-1 in his favor. When judge Thomas 
Bisballe asked McCarell if “McCarrel won 2-1,” he 

did not reply. Only when Bisballe went to D'Hondt 

did McCarrel attempt to correct the situation. 
] “We would not have 

} gone through with 

this if we were not 

100% sure of Casey's 

guilt,” said DCI 

Commissioner Elaine 

Ferrao, who headed 

the investigation 

committee. “Casey 

has been a good 

spokesman for the 

game, so this was 

really unfortunate.” 

McCarrel, who had 

taken the year off 

of school to play 

Magic full time, will 

miss Pro Tour Chicago, Los Angeles and possibly 

New York as well as the Magic Invitational. His 

spot has been given to Michigan's Pat Chapin. 

McCarrel insists that his error was the result 

of jetlag and sleep deprivation, and maintains his 

innocence. He hasn't decided if he will continue 

playing professionally once the suspension ends. 

Gary Vise 

'M STANDING 
ON ADRIAN 
SULLIVAN'S 
SHOULDERS. 

MAGIC UPDATES RULE CHANGES AND OTHER TECHNICALITIES 

'No aa cml were put on the | banned 
or restricted list effective January 
000. However, Rishadan Port has 

been put on the “watch list.” 

CLAREFICATION 
When a token creature first comes into play, its name, 
given by its parent card, becomes its creature type; a 
Goblin token counts as a Goblin. After the token is cre- 

_ ated, Bie ean ore) rennet can) Ee ey 
_ of each other. 

SPECIFIC CARD RULINGS 
Play Necropotence as if it read: 
Skip your draw step. 
if you would discard a card from your hand, remove that 
card from the game instead. _ 

Pay 1 life: Set aside the top card of your library face 
down. At the end of your turn, out that card into your hand. 

Pandemonium checks the creature's power when the Pan- 
demonium triggered ability resolves; if the creature is no 
longer a creature by this time, the ability uses the value 
zero. So Soul Sculptoring a creature in response to Pan- 
demonium's ability causes it to deal 0 damage: 

Gilded Drake's ability is targeted, but it specifically over- 
rides rules about targeting. The Drake will still be sacrificed 
if the ability is countered due to illegal targets or if no legal 
target is heels when the Drake comes into play. 

ERRATA 
If you choose “white” for Flickering Ward, it won't 
remove itself. _ 

FEBRUARY2000 3 4 





You tear open your brand-new Seventh Edition booster 

and flip to the rare slot, expecting something like a Hammer Of Bogar- 

dan, but instead you see... GREAT GOD ALMIGHTY, a Chaos Orb! Impossible? 

Maybe. Cool? Definitely! What if Wizards of the Coast decided to chuck 

their reserved list and reprint some of the neatest cards ever? What 

should they bring back? That’s what InQuest Gamer decided to answer when 

we chose our 10 favorite cards on the basis of fun value, innovative 

mechanics or just plain nostalgia. See if you agree... 

Royal Assassin 

Before there was Carnophage or Dauthi Slayer, Royal 

Assassin was the black weenie. The ability to destroy 

a tapped creature proved devastating for those early 

Craw Wurm decks with which every new player 

experimented, and the combo with Icy Manipula- 

tor was king in the days before Time Spiral. Taken 

out of the main set simply due to the numbers 

crunch, the Assassin is primed for a return: It’s 

powerful, but not broken, and would bring back 

floods of happy memories to those players disap- 

pointed at the loss of Shivan Dragon. 

FEBRUARY2000 3a 



The best card ever to feature the 

Theory of Relativity in its art, 

Eureka is the original Show And 

Tell. How much fun is it to have 

your opponent staring down three 

Serras and two Craw Giants on 

turn four? With the right support, 

you can slap down an over- 

whelming army for a mere four 

mana. Since then, cards that let 

you play cards for free have come 

and gone, but none have matched 

the power or the sheer fun value 

of the first: Eureka. 

If there’s one thing that every 

Magic player wants to do, it’s 

stack his deck. For two mana and 

a piddling investment of life, you 

have an instant that lets you dig 

as deep as you want until you 

have exactly the five top cards 

that you want! Even better, Lim- 

Dil’s Vault’s search mechanic is a 

game within a game that gets 

your brain going. Will you keep 

searching for your kill card by los- 

ing life or will you be happy with 

the five solid cards you just drew? 

How cool is a card that lets you 

stay in the game at zero life? How 

cool is a card with such a powerful 

effect that you lose the game if it 

leaves play? If it’s Lich, the answer 

is “very.” By becoming a rotting 

undead thing, you can draw cards 

simply by gaining life! Plus, there 

is the pressure and suspense of 

keeping yourself undead. One Dis- 

enchant or Boomerang and you 

croak! The challenge of using and 

abusing Lich always proved more 

fun or rewarding than building a 

Stroke Of Genius deck. 

32) INQUESTGAMER5S 

Fifteen-point Fireball on me? 

Have one right back! One 

Berserk isn't enough? Let's have 

two! Any powerful sorcery or 

instant you have in your deck— 

or in your opponent's 

deck—doubles with the pres- 

ence of Fork. Nothing quite like 

Fork has ever been created since, 

which is a shame. Remember 

those giant multiplayer games 

in which the same spell was 

Forked towards six or seven dif- 

ferent targets? That's what Fork 

is all about. 

Think green never had creature 

control? Think again! Drop Of 

Honey takes advantage of 

green’s love for big creatures 

by slowly whittling away at the 

small ones, allowing the big 

guns to kick butt. And since 

you choose what creatures die, 

it can be a Savannah Lion here, 

a White Knight there, while let- 

ting your Force Of Nature sweep 

in. It’s a hoot as you never 

know where the lil bit of honey 

is ploppin’ next. 

“Do I put both the good cards in 

one pile, or do I separate them?” 

“Let's see... Do I pick the one-card 

pile or the nine-card pile?” If you 

love playing “Let's Make A Deal,” 

this is the artifact for you. The 

Portal can give you great cards if 

you read your opponent's psy- 

chology right and pick the better 

pile. It’s a card that tests the 

nerves and minds of both players 

and truly rewards the one who can 

outthink his opponent. 



Nothing you cast is what it seems— 

or at least, that’s what your opponent 

will be thinking with the Mask in 

play. Let your face-down army sit 

there until your opponent dares to 

attack, then reveal your Child Of Gaea 

for blocking fun. Drop down a 

Scandalmonger, and your opponent 

won't know to use it until it’s too late 

and he has no cards. The Mask adds 

an aspect of mystery and suspense to 

the game, and more importantly, 

drives your opponent crazy. Mwaha- 

hahahahaha! 

The ability to imitate any crea- 

ture and change the copy once 

you got bored with it made the 

Doppelganger one of the most 

popular early blue cards, and 

why not? No matter who con- 

trols the best creature on the 

board, you can always have one 

just like it! Sure, the rules about 

duplicating animated lands and 

artifacts got sticky, but the 

multiple pages of rulings just 

added to the Doppelganger’s 

charm. It’s the perfect gift for 

that Magic player who just has 

to have everything. 

The basis for one of the first Magic urban legends, this classic had such an impact it moved 

people to tape their creatures to walls. Probably the best colorless way to deal with any 

permanent, the Orb’s charm comes from the fact that you need a steady hand and good 

aim to use it effectively. Though this fact contributed to its disappearance from later sets, 

what can match the suspense of watching your opponent’s trembling hand as he posi- 

tions his Orb for that crucial flip? Apart from one sad imitation, the worthless Falling 

Star, the Orb is completely unique in the game, and we miss it. ) 

The iQ Gamer staff lobbied for Primordial Ooze to be on the list, but Rei Nakazawa 

talked them out of it. That’s why we pay him. 

CASTING COST: Keep it balanced. A 20/20 
for two mana is powerful, but really isn’t fair. 

: : : a |__ when you get down to it, The single blue in this. 
NAME: Something catchy, which clues people ino F { - : creature’s casting cost allows it to be include 
the card's origin, creature type or powers. Definitely (73 ae | in decks which only have a litle blue 
not a mundane name like “Disruptive Student.” : ene 

ee nl _ GAME TEXT: Be originall If the card already 
exists as another card in Magic, why bother? 

: For this card, we played off blue’s classic crea- 
Noramadon Siren has a power and tough- tures, Clone and Vesuvan Doppelganger, 

ness each equal to the difference between spinning the idea of a shifting power/tough- 
cards in your hand and cards in target ness in a totally different direction. 
opponent's hand. If your hand size is the : 

‘ ‘ _ Same as target opponent’s, Noramadon | 

wee Se pea ena _ Siren’s ae oe are 1/1. i POWER /TOUGHNESS: Our creature is 
net really big. a - | wacky, since it’s adjustable based on the cords 

in players’ hands. Again, check out other Magic 

have a fantastic painter who did ours, but you can 
draw your own image, scan it out of a magazine 

or go with existing clipart. 





sky-diving Pikachu? A Dragonite 

with the power to transport lug- 

gage? In Japan, where the 

Pokémon craze has been going strong 

_for more than three years, these are 

just a few of the cards every collector 

is tracking. 

Media Factory, the company that 

akes the Pokémon CCG in Japan, is 

mstantly looking for innovative ways 

to introduce their game to new fans 

d challenge existing ones. This 

has resulted in dozens of cool, hard- 

-find cards only available to Japanese 

collectors. 

Some of these are down-right 

eird. Toyota, for example, in a move 

get more kids to drag their parents 

car showrooms, gave out free spe- 

ally marked Arcanine cards to anyone 

who came to a Toyota dealership. Japan 

ailways gave away Mew and Pikachu 

rds to people who took specific rail- 

ad trips. And All Nippon Airways 

(ANA) gave out sets of Dragonite cart- 

ing luggage over mountains and 

Pikachu skydiving out of an ANA jet 

suspended by balloons. In addition to 

these ultra rare examples, Japanese 

fans also have many more-easily attain- 

able cards they can catch. 

PARD BASSI 
You pass a bookstore on the way to 

your next Pokémon game. You stop, 

plop a 100 yen coin (about $1) into a 

contraption that looks like a gumball 

machine but contains Pokémon cards 

instead of gum, turn a crank, and out 

slides a pack of three Pokémon cards 

(called Card-Dassu). In Japan you can 

get practically everything from vend- 

ing machines, including beer, 

cigarettes, pantyhose and high protein 

Calorie Mate sports snacks. 

There is a vending machine on 

almost every corner, and while most 

are for soda, tourists are often sur- 

kachu photo by Paul Schiraidi. Invasion of the Bady Snatchers photo courtesy of MPTV. 

prised by the sheer variety of machines. 

There are even computer slot machines 

where you pay for the chance to win 

pokémon pencils, notebooks, giant 

posters or erasers. One machine is even 

in the shape of Pikachu. 

The cards you get out of these 

vending machine cards are not like reg- 

ular Pokémon cards. Though they're 

the same size and have all the familiar 

elements of standard Pokémon cards, 

the vending machine cards are ultra 

glossy and feature “fan” art. Three sets 

of 36 cards have been released so far— 

108 total—and are generally referred 

to as Jumbo Vending sets one, two or 

three. Every time you plunk in your 

money you get a sheet of three cards, 

containing two commons and one 

uncommon. There is no rarity among 

these sheets, so you can usually get a 

complete expansion set by buying 18 

to 36 sheets. 

The first two sets have no rare cards. 



The third set has five rares that are not 

included on the sheet. To get these five 

pokémon you have to send a special 

“Masaki's PC” card to Media Factory. This 

card appears as a special fourth card on spe- 

cific sheets of the third vending machine 

set. To redeem it, you send it in along with 

a lower evolution to get the more advanced 

evolution. For example if you mail in a Grav- 

eler and a PC card, you'll get a special Golem 

card in return. This special exchange is due 

to expire by early 2000 so these five cards 

will become ultra rare. 

Each mini set of three cards is part of 

one of six themes ranging from urban ones 

like Dr. Oak's Lab and Around Masara Town 

to rural ones set in Tokiwa Forest and adven- 

tures in the Safari Zones. Since Media Factory 

used the best artwork created by fans, the 

vending cards feature many alternate ver- 

sions of fan favorite poke’s like Bulbasaur, 

Charmander, Squirtle and Rattata. 

The vending machine versions are simi- 

lar in power level to those in the regular 

sets. For example, Squirtle still has a one 

energy attack that does 10 damage. How- 

ever it can also use Water Blast, which does 

no damage but charges up its 10 point attack 

to do triple damage the next time you use 

it. There are a few powerful standouts in the 

vending machine set however. Kabuto, for 

example, gains the pokémon power “Fos- 

silize” which allows its owner to put back in 

his hand any pokémon that evolved from A 

Mysterious Fossil. You have to win a flip to 

do this and can only do it once per turn. But 

since it effectively heals your pokémon and 

you can immediately replay it, it’s awesome. 

ISLANDS OF POKEMON 
While the vending set is the biggest expan- 

sion only available in Japan, this past 

summer also saw the release of the South- 

ern Islands set. These were three card packs 

available in either Rainbow Island or Trop- 

ical Island settings. Rainbow Island 

featured three subsets: Field of Flowers, 

Sky, and Riverside, while Tropical Island 

featured Sea, Jungle, and Beach. Each of 

these packs also include a commemorative 

postcard of all three of the featured poké- 

mon frolicking together in their island 

locale. But the most exciting part of this 

set is that it afforded the first glimpse of 

Pokemon In the Machine 

INSIDE PIKACHU Trying to stand out among 
he many types of vending machines, this 
Pokémon game is in the shape of Pikachu. 

Players climb into the back of the much- 
bigger-than-life-size version and if you win 
simple game, you get a key chain. 

ASSU WHAT I LIKE The newest collectible game cards are available by 
ropping the equivalent of $1 into these machines, called Card Dassu. 
he center one contains cards for the big new Japanese CCG Yu-Gi-Oh. 
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the yet-to-be -released gold and silver 

Pokémon such as Lady Ba, Maril, Togepi 

and King Slowpoke. 

100 NEW PORES 
These are just the two biggest sets avail- 

able to Japanese collectors. There are also 

at least 77 individual promo cards that Poke- 

mon fanatics must track down to have a 

complete collection. The newest of these is 

a Meowth card inserted into the first edition 

of Meowth’s Party music CD. 

And there will be more as the next big 

Pokémon push is coming this winter with 

the release of the Pokémon gold and silver 

cartridges for GameBoy. New cards featur- 

ing these newly discovered pokémon will 

go on sale right after the video game is 

released. It’s a safe bet that premium cards 

will be given away in connection with the 

release as well. It’s a great time to be a 

Pokemon fan in Japan! 
z 

Russell and Shin spend most of their time 

in Tokyo's dark alleys and backstreets try- 

ing to bag the elusive Habo Hitrmonchan 

given out at select soup kitchens. 

a 
TAKE US TO yOUR {GYM LEADER Japanese love vending machines : 
ind you find them everywhere. These are the traditional throw-in- 
our-money-and-take-your-chances kind. The rightmost machine 

contains CCG cards; the others contain figures and toys. 
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By the /nQuest Gamer staff 

he universe is a big place. 
But when you throw the likes of the 
Predator, Darth Vader, the Terminator, 

spock and 60 other sci-fi champions together, 
’s not big enough. Searching through science- 
ction’s best movies, TV shows and video 

games, IQ Gamer recruited the coolest and 
joughest heroes and villains for a giant, 
single- -elimination, online tournament on our 
inQuestmag. com website. 
- You, the fans, decided the outcome. Through 
.. six weeks of laser bolts and Jedi mind tricks, 

tens of thousands of fans cast their votes 

. for each battle, one-by-one knocking con- 
testants off until there was only one 
character sitting atop the #1 spot. 

: Who’s the greatest sci-fi legend 
ever? Check out the following match 

] highlights on the road to #1... 

M ound 1: Crow vs. Captain Kirk. This shouldn't be close, but it is. 

‘The macho Kirk almost gets his butt waxed by the smart-talking, 

 no-legs robot from “Mystery Science Theater 3000.” But just when it 

ooks hopeless, a well placed phaser blast finally fuses the right circuits. 

Vinner: Kirk with 51% of the vote. 

Round 1: Jean-Luc Picard vs. Gorn Captain. In a remake of one of the 

yest classic Trek episodes, Picard matches wits and brawn with the rub- 
ery reptilian Gorn. Kirk outsmarted the Gorn, so, of course, Picard would 
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too, and that much faster. Instead of gunpowder, 

Picard constructs a nuclear hand grenade out of ura- 

nium and a pineapple and, after one last try at 

diplomacy, eats fried lizard. Winner: Picard with 

77% of the vote. 

Round 2: Terminator vs. Alien. An extendible jaw 

and metal-melting drool might make for neat party 

tricks, but before the Alien can even gnaw through 

the outer layer of the Terminator’s armor, Termi nails 

it with a half-dozen shotgun blasts to its bulbous 

bald head. It won’t be back. Winner: Terminator 

with 51% of the vote. 

Round 2: Darth Maul vs. Johnny Mnemonic. In the 

biggest blow-out of the tourney, the outclassed 

Mnemonic’s virtual mind tricks couldn't stand up to a 

Sith assassin’s real mind tricks. Winner: Darth Maul 

with 92% of the vote. 

Round 3: T-1000 vs. Luke Skywalker. Telekinetic Jedi 

powers hold a wildly thrashing liquid Terminator at bay 

as the Force begins to squeeze and squeeze and squeeze. 

Winner: Luke with 59% of the vote. 

Round 3: Darth Vader vs. Yoda. Two masters of the 

Force. One evil. One a muppet. It was a toss up. Win- 

ner: Vader with 52% of the vote. 

Final 8: Predator vs. Luke. Invisibility means noth- 

ing to a Jedi Master who, at 100 paces, can sense a flea 

frolicking in wookiee fur. Luke’s lightsaber adds 

another head to the Predator's collection; Pred just 

couldn't appreciate it. Winner: Luke with 63% of 

the vote. 

Final 8: Obi-Wan vs. Darth Maul. Obi-Wan splits the 

vote in his favor a la “Episode I.” Winner: Obi-Wan 

with 56% of the vote. 

Final 4: Luke vs. Qui-Gon Jinn. Too bad they never 

met, cause this would be a tough fight. But in a fan vote 

Luke’s a legend and Qui is quickly gone. Winner: Luke 

with 56% of the vote. 

Final 4: Obi-Wan vs. Vader. Hey, it’s a time paradox: 

A young Obi-Wan fighting Darth 20 years prior to an 

elder Obi-Wan dying in a fight with Vader. Same result. 

Winner: Vader with 73% of the vote. 

The Finals: Luke Skywalker vs. Darth Vader. Vader 

won round one in “The Empire Strikes Back.” Luke took 

the second round in “Return of the Jedi.” The third 

round? Well, since Luke got a little help in his second 

round victory with a repentant Vader, Darth makes 

quick work of his son and soon has him whining like 

the schoolgirl we all know he is. 

Despite the results, 1Q Gamer disavows any know 

edge of George Lucas bribes in the office. Though 

the jawa toilet paper is cool. 
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A League of Your Own a 

oe : 

GRAND SLAM Magic won't set you hack $1,000 if e-* : 
‘ ‘ 

you gather together a few friends and run a league. ous 

As INQUESTGAMER5S 



low ¢ our ex a a 

hone your next game lasts a little 1 longer. oa. your aus 

comes ime, 2 eet two, eS opponent Cae 20 wees ple 

en in a enna of bike, you can 

fun ee Magic ae By it Was es intended. 

igure out heen many corde you need and have everyone split 

ke sure you've got plenty of extra basic lands on hand. 

: n each round, you'll play every 

‘re looking to pay out the entire 

After a a game, scan down the left column to find your name, then trac 

your finger over to at box that lines we with your oo and mark £ 

To make things more ere have the top fin- 

: top two compete i in na best-of-five oe, If you've got more than” 

six, have the top four advance to a ne -elimination playoffs. Play the 2 

By : nau 1a Gener one 
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booster packs or you can have everyone 

return any rare cards they used in the 

league to acommon pool. Then, draft off 

the rares one at a time in order of finish. 

VARIANT #1: DRAFT LEAGUE 
The easiest way to run a league is to 

simply hand out cards and build decks, 

but it’s more fun if you include a draft 

and allow everyone to customize the 

colors they'll play. For a standard 

draft league, each player starts with 

one starter deck. Crack open your deck, 

check out your cards and plan your 

drafting strategy. 

Once everyone's 

ready, draft several 

more cards from 

booster packs. 

We recommend 

Rochester-style, 

which is detailed 

below, but you can use 

any method you prefer. 

Step 1: Rochester 

Draft. First, randomly 

assign a number to 

each player. Next, 

you'll need two booster 

packs for each player 

in the league. With- 

out looking at any of 

the cards, open all 

of the booster packs 

and place the cards 

in a stack, face- 

down. Now, you're 

ready to begin the draft. 

Starting from the top 

of the stack, flip over two 

cards for each player and put 

them in the middle of the 

tS A League of Your Own 
Oo et | 
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table. Starting with player #1, each player 

gets to pick a card, and then the order 

reverses. Then flip another set of cards 

and begin with player #2. For example, if 

you've got six people drafting, the first 

round would be 1,2,3,4,5,6,6,5,4,3,2,1, 

the second round would be 2,3,4,5,6, 

1,1,6,5,4,3,2, etc. 

Step 2: Deck Construction. Once all the 

cards have been drafted, it’s time for deck- 

building. The guidelines are simple: Your 

deck must have at least 60 cards, and 

you can pull whatever basic lands 

you need from a common pool. 

Step 3: Play! You can play your 

games in any order, as long as 

you play everyone once before mov- 

ing to the next round. Before each 

game starts, cut your opponent's deck 

and flip the top card of his deck face- 

up; that’s the card you're playing for. If 

it’s a basic land, you're out of luck. Win 

or lose, your opponent will get his land 

back. Of course, it could also be an awe- 

some card—a card so good that your 

opponent doesn’t want to lose it. 

If you don’t want to risk losing a good 

card that was flipped for ante, you can 

set it aside and flip over the next 

two cards of your library. Your 

opponent then chooses which 

SOMEONE LOSE A CONTACT LENSE? No, 

we can’t cure blindness, but we can give 

you five new ways to play Magic. 

one he’s playing for, even if it’s another 

card you don’t want to lose. Either way, all 

three cards are set aside for this game. If 

the winner chooses, he can then trade his 

prize back to the other player for another 

card that player offers in exchange. 

VARIANT #2: 
TAKE OUT THE TRASH 
Here’s another way to try league play— 

without having to bother with drafting or 

deck construction! Everyone starts with a 

random mix of cards, giving players a 

chance to find uses for cards they'd never 

imagine playing. Here’s how it works: 

Each player gets three 15-card booster 

packs and six of each basic land. Open the 

packs and shuffle all 75 cards together to 

create your starting deck. You're free to 

look through your deck, but you can’t 

make any changes or take out any cards; 

you'll be tweaking your deck on the fly 

as you play. 

When dueling, both players shuffle 

their decks and draw seven cards. Then, 

whoever gets to go first draws two cards. 

You get to keep one card and add it to 

your hand, but you have to discard the 

John Elway photo by Andy Lyons/Allsport: Yankee photo by Doug Pensinger/Allsport 



other one. The discarded card goes to the 

“ditch pile,” which is shared by you and 

your opponent, and your turn continues 

as normal. From now on, both players 

have a choice during the draw step. They 

can either draw two cards from their deck 

and ditch one or draw the top card of the 

ditch pile. 

Other than that, the game is played as 

normal. When the game is over, you and 

your opponent get a chance to retrieve 

some cards back from the ditch pile. Count 

up the number of cards in the pile and 

divide by four, rounded up; that’s the max- 

imum number of cards each player can 

retrieve. For example, if there were 18 

cards in the ditch pile at the end of the 

game, each player would get up to five 

cards back. You don’t have to take the max- 

imum number of cards, and leftover cards 

are permanently removed from the league. 

At the end of each round—after 

everyone has played everyone else once— 

each player gets a new booster pack. Open 

the booster, pick up to nine basic lands 

of your choice and shuffle all those cards 

into your deck. 

VARIANT #3: DOUBLE TROUBLE 
In this draft format, each player must build 

two decks. Each player gets a starter deck, 

and you'll draft two more booster packs 

each, for a total of 75 cards, not including 

basic lands. From that pool of cards, you 

must build a pair of 40-card decks. Or, draft 

four boosters for a total of 105 cards and use 

a 60-card minimum. Either way, before each 

duel, both players roll a die or flip a coin to 

determine which deck they'll be playing for 

that match. 

VARIANT #4: 
EXPANSION SHOWDOWN 
In this variant, each player chooses a dif- 

ferent expansion. Each player gets three 

booster packs of his expansion. If you use 

Homelands or Fallen Empires, you get six 

packs; if you use Alliances, you get four 

packs. Then, draft two more booster packs 

each, using Sixth Edition so players have 

access to staples like Disenchant and Shat- 

ter. Your deck must be at least 60 cards. 

VARIANT #5: TEAM 
This variant only works with an even 

number of players. First, pair everyone 

off into teams. Then, each player gets a 

starter deck. After looking through your 

deck, you can trade up to five cards with 

your teammate. Next, draft two more 

booster packs per player. During the 

draft, you and your teammate draft 

separately. Afterwards, you can trade up 

to five of the cards you just drafted with 

your teammate. From your final card 

pool, construct a 60-card deck. Your 

teammate does the same. 

Play multiplayer games, with your 

teammate sitting opposite you. When you 

flip for ante, cut and flip the deck of the 

player to your left. That's the card you're 

playing for; your teammate is playing for 

the other one. Play the game like a nor- 

mal multiplayer Magic game, except you 

can’t attack your teammate and he doesn’t 

count as an opponent. If you win, you must 

keep or trade your ante card back to 

its original owner; you can’t give it to 

your teammate. 

NO MORE MASTICORE 
Of course, these are just a few ways you 

can run your league. Feel free to experi- 

ment and devise your own variants; at 

InQuest HO, we use a different format every 

time a new expansion debuts. No matter 

which variant you try, one thing is cer- 

tain; it beats getting crushed by a Masticore 

for the eighth time in a row. fe) 

The |Q Gamer staff has played Magic in just 

about every conceivable way, though the 

underwater variant still needs work. 

CAS 
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ONE DAY AT THE INQUEST GAMER OFFICES... 

“RAT 
PARTS?" HAW, 

HAWL 

JUST EAT IT 
AND GO BACK 

TO COPY 
EDITING. 

| FOUND A 
RAT PART 
IN MY HOT 

DOG. 

SUDDENLY... 

HE'S NOT 
WEARING 
PANTS. 

~ geet SB ee,, 

4 

ASSOCIATE EDITOR CONTRIBUTI : 
BRENT FISHBAUGH), EDITOR SATAN 

| HAVE COME 
TO FILL MY COFFERS 
WITH THE SOULS OF 

THE DAMNED! 

AS THE HEAD \ 
EDITOR, YOU'LL DO 
NICELY, MICHAEL 

SEARLE! 



UMM 
I'M NOT MIKE 
SEARLE. HE'S 
MIKE SEARLE. 

= 

REALLYP 
MY FACE MUST 
BE SO RED.* 

*BA-BUMP-PISH! 

MWAH-HA-HAS 
PREPARE FOR AN 

ETERNITY OF 
WARM SODA AND 

SPELLFIRE! 

BUT I'LL 
CHALLENGE YOU 
TO A GAME OF 
WITS, WINNER 
TAKE ALL. 

BUT I'M 
NOT MIKE 

SEARLE! I'M JEFF 
HANNES...AND | 
ALREADY SOLD 

MY SOUL. 

SORRY, 
HONEST 

MISTAKE. AWA 
CULPA 

A GAME 
OF WITS 
CALLED... 



“JEOPARDY!” 

WELCOME 
BACK FROM 
COMMERCIAL 
EVERYBODY. 

_/ HEY, PIKACHU. 7 
REMEMBER: ONE 
MORE YEAR OF 
FAME AND YOUR 
SOUL IS MINE. 

LET'S GET A 
LOOK AT OUR 
CATEGORIES. 

USES TUR 

TWENTY MINUTES LATER. 
. 



OH SHUT UP. 
THAT STOPPED 
BEING CUTE 

EIGHT MONTHS / De Ua 

AGO. Fe ALRIGHT, YOU 
ASKED FOR 

IT. 

GAZE UPON HOH. THAT DOES WORK. | 
THINE OWN GOTTA BE MORE 

BLACK IMAGE, CAREEI 
DEMON! : \ UL 

: SHAVING IN THE 
MORN... 

AS OFFICIAL 
: a NINTENDO LAWYERS 

ARREST THAT ™ / WE CHARGE YOU 

UNHOLY LORD OF WITH TOASTING OUR 

DARKNESSS LITTLE YELLOW CASH 
COW...WHAT’S A/S 

NAME. 

DON'T BE 
RIDICULOUS. | 
OWN 20% OF 
YOUR STOCK. 



ENOUGH OUT : 
OF YOU. YOU'RE 'M NOT 
COMING WITH MIKE...AH, 

us. FORGET IT! 

«AND | WOULDA 
GOTTEN AWAY 

WITH IT TOO. IF IT 
WASN'T FOR THAT 
BLASTED MIKE 

SEARLE! 

CURSES/ WITH 
PIKA=WHATEVER 

GONE, WE'LL LOSE , = ven ane 

Jt tadatae A... LIFT? A NEW POKEMON GIVE ME ALLIFT ]  (wuy, ves. YES ICON HOMES 
WE CAN. A *LIET! 

INDEED. 

7 BUT THIS 
UGH... LET'S : TIME | GET 

KILL IT BEFORE IT \@ Pe THE WHITE 
EVOLVES AND MEAT! 
GETS WORSE. 



FREE SPELLFIRE CARDS! Vote in the biggest, 

me haddest gaming awards on the planet and 

you could win free stuff. 



Photo courtesy of Everett Collection 

SONE MAN CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE.” 

And even though this pearl of wisdom came to us via the talking 

car in “Knight Rider,” no truer words have ever been spoken. It hap- 

pened last year when only one vote separated the “Hall of Fame” 

contenders, and this year, when a single gungan caused movie- 

goers everywhere to run screaming from theaters. You too can 

make a difference. 

su LI AOLIN 

FOLLOW YOUR HEART... AND THESE 

INSTRUCTIONS 

You can only vote for games released in 1999. Magic: The Gathering 

may be the best game you've ever played, but it can’t be nominated 

for “Best CCG” since it came out in 1993, not 1999. Vote once in 

each category except the “Hall of Fame” division, either for one of 

the four game-related items InQuest has chosen or write in your 

own nominations; maybe you like Beyond the Mountains of Madness 

better than any of the listed nominees for “Best RPG Supplement.” 

The important thing to remember with the InQuest Gamer Fan Awards 

is that YOU the fans—not store owners, critics or game designers— 

decide what's the best in gamedom. Since it’s you who's deciding 

what was the tops of ‘99, feel free to write in your own votes. This 

is democracy at its purest form. GOD BLESS AMERICA! This ballot, 

unlike any other award in gaming, is decided by you, the fans who 

play the games. It’s an awesome responsibility. 

If that’s the case, we've provided a write-in slot just for you. How- 

ever, votes for stuff released before or after 1999 will be shredded. 

If you don’t know any of the entries in a category, feel free to leave 

it blank. If you like, you can photocopy the ballot—either so you 

won't mess up your magazine or to pass along to friends. You can 

vote by mail, or e-mail by heading over to our InQuestMag.com 

website. Winners will be announced in a future issue of InQuest 

Gamer. So find a clean envelope, smack a stamp on it and mail your 

ballot to: 

Wizard Entertainment 

151 Wells Ave 

Gongers, NY 10920 

FIETY randomly selected voters will each receive a mystery gift pack, made up of stuff taking up space in the warehouse. 

At this moment in time, not even we know what we're going to put in it. Recipients of an inflatable Catherine Zeta-Jones 

doll or dead pokémon should not be surprised. 

THE BALLOT 
STEP ONE: Check one box in each of the following categories. (That's it! There is only one step!) 

BEST CCG 

QO) 7th Sea: No Quarter 

(i Tomb Raider CCG 

Ld Overthrone 

D) Lost Cities 

BEST CARD GAME FAVORITE CHARACTER 

O Pikachu (Pokémon) 

O Squee (Magic) 

O Young Jedi CCG Qi Apples to Apples O Darth Maul (Young Jedi) 

Cy Pokémon O Brawl O Hitome (L5R) 

Q Write-in: CI Write-in: Qi Write-in: 

BEST RPG BEST CCG EXPANSION COOLEST MOMENT 

Q) 7th Sea Q Urza's Destiny (Magic) The Patriot is executed (Brave New 

y Aberrant Fossil (Pokémon) World) 

QO) Brave New World Mouth of Hell (Doomtown) “1 The Whateleys open the gate to Hell 

Oi Sovereign Stone (I Blaze of Glory (Star Trek CCG) (Doomtown) 

Q Write-in: QO Write-in: O Hitome kills Lord Moon (L5R) 

OQ Year of the Reckoning (World of 

BEST BOARD GAME BEST RPG SUPPLEMENT Darkness) 

O) Tikal Oi Wraith: The Great War CQ) Write-in: 

O Thunder's Edge QO Axe of the Dwarvish Lords 

O) Ra QO Delta Green: Countdown HALL OF FAME 

2 Disk Wars Qi Star Trek RPG (vote for two) 

Qi Write-in: = Qi Write-in: O Axis & Allies 

Oi Call of Cthulhu 

BEST COMPUTER FAVORITE ARTIST C1 Champions 

GAME Oi rk post Ci Diplomacy 

QO) EverQuest OQ Clyde Caldwell Q) Vampire: The Masquerade 

QO) Baldur's Gate Ol Greg & Tim Hildebrandt QO) Warhammer (miniatures) 

Q Asheron's Call Ol Pete Venters O Star Trek CCG 

CO System Shock 2 O Write-in: Oi Star Wars CCG 

CL) Write-in: 

VOTE AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE! 
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LETHAL DECKS FOR STANDARD M 

ust what the heck is a Nabob, anyway? Believe 

J it or not, lowly Squee, Goblin Nabob might be 

the most powerful card in all of Mercadian 

Masques. He’s just a 1/1 creature for three mana, 

but check out that special ability—he’s a never- 

ending supply of cards that you can turn into a 

1/1 creature if you really need one. Hmm, how 

does that match up with land destruction? 

How to Play 
In the "Stone Cold Squee" deck, Squee does it all. 

Every Squee you draw means you can upkeep Masticore 

without losing any cards from your hand (other than 

Squee). You have to get the timing right though. 

Here's exactly how it works: Squee is in your graveyard. 

At the beginning of your upkeep put Masticore’s 

upkeep on the stack and then put the return of Squee 

on top of that. Now let the stack resolve—first Squee 

returns to your hand and then you can discard him to 

keep Masticore around. 

Seismic Mage is also insanely powerful in com- 

bination with Squee. The Mage allows you to pay 2R, discard 

a card and tap him in order to destroy one of your opponent’s 

lands. If you choose to discard Squee then he'll come back 

next turn and you can repeat the process. Eventually you'll 

blow up all your opponent's land without ever discarding any 

cards other than Squee. 

However, the best way to combine all these uses is in a 

mono-red land destruction deck. Red provides direct-damage 

spells that can be used to remove whatever creatures your 

opponent gets out before you start blowing up his land or just 

to kill your opponent. Red also has the most and best land- 

destruction spells: Stone Rain, Pillage and Avalanche Rider, so 

you'll never be at a loss for artillery. 

Your overall strategy with this deck is fairly straight-forward: 

Try to paralyze your opponent by blowing up every single land 

_.. he plays. If he doesn’t have any land on the table, it should 

a be really hard for him to kill you and quite easy for you 

m to kill him. Should your regular land-destruction spells 

fail, you've got the back-up Dust Bowl and 

Rishadan Port lands to lock down mana. The 

Dust Bowl can hamper any foe using nonbasic 

lands, so if you have no other land-destruction 

| the deck 

Hammer Of 

Bogardan 
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AGIC TOURNEYS 

MASTER BLASTER The Seismic Mage’s 

two favorite activities: eating beans and 

blowing up land. 
spells to play, don’t 

hesitate to sacrifice 

one of your lands; you can cast your creatures later. Same deal 

with the Rishadan Port. It’s more important to shut your oppo- 

nent down by tapping lands during his upkeep than it is to build 

your offense. 

Don't be afraid to take some early damage while you cast your 

land-destruction spells. It’s important to try to disrupt your 

opponent's mana development quickly, before he can cast all the 

spells that are in his hand. Try to cast Shock and Powder Keg 

before you get to the three-mana mark since that’s when your land 

destruction starts kicking in. From then on you should always 

blow up as many lands as possible before taking time off to 

kill any creatures which have sneaked into play. After that you 

can win by attacking with creatures or by recursing the Hammer 

Of Bogardan. 

Whenever you cast an Avalanche Rider, the following turn 

you'll have to decide whether to pay its echo or not. The answer 

is simple: If you have other means of land destruction in play or 

in your hand, don’t pay the echo. Against anything but a= 

swarming weenie deck, you always want to hit your opponent with 

more mana blasting. 

ARTIFACTS 4 Pillage LANDS 
3 Masticore 4 Seismic Mage 4 Dust Bowl 

2 Powder Keg 4 Shock 4 Ghitu 
| ] 4 Squee, Goblin Encampment 

4 Avalanche Rider Nabols 15 Mountain ae 
4 Stone Rain 4 Rishadan Port dan —$__> | i 
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: Teamed up with 

cards like the Masticore, this 

deck proves itself unbeatable. 
Once you get to eight lands— 

enough to retrieve and cast the 

Hammer in the same turn, consider hanging onto your extra 

Mountains to fuel your Seismic Mages or Masticores. Although Squee 

can do the job, it doesn’t hurt to have backup. 

Weaknesses 
A significant weakness of this deck is that all your land destruction 

costs at least three mana. That means that your opponent will 

usually be able to cast whatever cheap spells he draws, especially 

at the beginning of the game. You'll have to rely on your creature- 

kill spells and sideboard extra elimination to cope. 

Your mana-deprivation strategy will hit a snag if your opponent 

has artifact mana like the various colored Diamonds or Thran 

Dynamo. You can use Pillage and Powder Keg to blow those up; 

remember, you don’t have to put a counter on the Keg if you want 

to keep it at a certain casting cost. If your opponent has a lot of 

artifacts, then you might not be able to prevent him from casting 

key spells. You'll want to remove your Shocks, since decks like 

that rarely have small creatures, and add in more artifact removal 

from your sideboard. Think of it as land destruction specially 

geared up against artifact mana. 

How to Sideboard 
Against speedy weenie decks, swap in your Arc Lightnings, Cave- 

Ins and the fourth Masticore. You'll probably want to take out 

Stone Rain in those match-ups since you'll need all your creature 

elimination and it’s less effective than the Avalanche Riders who 

can block weenies. 

When you run into other red decks, the best thing you can do 

is bring in large creatures that are too big for them to burn. Two- 

Headed Dragon is my current favorite, although Orgg is also quite 

good. The last card in your sideboard is the graveyard-removing 

Thran Foundry. You can use it against Replenish decks, Yawgmoth’s 

Will decks or to get rid of an opponent's Squee. 

Land destruction decks aren’t a whole lot of fun to play against, 

but if you want to harness the full power of the all-mighty Squee 

and crush unsuspecting opponents, then this deck is the way to do 

it. Good luck and be kind. 

If Randy were a Magic Writer Nabob, that would mean he was 

the commander of an army of Magic writers in India under the 

Mogul empire. Huh? 

AHOY MATEY! 
hat’s left after you destroy all the fand in 

the world? Waterworld? Weil, | couldn’t 

really come up with a bad Kevin Costner 

movies theme deck, despite there being plenty of 

fodder, so instead I've put together a pirate deck. 

Mercadian Masques has a lot of theme deck potential 

and it wouldn’t be hard te put together a Masques- 

only pirate deck, but | couldn’t resist a few obvious 

cards from other sets. "Ahoy Matey" is surprisingly 

playable for a theme deck, and it would be Standard 

legal, but | couldn’t possibly leave out Pirate Ship! 

Bi Randy Buehler, Cotton Swabber 
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POKEMON LETHAL TOURNEY DECKS 

elcome "Celebrity Deathmatch" fans! Tonight, we’l 

W witness the horrifying drama of the final epic con- 

flict: "The Irresistible Force" Scyther versus "The 

Unmovable Object." Who are we talking about? You all know 

him. He smiles... He waves... He pretends he’s trapped in 

an invisible box... Yes Deathmatchers, prepare yourselves 

for the unstoppable girly man himself— the malevolent 

Mist-ah Mime! Inspired by Gandhi, with body by Play-doh, 

this poké is sure to be the millennium-ending nemesis 

we've all been waiting for. Spotlight center, monster fans. 

It’s showtime! 

Deck Concept 

The "Doktor Psyfire" deck is all about damage control. Your pri- 

mary objective is to shut down the game with a nasty, defensive 

lock down. To do this, all your pokémon have amazing "wall" 

mechanisms: Chansey scrunches to avoid all damage; Mr. Mime’s 

invisible wall shuts down your opponent's heavy hitters, and your 

entire Gengar line is resistant to fighting. Even better, Haunter’s 

transparency and Magmar’s smokescreen will make half of your 

opponent's attacks do nothing! 

But that’s not all. While Psyfire’s army makes your opponent 

grumble in frustration, your trainers will make him tear his hair 

out. Your deck is designed to make your rival's active pokémon 

totally useless. Eventually, these wall-stall tactics will produce the 

nightmare combo—a Magmar up front and a Gengar on the bench. 

Game over! 

How to Play 

Containing and controlling your opponent's attacks is your first 

concern. To do that, you must choose your active pokémon wisely. 

If-your opponent is playing a fighting deck, open with Gastly. If 

you're energy-hosed or he’s playing a heavy hitter like Scyther, Mr. 

Mime is the way to go. Against smaller grass pokémon, use Magmar. 

And if the opposition looks like itll be building up fast, slow ‘em 

down with Chansey. If you don’t know what you'l be facing, Mag- 

mar or Chansey is your best bet. No matter what your opening draw, 

Pokémon Trader will help you make these tough decisions. 

Once you've matched up your rival’s pokémon with 

me of your bad boys, he'll try to run away or beat you 

the deck 

3 Gust Of Wind 

3 Pokémon Trader 

2 Gengar 

3 Haunter (Fossil) 

_4 Magmar (Fossil] 3 Scoop Up 

Mr. Mime 4 Super Energy 

Removal 
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MAIMED BY THE WINME This guy shuts 

down your opponent’s deck while you 
up. And that’s what your 

trainers are for. Always 

make the matchup as 

difficult for your opponent as possible, using Gust Of Wind and 

Super Energy Removal to fix your fights. If, for example, you have 

Mr. Mime and your foe has Charizard on the bench, just Gust up 

Charizard and remove his fire. Not only will his lizard be pow- 

erless, he can’t even retreat without energy. This tactic buys 

you valuable time to build up your bench. 

Of course, that trick only works on pokémon that do lots of 

damage. Against fast, nasty pokémon like Electabuzz, you'll either 

want Chansey or Magmar. Either way, Scoop Up will buy you sev- 

eral extra turns. Play Chansey if you need time to solidify your 

position, but to attack, Magmar is much better. 

Normally, getting enough energy to fuel Magmar’s smog attack 

in a two-color deck is tricky, but three copies of Energy Search 

should take care of that problem. Just use smokescreen until you 

have two fire energy and then use smog every turn. Remember 

that an enemy pokémon remains poisoned until it retreats and it 

needs energy to retreat. Pick a big, juicy target and use your 

Super Energy Removals to finish it off. If 

things get ugly, just Scoop your Magmar 

and go into stall mode to rebuild. 

Meanwhile, your Gengar line supports 

build your killer combo. 

POKEMON TRAINERS ENERGY you no matter what; each has unique abil- 

2 Chansey 3 Energy Search 8 Fire Energy ities that help you prepare the 
4 Gastly (Fossil] 3 Gambler 14 Psychic Energy game-winning lock. If your opponent is 

playing Energy Removal, use Gastly’s 

energy conversion. Gastly will also help 

you play Super Energy Removals and 

repower any pokémon you Scoop. 

Haunter's transparency is one of the best 

shields in the game, and you can still use 

Nightmare every turn. But the real evil 

Pokémon ™ & © Nintendo 



‘ollection 
(a) 

Dr. Evil photo courtesy of Everett 

genius you're after is 

"Doktor Psyfire" him- 

self—Gengar. 

Why? He'll win you 

the game. By this time, your opponent will have spent a lot of 

resources trying to beat down your mega-defenses. But once you have 

Magmar active and a benched Gengar, just Gust out his weakest 

pokémon. Magmar’s poisoning smog will give it a huge pile of dam- 

age counters. However, don't kill your prey right away; use Super 

Energy Removal to keep it from retreating. Then, use Gengar’s curse 

to shuffle damage from your victim onto those losers cowering on 

your opponent's bench. The game will end by the time you run out 

of breath from cackling wildly. 

The best defensive situation you can set up is having a pair of 

Mimes in play—one on the bench and one up front. If both your 

Mimes are damage-free, your opponent won't be able to knock out 

your active one with a single blow. If your opponent nicks your 

active Mr. Mime for 10 or 20 damage during his turn, either retreat 

your wounded Mime and replace it with a fresh one, or use Scoop 

Up, plopping the one you picked up back onto your bench. With three 

or four Mimes in play, the annoyance is multiplied—the more Mimes 

you get into play, the more batty it'll drive your opponent. Just be 

wary of Gust Of Wind if you're not using Scoop Up to swap Mimes. 

However, never rely on any one pokémon too much. If you waste 

too many of your resources trying to save somebody, you're going 

against the grain of the deck. 

Also, never play yourself out so hard that only a Gambler can save 

you. If you set up properly and play cleverly with Super Energy 

Removals, Gusts and Scoops, you'll have more than enough oppor- 

tunity to set up the win. 

MARKED FOR DEATH Gengar chooses which 
Pikachu goes to market, and which one 

goes all the way to the discard pile. 

Weaknesses 
Most popular decks will crumble under your passive-aggressive, 

Gandhi-like assault. Even the most powerful basic pokémon—Hit- 

monchan and Scyther—will be completely under your hypnotic 

thrall. "Raindancing" Blastoise decks are easily shut down by Mr. 

Mime, but other stall decks can be downright annoying. If your 

opponent tries to stall you out, Gust and use Magmar to poison his 

Mimes, then go back into business. If he has the deadly Moltres, use 

Gambler sparingly. Wait it out and finish off the critters with Gen- 

gar and Super Energy Removal. o 

Freelancer Kent D. Kelly thinks pakéman are all quite tolerable, 

as lang as they're properly doused in ketchup first. 

the non-killer deck 

LY 

DR. POKE-EVIL 
nough about Doktor Psyfire. This deck is the 

Diet Coke of evil. Use your disturbing little 

Mankeys and sardonic Hypnos to spy on your 

opponent’s cards and use Impostor Professor Oak 

and Lass to send them time-traveling back to their 

decks. Gust Of Wind and Energy Removal will keep 

your rival from doing anything shagadelic whatso- 

ever. When you decide he’s finally had enough, 

smack him around with a Scyther or Primeape. 

Then, look him in the eye, sigh and say “it got 

weird, didn’t it?" I Kent David Kelly 

FEBRUARY2000 6 4 



\ere can be only one!" This quote, from the movie 

"Highlander," also defines the Highlander format 

for Magic decks. Instead of sticking to the normal 

four-copy-per-card limit outlined in the Magic rulebook, High- 

lander rules set a deck limit of one copy of any card besides 

basic lands. This completely hoses some strategies, like combo 

decks, but also allows a number of cards to be played which 

would otherwise never see the light of day. 

4. Theme 
While a Highlander deck can take many forms, the aim of this deck 

is rather straightforward: beat your opponent down with creatures 

of various sorts while holding off his threats with removal spells 

like Arc Lightning and Disenchant. You'll often go in for the final 

blow with a direct-damage spell like Blaze or Earthquake. 

Gr 1 

O 

AY KE You couldn't ask for a hetter 

-wrapped present for this deck, a spellshaper 

that can deal one damage a turn to any target. 

an @eT ., Jeremy aa 

=. Golors 

Since the deck-building strategies involved here are quite similar 

to those found in limited formats like sealed deck and booster 

draft, I decided to focus around the main components of those 

formats—creatures and creature/permanent removal. The two 

colors in this deck, red and white, combine a solid base of quick 

creatures with nice attributes, like Mother Of Runes and 

Kris Mage, with the ability to remove virtually any threat your 

opponent will throw your way with cards like Wrath Of God 

and Earthquake. 

=. Greatures 
Your main objective is to beat your opponent down quickly, so 

there are a lot of creatures in this deck. To maximize the chances 

of playing a creature on each of the first few turns, I included 

17 creatures that cost two or less mana and only eight that 

cost more. 

The one-cost creatures are quite a varied lot. Obviously, 

none will have a real game-breaking ability—you get what 

you pay for—but I went with the most useful ones without 

heinous drawbacks. In red, for example, I chose Goblin Dig- 

ging Team, a 1/1 that you can sac to get rid of annoying 

walls, and Kris Mage, a 1/1 spellshaper that deals one dam- 

age to any target. 

For white, I went with guys like Ramosian Sergeant, a 1/1 

that can start a chain by rooting out more expensive rebels, and 

N= =) 7 
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Mother Of Runes—perhaps the best one-cost creature in Standard- 

legal sets—a 1/1 that can tap to give any of your creatures protection 

from a color of your choice until end of turn. 

The two-cost level includes some slightly larger and more 

powerful creatures. Only one is red—them’s the breaks when 

you have a limited card pool—Goblin War Buggy, a 2/2 with 

haste and echo. In white, Longbow Archer is a 2/2 first 

striker that can block flying creatures, Monk Realist is a 1/1 

that destroys an enchantment when it comes into play, 

Expendable Troops is a 2/1 that can sacrifice to deal two 

damage to any attacking or blocking creature, and Field Sur- 

geon is a 1/1 that allows any of your creatures to tap to 

prevent one damage to any of your creatures. 

Going up on the mana-cost scale, we have three three- 

cost creatures—Nightwind Glider, a 2/1 protection-from-black 

flyer; Thermal Glider, a 2/1 protection-from-red flyer; and 

Ticking Gnomes, a 3/3 echoer that can sac to deal one 

damage to any target. 

Finishing off the creature base, there are five that cost 

four mana. Charmed Griffin, a 3/3 flyer with the small 

drawback of letting your opponent play an enchantment or 

artifact from his hand for free, and Sustainer Of The Realm, 

a 2/3 flyer that gains +0/+2 when it blocks, bolster your air 

force. Radiant’s Dragoons, a 2/5 echoer that gives you five 

life when it enters play, and Thran War Machine, a 4/5 echoer 

that must attack every turn if able, give you some fat to 

work with. And Masticore, perhaps the best creature in the 

Standard format, is a 4/4 regenerator that can ping a creature 

repeatedly for two mana a whack. 

4. Spelis 
Red's bevy of direct damage is well represented here. Blaze, 

Shock, Parch, Reckless Abandon and Arc Lightning are all 

effective forms of spot removal, while Earthquake can clear 

the board of all ground creatures in one shot. The other red 

spell, Gamble, lets you search out any card from your library— 

an ability that can never be discounted. 

The white spells also focus on removal and neutralization. 

Pacifism keeps any creature from attacking or blocking, while 

Wrath Of God clears the table of every creature. Waylay, an 

instant for three mana, gives you three 2/2 blockers that 

can take out three opposing attackers—3-for-1 card advan- 

tage is "some good," as the pro players would say—or kill off 

a huge threat by blocking together. Finally, Disenchant 

removes any nasty enchantment or artifact threats your 

opponent can throw your way. 

5. Lands 
Only three non-basic lands merited inclusion. Rishadan Port, 

probably the best land in Mercadian Masques, lets you tap any 

land by tapping it and one more mana—pretty handy when 

your opponent is short on mana or has one of the nasty 

Urza’s Legacy "man-lands" threatening you. Drifting Meadow 

and Smoldering Crater give you a bit of card-drawing with 

their cycling ability. Ten Mountains and 11 Plains finish off 

the mana base. 

You'll be able to head off your opponent with the wide 

array of threats this deck holds. Hopefully, you'll be victo- 

rious before a "Highlander" movie sequel debuts. fo] 

Jeremy Smith fjeremysm @roundtable. cif. rochester.edu) 

wants to build a deck with zera copies of each card. 

HONOR ROLL 
i this Highlander deck, there’s only one way to play 

your key cards the right way: 

ARC LIGHTNING: Fer just 
three mana, you get three damage 

to split up any way you want. With 

the large number of one-toughness 

creatures you'll probably see, this 

can net you three creatures for 

just one spell, and it can kill your 

opponent toa. 

EARTHQUAKE: This spelt will 
help you get rid of virtually any 

ground threat your opponent has. 

Of course, it'll kill yours off too, so 

make sure not to play it unless you're 

behind on creatures or are within 

striking distance of ending the game 

in one shot. 

MASTICORE: @ 4/4 far only 
four mana is a pretty good deal. 

Throw in regeneration and the abil- 

ity to ping any creature repeatedly, 

and it’s nothing short of amazing, 

Even the drawhack of discarding 

each turn barely hinders the awe- 

some power of this creature. 

MOTHER OF RUNES: 
"Mommy," who can tap to give 

FEBRUARY2000 6S 
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lderac Entertainment’s 7th Sea is one of the most pop- 

ular RPG releases of ‘99. The combination of 

“a &2 swashbuckling adventure, courtly intrigue and powerful 

sorcery have combined into a setting that appeals to many 

gamers’ inner pirate or musketeer. 

The game is set on the world of Théah, a setting described 

as a “distant cousin” to Europe during the late 17th century. 

The setting is familiar enough to most gamers to be immedi- 

| UNHOLY ALLIANCE Pirates, mages 

and musketeers plot, scheme and 

duel in the world of 7th Sea. 

ately accessible, with clear analogs to the nations of Europe— 

France appears as Montaigne, Spain as Castille, England as 



Avalon, etc.—yet at the same time, the use of a fantasy setting 

frees players and gamemasters alike from the constraints of 

adhering to historical fact. 

The game is being supported with the same completeness that 

AEG has bestowed upon their other historical fantasy RPG, Leg- 

end of the Five Rings. Each of the Théan nations are to be the 

subject of their own sourcebook release, as are each of the secret 

societies characters are able to join. At Gen Con in Milwaukee 

last summer, AEG also released 7th Sea: No Quarter, the CCG 

tie-in to 7th Sea, bringing a piratical flair to card play as well 

as tabletop roleplaying. 

The characters in 7th Sea come in two basic varieties: swordsmen 

and sorcerers. The character creation system is geared in such a 

4 way that a viable character will be either skilled with weapons or 

magic. The point costs incurred during character creation ensure 

that a player can be one or the other, but not both. Don't try to 

create a character who's adept in both realms your first time out; 

such hybrid characters are essentially unplayable until they have 

garnered enough experience to raise their stats to a decent level. 

There are five statistics that define characters in 7th Sea: 

brawn, finesse, wits, resolve and panache. Panache is probably 

the most important statistic for all characters, regardless of focus. 

Panache is the statistic that, among other things, 

determines the initiative and number of actions you 

van perform each turn. Without the chance to act, 

your character won't have a chance to display his 

hard-won abilities; make sure you have the points in 

panache to ensure a score of at least 2. This will give 

you two dice to roll for initiative, resulting in your 

being able to act twice during a turn—an invaluable 

ability, especially if you wish to be able to defend 

yourself as well as take offensive actions. 

The second most important stat to focus on 

depends entirely on what sort of character you're cre- 

ating. If you're generating a sorcerer, closely read 

the relevant individual magic system, as each one 

favors a different set of stats. If you want to play a 
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ers Guide and the 7£h Sea 
Game Master's Guide, They're 

_all you need to run the game 

_for players and GMs. 
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swordsman, your choice is simple: emphasize finesse. All combat 

boils down to it as it’s the statistic governing coordination. All 

attacks and defenses depend on the use of finesse, plus what- 

ever skill youll be using. 

Damage you deliver is determined by your brawn; the amount 

of damage you can take is determined by your resolve, and your 

wits are your brains and cleverness. But, when you get right down 

to it, the critical statistics will always be finesse and panache. 

The Blades. Swordsmen have attended one of the martial 

schools of Théah and have learned one of the specific styles of 

swordplay taught there. Each nation has one native school pre- 

sented—although you may attend a school outside of your own 

nation for an additional point cost—and more schools will be 

detailed in upcoming supplements. Your sword style teaches you 

the basics of fencing, as well as special maneuvers individual to 

that style; for example, the Valroux style of Montaigne teaches 

the use of the main-gauche, the off-handed parrying dagger. 

Obviously, the most points-effective method here is to spend 

fewer points to gain proficiency in the sword school taught by your 

own nation. This will net you additional points that you can spend 

on raising your skill totals, making your character truly formidable. 

Another note: If there is a skill or a technique that you think 

might serve your character well in the future, go ahead and put 

a single level in it during character creation; this is more cost-effec- 

tive than spending the experience to get the skill later in the 

game. It is cheaper to buy it during character creation and raise 

its level through experience. 

The Wands. Sorcery is the realm of the nobles. The spark of 

magic flows only in noble blood, and sorcerous characters can 

choose between being fully blooded, with both parents sorcerers of 

a single nation’s magical style; half-blooded, which translates to more 

variety but less potential power; or twice-blooded, with parents of 

two different schools—essentially making the character half- 

blooded, but with access to two different schools. Except for the 

Germanic Eisen and its magic metal, Dracheneisen, and the Church- 

dominated Castille which eschews magic entirely, each nation has 

its own native school of magic. This gives you five unique magic 

Every GM needs a 
screen. It comes with an intro” 
adventure—a worthy introduc-— 

tion to the world of 7th Sea, 

a. HE you 

want to start with pirates, this 
is the sourcebook for you. In 

addition to describing the 
world of the Thean pirates, the 
‘sourcebook features an 
advanced naval combat system. 
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systems from which to chose. 

At the start, all sorcerers are of roughly equal power, with the 

exception of the twice-blooded, who have much more variety at their 

disposal than the others. As characters grow in experience, you 

will find that a full-blooded sorcerer is a thing to fear. His power 

quickly outstrips that of the half-bloods and twice-bloods. If it is 

raw power that interests you, go with a full-blooded sorcerer. For 

variety, go with a twice-blooded. 

There is little reason to pick a half-blooded character; it doesn't 

save you enough points to attend a swordsman school, the saved 

points are really only useful in purchasing more skills. A half-blood 

will find himself quite outclassed by any full-blood sorcerer and 

lacking the options given to a twice-blooded one. 

Combat in 7th Sea brings the excitement and action of classical 

swashbuckling to life. Combat boils down to initiative rolls, which 

determine the order of actions and number of them your charac- 

ter has at his fingertips. In order, attacks are resolved first against 

a target's passive defenses, then if a hit is scored, the target has 

the option of using some of its future actions to actively parry or 

defend against the attack. This leads to combats that have the 

exciting, back-and-forth nature of the great swashbuckling films. 

Villains in 7th Sea are of equal power—or often, greater 

power—than the heroes. They have, working for them, hench- 

man, who are of lesser power than the player characters (PCs), 

and beneath them, brutes, who travel in groups known as— 

wait for it—”Brute Squads.” Henchman and brutes are much 

easier to dispose of than the villains, allowing the PCs to fight 

their way through hordes of guards and thugs with ease, on 

their way to the final confrontation with their snarling, mus- 

tache-twirling arch foe. 

The most unique facet of 7th Sea’s combat system, however— 

and the one that novice players will have to get used to—is that 

CAMPAIGN IDEA: 

LIFE ON THE EDGE Combat 

is furious but not deadly, 

so dare the impossible. 

simply put, player characters cannot be killed. The worst result 

a player should expect if the tides of combat turn against him is 

to be knocked out. The player can then expect to have his char- 

In a world as varied as Théah, there are a host of adventures a group of players might get drawn into. Here are a 

couple of ideas to get your campaign going. 

miieis Pa FWA » The players have one section of a multipart treasure map. They must find the other three pieces 

and follow the instructions to a mysterious island filled with Syrneth ruins and artifacts. The other parts of 

the map are held by rival pirates, the Church, merchant princes or a royal family; the quest to recover each seg- 

ment can fuel many sessions of play in and of itself, even before you get 

to the ig cpio el Parsion of the campaign. 

The players, as members of one of Théah’s 

secret societies, are engaged in a mission te uncover and expose the 

machinations of an enemy group of the GI's choosing. The campaign would 

be filled with secret intrigues, disguises and moonlit rescues from well- 

guarded fortresses. Read The Scarlet Pimpernel for background ideas for 

thi campaign. 

F ' The players are a hand-chosen group of 

heroes hoe serve ae crown of their nation. Whether they are Montaigne 

musketeers, the personal guard of the Castillian King, Sandoval, or mem- 

bers of Queen Elaine’s Avalon Sea Dogs, their role is to protect their ruler, 

and if necessary, to give their lives in the service of the throne. 

68 INQUESTGAMER5S 
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acter awaken sometime later, usually chained to some dungeon 

wall, ready to escape in the finest swashbuckling tradition. The 

game does make allowances for the preservation of common sense 

in these situations; for example, a character strapped over the end 

of a ship's cannon obviously will not be simply rendered uncon- 

scious. But for the most part, characters have what amounts to 

plot immunity to death. The authors suggest that the player and 

the gamemaster get together at some point early in the charac- 

ter’s development and discuss under what conditions the character 

might die—the more dramatic, the better. The GM files this infor- 

mation away for use at such time when the player feels that the 

character has run its course and can now be retired—allowing, 

naturally, for the scenery-chewing final soliloquy. 

Above all else, remember that 7th Sea is a swashbuckling 

adventure game. Equipped with drama dice—a reward system 

which lets you use additional dice for action attempts—and nigh 

immortality, throw caution to the wind and really get into the 

spirit of things. This may take a session or two to get the feel of, 

but with the proper encouragement from the gamemaster, you'll 

have your characters swinging from chandeliers and taking on 

hordes of the Cardinal's men in no time. 

MAGIC 

The fantasy element of 7th Sea is featured in both the prolifera- 

tion and acquisition of Symeth Artifacts—essentially magic items 

left behind by an ancient civilization that used to populate Theah— 

and in the five different sorcery systems. Sorcerers have their 

choice of porte (portal magic), laerdom (norse-like, runic magic), 

sorte (fate and destiny magic using tarot-like cards), glamour 

(tapping into the collective energy of legends) and pyerem 

(animistic shapeshifting). 

Each system has its own individual mechanics and intricacies, 

and all are far removed from the typical RPG's “wave-wave-boom” 

methods of magic. At higher levels, each type of magic has the 

potential to be a major influence on any campaign, gamemasters 

should consider the effect magic-using characters will have and 

make allowances for that in their campaign design. 

PIRATES AND DANDIES 
To call 7th Sea a “pirate game” is a misnomer. There are, of course, 

piratical elements—which are expanded upon in The Pirate Nations 

sourcebook, the first of the “Nations of Théah” releases—but the 

game is more properly called a “swashbuckling adventure” game. 

The focus of the main rulebooks is actually more land-based than 

sea-based; however, there is enough information presented to 

run a campaign on either land or sea. The France-like nation of 

Montaigne has musketeers, with flashing blades and plumed hats, 

and in Castille, the conspiracy-laden king has a mysterious masked 

ally—the Zorro-esque El Vago. On the sea, the pirates of the 

Brotherhood of the Coast have formed the first truly democratic 

society in a world filled with kings and the Church, and the evil 

Captain Reis and his ship, The Crimson Roger, savagely hunt 

down any vessel that may be carrying one of the mysterious Syr- 

neth artifacts for his own mysterious reasons. 

Into this world, your characters are born—swords at the ready. 

They are the heroes of Théah. Some are pirate, some are gentle- 

men. Some are members of secret societies, working to fight evil 

in every corner of the globe. But all are heroes. we 

Freelancer Gareth-Michael Skarka gets to play pirate 

every day from his office aboard a decommissioned 

aircraft carrier. 

character — 

FIONN Nc GUINNESS 
ionn McGuinness is the captain of the pirate 

vessel Fenian Dream. His family was a noble clan of 

inismore, until his father was stripped of his title 

when he protested his king’s alliance with Avalon. 

Like his father, Fionn stands by his own opinions, and 

since this places him at odds with his own king, he has found 

himself relegated to the role of pirate, supporting himself 

through the taking of prizes. He’s an equal-opportunity 

scoundrel, although he holds a special glee in raiding Avalon 

merchant vessels. 

The biggest mystery in Fionn’s life, however, is a seven- 

year gap in his memory, from 1659-1666. He was first 

mate on a pirate ship, the Sea Witch, which went down 

in a storm off the coast of Eisen. Fionn remembers noth- 

ing from the time between the shipwreck, and awaling 

an Vodacce inn one morning two years ago. Seven years 

had passed, and he knows nothing of what occurred. Some- 

where along the line, he learned the Valroux style of fencing, 

and—as can be assumed from the number of unprovoked 

attacks made on his person—he accumulated some ene- 

mies here and there. if only he could remember why. 
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7th Sea RPG 
Dead men tell no tales—so in 

7th Sea it's hard to die. 

“am, irates! It's one of those concepts that has been floating around 

“= the seas of roleplayers’ imaginations for years, and AEG’s new 

7th Sea RPG will give them exactly the kind of “Captain Blood” 

meets “The Mask of Zorro” meets “The Three Musketeers” feel that 

they've been searching for. With noble houses, secret explorer soci- 

eties and magical religions, 7th Sea combines the old-fashioned 

swashbuckling flavor of adventure on the high seas with a sophisti- 

cated setting that demands commitment from real roleplayers. 

Finally...A game that encourages adventure! No slight to 

Dungeons & Dragons, but there was always a sense with D&D that 

the magic and monsters came first and the drama second. That's 

not the case with 7th Sea. From 

the first look at the system, youll 

know that style matters. The 

system itself is much like the 

Legend of the Five Rings RPG, 

which stresses roleplaying and 

dramatic moments over num- 

ber-crunching; in fact, the 

systems are so similar that the 

authors point out the differ- 

ences in a sidebar. However, it 

needs be noted that 7th Sea 

combat is considerably less 

lethal than its sister game, 

which allows it to capture the 

swashbuckling atmosphere 

where player characters will 

often—and should—attempt 

the dramatic action over the 

practical one. 

This is also one of the 

few RPG worlds where 

player information and GM 

info was separated well; 

that is to say, the right 

information is where it’s 

supposed to be. Players get 

what they need to know to start out in the world of Théah, and 

GMs get info on how things work and behind-the-setting plots. 

And there is a plethora of possibilities—from unexplored seas to 

religious wars to political strife to out-and-out war between rival 

countries over trade. GMs will appreciate how easy it can be to 

bring together seemingly unrelated characters due to the 

proximity of their homelands and the potential intrigue inherent 

in the setting. 

ZO INQGUESTGAMERSS 

PUBLISHER: Alderac Entertainment Group (AEG) 

CATEGORY: Swashbuckling fantasy roleplaying game 

RELEASE: September 1999 

FORMAT: 256-page hardcover Players’ Guide and Game Masters’ Guide 

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $29.99 each 

The system is good, but it lacks definite answers in places. At 

times, the system interferes with the drama despite the design- 

ers’ best intentions, as the lack of specific statistics in some cases 

makes it difficult for PCs to judge the difficulty of an action; 

however, these instances are generally few and far between. 

Also, while the color art—found only in the Player's Guide— 

is so stunning you'll want to frame it, the B&W art in both 

books runs from so-so to downright bilge; reproduced in the 

books, the art looks smudgy or amateurish in many places, 

below board for such quality products. Sim- 

ilarly, while the map background on 

each page adds to the atmosphere, 

it can be distracting while reading. 

Lastly, the prices of the books: 

60 bucks is a lot to spend on this if 

you're only going to read it. It is an 

extremely entertaining read and will 

certainly inspire you to new adven- 

tures, but for a gamemaster to drop 

that much gold on only the core prod- 

ucts, he’d better intend on playing a 

lot to get his money’s worth—and 

there’s no intro adventure included. It’s 

worth the price if you're going to play it, 

not just read it... And don’t forget, your 

players will need to drop 30 dubloons for 

a Player's Guide of their own. 

It’s a good beginning, and I look forward 

to seeing how the creators expand on 

the setting; however, I’m much more 

interested in seeing what adventures they 

cook up. The setting is already solid, 

but this game will die without good 

adventures. This game is not for those look- 

ing for a hack ‘n slash dungeon crawl; Théah demands more 

from its players, masters and creators. Only time will tell if it’s 

truly worth exploring 7th Sea. @ Brent Fishbaugh 

O - 
7th Sea Player's Guide and Game Master's Guide TM & © AEG. 
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Pokémon: Fossil is TM & © Nintendo; Wizards of the Coast, authorized user. 

DarkeMatter is TM & © Wizards of the Coast. 

Fossil 
A full zoo with poison spew, but no Mew. 

leven bucks a pack at the tie shop in your local mall? Must be time for a new 

ec Pokémon set. The hottest Japanese import ever continues its rise with the 

English version of the game’s third expansion—the loosely-themed Fossil set. 

The Good and the Bac 
New trainers, new pokémon... Let’s start with the first. Unlike Jungle, which 

skimped on trainer cards, Fossil includes several good ones. The most interest- 

ing is the Mysterious Fossil, which can evolve into Aerodactyl, Kabuto or Omanyte. 

There are also some nasty pokémon powers that are sure to shake things up, like 

Aerodactyl’s prehistoric power, which prevents evolutions from being played. 

Fossil also has an impressive array of basic pokémon, like Magmar—the first fire, 

poison-spewing poké that can. Best of all, the set fills out the roster of pokémon, 

letting you choose from any of the 151 critters when building your deck. 

Well, almost. 

The biggest downer is the absence of Mew, which was included in the Japanese 

set, but not this one. Yes, it’s the rarest of all the pokémon, but why 

would Wizards of the Coast take it out—other than to generate buzz for the 

Pokémon League? Also, there are some balance problems. Aerodactyl can be a 

complete hoser against certain decks, and its antidote doesn’t arrive until the Team 

Rocket expansion. 

The Deal 

No doubt about it, Fossil ups the power level of the game. 

The pokémon are tougher, and the new powers are more dan- 

gerous. It’s just too bad we got Mew-screwed. ® Jeff Hannes 

¢ Matter 
Greys, Men in Black and the 

Sasquatch come together in one of 
TSR’s best campaign settings ever. 

idnight on a games shop shelf: The Conspiracy X RPG lights a shakily held cigarette 

M and looks over his shoulder. Paranoia? No, they're out to get him. As the match 

burns low he sees the clones of his enemy around him. Its name is DarkeMatter, 

the conspiracy campaign setting for the Alternity RPG. And the shop's got multiple copies! 

The Good and the Bad 
That wouldn't take a conspiracy to explain, however. DarkeMatter is worth 

stocking because it’s worth buying. It may contain all the genre regulars—greys, 

Men in Black, secret societies, the Sasquatch and so on—but it ties them together 

with a stronger setting than most games. The players will likely be your typical 

researchers into the paranormal—from the Hoffman Institute, in this case—but they 

could just be beat cops caught in the crossfire or even alien greys. The Alternity rules 

are fairly unintrusive, and the sheer breadth of material you get—on history, on 

strange places and on secret societies in particular—makes DarkeMatter worth buy- 

ing even as a sourcebook for other games. 

Flaws are hard to find. It even has an index, a hard cover and reasonable artwork. 

' It might overwhelm novice gamemasters or players because of all the possible plot 

strands and protagonists, but a little selectivity on the part of the GM will solve that. 

The QOeal 

Delta Green may be the king of the conspiracy genre, but 

DarkeMatter is a strong second. This is one of the best campaign 

settings Wizards of the Coast/TSR has ever produced. 

™@ Dan Joyce 
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THE VERDICT 

PUBLISHER: Wizards of the Coast 

CATEGORY: Anime CCG expansion 

RELEASE: October 1999 

FORMAT: 62-card set; 11-card booster packs 

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $3.25 per booster 

PUBLISHER: TSR 

CATEGORY: Science fiction RPG supplement 

RELEASE: December 1999 

FORMAT: 64-page softcover 

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $13.95 



Jedi Council 

c 5 oy 5 
a 

Star Wars and related terms are TM & © Lucasfilm; Decipher, authorized user. 

Tikal is TM & © Ravensburger Spielverlag GmbH; Rio Grande Games, authorizer 

How many different versions of Jar | PUBLISHER: Decipher 

Jar do you need? | CATEGORY: Science fiction CCG expansion 

RELEASE: October 1999 

@% tar Wars CCG? What's that? In the offices of Decipher, Luke and Vader are on | FORMAT: 140-card set; 11-card booster packs 

™, hold, while Qui-Gon and Darth Maul are back for seconds in The Jedi Council. | SUGGESTED RETAIL: $2.45 per booster; 

wa” If you enjoyed the first Young Jedi set, you'll find little fault with the latest $6.95 per starter 

set. However, that might not be a good thing... 

No surprise here—the Light side is filled with Jedi, while the Dark side’s main additions 

are a slew of senators and several new podracers. As with the first set, all the name 

characters are included, though most of them have Coruscant’s blue borders instead of 

Tatooine’s yellow. This is nice if you combine the two sets, since it gives you more 

deckbuilding options. Another plus is the collation. With only 30 rares, you won't have 

a difficult time trading for a set after buying just one box. 

On the downside, Jedi Council is about as exciting as the “love” scenes between Anakin 

and Amidala. The most interesting cards are the Jedi, but they're too expensive to add 

anything more than a supplementary strategy to your deck. And while there are a 

couple new concepts for weapons and battle cards, most are just rehashed from the 

first set. Also, the balance is bizarre; why is Amidala’s Blaster more powerful than 

Darth Maul’s Lightsaber? 

To say Jedi Council is more of the same is as enlightening 

as pointing out how annoying Jar Jar is. If you enjoy the 

collector's aspect, you'll get your money's worth, but if you want to expand the 

depth of your play, you're better off making up your own new mules. @ Jeff Hannes 

=r sntvaniiainen 

If you possess the soul and brains of an PUBLISHER: Rio Grande Games 
archeologist, you'll dig it. CATEGORY: Board game 

: RELEASE: Summer 1999 
™ eer, pretzels, tanks and board games: all things that Germans do best. That’s why get- | raRMAT: Board 36 hex tiles. 48 temple 

., ting a new German game is always cause for celebration here at InQuest HQ. And so it tiles, 24 treasure wafers, 88 various wooden 

«=! was with Tikal, the game of exploring ancient Mayan ruins in Central America. pieces, 4 rules summary tiles, rulebook 

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $44.95 

Starting with a cleverly designed box that exhibits more engineering than the average Ford Pinto and 

continuing with the wooden counters and full-color hex tiles, every component is a thing of beauty. 

All these spanky wood and cardboard doodads are what first attracted us to Tikal 

and they don’t disappoint. 

The game play, however, doesn’t live up to all this component coolness. } 

Playing Tikal never gives players the feeling of wonder they should get from 

unearthing an ancient civilization. Instead, Tikal is a mostly tactical game of hex 

control that requires constant mental calculation to play well. That's not 

necessarily a bad thing, and since Tikal’s mechanics are simple enough, play 

never bogs down. But neither does it get you really involved like truly great 

board games, such as Settlers of Catan and Rio Grande’s own El Grande, do. 

Tikal is fun and a cinch to learn. And then there're those wonderful 

components. But it’s a brain-drain to play and you'll 

never get the feeling you're bushwhacking for artifacts 

in the jungles of Guatemala. & Tom Slizewski 
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Drakan: Order of the Flame 
All the personality you'd expect from {| PUBLISHER: Psygnosis Ltd. 

a Lara Croft clone. | CATEGORY: Fantasy computer game 

RELEASE: October 1999 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Windows 95/98, 166 MHz 

Pentium, 32 MB RAM, 320 MB HD space 

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $39.99 

= asn’t Lara Croft fun with pistols? Wouldn't she be even more fun with 

a dragon and a big, bloody sword? That’s the premise behind Drakan, 

Psygnosis’ game of medieval mayhem starring the curvaceous Rynn, a 

dragon-riding warrior on the trail of her kidnapped brother. 

Drakan’s big selling point is riding a dragon, a cool concept executed with mod- 

erate success. Its plot is linear, but offers up enough twists and turns to keep 

things interesting. The detailed world map and dragon encourage exploration. 

However, this isn’t exactly the most innovative game ever. Rynn not only looks 

like Lara Croft—right down to her swaying ponytail and back-straining figure— 

she even has the same signature moves. The dragon riding could be cooler, as 

clouded visibility limits the exhilaration of riding atop its scaled back—and 

there’s not much else to do than travel from A to B and avoid potshots from other 

dragons and goblin catapults. Rynn herself looks great, but her movement is 

rather sluggish, quite a black mark considering that the slightest misstep can 

send you back to your last save point. 

Drakan is a competent game saddled with subpar graph- oe 

ics and play. Despite some valuable innovations, like a [THE VERDICT | oe 

cool inventory system, a well-planned map updating fea- — 

ture and the ability to ride a winged dragon, it falls considerably short of : | 

greatness. @ Dan DiGiacomo Drakan: Order of the Flame is TM & © Psygnosis Ltd. 

Axis & Allies 
This adaptation falls apart like a Polish tank 

on a cobblestone road. 

PUBLISHER: Hasbro Interactive 

CATEGORY: War-strategy computer game 

RELEASE: November 1999 

xis & Allies the board game is well known as a die-rolling romp loosely based on | SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Windows 95/98, 

, World War IL. It’s from the “roll a six, sink a battleship” school of realism but has a Pentium 133 MHz, 16 MB RAM, 40 

surprising amount of strategy mixed with the ample dice chucking. MB HD space 4x CD-ROM 

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $29.95 

Unfortunately, Axis & Allies’ move to the computer has proven a rough one. 

Aside from the graphics and interface, both of which are decent, there's not 

much good to report. 

The A.I.—"Autistic Intelligence,” in this case—is so bad anyone 

who's ever made it through the first level of Pac Man should be able to 

beat it at the highest difficulty level the first time through. But the 

A.I. isn't merely stupid; it’s also slow. I've played chess simulators that 

take less time to take a turn. And going back to stupid: The game never 

realizes when a country has been defeated, continuing to take turns for 

nations that no longer have any units. It continues to roll attack dice 

even after it’s scored enough hits to eliminate all enemy units. In com- 

bat, it will choose to lose a good unit, a bomber for example, rather 

than take a hit on a battleship; I could go on... 

The designers really dropped the bomb... err, I mean ball, on adapting this 

classic game for the computer. It can only be recommended for multiplayer 

network play, where the feeble A.L. is taken out of the loop. &@ Tom Slizewski 
Axis & Allies is TM & © Hasbro Interactive. 
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Pokémon is ™ & © Nintendo; Wizards of the Coast authorized user. Magic: The Gathering is a registered trademark of Wizards of the Coast. Star Trek is ™ & © Pararnount; Decipher authorized user. 

ou knew it was going to happen sooner or later. That yel- 

Y~ vermin Pikachu and his pals have infested the CCG 

world, and now, they’re dominating the market. Mean- 

while, Magic is smack dab in the middle of expansion releases, 

so interest in singles has cooled. What does this mean to you? 

It means the Pokémon wave is the main topic this month. 

Brace yourselves. 

Japanamania 

Interest in Pokémon cards has continued to soar, especially during 

the holiday season. And now that Fossil cards are finally obtainable 

for a reasonable price—$4 to $7 per pack in most places—the 

ravenous crowd has turned its attention to the Japanese front. As 

more and more Japanese promo cards work their way through cus- 

toms, more and more Americans are buying them. 

The most notable promos circulating these days include Birth- 

day Pikachu (about $500)—which pictures Pikachu and a 

candle-topped cake—and Ancient Mew ($80), which has all its text 

replaced by Egyptian-esque heiroglyphic symbols. Interest has also 

been high for the “vending machine cards.” There are three 36- 

card sets, and they're only available in packs that you get out of 

vending machines in Japan. The three-card packs sell for about $10 

each in the U.S., while a complete 36-card set costs about $150. 

Cl 

R 
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INCOMING! By land, sea’ 
and air, Pikachu continues to 

dominate the CCG scene. 
Sky High 
Some of the most difficult cards to 

track down are the All Nippon Airways (ANA) promo cards which 

were only available if you redeemed your plane ticket from cer- 

tain flights. There are three packages of two cards each, including 

various versions of Flying Pikachu, and they sell in the States for 

as high as $200 per set. Of course, these same cards can be found 

in Japan by a scrupulous collector for a tenth of the cost. That's 

the price you pay for immediate gratification—and not having to 

fly overseas. 

Another hot ticket is the Pokémon Collection, a Japanese music 

CD that comes with 10 cards. It’s a nice spread of cards, including 

unique versions of Arcanine, Mewtwo, Mew, a pair of trainer cards 

and five holofoils. Three of the holofoils are reprints from the basic 

set with alternate art, including Charizard and Blastoise. American 

dealers are selling the CD in the $100-$150 range, though once 

again, it’s available for about $40 less in Japan. 

Bottom line, if you're on the hunt for promos, note that the prices 

have a wide range. If a price seems too high, try to find the card 

somewhere else. The “gotta catch ‘em all” mentality is doomed to 

failure if you're trying to procure every single Japanese promo—you'd 

be hard-pressed to find a dealer who could claim that kind of suc- 

cess—so be choosy about which cards you spend your cash on. 

Armerican Beauties 
While there are already over 80 Japanese promo cards, the English pro- 

mos are just getting started. The four promo cards from “Pokémon: 

The First Movie” might have seemed easy enough to obtain when the 

film was first released, but the supply quickly dried up. Now the 

promo versions of Pikachu, Mewtwo, Dragonite and Electabuzz are 

hot tickets, so to speak. If you're still looking to grab these cards, 

they're not too hard to find. Many dealers had the foresight to get 

several copies when the movie opened, but cost is another issue; 

theyll run you between $15 and $20 each on the secondary market. 
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“1 SQUEE 

e@ surprise this month—Squee 

EVERY eioun HAS I A FO UNING Activity ix in : : : Nou to be the hottest 

the Magic singles scene is down, but one — | card in Magiciand, while Masticore 

area of the price guide that’s seeing a lot : is once again running a clase sec- 

of red is the Urza’s Destiny foil listing. : ‘ _ond. The biggest change from last 

Almost across the board, prices have : : month is the resurgence af the 

increased, evidence that Magic collectors : Morphiing, which has stormed ente 

have shifted their focus. Thorn Elemen- 9 : the list at number three thanks to 

tal leads the charge, rising to $20, though its increasing popularity in teurna- 

most of the increases have been among @ ment play. The Two-headed Dragon, 

the common and uncommon cards. One : Birbery and Treachery still fill the 

contributing factor could be the release begs @ widdle, while the combe-oriented — 

of foil basic lands in Mercadian Masques. {| Replenish and Magistrate’ S Scepter 

There’s an attraction to crafting all-foil f have worked their way onto the — a 

decks that gives Magic players with extra list. Guess Magic players just 

cash something to spend it on. eB ean’t resist the possibility—-how- 
Ironically, prices for the Urza’s ever remote-—of infinite turns, 

Legacy foils are almost universally down 

this month. Why? It takes time for the : a 

dust to settle after the initial buzz of ws — — x : ee oo 
something new. Sure, Legacy has been ie WI uae 3 MORPHLING _ & TW0-HEADED DRAGON 

out for almost a year now, but sweeping A : 2 

trends in the card collecting industry 

rarely happen overnight. Legacy was 

the first set to include foil cards, so 

they immediately commanded a lot of 

attention and high prices. As foils have 

become more commonplace—though 

not necessarily more common—the ee : 

prices have gradually settled. Eventually, E Masucon - ee 

you can expect to see prices for Legacy, : 

Destiny and Masques foils gravitate 

toward the same range. 

FERENGI RULE At last, the Ferengi rule the G TREACHERY a 7 ARGOTHIAN WORM 
latest expansion for the Star Trek CCG. Not 

long after the release of Blaze of Glory, 

another Star Trek set is gracing store 

shelves. However, don’t expect it to make 

any major waves in the singles market. 

The most noticeable difference between 

this latest set and its predecessor is the 
2 opponent's library fos When Treachery comes inte play, 

rf » sreature cord i ‘untap up 16 five lands, lack of foil cards. Whereas Decipher had se Shs a Seed cand cans 

been making a habit of including 18-card Ue . “The ace eats: employ Is 
* . . ‘3 (g perfect arrangemi 

ultra-rare foil sets randomly inserted into Eide Baran eget 

booster packs, Rules of Acquisition has 

none of these goodies. : se : : 

As for which singles will command ff | 21/77 FIRE 79 REPLENISH | 710 MAGISTRATES SCEPTER 
the most attention. Well, since the set’s =e — 
mostly Ferengi you won't see any barn- 

burners. With seven skills, a download 

ability and a variable integrity, Quark is 

the main gun in the set. Other “names” 

that should draw interest include Rom, 

Nog and everyone's favorite barfly 

Norm, er, Morn. © 

Senior Editor Jetf Hannes wauld like to 

thank Squirtle, without whom this col- 

umn wouid not have been possible. 
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© Phiyrexian Ma fe teen - Bottle Gnomes 400 : @ Fools Tome .... Rs 300 ROR een 
e Pillar To :@ Scorched Ruins 6 bony hier 450 | © Fugitive Druid ; A i : — esis R 3.5 

: enue ae ®@ Caldera Lake Ay Furnace of Rath R 4.50 : aide a 
: © Serra’s Blessing = ‘ i Verdant Force R 7.0 
© Southern Paladin © Syn cte BI 100 | @ Verdigis ... U0 

@ Quicksand 4 4 @ Carionette 3.00 : © Gerrard's Battle Cry R 4.00 : ; 
© Quition Druid £ OMalithiiercese © Chaotic Goo 3.00 : @ Gobli . :  Vhat il-Dal R375 

Beeler : aA g 3.00 : @ Goblin Bombardment .,.EN 1.00: © Warmth u 75 
© Rainbow Efreet ; © Tefer's Veil ® Chil EN U 75 : @ Grindstone R 500 : id : 
© Relentless Assauit ff MaMa © Chak EN U 100 : @ Hand to Hand aie Dea) : @ Thundermare. . t et ; ~~ 2 © Whim of Volrath ... R 3.0 

/ “pg  999 ; @ Tolarian Entrancer @ Cinder Marsh LAN U 1.00; © Hanna's Custody R 3.00 : © Whispers of the Muse 1.0 
Righteous War ‘ENR 3.00 ; i @ Coffin Queen. SCR 4.00 ? @ Heartwood Giant R 3.00 : " ® Rowen. ‘EN R 3.00 : © Jolarian Serpent... ® Cold Stora 250 : @ Hel i “> ©? Wind Dancer... A 

} © Touchstone ge. SO a WEISS R 3.50 | O Winds of Rath 45 
@ Sands o ARTR 3.00: nee Commander Greven ikVec SCR 5.5 : O Humility .... R 550: — Wand 9 

Scalebane's Elite sou 1.00 ; @ Tranquil Grove .. @ Corse Dance 5.00 : © Interdict 400 : ue ate a 
Simoon 4... 50): Sing iste @ Crazed Armodon “SC R300: = Intuition é QQ ——== 

© Snake Basket 4.50 ; @ Urborg Stalker .. : : 18h i © Cursed Scroll ....,...ART R 18.00 : @ Jackal Pup 
Squandered Resources...EN R 3,00 : ~ Vodalian Illusionist 160 : © Jet Medallion. 

© Stampeding Wildebeests SC U 1.00 : O Volunteer Reserves ...... ‘ 
: 909 : @ WaveofTenor ......... ENR 3.0 -Suleiman’s Legac : 
© Siminer Bloom. } @ Well of Knowledge ......ARTR 4.00 mi. C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 
© Teferi’s Puzzle Box . ¢ © Winding Canyon sal : 
© Teferi's Realm ... 3.00 © ARTIFACT @ BLACK ®@ BLUE GOLD ©&GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND : ® Xanthic Statue ... 

Tempest Drake 
ART Artifact EA Enchant Artifact EN Enchantment INT Interrupt SC Summon Creature 
AC Artifact Creature EC Enchant Creature EW Enchant World LL Legendary Land SL Summon Legend 
CR Current Rarity EL Enchant Land INS Instant MS Mana Source SOR Sorcery 
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STRONGHOLD ff 
WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1998 

© Mind Over Matter. 
® Mindless Automaton . 
@ Miri, Cat Warrior. 
@ Monstrous Hound. 

+ @ Phyrexian Colossus 
: & Phyrexian Processor Unlisted Uncommons . 

@Saaese: ¢ 

@ Ravenous Baboon 
Recurring Nightmare. 

+ @ Rumbling Crescen 

eer: 

ime ? © Seasoned Marshal 
ec : @ Skyshroud War Beast a 

& Sphere of Resistance ... 
@ Ensnaring Bridge 

mye 

Seoensegseas 

® Thopter Squadron 

S 

: URZA'S SAGA #@ 
: WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1998 

+ Booster Pack (15 cards) 
} Booster Box (36 packs) 
3 Starter Deck (75 cards) 
: Starter, Box (12 decks) . H ® Tolarian sate 

© Pursuit of Knowledge . 
2 

@ Viashino Sandswimmer ad 

: © Arcane Laboratory 

: © Barrin, Master Wizard a 
ka} 

Sree At 
>i we 2S 
2 
> EI} ea} 

See $ @ Citanul Hierophants 

@ Volrath's Gardens 
© Volrath's Laboratory 
® Volrath's Shapeshifter ... 
®@ Volrath’s Stronghold 

See a 

WIZARDS OF THE neni 1988 

Starter Deck (60 cards) 
Starter Box (12 decks) 
Booster Pack (15 cards) 

Unlisted Uncommons 

:@ Hidden Predators 

i ® Lightning Dragon (Promo) ‘st R 

© Limited Resources : 

+ @ Midsummer Revel 

} @ Yawgmoth’s Will......... SOR R 
: © ephid SBR 

"URZA'S LEGACY ~ 
? WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1999 
E Full Set (143 cards) ....s.sceeeee 

+ Starter Box (12 decks) 
: Booster Pack (15 cards) 
+ Booster Box (36 packs) 
: Commons ........ 
¢ Unlisted Uncommons .... 

i © Anthroplasm 
: @ Archivist .. 

+ @ Avalanche Riders .. 
+ @ Beast of Burden .. 
: O Blessed Reversal... 
+ @ Brink of Madness. . 
: © Crawlspace 
+ © Damping Engine .. 
: @ Defense Grid... 
+ @ Defense of the Heart...... 
+ @ Delusions of Mediocrity ...EN 
+ @ Deranged Hermit ......... 
i @ Eviscerator 
: © Fleeting Image 
: @ Goblin Welder... 
: © Grim Monolith 
® Hidden Gibbons. 
@ Impending Disaster . 
® Iron Maiden 
O Karmic Guide .. 
@ Lurking Skirge 
© Memory Jar .. 
®© Might of Oaks.. 
@ Molten Hydra .. 
© Multani, Maro-S 
@ No Mercy . 
O Opal Avenget 
© Palinchron..o.. a 
@ Phyrexian Plaguelord = ...SC 
O Planar Collapse. EN 
O Purify... 
@ Pyromancy 
© Quicksilver Amulet 
O Radiant, Archangel . 

%® Ring of Gix 
@ Rivalry ..... 
® Scrapheap 

DOUBLE TAKES 

i@ Second Chance . 
@ Shivan| Phoenix 

: @ Thran War Machine ...... 
+ @ Thran Weaponry .. 
} @ Urza's Blueprints......... 
: @ Weatherseed Treefolk ...SC R 5.50 + Preconstructed Starter Deck (75 oF 9.00 48 Wheel of Toftif.csccc., ART R400 

: URZA'S LEGACY 
: (FOIL SET) ~ 
: WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1999 
+ Full Set (143 cards)... 

} Unlisted Commons 
£ Unlisted Uncommons .... 

: @ Defense Grid ...... ee 
: @ Defense of the Heart......EN R 25.00 
! = Delusions of Mediocrity ...EN R 22.00 
{ @ Deranged Hermit 
: @ Eviscerator 
: @ Faerie Conclave . 
: © Fleeting Image... 
£ @ Forbidding Watchtower. 

: @ Ghitu War Cry. 
+ @ Goblin Welder, 
} @ Grim Monolith 

awe a6 66 i O Hope and Glory ... 

6,00 
6.00, 
4.00 
4.50 
1.00 
3.00 
4.50 

Subversion... 
© Thran Lens .. 

+ @ Angel's Trumpet ......... 7,00 
: © Anthroplasm : 18.00 
© Archivist... 22,00 
: @ Avalanche Riders . 10.00 
: © Beast of Burden . 22.00 
: © Blessed Reversal. 22.00 
i @ Bloated Toad . 9.00 
} @ Bone Shredder 10.00 
i @ Brink of Madness. 22.00 
: @ Crawlspace . 20.00 
= @ Damping Engine , 22.00 

25.00 

5 26.00 
SC R 2000 
LAN U 10.00 
SER 22,00 
LAN U 10.00 

8.00 
8.00 

22.00 
25.00 

@ Harmonic Convergence ...INS U 8,00 
Hidden Gibbons ......... 22.00 

8.00 

Gang of Elk 

£ @ Impending Disaster 20.00 
~ : @ Iron Maiden .... 20.00 
 @ Jhoira's Toolbox 10.00 
: O Karmic Guide . 22.00 
} @ Lone Wolf .... 7.00 
$ @ Lurking Skirge 22.00 
: @ Memory Jar . 22.00 
“ @ Might of Oaks. 33,00 
@ Molten Hydra 22,00 
© Mother of Runes.......... 10.00 
@ Multani, Maro-Soreerer ...SL_R 40.00 
@ lo Mercy 30.00 
O Opal Avenger 20.00 
© Opportunity. 10.00 
© Palinchron ... 35.00 
@ Phyrexian Plaguelord §=...8G R 20.00 
@ Phyrexian Reclamation ...EN U 10.00 
O Planar Collapse .., 25.00 
O Purify oo... 20.00 
@® Pyromancy ... 20.00 
> Quicksilver Amulet 22.00 
‘© Radiant, Archangel 40,00 
© Ring of Gx... 50,00 
@ Rivalry... 20.00 
® Scrapheap 20.00 
> Second Chance 26,00 
@ Shivan Phoenix 25.00 
@ Simian Grunts... 5.00 
@ Spawning Pool . 8.00 
@ Subversion... 22.00 
© Thran Lens. 22.00 
© Thran Weaponry 20.00 
© Urza's Blueprints... 20.00 
@ Viashino Cutthroat 9.00 
@ Viashino Heretic ‘ 9,00 
@® Weatherseed Treefolk ...SC R 25.00 
# Wheel of Torture 20.00 
@ Wing Snare .... 7.00 

URZA'S 
DESTINY & 
WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1999 
Full Set (143 cards) 85.00 
Preconstructed Starter Deck (75 cards) 9.00 

Starter Box (12 decks) + 90,00 

Booster Pack (15 cards) ......e.e eee 3.00 
85.00 
moll 

Booster Box (36 packs) 

O Academy Rector .. 3.50 
@ Ather Sting u a) 
© Ancient Silverback... ky 
@ Apprentice Necromancer SCR 4.50 
O Archery Training.........E0 U 78 

iti ENR 4.00 



: @ Gamekeeper .. ) : @ Hammer Mage ......... P 
: @ Goblin Berserker : - } @ Haunted Crossroads : 1.00 
: @ Goblin Festival + @ Storage Matrix . : @ Heart of Ramos ... 4,00 
5 @ Goblin Marshal - SC. © Temporal Adept 2 @ Henge Guardian 15 
@ Heart Warden 80 3 Thieving |  @ Henge of Ramos . 15 

5 ithe Gatheris g° @ Hunting Moa .SC_U 5,00 : @ Thorn Elemental . @ High Market 3.00 
@ impatience ENR 1200 : & Thran Dynamo @ High Seas ... 5 
@ Incendiary .. EC U 3.00 9) Thran Foundry : @ Hired Giant 15 
49 Iridescent Drake GU 400 : © ThranGolem . : O Honor the Fallen 4.00 
@iwSeyr U 280 : © Treachery .. : @ Hom of Plenty . 3.00 
O Jasmine Seer UA Urza's Incubator : © Hom of Ramos . 4,00 

g j : @ Hunted Wumpus 1.50 
U ; @ Indentured Djinn AE) 
iu g ns  @ Instigator ... 3.00 

i@ @ Yavimaya Elder... SCC 3,00 : @ Intimidation a 
a: i a) Mantis Engine. @ Yavimaya Enchantress ...SC U 4,00 : @ Iron Lance 1 

hot Cyc } O Academy Rector SC O Master Healer. . ® Yavimaya Hollow......... : O lvory Mask 6.00 
sia Shaicher R380 : @ Ather Sting AAU ® Masticore .. @ Yawgmoth’s Bargain , : © Jeweled Torque . 15 
© Braidwood Cup .. / 15 ; @ Ancient Silverback ...... Sc + @ Metalworker : O Jhovall Queen 5.00 
® Braidwood Sextant ......ART SC | :@ a : O Jhovall Rider ... 5 
® Brass Secretary . AC EO } @ Kam’s Touch . 3.00 
@ Brine Seer. . SC U -EN MERCADIAN ! @ Kyren Archive. 3.00 
@ Caltrops .. . ART U Se MASQUES oa = @ Kyren Legate ... 5 
@ Carnival of Souls . EN R :@ Blzard Elemental SC WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1999 : © Kyren Negotiations 1 
@ Cinder Seer. U + @ Bloodshot Cyclops ......8C ull Set (850 cards)... 200.00 } @ Kyren Toy... 3.00 
© Compost U :@ Body Snatcher SC en ony : @ Larceny . 15 
© Covetous Dragon . ig ART tated art) “5.00 FO Last Breath 5 
© Disappear ..  @ Lava Runner . 4.00 

BS jooster Pack (15 cards) 3.00 | @ Ley Li 
}ooster Box (36 packs) i 

® Donate 
® Elvish Piper 

: @ Lithophage. 
BES @ Encroach 3 @ Lumbering Satyr 15 

© Eradicate @ Aerial Caravan .....,...8C R 300: @lure ......... 5 
® Extruder O Afterlife. : : @ Magistrate's Senter 1.00 
O False Prophet... O Armistice .. = @ Magistrate's Veto 15 
@ Festering Wound . Arms Dealer @ Megatherium ... 3.00 
O Field Surgeon . ae @ Mercadia’s Downfall . 5 
O Flicker © Asenbi © Mercadian Atlas .... 3.50 

quad U2 ‘ 
® Fodder Cannon @ Barbed Wire UB: @ Mercadian Bazaar . 1 
@ Gamekeeper, .. Bargaining Tables R 350 : @ Mercadian Lift . 3.00 
® Goblin Berserker . Battle Squadron R 400: ®@ Midnight Ritual 3.00 
@ Goblin Festival eo : 650 
@ Goblin Marshal Black Market .. ER 
@ Hunting Moa .. @ Blood Hound R ae 0 
® Impatience @ Blood Oath R ° Moonlit Wake .. UC 
®@ Incendiary... ®@ Boa Constrictor UCC Natural Affi nity : R 3.00 
® lridescent Drake . @ Brawl iNT R 3.00 : @ Nether Spirit .... R 3.00 
@ Ivy Seer_ @ Briar Patch U 75 } O Noble Purpose AN DB 

@ Bribery ... R 9.00  @ Notorious Assassin ...... St R 3.00 
@ Cackling Witch. U7 @ Ogre Taskmaster . StU 15 
@ Caller of the Hunt R 4.00 ? © Orim’ 

Cateran Enforcer... UE 

@ Lurking Jackals jaa foe : : 7a 2 @ Panacea UCC 

@ Mantis Engine Cateran Slaver R 409 : © Pangosaur & 30) 
© Master Heal Cateran Summons U 1.50 | @ Power Matrix. . R 6.00 
© Mestcore © Caustic Wasps u: Pretender's Claim U5 
® Metalworker @ Cave-n R 4,00 : @ Primeval Shambler . Uo 75 

® Metathran Elite ® Chambered Nautilus ...... sc U = @ Puffer Extract U8 
@ Momentum ®@ Chameleich R : i R 3.50 
@ Nightshade Seer .. © Cormered Market R R 4.00 
O Opalescence .. pormupt [ @ Putrefaction .... Uo 
® Opposition... ® Cowardice .. @ Quagmire Lamprey . U5 
® Pattern of Rebirth O Crackdown = @ Rain of Tears U 75 
@ Phyrexian Negato © Crag Saurian $ ORamosian Captain ......8C U 75 
@ Plague Dog ® Credit Voucher $ ORamosian Commander ...SC U 75 
Fon ® Crenelated Wall 5 + O Ramosian Sky Marshal ...SC R 5.00 

is ‘Seales + ORappelling Scouts ......8C R 3.00 
@ Crumbling Sanctuary O Renounce....... i 

Customs Depot. O Reverent Mantra , R 3.50 
Dawnstrider @ Revive........ Uo 

@ Deathgazer_ . O Righteous Aura .....4.EN U 75 
4 tala a “ O Righteous Indignation ...En U 75 

eepvood Letts e Rishadan Brigand. R 3.00 
@ Deepwood Tantiv,. 

Desert Twister 
© Diplomatic Escort. . 

DOUBLE TAKES 
Far @ Robber Fly... Usa 

O Serra Advacate he @ Rock Badger . SUT 
@ Soul Feast @ Embargo... @ Rushwood Elemental......8C R 5.50 
® Sowing Salt Energy Flux. @ Rushwood Grove.........LAN U 75 
© Splinter... Enslaved Hatror @ Rushwood Legate U5 
® Storage Matrix Frithizon .. @ Saber Ants.. Uo 1.25 
© Temporal Adept Extviion .... ® Sailmonger U5 
® Thieving Magpie Extravagant Spirit j @ Sand Squid R 3.00 
@ Thom Elemental .. Fye of Ramos ......... ®@ Saprazzan Bailiff . R 3.00 
® Thran Dynamo False Demise @ Saprazzan Breaker ....,.8C U 75 
& Thran Foundry Flailing Manticore ® Saprazzan Cove .. sLAN UO 75 

@ Flailing Ogre .. @ Saprazzan Heir. SC R 4.00 
>) Treachery Food Chain ® Saprazzan Legate. StU 75 
® Urza's Incubator : Fi @ Scandalmonger U 125 
O Voice of Duty .. e Covetous Dra Mn . @ Repercussion . EN R 13,00 ig Farce ere : O Security Detail R 3.00 

O Voice of Reason .. ow: O Replenis! SORR 15.00 } @ Fountain of Cho @ Seismic Mage . R 6.00 
md Wake of Destruction Hs @ Rofe } O Fountain Wateh © Shoving Match U5 

@ Ehish Piper. : O Sanct } @ Game Preserve .. @ Silent Assassin SCR 300 
imaya Hollow LAN © Emperor Crocodile ; © Scour } @ General's Regalia @ Siverglade Pathfinder ...SC U 75 

e Yawgmoth's Bargain......EN R bd Enovoanh : Serying 3 @ Ghoul's Feast ® Skull of Ramos ........« 4,00 
O Ser ite + @ Glowing Anemone ®@ Snake Pit a 

F © False comings Soul Feast $ @ Groundskeeper + @ Soothsaying .. 2.00 

URZA'S DESTINY Sinn: an 
(FOIL SET) a O Field Surgeon MAGIC DATA C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

Seen eeiciem | etnies @ ARTIFACT @BLACK @BLUE @GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE ®@LAND 
ART Artifact EA Enchant Artifact © EN Enchantment INT Interrupt SC Summon Creature 
AC Artifact Creature EC Enchant Creature 
CR Current Rarity EL Enchant Land 

EW Enchant World LL Legendary Land SL Summon Legend 
INS Instant MS Mana Source SOR Sorcery 
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O Shiritual Focus 
@ Spontaneous Generation 

‘@ Squallmonger ... 
@ Squee, Goblin Nabob 

Squeeze . 
®@ Stamina 

Statecraft . 
O Story Circle. 

@ Strongarm Thug 
@ Subterranean Hangar 
®@ Sustenance . 
@ Tectonic Break . 
@ Territorial Dispute 
@ Thieves’ Auction . 
@ Thrashing Wumpus 

» Thwart... 
Tidal Kraken 
Timid Drake 

O Tonic Peddler 
® Tooth of Ramos . 
® Tower of the Magistrate 
@ Toymaker .... 

Trade Routes 
O Trap Runner 
@Tremor .... 
@ Two-headed Dragon 
@ Unmask .... 
@ Unnatural Hunger. 
@ Uphill Battle ... 
@ Venomous Breath 
®@ Vemal Equinox 
@ Vine Dryad... 
@ Volcanic Wind 
@ War Cadence 

War Tax 
@ Warmonger 
@ Warpath . 
© Wave of Reckoning 
O Wishmonger 
@ Word of Blasting 
@ Worry Beads ... 

MERCADIAN 
MASQUES 
(FOIL SET) & 
WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1999 
Full Set (350 cards) 

Commons 

@ Aerial Caravan 
O Afterlife 
O Armistice 
@ Arms Dealer 
O Arrest ... 
@ Assembly Hall 
O Ballista Squad 
@ Barbed Wire ... 

Bargaining Tables 

@ Black Market 
@ Blood Hound 
@ Blood Oath 
@ Boa Constrictor 

@ Cateran Enforcer .. 
@ Cateran Kidnappers .. . 
@ Cateran Overlord 
@ Cateran Slaver 
@ Cateran Summons 
® Caustic Wasps 
@ Cave-In ... 
© Chambered Nautilus .. 

= Chameleich 
O Comered Market .. 

© Cowardice 
O Crackdown 
@ Crag Saurian 
@ Credit Vouche 
®@ Crenelated Wall 
@ Crooked Scales .. 
® Crumbling Sanctuary 

> Customs Depot 
@ Dawnstrider 
@ Deathgazer 
@ Deepwood El 
@ Deepwood Legate . 
@ Deepwood Tantiv. 
@ Delraich 
@ Desert Twister 

» Diplomatic Escort. 

4338 

fz) > SES eR 553422823898 
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aa 
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Extravagant Spirit 
© Eye of Ramos 

False Demise 
@ Flailing Manticore 
@ Failing Ogre 
® Food Chain 
@ Forced March 
® Foster 
® Fountain of Cho 
O Fountain Watch 
® Game Preserve 
@ General's Regalia 
© Ghoul's Feast ... 

Glowing Anemone 
® Groundskeeper 
@ Hammer Mage 
@ Haunted Crossroads .. 
@ Heart of Ramos 
® Henge Guardian 
‘@ Henge of Ramos 
‘@ High Market 

High Seas 
@ Hired Giant 
O Honor the Fallen ... 
© Hom of Plenty 
@ Horn of Ramos 
@ Hunted Wumpus .. 

Indentured Djinn 
@ Instigator .. 
@ Intimidation 
® Iron Lance 
O Wory Mask 
® Jeweled Torque 
O Jhovall Queen 
O Jhovall Rider 

Kam's Touch 
@ Kyren Archive 
@ Kyren Legate .. 
@ Kyren Negotiations . 
@ Kyren Toy 

@ Larceny 
O Last Breath 

‘@ Megatherium .. 
@ Mercadia’s Downfall . 

® Mercadian Atlas .. 
Mercadian Bazaar 

@ Mercadian Lift 
@ Midnight Ritual 

Misdirection 
@ Molting Harp 

Monkey Cage 
O Moonlit Wake 

Natural Affinity 
@ Nether Spirit . 
O Noble Purpose 
@ Notorious Assassin 
© Ogre Taskmaster . 
O Orim’s Cure 

» Overtaker 
Panacea 

‘® Pangosaul 
® Power Matrix. 
@ Pretender’s CI ‘ 

Primeval Shambler 
Puffer Extract 

@ Pulverize .. 
@ Puppet’s Verdict 
@ Putrefaction . 
@ Quagmire Lamprey . 
@ Rain of Tears, . 
O Ramosian Captain 
O Ramosian Commander 
O Ramosian Sky Marshal 

+ O Rappelling Scouts 
: O Renounce.... 
O Reverent Mantra . 

; O Righteous Indignation ... 
Rishadan Brigand. . . 

» Rishadan Footpad 
® Rishadan Pawnshop. 
‘@ Rishadan Port 
@ Robber Fly. 

+ @ Rushwood Grove . 
+ @ Rushwood Legate 
@ Saber Ants. 
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wwfor the Players.) the Players 
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Strategy, design, commentary... 

..for the Players...by the Players 

Sailmonger t The National Collector, inc. 
& Sand Squid A .m Aus 

Embargo Saprazzan Bailiff i P ; 6113 Clark Beier Rie. | 

Energy Flux Saprazzan Breaker f Sarasota, FL 34298 

Oot at #1! Saenca ier 941-927-8398 fax 941-927-9495 
@ Extortion SOR R $00} © Saprazan Legate i info@tnemagic.com 

> EI a ® Distorting Lens 
® Dust Bowl.. 
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L. Qu EST H : } ORev } © Electrode --POK R800 
@ Sandshrew “-POK C1100 : & Electrode (iol-Foi)...POK H 12.00 

: @ Exeggcute -POK C 50 
: 1.50 

2,50 

; O Super Potion .. 
: O Switch . 
@ Tancela,.. ze Price|Guidey a 

} WIZARDS OF THE COAST-1999 
850.00 

i olo-| 
H QO Kangaskhan 
© Kangaskhan (H @ Scandalmonger ......... sc U 200 } @ Uphill Battle. wo. eueieees : 

O Security Detal .........£N R 1300 | @ Venomous Breath... i tO Water Eregy Proe 
@ Seismic Mage . R 21.00 ; e@ Vernal Equinox ; Starter Set (2 decks) T : © Weedle .. @ Marowak 

Shoving Match . U 3.00 = @ Vine Dryad.. ? Theme Oeck-Blackout O00 : Lapdos | ih 

Silent Assassin .........SC R 1200 | @ Volcanic Win ? Theme Deck-Brishfire ...... 24.00 } eo 
@ Silverglade Pathfinder ...SC U 3.00 : @ War Cadence .. + Theme Deck-Overgrowth 26.00 : 
® Skull of Ramos .........ART R 12.50 Te i Theme Deck-Zap ........s00eeee0 30.00 H x 

et ale alt: @ Wana ran 3.00 ; POKEMON om nf joothsaying . : farpal il 00; = Abr : i idoran (Female) 
O Spiritual Focus. .EN R 13.00 : O Wave of Reckoning......SOR R 10.00 H ; UNLIMITED + @ Nidorina ... 
@ Spontaneous Generation SOR R 1000 } O Wishmonger .. 8 U 300 } A : EDITION f Scat 
@ Squallmonger ............ U 3.00 : @ Word of Blasting .. INS U 3.00 ¢ © : i aras ... 

Squee, Goblin Nabab R 4000  @ Wony Beads .........« ART R950 ont ey don 
aaa en POK C 1.00 ; Boostr’Box (36 pack) “son00 : © Pidnent 

: a »POK.C.,_.1.00 : Booster Pack (11 cards) : : ele : a0 PROMOCARDS = Sos Pate | O Fae ik 
O Story Circle U 350; : 200.00 : Theme Deck-Blackout .. @ Pinsir ...... 
© Strongarm Thug 8 U 250 } @ Arena PE ARAN we = 550 3 : Theme Deck-Brushfire .. @ Pinsir (Holo-Foil) 
@ Subterranean Hangar ...LAN U 3.00 : @ Giant Badger §50 : @¢ : Theme Deck-Overorowth O Poké Ball ... 
@ Sustenance .... RA + & Mana Crypt... 18.00 : O Gel : Theme Deck-Zap ..... @ Primeape 
@ Tectonic Break . @ Foil Duress .... §2.00 : Q.blet : Unlisted Commons @ Rapidash ... 

@ @ Territorial Dispute @ Foil Gaea’s Cradle 88.00 ; O : 
5200} Q_Dete 0 : @ Alakazam (oil) ® Thieves’ Auction .. .. @ Foil Pouncing Jaguar ia : ‘ 

@ Thrashing Wumpus ...... 1800 : @ Foi Rewind... oa | “200 § aur “ 
O Fail Serra Avatar 100.00 : 100 (ante 

Tidal Kraken . 17.00 1.00 
300 : cH 

i U 
KB 

:O. JIRA 
he 00 : © Computer Search . TRAR 

© Electrabuzz . --POK R 12.00 : © Defender ..... »TRAU 
© Electrode .... .-POK R 10.00 ; © Bevolution Spray. ...,.TRAR 
O Energy Removal.........TRAC  .50 ? © Double Colorless Energy ENG U 
O Eneray Retrieval . TRA U 1.80 $ © Dragonair... . -POK R 

} O Farfetch’d POKU 4.00 : @ Dugtrio .. “POK R 
: O Fighting Energy . : => Electrabuzz OK R 
: O Fire Energy . : © Electrode .. -POK R 
: O Full Heal . : O Energy Retrit . TRA U 
z : O Farfeteh'd ..POK U 

? O Full Heal .. TRA U 
: = Gyarados (foi _-POK H 
: @ Hitmonchan (foil) ...... POK H 

R } O Impostor Professor Oak TRA 

} O item Finder 00 ? JUNGLE EXPANSION 
ote ‘ UNLIMITED 

.00 : @ Machamp (foil) 
4.00 : © Magneton (foil) 
4.00 } O Maintenance .. 

10 : 4 Mewtwo (foil) 
100: @ Nidoking (foil) .. 
‘50 : @ Ninetales (foil) 

‘15.00 : © Pidgeotto ..... 
POK U 4.00 : © PlusPower 
POK C 1.00 : © Pokédex ...... 
POKU 4.00 © Pokémon Breeder 

@ lwsaur 
@ Jy .... 

; @ Kadabra . 
+ @ Kakuna } Power Reserve Theme Deck 

: Water Blast Deck 

® asa ne = 
@ Machoke . POKR 8.00 

POK H 13.00 
POK U 2.00 O Dodrio...... : 4.00 {© Pokémon Center. ® Electrode .... .-POK R 5.00 : © Magnemite .. 10 : O Pokémon Flute : © Electrode (Holo-Foil) ...POK H 11.00 ? | Magneton (fo H O Pokémon Trader. . : .POK R= 4.00 

as O Maintenance . > Poliwrath (foil). 
O Professor Oak ® Flareon (Holo-Foil) POK H 15.00 

@ Jolteon i040... POK R 8.00 
® Jolteon (Holo-Foil) POK H 14.00 
O Kangaskhan ......6s0008 POK R 13.00 
O Kangaskhan (Holo-Foil) POK H 15.00 
@ Mr. Mime ww... POK R 10.00 

: oy Scoop Up. 
+ O Super Energy Removal ... 
: O Super Potion POK 400 : @ Venusar (oil ie + -POK H aa 

+ O Pidgeatto . i © Wartortle ..... sa f 
} O Pidgey i © aps (ol). 
: @ Pikachu .... i 
i O PlusPower 

3! JUNGLE EXPANSION 
¢ WIZARDS OF THE candle 

oa E Full Set (48 cards) ......... 
«TRAR 8.00 : Booster Pack (11 cards) 
“ 1.00 + Booster Box (36 packs) ... 

coglO0. Power Reserve Theme Dei 
26.00 : Water Blast Deck ..... 

? O Pokémon Center. 
} O Pokémon Flute . 
? © Pokémon Trader. 

Poliwag : 

POKR 9.00 
POK H 12.00 
POKR 9.00 
POK H. 11.00 

( 
OSnorlax ... 
O Snorlax (Holo: 

B Varirean 

Venomoth (Hol o-Foil 
© Victrebell .. i © Ballsprout. 

: O Potion ......  @ Butterfree Vietrebell Hoio-Foi) ..-POK H 11.00 
: O Professor Oak . : OClefable ... onl one dale POK R 10.00 
: O Psychic Energy ; ©) Clefable (Holo-Fail) Vileplume (Holo-Foil) ...POK H 14.00 

® Tooth of Ramos . ; hain | : @ Cubone OWigglytuff eee POK R 8.00 
@ Tower of the Ways : O Dadrio,. ‘POKU 400 : O Wigglytuff (Holo-Foil) ...POK H 11.00 

; O Eevee POK C50 : 

POKE DATA « C=COMMON U-UNCOMMON R=RARE H=HOLOFOIL 

@WATER @ LIGHTNING @GRASS @rRE @FIGHTING ®PSYCHIC OCOLORLESS 
ENG Energy POK Pokémon TRA Trainer - i. 

Oo Tap Runner. sae 
@ Two-headed Dragon . 

PRICE DATA 



FOSSIL EXPANSION 
WIZARDS OF THE — m4 
Full Set (62 cards) 1 
Booster Pack (11 cards) 
Booster Box (36 packs) 

@ Aerodactyl_...... Seca 0K R 
© Acrodactyl (Hola-Fail) 
® Arbok .... 
© Articuno . 
® Articuno (Holo-Foil) . 
© Cloyster 
O Ditto... 
© Ditto (Hole-Fail) . 
O Dragonite.... 
O Dragonite (Holo-Foil) 
@ Ekans .... 
O Gambler . 
® Gastly .... 
® Gengar ... 1. 
© Gengat (Holo-Foil). 
@ Geodude . 
@ Golbat.. 
® Golduck . 
® Golem... 
@ Graveler 
® Grimer.. 
 Haunter 
|) Haunter Holo-Foll) 
@ fitmonlee 
@ Hitmonlee (Holo-Foil) ... 
© Horsea 
® Hypno .. 
© Hono (Hole-Foil) 
@ Kabuto .... 
@ Kabutops .. 
© Kabutops. (Holo-Fail) 
® Kingler 
® Krabby 
© Lapras. 
© Lapras Holo-Foil) 
@ Magmar . 

Magneton....., 
Magneton (Hole-Foil). 

@ Moltres . 

il) 
oO Hysteria Fr Fossil 
® Omanyte .. 
© Omastar . 
@ Psyduck . 

Raichu 
Raichu Halo-Fail). 

O Recycle . 
@ Sandslash . 
© Seadra 
® Shellder . 
© Slowbro . 
© Slowpoke . 
 Tentacool . 
® Tentacruel 
@ Weezing . 

Zapdos 
-Lapdos (Holo-Foil) 

®@ Zubat 

FOSSIL EXPANSION 
UNLIMITED 
WIZARDS OF THE ceseEAOy 
Full Set (62 cards) 
Booster Pack (11 cards) 
Booster Box (36 packs) . 
Commons .., 

@ Aerodactyl ...... een. 
® Acrodactyl (Holo-Foil)...POK 
@ Arbok .... 
®@ Articuno . 
® Articuno (Holo-Foil 
@ Cloyster . 
ODitto .... 
© Ditto (Holo-Foi 
© Dragonite.... 
Oo Se (Holo-Foil) 
= Gastly .. 
® Gengar. 
© Gengar — oil) 
@ Golbat .. 
eS Golduck ‘ 
@ Golem... 
@ Graveler . 
@ Haunter ......... 
4) Haunter (Holo-Foil) 
@ Hitmonlee 
® Hitmonlee (Holo-Foil) 
® Hypno . 
© Hypno ( 
®@ Kabutops 
® Kabutops (Holo-Foil) 
® Kingler 
® Lapras... 
© Lapras (Holo-Foil) 
@ Magmar .... 

Magneton . 

: @ Moles Goie-Fal 
: @ Muk ...... 
: @ Muk(Holo-Foil) 

i Raichu (Holo-Foil 
: @ Sandslash..... 
: @ Seadra 

~ > & Slowbro . 
: © Tentacruel 
: @ Weezing . 

+ @ Nidoran fa) 
: @ Nidorina .. 

: @ Articuno . 20.00 

i Ped ‘ ai : Booster Pack (11 cards) 

; ObDitta ... , 18.00 : 

@ Hitmonlee 

_ Magneton (Holo-Foil). 
? @ Moltres 

» Raichu 

: POKEMON 
: (JAPANESE) 
: Full Set (102 cards) .... 
+ Booster Pack (11 cards 
: Starter deck (60 cards) . 
: Prices for singles are the same as 
: American unlimited edition. 

| JUNGLE EXPANSION 
- JAPANESE) 
+ Full Set (47 cards) 
: Booster Pack (11 cards) 

@ Bellsprout 
@ Butterfree 

9 : Olefable ... 
: @ Cubone 
: O Dodi. 

O Fearow 
Flareon 

} @ Goldeen 
: O Jigglypuff 

Jolteon 
io Kangaskhan 
: O Lickitung 
> @ Mankey 
@ Marowak 

: OMeowth ... 
: O Monster Ball 
: @ Mr. Mime... 

Nidoqueen 

: O Persian 
: O Pidgeot 
: @ Pinsir ... 
i @ Primeape 
: @ Rapidash 
: @ Rhydon 
+ @ Rhyhom 
: & Scyther 
: @ Seaking 
: O Snorlax 
: O Spearow 
: O Tauros 
: & Vaporean 

Venomoth 
Venonat 
Victrebell : i 
Vileplume . . -POK H 6.00 

: © Weepinbell POK U 1.50 
: O Wigglytutf -POK H 11.00 

FOSSIL EXPANSION 
: (JAPANESE) 

0: Full Set (48 cards) 
: Booster Pack (11 cards) .. 

20000 3 
ne 7.00 

@ Arbok ... ‘ 3.00 

i 25,00 : 
PRI f 50 : 

j : O Energy Transfer .. j 50 : 
Hl ices a 50 : 

Graveler E 4.00 = 
Grimer... ‘ AN : 
Haunter ‘ 8.00 : 

? @ Horsea 
© Hypno... 
@ Kabuto 
© Kabutops 
= Kargo ... 
® Kingler 
© Krabby 
< Lapras... 
@ Magmar 

Magneton 
@ Mew ... 
@ Moltres 
@Muk ... 
O Old Man Fuji 
® Omanyte .. 
© Psyduck 

Raichu 
ORecycle .. 
@ Sandslash .. 
® Seadra 
© Shellder .. 
® Slowbro .. 
© Slowpoke .. 
® Tentacodl ,. 
® Tentacruel 
@ Weezing .. 

Zapdos 
®@ Lubat 

: TEAM ROCKET 
: EXPANSION @ Aerodacty! ; 22.00 = 

: (JAPANESE) 
Full Set (65 cards) 

Arbok... 
” Blastoise . 

= O Gambler 4 ‘5p : @ “Bad” Charizard . 
: & Gastly ... : 3.00 

eS i POK H 1500 : Oot a 
 @ Geodude ‘ 59 ; O “Bad” Dragonair. 

= @ Golduck : 49 : Q ‘Bad" Dragonite. 
: @ Golem... i 4.00 : 

: @ “Bad” Charmeleon . 
: © “Bad” Coolbat 

: ® “Bad” Dugirio 
“Bad” Electrode . 

®@ “Bad” Flareon 
> @ “Bad” Gloom .. 
: @® “Bad” Golduck . 

 Jotteon 
” Kadabra . 
" Machamp . 

“Bad” 
“Bad” Muk 

: O“Bad” Persian . 
+ @ “Bad” Primeape . 
: @ “Bad” Rapidash . 
: O “Bad” Raticate . 
: &"Bad” Slowbro . 
: ® “Bad” Vaporeon. 
: @ “Bad” Vileplume . 
: & “Bad” Wartortle . 
: © "Bad" Weezing 
+ @ Charmander . 
: © Diglett.. 
: O Dratini.. 
: 4 Drowzee 
' O Eevee .. 
: @ Ekans a 
: O Fake Okido's Revenge ... 
¢ O Fix Anything Energy 

} O Heeere’s the Rocket Patrol! 
. TRAUR 

@ Koffing 
+ @Machop . 
 @ Magikarp . 
: 2 Magnemite . 
: @Mankey . 
: OMeowth .... 
* O Nighttime Garbage Collection 
: sal 
? @ Oddish. 
: @ Ponyta 
=O Porygon . 
+ @ Psyduck... 

: ORattata . 
: O Rocket Girl. 
= O Sleep! Sleep! . 
+ @ Slowpoke .... 
: O Spread the Sticky Gas 
> @ Squirtle 
: O The Battle Zone is Cratered! 

: O The Boss’ Way ... 
> O Throwing Down the Gauntle q 
= The Challenge! ....... 
= © Voltorb 

: @ Brock’s Golem 
} @ Brock’s Graveler .... 
? O Brock’s Lickitung 
: @ Brock’s Mankey .. 

: O Confusion Gym ... 
: O Energy Circulation 

: O Hanada City Gym 
? O Kuchiba City Gym 
: OLt Surge ...... 
: O Lt Surne’s Eevee 

00 : © Wound Healing Energy...ENG C 50 
@ Lubat occ POKG = .50 

: GYM LEADERS 
: EXPANSION #1 
: (JAPANESE) 
} Full Set (96 cards) 
: Booster Pack (11 cards) 

. 250,00 
vee B00 

TRA R 8.00 
: @ Brock’s Diglett.........POK CG 50 
: @ Brock’s Geodude (Call For Het) : 

POK 

® Brock’s Golbat 

O Brock’s Method of Raising 

®@ Brock’s Ninetails 
@ Brock's Onix 
® Brock’s Primeape 
O Brock’s Protection 
®@ Brock’s Rhydon 
® Brock's Rhyhorn 

Brock’s Sandshrew 
® Brock’s Sandslash 
®@ Brock’s Vulpix 
@ Brack’s Vulpix 
® Brock’s Zubat 

O Erika’s Clefable 
: O Erika’s Clefairy 
+ O Erika’s Compassion 
: O Erika’s Dragonair 
= O Erika’s Dratini 
+ @ Erika's Exeggcute 
@ Erika’s Exeggutor 
@ Erika’s Gloom 
O Erika’s Jigglypu 
O Erika’s Maids... 
@ Erika’s Oddish ne ight inhale) 

@ Erika’s Paras 
O Erika’s Perfume 
@ Erika’s Tangela 
@ Erika’s Victreebell 
@ Erika’s Vileplume 

Erika’s Weepinbell 
O Graceful Attack .. 

_ LC Surge’s Electabuzz ... 
O Lt. Surge’s Fearow ...... 
©» Lt. Surge's Jolteon m 

Lt. Surge’s Magnemite 
Lt Surge’s Magnemite ... 
Lt. Surge’s Magneton ... 

O Lt Surge’s Negotiations 
Lt, Surge’s Pikachu .. 

O Lt. Surge’s Raticate 
O Lt. Surge’s Rattata 
O Lt. Surge’s Secret Plot 
O Lt. Surge’s Spearow 

» Lt, Surge’s Voltorb .. 
O Make You Remember 
O Manners ... 
O Misty ... 
O Misty’s Battle 
© Misty's Dewgang 
® Misty's Golden 
© Misty's Golduck 
© Misty's Gyarados 
© Misty's Horsea 
@ Misty’s Horsea 
® Misty’s Magikarp 
O Misty’s Pleading 
® Misty's Poliwag 
®@ Misty's Poliwhirl 
® Misty’s Psyduck 
O Misty’s Rage 
® Misty's Seadr 
@ Misty's Seel ... 
®@ Misty's Staryu 
O Misty’s Teardrop 
@ Misty's Tentacoal ‘ 
® Misty’s Tentacruel ... 
O Nibi City Gym 
O Resistance-Lowering Gym TRA 
O Spy Attack .. .TRA 
O Tamamuchi City Gym 
®@ Team Rocket's HitmonchanPOK 
@ Team Rocket's Moltres .. .POK 
® Team Rocket's Scyther ...POK 
O Team Rocket's Training Gm 

TI 
O Team Rocket's Trap. . 





| Bateson 
@ Nagilum ... 
@ Neela Daren PER R 
@ New Contact ... MIS Ro 2.00 } @ Arbiter of Succession... j 
@ Pegasus Search MIS A @ Blade of Tken 
er. ‘STA 

@ MKC Mabt-Ria............STA R 5.00 
® Juliana Tainer .. PER R 4.00 
© Katherine Pulaski 

.PER . Klingon Civil War 
Sal -DIL 

-MIS 
e Sarjenka ee 
@ Sarthong Plunder 

: DECIPHER-1998 
! Full Set (276 cards, not including Defiant”) 

+ Booster Pack (9 cards) 
+ Booster Box (36 packs) 
: Starter Deck (60 cards) 
! Starter Box... 

? @ Dukat . PER R 10.00 : @ Ruwan 
: @Durania . 3.00 Sakonna 
: @ Elim Garak 8.00 : @ Saltah’na Clocl 

—— Enabran Tain 5.00 : @ Secret Compartment 
‘ Entek ...... 4,00 ° sabeth Quake 
; : @ Establish Tractor Lock 3.00 elve 
: DEEP SPACE NINE + @ Garak Has Some Issues . . 
: EXPANSION : i@ Barak's Talor Stop 

: @ General Krim 
: @ Gilora Rejal ... 
 @ Going To The Top 
: @ Grika .... 
@ Groumall . 

Harvester Virus 
+ @ HQ: Return Orb to Bajar 

«185.00 Sys! 
® Tahna Los 
® Tekeny Ghemor .. 
@ The Three Vipers .. 
@ The Walls Have Ears 

@ Satelk ......... -PER } Commons : @IKCTonKaht ......... @ Tora Ziyal 
@ Seek Life-form -MIS 4.00 : Uncommons { @ Investigate Rumors @ Toran 
@ Sela .... -PER 400 : : © JadziaDax ... @ Trauma 
® Shelby... -PER a : 4 : @ Jake and Nog B Tu 
@ Sir zac in ‘PER amt: @ fon or Mo PER R400 ; @ Jato Essa... © USS Dan 
@ Study “Hole in Space” ...MIS Nick Locamo .. 4.00 ? @ Access Relay Station ...MISR 3.00 : J an sae mt am lene ‘angizee Kiang ... 
@ Study Lonka Pulsar ...... MIS @ Sheliak, The 4.00 : : @ Kai Opaka. ‘ ai i ak 
® Study Nebula... MIS @Terx ........ 5.00 : ledek Winn 

© Supernova -EVE © USS Stargazer 9,00 : 
@ Survey Mission MIS Ago : 
® Tam Elbrun -PER 
® Tasha Yar . PER 
@ Temporal Causality Loop OIL 
& Thomas Riker oo... PER FIRST CONTACT 

Bigot oot EXPANSION THE DOMINION 
wn Td Pl een ECIPHER—1997 

Ag ull Set (130 cards)... EXPANSION 
© Tox Uthat ster Pack (9 cards) . 

@ Tsiolkovsky Infection 
rRaDa DTT TTD TDW WDA ADAW AA WAAAADAADwAAWWDAAA US.S. Brittain 

mcommons . 

@ Abandon Mission. . 
@ Admiral Hayes .. 
@ Alas, Poor Queen. 
@ Alyssa Ogawa 
@ Android Headlock 

@ USS. Phoenix 
@ USS. Yamato 
@ Varon-T Disruption 
@ Vash ... 
@ Vulcan Sto 
@ Warp Core Breach fe Machin 
© Wesley Crusher ... 
© Wiliam T. Riker Seen: 
@ Wind Dancer © Borg Kiss i 
@Worf ...... : 
@ Wormhole Negotiations ...MIS © Bory Newroprocessay 

STAR TREK cus- © Deanna Trol re 
TOM IZ ABLE CARD @ Espionage Mission ...... 

© Geordi La Forge ......... 
GAME: LIMITED ®@ Jean-Luc Picard......,.. 

me Lily Sloane... sl 
ame @ Magic Carpet Ride ...... ART 

acca @ Montanna Missile ComplexLOC Starter Deck (60 cards) . © My First Raygun 
Starter Box (12 decks) © Ocular Implants i a 
Booster Pack (15 cards) . © (aby Dot ae 
Booster Box (36 packs) y Ome 

© Paul Porter 
© Phoenix 
@ Primitive Culture. 

Cards are black-hordered. 
Single cards are worth 125% to 150% 
of unlimited equivalents. © Queen's Borg Cube ...... 

o ee aD Sphere ...STA 
egenerate a 

© Reginald Barcley ALTERNATE gi 3 ; 
taSk......4. 

UN IWERSE e Sahage Starship. 
EXPANSION © Scout Encounter . 

DECIPHER-1995 © Sipsrek.. 
@ Solkar..... 
@ Stop First Contact. 
@ Strict Dress Code 

Full Set (122 cards, not including 
“Future Enterprise”) 

Booster Pack (15 cards) ... 
Booster Box (36 packs) @ Temporal Wake ......,.. 
Commons @ Theta-Radiation Poisoning DIL 

onnel @ Three-Dimensional ThinkingINT Common Personnel al 
Uncommons © USS Enterprise-E ....., STA 

@ Wndetected Beam-In_...DIL 
@ Visit Cochrane Memorial OBJ 
@ Wall of Ships... a 
@ Weak Spot Beverly Pica 

© Brute Force 
@ Commander Tomalak 
@ Cryosatellite ... 
@ Data's Head ... 
@ Devidian Doorway 
@ FGC-47 Research 
@ Future Enterprise 

Gomtuu 
@ Governor Worf 
G lan Andrew Troi 
@ Iconian Gateway .. 

Zefram Cochrane 
Zefram Cochrane's Telescope 

THE FAJO COLLECTION : 
DECIPHER-1938 
Full Set (18 cards) 

@ Major Rakal .. @ Black Hole... eee 
@ Ophidian Cane @ Dixon Hill’s Business Card 
®@ Reunion 
@ Samuel Clemens’ Pocketwatch @ DNA Metamorphosis . 
ee Dr, Soong... 

@ Tasha Yar-Alternate ... @ Guinan. 
@ USS. Enterprise-C .. @ KC. Chang 

2 & Kivas Fajo..... 
+ O Locutus of Borg .. 

me Lore ..... 

Q CONTINUUM © 162 Mars Baseball Cad ART BOD | 
EXPANSION e rile ART R a0 : 

Full Set (121 cards) 
Booster Pack (15 cards) . 
Booster Box (36 packs) 

$ @ Aid Fugitives . 

: @ DNACIues. 

PER R 3.50 
PER R 3.60 

PER Pr. 28.00 
3.50 
3.00 
4.00 

ER Pr 30.00 
4.00 
3.00 
3.50 
4.50 

© Admiral Riker 
@ Amatigan.. 
@ Betazed Invasion... 
@ Borath... 
© Captain Kirk 
@ChPok .. 
@ Chula: The Chandra . 
@ Croden's Key..... 
@® D'deridex Advanced . 
@ Damar 

Empok 
@ Founder Leader .. 
@ Founder Secret 
@ Garak ... 
@ Goran’Agar 
@ |.KC Rotarran 
@ Issue Secret Orders 
© Jaresh-Inyo 

DOUBLE TAKES 

@ Lovok Founder 
@ Martok .. 
@ Martok Founder .. 
© Michael Eddington . 

© Orb of Pash) and ange 
ART R 

@ Remata’Klan . ER R 
Salia .. 

© Senator Vreenak.. 

@ Sleeper 
@ Talak'talan eg 
@ The Earring of Li Nalas ... 

_— 

ee PER R 4.00 
-PER R 10.00 

@ Karina 
2 @ Airlock 350 : @ Kira Nerys 
2 @ Aldara . 600 : @ Korinas PER R 4.00 
: @ Alien Gambling Device ...ART R 4,00 : @ Kovat...... PER R 4.00 
: ie Altonian Brain Teaser ...DIL U 1.00 ? @ Lenaris Holem PER R 4,00 

Aitovat occ eeeeeeeaee PER R 4.00 3 4 ie va va : in , 
@ Automated Security SystemEVER 3.00 : @ Makbar ... ‘ : 8.8. De 

2 @ Bajoran Civil War... .EVE .00 : @ Martus Mazur PER R 4.00 ? @ USS. Rio Grande sth R 4.00 
$ ® Barell Antos . 3 @ Mora Pal ..., PER R 3.50 : @ Weyoun ...., ER R 4.00 
¢ @ Baseball . @ Morka . .PER R 3.50 : @ Worf Son of Mogh 
? @ Benjamin Si @ Mysterious ART R 4,00 : @ Yelgren 
3 @ Bo'rak.... : @ Natima Lang PER R 4, ® Zayra .. 
 @ Boheeka . : @ Neel ..... : ‘i 7 
2 @ Borad .... : @ No Loose Ends 4 
= @ Camping Trip. P@ Odo... PER R 12.5 BLAZE OF GLORY 
} @ Central Command. : @ Orb Fragment ART R 3.51 
© Che'Joh ‘ F@ Palla sss... perk 400 ? EAPANSION 
H @ Chamber of Ministers. .... } @ Plain, Simple Garak...... PERR 6 DECIPHER-1999 
£ @ Changeling Research 2 @ Plans of the Obsidian OrderOBJR 3! Set (139 cards) 
3 @ Colonel Day . = @ Plans of the Tal Shiar ...0BJ R 3.00 = Booster Pack (9 cards 
3 @ Cure Blight . © Prakesh 4.00 : Booster Box (20 parks) 

3.50 : Commons... 
Uncommons 

} @ Defiant Dedication Plaque EVE R 3.00 : 3.00 = @ A Good Day to Live ...... MIS R 
: @ D'Ghor,... PER R 4.00 : ® Admiral Ross ..PER R 

DIL R 3.00 @ Ambassador Tomalak .,.PER R 



Find Your, . .Disturbing EFF R C : 
© Death Star: Trash Comp, LOC Have You Now . 350 2) 

Death Star: War Room ...LOC 1.00 ve Lost Artoo! 1.00 : © Wioslea 
© Demation a 3.50 :@ Wrong Turn ; 

Devastator STAR 14.00 2.00 ? © Yavin 4: M: Thi 
O Dice Ibegon vAl 3.00 nto, . Chute, Flyboy 3,00 : ea ssa Troe Rn 4.00 

Disarmed ... FF 4.00 lon Cannon .. 1.00 : © Yavin 4: Massasi War Rm. LI i 
O Disarmed FF 400 : @ Jawa Pack . 10:0 Vain Sint = Oe d \n 
O Dias Puhr... .CHA 3,00 : © Jawa Siesta . EFF U 1.00 = © Yerka Mig WEF U 1.00 

5.00 : © Jedi Lightsaber 
: © Jedi Presence 
: O Jek Porkins .. 

O Don't Get Cocky .. 
Dr. Evazan 
DS-61-2 

-WEAU’ 1.00 £ @ Your Eyes Can Deceive YouEFF U 1.00 
ve LIN-R 5.00 $ @ Your Powers...0ld Man LIN R 5.00 

Ze5 
ee : : iow duice., UEF R = 250 : 

@ Blood Oath ese. a Duh -REB R700} OO Kae ALU 1.00 ; 
@ Boone Impersonator, 3.50 | @ Assault Rifle ...........WEAR 300 ; @ E66 ‘DROW 15; O Kal Falnl ALR 4.50 3 STAR WARS 
@ Borg Cutting Beam 3.95 + O A Tremor in the Force 1.00 Els Hela... UN TS; O Kessel... «LOG U 1.00 | UNLIMITED EDITION 
@ Chart Stellar Cluster. 3.00 ; @ Bantha af Emergency Deployment IN U 100 : @ Kessel. LOC U 200 } papKER BROTHERS/ 
© Chief O'Brien... 400 : © Beggar . 5.00 Empire's Back, The ...... IN 1.00 } O Kessel Run. .UEFR = 2.50 : 996 

© Chula: The Abyss. 350 : QO Ben Stew sss... 75: © Escape Pod UN U 75. @ Kit Keedkak. AL R 500 : DECIPHER~7 
© Donald Varley “375 + © Bings Darklighter CHRR 5.00 UIN U5; O.Klorstun,...3 EFF.R....400. + Full Set (330 cards) 210.00 
@ E-Band Emissions . ! @ Black? . 700 Expand the Empire EFF 5.00 : : © Kreyt Dragon Howl vec UIN/R 6.00, { Starter Dual Deck (60 cards) B75 

@ Elim ccc 2 @ Black 3 1.00 Eyes in the Dark......... EFF 1.00 : @ Labria ........., AL R 3,00 ; Starter Box (12 decks) ... 

© Enrique Muniz. : @ Laser Projector .........WEAU 75 : Booster Box (36 packs) 
@ Fajo's Gallery... : @ Lateral Damage UEF R250 : Booster Pack (15 cards) 
@ Gelnon..... Leesub Sirln . ALR 250 : Cards are white-bordered. 

® Goraxus Leia Organa .. .REBR 27.00 = Single cards are worth 25% to 35% 

@ Gul Madred. Leia’s Sporting “WEA U 1.00. of limited equivalents. 

@ 1K Koraga.. ieutenant Tanbris. . i 

@ \KC. Lukara .. : 
@IKC. Negh'var : A NEW HOPE 
© llon Tandro .. 
@ |mpersonate Cay 
@ Inside Operation . 

ightsaber Prof w EFF R 5.00 
[atal otlew oN R 4.00 : EXPANSION 
one Pilot ... : 3.00 : DECIPHER~1996 

R 

Oe@eeece 0; 98000 

@ Ixtana’Rax one Warrior . UN R 3.00 ¢ Full Set (162 cards) .. 
@ Jadda Dax ook Sir, Droids . IN R 4.50 = Booster Pack (15 cards) 
@ kang .. UKE! LUUUKE! . EF U 1.00 : Booster Box (36 packs) 
@ Kavok .. uke Seeker .. WEAR 3.00 : Commons ..... 
@ Kalat! Luke Skywalker ......... REBR 30.00  Uncommons 
@ Kor. : O Luke's X-34 Landspeeder VEH U 1.00 
@ Kraxon.. :O Mantellian Savrip ww... EFFR 3.00 : © Attack Run ... 4 
@ KudakEtan a 3 : O Millennium Falcon ......STAR 23.00 : @ Besieged .... 3.00 
@ La Forge Impersonator ...PER R 3.5 : Molator ....... JEFF R 5.0 : © Bowcaster 4.00 
© Locutus’ Borg Cube......STA R 400 : ; @ Moment of Trumph......LN R300 : CO Braniac 100 
@ Long Live the Queen......INC R 350 : O Move Along .. UN. R450} © Cell 2187., 4 
@ Maximum Firepower ...TAC R 300 7 @ Myo....... AL R 3.00 : © Chewbacca 15.00 
® Miles O'Brien . uP 50 : @ Nevar Valnal LN R 3.00 : © Clak'dor Vil. 3.00 
@ (do Founder .. “450 : : © Nightfall... EFF U 1.00  @ Commence Pri nEEVR 4.50 
@ Outunned 3.0 : Q Noble Sacrifice... LIN.R.....2.00, : © Commence ennai EFFR 3.50 
@ Panhok 300 : ©) Obi-Wan Kenobi... BR 34.00 = @ Conquest . : 9 
@ Picard Maneuver. 3.0 i ie) Obi-Wan's Cape . JEFF R 5.00 : © Corellia .... 4 
@ Quark Son of Keldar...... 50 : O ObiWan's Lightsaber ...WEAR 7.50 : @ Dannik Jerriko j 
@ Riker Wil ..... me 40 + @ Observation Holocam ...DEV U 75 = @ Dark Waters . 
@ Ro Laren 40 + On the Edge ......... INR 3.00 = @ Death Star... ‘ i 
© Senator letant 375 } @ Organa’s Cer. Necklace...UEF R 4.50 : @ Death Star Tractor Beam DEV R 3.00 
© Sword of Kahless 3.00 : © Our Most Desperate Hour UEF R 4.00 = © Death Star: Trench ...... LOCR 4.00 

@ Target These Coordinates TAC R 300 7 Q Out of Nowhere ......... INU 75 © Dejarik Hologame Board LOC R 4.0 
The Albina. PER R 350 ; O Owen Lars. REBU 15 CRER 3.0 

@ Torte 300 : pS Pano i335 INU 1.0 UN R 
© USS, Thunderchild . 4.00 : : @ Physical Choke UN R 5 PR 4 
@ Worf Son of Magh 90 Q ioe oe "oe U I : 4 : : 

Ce ucioanel : @ Presence of the Force ...EFF R550 ALR 
@ La Forge areal .PER R 7 @ Prophetess ....s.esess 1 : EVR 5 
@ Maximum Firepower ...TAC R 100 ; © Quad Laser Cannon , 1.00 £ @ I'm On the Leader LUN R355 
@ Odo Founder .. uP ¢ @ Reactor Terminal 15 = @ Imperial Holotable OCR A 
© Sword of Kahless ; Q Rebel Planners R300 :@m-0 .... ROR 6.00 
®© USS, Thunderchild ......STA R 14.0 © Red Leader R 150 : @ Kiffex .... OCR 4.00 
VERY RARE FOILS ORed 1. U 100 : @ Leia Seeker ....... R350 
© Borg Cutting Beam. 2 Red 3... STAR...350. © Let the Wookie Win. R 4.00 

O Restricted Deployment ...EFFU 1.00 = © Luke's Cape ... EFF R 4.50 
S Q. Return of.a Jed oll JS: @ Magnetic Suction Tube...DEV R 3 

KC. Weahar © Revolution 150 5 O Magnetic Suction Tube...DEV R 3.0 
D inside Operation . O Rycar Ryjerd .. 1.00 @ Maneuver Check. EFF R 3 

I @ Sanderawler .. 3.00 : O Motti Seeker. WEAR 30 
O Sandcrawler 3.00 : © R2-D2.. DROR 14.0 
@ Send a Detac! 400 : @ R376. DROR 4.50 

@ Sense INU 1.00 : Red 2. STAR 6.00 
QO Sense .. UN U 1.00: O Red... STAR 9,00 

® Jadzia Dax QD Skywalkers. ...........UN R500 } @ Retrct the Bridge ......UN R 
ocutus’ Borg Cube... © SoloHan .....1.0sUIN-R 3.00 7 @ Sanderwir: Droid JunkheapLOC R 4, 

Riker Wil ......cecceeeee O Spaceport Speeders.......UIN 15 = © Sanderwlr; Loading Bay LOC R 35 
© Shecial Modifications ...EFF U 1.00 : @ Spice Mines of Kessel ...UEF R 4.00 
© Sunsdown EFF U 1.00 = @ Superlaser .........00. 4 

@ Blaster Rack ... Fear Will Keep Them In Ue, + @ Tactical Re-Call .. a R 3.00 ? © $W-4 Ion Cannon . 3.0 

© Blaster Scope... EFF R 3.00 : © Tagge Seeker ......... 250 : O Tantive W....... 12.00 
© Boosted TIE Blaster Cannon Feltipern Trevagg.........AL 1,00 = © Targeting Computer DEV U = @ Tatooine: Bluffs ......... 4,00 

8 igri ut alt L TS | O Tarkin Seeker. EAR :O They're on Dantooine ...UEF R 4.00 
450 » LOG R * @ Trooper Davin Felth ..... 35 

voll 1 : . ae Ott 3.00 
00; ! 1 . @ U-3P0.. 450 

oe eR Tea $ © Ful Sale Aer 15 = OQ Thankthe Moker .....UN R250 © Wedge Antiles 1B 
@ Caller . DEV U Full Throttle .. R 3.00 : O This is All Your Fault ...UIN. U O Wookie Roar ... 4.01 
O Cantina Brawl. UN R 4 Garindan .. R 3.00; @ Tonnika Sisters. ALR. O You're All Clear Kid! 4 

STAR WARS £ @ Charming to the last UN R 3 General Dodo! ‘ 1,00 : @ Trinto Duaba .... UN U 
£ @ Chief Bast IMP General Tagge .. ‘ R Al urbolaser Battery ......STA R 

LIMITED EDITION } @ Circle is Now Complete ...LIN R 5: Gift of the Mentor : 4,50: © Tusken Breath Mask ...UEF U 
DECIPHER-1995 ? @ Colonel WullfYularen ...IMP U1, Gold STAR 300 ; O 2: m »-DROU REVISED A NEW 
Ful Set (324 cards)... 32500  @ Commander Praji ...... uN Gold 5... AI Sa ta GIN R 
Starter Deck (60 cards). 00 : © Corellian Corvette STAU 1 Grand Moff Tarkin ‘IMP R18. HOPE EXPANSION 
Starter Deck Box (10 decks) ! O Crash Site Memorial ...EFFU Gravel Storm UN Ut . DECIPHER-1998 
Booster Pack (15 cards) + @ Dantooine UN U 1 Han's Heavy Blaster PisoWEAR 4 H fader 
B Box (36 pack: 5 @ Dark Collaborati UN R 4, Han Seeker... WEAR 2.50 : @ Vader's iahisaber Full Set (162 cards) 
nest By (08 pants) ak Gollahoration 4 Han Sol EB R 32.00 : © Warrior's Co Booster Pack (8 cards) 2.50 

Commons ......... @ Dark Hours EFF U SN Oe . eS mors Courage: Booster Box (30 packs) 
Unlisted Uncommons ... @ Dark Jedi Lightsaber ...WEAU 11 Help Me Ob-Wan Kenobi UIN 4.50 ; @ We're All Gonna ... p j 

= @ Dark Jedi Presence ......UIN R 5 How Did We Get Into This UIN 1 eT 

Cards are black-bordered. : @ Darth Vader .... R 56, Hydroponics Station. .DEV cae iis 
@ A Disturbance in the ForceEFF U 1.00 : @Dathcha ... U 1.0 

S hee hind ee Le STAR WARS DATA. c-common U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 
@ Alderaan .. = @ Death Star Sentry Ui 
O Alderaan  O Death Star; Detention Block Ctrl. @DARK SIDE OLIGHT SIDE 

AL Alien DRO Droid LIN Lost Interrupt REB Rebel UIN Used Interrupt 
CRE Creature EFF Effect LOC Location STA Starship VEH Vehicle 
DEV Device IMP Imperial OB9 Objective DEF Utinni Effect WEA Weapon 

PRICE DATA. Went UP | went DOWN |HEAVY TRADING 



Cards are white-hordered, } O Han's Toolkit............ 350 } © Yoda, You Seek Yoda ...UN R 300 ? QHaveN.....sssgeeeenes EFF R 4.00 : © ax Reba. MOR 350 
Rare cards are worth 60% value of = O Hiding In the Garbage 3.00 : O Yoda's Hope ........0.04 EFF U 1.00 : @ He's All Yours, Bounty Hunter __  @ Murttoc Yine . AL R 3.50 
bblack-hordered equivalents. $ @ Hound's Tooth + © You Do Have Your Moments «i 1 oie een -UALIN Nal Hutta .. Loc R 3.00 

: OI Have a Bad Feeling : N é igher Groun Nizuc Bek . ALR 3.00 
$ RESO : O Hindsight .. Nysad_ AL R 3.00 

HOTH EXPANSION | Want That Ship. R800 | © Homo a. : OOo AL Ro? 300 
z (e-2000 . ; im Your Father  @ Ortugg . ALR 3.00 

— — 1G-88 » DRO 00 : O | Don’t Need Their Scum, Either oO Pale. Reshad ALR 3.00 

Banser vate i ; © 16-88 Neural inibtor WEAR 450; PLQUD CITY ‘errr UUNR 300  @ Pote Snitkin ...........,AL R 3.00 
Booster Box (38 packs) ‘ + @ (G-88's Pulse Cannon ...WEAR 4.50 : @ | Had No Choice .........EFF R 300 } © Princess Leia Organa ...REBR 17.00 

Ie ese ; O'itls the Future You See TER 300 ? EXPANSION ; , } © Pucumir Thryss R 300 
Unlisted Uncommon : O Jedi Levitation .........UN R 300 : DECIPHER-1997 O Impressive, Most Impressive  O R'kik D'nec, Hero. R350 

* Sane een tik H 30 {Full Sot (160 card)... ; @ interrogation Array : i ork jerd 4 : mn iral O22 : : MM 3 k 55 ..2.50 : O Raye Ryierd. 0 
ayers =  @ Lieutenant Suba . IMP R 4.00 : Bouse i m a A { O Into The Ventilation Shaft, Lefty : @ Ree-Vees . R 300 

O Mriillery fete a. ? O Light Maneuvers... -UIN-R = 3.00 £ Commons LIN R : O Rennek R 3.00 

O Bacia Tank... ci Lae 3 { Uncanmans. © Lando Clarissian . aL 4 : fs ast aieg | A 
@ Blizzard 1 2 Prien ant ‘ : % $ a f Hota : © Luke's Backpack DEVR = 300 © Advantage ....escecees EFFR 3.00 : O Lela Of Alderaan.........EFF R } @ Scum And Vilainy ......EFF R 4.00 
Bice be :@ Mist Hunter .... STAR 500 } @ filet tegaaaaal UN R300 . ae Sheckil 7 : ? © Sergeant Doallyn ALR 300 

© Captain Piett .. : @ Much Anger in Him ......EFF R 3.00 ? © AllMy Urchins .......+: a ee ae ae © Shasa Til... UN -R 3.00 
© Collapsing Corridor ...... 00 (8) No Disintegrations P EFFR 3.00 } @ All Too Easy 3.50 ul es a isto i i : O Strangle . : UN R 3.00 

© Cindr. Luke Skywalker. REBR 20,00 ; Q OblWan's Apparition ...EFF R 3.00 : © Ambush 3.00 ; @ Mandalorian Armor... } O Tamil Sieg). ALR 800 
© Concussion Grenade .. WEAR 500 ; © Order to Engage......... FR 3.00 © Artoo, Come Bac! @ Mostly Armless ........EFF R : O Tanus Spijek . ALR 3.00 
O Dak Ralter io 3.00 ; O Polarized Negative Power Coupling S orcusnccator ne cota! © Nooooago00000! ...U/LINR } @ Taym Dren-garen MR 300 

@ Death Mark. 400 : EFF R 3.00 : @ Atmospheric Assault. pret aA i © Tessek. ALR 350 
@ Debris Zone ... 3.00 : is STAR 5.00 } © Beldon’s Eve ... o aes an i @ Thermal WEAR 4.50 

O Disarming Creature ...... 500 ; OQ Raithal .... Loc U 300 | © Bionic Hand 3 old He ne “TNR : @ Thul Fain ALR 3.00 
O Echo Base Operations ...EFF R 3.00 : O Reflection... sEFFR 4.00 2 @ Boba Fett d Pirates o ; : O Tibnin LOG R 3.00 
@ Frozen Dinner 400 ; O Report to Lord Vader ...UEFR 3.00 ay = Wo . : O Unfriendly Fire. UINR 3.00 

00 i rincess Leia RE £ @ Vedain ....... AL R 3.00 
Ss i © Protector .. UN R300 = @ Velken Tezeri AL R300 
© General Veer a0 Q Punch it -LIN R300 £ @ Vim .... AL R300 
ehh Ansel Ag © Redemption STAR : O Vul Tazaene ALR 3.00 
e Ane ‘Cave 3.0 @ Release Your Anger ...... LIN R : @Wittin .... AL R 3,00 

oO itha nt te a (led Bad : O Rendezvous Point On Tatooine > @ Wooot . AL R 3,00 

une: ney sme in ae ee t—s—i—‘OééOCOCSCSCSC‘C@SRp LIN R 3.00 $ © Yoxgit . ALR 300 

® inane ofthe Nark lard i O Shocking Information ...UIN 25: 
Sn eel, em © Save. STAR 1500! 

lai _ ; @ Siip Slidin veel R300: 

eu re ce : |: ; A © Smoke Screen. J LIN-R 3.50 : SPECIAL EDITION 

Senate 4.00 @Surise, uN R300 ; EXPANSION 
nae Weeadtateees " O Surreptitious Glance......LIN R 3.00 : HErIPHER-7998 

3.00 @ The Emperor's Prize ...UEF R 3.00 : Fi Sot (324 cards) 200 

31 0 O This Is Even Better ...... LIN R 3.00 = Booster Pack ( cards) 4. 

@ Responsibility of Command UEFR 4.00 @ This Is Stil Wrong ...... 4.00 : Booster Box (30 packs) 69.00 

O Rogue 1 VEH R 10,00 Lan ener 3.00 = Starter Pack (60 cards) 1200 
O Rogue 2 HR 500 © Unesnfroaide Fy SBD = ‘Starter Box (12 packs) I 
O Roe 3 | HR 800 @ Vader's Bounty... 400 : Commons .., 
oO Ru R 4.00 @ Vader's Cape .. 400: Uncommons ... 
© Seniy loin vara ve © Weill Find Han 300 : 
Se eee tUNR 300 | @ Were The Batt 300 : @ AReal Het ..........0: 3.00 

© Stalker. AR 1500 : © Why Dion You Te 3.00 | © All Wings Report In 300 
O Surface Def WEAR 300 : O Wookie Strangle: 3.50} @ Bantha Herd .... 3.00 
@ Tactical Support ......... LIN R oH : : Peg ij pie an 

@ Target The Main GeneratorEEV R 3,00 : ; : : i 1 

O The First Transport Is Away! JABBA'S PALACE i i “AL R400 
: STAR 7.00 

@ iit. EXPANSION £ © Brangus EE vane AL R250 
On DECIPHER-1997 : O Bron Burs . “AL R300 

@ lamp : O Camie .... “AL R 3.00 

iam } @ Carbon Chamber Testing OBJ R 4.50 
@ Wampa «a 00 : : O Cloud City Celebration ...EFF R 3,00 

@ Weapon Malfunction ...UEF R 4.00 : : @ Cloud City Occupation ...EFF R 3.00 

© Wes Janson .. at 3.00 + @ Cloud City: Downtown PlazaLOCR 3.00 

O Who's Seruffy- 400 ; i O Cloud City: Downtown PlazaLOCR 3.00 

@ Yaggle Gakkle 3.00 : @ Amanaman * O Colonel Feyn Gospic ...REBR 4.00 
O Ardon “Vapor” Crell . L_R 3.00 ? © Commander Wedge AntillesREBR 10.00 Al : 

ORO R 1100 + O Corellian Engineering Corporation 
O You Have Failed Me... 
O You Will Go to Dagobah... LIN R 4.00 
O Zev Senesca .........+++ REBR 3.00 3.00 

3.00 
4.00 

0: @ Corporal Grenwick . 
0 @ Coruscant... 
0 = O Coruscant a7 4.00 
0 } Q Coruscant Celebration ...EFF R 3.50 
‘ + @ Coruscant: Imperial SquareLOC R 3.00 

0 
0 
0 
0 

ate ra = — = 

3 @ Bane Malar 

1 DOUBLE TAKES |i=e DAGOBAH EXPANSION : @ Beet 
DECIPHER-1996 O BG-J38 

Brose Pak os) 5 Bier tein ooster Pack (9 cards i 
Booster Box (60 packs) @ Dengar’s Modified Riot GunWEA! 

Commons @ Double Laser Cannon .,.WEA 
Unlisted Uncomi 2 Tron McCool . 

® Ephant Mi e 
@ FV-909 .. 
@ Fozec .. 
@ Gailid .. 
O Garon Nas Tal 

 @ Counter Surprise Assault LIN R 3.00 
: © Dantooine Base OperationsOBJ R 3.00 
;@ Darth Vader, Dark Lord Of The Sith 

Parana wawz = = = = 
= 

O Asteroids Do Not Concern Me 

O At Peace . 
@ Avenger. 
@ Bad Feeling Have | . 

0 
0 
0 

0: 
; } @ Destroyed Homestead .,.UEF R 3.00 

0 
0 
0 

paw rTZTA aww wT TD 

@ Bombing Run.. 3.00 O Geezum Al * O Docking And Repair Facilities 
@ Bossk ....... 7.00 . O Ghoel .. Al F vaste bniaupireyeeoniale EFF R 3,00 
@ Bossk's Mortar Gun. 3.50 : @ Res Luk Ra'aut 00 : @ Boba Fett’s Blaster Rifle WEAR 4.00: @Giran .. Al + O Don't Tread On Me ..U/SINR 3.00 
@ Broken Concentration ...EFF R 3.00 : © Rycar's Run . i Brief Loss Of Control ...LIN R 3.0 @ erat .. AL : @ Dreaded Imperial Starfleet EFF R 4.00 
@ Captain Neda .,...,...ll 5.00 : © Size Matters Not. 450 : O Bright Hope .. STAR 500 : @ Hermi Odle AL 3.00 : @ Dune Walker . 
@ Corrosive Damage ...... 3.00 : © Smuggler’s Blues 00 § @ Captain Bewil AMP R 4.00 ; @ Hutt Bounty .. EFF R 3.00 : © Entrenchment 
O Dagobah: Bog Clearing...LOC R 3.00 : © Son of Skywalker .00 : O Captain Han Sola .REB R 20.00 : O | Must Be Allowed To Speak : © General McQua 
@ Dagobah: Cave ......... LOC R 3.00 : © Space Slug .... 00 : @ Chief Retwin .. wIMP R40 vEFF R 4.00 : © Goo Nee Tay. 
© Dagobah: Yoda’s Hut ...LOCR 4.00  O Stone Pile . 3.00 : @ Cloud City: Dining Room LOCR 3.00 J Quille.. AL R 4.00 : © Grondorn Muse . I 
@ Dengar........,. AL R 8.00 : @ The Dark Path 3.00 : © Cloud City: Guest ile R 3.50 : @ Jabba the Hutt. 2 O Harvest UN R 4.00 
@ Ucngar's Blaster Carbine WEAR 4.50 : O The Professor ... R 300 ? © Courage OF A Skywalker LIN R 4.00 : @ dabba’s Sail Barge . + O Heroes Of Yavin . 3.00 
O Descent Into The Dark ...EFF R 3.00 : © This Is More Like It R 300 : © Dark Approach ......... 300 | @ Jabba's Sail Barge: Passenger Deck ? O Hidden Base . 4.00 
@ Dragonsnake a 3.00 : O This Is No Cave ... UN R 3,00 : @ Dark Deal... 4.00 : -LOC R= 4.00 : O Hit And Run . 3.00 
© Effective Repairs ......U/LINR 3.00 ! © Through the Force..See LIN R 300 : @ Despair ... 3,00 : O Jedi Mind Trick.. WAINR 350 + @ Homing Beacon . 3.00 
O Enregious Pilot Error ...LIN R 3.00 : © Tight Squeeze : 3.00 : O Dismantle On Sight .. 3.00 : O Jess AL R 3.00 } @ Hunt Down And Destroy The Jedi 

:O21B #8 6.50 : @E-3P0......... 4.00 ; Q Kalit ALR : 4.00 
3.00 } @ Unexpected Interruption LIN R 300 End This... Cont 3.00 : O Kiffex -LOGR 3.00 

+ @ Visage of the Emperor ...EFF R 3.50 Epic Duel 6.00 : O Kirdo Ill -LOG R 
4.00 ? © We Can... utmaneuver Them Flight Escort .. 3.00 : @ Kithaba.. AL R 3,00 : 3.00 

Failure at the Cave ...... CU's * pampareuaeartin! ULUINR 3 Focused Attack 3.00 : @ Klaatu .. AL R 3.00 : @ IMa-099 . 1.50 
Field Promotion .........EFF R 3.00 : © We Don't Need..Scum...U/LINR 3, Force Field... 3.50 : O Laudica AL R 3.00 = @ Imperial Occupation. 4.00 

R 3.00 ? QO WHAAAAAAAMAODOOW! UIN R 3.00 : @ Forced Landing 3.00 : O Leslomy Tacema . AL R 3.00 } © Imperial Atrocity......... 3,00 
G50 : O What is Thy Bidding My Master? ? O Frozen Assets. 3.00 : O Life Debt .. UN R 3.00 $ @ Imperial Propaganda ...EFF R 3.00 
450 : ..UEF R 3,00 $ O Gambler's Luck .. 3.00 : O Loje Nella. AL R 3.00 © Incom Corporation ...... 3.00 
3.00 ¢ _ JEP R 26.00 : O Glancing Blow 3 @ Malakili AL R 3.00 : @ ISB Operations ......... 4.00 



i 

@ Jabba's Influence ...... 
@ Jabba's Space Cruiser ... 

@ Sergeant Major Enfield . 
: @ Sergeant Narthax 

——— Sow 00 : @ Corporal Misk 
Ss = ‘Shore-Range Fighters 

: @ Sienar Fleet Systems ... 
: O Slayn & a Facilities mn fal aH © Koensayr oe 

= 

er Sap 
22> 

O Lando's Blaster Rifle 
© Leia's Blaster Rifle 
O Lieutenant Tarn Mison ... 

‘ O Siay Sharn! .... 
: @ Strategic Reserves. . no 

AaamAeD DDD D awww 

= = (ed = 

ee eee > 
ar : O 7-47 Battle Formation ... 

: © Tatooine Celebration ... 
: @ Tatooine Occupation 
: O Tatooine: Beggar's Canontoo R 

J AL 

O Major Palo Torshan ule 
© Mechanical Failure ...... 

eo} 

o 

© 0-72-1 In Obsidian 1 

@ 0S-72-2 In Obsidian 2 ... 
= @ Vader's Personal Shuttle § cn 

Go 9 CF 60 69 GO 09 09 60 ee Gn cn 1 G9 Go Go Go BO BD 00 FO Go Oo GO GT Go Go GO I GO FS 

ma 

(Bee Ne 5 sae Assault ‘Squadron wi 
@ Rebel Base Occupation = © Yavin 4: Massassi Headquart 

Ok Fe = 

oO Rendezvous Point 

O Rescue The Princess _ENDOR EXPANSION 
i Booster Pack (9 cards) 
+ Booster Box (30 packs) baal S 

— 

+ Commons : @ Tempest]... -VEH R _ 28.00 : O Jar Jar Binks. CHAR 40,00 
: Uncommons ... : @ Tempest Scout 4 VEH R 20.00 : O Mace Windu .... CHA U 20.00 
: : © Threepio .. -DRO RR. 24.00 : @ Mawhonic’s Podracer 

#00 } © A280 Sharpshooter Rifle WEAR 250 ; é 
O Aim High . UBER : + © Obi-Wan Kenobi, Young Jedi 
@ Always Thinking With Your Stomach : CHA R 41.00 
tv R400; FIRST ANTHOLOGY + © ObeWan Kenobi Lightsaber 
@ Aratech Corporation 4.00 : DECIPHER—1997 : WEAC 6.00 
@ AT-ST Dual Cannon 4.50 : Boxed Set «30,00 ; O Queen Amidala, Ruler of Naboo 
O Chewbacca Of Kashyyyk REB R 10.00 : t CHA R 14.00 

_ STA C 4.00 © Chewbacca’s Bowcaster WEA 5.00 : @ Boba Fett.......-..00.. IMP R 10.00 
© Chewie's AT-ST ... 4.00 : O Cmdr. Wedge Antilles ...REBR 8.00 : @ Sebulba’s Podracer . ea WEA U 9.00 

= O Chief Chirpa . 3.00 : @ Death Star Assault Squadron @ Teemto Pagalies' Podracer 
? @ Closed Door 4 vw STAR 5.00 4.00 

Colonel Dyer A UIN-R 1.50 : 
@ Jabba’s Influence ,..... PRR 150 : 

i © X-Wing Assault Squadron STAR 3.00 ‘ 

ER 4 YOUNG JEDI: 
300? MENACE OF DARTH 

Ef Roo: MAUL EXPANSION 
i DECIPHER—1999 

300 : Full Set (162 cards) 
Fl + Booster Pack (11 cards) 
" : Booster Box (30 packs) a 
35 : Sample Deck (40 cards, Denver excl. 

‘qj : Commons .... 

¢ @ Commander lgar 
: @ Corporal Drelosyn 
: O Corporal Kensaric 

: @ Corporal Oberk 
+ O Count Me In 
+ @ Counterattack 
: @ Crossfire... 
} © Daughter Of Skywalker. 
: © Deactivate The Shield Generator 

> @ Early Warning Network ... 
: @ Empire's New Order..,... 
+ O Endor Celebration 
: @ Endor Occupation ..... : 3.00 : 

idor Operations/Imperial Outpost : Uncommons 

at i + O Anakin Skywalker ...... CHAR 5.0 
= : O Anakin’s Podracer ...... WEAR 31 

Bc SU Ce : @Atlast We WillHave... BAT R 3 : © Endor: Rebel Landing Site LOC : : 
? @ Establish Secret Base ...EFF ? @AuraSing oo... CHAR 3.50 
io Fly Castial......:...e+ a : @ Aurra Sing’s Blaster Rifle WEAR 3.51 
i O General Crix Madine : @ Battle Droid Squad CHAR 41 
> © General Solo OC-SPO....... oe CHAR 4) 
? © Greak : . Captain Panaka .. CHAR 3: 
: = Ga Anal arth Maul, Sith Lord ...CHA F 4 

i 3 "Kw. enone Darth Maul, Apprentice ...CHA R 8, 
> @ it's An Older Code Darth Maul's Starfighter STA R 3.5 
= O Karak Darth Sidious..........4. CHAR 41 
+e Liamenant : @ Destroyer Droid Squad ... 3 
: ‘ : @ Jabba the Hutt .. i 400 + O Lieutenant Page... z 
: = O Jar Jar Binks 2 4.00 
> @ Lieutenant Renz 4 
? @ Lieutenant Watts : O Jawa, Bargainer. <CHAF 5 
? Ollonay... : O Mace Windy «CHAR 4 
i © Lost In The : @ Neimoidian CHA F 2.00 

: @ Major Marquand i ee ea sterntvens 

+ O Mon Mothma .00 , 

@ Navy Trooper Fenson OOS nktiien Wena arene 
Ominous Rumors EFI | 

O Onimaarko ... REB 
@ Perimeter Patrol 

+ O Rapid Deployment ...... LIN 
+ O Rebel Strike Team/Garrison Des 

BJ 

@ Security Precautions... .EFF 
@ Sergeant Barich ......... MP 
© Sergeant Brooks Carlson REB 
O Sergeant Bruckman ...REB 
@ Sergeant Irol . 

Sergeant Wallen .. : 
O Surprise Counter Assault 
O Teebo 

Tempest 1 
Tempest Scout 1 

@ Tempest Scout 2 

Sith Lightsaber ......... . 
rade Federation Tank ...CHA R 4. 

CHAR 3.50 
ee CHAR 51 

@ You Have Been Trained...BAT R 3.0 
: OYousa Guys Bombad! ...BATR 3. 

: FOILS 
: Full Set (18 cards) ...........0208 

STAC 4.0 
OTydirium .... 
@ Well-earned Command ...EFF 
© Were You Looking For MeINT R 

+ O Wicket sph 
* OWokling. , 
@ Wounded Warrior 

4 ue .. CHAU 15.0 
@ Darth Maul, Sith Apprentice 

so CHAR 42.00 
. CHAR 45.0 

= mi 

BOUT PDP a aaa waa 

6p 
San 

@ Tempest Scout 3 E : 

cl ae \ oly O Anakin Skywalker’s Podracer 
Ih og eae ester nem eabeate paler WEA ¢ 

Seen YEH R 3H: @ Bate Droid Squad... CHA U 
O This Is Absolutely Right. UN R 3.00 ; © Ben Quadinaros’ Podracer 
O Threepio .... DRO 6.5 vo WEA CC 4.0 

$ 3 

Be Chewbacca of Kashyyyk REBR 14) 
Daughter of Skywalker...REB R 20. 
Early Warning Network...EFF R 5. 
Elite Squadron StormtroonerIMPR 4. 
Endor Celebration ...... UN R 

Ewok and Rall 
Ewok, Glider 

@ Hot Pursuit 
@ Main Course 
© Paploo .. 
e Seu Bike. 

YOUNG JEDI DATA: COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

@D: DARK SIDE OVLIGHT SIDE 

BAT Battle Card CHA Character LOC Location STA Starship WEA Weapon 

PRICE DATA w ENT UP | WENT DOWN |HEAVY TRADING 



i Now you 
tial what to call the card. 

Summon legend 
means she’s extra special. 

- Indluest Gamer bas 
rated every card, with five- 
stars being the best and 
one-stars comprising the 
cream of the crap. 

Explains 
exactly what the card does. 

E Card's illustrator. - 

NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS 

Acidic a 
@®: Destroy a es sr me combat fd 
from target creature. If targeted creature leaves play, bury Dagger. 

Adarkar Sentinel AG - & IA 
a: +0/+1 until end of turn. 3/3, 

Aegis of the Meek AR - @ 
,@: Give a 1/1 oreature +1/+2 until end of turn. 

Aeolipiie AR oo & 
&: ® Sacrifice: Deals 2 damage to any target. 

Aesthir Glider AC OG S 
Flying. Cannot be assigned to bl 

Al-abara’s Carpet ART S LG 
@,@: Prevent all damage to you ths tum from attacking, non- 
fying creatures, 

Aladdin’s Lamp A - & ANRAth 
©: Instead of drawing a card, look at the top X cards of 
your library and choose one to put in your hand. Shuffle the rest 
and put them on the bottom of your library. 

Aladdin's Ring ART oo @ ANRAthSth 6th 
.@: Do 4 damage to any target. 

Alchor’s Tomb Al - & LG 
@,@: Change the color of target permanent you control, 

Altar of Dementia ART - 2 
Sacrifice a creature: Target player puts a number of cards equal 
to that creature's power from his library Into his graveyard, 

Amber Prisan Al aes MG 
You may leave Prison tapped, @,@>: Tap targel artifact, creature 
or land. As long as Prison is tapped, target does not untap. 

Amulet of Kroog AT Co @ AQ,4th,5th 
@,®: Prevent 1 damage to any target, 

Amulet of Quoz A . & IA 
,® Sacrifice: Flip a coin. If you win the flip, target opponent 
loses the game. Otherwise, you lose the game. Use only during 
upkeep. Opponent may ante another card to counter this effect, 

Amulet of Unmaking A - & MG 
&.@ Remove Amulet from the game: Remove target artifact, 
creature or land from the game, Play this ability as a sorcery, 

Angel’s Trumpet ART U eee uL 
‘Attacking doesn't cause creatures to tap. At end of each player's tum, 
tap all untapped creatures he controls that didn't attack. Trumpet 
deals 1 damage to that player for each creature tapped this way. 

Ankh of Mishra Al Basic 
Whenever a player plays a land, Ankh deals 2 damage to him, 

Anvil af Bogardan Ros VS 
Each player skips his discard phase. During each player's draw 
phase, that player draws an additional card then discards a card, 

Apocalypse Chime Al - ¢@ HL 
Al cards in play from Homelands are buried. 

Arcum’s Sleigh ART Us 
@,@ Target attacking creature does not tap, You may only 
use this ability if defending player controls snow-covered lands. 

Arcum's Weathervane ART - @ lA 
®@: Target snow-covered land becomes non-snow-covered 
®& ®- Target non-snow-covered land becomes snow-covered. 

Arcum’s Whistle ART ee. 
@.@ If target non-wall creature does not attack this turn, it is 
destroyed at end of tum, The creature's controller may counter 

MAGIC FACT | 

O96 iwavesteamerRses 

NAME KIND GR PR COST SETS 

this effect by paying #&, where 8 is the creature's casting 
cost. Play only during opponents turn. 

Arena of the Ancients ART R = @& L&C 
Tap all legends. Legends do not untap as normal during untap, 

Armageddon Clock ART U = @ AQR; 
Add a counter during your upkeep. At the end of your upkeep, do 
1 damage to each player for each counter on Clock. Any player 
may spend 8 during any upkeep to remove a counter. 

Ashnod’s Altar ART Uo AQ.CH Sth, 
@ Sacrifice a creature: Add @ to your mana pool, 

Ashnod's Battle Gear ART U ss @ AQt 
@,@: Target creature you control gets +2/-2 as long as Gear 
is tapped, You may leave Gear tapped. 

Ashnod’s Cylix ART Rose @ Al 
&,@: Target player looks at the top three cards of his library 
and puts one on top, Remove the remaining two from game. 

Ashnod’s TransmograntART C ss & AQ.CH.S 
®@ Sacrifice: Target non-artifact creature becomes an artifact 
creature and gains +1/+1 

Assembly Hall ART Rose & MM 
@ @: Reveal a creature card in your hand, search your library 
for a copy of that card, and i the card into your hand, 

Astrolabe ART Cote @ Nl 
@,@ Sacrifice: Add two mana of any color to your pool, Cantrip. 

Baim of Restoration ART R + @ FE 
@,@ Sacrifice: Gain 2 life or prevent 2 damage to any target. 

(ASth Barbed Sextant ART Co see 
@,% Sacrifice: Add one mana of any color to your pool, Cantrip. 

Barbed Wire ART Use MM 
At the beginning of each player's upkeep, Barbed Wire deals 1 
damage to that player. : Prevent the next 1 damage that 
would be dealt by Barbed Wire this turn, 

Bargaining Tables ART Ro see MM 
%,@: Draw a card. X is number of cards in opponent's hand, 

Barl's Gage ART Roses @@ ——DKCH.Sth 
@>: Target creature doesn't untap during tts controller's next untap. 

Barrin’s Codex ART Rosse UZ 
During your upkeep you may put a counter on Codex, @%,@, Sac- 
tifica: Draw X cards, where X is the number of counters 

Basalt Golem A OU oe @ MG 
Cannot be blocked by artifact creatures. At end of tum bury each crea- 
ture blocking Golem and put a O/2 artifact creature wall into play for 
each creature buried. 2/4, 

Basalt Monolith ART Uo see @ LUR 
®: Add @ to your pool. Can only be untapped by spending * 

Baton of Morale ART Uo os @ 
@: Target creature gains banding until end of turn, 

Battering Ram AC Cos @ ADAH Sth 
Bands when attacking, At the end of combat, any walls blocking 
Ram are destroyed. 1/1. But who the heck plays with walls? 

Beast of Burden MG R= @& 
Beast of Burden has power and toughness equal to the number 
of creatures in play. */”. 

Black Lotus ART Ro seeee LU 
@ Sacrifice: Add 3 mana of any one color to your mana pool, 

Black Mana Battery ART R ss @& 
@&.@: Put a counter on Battery, @: Add #* to your mana 
pool and add an additional 4% for each counter you remove, 

“Black Vise ART U coves a LUR Ath 

MAG 

ART Artifact 

@ ARTIFACT @BLACK @BLUE 

AC Artifact Creature 
CR Current Rarity 

Warrior costs two 
green and one generic 
mana to simmon, | 

Tells you what set the — 
card belongs to and 
the card's rarity. Mirri__ 

.. 1S a rare from the 
Exodus expansion. 

Story- 
related stuff. 

* Only for creatures. 

NAME KIND CR PR COST 

At the end of his upkeep, target opponent takes 1 damage for 
each card over four in his hand, 

Blue Mana Battery ART Ro ses @ Le4th 
> Put a counter on Battery. @: Add @ to your mana 
pool and add an additional “> for each counter you remove, 

Bone Flute ART Us 
2% ©: Give all creatures -1/-0 until end of tum. 

Bone Mask ART Ro @& MG 
@)@ Prevent all damage to you from one source. For each damage 
prevented, remove the top card of your library from the game 

Booby Trap ART Rosse @ 
When Trap comes into play, name a card other than a basic land, 
When target opponent draws cards, he reveals them to all players, 
If any of those cards is the named card, sacrifice Trap and it deals 
10 damage to that player. 

Book of Rass ART Ros OKC 
Pay 2 life: Draw a card. 

Bésium Strip ART Ro seve @ W 
@@ Until end of turn, if at any time the top card in your 
graveyard is an instant or sorcery, you may play it as thoug! 
were in your hand. If you do so, remave the card from the game, 

Bottle Gnomes AC Ue cose M 
Sacrifice Bottle Gnomes; Gain 3 life. 1/3 

Bottle of Suleiman = ART Ro oss=-@ ANRAth Sth Gt 
®@, Sacrifice: Flip a coin. If opponent wins, you take § damag 
Otherwise, you get a Djinn token, a 5/6 flying artifact creature, 

= 

Braidwood Cup ART Use 
®: You gain 1 life, 

Braidwood Sextant ART U ° 
® @ Sacrifice: Search your library for a basic land, reveal that 
card, and put it Into your hand, 

Brass Man AU  & ANR AL 
>: Untap Brass Man. Use only ug: your apie 178. 

Brass Secretary C 
@ Sacrifice: Draw a card, 2/1, 

Brass-Talon Chimera AC U ss & YS 
First strike, Sacrifice: Put a +2/+2 counter on target Chimera 
and that Chimera gains first strike parrnanenty. 2/2. 

Bronze Horse ACR @ (6, C 
Trample. If you control an additional creature, all damage done to 
Bronze Horse by spells targeting it is ree to 0, 4/4, 

Bronze Tablet ART AQAth 
@® Remove target permanent sie controls and Bronze 
Tablet from game, You now own target card, and your opponent 
owns Tablet. Opponent may counter this effect by paying 10 life. 
Tablet enters play tapped. 

Bubble Matrix ART -— & WL 
All damage dealt to creatures is reduced to 0, 

Bultwhip ART oo & SH 
> Do 1 damage to target creature, That creature attacks this turn 
if able, 

Ealtrops ART U = & UD 
Whenever a creature attacks, Caltrops deals 1 damage to it. 

Candelabra of Tawnos ART R sees & 
>: Untap X lands. 

Carthodion AC Us @ UZ 
When Carthodion is put into a graveyard from play, add three col- 
orless mana to your mana pool, 3/3, 

Celestial Prism ART = @ 

Cc DATA 

LURAth 

EN Enchantment 
EW Enchant World 
INS Instant 

EA Enchant Artifact 
EC Enchant Creature 
EL Enchant Land 

WAME KIND CR PR COST 

> Add 1 mana of any color to your mana pool. 
Celestial Sword ART Ro= & IA 

& @: Target creature you control gains +3/+3 until end of 
tur, Bury creature at end of turn. 

Chaos Orh A Ro seeee Be Lu 
@ Sacrifice: Flip Orb from height of one foot, If it rotates at 
least 360°, any cards it is touching are destroyed. 

Charcoal Diamond = ART Uo ose @ MG.6th 
Comes into play tapped, @%: Add 4% to your mana pool. 

Chariot of the Sun = ART «Uo 
®%®: Target creature you control gains flying and has Its 
toughness reduced to 1 until end of turn. 

Chimeric Sphere ART Uo see & WL 
@: Sphere is a 2/1 artifact creature with flying. : Sphere is 
a 3/2 artifact creature without flying. Both fast until end of turn, 

Chimeric Staff ART oe & UZ 
®: Staff is an artifact creature with power and toughness each equal 
to X until end of turn. 

Citanul Flute ART oo & UZ 
%,@: Search your library for a creature with total casting cast 
no greater than X. Reveal that card and put it Into your hand, 

SETS 

City in a Bottle ART - @ AN 
All Arabian Nights cards are buried, No AN cards can be played. 

Claws of Gix T Yo oe @ WZ 
5, Sacrifice a permanent; Gain 1 life. 

Clay Statue Cos @ AQ Ath Sth 
@: Regenerate, 3/1. 

Clockwork Avian AC ~~ & AQ4th 
Flying, Put four +1/+0 counters on Avian, At the end of any 
combat in which Avian attacks or blocks, remove a counter. 
%@: Add X counters to Avian (maximum four), Use only 
during upkeep, 0/4. 

Clockwork Beast AC oe BLUR AthSth 
Put seven +1/+0 counters on Beast, At the end of any combat 
in which Beast attacks or blocks, remove a counter, $&.@: Add 
X counters to Beast (max seven). Use only during upkeep, 0/4. 

Clockwork Gnomes AC Co @ L 
©: Rogenarate target artifact creature, 2/2, 

Clockwork Steed AG GC see HL.Gth 
Cannot be blocked by artifact creatures. Put four +1/+0 counters 
on Steed. At end of any combat in which Steed attacks or blocks, 
Temove a counter. ag: Add X counters to Steed (max 4). 0/3, 

Clockwork Swarm = =AC Co @ L 
Cannot be blocked by walls. Put four +1/+-0 counters on Swarrn. 
At the end of any combat in which Swarm attacked or blocked, 
remove a counter, @°,@>: Add X counters to Swarm (max 4), 0/3, 

Coal Golem AC Us K 
Sacrifice Golem: Add 99 to your mana pool. 3/3, 

Coat of Arms ART Rosse EX 
Each creature gets +1/+1 for each other creature in play of the 
same type. 

Coiled Tinviper A Cs & M 
First strike. 2/1, 

Cold Storage ART Roos @ M 
@: Put target creature you control on Cold Storage, Sacrifice Cold 
Storage: Put all creatures on Cold Storage into play. 

Colossus of Sardia = AC OR oe) @ AQAthSEth 
Trample. Does not untap, @: ae ding your upkeep. 9/9, 

Conch Hora ART = £ 
©, Saciifice: Draw 2 a Plate a card from your hand 
back on top of your library. 

Conservator ART U oss @ LURAth 
&%,@: Prevent up to 2 damage to you. 

Copper Gnomes AG OR os Z 
@ Sacrifice: Choose an artifact in hand and put it into play, 1/1 

Copper Tablet ART Us al] 
Fach player takes 1 damage during his upkeep, 

Coral Helm ART Ross @ —AQL4th, 5th 
® Discard a card at random: Target creature gains +2/+-2 until 
end of tur. 

Crawlspace ART Ro so @& UL 
No more than two creatures can attack you each combat, 

Credit Voucher ART Us MM 
© Sacrifice: Shuffle any number of cards from your hand 
into your library, then draw that many cards. 

Crenelated Wall AG Use & MM 
®: Target creature gets +0/+-4 int ni! of tum. 0/4, 

Crooked Scales ART * MM 
%,@: Choose target creature you ot and target creature 
opponent controls, Flip 2 coin, If you win, destroy opponent's creature, 
If you lose, destray your creature unless you pay <2 to reflp. 

Grown ot the Ages = ART owe & {Ath 
& @® Switch target enchantment from one creature to 
another. Treat enchantment as if it were just cast. 

Crumbling Sanctuary ART - § MM 
For each 1 damage that would be dealt to a player, that player 
removes the top card of his or her library from the game instead. 

WZ Grystal Chimes ART “ 
&@ Scciifice: Retum all enchantments ftom your graveyard to your 
hand, 

Crystal Golem AC U = @ NG 
At the end of your turn Crystal Golam phases out. 3/3. 

Crystal Rod ART Uo Basic 
@®: Gain 1 life for any blue spell cast. Gain only 1 life per spell. 

Cursed Rack ART oo ® AQ4th 
Opponent must discard down to four cards during discard phase. 

<Gursed Scroll ART oanane ™ 
8%: Name a card. Opponent chooses a card at random from 
your hand, If he chooses the named card, Scrall deals 2 damage 
to target creature or player. 

Cursed Totem ART oo & MG.6th 
Players cannot use creature abilities requiring an activation cost. 

Cyclopean Tomb ART Rose 
&@: Tur target land into a swamp. If Tomb leaves play, 
each turn one land transformed by Cyclopean Tomb (your 
choica) returns to normal. 

Damping Engine ART - ¢€ = 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 

LAN Land 
LL Legendary Land 
MS Mana Source 

SC Summon Creature 
SL Summon Legend 
SOR Sorcery 
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NAME KIND CR PR COST Naty NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS i NAME KIND GR PR COST Bary 

A player who controls more permanents than any other cannot damage over 2 done to you by 4 sorcery or instant, ture with haste, At end of turn, destroy the token, Juju Bubble ART VS 
play lands or artifact, creature or enchantment spells, That player : Fountain of Youth ART U oe» -@ DK, CHSth6th : Horrible Hordes AC OU = @ NG CU: 4. If you play a card, bury Bubb! 
may sacrifice a permanent to ignore this effect until end of turn. @&: Cain | Ife $ Rampage 1, 2/2. Beware the angry toaster, + Junk Diver AG R se -@ wD 

Dancing Scimitar AC eee @ ANRAth Sth oth : Fyndhorn Bow ART U s+ @& IA. = Howling Mine ARI one @ Basic : Flying, When Diver is put into a graveyard from play, return 
Flying. 1/6, : ©. Give target creature first strike until end of turn. : During each player's draw phase, that player draws an extra card, = another artifact card from your graveyard to your hand. 1/1, 

Dark Sphere ART Uo se & DK : Gauntlet of Might ART Roosee U + tee Cauldron AR age \A_ = Karn, Silver Golem = AC soe @ W 
@ Sacrifice: Prevent half of the damage done to you by a single : All mountains produce an extra <@. All ed creatures gain +1/+1. @ @: Put a spell on Cauldron if there are no counters on it. $ © Whenever Karn blacks or becomes blocked, it gets ~4/--4 until end 
souree, rounded down, Gauntlets of Chaos = ART «Ro os @& LG,CHEth = Put X counters on Cauldron. You may cast that spell as though It + of turn, @: Target noncreature artifact is an artifact creature with 

Defense Grid ART oe @ UL : © @ Sacrifice: Take control of an opponent's land, creature or were in your hand, @%: Remove the counters to add mana of the : power and toughness each equal to its casting cost until end of tum, 
During each player's turn, spells played by another player cost an = artifact. Then give that opponent one of your permanents of the + type used to put the counters on Ice Cauldron to your mana pool. : 4/4. 7 
additional i same type, Destroy all enchantments on traded permanents, : This mana can only be used to cast tis spell on top of Cauldron. ? Knowledge Vault ART oo G 

Delif’s Cane AT U + @ FE = General's Regalia ART Ro eve @ IM = Icy Manipulator ART @ LUIA +  @@: Place the top card of your library face down under Vault. 
@ Sacrifice: If target creature you control attacks and isn't ? ®: The next time a source of your choice wold deal damage @,@: Tap target land, creature, or ent : _Seorifice: Discard your hand, replacing it with the cards under Vault. 
blocked, it deals no damage and you gain life equal to its power, = to you! this-turn, that damage is dealt to target creature you : Igneous Golem AC -~ @ MG: Kormus Bell ART -~ @ LURAth 

Delifs Cube RT + & FE: control instead, i @ Trample until end of tum, 3/4. : Treat all swamps as 1/1 creatures that can be tapped for #8, 
@ @: lf target creature you control attacks and isn't blocked, it : Glasses of Urza ART Uo cee @& Basic : Hlusionary Mask ART- R see @& LU + Kry Shield ART U eee G 
deals no damage: instead put a counter on Delif's Cube, Pay @ * ®: Look at opponent's hand, No, his cards! : &: Summon a creature face down, You may add @ to the : @&@>: Target creature you control gains +0/-+X until end of tur, 
and remove a cube counter to regenerate target creature. : Goblin Lyre AT Roe @ IA 2 casting to hide the creature's true cost, Once the creature does ; where X is its casting cost. Target deals no.damage this turn. 

Despotic Scapter ART sen @ Sacrifice: Flip a coin. If you win, target opponent takes damage = damage, taps or takes damage you must flip the creature over, — $ Archive AR - @ MM Kyren 
Implements of Sacrifice A - @ FE : —— At the beginning of your upkeep, you may remove the top card 
>: Sacrifice to add 2 mana of any one sor 8 or oe of your library from the game face down. Discard your 

IAs 
‘@: Bury target permanent you own. No really, that’s what it does : equal to the number of creatures you control, Otherwise, you take 

: infinite Hourglass A oo hand Sacrifice: Put all cards remove from the game with Archive 
Diabolic Machine AC - @ DkAthoth damage equal to the number of creatures opponent controls. 

@: Regenerates, 4/4, : Gelgothian Sylex ART Roe 
Diamond Kaleidoscope ART - @ VS: ©: Bury all Antiquities cards. Boo-yah! Put a counter on Infinite Hourglass during your upkeep. Any = into thelr owner's hand. 
®: Puta Prism token into play. Treat as a 0/1 artifact creature, : Grafted Skullcap ART oo & UZ player may pay @ during any upkeep to remove a counter. All = Kyren Tay ART - ¢ MM 
Sacrifice a Prism: Add one mana of any color to your pool, : During your draw phase, draw an additional card, At the end creatures gain +1/--0 for each counter on Infinite Hourglass, : @.@: Put a counter on Toy. Remove X counters from Toy: 

Didgeridoo ARI - € HL each of your tums, discard your hand, ron Lance ARI - @ MM = Add X plus one colorless mana to Yeu ool, 
%@: Take a Minotaur from your hand and put it directly into play, ; Grapeshot Catapult AC C s+ @  AQAthSth &,@: Target creature gains first strike until end of turn. ¢ Lapis Lazuli Talisman AR 2 1A 

Dingus Eng ART o- @ Basic + ®: Do 1 damage to a target flying creature. 2/3. ron Maiden ART Roe @ UL 2 | @ Untap a permanent, Use this aby only when a blue spell 
Whenever a land is destroyed, its controller takes 2 damage. 3 Green Mana Battery ART oe @ L64th During each of your opponent's upkeeps, lron Maiden deals 1 : Is successfully cast and only once for each blue spell cast. 

Dingus Statf AR “ “WL: &®: Put a counter on Battery. @: Add #@ to your man damage to that player for each card more than four in his hand. ; Lead Golem AC -« @ MG.6th 
Whenever a creature is put into any graveyard from play, Dingus : pool:and add @ for each counter you remove as well, ron Star Al s=  @ LUR4thSth6th : If Golem attacks, it doesn’t untap suing your next untap, 3/5, 
Staff deals 2 damage to that creature's controller. : *Grim Monolith ART ase UL Gain 1 life for any red spell cast. Only gain 1 life per spell. : Lead-Belly Chimera AC @ VS 

Disrupting Scepter AR’ see @ Basio Monolith does not untap during your untap step, @: Add three : Iron-Heart Chimera AC U VS : Trample, Sacrifice Chimera: Put 2 td counter on target 
@,@- Opponent must discard a card, Play as a sorcery. : colorless mana to your mana pool. @°: Untap Monolith Attacking does not cause Chimera to tap, Sacrifice: Put a+2/-+2 : — Chimera and it gains trample permanently. 2/2 

Distorting Lens ARI o— @ MM : Grindstone ART oe ™ counter on target Chimera an a nes oa tO, 2/2. + Library of Leng ART ~ @ LURAthSth 
@ Target permanent becomes the color of your choice until + ®@ Put the top two cards of target player's library into his grave ry Cup Al SS LURAth Sth Eth = Skip your discard phase. If forced to discard, you can choose to 
end of turn. : yard. f both cards share at least one color, repeat this process. @: Gain 1 life for any white spell ius: Gain only 1 life per spell, 3 discard to the top of your library rather than your graveyard, 

Draconian Cylix ART - ¢ FE : Grinning Totem ART — & MG6th : ivory Tower A somes @ AQRAth : Life Chisel ART “ @ LG 
@,@ Discard a card at random: Regenerate target creature, @® Sacrifice: Search target opponent's library for any car ‘At the beginning of-your upkeep, gain 1 life for each card over Sacrifice a creature: Gain life equal to creature's toughness, Use 

Dragon Blood ART U ee Wet and put it face-up in front of you, You have until the beginning of four in your hand, = only during upkeep, 
@@ Put a+1/+1 counter on target creature. : ‘your next upkeep to play the card as though it were in your hand, jabari’s Banner ART - @ WL : Life Matrix AR - @ LG 

Dragon Engine AC =» & AQRAthSth6th : Gustha’s Scepter ART Roose Al ,@: Target creature gains flanking until end of turn. @,@: Put a counter on target creature. Use this ability only 
@: +1/+0 until end of tum, 1/3, : If you lose control of Scepter, put all cards’ under it into your jade Monolith ART Ro oe=  @ LUR 4th bth,éth during your upkeep. Remove a counter from a creature: 

Dragon Mask AR - VS6th : graveyard, @: Put any card from your hand face down under @: Redirect all damage from any creature to yourself. Regenerate the creature, 
@@: Target creature you control gets +2/+2 until end of Scepter. @: Return any card under Scepter to your hand, : Jade Statue A oe @ LU Lifeline ART oe & WZ 
tum. At end of turn, return it to its owner's hand. : Heart of Ramas ART = @ MM @; Statue becomes a 3/6 creature, Use only during attack phase. Whenever a creature is put into a graveyard and a creature is in play, 

Ebony Horse Al - @ ANR4th ®: Add @ to your pool, Sacrifice; Add < to your pool, jalum Tome ART Roses @  AQ.CH.Sth 6th return that creature fram its graveyard to play at end of tum. 
 Untap one of your attackers and treat it as if t never attacked. : Heartstone ART on @ @,@ Draw a card and then discard a card of your choice, Lion’s Eye Diamond ART . & NG 

Ebony Rhino ACC os Hl The cost of each creature ability requiring an activation cost i jandor’s Ring AN - €@ ANR Sacrifice Diamond and discard your hand: Add three mana of any 
Trample, 4/5. teduced by *%, to a minimum of &. @,@: Discard a card you just drew, and draw a card, one color to your mana pool. Like a Black Lotus, only, not, 

Echo Chamber A =~ & TM : Helm of Awakening = ART « @ VS 3 dandor’s Saddlebags ART R cs @ ANRAthSth : Living Armor ART C see DK, CH 
@® Opponent chooses a oreature he controls, Put a token ctea- > All spells cost 2% less to play, @.@: Untap target creature. Saorifice: Put a +0/+X counter on a target creature, where X is 
ture into play and treat it as a copy of that creature, but with haste. At : Helm of Chatzuk ART Ro oee) -@& LU 4th Sth jangling Automaton AC C & WL the creature's casting cost 
end of turn, remove token creature from game, Play asa sorcery, @®@ Target creature gains banding until end of turn, {f Automaton attacks, untap all o deenng player's creatures, 3/2. : Living Wall AC OU e LUR 

Elixir of Vitality ART Ue MG : Helm of Obedience = ART we @ Al = Jayemdae Tome ART Rosse @ LUR.4th.5th 6th Counts as a wall, e@: Regenerates. 0, 
@@: Draw a card, Lodestone Bauble ART Rooveee @& Al 

fice: Gain 8 life. Continue until you have flipped X cards or a creature-card. If th jester’s Cap ART Ro oseee IASth @@, Sacrifice; Put up to four basic lands from a player's 
Elkin Bottle A ~— @ IASth = last card flipped is a creature, bury Helm and put that creature @.@ Sacrifice: Lock through target player's library and remove graveyard on top of his library, Cantrip, 

Lotus Blossom ART Ro ose @ WZ 
During your upkeep, you may put a counter on Blossom, @, Sac- 

any three cards from the game. @& @ Place the top card of your library face up in front of you. 
jester’s Mask ART Ross @ MA You may play that card as though it were In your hand, If you do = 

into play under your control as though it were just cast, 

Comes into play tapped. $&%,Sacrifice: Gain 4 life. <a Sacri- i @@: Put top card of opponent's library into his graveyard. 

i Helm of Possession ART Roses & ™ 
fot play it by your next upkeep, remove It from the game, : You may choose not to untap Helm, <:.@:Secrifice a creature: Gait Comes into play tapped. «$,4@#.Sacrifice; Switch opponent's hand tifiee: Add X mana of one color fo your mana pool, where X is the 

Elven Lyre A - & Et control of target creature as long as you control of Helm and with the same number of cards of your choice from his library, Tumber of counters on Blassom. 
® © Sacrifice; Target creature gots +2/+2 until end of tum. 3 remains tapped, jet Medallion ART Rose @ TM 2 «Lotus Petal ART Co ose @ ™ 

Emerald Medallion © AR - @ M : Hematite Talisman ART U + @ lA Your black spells cost <8 less to play, ® Sacrifice; Add one mana of any color to your mana pool, 
Your green spells cost < less to play. : @: Untap a permanent, Use this ability only when a red spel i jeweled Amulet ART Uo com> \A_ = Magistrate’s Scepter ART R s* MM 

Emmessi Tome A as My successfully cast and only once for each red spell cast. ®@: Place a counter on Jeweled Amulet, noting what type of @&,@: Put a counter on Scepter, Remove three counters 
@: Draw two cards, then choose and discard a card, : Henge Guardian AC OU so & MM mana was used. You may not use this ability if there is a counter from Scepter: Take another turn after this one. 

Endoskeleton ART Uses WZ 3 @: Gains trample until end of tun. 3/4. + on Amulet, @; Remove the counter to add 1 mana of the : Magma Mine AT OU ee VS 
Hive, The ART Roos LURA4th 5th, 6th 

&,@: Create a Giant Wasp token, a'1/1 flying artifact creature, 
UZ 

@ Put a counter on Mine. @¥,Sacrifice: For each counter on it, 
Mine deals 7: damage to target creature or player. 

appropriate type to your mana pool. You may choose not to untap Endoskeleton, @,¢e: Target crea- = 
Jeweled Bird ART Ross @& AN,CH ture gets +0/+3 as long as Endoskeleton remains tapped. 

Energizer AC ss M : Hopping Automaton AC U + ® Sacrifice: Send all cards you have up for ante to the : Magnetic Web ART Ro so @ ™ 
> @: Puta +1/+1 counter on Energizer. 2/2. lfa creature with a magnet counter attacks, all creatures with magnet coun- 

Ensnaring Bridge ARI one @ SH {prs that alfacker controls attack if able and all creatures with magnet coun- 
Creatures with power greater than the number of cards in your hand = | ud MPERS by Collin Jackson ‘prs that defender controls block that creature if able. sg Puta magnet 
cannot attack, counter on target creature, 

Erratic Portal ARI soe S EX Malachite Talisman ART U + @ A 
&,@; Retum target creature to its owner's hand unless its owner @: Untap a permanent, Use this ability only when a green spell 
pays Be. is successfully cast and only once for each green spell cast, 

PR Ersatz Gnomes A Ue @ MG : | play Replenish, puting twa Mana Crypt ART Ro sees @ 
® Target spell or permanent is colorless until end of turn. 1/1. : Ho Wane § Blessings On a @: Add @ to your mana pool, During your upkeep flip a coin, 

Essence Bottle ART Uo ose & M reature play. If you lose the flip, you lose 3 life, 
®®; Put a counter on Bottle. @, Remove all counters: Gain 2 Single e in What Mana Matrix ARI -~ © LG 

_ happens if | choose white for \ife for each counter. Pay @ less to cast an instant, interrupt or enchantment. 
Excavator AT U = @ ™ : Mana Prism ART U ss @® MG.éth 

® Saorifice a basic land: Target creature gains that landwalk until end : Noth anchentmentsy | @: Add @ to your pool, %,@: Add one mana of any color to 
of turn, p 

Extruder Ac Ue @ uD ART ve @ — LURASIh 
Echo. Sacrifice an artifact: Put a +1/+1 counter on target 
creature, 4/3, i 

@: Add @& to your mana pool, 4: Untap Vault. Use only 
during your upkeep. Vault does 1 damage to you if it is tapped 

Eye of Ramos ART R MM F = at the end of your upkeep. 
@: Add ® to your pool. Sacrifice: |; * Both fho-Manno 3 ‘Bless- Mana Web ART - ¢ WL 

Feldon’s Cane AR AQCHSth 3 z ings are put inte your graveyard. Whenever any land opponent controls is tapped for mana, tap all 
® Remove from game: Shuffle your graveyard into your library. ¢Chosd ‘ ing any : aS : Ss lands he or she controls that can produce any type of mana that 

Fellwar Stone ART UU seee > DKAthSth tine you sould play aninsant, Each Blessing cannot remove fal cn atta 
a @: cae mana of any color that opponent's lands ey Bitte Mnpiot Wlesing corps coor yy itself, but Tf tan remove any Manakin AC -~ @ ™ 

roz's Ban ART Ros ‘Ath ae Sale . ; @ Add @ to your mana pool, 1/1, 
Summon spells cost an additional -@ to cast, if Prge pene ay he tate natal other enchaniment on + Mangara’s Tome AR - & MG 

Fire Diamond ART Use @ MGSth = ‘Cho-Manno’s Blessing. the creature. : Search your library for five cards, Shuffle and put these cards face 
Comes into play tapped, @: Add @ to your mana pool, i = down under Tome. #2: Instead of drawing a card, add top card from 

Fioodwater Dam ART Rose Al ¢ Tome to your hand. 
SL: Tap X target lands. te Mantis Engine AC = @ UD 

Flowstone Sculpture AC R ss @& ™ = 2 = ——— @®: Flying until end of turn, 2: First strike until end of turn, 3/3, 
@ Choose and. discard a card: Sculpture gains flying, first strike, . — ——— . . ioe — = {Marble Diamond - ART U s+ @& Meth 
trample of a +1/+1 counter permanently, 4/4. i Comes into play tapped, rh Add 3 to your mana pool, 

*Fluctuator ART Rose > @ WZ @ Automaton gets -1/-1 and flying until end of tum, 2/2. graveyard and replace them with the Jeweled Bird, Draw a card. : Marble Priest _ & G 
Cycling costs you up to < less to play, : Horn of Deafening ART Ro see @& LG, CH jeweled Torque ART U MM All walls able to black ti lle Priest must do so, Marble Priest 

Flying Carpet ART Roses @ ANRAthSth6th &,@: Target creature deals no damage in combat this turn, ‘As Torque comes into play, choose a color. Whenever a player takes no damage in combat from walls, 3/3, Really! Who's 
@,@: Give target creature flying until end of tum, + Horn of Greed ART Ro see plays a spell of the chose color, you may pay fo gain 2 life. ‘gonna use walls? 

Fodder Cannon ART Uo sve @& WD: Whenever any player plays a land, that player draws a card. lhoira’s Toolbox ACU ee @ + Masticore AC 
© Sacrifice a creature; Deal 4 damage to target creature. ©: Horn of Plenty ART Ro sve @ MM @: Regenerate target artifact Wi. At the beginning of your upkeep, you may discard a card from 

Fool's Tome ART Rootes TM : Whenever a player plays a spell, he may pay @. If that player jinxed Ido! ART & ™M your hand. If you don't, sacrifice Masticore, @: Masticore de 
@@: Draw a card. Use only if you have no cards in your hand, = does, he draws a card at end of turn, During your upkeep, Idol deals 2 damage to you. Sacrifice a crea- 1 damage to target creature. 4: Regenerate Masticore, 4/4 

Forcefield ART Ro oceve Be LU = Hern of Ramos ART Ro see & MM ture: Target opponent gains control of Idol permanently. Matopi Gelem AG OU ce VS 
>; Target unblocked creature deals only 1 damage this tum. : @; Add @® to your pool. Sacrifice; Add #® to your pool, ed Ring ART - @ SH {  @: Regenerate and put a -1/-1 counter on Matopi Golem, 3/3. 

Forethought Amulet ART R LG : Hornet Gannon ART Uo so @ SH Whenever any card is put into your graveyard from play, Ring deals : Medicine Bag ART Uo cee @& EX 
Pay #@° during upkeep or destroy Forethought Amulet, Prevent all = @: | damage to you. Sacrifice a creature: Target opponent gains control ®,@ Choose and discard a card: Regenerate target creature, 

* of Ring permanently, Meekstone ART Ro cee @ LURAth Sth 6th 
javen's Tools ART Rose @ HLSth Creatures with power greater than 2 do not untap during untap, 

MAGIC SET AB @@ Target creature can ime be blocked by walls untl end of tum. : Memory Grystal ART Roose EX 
Fea ee a ee ec a Juggernaut @ LU All buyback costs are reduced by 
Al Alliances EX Exodus IA [oe Age PR Promo UD Urza's Destiny Must attack each tum if ml Can't be blocked ui walls, 6/3, Memory Jar ART OR 

“4 AQ Antiquities FE fallen Empires L Limited R Revised UL Urza's Legacy 
AN Arabian Nights 5th Fifth Edition LG Legends 6th Sixth Edition WZ Urza's Saga : Z a 
CH Chronicles 4th Fourth Edition MG Mirage SH Stronghold VS Visions | : 1h Al ; | 
DK The Dark HL Homelands MM Mere. Masques TM Tempest WL Weatherlight ee : BRUARY 2000 9 
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is successfully cast and only once for each black spell cast, : from outside the game. Counts as a Wall. Shifting Wall comes into play with X +1/+1 
nit C e+ —@ AQRAthSth6th : Ring of Renewal ART - 2 FE counters on it: 0/0. 

Flying. 0/2. Despite what Tom Slizewski thinks, this card sucks, Randomly discard a card from your hand: Draw 2 cards. : Sisay’s Ring ART Co + @ WS 
Panacea ART Uses MM : Rishaden Pawnshop ART Ro s @ MM ®: Add two colorless mana to your.mana pool, 

%@,@: Prevent the next X damage that would be dealt to : ®@,@ Shuffle target card you control into its owner's library, Shall ART Uo cee {A,Sth,6th 
target creature or player this tum: : Rocket Launcher ART Use @ AQR 4, Sacrifice a creature; Deal 2 damage to any target. 

Patagis Golem A Uo @ MG.6th >: Do 1 damage to any target, If used, Launcher is destroyed = Skull of Orns ART Uo 
@: Flying until end of turn, 2/3. : at end of tun, Cannot be used the turn it comes into play. 3 &,@: Retum an enchantment from your graveyard to your hand, 

Patchwork Gnomes AC Uo @ TM : Rod of Rain ART U oss @LURA4thGth6th > Skull of Ramos R * MM 
Choose and discard a card; Regenerate Patchwork Gnomes. 2/1. &,@: Do 1 damage to any target. i ®: Add @% to your pool. Sacrifice: Add 4% to your pool, 

Paupers’ Cage ART Roos @ MG : fisterothepter AG Cos HL + Sky Diamond ART U soe MG.6th 
‘At the end of target opponent's upkeep, if that player has two oi Flying, 2: +1/+0 until the end of turn. You cannot spend mora Comes into play tapped, @: Add e b your mana pool, 

than 4 this way each turn. 0/2. shaper ART OU eS 
NAME KIND CR PR COST Sat} 

@ Sacrifice; Each player sets aside his hand and draws seve fewer cards in hand, Paupers' Cage deals 2 damage to him. 

cards, of turn, each player his hand and retu Pearl Medallion ART Rose @& IM : Auby Medallion A - & 1M Sacrifice: All creatures you control gain flying until end of turn, 

to his ae oa he a Pies ! - Your white spells cost 8 less to play. : ‘our red spells cost &£ less to play, > Smokestack ART Roos UZ 

Mercadian Atlas ART sue & MM? Pentagram of the Ages ART Ro oo @& (Ath 6 Funed Arch ART - § IA During your upkeep, you may put @ counter on Smokestack. During 

At the end of your turn, f you didn't play-a land this turn, you 3 @%,@: Prevent all damage done to you from one source. > Comes into play tapped. <:,@,Sacrifice: X creatures with power each player's upkeep, that player sacrifices a permanent for each 

: Phyrexian Colossus AC Roo @% UZ No greater than 2 are unblockable this turn. ‘counter on Smokestack, 
dl d : 

Mercadian Lit ART -~ MM Does not untap during your untap step, Pay 8 life: Untap Colossus. : Asnesword ART Co @ DK. CH ? Speke Basket ART Ro oe @& VS.6th 

@.@: Put a counter on Lift. @,Remove X counters fra Cannot be blocked by fewer than three creatures. 8/8, @ @: Give target attacking creature +2/+0 until end of turn Sacrifice: Put X Cobra tokens into play, Treat these tokens as 

Winch: Put 2 creature card with. converted mana cost X from? Phyrexian Devourer AC OR + > Al Any creature damaged by target creature is removed from game 1/1 green creatures, Play this ability as a sorcery. 

your hand into play. If Devourer's power is seven or greater, bury it. 0; Remove the : if it digs this turn. Destroy Runesword if target leaves play, Snow Fortress AC Ro ce & A 

Matallic Sliver AG Cs @ ™ top card of your library from the game to put a +X/+X counter ; Sand Golem AC U ss @ MG Counts as wall, 8: +1/+-0 untl end of tur. <8: +0/-+1 unt end 

Metallic Sliver counts as a sliver, 1/1, on Devourer, where X is equal to that card's casting cost. 1/1, = If a spell or effect controlled by an opponent causes you to discard of tum. @: Do 1 damage to a non-flying attacking creature. 0/4, 

Metalworker AG oe Se UD : Phyroxian DreadnoughtAC Ro « & MG = Sand Golem, put Sand Golem from your graveyard into play at end : Sal Graff ART Ro coe ® 

®: Reveal any number of artifact cards in your hand. Add @ Trample, In order to cast Dreadnought you must first sacrifice any of turn with a +1/+1 counter on it. 3/3. When Grail comes into play, you must choose a color, but 

to your pool for each card revealed this way. 1/2. number of creatures with total power 12 or more. 12/12. Sandals of Abdaliah §=OART Ros @ AN choose wisely, <: Add one mana of that color to your pool. 

Metregnome ART Rose @ Uz = Phyrexian Furnace = ART U ss & W >: Give islandwalk to a creature until end of turn. If target ART Uo secee ll 
creature is destroyed before end of tum, so is Sandals, @: Add @ to your mana pool, 

Sands of Tine ART Rosse @& VS : Soldew Digger ART Rose @ Al 
@: Remove the bottom card of target player's graveyard fro Wea jell of ability one of your opponents controls causes yo 

, ty Hythe } game. Sacrifice: Remove a card in any graveyard from to discard Metrognome, put four 1/1 artifact Gnome tokens into pla 
aa 

@@ Puta 1/1 artifact token into play, game and draw a card, fach player skips his untap step. At the beginning of each @> Put the top card of your graveyard on the bottom of your library, 

Migittons, ne ne 5 oe ee AQ : Phyroxian Grimoira = ART Roose S ™ player's turn, he untaps each of his tapped artifacts, creatures : Soldevi Golem AC Rs & 

All attacking creaturas gain +1/+0, @@. Target opponent chooses one of the top two cards in your and lands and taps each of his untapped artifacts, creatures and Does not untap during your untap step, 4: During your upkeep, 

Millstone ART eos @ AQRAth Sth Gth graveyard, Remove that card from the game and put the other into lands. Sands of Time doesn't affect itself, . : ‘untap one of opponent's creatures to untap Soldevi Golem. 5/3. 

@® Place the top two cards from target player's library into hi your hand. : Sapgiice Medallion ART Roo @ TM : Soldevl Sentry a oe & Al 

graveyard. Liars Halk AG Us @ ™ ‘our blue spells costs 4& less to play. : &: Regenerate, Target opponent may draw a card, 1/1, 

Mind Stone ART Coss @ WL : 

@: Add & to your mana pool, é,@ Sacrifice: Draw a care Phyraxian Marauder AC Rw & VS . : 

Mindfees Automaton AC aw & EX Comes into play with X +1/+1 counters on it. Marauder cannot : 

Comes into play with two-+1/-+1 counters, Discard a card: Put block, Marauder cannot attack unless you pay #8 for each K [| | | = R Cc | a | MI = oO eS 

+1/+1 counter on Automaton. Remove two +1/-+1 counters fro counter on jt. 0/0. 3 

Avtomaton; Draw a card, 0/0, Phyrexian Portal AT Ro @ A 

{Mirror Universe ART aeoee & LG >: Target opponent looks at the top 10 cards of your library 

Sacrifice: Trade life totals with opponent. Use only durin and separates them into two face-down piles, Choose one of 
your upkeep, Comes into play tapped. those piles and remove it from game, Take one card from the 

Miser’s Cage AT Roe @ NG remaining pile and put it into your hand, Shuffle the remaining 

Atend of target opponent's upkeep, if that opponent has 6 or mor cards into your ibrar, 
cards in hand, Miser's Cage deals 2 damage to him, Phyrexian Processor ART ote Wt 

Mishra's Groundbresker ART - @ Al When Processor comes into play, pay any amount of life, <.@: 

© Sacrifice: Target land becomes a 3/3 artifact creature, Put a Minion token into play. Treat as a black creature with power 

Mishra’s Helix ART - € UZ and toughness each equal to the original paid life total, 

Se: Tap X lands. Phyraxian Splicer ART Use ™ 

Mishra's War MachingAC oR = @& AQRAth @ @ Choose flying, first strike, trample, or shadow, Target creature 

Banding, Discard a card ftom your hand during upkeep or W. with that ability loses ituntil end of tur. Another target creature gains 

Machine becomes tapped and does 8 damage to you. 6/5. that abilty until end of turn, 
| 

Mobile Fort AG oe @ Wi Pore Vault A  & MG.6th 

Counts as a wall, 4; Gains +3/-1 until end of tum and can attack @ Sacrifice a creature: Draw a card 
| 

this turn as though it were not a Wall. Use once per tum. 0/6. Piya janWalker = AC OC tl @ VS 

Magg Gannon ART = & ™ 0/3. Ouphe! Even worse than the Ornithopter! 

%. Target creature you contal gets +1/-+0 and gains fying untl ¢ Phyrexlan War Beast AC oo @ Ai 

end of turn. At end of turn, destroy that creature, If Beast leaves play, sacrifice a land and take 1 damage. 3/4. 

key Cage ART Ro cee @& MM > Pit Trap ? ART Use @ AQUZ = 

When a creature comes into play, sacrifice Cage and put in @@ Saorifice: Bury target attacking creature without flying, 

play a number of 2/2 green Ape tokens equal to that creature's : Planar Gate A 3 6 
converted mana cost, Pay @ less when casting a summon spell. 

Moss Diamond ART Us @ ——MGo6th ¢ Portoutlle ART Rose @ SH 
Comes into play tapped. i Add #® to your mana pool, When a creature comes into play, if there are two other creatures 

oNMiox Diamond Ro see @ SH in play, set that creature aside, if Portcullis leaves play, put crea~ : 7 

When Diamond comes ‘ m discard a land from your hand Pewee kan under oneal eal @ Ww I ia es 4 aa ae ae ‘” When Crumbling Sanc- 
sacrifice Diamond, @; Add one mana of any color to your pool. sine tuary doesn’ matter, game en whens player can’tdraw. 

a T Ro cases LU At the beginning of your upkeep, you may put a counter on Keg, = ] 

be to your at pt * © Sacrifice: Destroy each artifact and creature with converted ‘Make the right Bargain and you'll never have to draw unless you want fo, ' 
aMox Jet ART ances @& Lu mana cost equal to the number of counters 3 Keg. L——EEEEEEE — — 

"= Power Matrix A oaee : ; 

mth sal ra cose @ Lu ®: Target creature gains +1/+1 and flying, first strike, and $ Soalding Tonge ART R ce @& TM : Soldevi ‘Simulacrum AC Use Ih 

‘@ Add a to your mana pool : trample until end of turn $ During your upkeep, If you have three or fewer cards in your hand CU: , B:+1/-+0 until end of tun, 2/4. 

Mox Rub WR oe Lu ¢ Primal Clay AG see -@ ACRAnsth etn} Scalding Tongs deals 1 damage to target opponent Soldevi Steam Beast AC C+ & Al 

& re @ to your mana pool ‘ When ak choose whether to make Primal Glay a 1/6 wall, 3/3. = Scarab ofthe Unseen ART U > @& Al Whenever Soldevi Steam Beast becomes tapped, target opponent 

Mox Sanphire ART Ro cose uw ground creature, or 2/2 flying creature, : © Sacrifice: Return all enchantments on target permanent yo gains two life. 2: Regenerate, 4/2, 

wt ps to your mana poo Puffer Extract ART Uo eee @ MM i ‘own to their owner's hand. Cantrip. Soul Het ART OU o**  @ LUR4th Sth 6th 

Mystic Compass ART Uo @ Aleth &,@ Target creature you contol gains +X/-+X until end of ? Soarecraw AC Ue & Ok @: Gain 1 life when a creature is dlaced in the graveyard, 

®,@: Target mana-producing land becomes a basic land typ tur, Destroy it at end of turn, $ — G@: Prevent all damage:to you from fying creatures this = Spelthook T @ 

cof your choice until end of turn. Puppet Strings ART U seen T™ i tum 2/2, . - Skip your discard phase. 

Naora Talisman A Us @ IA @ >: Tan or untap target creature. : Grapheap ART . € UL = Sphore of Resistance ART R = @ x 

@: Untap a permanent, Use this ablity only when a white spe Purging Scythe R - & UZ Whenever an artifact or enchantment is put into your graveyar All spells cost an additional <¥ to play. 

is successfully cast and only ance for each white spell cast During your upkeep, Soythe deals 2 damage tothe creature with | fom play, gain 1 Ife. Spirlt Shield ART Ro @ £ 

Naked Singularity ART Ros & (A the lowest toughness. You choose which one if there isatie. == Soroll Rack ART Ro sees @& M 2, Target creature gains +0/+2 as long as Shield remains 

CU: @ Instead of their normal mana, plains produce a, ? Pyramids A ~ € AN =: Choose any numberof cards in your hand and set ths tapped. You may leave Shield tapped. 

islands produce #, swamps produce af, mountains produce : Prevent a land from being destroyed. @; Remove an ;  cafds aside, Put an equal number of cards from the top of your library : Squee's Toy AT Co & M 

@, and forests produce enchantment from a land. : into your hand, Then put the cards set aside in this way on top of ®: Provent 1 damage to any oft Get it? Squeeze Toy? Ugh. 

Necropolis AU & DK = Quicksliver Amulet ART oo UL = your library in any order Staff ofthe Ages = ART. OR s IA 

Counts as a wall. @: Remove a creature in your graveyard fro @ @: Chose a creature card in your hand and put that = Sorying Glass ART Roose Creatures with landwalk ability may ti blocked as normal. 

game, Put a +0/-+X counter on Necropolis. X is the creature creature into play. 3G: Choose a number greater than O and a color Target ; Staff of Zegon ART Gos @ A 

cost. 0/1 i = Ragk, The ART Uo ce & AQRAth. # ae ie i i oe eat _ exactly th Si iti ue creature na ci until end i. tum, ‘ 

7 Po : Do 1 damage for each card under 8 opponent has during upkeep, : . _ ohosen number or carcs o} lor, you draw @ card. fi nes - 

Keg be sit all non ih seat eat aii bil > Rakalite Nl - & AQ.CH Santina! eg fb Re me LG,CH &,@: Pay 1 life to add 1 mana of any color to your pool, 

Noatic Scales ART OR se @ UZ §  @: Prevent 1 damage to any target. Rekalte returns to owner's $ 0: Change Sentine’s toughness to the toughness of target creature : Satie Orb ART ‘ ™ 

During each players upkeep, return to owner's hand each creature he 3 hand at end of turn, : blocking or blocked by tt. 1/’ Players can only untap two permanents during their untap step. 

coontvols with power greater than the number of cards in his hand, + Razer Pendulum ART - & MG : Serpent Lanse’ A i ms @ 16,CHSth : Steel Golem AC Us @& W 

North Star ART Re 6@ ig: If any player has'5 or lass life at the end of his tum, Razor Pen- + ‘@%& @ Put a Snake token, a 1/1 artifact creature, into play, If You cannot play summon or artifact creature spells, 3/4. 

4 @: You may cast one spell this tur using mana of any color, ? _ dulum deals 2 damage to him Snake damages opponent opponent gets 1 olson count Stone Calendar ART Rs 

Nova Pentacte ART Roose ig : Red Mena Battery Al oe LG4th : Serrated Arrows ART Co oseee Your spells cost & less, Casting casts cannot go below O, 

%@ Redirect all damage done to you by one source to target : «©. Put a counter on Battery. @: Add @ to your mana $ Put three arrow counters on Arrows when it comes into play. @, = Storage Matrix == ART Rove 3 

creature of opponent's choice.“No va" means "no go” in Spanish t ool and add an additional @ for each counter you remove ? Remove one counter Put a -1/-1 counter on target creature, As long as Matrix is untapped, instead of each player untapping 

Bull Brooch ART Rose @ FX : Reflecting Mirror ART Uo K 3 Serrated Biskelionn AC Us & the permanents he controls during his untap step, that player 

@ @ Discard your hand: Counter target noncreature spel. : B®: Redirect spell targeting you to player of your choice, = @ Put a-1/-1 counter on target creature and a -1/-1 counte chooses artifacts, creatures, or lands and untaps all his 

Null Rod ART Ro @ WL Xi equal tothe casting cost of target spel. 2 on Biskelion, 2/2, ie le permanents of the chosen type. 

Players cannot play artifact ables requiring an activation enst. : Alalle Barrler ART Uo oes @ Ig $ Shapeshifter seaman aie a Aes . AQ4tSth ? Storm Cauldron = ARI es * AB 

Obslisk of Undoin ART Roo @ AQ, CHSth @: Tap target artifact, A any number from 0 to jose * when Shapeshifter i During each player's. turn, that player may put one additional 

9 @ Retum it permanent you control to its owner's hand. 2 Hilng of Bix ART Ro cose @ UL =... cast and during each of your upkeeps. */(7-"), land into ply, Whenever 2 land is tapped for mana, return i to 

Obsianue Golem AC OU oe) @®~ LURE +0 & @: Tap target artifact, orate or land, > Shield of the Ages = ART Uo see IA its owner's hand, : 

= Alng of Immortals ART. R S U6: .. S&: Prevent T damage to you. Straw Golem AG Us ® W 
4/6. We like to call him Larry. 

Onulet AOU ss @®  ADRAH § Siald Eaters wil Stes Sami 4 
Counts as a wall, If Shield Sphere is assigned as a blocker, put 

If any opponent successfully casts a summon or artifact creature Counter target interrupt or enchantment targeting 2: 
-: i va spell, huff and puff and blow (bury) Straw Golam down. 2/3. 

If Onulet goes to the graveyard from oly, you gain 2 life, 2/2, permanent you contral OA 0 
Ring of Ma'raf AT R= @ AN counter on it: 0/6. Su-Ghi AC OU se & AQ 

onan bare tis ability only when a black gai ; Se Se Instead of daving cad, daw a card you own = Shifting Wall BE EL Se SH When Su-Chi goes to the graveyard, add 2 to your pool. 4/4, 

MAGIC DATA C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 
lA i i et PAA EST 
© ARTIFACT @BLACK @BLUE GOLD @GREEN @®RED OWHITE @LAND 
iT 
ART Artifact EA Enchant Artifact EN Enchantment LAN Land SC Summon Creature 
AC Artifact Creature EC Enchant Creature EW Enchant World LL Legendary Land SL Summon Legend 
CR Current Rarity EL Enchant Land INS Instant MS Mana Source SOR Sorcery 
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Corrupt deals 1 damage to target creature or player for each swamp : Dauthi Slayer SC ss Be ™ : Buyback @ Retum target creature from your graveyard to your hand, 
you control, You gain life equal to the damage dealt. Shadow. Each turn, Dauthi Slayer attacks if able, 2/2, : Doomsday SOR R s+ gaa WLEth 

Corrupt Official SC a BS MM = Dauthi Trapper S Us @@ SH. : Pay half your life, rounded up. Put your graveyard on top of your 
@@: Regenerate Official. Whenever Official becomes blocked, @: Target creature gains shadow until end of turn, 1/1. : —— ttbrary, then remove all but five cards of your library from the 
defending player discards a card at random from his hand. 3/1. = Dauthi Warlord SC Us ee FX = game, Put the rest on top of your library in any order. 

Corrupting Licid SC U = @@ SH Shadow, Has power equal to the number of creatures with shadow : Drain Life SOR C sees @s LURARMGBH 
@.@: Licid loses this ability and becomes a creature enchant- in play. */1 2 Do 1 damage to target for each 4% spent above the casting cost, 
Tent that reads “Enchanted creature cannot be blocked except by : Deathgazer SC U + @e MM = Gain 1 life for each damage done. You cannot gain more life than 
artifact creatures and black creatures”. Mave Licid onto target crea- Whenever Deathgazer blocks or becomes blocked by a nonblack + target's current toughness. 
ture, You may pay @ to end this effect. 2/2, : creature, destroy that creature at end of combat, 2/2, : Dread of Night EN - & TM6th 

NAME KINO GR PR COST SETS Cosmic Horror st + @@Oe LG4th : Death Pits of Rath N OR see eee T™ 3 All white creatures gat -1/-1. 
First strike, Pay 48 during upkeep or Cosmic Horror : Whenever any creature is dealt damage, destroy it. That creature : Dread Specter SC - @@ MG 

Cannibalize SOR C = Se SH does 7 damage to you and is destroyed. 7/7, : cannot be regenerated this turn. : Whenever Dread Specter blacks or is blocked by a non-black crea- 
Choose two target creatures controlled by any one player, Remove : Grazed Skirge SC  8& UZ = Death Stroke SOR Cs B® SH = _ ture, destry that creature at end of combat, 2/2. 
ane of those creatures from the game and put two +1/-+1 coun: Flying; haste, 2/2. jestray target tapped creature, : Dread Wight SC R= See A 
ters on the other, Crovax the Cursed = § @@% = SH : Death Watch CC ee VS = Atthe end of combat, put a counter on any creature blocked by or 

Carnival of Souls IN R= @@ UD Counts as a Vampire, Comes into play with four-+1/-+1 counters, Dur- if creature is put into any graveyard, its controller loses an = blocking Dread Wight and tap it. If the creature has a paralyzation 
ing your upkeep, sacrifice a creature and put a-+1/-+1 counter on amount of life equal to its power and you gain an amount of life counter, it does not untap during untap. The creature's controller When a creature comes into play, you lose 1 life and add 6 

your mana pool Crovax, or remove a +1/-+1 counter ftom Crovax. €: Crovax gains; equal to its toughness. : may pay @ to remove a counter at any time, 3/4, 
Carnophage SC Ce @ AX flying until end of turn, 0/0. : Death's Duet SR C = Se EX = Dregs of Sorrow SOR R sees Seeege ™ 

During your upkeep, pay 1 life or tap Camophage. 2/2. Crypt Cobra SoU = @@ MG ‘eturn two target creatures from your graveyard to your hand. = — Destroy X target nonblack creatures, Draw X cards. 
Carrion INS —- SO MG {f is not blocked, defending player gets a poison counter. 3/3, Deathgrip N U see 4 LUR4thoth 2. Drift of the Dead NH oo - IA 

Sacrifice @ creature: Put into play a number of 0/1 black Maggot : Grypt Rats SCC, oe OS $4: Counter a green spell 3 Counts as a wall, Drft has power and toughness each equal to 

tokens equal to the sacrificed creature's power. @: Deal X damage to each creature and player. Spend only : Deathlace NS Roo & LUR4th = the number of snow-covered lands you control, */*. 
Carrion Ants sc os SSS 64th oth black mana in this way. 1/1. Spirit Link Spirit Link Spirit Link = Change the color of one card being played or in play to black. = Drudge Skeletons SC os Be Basic 

@: 41/41 until end of tim. 0/1. Split Link Spirit Link. : Deepwood Ghoul SCC te ee MM =: Regenerates. 1/1 

Carrion Beetles $C - @ uz : Culling the Weak NS Co @ Xt ay 2 life: Regenerate Ghoul. 2/1. ? Drudge Spell EN - @® L 

@@.@ Remove from the game up to three cards in one grave Sacrifice a creature: Add 44 to your mana pool = Deepwood Legate SC U s+ @@ MM =  @: Remove 2 creatures from graveyard from the game. Bring a 
yard, 1/1, Cuombajj Witches SC C s+ @@ ANCH = If an opponent contvols a forest and you control a swamp, you : Skeleton token into play. Skeleton is a black 1/1 creature with 

Carrionette $C - oe ™ @: Each player does 1 damage tay target; you choose first 1/3. : may play Legate for free. 8: +1/-+1 until end of turn. = @: Regenerates, All skeleton tokens are discarded if Drudge 
@@e©: Remove Carionatte and target creature fram the game, : Gurse Artifact FA U 260 DK Delraich SCR ss B® MM Spel leaves play, 
That creature's contrallar may pay ® to counter this ability. Use Controler of target artifact must buy ug upkeep or lose 2 life. = rample, You may sacrifice three black creatures instead of : Dry Spell SOR Cos > = HLGth 

only if Carrionette is in your graveyard. 1/1. Cursed Flesh Cc Cs @ EX : paying Delraich's mana cost. 6/6. + Dry Spell deals 1 damage to each creature and player. 
Casting of Bones FC ~ @¢ “Al Creature gets ~1/-1 and can only be blocked by artifact and black ; *Demonic Attorney SOR R + @ UR ; Dungeon Shade SC oC s+ Ge 

If enchanted creature Is put into the graveyard, draw three card creatures, : nless opponent concedes game, both players draw an extra = Flying, #: Dungeon Shade gets +1/++1 until end of turn: 1/1. 
Choose and discard one of those cards, Cursed Land LU oe BB LURING ante card. : Duress SOR Cs UZ 

Cat Burglar S C+ @@ EX Do 1 damage to controller of target land during his upkeep, Demonic Consultation INS U ses @& IA: Look at target opponent's hand and discard a noncreature, nonland 
@@.®: Target player discards a card. Play asa sorcery, 2/2. Cyclopean Mummy SC C Se LG Name a catd and remove the top 6 cards of your library ftom the card there, 

Catacomb Dragon SC OR cs ae MG Remove Mummy from game if tt ‘ones to graveyard. 2/1. game, Remove cards from the top of your library from the game : Dying Wail fc oC ee U 
Flying. When Dragon is blocked by a non-artfact, non-Dragon crea Dance of the Dead CU se Ge until you get to the card you named. Add the card to your hand. When enchanted creature is put Into a graveyard from play, 

ture, that creature's power Is halved, rounded up. 4/4, Bring a creature from any graveyard into play on your s! Demonic Hordes SC oR se Gee LUR = target player chooses and discards two cards from his hand, 
Cateran Brute $c — 28 MM tapped al . Creature does not-untap as normal. You i Destray bites Pay ane ae ue or Hordes = Dystopia - ea R se DHS Al 

@: for a Mercenary with converted ‘must pay . jecome tapped and your opponent chooses a land of yours to be + |: One life, During each player's upkeep, if that player controls any 

prema Cra A lea a de Dark Banishing INS Go sves > IAMG.TM destroyed. 6/5. =~ green or white permanents, he sacrifices a green or white permanent. 2 lay. 2/2. 
cee Neo a eee NM Bury target non-black creature. Demonic Torment FU ss ae LG 

Can't be blocked except by artifact and black creatures, @@,@; : Dark Hatchling SCR se Qe Z Target creature deals no combat damage and may not attack. 

Search your library ire Mstsnay with converted cost 4 or le Fiying. When Hatchling comes into play, bury target nonblack orea- : *Demonic Tutor SOR U  seves eq i 
and put that card into play. 4/3, ture, 3/8. Choose one card from your library and add it to your hand. 

Cateran Kidnappers SC U s+ @@@ MM 
@®: Search your library fora Mercenary with converted cost 
3 or less and put that card Into play, 4/2, 

Cateran Overlord SC OR se epee MM 
Sacrifice a creature: Regenerate Overlord. @,@: Search your 
library for a Mercenary with converted cost 6 or less and: p 

: that card into play, 7/5. 
+ Cateran Persuader SC C + @@ MM 

@.@: Search your library for a Mercenary with converted cost 
1 or less and put that card into play. 2/1. 

Eastern Paladin SC OR ss @ae WZ 
@S eS: Destroy target green creature, 3/8, 

Eater of the Dead SC OU se ee OK 
Choose a creature in any graveyard and remove it from the 
game: Untap Eater of the Dead. 3/4. Mmmm, Dead. 

bon Praetor SCR = &@ FE 
Trample, first strike, Puta -2/-2 counter on Ebon Praetor during 
upkeep. Sacrifice a creature during upkeep to remove a -2/-2 
counter, adding a +1/-+0 counter if a Thrull was sacrificed. 5/5. 

Ebony Charm INS Cos NG 
Choose one—Target player loses 1 life and you gain 1 life; or 
remove from the game up to three cards in any player's graveyard; 
or target creature can only be blocked by artifact or black crea- 
tures this turn. 

Cateran Slaver SC OR see ee MM 2 El-Hajjaj SCOR oss Gem ANRC 
Swampwalk. @.@; Search. your library fora Mercenary wit Gain 1 life for every point of famrage El-Hajjaj inflicts, 1/1, 

Eneroach SOR U 2 converted cost 6 or less and put that card into play, 5/5, 
Cateran Summons SOR U = @ MM : Look at target player's hand and eno a nonbasic land. card 

Search your library for a Mercenary, reveal that card, and put i from there. That player discards that card. 

into your hand. nese coreene a - SS TM 

Cemetery Gate SC CG s+ Qe HL chanted creature gets +X/+0. 

Proton from black. 0/5, fealiornne EC OC ss @a  MGTM,Sth 

EN R cd] LG chanted creature gets -2/-2, 

beatles he ngineered Plague EN U © @@ UL Except for the first card drawn in his draw step, every player 
must discard a card before drawing, A player with no cards mu 
discard the card he draws. 

Chime of Night fC os B® UD 
When Chime is put into graveyard from play, destroy targ 
nonblack creature. 

Choking Sands SOR C s+ @ee MG 
Destroy target non-swamp fand, If that land is a non-basic lan 
Choking Sands deals 2 damage to the land's controller, 

Circling Vultures Ss Us @ WL 

When Engineered Plague comes into play, choose a creature 
type. All creatures of the chosen type get -1/-1. 

inslaved Horror SoU = Se MM 
When Horror comes into play, each other player may raturn a 
creature card from his graveyard to play. 4/4, 

intropic Specter SR = Gee K 
Flying. Specter has power and toughness each equal to the num- 
ber of cards in target opponent's hand, If Specter damages any 
player, that player chooses and discards a card. */*, 

EE TE a tava Vie el target nonblac ‘ sin fe ce Seite from the game or bury Vultures. You may discard Vultures fro cl 

your hand an ne ao ets Stuck in a creature stall? Play Cowardice and ios arama Ta library for all copies of that 

Cloak of Confusion §C C = Ge Ath aa Elvish card and remove them from the game, 

tytn ce toe, ay halo ? | See age Harder gine ramp yu eepaeents ene Test a rg Raiders SCC ss MNRAS 
damage and force the defending player to discard a card at random. they'll ns f Take 2 damage at end of turn if Erg Raiders don’t attack, 2/3, 

Clot Sliver SC oC ote M baal Megha hy ; U . ae ee 

‘e: W1. Be see ec fehl eee a ee wid ‘cur creatures may not attack, except for Evil Eyes. May only be 
oe Ter ga "A: Ragga is eae ih Dark Privilege 0 C= @® VS § Derelor SCR s+ @@ FEBIhGth ood by wal. 3/8 

Look at target opponent's hand and discard a card of your choice. Enchanted creature gets.+1/+1. Sacrifice a creature: : _ Your black spells cost an additional 4/4, il Presence AOU =) @® — LURAth Sth 

Coffin Queen SCR te Oe Regenerate. + Desolation NN U = @e@ VS rarget land is now a basic swamp. 
You may leave Queen tapped, &@¢,@: Put target creature fro Dark Ritual INS CG  sm* @ L-ShAMGTMUZIM : At the end of each turn, each player who tapped a land for man car’s Justice SOR C = She ™ 

any graveyard into play under your contral, Remove creature fro Add 24 to your pool. : during that turn sacrifices a land. Ifa plains 's sacrificed in thi juyback ®, Deals 2 damage to each creature and player. 
the game if Coffin Queen becomes untapped or if you lose contral : Darkest Hour N - & Z = way, Desolation deals 2 damage to that plains’ controle. viscerator SC oR s+ See 

of Coffin Queen, 1/1. All oreatures are black. ; Despondency & Cs ae UW otection from white. When Eviscerator comes into play, lose 8 
Coils of the Medusa FC C -= @@ WL : Darkling Stalker SC oC = @@ Mi: Enchanted Creature gets -2/-0, When Despondenoy is put Into life, 5/5. 

nchanted creature gets ++1/-1. Sacrifice Calls: Destroy all non ®: Regenerate Stalker. @: +1/+1 until end of tum. 1/1. 3 graveyard from play, return it to owner's hand, Exhume SOR C == a Z 

wall creatures blocking enchanted creature, Darkness NS Co @ & : Diabolic Edict |= INS Cc» Ga ™ ach player chooses a creature in his graveyard and puts it into play, 
Commander Greven #-Vec SL oR === @@@a@e TM Creatures attack and block as normal but deal no damage. + ___ Target player sacrifices a creature. Expunge INS Cee Be UZ 

When Greven comes into play, sacrifice a creature, Cannot be : “Darkpact SOR s+ @O@. UR : Diabolic Servitude EN U s+» O@ UZ Bury target nonartifact, nonblack creature, Cycling 
locked except by artifact creatures and black creatures, 7/5, Switeh the top card of your library with one of the cards up for ante. = When Servitude comes into play, choose target creature in your : Extinction SOR R om Be 1M 

Conspiracy N ~- SO2 MM; Dauthi Cutthroat SC - SS EX 3 graveyard and put it into play. When the chosen creature is put into jestroy all creatures of any creature type of your choice. 
As Conspiracy comes into play, choose a creature typ Shadow, <4, @: Destroy target creature with shadow. 1/1, = a graveyard, remove the creature from the game and return Servi- : Extortion SOR R s+ Segee MM 

Creatures you control and creature cards in your graveyar Dauthi Embrace N = @& Mo: tude to owner's hand. When Servitude leaves play, remove the cho cook at target player's hand and choose up to two cards fram it. 

jand, and library are of the chosen type. i >: Target creature gains shadow until end of turn. {sen creature from the game, hat player discards those cards. 

Contagion NS oo BOe Al : Dauthi Ghoul SC - €¢ M : Dirtwater Wraith SC Cte Be MG = Fallen, The , SC Uo» eee DKCH 

You may pay 1 life and remove a black card in hand from th Shadow, Whenever any creature with shadow is put into any grave- : Swampwalk. 8: +1/+0 until end of turn. 1/3, uring your upkeep, The Fallen does 1 damage to every 

game to pay Contagion's cost. Put two -2/-1 counters on an yard from play, put a +1/-+1 counter on Dauthi Ghoul. 1/1, : Discordant Dirge NN Ro Se UW opponent it has previously damaged. 2/3 
Tumbers of creatures, : Dauthi Horror SC C c= ge IM 3 During your upkeep, you may put a counter on Discordant Dirge. : Fallen Angel SCOR ones MB Leche 

Contamination N ~ ee UZ Shadow, Horror cannot be blocked by white creatures. 2/1. : Sacrifice: Look at target opponent's hand and discard up to Sacrifice a creature; Angel gains +2/+1 until end of turn. 3/3, 
uring your upkeep, Sacrifice a creature or sacrifice Contamination Dauthi Jackal SC ss @e EX : of those cards, where X is the number of counters on Dirge, Fallen Askari SC Ct Bee VS 

Whenever a land is tapped for mana, t produces @ instead of it Shadow. 4 Sacrifice: Destroy target blocking creature, 2/1, > Disease Carriers SCC te SOR UD Tanking, Fallen Askari cannot black. 2/2. 

normal type and amount, Dauthi Marauder SCC se Ge Mi When Disease Carriers is put into 2 graveyard from play, target : Fatal Blow INS Gos @& WL.6th 

“Contract from Below SOR soe @ LUR Shadow, 3/1. 2 creature gets -2/-2 untl end of turn. 2/2 jury target creature that was damaged this turn. 

iscard your hand, Draw an additional ante card plus 7 cards. Dauthi Mercenary SC U ss @@ M = Diseased Vermin SC U s- Ge Al = Fatal Lore SOR R = @@e@ Al 
Corpse Dance INS Ro cone Goes TM Shadow. $4: Mercenary gets +1/-+0 until end of tum, 2/1. = During your upkeep, deals one damage to one opponent it ha farget opponent chooses: You draw 3 cards or you choose and 

wyback 4@% Put the top creature fram your graveyard into pla, Crea- : Oauthi Mindripper © SC_ se TM = previously damaged for each counter on it If Vermin damages bury up to 2 creatures that opponent controls and he draws up 
ture has haste this tum and is removed from the game at end cf tum, Shadow. Sacrifice: Defending player discards three cards, Use only = player in combat, put a counter on it. 1/1 to 3 cards, 

Corrupt SOR GC t= Gey WZ when Mindripper is attacking and unblocked. 2/1. Disturbed Burial SOR C so Be ™ : Fear FC CG oes BM Basic 

MAGIC DATA C=COMMON U-UNCOMMON R=RARE 
joni nti alt RE a ————eEeEE— EEE 

@ARTIFACT @BLACK @BLUE GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 
RES REE ET RETESET Se ee ee eee 
ART Artifact EA Enchant Artifact © EN Enchantment LAN Land SC Summon Creature 
AC Artifact Creature © EC Enchant Creature EW Enchant World LL Legendary Land SL Summon Legend 
CR Current Rarity EL Enchant Land INS Instant MS Mana Source SOR Sorcery 100 iwavesteamerRss 



NAME KIND €R PR COST SET a: NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS 

Only black or artifact creatures may block target creature, : your non-creature artifacts, 2/4. Makes a good coat hanger too. attack this turn if able. 1/1. 
Feast of the Unicorn = £C we BS HLGth : Harbinger of Night SC R o- See MG = Insubordination EC ss ee MM 

Target creature gets +4/+0. : During your upkeep, put a-1/-1 counter on each creature, 2/3. At the end of the turn of enchanted creature's controller, 
Feast or Famine S Uo oe Be Al : Hasran Ogress SoC = Se AN, CI Insubordination deals 2 damage to that player unless enchanted 

Bury target non-black, non-artifact creature or put a Zombie. = Pay @ when Hasran Ogress attaoks or lose 2 life, 3/2 : creature attacked this turn, 
token into play. Treat this token as a 2/2 black creature. : Hatred NS R se ape EX = Intimidation EN U so eee MM 

Feral Shadow S Ct Be MGGth = Pay X life: Target creature gets +-X/+-0 until end of turn, : Creatures you control can't be blocked except by artifact 
Fiying. 2/1 : Haunted Crossroads EN U s* @@ MM: creatures and black creatures. 

Festering Evil N U = @@e WL: Put target creature from your graveyard on ton of your library, : Irini Sengir SL U + Gee HL 
During your upkeep, Festering Evil deals 1 damage to each : Haunting Misery SOR C + Qe WI All white and green enchantments cost an extra & to cast. 2/2, 
creature and player, Sacrifice; Do 3 damage to each ¢ Remove X creature cards in your graveyard from the game: $ Jovial Evil SOR R s+ ee LG 
creature and player, 5 Haunting Misery deals X damage to target player. ; Do 2 damage to opponent for each white creature he controls. 

Festering ‘Wound C OU se oe UD ¢ Haunting Wind N Us @& AQ : Junin Efreet C ce ee ANA 
At the beginning of your upkesp, you may put a counter on ¢ Do 1 damage to artifact's controller each time an artifact in play ; Flying. Pay #48 during upkeep or Efreet Is destroyed. 3/3, 
Festering Wound, At the beginning of the upkeep of enchanted : {s tapped or its activation cost is paid. > Juzém Djinn SC sore SOD AN 
creature's controller, Wound deals X damage to that player, ; Headless Horseman SC C + @@ LG : Deals 1 damage to you during your upkeep, 5/6, Big meanie, 
where X is the number of counters on it. 5 ; t Kaervek's Hex OR - 8 MG 

Fetid Horror SC C s+ @e MG : Headstone NS Cos eam Hl Kaervek's Hex deals 1 damage to each non-black creature and an 
&:+1/-+1 until end of tum, 1/2. 5 Remove target card in any graveyard from the game, Gantrip. additional 1 damage to each green creature, 

Fevered Convulsions EN R s+ @@ TM : Hecatomb N ee @BS lAbthoth : Kaervek’s Spite INS : See VS 
BBs: Put a-1/-1 counter on target creature. : 

Fevered Strength NS Coe eee Alt 
Enchanted creature gets +2/+-0, Cantrip. 3 

Fledgling Djinn SC oC see eee WL = Ss T | IMPERS 
Flying. During your upkeep, Djinn teal damage to you, 2/2, 

Flesh Reaver sou oe Wz 
Whenever Reaver successfully deals satiage toa creature or oppo- ; 
nent, Reaver deals an equal amount of damage to you, 4/4, : 

Flow of Maggots SR g At 
CU: @. May not be blocked by non-wall creatures, 2/2, : 

Fog of Gnats SC Cs @& Ul: 
Flying. @@; Regenerate Fog of Gnats. 1/1, : 

Forbidden Crypt EN S@e Mosh : 
For each card you would draw, instead choose a card in your grave- = 
yard, Ifyou cannot, you lose the game. When a card is put into your 
graveyard, remove it from the game. 

Forbidden Ritual SOR See VS 
Sacrifice a card in play: Target opponent loses 2 life unless he or : 
she sacrifices a permanent or chooses and discards a card. You : 
may repeat this process as many times as you choose, : 

Forced March SOR R sss eee MM: 
estroy all creatures with converted cost X or less. : 

Forsaken Wastes —- Cf MG: 
layers cannot gain life, During each player's upkeep, that player > 

loses 1 life, If Forsaken Wastes is the target of a successfully cast? 
‘spell, that spell's caster loses 6 life, 

Foul Familiar SC C s- @& IA 
May not block, $8; Pay 1 life to retum Familiar to your hand, 3/1 

Foul imp 8¢ 0 Se SH 
Flying, When Foul Imp comes into play, lose 2 life. 2/2 

Frankenstein’s MonsterSC = SO OK : 
‘emove X creatures from your graveyard fram the game when 

casting Monster. For each creature removed, give Monster a : 
permanent +2/+-0, -+1/+1, or +0/+2, 0/1. Sacrifice four creatures when Hecatomb comes into play, Tap a : 

: Keeper of the Dead Frozen Shade SC oC ree a LR4th Sth swamp you control: Hecatomb deals 1 damage to any target. 
4: +1/+1 until end of turn. 0/1, 2 Hell Swarm INS C + [6 : 

Fugue SOR U cos Sage EX All creatures get -1/-O until end of turn. : 
arget player chooses and discards three cards. : Hell’s Caretaker SCR = Be LGCH : 

Funeral Charm: INS — & WS: ® Sacrifice a creature: Put a creature in your graveyard into = 
Choose one—Target player chooses and discards a card; or target 
creature gets +2/-1 until end of turn; or target creature gains 
swampwalk until end of tum. 

Funeral March fe C eee tiLath 

play, 1/1, 
Hellfire 

Destroy all non-bi 
SOR R s+ @Cee ip : 

lack creatures. Hellfire does X+3 damage to: $ 
you, where X is the number of creatures placed in the graveyard. : 

> Khahal Ghoul 

: Kjeldoran Dead 

When target creature leaves play, that creature's controller must ; Hidden Horror SC U s* @@a WLEh-: 
sacrifice a creature, : When Horror comes into play, discard a greature or bury Horror. 4/4, = 

Gallowbraid SL R = Qa WL : Highway Robber SC -- BOe MM: 
CU: Pay 1 life. Trample. 6/5, : When Robber comes into play, you gain 2 life and target = 

Gangrenous Zombies SC C = Gee As opponent loses 2 life, 2/2, 
®@: Sacrifice to deal 1 damage to each creature and player. : Hear Shade SCC se Be IA = 
Zombies deals 2 damage if you control any snow-covered @®: +1/+1 until end of tum, 1/2, 
swamps. 2/2. Hollow Dogs SC C cee age wZ 

Gate to Phyrexia EN Us Se AQ 
Sacrifice a creature: Destroy target artifact. Use only: during . 

Gaze of Pain 0R eo A 
For each of your creatures that attacks and is not blocked, you 
may have it deal no damage to defending player. If you do so, it 
instead deals damage equal to its power to any target creature, 

Ghost Hounds st oe lL: 
Does not tap when attacking. Gains first strike if blocking or = 
blocked by white creatures. 1/1. z 

Ghosts of the Damned SC C + &@@ G 
®: Target creature gets -1/-0 until an of tum. 0/2. 

M 
the: 
= Ghoul's Feast NS U ee 

Target creature gains -+X/+0 until Gi of tum, where X is 
number of creature cards in your graveyard. 

Bet Cocoa NH - oe L 

Giant Slug s oC ee LG.CH 
‘®: Gains landwalk ay of your choise on your next turn, 1/1. 

Gloom cone B® LURA StH 
White spells and ah i costs now require an extra @, 

Glyph of Doom NS C+ @ & 
Creatures blocked by target wall are destroyed after combat. : 

Grandmother Sengir SL - 2 
&.@: Target creature gets -1/-1 until end of tum. 3/3, 

Grave Pact EN eee 8H 
Whenever any creature you control is put into any graveyard, each = 
other player sacrifices a creature, 

Grave Robbers st - Gee Ks 
oo fame an artifact in any graveyard from game: Gain 2 

fe. 1/1. 
Grave Servitude fe ¢C 2 NG 

You may choose to play Servitude as an instant; if you do, bury it 
at end of turn. Enchanted creature gets +3/-1 and is black. 

Gravebane Zombie §=SC UU  «@@ —MGth 
: ee is put into graveyard from play, put it on top of owner's library, 

Gravebind INS - @ IA 
Target creature may not regenerate this turn. Cantrip, 

Gravedigger ee TM 6th 
When Gravedigger comes into‘play, you may return target creature 
card from your graveyard to your hand, 2/2, E 

Greater Werewolf ee HL5th 
After combat, put a -0/-2 counter on all creatures that blocked 
werewolf, 2/4, i 

ce @@® 16, 4thGth Greed EN 
@ Pay 2 life: Draw a card. 

SC ae Xk : 
each opponent gains 1 life, 3/3. 

53 A 

Grollub c 
For each 1 damage dealt to Grollub, 

Guardian Beast sR 
If untapped, prevents the stealing, destruction, or enchantment of > 

$ Hypnotic Specter sl ou 

IL : Imp’s Taunt 

: Infernal Contract 

= Infernal Darkness EN R 

Infernal Tribute 

N= Instigator 
@BS,S Discard a card; Creatures target player controls : 

Whenever Dogs attacks, it gets +2/+0 until end of turn. 3/3. 
Horror of Horrors EN OU see Gee 

Sacrifice a swamp; Regenerate target black creature. 
LG 

Howl from Beyond INS C s+ 4% — BasclA 
jarget creature gains +X/-+0 until end of turn 

Hyalopterous Lemure SC U ss @¢ IA 
®: Gains flying and -1/-0 until end of turn. 4/3, 

Hymn to Tourach SOR C  sesee apa FE 
‘arget player randomly discards two cards fram his hand. 

sooo PHD LURAH 
lying. Any player damaged by Specter must discard a card at 

random, 2/2. 
Icequake SOR U s+ Gaye «IA 

lestroy target lant, If snow-covered, its controller takes 1 damage. 
Ihsan's Shade SLU see eget HL 

Protection from white. 5/5, 
Ill-Gotten Gains SOR R s+ Qe UZ 

temove lli-Gotten Gains from the game, All players discard their hands, 
en each player puts up to three cards from his graveyard into his me 

Imprison FR oe @ 

Imprison is destroyed if mana is not paid. 
INS U ss ee 

juyback @. Target creature attacks this turn if able, 
SOR Ro sess eS MGEth 

Pay half your life, rounded up: Draw four cards 
- SES IA 

U; @& and 1 life. All mana-producing lands produce 4 instead 
of their normal mana, 

Infernal Denizen SCR + ee IA 
During upkeep, you must sacrifice two swamps or Denizen i 
tapped and target opponent may gain control of a creature yo 
control of his choice, @: Gain control of target creature, 6/7, 

Infernal Harvest SOR ¢ oe VS 
Return X swamps you control to your hand: Harvest deals X 
damage, divided any way, among any number of target creatures. 

Infernal Medusa SC U - @@e 16 
Destroy all non-wall creatures blocking or blocked by Medusa. 2/4, 

EN OR See WL 
@ Sacrifice a card: Draw a card, 

Initiates of the Ebon Hand SCC e FEAath 
@ Add @ to your mana pool. Bury Initiates if more than & | 
spent this way in one tum, 1/1. 

™ 

+ Inquisition SOR C + Se OK 
Examine target player's hand. Do one damage for each white card. 

: Insidious Bookworms SC C + @ Al 
@@: Target player discards a card at random. Use only whe 
Bookworms is put into graveyard from play and only once, 1/1, 

sR = MM 

@. Prevent target creature from attacking, blocking, or ‘ap ; ; 

Liability 

for Voieanic Wind, wa is 
the value of X determined? 

= The value of Mis set at the 
time you play the Volcanic Wind 
spell. Even if there is a differ- 
ent number of creatures in play 
when the Volcanic Wind 
resolves, the Volcanic Wind will 
use the earlier value and will 
attempt to resolve normally with 
respect to the remaining targets. 

i: Sacrifice a swamp; Marsh Lurker 

NAME KIND CR PR COST Nan 

Whenever a card Is put into a player's graveyard from play, that 
player loses 1 life, 
¢ Lich EN OR Seee LU 
: Lose all life, For each point of damage you take, bury one 
: permanent you control. For every point you gain, draw a card, If 
¢ Lich leaves play you lose. 
: Lim-Diil's Cohort se ¢ Pee IA 
i Creatures blocking or blocked by Cohort cannot regenerate, 2/3, 
: Lim-Dil's Hex EN), [Lycee IA 
During your upkeep, Hex does 1 damage to all players. Each 
; player may pay #$¢ or & to prevent the damage to himself. 
 Lim-Dal’s High Guard SC Cs £O@ Al 
: First strike, 4: Regenerate, 2/1, 
: Living Death SOR R ses gg ™ 

Set aside all creature cards {n all graveyards, Then, put each creature 
+ that isin play into Its owner's graveyard, Then, put each creature card 
: set aside into play, 
t Looming Shade SG UZ 

@: Shade gets +1/+1 until end of turn, 1/1. 
: Lord of the Pit NH see Be LURAH Gh 

le, During your upkeep, sacrifice a creature other 
e Pit or Lord does 7 damage to you, 7/7. 

! Flying, trampl 
than Lord of t 
: Lost Soul Coss eS lcehshat 
{ Swampwalk, 2/1 
: 1 Lurking Evil EN oe SSS WZ 
> Pay half your life; Evil becomes a 4/4 creature with flying that 
+ counts as a Horror, 
+ Lurking Jackals EN OU ow UD 
: When one of your opponents has 10 life or less, if Lurking 

Jackals Is an 
+ Lurking Skirge 
When a creature is put into one of your opponents: graveyards, 

Skirge becomes a 3/2 creature with flying that counts as an Imp 
: Maddening Imp Se ™ 
: Flying. #; All non-Wall creatures target opponent controls attack 

this tur if able, At end of turn, destray each of those creatures that 
did not attack, Use this ability only during opponent's turn and only 
before combat. 1/1. 

? Maggat Therapy fc oC 2S MM 
2 You may play Therapy any time you could play an instant, 

Enchanted creature gets +2/-2. 

enchantment, it becomes a 3/2 Hi 4 found creature, 
e UL 

| } Mana Leech st = Be UZ 
You may choose not to untap Leech. @: Tap target land. As long as 

Leech remains tapped, that land does not untap during its controller's 
3 untap step. 1/1. 
3 Marsh Gas NS C + @ OK4th 
: All creatures get ~2/-0 until end of tur, 

° ™ 
cannot be blocked this tu except 

by artifact creatures and black creatures. 3/2. 
EN 

} Marsh Lurker SC 

|} Megrim - SH 
: Whenever any opponent discards a card, Megrim deals 2 damage 
:  tohim 
} Midnight Ritual SOR o- SOG MM Sacrifice all permanents, Discard your hand: Opponent loses 9 life, 

SH Uo eee 

$,&- Destroy target nonblack creature, Play this ‘ability only if that 
creature's controller has at least two fewer creature cards in his 
graveyard than you have in yours, 1/2. 

Keeper of Tresserhorn SCR ose ae Al 
If Keeper attacks and Is not blocked, it deals no damage to: 
defending player this turn and that player loses two life. 6/6. 

Kezzerdrix SCR See TM 
First strike. During your upkeep, if your opponents control no crea- 
tures, Kezzerdrix deals 4 damage to you, 4/4. 

SC oR ss Oe AN 
Gets a +1/4+1 counter at end of tum for each creature that was 
destroyed that turn, 1/1. 

SC 0 see. (A,Sth 6th 
You must sacrifice a creature when Dead comes into play. 
Regenerate, 3/1. 

Knight of Dusk so ou eee ™ 
© Destroy target creature blocking Knight of Dusk. 2/2. 

Knights of Stromgald SC U s+ @& IASth 
Protection from white. ea: +1/+-0, : First strike, 2/1, 

foskun Falls WR = @@e HL 
During your upkeep, tap target creature you control or bury 
Kaskun Falls, No creature can attack you untess its controller 
pays an additional 22 whenever the creature attacks, 

Krovikan Elementalist SC U so IA 
@- Jaret creature gains +1/+0 until end of turn, eee: 
Target creature you control gains flying until end of turn, Bury 
that creature at end of tum. 1/1. 

Krovikan Fetish | IASth 
Target creature gets +1/+1, Cantrip 

rovikan Horror SCR ss Be Al 
At the end of any tum, if Horror is in your graveyard with a 
summon card directly above it, you may put Krovikan Horror into : 
your hand. Sacrifice a creature: Horrors deal one damage to 
target creature or player. 2/2. 

Krovikan Plague f& U ee Al 
Play on a non-wall creature you control, “@; Tap enchanted 
creature to have Plague deal one damage to target creature or = 
player, Put a-0/-1 counter on enchanted creature, Cantrip. 

rovikan Vampire sou BOR IA 
If a creature dies during a turn in which Krovikan Vampire 
famaged it, it is put into play under your control. Bury the 

creature if Krovikan Vampite leaves play or your control. 3/3. 
Lab Rats SOR C os 

uyback @: Put a 1/1 black rat token into play, 
Larceny EN Uo ses gpemgs MM 

Whenever a creature you control deals combat damage to a 
player, that player discards a card from his hand. 

Leeching Licid sou ee ™ 
© @: Livid loses this ability and becomes a creature enchantment 

icid deals 1 damage to that player” instead of a creature. You may 
pay to end this effect, 2/2. 

Legions of Lim-Dil =SC (Cos | Seeah IA 
Snow-covered swampwalk, 2/3. Snow-covered swamps? What a 
fidiculous concept! 

Leshrae’s Rite ECU os @& IA, Sth6th 
‘chanted creature gains swampwalk. 

Leshrac’s Sigil EN U ce ee IA 

look at that player's-hand and discard a card from there of your 
choice, 484%; Return Leshrac’s Sigil to owner's hand, 

Lesser Werewolf SC Se 1G 
@: -1/-0 until end of tum, Put a -0/-1 counter on creatures 
locking or blocked by Werewolf. Power may not be reduced below 
O using this ability. 2/4, 

IN OR eee MM 

that reads “During the upkeep of enchanted creature's controller, ; 

@@: Whenever an opponent successfully casts a green spell, : 

: Remove X target creatures in your graveyard from the game. For 
3 each card removed, put a black 2/2 zomble token into play. 
: Mind Maggots st Oe ia 
{When Maggots comes into play, discard any number of creature 
: cards. For each card discarded this way, put two +1/+1 counters 

on Maggots. 2/2. 
: Mind Peel SOR U e SH 
Buyback #44. Target player chooses and discards a card. 
¢ Mind Ravel SOR C ie IASth 
: Target player must discard a card. Draw a card at the beginning 
= __ of the next turn's upkeep. 
: *Mind Twist SOR R seese ee LUA 
¢ Opponent must randomly discard X cards from his hand, 
: Mind Warp SOR U Bes A 5th 6th 
i Look at a player's hand and discard X cards of your cholee 
+ Mind Whip Ec OR Bee i) 

During target creature's controller's upkeep, Whip does 2 damage 
to that player and taps the creature if he does not pay @. 

¢ Mindstab Thrull xs 6 Hee FLoth 
$f Thrull attacks and is not blocked, you may have it deal no 
: damage and sacrifice it to force the defender to discard three 
i cards, 2/2, 
: Mindwarper SCR = See SH 

Comes into play with three +1/+1 counters, 4%, Remove a 
:  +1/-+1 counter; Target player chooses and discards a card. Play 
: this ability as a sorcery, 0/0, i 
: Mindwhip Sliver s U Se ™ 

Each Sliver gains “2, Sacrifice this creature: Target player discards 
+ acard atrandom. Play this abllity as a sorcery.” 2/2. 
: Minion of Leshrac. = SCR eee it 

Protection from black. During. upkeep, sacrifice a creature or 
Minion does 6 damage to you and taps, 4; Destroy target 
creature or land, 5/5, 

+ Minion of Tevesh Szat SCR SOee ih 
Pay 4-4 during upkeep or take 2 damage, @: Target 
+ creature gets +3/-2 until end of turn. 4/4, 
} Minion of the Wastes SCR Seen iM 

Trample, When Minion comes into play, pay any amount of life. 
+ Minion has power and toughness each equal to that amount. °/* 
: Mire Shade U ee MG 
$ — @ Sacrifice a swamp; Put a +1/4-1 counter on Shade. 1/1. 
+ Mischievous Poltergeist SC ee WLeth 

Flying, Pay 1 life: Regenerate. 1/1. 
} Misinformation NS U= @ Al 
$ ~ Put 3 cards from an opponent's graveyard on top of his library in 
: any order, 
: Misshapen Fiend S C= & MM 
2 Flying. 1/1, 
: Mold Demon SS oR + ape LG 
i Sacrifice two swamps when Mold Demon comes into play or 

bury him. 6/6. 
Mole Worms se ou ee IASth 

@ Tap a land. As long as Worms remain tapped, that land does 
: not untap as normal. You may choose not to untap Worms. 1/1, 
+ Molting Harpy SS Ue @ MM 
} Flying, Sacrifice Harpy unless you pay @ during upkeep. 2/1. 
+ Moor Fiend SC Ce Gee IA 
: Swampwalk. 3/3. 
: Morgue Thrull soe Be SH 

Sacrifice: Put the top 3 cards of your library into your graveyard, 2/2, 
+ Morinfen $L See WL 
; Flying, CU: 1 life. 6/4. 
: Mortuary oe SH 
; Whenever any creature is put into your graveyard from play, put that 
{creature on top of your library... 
+ Murk Dwellers x ¢ Be DK Ath oth 

If Murk Dwellers attack and is not blocked, it gains +2/+0, 2/2, 

EN OR 
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NAME KIND CR PR COST Nak 

Nameless Race SCR = @e OK 
tample, Pay * life when casting Nameless Race, where * is at 

most the total number of white cards all your opponents have in 
play and in their graveyards, */*, 

Nausea SOR C s+ tbe EX 
All creatures get -1/-1 until end of turn. 

Necratog SC OU tee eee WL 
femave the top creature card in your graveyard from the game: 

+2/+2 until end of turn, 1/2, 
Necrite s oC Pee FESth 

If Necrite attacks and isn’t blocked, you may have it deal no 
damage and sacrifice it to bury a target creature controlled by 
the defending player. 2/2, 

Necrologia SU Sse EX 
lay only during your discard phase, Pay X life: Draw X cards, 

Necromancy EN OU e WS : 
You may play Necromancy as an instant; if you do, bury it at end: 
of tum. Choose a creature in your graveyard, When Necromancy = 
comes into play, put that creature into play as though just played 
and Necromancy becomes an enchantment that targets the =~ 

\ASth 
creature. If Necromaney leaves play, bury the creature, 

Necropotence EN RR sees eae 
Skip your draw step, Pay 1 life: Set aside the top card of your 
library. Add it to your hand at the start of your next discard phase, 

Necrosavant sc oR SPSS Voth 
@*®, Sacrifice a creature: Put Necrosavant into play, Use 
this ability only during your upkeep and only if Necrosavant is in 
your graveyard, 5/5, 

Nekrataal SC U .seee gee VS 
First strike. When Nekrataal comes into play, bury target 
onartifact, nonblack creature, 2/1, 

Nether Shadow SCR ose Me LURAth Sth 
Haste, If three creatures are above Shadow in graveyard, it can 
return to play during controller's upkeep. 1/1, 

Nether Spirit C  BOe NM 
At the beginning of your upkeep, if Spirit is the only creature in 
your graveyard, you may return it to your hand. 2/2. 

Nether Void EWR seeee ee LG 
All spells are countered unless their controller spends an extra. 

Nettling Imp LUI 
©: Target non-wall creature must attack or DIE!!! at end of 
turn. 1/1. 

Nightmare SCR oe Basic 
Flying, * equal number of swamps controller has in play. */*, 

Nightshade Seer SC & ul 
@@@: Reveal any number of black cards in your hand, 
Target creature gets -X/-X until end of turn, where X Is the 
umber of cards revealed this way. 1/1, 

No Mercy EN R ses Sage UL 
Whenever a creature successfully deals damage to you, destroy it. 

No Rest for the WickedEN Us» a WZ 
Sacrifice No Rest: Return to your hand all creature cards put into = 
your graveyard from play this turn, 

Nocturnal Raid INS U s+ @aeee MG 
All black creatures get +2/+0 until end of turn, 2 

Norritt Ni one Wit 
@: Untap 2 blue creature, @: Opponent’s target non-wall = 
creature must attack or be destroyed at end of turn. 1/1, : 

Notorious Assassin SCR s+ Gig MM: 
@@.@ Discard a card: Bury target nonblack ereature, 2/2, 4 

Oath of Ghouls —N oe BO XE facet tea from his hand, : 

During each player's upkeep, if there are more crear cards in that s oC he ae® VS.6th i 
player's graveyard than in target opponent's graveyard, the player + 2. They reprinted this piece of oan? Why? 
Tay return a creature card from his graveyard to his hand, ; Quagmire NU LG 

Oath of Lim-Dal IN R eo See ii Grates wth vampwa may bok 2 mal 
For each point of damage you take or life you lose, sacrifice one ; Quagmire Lamprey SC U ae MM 
of your permanents or discard a card. 44: Draw a card. : Whenever Lamprey becomes blocked, put a-1/-1 counter on the 

Odylic Wraith SC U sms sae WL t ican sei ae ? 

Ik. If Wraith i dsq? Rabid Rats si Cs 
“— Ha A as AR aaa @ Target blocking creature gets -1/-1 until end of turn. 1/1. 

Oppression EN R ss aaa uz ¢ Rag Man SCR one ete Okan Singh 
Whenever a player successfully casts a spell, that player discards : © © @: Examine opponent's hand, Opponent must randomly 
acard, pe discard a creature, if any are in hand. 2/1. 

Order of the Ebon HandSl G++ @ re} Rain of Filth wou 2 Pe? 
Protection from white, @@s:-+1/+0. First strike. 2/1. oe rae you control gains “Sacrifice: Add #§ to your pool” until 

Order of Yawgmoth SC Uo s+ See Uz: end of turn. 
Cannot ba blocked excent by black or artifact creatures, Whenever : Rain of Tears SOR U sss ae TMM 
Order dais damage t a player, hat payer cscs a card 2/2, ee eee ‘ee 

Ostracize SOR 6 ® UL: 
Look at target opponent's had and choose a creature card there. = 
That player discards that card, 

Oubliette EN G se Se AN 
Place target creature out of play. If Oubliette leaves play, creature 
retums tapped. 

Painful Memories SOR C -» 4 MGQ6th 
Look at opponent's hand and put one card on top of his library. 

Paralyze ECC oes LU AtH.Sth 
Tap target creature. Target creature doesn’t untap as normal. Its 
controller may spend @ to untap the creature during upkeep. 

Parasite Bond = UZ 
During upkeep of enchanted creature's controller, Bond deals 2 dam- = 
age to that player. i 

Perish SOR U sss ae = TMGth ¢ 
Bury all green creatures, : 

Persecute “SOR R + @@@ Wi 
Choose a color. Look at target player's hand and discard all cards = 
of the chosen color. 

Pestilence EN oU 

lence. : Deals 1 damage to each creature and player, 

coe BQ Basic | 
Atthe end of each turn, if no creatures are in play, sacrifice Pesti- : 

Pestilence Rats 6 ss IA: 
* equals the number of other Rats in nay “1. : 

Phantasmal Fiend == SC ® ALE 
@: +1/-1 until end of tum. @>@: th Fiend’s power and 
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toughness until end of turn. 1/5, 
Phyrexian Boon fC ee 

If creature is black, it gets +2/+1; otherwise it gets -1/-2. 
HEe Phyrexian Broodlings SC C 

Phyrexian Debaser = SC Coes HB 
Flying, Sacrifice: Target creature gets -2/-2 until end of tum, 2/2. 

Phyrexian Defiler SC Us e 
® Sacrifice: Target creature gets -3/-3 until end of turn. 8/3, 

Phyrexian Denouncer SC C s+ @&@ 
Sacrifice: Target creature gets -1/-1 until end of turn. 1/1. 

Phyrexian Ghoul se C 
Sacrifice a creature: Ghoul gets +2/+2 until end of tun. 2/2. 

Phyrexian Gremlins SC C oe 
®@: Tap an artifact, As long as Gremlins are tapped, that artifact 
does not untap as normal. You may leave Gremlins tapped. 1/1, 

Phyrexian Monitor = SC C c+ @@ Ul 
@: Regenerates. 2/2, 

PhyrexianNegator SC R ++ @@ Wn} 
Trample. Whenever Phyrexian Negator Is dealt damage, sacrifice 
a permanent far each 1 damage deal to it. 6/5. 

Phyrexian Plaguelord SC R Sen Ul 
@ Sacrifice: Target creature gets -4/-4 until end of turn, Sacrifice 
a creature: Target creature gets -1/~1 until end of turn, 4/4, 

Phyrexian Reclamation EN e U 
@& ® Pay 2 life: Return target creature card from your : 
graveyard to your hand, 

Phyrexian Tribute SOR R = @e MG 
Sacrifice two creatures: Destroy target artifact. 

Pillar Tombs of Aku «EW OR = SO VS 
During each player's upkeep, that player sacrifices a creature, or 
tHat player loses 5 life and you bury Pillar Tombs of Aku. 

Pit Imp sot & 
Flying. @: Pit Imp gets +1/--0 until end of tun. You cannot spend 
more than 464% in this way each turn, 0/1 

Pit Scorpion SC C os @@®  LG4thoth 
{f Scorpion damages opponent, he gets 1 poison counter. 1/7. 

Pit Spawn SC OR ss @eee 
First strike, During your upkeep, pay 848 or sacrifice Spawn. If 
Spawn damages any creature, remove that creature from the game. 
6/4, 

Plague Beetle Ss C = @ uL 
Swampwalk. 1/1, 

Plague Dogs SC U c= @e uD 
When Plague Dogs is put into a graveyard from play, all : 
creatures get ~1/-1 until end of turn, #%, Sacrifice; Draw a card. 

Plague Rats SCC + B® LURAth Sth 
Power and toughness equal number of Plague Rats in play. */*. 

Plaguehearer = EX 
B®: Destroy target nonblack creature with casting cost equal 
X11 

Planar Void BN Us @ UZ 
Whenever a card is put into graveyard, remove it from the game. 

Pox o- SSeS AS 
Fach player sacrifices 1/3 of their life; then they must discard 
1/3-of the cards in their hand; then they must sacrifice 1/3 of 
thelr creatures; finally they must sacrifice 1/3 of their lands. 
Round each loss up, 

Pretender’s Claim a MM 
Whenever enchanted creature becomes blocked, tap all lands 
defending play controls, 

Priest of Gix - B® UZ 
When Priest is successfully cast, add | eee to your pool. 2/1. 

Priest of Yawgmoth SC C ee AQ 
@Sanviive an artifact: A @ equal t its cost to your pool, 1/2, 

MM Primeval Shambler SC Us 
@ Shambler gains +1/+1 until end of turn, 3/3, 

Purraj of Urhorg SL R c= Seep MG 
First strike when attacking, 4 Put a +1/+1 counter on Purraj. Use 
only when a black spell is cast and only once for each spell. 2/3, 

Putrefaction Us Se MM 
Whenever a player plays 

Bring a creature from your graveyard into your hand. 
Rampart Crawler Hl = 

Can't be blocked by walls, 1/1 
Rank and File SoU = See 

When Rank comes into play, all green creatures get -1/-1 until ? 
end of turn. 3/3. 

Rapid Decay INS R s+ ge UI 
Cycling 2. Remove from the game up to three target cards in a 
single graveyard, 

Rats of Rath so oC ee ™ 
@: Destroy target artifact, creature, or land you control. 2/1. 

Ravenous Rats SC oe U 
When Ravenous Rats comes into play, target opponent. chooses 
and discards a card from his hand. 

Put target creature card from any graveyard into play under your i 
control, Lose life equal to that creature's total casting cost. 

ART Artifact 

a white spell or green spell, that player H 

r : Season of the Witch EN R = 

we 

@ ARTIFACT @BLACK ©BLUE 

AC Artifact Creature 
CR Current Rarity 

4] : Reckless Spite 

UL: 
@ Sacrifice a creature: Put a+1/+1 counter on Brooclings. ur : 

NAME KIND CR PR GOST 

INS U Oe 
Destroy two nonblack creatures, Lose 6 life. 

Reclusive Wight SS U + @@ 

SETS 

™ 

UZ 
During your upkeep, if you control any other nonland permanents, sac- > 
tifice Wight. 4/4, 

Recurring Nightmare EN ae BO EX 
Sacrifice a creature, Return Nightmare to owner's hand: Put target : 
creature card from your graveyard into play. Play as a sorcery, 

Reign of Terror SOR ° oe 
Bury all white or green creatures, Lose 2 life for each creature, 

Reprocess SOR ase UZ 
Sacrifice any number of artifacts, creatures and/or lands and draw 
a-card for each one sacrificed this way, 

Restless Dead SC ts Be MG 
@: Regenerate Restless Dead. 1/1. 

Revenant st o BS SH 
Flying, Revenant has power and toughness each equal to the num- 
ber of creature cards in your graveyard, */*. 

Ritual of the Machine SOR Boe Al 
Sacrifice a creature: Gain control of target non-black, non-artifact 
creature. 

Rouse NSC oe MM 
If you control a swamp, you may pay 2 life instead of paying 
Rouse’s cost. Target creature gains +2/+-0 until end of tum, 

Royal Assassin SCR oss a LURAH 
®&: Destroy target tapped creature. 1/1. 

Sacrifice NS Us & LUR 
Sacrifice a creature: Add 4% equal to that creature's casting 
cost to your pool, 

Sadistic Glee tc C= @ TM 
Whenever any creature is put into any graveyard from play, put a 
+1/+1 counter on enchanted creature. 

Sanguine Guard SC OU ss Spee UZ 
First strike, 4: Regenerate. oe 

Sarcomancy EN - T™ 
Put a 2/2 black Zombie token ‘i play. During your upkeep, if there > 
are no Zombies in play, Sarcomancy deals 1 damage to you, 

Scandalmonger SC U s+ B® MM 
®: Target player discards a card fram his hand. Any player may 
play this ability, but only if he could play a sorcery. 

C 2 

; Sewer Rats 

NAME KIND CR PR COST Nah 

SC Coo @ M 
@ Pay 1 life: +1/+0 until end of turn. You cannot spend more 
than #44 in this way each turn, 1/1. 

Shadow Guildmage SC - $ MG 
Put target creature you control on top of owner's library. 

: Deal 1 damage to any target and 1 damage to you. 1/1. 
Shadow Rider SS oC SOR Wi 

Flanking, 8/3. 
Shallow Grave INS Ro sees eg MG 

‘ut top creature from your graveyard into play, Creature has haste 
and is removed from game at end of any turn. 

Shattered Crypt SOR Cos See Wi 
feturm.X creatures fram your graveyard to your hand and lose X life, 

Shauku, Endbringer SL oR == @a@e@ MG 
lying. Shauku cannot attack if there is another creature in play. 
uring your upkeep, lose 3 life. @; Remove target creature from 
e game and put a+1/+1 counter on Shauku, 6/5, 

Shimian Night Stalker SC U ++ @@@ 16, Ci 
© Redirect damage done to you by an attacking creature to 
Stalker. 4/4, 

Sick and Tired INS Coss Qi 
‘wo target creatures each get -1/-1 until end of turn, 

Sicken HC se @ Z 
‘chanted creature gets -1/-1, Gyetng 

Silent Assassin R ee MM 
&®- Destroy target blocking cr at end of combat. 2/1, 

Simulacrum INS -- @@  LURA 
fedirect all damage done to you this tun to one of your creatures, 

Sinkhale OR se U 
jestroy target land. 

Skeleton Scavengers SC R ee SH 
Scavengers comes into play with one +1/+1 counter on it Pay @ 
for each +1/-+1 counter on Scavengers: Regenerate Scavengers 
and put a+1/+1 counter on it, 0/0. 

Skirge Familiar SC Us Be UZ 
Flying. Choose and discard a card: Add > to your pool. 8/2, 

Skittering Horror SC  S@ UD 
When you play a creature spell, sacrifice Skittering Horror, 4/3, 

Skittering Skirge C - C8 UZ 
lying. When you successfully cast a creature spell, sacrifice Skirge. 

3/2, Scare Tactics » INS cy KX 
All creatures you control get +1/+-0 until end of turn. } Skulking Fugitive SoC = ee MM 

Scathe Zombies SS C+ ge Basic : When Fugitive becomes the target of a spell or ability, sacrifice 
2/2, 222272... i ugitive, 3/4. 

Scavenging Ghoul SC Uo @@ LUR4h : Skulking Ghost SC + Oe MG 
At the end of tum, add a counter for each other creature placed in: Flying. If Ghost is the target of a spell or effect, bury Ghost. 2/1. 
the graveyard that tum, Discard a counter; Regenerate Ghoul, 2/2, : Skyshroud Vampire SC - SO ™ 

Scent of Nightshade INS C <= UD: Flying, Discard a creature card: Vampire gets +2/++2 until end of 
Reveal any number of black cards in your hand. Target creature turn. 3/8. 
gets -X/-X until end of turn, where X is the number of cards : Slaughter INS Uo ses aeaeee KX 
Tevealed this way. : uyback—Pay 4 life. Bury target nonblack creature, 

Screeching Harpy SC Us Sa TM : Sleeper Agent SCR  @ UZ 
When Agent comes into play, opponent gains control of it. During its 

KILLER COMBOS 

| | Prevent all damage that would be 
det to enchanted creature. 

A soldier's faith Ys magic serong antigh 
To protect against any blade, 

1 

Aji combat damage that would be 
nal by unblocked creatures this, 
tom a ait to Rieldoran Roval Guard 

oo. ‘in battle, peneravs i oak: 
~-Motte of the Kyeldoran 

_ [Ps great when your creatures 
ai mnicite vai susan id dis peo To solve your combat 
ee 

Flying, &4%; Regenerate Screeching Harpy. 2/2, 
ig DK ¢ 

At end of each player's turn, bury all untapped creatures that : 
could have attacked but didn’t. Pay 2 life during upkeep or 
Season is destroyed. 

Seizures fe C oe A 
When target creature becomes tapped, that creature's controller 
must pay @ or Seizures does 3 damage to him. 

Sengir Autocrat SC oR sss Sa HLOGth6th 
When Autocrat comes into play, put three 0/1 evil black smurf 
tokens into play. 2/2. All hail Gargamel!! 

Sengir Bats s oC tee HL 
Flying, For each creature put into the graveyard in the same tum 
that it was damaged by Bats, Bats receive +1/+1. 1/2. 

Sengir Vampire SC UU see= ae LURAth 
Ravenous Skirge SC C = @e@ WZ: Flying, For each creature put into the graveyard in the same turn 

Flying, When Skirge attacks, it gets +2/-+0 until end of turn. 1/1. that it was damaged by Vampire, Vampire receives +1/+1, 4/4, 
Ravenous Vampire SC U = @@@ MG : Serpent Warrior SS C+ &@ SH 

Flying. During your upkeep, sacrifice a non-artifact creature and + When Serpent Warrior comes into play, lose 3 life. 3/3. 
put a-+1/+1 counter on Vampire, or tap Vampire. 3/3. + Servant of Volrath S C+ Oe ™ 

: Razortooth Rats SC Ct Be WLoth {f Servant of Volrath leaves play, sacrifice a creature, 3/3, 
Cannot be blocked except by artifact creatures and black : Sever Soul SOR C coo @gpege MM 
creatures. 2/1, i Bury target nonblack creature, You gain life equal to its toughness, 

Reanimate SOR U ss @ TM =: Sewars of Estark INS Ro == Bp PR 
If target creature is attacking, it may not be blocked until end of 
turn, If itis blocking, it deals no damage and takes no damage, 

EA Enchant Artifact 
EC Enchant Creature 
EL Enchant Land 

EN Enchantment 
EW Enchant World 
INS Instant 

controller's upkeep, Agent deals 2 damage to its controller, 3/3, 
Sleeper's Guile EC ee UL 

Enchanted creature cannot be blocked except by artifact 
creatures and black creatures. When Sleeper's Guile is put into a 
graveyard from play, return Sleaper's Guile to owner's hand, 

Stinking Skirge So C = @@ UD 
Flying. @ Sacrifice: Draw a card, 2/1. 

Snuff Out INS G ss @m@ MM 
If you control a swamp, you may pay 4 life instead of paying 
Snuff Out's mana‘ cost. Bury target nonblack creature. 

Soldevi Adnate ss 6 Se Al 
Sacrifice black or artifact creature; Add an amount of 8 
equal to that creature's casting cost to your mana pool, 1/2, 

Songs of the Damned INS 0 ¢ IA 
Add @¥ to your mana pool for every creature in your graveyard. 

Sorceress Queen OSS NRA 
@ Target creature becomes 0/2 until end of turn. 1/1, 

Soul Burn SOR C oe IA 
Do one damage to any target for each “ or % spent above 
the casting cost. Gain one life for each 4 spent in this way. 

Soul Channeling fC eS MM 
Pay 2 life: Regenerate enchanted creature. 

Soul Exchange SOR U Se FE 
Remove a creature you control from the game: Put a creature 
from your graveyard into play. Add a +2/+2 counter if you 
sacrificed a Thrull. 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 

SC Summon Creature 
SL Summon Legend 
SOR Sorcery 

LAN Land 
LL Legendary Land 
MS Mana Source 



RAIE KIND CR PR COST SES 

Soul Feast SOR U = ape UD 
rarget player lases 4 life and you gain 4 fife. 

Soul Kiss ECC tte ee IA 
@: Pay one life to give enchanted creature +2/+2 until end of 
turn. You may spend no more than #844 each tum. 

Soul Rend INS Use Gwe MG 
jury target white creature. Cantrip. 

Souldrinker Use Gee ™ 

Oevkvde evens unseHNausuesouseaone nal 
Pay 3 life: Puta +1/+1 counter on Souldrinker, 2/2. 

Soulshriek WSC @ M 
farget creature you control gets +°/-+-0 until end of turn, where” 

is the number of creature in your graveyard, Bury creature at end = 
of turn, : 

Specter’s Wail SOR C os &@ MM 
arget player discards a card at random from his hand. : 

Spike Cannibal SoU + See EX 
Comes into play with one +1/+1 counter. When Cannibal comes 
into play, move all +1/+1 counters from all creatures onto Canni- 
bal, 0/0. 

Spinal Graft fe oC ™ 
chanted creature gets +3/+8. If enchanted creature is the tar- 

get of a spell or ability, bury tt : 
U Spined Fluke SC - Oe WZ: 

When Fluke comes into play, sacrifice a creature. @@; Regenerate, > 
Bf, : 

Spinning Darkness INS C css og WL : 
You may remove the top 3 black cards in your graveyard from = 

AME HNO CROPR COST SERS 

your graveyard, Put Fiends into his graveyard. This change i 
permanent. Opponent may ante an additional card to counter 
effect. 1/1. 

Tombstone Stairwell EW 
Cumulative Upkeep: #4. During each player's upkeep, he puts 
into play a token for each creature in his graveyard, Tokens are 2. 
black zombies with haste, Bury tokens at the end of any tum. 

Torment EC 

Torture 
&@ Place a-1/-1 token on creature Torture enchants. 

Tortured Existence 

R 

c 
Enchanted creature gets -3/-0. 

fe C 

eee MG 

£e 

= 

§ 

HL,ath 

@ Choose and discard a creature card: Return target creature card = 

Touch of Darkness 
Change the color of one or 

Touch of Death § 

NS 

R 

N 
a 

Tourach’s Chant 
Whenever a player puts 
3 damage to him if he 
creature he controls, 

Tourach’s Gate 

counter during upkeep, 

gain +2/-1 until end of turn. 

from your graveyard to your hand. 
U 

C 

u 

R 

the game instead of paying casting cast. Do 3 damage to target: Transmutation NS C 
nonblack creature. Gain 3 life,  _ Target creature's power an 

Spirit of the Night SLR s+ @@@s@ MG = Treacherous Link C OU 
Flying, trample, protection from black, haste. First strike when Redirect to its controller al 
attacking, 6/5, : Twisted Experiment 

Spirit Shackle FOU os) «©@@® =©—-LG.4th = Enchanted creature gets +3/-1. 
Puta -0/-2 counter on target creature every time it becomes tapped, + Uncle Istvan sou 

Spoils of Evil INS Ro = Ge lA 
Add % to your mana pool and gain 1 life for each artifact or 
creature in target opponent's graveyard. 

Spoils of War SOR R sss Se IA 
Put X +1/+1 counters on any number of creatures. X is equal to 
the number of creatures and artifacts in opponent's graveyard. 

Squirming Mass e uD 
Can't be blocked except by artifact and black creatures. 1/1. 

Stench of Decay NS C = eae Al 
All non-artifact creatures get -1/-1 until end of tum, 

Stench of Evil SOR Uo ss Qe lA 
Destroy all-plains, Each player takes one damage for each plains = 
he loses, but may pay & for each point he wishes to prevent. 

AN Stone-Throwing Devils SC Cs 
First strike. 1/1. 3 

Strands of Night N Uo = @@@ WLOGth 
#@ Pay 2 life, Sacrifice a swamp: Put target creature card 
from your graveyard into play. 

Stromgald Cabal SC se @® lASth6th 
4 Pay 1 life: Counter target spell if it is white, 2/2. 

Stromgald Spy C & 
If Spy attacks and is 
damage to make defen 

Al 
not blocked, you may have it deal no 
fing player play with his hand face up on 

the table, 2/4. 
Stronghold Assassin SCR c= SO SH 
@ Sanrifice a creature: Destroy target nonblack creature. 2/1, 

Stronghold Taskmaster SC sa Se SH 
All other black creatures get -1/-1. 4/3. 

Strongarm Thug - MM 2 
When Thug comes into play, you may return a Mercenary card > 
from your graveyard to your hand. 1/1 

SOR Stupor toes Se MG.6th 
Opponent discards a card at random, then chooses and discards a 
card. 

Subversion EN = Oe UL 
During your upkeep, each of your opponents loses 1 life. Gain 1 = 
life for each 1 life lost this way, 

Suq’Ata Assassin sc ou Lee WS: 
Assassin cannot be blocked except by artifact or black creatures. = 
If Assassin attacks and is not blocked, defending player gets a = 
poison counter. 1/1. 2 

Swamp Mosquito Sl Cs ge AL: 
Flying. If Mosquito is not blocked, defender gets a poison © 
counter. 0/1. : 

Swat INS - Gee UL 
Destroy target creature with power 2 or less. Cycling 

‘Syphon Soul SOR C = @@ L6.6th 
Do 2 damage to all players except caster. Gain life equal to total 
damage dealt. 

Tainted Ather EN a UZ = 
Whenever a creafuure comes into play, its controller sacrifices a crea- = 
ture or land, 

Tainted Specter sc OR ae MG 
Flying, 4&4, Target chooses a card from his hand and 
then either discards it or puts it on top of his library. If it is dis- 
carded, Specter deals 1 damage to each creature and player. Play 
asa sorcery, 2/2 

Takklemaggot fe U See 16,CH 
Give target a -0/-1 counter during controller's upkeep. If creature. = 
fies, controller chooses a new target. If no target, Takklemaggot = 
becomes an enchantment and does 1 damage during upkeep to = 
its last controller. 

Tar Pit Warrior s oC Se VS 
If Warrior is the target of a spell or sie. bury Warrior. 3/4. 

Tendrils of Despair + SOR C ® Wi 
Sacrifice a creature: Target opponent ‘tiscards two cards, fs 

Terror 2 Basic 
jury target creature, Cannot target black or artifact creatures. 

Tethered Skirge SS ous @@ UL 
Flying. Whenever Skirge becomes the target: of a spell or ability, 
lose 1 life, 2/2. 

Thrashing Wumpus SC R See MM 
© Wumpus deals 1 damage to each creature and player. 3/3, 

Thrull Champion sc OR £e FE 
All Thrulls get +1/+-1. @: Take control of target Thrull. When 
Champion leaves your control or play, you lose control of it. 2/2. 

Thrull Retainer FE Sth 
Enchanted’ creature gains +1/+1, Sacrifice; Regenerat 
enchanted creature, 

Thrull Surgeon & oC ae EX 
© @ Sacrifice: Look at target player's hand and choose and dls 
card one of those cards, i as a sorcery. 1/1. 

Thrull Wizard = Be FE 
$64: Counter black spell unless caster pays an additional # 
or. 1/1. 

sTimmerian Fiends §=SC RR + eS HL 
BS Sacrifice: Bury target opponent's artifact and put it | 

Undertaker 
®,@ Discard a card: 

8C 

graveyard to your hand. 1/1. 

C 

more creatures to black until end of turn, 

Do 1 damage to any player and gain 1 life. Cantrip. 

2 \6 

2e IAat 

See fi 
forest into play Tourach’s Chant deals 
does not place a -1/-1 counter on a 

SOO FE 

oe LG.CH 
toughness are switched until end of tum. 

oe UL 
| damage dealt to enchanted creature, = 

= 0: Wall of Putrid Flesh 

Sees 1kAth 
All damage done to Uncle Istvan by creatures is reduced to zero, 1/3. 

MM = 
fetuirn target creature card from your 

ee 

Underworld Dreams EN) sse> Soa LG 
Do 1 damage to opponent for each card he draws, 

Unearth R Coo @ UL 
Choose target creature card in your graveyard-with total casting 
cost 3 of less and put that creature into play. Cycling <», 

Unholy Strength fC 
Enchanted creature gains +2/+1, 

Unmask SOR 

C 

R 

= 

Se 

LUR 4th Sth 

MM 
You may remove a black card in your hand from the game 
instead of paying Unmask's casting cost. Look at target player's 
hand and choose a nonland card, That player discards that card. 

Unnatural Hunger EC 
‘At the beginning of the upkeep of enchanted creature's control 
Hunger deals to that player damage equal to enchanted creature's 

R See NM 

power unless he sacrifices another creature, 
Unnerve SOR C ss @® UZ 

Each of your opponents chooses and discards two cards, 
Unworthy Dead - 2S UZ 

@: Regenerate. 1/1. 
Urborg Justice INS Ro os Be WL 

far this tum, 
Urborg Mindsucker SC 

is ability as a sorcery. 2/2, 
Urhorg Panther st 

Feral Sha 
library for 
were just cast, 2/2. 

Urborg Stalker 
During eac! 

SC 

player, 2/4. 
Vampire Bats 

Flying. @: 
St 

C 

C 

R 

C 

be spent this way per tum, 0/7 
C Vampire Hounds Nt 

Choose ani 
of tum, 2/2, 

ampiric Embrace EC U 

farget opponent buries a number of creatures 
equal to the number of creatures put into graveyard from play so = 

Sacrifice: Target opponent discards a car 

Sacrifice: Destroy target creature blocking 
low, Breathstealer, and Urborg Panther: Search your 
Spirit of the Night and put it into play as though it 

player's upkeep, if that player controls any non-land 
permanents that are not black, Stalker deals 

Give Bats +1/+0 until end of turn, Only <4 may 

discard a creature card: Hounds gets +2/+-2 until end 

ie of she controls 

ee VS 
at random. Play 

Se NG 
anther, Sacrifice 

oe WL 

damage to that 

= L6,4th,5th 

B® EX 

Bee Z 
Enchanted creature gains +2/+2 and flying. Whenever a creature 
successfully dealt damage by enchanted creature this tum is put into. = 
a graveyard, 

‘Vampirie Tutor 

fampirism 

INS R 
put a +1/+-1 counter on enchanted creature. 

neces E2 s 

Pay 2 life: Search your library for any one card, Shuffle ‘yur z 
library, then put that card on top of your library. 

EC oe VS 

Sacrifice a Thrull: Put three counters on target land. Remove a : 
burying Gate when there it has no 

counters. @,Tap enchanted land: All your attacking creatures 

WAME KIND 

control, All other creatures you 
Vebuild C 

Comes into play with one +1/+1 
you may put a-+1/+1 counter 
of blocks, destray it at end of combat. 0/0. 

Veldrane of Sengir = SL 
6: Voldrane gets Forestwalk and -3/-0. 5/5. 

Vendetta INS 

Victimize 
Choose two target creature cards in your graveyard. Sacrifice a 
Creature and put the two chosen 

N Vile Requiem 
During your upkeep, you may put 
fifice: Bury up to X target nonblack creatures, where X is the num- 
ber of counters on Requiem. 

Volrath's Dungeon EN 
Any player may pay 6 life during 
geon, Choose and discard a cart 
his hand and puts that card on top of his library. Play this ability as 
a sorcery, 

Wake of Vultures SC 
Flying. 424 Sacrifice a creatu 

Walking Dead NH 
@ Regenerate Walking Dead. 

Wall of Bone C 
@: Regenerate Wall of Bone. 1/4, 

Wall of Corpses 8c MG 
® Sacrifice Wall: Destroy target creature blocked by Wall: 0/2. 

2 Wall of Distortion SC 
@@ &. Target player discards a card, Play as a sorcery. fe 

U NH 
Protection from white. Damage 
enchanted creatures is reduced 

Wall of Shadows SC 
Damage done to Wall by creatures it blocks is reduced to 0. 
Wall of Shadows may not be targeted by effects targeting only 

My 
Deathgazer, and [block with an 
awakened Opal Acrolith. Before 
the end-of-combat step, | turn 
the Acrolith back into an 
enchantment. What happens? 

The Opal 
destroyed anyway. 

abjlity tracks the 
specific Opal Acrolith perma- 
nent, regardless of whether the 

Deathgazer 

Swampwalk. @: Add 44 to your mana pool, Target oppo- 
nent gains control of Witch Engine, 4/4. 

: Withering Boon INS 
t Pay 3 life: Counter target sumim 
: Withering Wisps EN 

Enchanted creature gets +1/+1 for each other creature you = 

: Yawgmoth's Edict ‘2 
Whenever one of your opponents successfully casts a white spell, 
that player loses 1 life and you gain 1 life. 

@: Do 1 damage to all creatures and players. You cannot spend 
more #8 than the number of snow-covered swamps you contral. 
Destroy if there are no creatures in play at end of turn. 

Bury target nonblack creature. Lose life equal to its toughness, 
SOR 2 WZ 

KIND 

SOR 

GR PR COST SETS 

control get -1/-1, Cantrip. 
2 

counter on it During your upkeep, 
on Vebuild. When Vebuild attacks 

eee HL 

MM 

NAME 

«°Yawgmoth’s Will 

removed from the game. 
Zombie Master SC 

Zombie Mob 
Cee 2 

Zombie Scavengers SC 

Regenerate. 3/1. 

BLUE 
creatures into play tapped. 

RS 
a counter on Requiem, @4Sac- 

EC 
- £22 EX 

his turn to destroy Volrath's Dun- 
: Target player chooses a card in 

Sacrifice a blue permanent: Cou 
Researchers. SC 

C= 8 VS 
we: Regenerate Vultures. 3/1. 
C s- Oe LE} Acid Raia SOR 
Wi. = Destroy all forests in play, 
Uo Be LUR4hSth jal Caravan SC 

C 
were in your hand. 4/3. 

#iber Storm Coe MM iN 

Us @@ 
done to Wall of Putrid Flesh by 
to 0. 2/4. 
C Gee 

Hiber Tide 

st 

SOR 

Air Elemental 
Fiying, 4/4. L6,CH 

All zombies in play gain aaiek and “@: Regenerate.” 2/3, 
St 

U 
Look at target player's hand. Target di 

jiral Keowiedge EN 

SETS 

Ww 

GR PR COST 

Rome BS 
Until end of turn, you may play cards in your graveyard as though 
they were in your hand, Cards put into your graveyard this turn are 

R ee Basic 

= @¢0 MG 
Comes into play with one +1/-+1 counter for each creature in your 
graveyard, Remove all of those cards from the game, 2/0, 

Co @e WL 
Remove the top card in your graveyard from the game: 

See WLoth 
Untap enchanted creature and gain control of it If creature is put 

_ into any graveyard, put mt creature into play under owner's control. 
INS C ¢ 

inter target spell, 
- 6& 

WL 

UZ 
When Researchers comes into play, you may choose an enchant 
creature card in your hand and put it on Researchers. 2/2. 

R 

R 

~~ 68 

one een 

Le 

MM 
Flying. 2 @; Remove the top card of your library from the 
game. Until end of turn, you may play that card as though it 

Us @@ HL.Sth 
Ms i opel ca Aa nay by Sa 

SOR C se 
Discard X creature cards: Return X target creatures to owner's ie 

Us See 

o- @@8G 0k 
ids all non-land cards, 
ee WL 

Basic 

CU: . Look at the top ten cards of your library, then remove 
any number of them from the game and put the rest back on top 
of your library in any order. If 
shuffle your library. 

Ancestral Memories SOR 

attacks with into your hand and the rest into 
Recall 

Target player draws three cards, inate Artfact FA 

with power and toughness equal 
INS 

Counter target artifact or 

Target non-creature artifact also becomes an aitifact creature 

C 
enchantment spell 
8 

Ancestral Knowledge leaves play, 

eee nosh 
Look-at the top seven cards of your library. Put two of those cards 

your graveyard. 
cose @ 

oe 

u 

U ~ LUR AE 

ing its casting cast. 
€ WZ 

+1/+1 counters from Anthrop! 
onit 0/0. 

i Aura C 

Acrolith is 
The 

cannot be targeted by any 

step, During the upkeep of enc! 

Apprentice Wizard = SC 
@e@: Add @ to your 

Comes into play with two +1/+1 counters, <e,@: Remove all 
lasm and put X +1/+1 counters 

Destroy all enchantments on target creature. Enchanted creatu 
ther instants, sorceries or enchantments. 
c 

c oe L6,5 

* Ww 
‘chanted creature does not untap during its controller's untap 

janted creature's controller, that 
player may discard a card at random to untap that creature. 

C 
mana pool. 0/1, 

See Dksth 

: Arcane Denial NS Ct aw Al 
jounter target spell. That spell's caster may draw up to two 

cards at the beginning of the next tun, Cantrip. 
° nacmmmncannie Arcane EN 4 Eire UZ 
walls. Effects like what? Tunnel? Glyph of Delusion?! 0/1. Each player cannot play more than one spell each turn 

Wall of Souls CU te Be SH SCR + Gee UL 
Whenever Wall of Souls is dealt combat damage, it deals an equal ® Draw a card. 1/1. 
amount of damage to target opponent. 0/4. Restoration SR U = See WL 

Wall of Tombstones SC  U oe Le ut target artifact card from your graveyard into play, 

“equals the number of creatures in your graveyard. O/1+*. ‘Ss Ascent N = ¢6@ IA 

Warp Artifact oo BB LURAMSH CU: @, @: Target creature gains flying until end of turn. 

Do 1 damage to target artifact's controller during upkeep. N  S@ UZ 
Wave of Terror « ae Return to your hand: Draw three cards, then discard four cards, 

CU:@. At the end of your upkeep, bury each creature with Flux N Ue ee UL 
casting cost equal to Wave's last paid cumulative upkeep. 2 ach other enchantment gains “During your upkeep, pay & or 

Weakness C co UR4thSth = sacrifice this enchantment. 

Enchanted creature gets -2/-1. 3 Aura Thief 8 - @& uD 

Western Paladin SC se SED Ww: lying. When Aura Thief is put into a graveyard from play, you 

@@.@: Destmy target white creature, 3/3, 3 _ __ gain contol of all enchantments, 2/2. 
> Wicked Reward INS Cos @@ WS: ike sc - &@ WL 

Sacrifice a creature: Target creature gets +4/-+2 until end of tum. lying. Skip your next untap step: Avizoa gets +2/+2 until end 
Will-0’-The-Wisp SC R s & LUR4th = of turn. Use this ability only once each turn. 2/2. 

Flying. : Regenerate Will-O'-The-Wisp. 0/1. Awesome Presence [CD Co @ Al 

Witch Engine = &e W ‘chanted creature can't be blocked unless defending player 
pays an additional <@ for each creature assigned to block it. 

Azimast Brake S C= @@ MG 
U = Qe MG Flying. @: +1/+0 until end of turn. You cannot spend more than 
ian spel. @ iin this way each tum, 1/3. 
U = ew IA Drake SC w- @@  (GCHoth 

Flying. 2/4. 
Back te Basics NN R= @@ W 

Nonbasic lands do not untap during their controllers’ untap steps. 
EC Word of Binding SOR C os= ees DK4th - @ L6.4th 

Tan X creatures, ‘or each point of damage done you take from target creature, 
Word of Command INS - Oe Ww Backfire does 2 point of damage to creature's controller, 

Play any card from opponent's hand using his available lands, Baki's Curse RR See HL 
Worms of the Earth = EN @eee DK 10 2 damage to each creature for each enchantment on that creature, 

lo new land may be put into oli During any upkeep, any Baldavian Conjurer «SC UC OS IA 

player may destroy Worms by sacrificing 2 lands or 6 life. . mn a snow-covered land into a 2/2 creature until end of 
Wretched, The St soe SSS LECH mn. 

After combat, take control of all creatures blocking The ; BaKdwian Shaman SC_ C + aha IA 

play or your control, 2/5, 
Xenic Poltergeist st 

®: Tum target non-creature 
with both power and toughness 

Yawgmoth Demon st 

Skip your draw step. Pay | life: 
i 

Wretched. Lose control of those creatures if Wretched leaves 

its original abilities. This effect lasts until your next upkeep. 1/1. = 

Flying, first strike, During your upkeep, sacrifice one of your = 
x altifacts or Demon taps and does 2 damage to you. 8/6. 5 

ath + *Yawgmoth’s Bargain EN 

yard. 

@: Change the text of a white enchantment you control that 
doesn't have a cumulative upkeep by switching one color word 

eee GMA | with another. That enchantment now has GU: , 1/1, 
artifact into an artifact creature : Balloon Peddler SCoC s @e MM 
qual to its casting cost and with = @ @ Discard a card: Target gains flying until end of tum. 2/2. 

: Barrin, Master Wizard SCR see a UZ ° 
+ @S@ ALCH : — _@Sactifce a permanent; Retun target creature to owner's hand. 

Bay Faleen ‘i id MG 
ee SED UD Flying, Attacking does not cause Bay Falcon to tap. 1/1. 

Draw a card, Bazaarof Wenders EW R = @6@ NG 
Remove all graveyards from the game. Whenever a spell is played, 
counter it if a card with the same name is in play or in any grave- 

FesRuaRy2o00 103 



KIND 

“ff Fighters attacks and is not blocked, look at top card of defenders 
library. You may put that card on the bottom of the library. 1/1. 

Cara Met 

tera | fet 
Put four counters on 
counters. @,Remove a 

Counterspell 
Counter target spell as it 

Cowardice 

Benthic Betemath SC R ~ @@6@ TH | 
Istandwalk. 7/6, Creature Bond 

Benthic Explorers = SC Cs SS Al 
the creature's toughness @U jet tapped land an opponent controls to add one intap target tapp pp cunning 

blue creature you control. 

SC 

EN 

EC 

C 

i 

C 

C 

C 

Cc 

PR 

Whenever a creature becomes the target of a spell or ability, 
return that creature to its owner's hand. 

If target creature goes to the graveyard, deal damage equal to 
to the creature's controller. 

COST KIND oR Pn 

e Counter target spell unless its caster pays an extra &. W/. 

COST KIND CH PR COST 

AOR = Ow 

SETS 

KX Equilirium 
+ Dissipate INS Uo = So@ MG Whenever you successfully cast a creature spell, you may pay @ 

: €@ WZ Counter target spell. Remove that card from the game to return target creature to owner's hand, 
: Dominating Licid SC oR + S€@ EX ; Erosion fb C + @€@@ Dk4th 

- €6 HL © © S Licid becomes a creature enchantment that reads “Gain jestroy target land unless controller pays or pays 1 life 
ef, @: Sacrifice an island for two control of enchanted creature.” Move Dominating Licid onto target during upkeep, 
counter; Place a +0/+1 counter on a creature, You may pay @ to end this effect: 1/1. Errant Minion fe Cs @@ lA 

Donate SOR: R = @@ wo uring target creature's controller's upkeep, Minion deals 2 damage 
© @BasclAMMM Target player gains control of target permanent you control, to him. He may pay @¢ for each damage he wishes to prevent. 

Oouse EN a OE UZ + Ertal, Wizard Adept SLR = @@ 2 
Ste MM 2B®: Counter target red spell, : Counts as a Wizard. <2 @ ag: Dante net spell. 1/1. 

Dratna's Restoration SOR C +> @ AQ} Ertal’s Famitlar sc” Ri vse WL 

@@  LUR4 

Ki £6 

Take as many artifacts as you like from target player's graveyard 
: and place them ontop of his library in any order. 

Orain Power 
Tap opponent's lands for mana and draw all mana in his pool $ 

SOR R 

into yours, 

hasing, If Familiar leaves play, place the 7 i! cards of your 
library into your graveyard. @:; Familiar cannot phase out until 
the beginning of your next upkeep. 2/2. 

Ertal's Meddling INS Ro se eee ™ 
When target spell is successfully cast, put X counters on it X can- 

@@ LUR4ANSH F 

Many of any type that a produes to your mana pool. 2/4. : 
Betrayal Go VS chanted creature gets +3/+3, If enchanted creature attacks or : Byake Hatchling eS Cs Se MM ‘tot be 0. During each upkeep of that spells caster, remove a counter 

Play only on a ae an opponent controls, If enchanted blocks, sacrifice Cunning at end of turn. Flying, @:+1/+-0 until end of turn. Use once each tum. 1/3. from the spell. If the spell has no counters on it, it resolves. 
creature becomes tapped, draw a card. Curfew INS C UZ } Bream Cache SOR C s+ @@ MGIMG : Escaped Shapeshifter SCR -- @@@ ™ 

Binding Braap CU ss @e IASth = Fach player chooses a creature he controls and retums it to owner's Draw three cards. Choose two cards from your hand and put both ‘As long as your opponent controls any creatures with flying, Shapeshifter 
Pay @%@ during upkeep of bury Binding Grasp. Gain control of and. : __ omeither the top or the bottom of your library. ‘gains fying. The same for fist strike, trample and protection from any 
target creature, which gains -+0/+1. Curiasity CU &X } ream Goat EC ~ © 1G} color. 3/4. 

Blizzard Elemental SCR -- @@@ UD enchanted creature damages an opponent, draw a card, During your upkeep you may change enchanted creature's color, ? Exsanee Flare coc @ A 
Fiying. 23°: Untap Blizzard Elemental, 6/5. Cuatoma Depot Ue © MM ? Bream Fighter SC ss Ge MG arget creature gets +2/+0. Put a -O/-1 counter on the 

Blockade Runner SC oC os @e MM : Whenever you play a creature spell, you may pay 4. If you do, Whenever Dream Fighter blocks or is blocked by a creature, Dream creature during each of its controller's upkeeps. 
@ : Runner is unblackable this tum. 2/2. draw a card, then discard card from your hand. + Fighter and that reature phase out. 1/1. Ether Well NS Uses Qe MG 

Blue Elemental Blast (NS Ces @ LUA ; Dance of Many NOR vee @@ DKCHStH | «Dream Halle tN R= @@8 SH ut target ereaute on top of owner's Hbrary. If its red, you may 
Counter a red spell being cast or destroy a red card in play. ut a token creature in play and treat it as a duplicate of target : Instead of paying the casting cost for a spell of any color, its caster choose to put it on the bottom of owner's library instead. 

Boomerang INS Ces  @WPLECHMBBEth creature, If either the token or Dance of Many leaves play, bath may choose and discard a card that shares at least one color with } Evacuation NS Ro @@@ SH 
Return target permanent to owner's hand. are buried. Pay © @ curing upkeep or destroy Dance of Many. that spell If the spell has X in its casting cost, x is 0. : turn all creatures to owners’ hands. 

Bouncing Reeblag = SCC OO UL j Bandan SCC + @@ ANCHEIH | Dream Prowler SC oC s+ @@@ SH } Exhaustion SOR U + @@ Z 
Unblockable if defender player controls an artifact. 2/2. lslandhome. 4/1, a ’ Unblockable as long as no other creatures are attacking. 1/5, Creatures and lands target opponent controls do not untap during 

sBraingeyser SOR R cee Q@@  LUR : Daring Apprentice SCR s+ B@e~S MGS : Gream Tides EN ~ 28e Wi is next untap step. 
Target player must draw X cards. : Sacrifice: Counter target spel. 1/1. = Creatures do not untap during their controllers’ untap step. Each ? Extravagant Spirit SC - @@ MM 

Braingterm -~ ¢ IASthMM i Bark Maze NH - £@ HLGth ; Tongreen creature's controller may pay an additional <@ during Flying. At the beginning of your upkeep, sacrifice Spirit unless 
Draw 3 cards, then put 2 cards on top of your library in any order, : @®: Can attack this tum, At the end of tum, remove Maze from the ; his upkeep to untap that creature, : you pay @ for each card in your hand. 1/1, 

Breath aflreams EN U = @@@ IA game, Maze cannot attack the turn it comes under your control. QreamsaftheDead EN U = @@ At Rade A SOR C = @@ EX 
GU: @. Green creatures require an additional CU: 8. Barting Mertalk SC = oe MM} @@: Put a white or black creature from your graveyard into For each creature, that creature's controller pays <¢ or sactiices a 

Breezekeap Sl oC Se VS ®, Return Merfolk to its owner's hand, 1/1. + play. That creature now has CU: @. If creature leaves play, permanent. 
Fiying, phasing. 4/4. Deep Spawn SS Us $666 fF remove it from the game, False Demise fC -- @@ AMM 

Grine Hag U + @6¢ & Trample. Take top two cards from your library and put them in your $ Drifting ict SC oR - S€@ UZ When enchanted creature is put into a graveyard from play, 
If Brine Hag goes to the graveyard, all creatures that dealt graveyard during upkeep or destroy Spawn, @: Spawn may notbe : Flying. During your upkeep, pay ®%@> or sacrifice Djinn. 6/6. return that creature to play under your control. 
damage to Hag that tum become O/2 permanent, 2/2. .  ; ‘target of spels or effects unt end of tum. Tap Spawn if it was : Brawned S C+ ee K i Fatigue SOR Go @ UD 

Bring Seer su + €¢€ D untapped, Does not untap as normal during your next untap. 6/6. } — @: Regenerates, 1/1, ; farget player skips his next draw step. 
@G,@: Roveal any number of blue cards in your hand, ; Baap Water ON C+ @@ DK : Duptieity Ro» @€@ ™M } fe @® LURAthSth 
Counter target spell unless its controller pays @® for each card ©: All mana-producing lands under your control produce @ When Duplicity comes into play, put the top five cards of your 0 1 damage to controller of enchanted enchantment during a 
revealed. 1/1. ; Until end of turn instead of their usual mana. }hibrary face down on Duplicity. During your upkeep, you may exchange : Field of Dreame EW ose 

Bribery SOR R + @@@ vm : Defleetion WS R coe @@ (ASH BIH all the cards in your hand for. the cards on Duplty. At the end of top card in every library must always be face up. 
Search target opponent's library for a creature card and put that Redirect target spel with one target to a new target of your choice. + your tur, discard a card. Ifyou lose control of Duplicty, put all cards : Fighting Drake Ni ” ee m™ 
card into play under your control, ration EG C - Se , NM ‘on it into owner's graveyard. Flying. 2/4. Rah rah! Sis-boom bah! 

Brewse N U = @@@ Alsth chanted creature doesn't untap during its controller's untap, Elder Spawn SC oR + @@@@ LG : Fishtiver oli FCG + )6«6©@@ | oANGH 
@ ® ©: Look at the top five cards of your library and put one ; Beluglona et MediogrityEN R = @e UL $ Cannot be blocked by red creatures, Sacrifice an istand during Give target creature istandwalk. 
of them into your hand. Remove the rest from the game. : When Delusions comes into play, gain 10 tifa, When Delusions upkeep or bury Elder Spawn and lose 6 life. 6/6. S R == @@ MG6th 

Bubbling Beeblee = SCC SS D leaves ds lose 10 life. { Electric Eel -S Us @ DK Put a creature from your hand into play. Pay the creature's cast- 
Unblockable if defending player controls an enchantment. 3/3. INS Rose @@@  VS6th ‘@@: +2/+0 and Eel does 1 damage to you. 1/1. ing cost reduced by up to $e. If you cannot, bury the creature. 

Buayaney CC oe Se MM whist target spell. If it is an artifact or summon spell, put that : Embarge EN - 3@ MM? Flash Counter NS Ce @@ Le 
You may play Buoyancy any time you could play an instant. : _ Sard into play under your contol as though it were just played. Nonland permanents don't untap during their controller's untan Counter target interupt or instant spell 
Enchant eeture gains ying i r Ss C+ LG steps. At the beginning of your upkeep, you lose 2 lie, Flash Flood NS C+ @ 6, CH 

Capeize INS Cs @ie@ ™ Islandwal ? Enehantment AlterationINS Use @& LGUZ $ Destroy target red permanent or return target mountain to 
Byback Return target permanent to owner's hand. Diminishing @@@ ALG $ Move target enchantment from one permanent to another. owner's = 

atal NS Co ow Ww: Each player shuffles his hand and graveyard into his library. You Energy Field IN R os Ge Wt “ta SS C= € uD 
Draw two cards, then choose and discard a card. remove the-top 10 cards of your library from game, Each player ; Prevent all damage dealt to you from sources you do not contral, _ gling im gains flying as long as it's enchanted, 1/1. 

Cerulean Wyvern SC U o- @@ MG draws up to 7 cards. When a card is put into your graveyard, sacrifice Energy Field. Flee! CR = @® UL 
Flying, ‘protection from green. 3/3. : Diplomatic fseart SC U sé MM Energy i EN U s+ @@AQR4MGtMM pon rm Return Fleeting Image to oars hand. 2/1. 

Chain Stasis NS Ro @ HL © ,® Discard a card: Counter target spell or ability that targets: All artifacts gain “At the beginning of your upkeep, sacrifice this : Flight CO e Basic 

Tap or untap target creature. Its controller may pay 2%? to 
have Chain Stasis tap or untap another target creature, 

Ghambered Nautilus SC U o- @@ MM 
Whenever Nautilus becomes blocked, you may draw a card. 2/2. 

Chamelesn Spirit sou ee MM 
As Spirit enters play, choose a color. Spirit's power and 
toughness are each equal to the number of permanents of the 
chosen color your opponents control. */*. $ 

Gharioma & R e¢e \M 
Whenever enchanted creature deals damage to a creature, you ; 
control that creature as long as Charisma remains in play. ' 

Us @@  TMBth § 
~ Red spells cast an additional 4 to play. 

SCR ss @e WS } 
Skip next tum: Chronaing gets +3/+3 untl end of tum. Use only once 

each tum, 1/2. : 
Clairveyanee INS C ca A: 

Look at target player's hand. Draw a card at beginning of next 
tum. : 

MG 3 Cloak ef tavigibility [ oC = @ 
‘chanted creature gains phasing and can only be blocked by Walls. & ~ 

Bleak of Mists Ee oC  S@ UZ 
chanted creature is unblockable. : 

SC see He LU 
Clone acquires all characteristics, including color, of target 
creature, */*, 

Claud Djfaa sou ee Wl 
lying. Cloud’ Djinn can block only creatures with flying. 5/4. 

tal s oC ee 
ying, Cloud Elemental can block only creatures with flying, 2/3, 

€ U Giowd of Faeries s oC : 
Flying. When Faeries come into play, untap up to two lands, 
Cycling 1/1 

Gloud Spirit SC 2@ § 
. Cloud Spirit can block only creatures with flying. 3/1. 

C Sprite ss MM: 
ing. May only block creatures with flying. 1/1. ; See 

Gaastal Piraey EN -- S66 MM: 
Whenever a creature you contol deals combat damage to an a creature. 1/1, 
opponent, you may draw a card. Diplomatic 

—P oo SE®@ WZ 
You control enchanted permanent. 

Contempt EC sé SH 
If enchanted creature attacks, return that creature and Contempt : 
to owner's hand at end of combat. 28 

Geatiel Magic ECU seme Sew LURA ¢ 

ee WR: 
Gain control of enchanted creature, 

Gopy Artifact EN. IR istaes 
Duplicate target artifact. Treat as an enchantment and an artifact. 
Fighters st ee MG 

104  inoursteamerRse 

ie 

SC 

C 

U 

_ Sas target spell. Draw a card, 
u NS GC 
eit target instant, interrupt, or sorcery spell unless its caster 
pays an additional 2. Draw.a card, 

C 

Enchanted creature cannot be the target of spells or abilities, 
Diplomatic Immunity can't be the target of spells or abilities, 

EC 
~~: Return enchanted creature and Disappear to owners’ hands. 

™ 

Runsing out of munchies for your rampaging Masticare? 
PRENEID MESEOOI soap chr ecpeicery By paying its alternative cost, 
you can get four tasty cards into your hand. 

£6 MM 

Bet UD 

- Oe 

6 WL 

ee U2 

artifact unless you pay @&." 
Ta SOR C 

R 
At beginning of your upkeep, remove all counters from Vortex, Dur- 

ing target opponent's upkeep, he pays for each counter on Vor- 
‘tex, or takes 3 damage, @: Put X counters on Vortex, Use this ability 
only during your upkeep. 

INS 6 
" Tap target creature, land or artifact: Cantrip. 

SC R 
so. Discard a card: Return Fora et hand. 4/4, 

@ARTIFACT @BLACK © BLUE 

ART Artifact 
AC Artifact Creature 
CR Current Rarity 

EA Enchant 
EC Enchant Creature 
EL Enchant Land 

Tap target untapped creature you control. Add colorless mana 
equal to target creature's casting cost to your mana pool. 

EN 

EN Enchantment — 

Target creature naw has flying. 
EN Coser @ OD K4th,Sth 

@@: Tap target non-flying creature. 
Shoreline = =IN R = @® VS 

© @ Retum two islands you control to owner's hand: Retum 
target creature to owner's hand, 
te SC OU ss Se MG 

If Floodgate gains flying, bury it. If it leaves play, it deals to each 
non-blue, non-flying creature 1 damage for each 2 islands you 
have, 0/5, 

" SOR C Ze WL 
Each player chooses and discards any number of cards, then 
draws that many cards, Draw a card. 

ying Mt SC oC s- @ AN 
Fying. 1/1. 
Bank SC Us Ge UZ 
Flying. Bank does not deal or receive combat damage. 0/2. 

Fog Elemental - @@ WLoth 
Flying. If Elemental attacks or blocks, bury it at end of combat. 4/4, 

Forti INS U sees Sea EK 
Buyback—Choose and discard two cards. Counter target spell, 

Feree of Wil INS U sees ae Al 
You may pay one life and remove a blue card in your hand from 
game instead of paying Forcel's cast. Counter target spell. 
Spike INS Co @ L6.5th 

Counter target spell unless its caster spends <. 
Void NS U + @e@ iY 

Counter target spell unless its caster spends . Cantrip. 
NS U = &@ VS 

Name a card. Put top card from target opponent's library into his 
graveyard. If that card is the one named, draw the card. Cantrip. 
esight SR C + S@ Al 
Search your library for any three cards and remove them from 
the game. Cantrip. Great way to clear out those Omithopters, 

Forget SOR R ®® Hohe 
‘arget player discards two cards and then draws two cards, 

» Frantic Seareh INS C © UL 
Draw two cards, then discard two cards. Untap up to three lands. 

sc ou ee 
Flying. Cannot be blocked by blue creatures, @*: Target creature 
is blue until end of turn. 1/3. 

Fern EC Go ses a LB4hSihenTM 
“Target creature neither deals nor receives damage in combat. 

Ghast Ship sou See ksh 
A GSW; Rogenerates, 2/4, 
it Aibatress SC £e HL 
Flying, @®: Bury all creatures that: damaged Albatross this tum. 
Controller of any of those creatures may pay 2 life to prevent that 
creature from being buried. Use only when Albatross dies. 1/1. 

Biant oil SC ss Be ™ 

€ 16,4th 

See MG 

ee 

Soe 

IASth 

EX 

c= COMMON "U-UNCOMMON R-RARE 

GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 
LANLand 
LL Legendary Land 
MS Mana Source 

“SC Summon Creature 
SL Summon Legend 
SOR Sorcery 

EW Enchant World 
INS Instant 



NAME 

Giant Oyster 

Giant Shark 

Giant Tortalse soc @e ANA 
+0/+3 while untapped. 1/1. i 

Gilded Drake SS Rs &@ UZ 

Gilacial Wall sc oU 
0/7. 

Gliding Licid 

Glowing Anemone 

Glyph of Delusion 

KIND CR PR COST SEIS 

@®:; Cannot be the target of spells or abilities until end of tum, 3/3, 
SC U s+ Gee HL 

You may leave Oyster tapped. 4: Target tapped creature 
doesn’t untap as normal as long as Oyster is tapped. During 
upkeep place a-1/-1 counter on creature. If Oyster leaves play, 
all counters are discarded. 0/3. 

S C+ @@ 
Islandhome. When Shark blocks or is blocked by a creature that 
has heen damaged this tum, Shark gets +2/-+0 and trample : 
until end of tum, 4/4, 

Flying. When Drake comes into play, exchange control of Drake for 
target creature one of your opponents controls. 3/3. 

ee ASth oth 

SH sou ae 
©, @: Gliding Licid loses this ability and becomes a creature 
enchantment that reads “Enchanted creature gains flying” instead 
of a creature. Move Gliding Licid onto target creature, You may pay 
© to end this effect. 2/2. 

cS Us @@ MM 
When Anemone comes into play, you may return target land to 
its owner's hand. 1/3, 

NS C + @ LG 
Put X counters on target creature-blocked by a wall, where X is 
the power of the creature, Creature does not untap as normal 
while it has any counters on it. Remove a counter during its 
controller's upkeep. 

Great Whale SR oe Se WZ 
When Whale is successfully cast, untap up to seven lands. 6/5. 

Gush INS Cs @@ MM 

Hakim, Loreweaver 

You may return two islands to their owner's hand instead of 
paying Gush's mana cost. Draw two cards, 

SL OR = @@@ MG 
Flying, @ @: Put target creature enchantment from your grave- 
yard on Hakim. Use only during your upkeep and only if there are 
no enchantments on Hakim, @°@,@®: Destroy all enchantments 
on Hakim. 2/4. 

Hammerhead Shark SC C + @@ bY 
Cannot attack unless defending player controls any istands, 2/3. 

Harmattan Efreet SC OU s+ @@@ MoO 
ing. &@S: Target creature gains flying until end of tun. 2/2, 

Hermetic Study C OC te ewe IZ 
nchanted creature gains “@: Deal 1 damage to target creature 

or player.” 
Hesitation N U ss @@ § 

Hibernation NSU 

High 

High Tide 

Homarid 

Homarid Shaman SR ws OSS 
®: Tap target green creature. 2/1, 

Homarid Spawning BedEN Us @@ FE 

Homarid Warrior 

if any spell is played, counter that spell and sacrifice Hesitation, 
oon ry 

fetum all green permanents to owners’ hands. 
Seas Nh Us @@ 

Red and green creature spells cost more to play. 
NS Cs @ 

MM 

All islands produce an additional @* until end of turn. 
SoC + ee Fi 

ut a counter on Homarid when it-comes into play and dur 
upkeep, Homarid gets -1/-1 if it has 1 counter and +1/-+1 If 
as 3 counters. Remove all counters when there are fou 

counters on Homarid, 2/2, 

ry 

creatures, in play, where 
; Sacrifice a blue creature to put X Camarids, 1/1 blu 

X is the cost of the sacrificed creature, 
so C Se FESth 

©: Cannot be the target of spells or effects until end of turn. 
Tap aver It does not untap as normal next turn, 3/3. 

DK : 

$ Invoke Prejudice 

3 Jolt 

NAME KIND CR PR. COST 

Counter target spell that targets a creature, 
Intruder Alarm EN OR SH 

Creatures do not untap during their controllers’ untap steps. When- 
ever any creature comes into play, untap all creatures, 

Intuition INS R sess Qe ™ 
Search your library for any three cards and reveal them to targ 
opponent. He chooses one. Put that card into your hand and the rest 
into your graveyard, 

Invisibility ec 6 e@ LU 

LG 

Baby 

Target creature may only be blocked by walls. 
BN OR eece 

Counter an opponent's summon’ spell of a color different from 

the cost of the spell. 
Iridescent Drake SU - @& UD 

Iridescent Drake, 2/2. 
Island Fish Jasconius SCR SeCG NR 

upkeep to untap. 6/8. 
Jinx INS 6 HL oe 

tum. Cantrip. 
INS Cos @@ 

jap or untap target artifact, creature or land. Cantrip. 
dump NS C + @ 

farget creature has flying until end of turn. 
Juxtapose SOR R os 

ture and exchange control of them, then do the same for artifacts. 
Karn’s Touch INS R ee 

farget noncreature artifact becomes an artifact creature with 
power and toughness equal to its converted cost until end of turn. 

Keeper ofthe Mind SC Us @@ EX 
‘®®: Draw a card. Play this ability only if target opponent has 
at least two more cards in hand than you, 1/2, . 

Killer Whale SoU ss @G@ 
®: Killer Whale gains flying until end of turn. 3/5. 

King Grab Ss U = €e¢ U 

Kingfisher ee 
lying. When Kingfisher is put into a graveyard from play, draw a 

card. 2/2, 
Knight ofthe Mists SC oC += @@ VS 

lanking, When Knight comes into play, pay “@ or bury target 
Knight. 2/2. 

Krevikan Sorcerer SC Css OG IAS 
@: Discard a card from your hant 
iscarded a black card, draw two 
iscarding the other. 1/1. 

ukemssa Pirates == SCR - $© MG 

tum and gain control of target artifact 
2/2. 

Kukemssa Serpent SC C = @@ Ml 

trols is an istand until end of turn, 4/3. 
Labyrinth Minotaur «SC Css @@ HLA 

furing their controller's next untap step. 1/4, 
Equilibrium EN R ss @@@ 16 Land 

sacrifice @ land for each new one he puts into play. 
Lat-Nam’s Legacy INS 6 ee A 

Choose a card from your hand and shuffle that card into your 

Launch ee 

INS C + Ge MM: nehanted creature gains flying. When Launch is put into a grave~ 

Return target artifact, enchantment of land to its owner's hand. yard from play, return Launch to owner's hand 

Horned Turtle SC C s+ @a@ = TMB : Leap INS - € SH 

VA. farget creature gains flying until end of turn. Draw a card. 

Horseshoe Crab S Cs @@ UZ} Legacy's Allure EN 66 ™ 

@®: Untap Horseshoe Crab. 1/3. juring your upkeep, you may put a counter on Allure. Sacrifice: Gain 

ecHurkyl’s Recall INS oR control of target creature with power no greater than the number 

Return all artifacts controlled by targe , of counters on Allure, 
t INS C see @& IASth = Legerdemain SOR —- 266 TM 

Counter a spell being cast or destroy a red permanent if itis red Permanently exchange control of target artifact or creature oppo- 

EN U s+ ai lA ent controls for control of target permanent of the same type. 

Put X counters on Iceberg when it comes into play. @e: Put a 
counter on Iceberg, 8: Remove a counter to add 1 to your pool, 
Prison NOR ee IA 
Place target creature out of play. During your upkeep, destroy ley 
Prison. Any player may pay @% to prevent this, 

Wings C C s- @€ UD 
Enchanted creature gains flying. Sacrifice: Draw a card 

Fores S C+ &e@ IA 
Fiying. CU: @. 4/4, 

Presence SCR = G6 IA 
CU: @. During your upkeap, Illusionary Presence gets the 
fandwalk ability of your choice until next tun, 2/2. 

Terrain = EN OU 6 IA 
CU: @. All basic lands of one type are changed to basic lands 
of a different type of your cholce. 

jenary Wall SoC + @e IA 
Aying, first strike. CU: @. 7/4. 

etGrandewr EN Rs IA 
CU: @. Gain 20 life when Illusions of Grandeur comes into play. 
If Illusions of Grandeur leaves play, you must sacrifice 20 life, 

ks > UZ 
During your upkeep, if you have a card in hand, retum Pet to your 
hand, 4/4. 

INS Css a VS 
Look at the top four cards of your library, Put one of them into 
your hand and the rest on the bottom of your library. 

su eee MM 
~ Flying, When Djinn comes into play, each other payer may draw 

hn 

tatervene 

up to three cards, 4/4. 
the EyeetChaes EW R > @® 1G 
Counter all instants and interrupts unless caster pays an extra 
@, where X is the cost of fe spell being cast. 

IN i IA 
Untap target artifact, creature or land, Cantrip. 

EN U so @&@ = TMGth 
Whenever opponent successfully casts a green spell, draw a card. 
ati INS C c= Ge VS.6th 

‘Target player draws two cards 
: NS Uo ss @@ TM 

Counter target abiity requiring an activation cost Abiities ofthat permanent 
Sak al gel vera - 

INS CG os UL 

Leviathan 
rample. Comes into play tape 

must sacrifice two islands during upkeep to untap Leviathan. In 
order to attack, you must sacrifice two islands, 10/10. 

st + Seeeelktnh 
|. Does not untap as normal. You 

one of your creatures unless he pays an extra, where X Is : 

Flying. When Iridescent Drake comes into play, return target : 
enchant creature card from a graveyard to play enchanting : 

lslandhome, Does not untap as normal Pay @@@ during : 

arget land becomes a basic land of your choice until end of = 

we 

LURA 

@@lgcnsingth | 
Caster and target player each choose their highest-casting-cost crea- 

MM: 

Xi 

©. Put target green creature on top of owners library. st : 
so ot 

and draw a card. If you} 
cards, keeping one and H 

If Pirates are not blocked, you may have them do no damage this : 
ie defending player controls. : 

Islandhome. Sacrifice an island: Target land an opponent con- = 

Creatures blocked by Labyrinth Minotaur do not untap as normal H 

If opponent has at least as much land in play as you, he must : 

brary to draw twa cards at beginning of the next turn's upkeep. 
EC : 

} Mask of the Mimic 

NAME KIND CR PR COST SEIS 

Search your library for any number of lands and remove them from 
the game. 

INS R Se LURE Mana Short 
All opponent's lands are tapped; opponent's mana pool is 
emptied. Opponent is not damaged by unspent mana, 

Mana Vortex N R + Gee OK 
Sacrifice a land when casting Vortex. All players must sacrifice a 
land during their upkeep. Vortex is destroyed when there are no 
lands in play. 

Manta Ray so GC + @€@ WL 
|standhome. Cannot be blocked except by blue creatures, 3/3, 

Manta Riders SG Gs T 
®: Manta Riders gains flying until end of turn. 1/1. 

: Marjhan SR = See HL 
Islandhome. Does not untap as normal. @ %': Sacrifice a = 
creature to untap Marjhan. Use only during your upkeep. @ @): 
-1/-0 until end of turn. Do 1 damage to target attacking creature 
without flying. 8/8. 

NSU e SH 
Sacrifice a creature: Search your library for any copy of target crea~ 
ture card and put it into play. Shuffle your library afterwards. 

: Maweor SC OR ss Gee ™ 
Flying. 3: Mawoor deals 1 damage to any target. 3/3, 

Meddle INS Use Qe MG 

STUMPERS 

Target spell, which targets a single creature, targets another crea~ 
ture of your choice instead, The new target must be legal, 

| Meditate R = @€ TM 
2 Skip your next tum: Draw four cards. 
: Memory Lapse INS GC => @S@HLMG.Sth6th 

Counter target spell, Put that spell on top of its owner's library, 
Mentat Discipline NN Cos @6@ UD 

4 ®, Choose and discard a card from your hand: Draw a card, 
: Merchant Scroll SOR Coss Ge HL 

Search your library for a blue instant or interrupt and add it to 
your hand. 

Merchant Ship oR oo AN 
ty Islandhome, Gain two life if Ship attacks and is not blocked. 0/2. 
: Merfolk Assassin SC U ce ee OK 

@: Destroy target creature that has islandwalk. 1/2. 
Merislk Loster St. ¢ Se 

®: Draw a card, then choose and discard a card, 1/1, 
Merfolk of Pearl TridentSC 0 + © 

1/1, Four out of five Eugene T. Dudley's recommend them. 

EX 

Basic 

Merfolk Raiders Ss C= @e MG 
Phasing, istandwalk. 2/3. 

Merfalk Seer Ss 6 &e MG 
82 ®: Draw a card, Use this ability only when Merfolk Seer is 
put into the graveyard from play and only once. 2/2. 

Merfolk Traders SS C+ #8 
When Traders come into play, draw a card, then discard a card. 1/2. 

WL 

NAME KIND CR PR COST ah 

‘®: Counter any spell that targets Mistfolk. 1/2. 
Mnemonic Sliver SoU ss Qe ™ 

Each Sliver gains “Sacrifice this creature: Draw a card.” 2/2. 
$ Morphling COR. se BOS UZ 
: ®: Untap Morphing. @: Flying until end of turn. ‘@*: Cannot be 
+ the target of spells or abilities until end of tum, 4: +1/-1 until 
$end of tun. 8: -1/+1 until end of turn. 3/3, 
+ Musician SC oR ee IA 
CU: 48>: Puta counter on target creature. During its controller's 
+ Upkeep, he pays #8 per counter or the creature is destroyed. 1/1. 
: Mystic Decree EW OR = @@@ HL 
: All creatures lose flying and istandwalk. 
1 Mystic Might EL - € IA 

CU: @@%@. Tap this land: Target creature gains +2/+-2 until end 
of tum. 

+ Mystic Remora N Ce @ IA 
CU: @. You may draw a card whenever target opponent 
successfully casts a non-creature spell, Opponent may pay < 
to counter this effect. 

3 Mystic Veil fe C ee VS 
You may play Veil as an instant; if you do, bury it at end of turn, 

+ __ Enchanted creature cannot be the target of spells or effects 
: Mystical Tutor INS Uo see @ MG.6th 

Search your library for an instant, interrupt, mana source, or sor- 

Can | respond to the sec- 
ond ability of Black Market? 

No. Because the second 
ability of Black Market produces 
mana, it is a mana ability. There- 
fare, it follows the same rules 
for all mana abilities; it resolves 
immediately and does not use 
the stack. 

cery and reveal that card to all players. Put the card back on top 
of your library, 

jarwhal sc - S86 HL 
First strike, Protection from red. 2/2. 

loble Benefactor SC - 6 WL 
If Benefactor is put into any graveyard from play, each player 
may search his library for one card and put it into his hand, 2/2. 

ath of Scholars —N oe OS XK 
During each player's upkeep, if that player has fewer cards in hand 
‘than target opponent, the player may discard his hand and draw three 
cards, 

Id Mian of the Sea SC Oe AN 
@: Gain control of creature with power no greater than Old 
Man's power. You may choose not to untap Old Man. You lose 
control of target creature if Old Man becomes untapped or if its 
power becomes greater than the Old Man's power. 2/3, 

phidian sC oe BS WL 
© Draw a card, Ophidian deals no combat damage this turn, 
Use only if Ophidian is attacking and only once each turn. 1/3. 

pportunity INSU eee UL 
Target player draws four cards. Bah. Poor man’s Ancestral, 

jpposition EN oo SEs UD 
Tap an untapped creature you control: Tap target artifact, 
creature, or land, 

wertaker SCR sss B@ 
® © © Discard a card: Untap target creature and gain control 

MM 

Levitation AN Ui Gee UL : Merseine fc C = @@e FE of it until end of turn. It gains haste until end of turn. 1/1, 

All creatures you contral gain flying. : Put 3 net counters on Merseine when it is cast. Target creature does > Qvinomancer sou = @€ VS 

Library of Lat-Nam = SOR  @@ Al6th = not untap as normal if any counters remain. Creature's controller : © When Ovinomancer comes into play, return three basic lands you 

Opponent chooses: You draw three cards at the beginning of the : May pay casting cost of target creature to remove a counter, 3 control to owner's hand or bury Ovinomancer, >, Return 

next turn's upkeep or you search your library for a card. 3 Mesmeric Trance N Rs @6@ ‘A = Ovinomancer to owner's hand: Bury target creature and put a 

—N seo @® LURAGtH = CU: @®. @: Discard a card from your hand to draw a card = Sheep token into play under the control of the creature's 
Gain 1 life whenever target opponent taps a forest. 3 Metathran Elite SC oU «See UD + controller. Treat this token as a 0/1 green creature. 0/1, 

Lilting Refrale NN U se Ge WZ: Metathran Elite is unblockable as long as it's enchanted. 2/3. = Palinchren SCR s See UL 

During your upkeep, put a counter on Reffain, Sacrifice: Counter : Metathran Soldier SC GC s+ ee UD “: Flying. When Palinchron comes into play, untap up to seven 

target spell unless its caster pays an additional X, where X is the :  Metathran Soldier is unblockable, 1/1. 2 lends, ade: Return Palinchron to owner's hand, 4/5, 
number of counters on Refrain, ¢ Mind Bend INS Use @ MG } Paradigm Shift SOR R s+ Ge WE 

ing Mirage EL ~~ £@ UZ = Change the text of target permanent by replacing all instances of |: — Remove all cards in your library from the game. Shuffle your 
Enchanted land is an istand. Cycling 2. one calor word or basic land type with another. : ‘graveyard into your library, 

Lord of Atlantis SR = €@ Basic : Mind Bomb SOR U s= @  — Dk4th5th : Part Water SOR U s+ Sew LG 
All Merfolk in play gain islandwalk and +1/+1, 2/2 Do 3 damage to each player, Players may discard up to 3 cards. = Give X target creatures istandwalk until end of turn. 

Hack INS s @  LURAthoth Each discarded card prevents 1 damage from to that player. ? Pendrell Brake SCG tt ee UZ 

Change the text of a card being played or in play hy switching : Mind Games INS - © SH: lying. Cycling @e. 2/3. 
one basic land type with another. Buyback @ @. Tap target artifact, creature, or land. 2 Pendrell ux FC -— £6 UZ 

Magus ef the Unseen SC - OF \ASth : Mind Harness Ec U MG : ‘chanted creature gains “During your upkeep, pay this creature's 

© ,S: Untap one of opponent's artifacts and gain control of 
it until end of tur. If it is an artifact creature, it has haste. 
Artifact returns to its owner tapped at end of turn. 1/1. 

Mahamati Difsa St se SSS LURA 
Flying. 5/6. 

Man-o'-War SC Cotes Be VS 
When Man-o-War comes into play, retum target creature to owner's 
hand, 2/2. : 

Mana Breach EN U ee X 
When any player plays a spell, that player returns a land he con- 
trols to his hand. 

Mana Chains EC s+ @ WL 
Enchanted creature gains “Cumulative upkeep: @.” 

Mang Drain INS see OF Le 
Counter target spell. At the beginning of your next main phase, 
add to your poo! colorless mana equal to casting cost of spell. 

Mana Leak INS Co sees Ge SH 
Counter target spell unless its caster pays an additional @. 
Severance SOR Ro e ™ 

CU @. Gain control of target red or green creature, 
Mind Qver Matter EN R ss- @@@@@ EX 

Discard a card: Tap or untap target artifact, creature, or land. 
i NH ot EX 

Flying. If Mirozel is the target of any spell or ability, return’ Mirozel 
__ to owner's hand. 2/3. 

Miscaleulation INS GC oss @@ UL 
Counter target spell unless its caster pays an additional @. 
Cycling @. 

Misdirection INS Ro o= @@@ MM 
You may remove a blue card in your hand from the game 
instead of paying Misdirection’s cost. Target spell with a single 
target targets another target instead. 

Misstep SOR C Se MM 
Creatures target player controls don’t untap during that player's 
next untap step. 

Mist Drager SR ss See MG 
@: Flying. @: Loses Aying. @ @: Phase out 4/4. 

Mistielk S C= e@ IA 

: casting cost or sacrifice it.” 
> Pendrell Mists EN R ss @@ WL 
i Each creature gains “During your upkeep, pay @* or bury this 
creature.” 
: Peregrine Drake SC U ss Sie UZ 

Flying. When Drake comes into play, untap up to five lands, 2/3, 
: Phantasmal Forces «SC Us | @@ LURAthoth 

Flying. Pay @ during upkeep or Forces Is destroyed. 4/1. 
Phantasmal Mount SC - o@ IA 

Flying. &: Target creature you control, which has toughiness less 
than 3, gains flying and gets +1/+1 until end of turn, If either 
creature leaves play before end of turn, bury the other. 1/1. 

Phantasmal Sphere SCC 
Flying. At the beginning of your upkeep, put a+1/+1 counter on 
Sphere. During your upkeep, pay %¢ for each counter or bury 
Sphere. If Sphere leaves play, put an Orb token into play under 
opponent's control; Treat token as a */* blue flying creature, 
where * is the number counters on Sphere, 0/1. 

: Phantasmal Terrain fl. C  @@ 

- 86 

Basic 

FesRuaRy2o00 105 



HAME WIND CH PR COST 

um enchanted land into a basic land of your choice. 
Use BG LUR Ath Sth 

i sc ou See Wath 
Phantom Warrior is unblockable, 2/2. 

Phaatem Wings EC oo Be WL 
Achanted creature gains flying. Sacrifice Wings: Retur 

enchanted creature to owner's hand. : 
Pirate Ship SC OR sss @® LURASth 

Islandhome. @; Do 1 damage to any target. 4/3, 
Kraken SH  S€@6 iA 

Trample. CU: Sacrifice a land. Comes into play tapped. 11/11. 
Political Trickery SOR ee MG 

Exchange control of one HH your 
R 

SETS 

lands for one of opponent's, 
© MG 

jury target creature. fts controller reveals cards from top of his library = 
Until a creature card is revealed, then puts the creature into play under = 
is control as if it were just played. The player shuffles all othe 

Tevealed cards into library. 
Part inspector SC ee MM 

Whenever Inspector becomes blocked, you may look at 
defending player's hand, 1/2, 

Pertent SOR C * IASth 
Look at the top 3 cards of target player's library, Either shuffl 
at library or put the cards back on top in any order. Cantrip, 
Artifact fA U = €¢& AQ 

‘educe the activation cost of a target artifact by <@, min. <. 
Leak EC + ee LURAth 

‘nchantment's controller must pay @ during upkeep or Power 
pak does 1 damage to him for each unpaid mana. 
Sink NSU © SO Base AMG TMU 

Counter target spell unless its caster spends &. Spell's caste 
Thust spend all mana from lands and mana pool until X is met, 

Power Taint C= $¢€ WZ 
uring the upkeep of enchanted enchantment's controller, that 

player pays $* or losas 2 life: Cycling @. : 
it NR ss Ge TM = 

luring your upkeep, lock at the top card of target opponent's library, = 
You may then put that card on the battom of his library. : 

Prismatic Lace MG : INS oR ® 
‘arget permanent becomes the color(s) of your choice, 

Private Research C 
At the beginning of your upkeep, you may put a counter on = 
‘esearch, When enchanted creature is put into graveyard, draw 

a card for each counter, : 
Sorcerer & ¢ 

the rest on top 
Raven Familiar scoU ee 

Flying; echo. When Familiar comes into play, look at the top = 3 
three cards of your library. Put one of them into your hand and’ = 
the rest on the bottom of your library in any order. 1/2. i 

Ray of Command INS C @® IAMGS = 
Untap target creature controlled by opponent and take control a 
it until end of tun. Creature has haste this turn, 

Ray of Erasure INS C+ @ IA: 
Target player puts the inca library in his graveyard, Cantrip, = 

Rayne, Academy Chancellor Row Oe uD: 
Whenever you or a ati ‘you control is the target of 2 spell = 
or ability controlled by one of your opponents, you may draw a : 
card, and if Rayne is enchanted, you may draw another card. 1/1. : 

Reality Ripple INS Cos gw MG : 
Target artifact, creature, or land phases out. S. : 

RealityTwist - EN R » 6¢@ IA: 
CU: 4%@ @, Instead of their normal mana, plains produce : 
swamps produce @®, mountains produce 9, and forests : 
produce . 

WSU oe SH Rebound 

MAGIC FACT 

106 inovesreamerse 

Basic : Robe af 

Saprazzan Heir 

= Saprazzan Legate sc ou 

School of Piranha 

NAME KRG CR PR COST SETS 

choice instead. 
INS - @©@ UL 

tum all artifacts to owners’ hands, Cycling 
; ohecall SOR cove SRO GLGCHSHION 

iscard X cards-to bring X cards from your graveyard into your 
jand, then remove Recall from game, 

Recantation EN OR See UZ 
uring your upkeep, you may put a counter on Recantation. ®,Sac- 

Tifice; Return up to X target permanents to owner's hand, where X 
is the number of counters on Recantation, 

SOR -~ @ AQR 
ring an artifact from your graveyard into your hand. 
Pirates NY - €@6 tLoth 
Reef Pirates damage an opponent, opponent takes the top card 

rom his library and puts it in his graveyard, 2/2. 
Reins af Pewer INS Bee SH 

You and target opponent each untap and gain control of all crea- 
tures the other controls until end of tum. Exchanged creatures have 
jaste this turn, 

SOR eee Wie 
Return target instant, interrupt or sorcery from your graveyard to 
your hand. 

fe Bind EA 2@ LG4th 
lay on one of your opponent's artifacts, When target artifact is 

tapped, you may do 1 damage or give 1 life to any player. 
Seul NS o - QS LOCH Sth 

Counter target summon spell. 
NS - 666 UZ 

‘etumn target permanent to owner's hand, Cycling @e. 
NSC CJ 

Return target permanent you control to its owner's hand, 
t l= €® LG 
Untap all your lands. May only be played during opponent's turn. 

Reveka, Wizard Savant SL oR + @@@ 
®: Do 2 damage to any target Reveka does not untap next 
turn, 0/1, 

Reverberation NS - G66 L6 
Redirect all damage done by target sorcery to its caster. 
i NS o 260 WZ 
Counter target spell. Untap up to four lands, 

NS 2 OK 
Tap all blue creatures, 

Rishatan Airship NY -~ @e MM 
Fying. Airship may block ay creatures with flying, 3/1, 

Brigand - £6 MM 
Flying, When Brigand ine into play, each opponent sacrifices 
a permanent unless he pays 
creatures with flying. 3/2. 

Rishadan Cutperse = SCC ee MM 
When Cutpurse comes into play, each opponent sacrifices a 
permanent unless he pays @. 1/1. 

Feotpad SC ~ © MM 
When Footpad comes into play, each opponent sacrifices a 
permanent unless he pays @, 2/2, 

River Merfotk St 6é FE 
until end of turn. 2/1. ®: Merfolk gain mountainwalk 

Mirrors EC 

enchantment cards in all graveyards from the game. When Bailiff 
leaves play, return all artifact and enchantment cards from all 
graveyards to 

®: Put the 
card is a land, 

‘© 2 
®: Deals 1 damage to target creature or be 1. : Enchanted creature cannot be the target of spells or abilities. 

Propagands EN oo OE : Diver Ss Us © 
ach tum, each creature cannot attack unless its controller pays = ee Return target artifact from your graveyard to your 

an additional &@ for that creature. : and. 
Prosperity SOR o- @@ \Sot) : Reotwater Hunter Ss Cs oe ™M 

ach player draws @& cards, : ®: Deals 1 damage to target creature or player, 1/1. ; 
Psionic Blast INS — 2 LU ¢ Restwater Matriarch SC - @66 T™ : 

0 4 damage to any target and 2 damage to you, 2 ®: Gain control of target creature as long as that creature has any 
Psionic Entit SC R « @e (64th enchantments on it. 2/3, 

®: Do 2 damage to any target and 3 damage to itself. 2/2. = ae bse ' a Ae of a EK 
Psychic Allergy N R= @o@ DK : : Look af the top card o player's library, 1/1. 

Choose a color when cast. Do 1 damage for oe card of this $ saris bore a We on re 
color an opponent controls during his upkeep. Sacrifice two = ‘Ou may play creature enchantmer 3 i 
Islands during your upkeep or destay Payee Allergy. : Sage af LatNam eG OS ee AQ: 

Psychic Purge SOR C ® § @ Sacrifice an artifact: Draw a card. 1/1. : 
Do 1 damage to any target. If ita causes you to discard = - &¢ WLoth = 
Psychic Purge, opponent loses 6 life, i Flying. When Sage Owl comes into play, look at the top four : 

Psychic Transfer SOR R == @e MGéth = _ cards of your library and put them back in any order, 1/1. ; 
Compare your life total with target player. Ifthe difference is § or less. SoU Se WM = 
and you have at least 1 Ife, exchange life totals with that player, = @: Target creature gains flying until end of turn. Any player 

Psychic Venem L C= Se Basic = may use this ability, 3/3. 3 
Do 2 damage to target land's controller whenevey the land is tapped, = Squid SCR os ee MM 

Psyshic Vertex N Ro = @e@ WL: Islandwalk, You may choose not to untap Squid during your = 
CU: Draw a card, At the end of each of your turns, sacrifice a = untap step, @: Tap target creature. That creature does not = 
land and discard your hand, : untap as long as Squid remains tapped. 2/2. : 

Puppet Master Co U = @@@ LGCH: Crecodile SC Cos Ge MG: 
If creature goes to the graveyard, return it to its owner's hand : Phasing. 6/5. : 
amd you may pay “@'@'@ to retum Master to its owner's hand. = Merfalk co. @ UL: 

luash NS Uo see See UD : Cycling &. iy Exactly when wouldn't you cycle this card? =: 
Counter target instant or sorcery spell, Search its controller's : SC cy ‘€ UZ ; 
graveyard, hand, and library for all copies of that card and : Cycling @. 4 3 
remove them from the game, i INS Cs @ MG = 

Rainhew Efreet SC R ss Qe VS 3 Choose one—Target player draws a card at the beginning of the next : 
Flying. °°: Rainbow Efreet phases out. 3/1. 3 tumn’s upkeep; or target creature an opponent controls phases out; > 

Ransack SR U = @@® SH : or target creature gains flying until end of turn. : 
Look at the top five cards of target player's library, Put any num-: Saprazzan Bailiff SS R= @@@ MM: 
ber of thase cards on the bottom of that library in any order and: © When Bailiff comes into play, remove all artifact and 2 

their owners’ hands, 2/2. 
sou ee MM 

top card of your library into your graveyard. If that 
Breaker is unblockable this turn. 3/3. 

sc oR ee MM 
Whenever Heir becomes blocked, you may draw three cards, 1/1. 

M 
Flying. If an opponent controls a mountain and you control an 
island, you may play Legate without paying its mana cost, 1/3. 

SC Coe we ~ MM 
When Outrigger attacks or blocks, put it on top of its owner's 
library at end of combat. 6/5. 

Saprazzan Raider SoC Ge MM 
When Raider becomes blocked, return it to its owner's hand, 1/2. 

Scent of Brine INS Cos a uD 
Reveal any number of blue cards in your hand, Counter target spell 
unless its controller pays “° for each card revealed this way. 

SC C+ $@ iat 
During your upkeep, pay “%° or sacrifice Piranha. 3/3. 

ART Artifact 

farget spell, which targets a single player, targets a player of your 

@. Brigand may block only = 

NAME KND GR PR COST Say 

Scrivener SC Use See K 
When Scrivener comes into play, you may return target instant of 
interrupt card from your graveyard to your hand, 2/2, 

SeaXing’sBessing NS Uo + © LG 
Change color of any number of creatures to blue until end of tum. 
fMenster SS C = @€@ Moth 
Cannot attack unless defending player controls any islands. 6/6. 

st = €@ MG 
®: Add & to your sat ha Add @ to your pool. 1/1. 

Sea Serpent C + @@ LURAHS > Snow 
Islandhame, 5/6, 

SS Us #@ TASt 
&: +1/40 until end of turn. 2/3, 

‘Sea Sprite SC -- @@ — HLith 
Flying. Protection from red. 1/1. 

Sea Troll S U+ @€ Hl 
@: Regenerate. Use this ability 
was blocked by or in which Troll blocked a blue creature. 2/1, 
i st ee FESth 
Islandhome. @: Gain control 

or becomes untapped. You may leave Seasinger tapped. 0/1. 
Chance EN = 2@ 

During your upkeep, if you have 6 life or less, sacrifice Second = 
Chance and take an extra turn after this one. 

sou GLE Ah thy 
\standwalk, 3/3. 

Serendib Djina Nt See AN 
Flying. Sacrifice one of your lands during upkeep. Take 3 
damage if the destroyed land is an island, 5/6, 

Efreet SCR sso es ANR 
Flying. Does 1 damage to you during upkeep, 3/4, 

only during a tum in which Troll + 

of target creature if its controller : 
controls an island, You lose control if Seasinger leaves your control. ? 

Sleight of Mind 

KILLER COMBOS 

RAME KIND CR PR GOST SEIS 

INSU @ LURAIA StH 
Change the text of a card being played or in play by switching 
one color word with another, 
Motes f ¢ ee UL 
During the upkeep of enchanted creature's controller, that player 
pays & or sacrifices that creature. When Slow Motion is put 
into 2 graveyard from play, return Slow Motion to owner's hand. 

IWS C s+ age UL 
Return target creature to owner's hand. Untap up to two lands, 
beel CC @e "A 

Target creature gains flying, As long as you control any snow- 
covered lands, that creature also gains first strike when blocking. 

C+ @@ A 
CU: @. Islands may produce an additional @ when tapped for 
mana. Snow-covered islands may produce either an additional 
@® or ® when tapped for mana. This mana is usable only 
for cumulative upkeep. 

C- $@ MG 
You may choose to play Soar as an instant; if you do, bury it at the 
end of tum, Enchanted creature gets +-0/+1 and gains flying. 
fi Heretic Ss C+ Se Al 

#®, &: Prevent up to two damage to any creature. Target 
opponent may draw a card. 2/2. 

i@echinist SC Ul e® IA 
®: Add & to pool. Use only for artifact activation casts, 1/1, 

A Sage SC Se Aleth 
@Scciifice 2 lands: Draw 3 cards, Discard one of those cards. 1/1. 

st OR 2Oe UZ 
Flying. Whenever Somnophore deals damage to a player, tap tar- 
get creature he controls. That creature does not untap during its 
controller's untap step as long as Somnophore is'in play. 2/2. 

a EN — € MM 

MAGIC DATA 
@ ARTIFACT @BLACK © BLUE 

AC Artifact Creature 
CR Current Rarity 

« 
Target creature gains shadow until end of turn. Draw a card. 

Guilkimage SC Cos @ 
%,S: Target creature gets first strike. es: Target creature 
gets +1/+0, 

‘ N R se Soe 
‘When you play Shimmer, pick a land type. Those lands gain phasing, 

immering Efreet §=SC UU + Ge VS 
Flying, phasing. When Efreet phases in, target creature phases = 
out. 2/2. 

Shimmering Wings FC Co @® TM 
Enchanted creature gains flying. €*: Retum Wings to owner's hand. 

Shew and Tell SOR Ro sss 
Each player may choose an artifact, creature, enchantment, ar land = 
card in his hand and put that permanent into play. 

ieking Drake Ni «° VS 
Flying. When Shrieking Drake comes into play, return @ creature 

~ you control to owner's hand, 1/1. 
SR @@ IA 

During your upkeep, you may change the color of Shyft to any 
color or combination of colors, 4/2, : 

Match NS Use Ge MM 
Until end of turn, all creatures gain "@; Tap target creature,” 

Sibilant Spirit SC oR == &@ |ASth 6th 
Flying. When Spirit attacks, defending player may draw-a card. 5/6, = 

Sit SOR © SH = 
Draw three cards, then choose and discard a card. : 

Sigil of Sleep EC oe @ uD 
Whenever enchanted creature deals damage to a player, return 
target creature that player controls to its owner's hand, 

tte INS U + a (6 
Prevent all damage done until end of turn to target creature by = 
spells or effects targeting it. ; 

Silver Erne 8 Us @@ IA 

See 
Flying, trample. 2/2. 
Wyvern So OR 

S Us &@ ANAth 

Flying, You cannot play Skyshroud ‘Condor unless you have suc~ + 
cessfully cast another spell this turn. 2/2. 

EA Enchant Artifact 
EC Enchant Creature 
EL Enchant Land 

EN Enchantment 
EW Enchant World 
INS Instant 

SH 
Flying. @*: Target spell or ability, which targets only Silver Wyvern, 
targets another creature of your choice instead. 4/3. : 

Sinbad 

MG goat 

WS = spectral 

Sorcery spells cost < more to play 
Stasis EN 

© @: Shuffle your library, 3: Look at the top X cards of 
your library and put them back in any order. 
Sarrier IN U - @@ (Ath 
Target opponent takes 2 damage whenever he casts a summon 
spell. That player may pay “> to prevent this damage. 

Gleak EC - £6 Le 
Enchanted creature cannot be targeted by spells or fast effects 
unless it is tapped, 
Blast INS &@ Basico. M 

__ Counter target spell; X is the casting cost of target spell. 
Drake SC — & 

__ Flying. During your upkeep, pay “* or sacrifice Drake. 2/1. 
Starfish SoU = oe Al 

@: Regenerate Spiny Starfish and put a Starfish token into play 
_ at end of tur, Treat these tokens as 0/1 blue creatures. 0/1. 
Owl Ss Cs Se UZ 

Flying, When Spire Owl comes into play, look at the top four cards 
of your library and put them back in any order. 1/1. 

EN Rs @@ MM 

Rosse BLUR ACH StH 
Players don't get an untap step. Pay @ during upkeep or bury 
Stasis. 

Statecraft EN OR ss Be MM 
Prevent all combat damage that would be dealt to and dealt by 
creatures you control. 
Artifact EAU ooes @ LURAI SI 

Gain control of target artifact. 
Enchantment [E Uo + @@ ™ 

Gain control of target enchantment. 
Stera Procter SS Us @@ WZ 

Stingieg Barrier 

When Stem Proctor comes into play, return target artifact or enchiant- 
‘ment to owner's hand, 1/2. 

sc oC eee WM 
@ ®: Barrier deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 0/4. 

jing Licid SC - &¢ ™ 
®@ Livid becomes a creature enchantment that reads 
“Whenever enchanted creature becomes tapped, Licid deals 2 dam- 
age to that creature's controller”. Move Licid onto target creature, 

@: Draw a card, If itis not a land, discard it. 1/1. 4 is effect. 1/1, 
Sirens Call aa Nr pr 

All of opponent's creatures that can attack must do so, or he > Flying, 1/2 : 
destroyed at end of turn. = Storm Elemental SC Ue Sw Al 

Skyshroud Conder Ss Us #¢ ™ Flying. @; Remove top card of your library from the game to 
tap target flying creature. <@: Remove top card of your library 
from the game. If it is a snow-covered land, Elemental gets 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 

LAN Land 
LL Legendary Land 
MS Mana Source 

SC Summon Creature 
SL Summon Legend 
SOR Sorcery 



NAME KIND. GR PR COST SETS RE NAME KIND CR PR COST SES NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS RAME KIND GR PR COST SEIS 

+1/+1 until end of turn. 3/4, phasing phase out. untap while a counter remains, Remove a counter during : Wind Dancer S U = @@ ™ 

Stroke of Genius INS soe GRE UZ : Time Ebb SOR C = © ™ creature controller's upkeep. Flying. @: Target creature saa flying until end of turn, 1/1. 
ut target creature on top of owner's library. Vesuvan Doppelganger SCR ose SSS LUR ‘Drake SC -- @@ Math Target player draws X cards. 

ition INS - Be Al wane athe 2/2. 
Play only when a red spell deals damage to you. Do 4 damage 
to that spell's caster. Cantrip. : 

INS S66 WZ 
Return all lands to owners’ hands, 

Sunken City RN Coe 6S OK Aath 

: Time Elemental SC oe @@ = (G4th oth 
@ GSS. Return target permanent to owner's hand. Cannot 
target enchanted permanents. Destroy Time Elemental and do 5 
famage to its controller if it blacks or attacks. oe 

voo-Time Spiral SOR ooree BS WZ 
‘emove Spiral from the game. Each player hie his graveyard 

Duplicates all characteristics except color of any one creature in 
olay. May duplicate a different creature during upkeep phase. */*. = 

Drake SS oC s @e UL 
Flying, @°@': Untap Drake. 3/3. 

Viscerid Armer cb Cs @¢ Al 
Enchanted creature gets +1/+1. @@: Return Armor to 

SC OU ses @@ | IASthBth 
a i cannot be ie y less than pce ad 

Each player discards his ro ai draws cards equal to the great- 
‘est number a player discarded this way. 

Sliver NY All blue creatures gain +1/+1. Pay @@ during upkeep or = and hand into his lirary, then draws 7 cards, Untap up to 6 lands, owner's hand. - £6 ™ 

destroy City, 2 Time Walk SOR R sees OS LU } Viscerid Drone SS U = @@ A All Slivers gain flying, 1/1, 
Suq’Ata Prawalker SoU s+ Gee MG : arget player takes an extra tum after this one, @ Sacrifice a creature and a Swamp; Bury target non-artifact finter's Chill INS Ro = @@ lA 

Cannot be the target of red spells or effects. @: Deal 1 damage ; Time Warp SOR woe GOS ™ creature. @Saorifice a creature and a Snow-covered Swamp: Destroy X attacking creatures at the end of combat. X cannot be 

to target creature or player. 0/1, farget player takes an extra turn after this one, Bury target creature. 1/2. greater than the number of snow-covered lands you control, Each 

ite Priest sc ” oTimetwister SOR Er LU} Vision Cherm INS Cos @ VS creature's controller may pay @& or 4 to prevent it from being 
Choose one—- arget artifact phases out; or put the top four cards 
from target player's thay into his graveyard; or all lands of one 
type are basic lands of your choice until end of turn, 

iiusionist SC oo Oe Wt 
@ SS: Target creature phases out. 2/2. 

Vodalian Knights SC oR s+ See 
Islandhome, First strike. . Flying until end of turn. 2/2. 
ian Mage Dy ia é€ 

ee FE 
@®G@: Target creature may not be targeted by spells or ut Timetwister in a new graveyard, Shuffle your hand, library, 
effects until end of turn. Use this ably only during upkeep, 1/1, = and graveyard together and draw seven cards. 

Tangle Kelp fc U « DK = Timid Drake st « &@® WLM 
Target creature stays tapped during i step if it attacked last Flying, If a creature comes into play, return Drake to your hand. 3/3. 
turn, Tap target creature when Tangle Kelp is cast. “Tinker SOR vo BS UL 

Taniwha SL we SOE MG : At the time you play Tinker, sacrifice an artifact. Search your 
Phasing, Trample. At the beginning of your upkeep, all lands you library for an artifact card and put tt artifact into play. 
control phase out. 7/7. Tolarian Drake Sc oC ee 

destroyed. If @ 1s spent, the creature deals no combat damage, 
izard Mentar SC s= @¢ UZ 
‘@ Return Mentor and target creature you control to owner's hand, 
2/2. 

Word of Undoing NS C = @ lA 
Return target creature to its owner's hand, Any white 
enchantments you own on that creature go to your hand. 

lage EN R = @e@ IA 

Teferi's Curse PCs &e MG lying, phasing. 2/4, © @: Counter target oa unless aa pays an extra 6. 1/' Tap all red creatures. Red creatures do not untap as normal 

Play on an artifact or creature. Enchanted permanent gains phasing,  Tolarian Entrancer SC - @@ WL : Vedalian Soldiers st oC ee = FEtthot SCR s Gow W 
Teteri’s Brake Ss cs #¢ MG Whenever Entrancer is blocked by any creature, gain control of 1/2. ‘ : zepht batteoe cannot be the target of spells or abilities. 3/4, 

Flying, phasing, 3/2, that creature at end of combat. 1/1, Vodalian War Machine SCR = OG FE EC oe GEE UZ 
eferi’s Imp SCR ss Be MG ; Tolarian Serpent sc - @6@ WL jap a Merfolk you control: Machine may attack until end of turn $ are Creature gets +2/-+2, gains flying and cannot be tar- 

et of spells or abilities. 
+ Zephyr Falcon SC oC os @@  LG4thoth 

Flying. Does not tap to attack. 1/1. 
3 Zur’s Weirding EN Rosse @i@  IASth Eth 

All players play with hands face up. When a player draws a card, 

uring your upkeep, put the top seven cards of your library into or give Machine -+2/+1 this tum. If War Machine goes to the 
your graveyard. 7/7, graveyard, all Merfolk tapped in this manner are destroyed. 0/4. 

Tolarian Winds INS Co @@ UZ : Volcanic Eruption © SOR R *+  @@@@LURAH 
: jiscard your hand, then draw that many cards. jestroy X mountains of your choice and do 1 damage to eac! 
Trade Routes EN OR s G6 MM player fol pati in play for each mountain destroyed. 's Fl 

Flying, Phasing. When Teferi's Imp phases out, choose and discard 
accard. When Teferi's Imp phases in, draw a card, 1/1, 

Teteri’s Realm WR = S66 VS 
‘At the beginning of each player's upkeep, that player chooses 
artifacts, creatures, lands or global enchantments, All cards of 
chosen type phase out. @B: Return target land you control to its owner's hand, : C= Be ™M any player may pay 2 life to force the player to discard that card, 

Teferi's Veil N U = ee WL ® Discard a land: Draw a card, : Enchanted creature cannot attack, block or play any ability requir- ; Zuran Enchanter SC oC = @@ IA 

When one of your creatures attacks, it phases out at end of : Tradewind Rider SCR see oS Mot ing an activation cost, That creature's controller may sacrifice a @H.@: Opponent must discard 1 card. Play as a sorcery, 1/1. 

combat. lying. @, Tap two creatures you control; Return target permanent ¢ permanent to ignore this ability until end of tum. #€*: Return Vol- } Zuran Spelleaster SC C Oe 1A 

Telekinesis NS Ro ss Ge LG to owner's hand. 1/4. 2 ath's Curse to owner's hand, ®@: Deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 1/1, 

farget creature becomes tapped and deals no damage this tum. : Transmute Artifact SOR U = @@ AQ  Volrath's Shapeshifter SC oR = @@@ HY - 

It does not untap normally during its controller's following two : Sacrifice an artifact to choose an artifact from your library and = As long as the top card of your graveyard is a creature, Shapeshifter ? Ankiie Siiver st oo OS SH 

untan steps. : put it into play. Pay the difference if the new artifact costs more. . : isa copy of that card, except that Shapeshifter retains its abilities, @ : Each Sliver gains "Sacrifice this creature: This creature deals 

Telepathic Spies SOC = @@ UD : Treachery FLOR ss SOS 2 Discard a card. 0/1. 2 damage to target creature or player.” 2/2. 

When Spies comes into play, look at target opponent's hand, 2/2. = When cast, untap up to 6 lands. Gain contol of enchanted creature, ? Walking Dream Ss Us @© $I Adua Oakensbield SL - 660 Lg 

Telepathy EN Uo see @& UZ + Treasure Trove IN U «= @¢@ XE Dream is unblockable, Dream does not untap during your untap @®S : Retum a creature from your graveyard to your 

‘ach of your opponents plays with his hand revealed. : @@®: Draw acard, : step if any opponent controls two or more creatures. 3/3. hand. 1/2, 
Teleport NS R - @@@ LGCH : Turnabout INS U cs @@@ UZ ¢ Walling Sponge sc U = @@ UL: Altar ef Boas SOR m IA 

arget creature cannot be blocked this turn 3 i of untap all artifacts, creatures or lands target player controls, @: Target creature loses flying, first strike or trample until end : Sacrifice a creature: Search your library for a creature card, 
Temporal Adept SC OR os @@@ UD ; Twiddle INS Coss @  LUAthSth } oftun. 1/1. Angus Mackentin == § ~ Ox LG 

© @ GS. Retum target permanent to its owner's hand. 1/1. : _ Tap or untap target land, creature or artifact. 3 Wall of Air SC Uses ge @ Basic «2 = Sa He,S: Creatures deal no damage during combat, 2/2, 
Thalakes Deceiver SCR ss Gwe SH 2 Twiteh NS C = @e Mi: Flying. 1/5. : Arcades Sabbota By Secee® (CCH 

Shadow. Sacrifice: Gain contral of target creature permanently. Use + Tap or untap target artifact, creature or land, Draw a card 3 Wail of Kelp Ss R= @@ HI Flying. All your creatures gain +0/+2 when untapped, #F: 

this ability only if Decelver is attacking and unblocked, 1/1 : Undertow IN Us é : ©G, M: Put a 0/1 wall Kelp token into play. 0/3. +0/+1. Pay “4H during upkeep or bury Arcades. 7/7, 
Thalakos Dreamsower §C- U -- @@ TM = Creatures with islandwalk may be blocked, : Wall of Tears SS oU = @© SH 3 Army Ants SC - @89 VS 

Shadow. You leave Dreamsower tapped. if Dreamsower damages any : Unde SIR C = Oe WS: If Wall of Tears blocks any creatures, return each of those crea @ Sacrifice a land: Destroy target land, 1/1, 

opponent, tap target creature. As long as Dreamsower remains + Return two target creatures to owner's hand. : tures to owner's hand at end of combat. 0/4. Asmira, Holy Avenger 5S! - OO* MG 
tapped, that creature does not untap during its controller's untap £ Unstable Mutation FC oC ses @  ANRAthSth : Wall of Vapor S CC - Se LG, CH Flying. At the end of each turn, put a+-1/-+1 counter on Asmira for 
step. 1/1. : Target creature gains +3/+8, Put a-1/-1 counter on enchanted : Cannot be damaged by creatures it blocks, 0/1. = pach creature put into your graveyard from play that tun, 2/3, 

Thalakos Drifters SCR + See EX = creature during es upkeep. : Wall of Water SC U s+ @@@ LUR4h : Axelrod Gunnarson 5 ** @@@SS 10, 0H 
Choose and discard a card: Drifters gains shadow until end of turn, : Unstable Shapeshifter SC oR s+» @® Mi @: 1/40. 0/5. Trample. When a creature {s put in graveyard during a turn in 
3/3, $ Whenever any creature comes into play, Shapeshifter permanently : Wall of Wonder s U = @@¢@ Ie which Axelrod damaged it, gain 1 life and deal 1 damage to 

Thalakes Mistfolk SC + @e TH: becomes a copy of that creature and retains this ability. 0/1, : @@®: Give Wall +4/-4 and enable it to attack, 1/5. target player. 5/5. 

Shadow, @: Put Mistfalk on top of owner's library, 2/1, : Unsummon INS C oe @ Basic : War Tax IN U ss @@ MM: Ayesha Tanaka $I see © OHH LG CH 
Thalakos Scout S C= @@ Ko: Return target creature to its owner's hand. : ®E: Creatures can't attack this tum unless their controller Banding. @; Counter target artifact effect unless its controller 

Shadow, Choose and diseard a card: Return Scout to owner's hand, : Updraft INS U s+ (Ath pays @ for each attacking creature, é 

at. Give target creature flying until end of turn. Cantrip, : Hy - @6@090 LF 
Thalakes Seer s C+ €@ ™ : - 

Shadow, If Thalakos Seer leaves ey draw acard. 1/1. i 8 ~~ gees 16 
Thalakes Sentry se oC ee ™ = i a Mi P cS R = Cannot be target of enchantments. Does not tap to attack, 6/5, 

Shadow. 1/2. : thie Bile 8C = O86 MG 
Theft of Dreams SOR C = Be EX - Islandwalk. During your upkeep, lose 2 life, 6/3. 

For each tapped creature target opponent controls, a acard. . . Boris Devdboon SC - @¢3 LG 
Thieving Magpie SCO cnee aw ‘ : ‘o CHa fe fect Mantra. meen ay red and black (pene ne play. 2/2. 

ing. Whenever Magpie damages your opponent, “a |. thstealar’s Crypt ENR VS 
ane f fe oC ns - MG : ah. After it resolves, plain another Whenever any player draws a ae reveals that card, f itisa 

fap enchanted creature, During your upkeep, pay %° or bury Thirst. : reature. Does New crea- creature card, that player pays @ life or discards the card. 
Enchanted creature does not untap during its controller's untap c from the | : Gadavernus Bloom = EN se SSO MG 

= step. e ' deal 5 ture get protection Rantee yy ain remove it from the game; Add ea 
jornwind Faeries st a UL color chose? or @@ to your mana pool. 

Flying. &: Deal 1 damage to target brea ot player. 1/1. “i u 3 P Gantour Archer SC - @eo IA 
Thought Lash EN eee Al oO ®@: Deal 1 damage to target flying creature..3/2, : 

, _ CU: Remove the top card of your hay from the game. If you do hersnace Chromatic Arner EC = @Oe IA 
Not, remove your library from the game and bury Thought Lash. S - Put a counter on Chromatic Armor when it comes into play and 
@: Remove the top card of your library from the game to choose a color, All damage done to creature by that color is 
prevent one damage to you. ' permanents feduced to 0, @#: Put a counter on Armor and change color It 

Thoughtiace INS . € LURAth ee § Protects against. X equals the number of counters. 
Change the color of a card being played or already in play to blue. ; : A Shromiure SL + opeeedee L601 

Three Wishes INS ~~ @6¢ VS ‘Yow may removea white card in your | lying, rampage: 2. Pay @@ a during upkeep or bury 
Take the top three cards from your library, look at them, and set hand from the game instead of paying A alte : romium. 7/7, 
them aside face ye You may play tha cards as though they Reverent Mantra’s mana cost. : i yas | : pieale of Despair i Ross ie MG 
‘were in your hand, At the beginning of your next tum, bury any All creatures gain protection from the | = pour | @ Sacrifice a creature: Prevent all damage to any creature or 

of those cards not played. ‘color of your choice unnl end of men. ni continuously qen- player from any one source 
Thunder Wall st - 66@ iy : | + Gerrosion EN - 8 VS 

Flying. @:+1/+1 until end of tum. 0/2. = i = Cumulative upkeep: #8. During your upkeep, put a counter on each 
Thwart NS Uo seeee eee MM | artifact target opponent controls, If the number of counters on an 

You may return three islands you control to their owner's hand = z | artifact equals or exceeds that arlifact’s casting cast, bury the 
instead of paying Thwart's mana cost. Counter target spell. ee 5 S artifact. If Corrosion leaves play, remove all counters fram the game. 

idal Bore NS * * MM Seiten: - se RTI eo 5 ae = “<6 Crystalline Sliver st oe SH 
You may return an island you control to its owner's hand instead Vanishing fC € VS Slivers cannot be the target of spells or abilities, 2/2, 
of paying Bore's mana cost. Tap or untap target creature, : @®; Enchanted creature phases out, 4/4. Bakken Blecktlade = SLR s==) @a@@ae LOCH 

Tidal Control EN = O6¢ Al + Vaporous Djinn SS U = @ée@ MG : Water Wurm ss c+ @ Ok * equals the number of lands you control, */*, 
CU; 4 Anyone may pay - 2 Iife 5 counter a red or green spell. = Flying. During your upkeep, pay ie i Djinn phases out: 3/4. Water Wurm gains +0/-+1 if opponent controls any islands, 1/1, : Qark Heartefthe Weed—IN C -- @@® OK 

Tidal Flats c ® FE = Veil of Birds NN OG © UZ : Waterfront Bouncer SC C c= @@ MM Sacrifice a forest; Gain 3 life, 
®G: All of your eas that are blocking non-flying jen one of your opponents ausil casts a spel, if Vell @.® Discard a card: Return. target creature to its owner's ; Gelirkam NS U - @@e@ MG 

creatures get first strike until end of turn, Attacking player may an enchantment, Veil becomes a 1/1 Bird with flying. wand. 1/1, Play on target opponent's tum. Tap target creature that player con- 
pay @ for each attacking creature pravent this effect, Veiled Apparition iN Us &¢ Waterspout Djinn SU ws See VS trols, That cfeature deals to the player damage equal to its power. 

Tidal influence N OU ee FE en one of your opponents successfully casts a spell, if App: Flying, During your upkeep, return an untapped island you control ‘The creature deals and takes no damage in combat this turn. 
Put 1 counter on Influence when vatig it and during upkeep. When is-an enchantment, Apparition becomes a 3/3 Iilusion with flyin to owner's hand or bury Waterspout Djinn, 4/4, Diebolie Viskan SOR U Be lA 
there is one counter on Influence, all blue creatures get -2/-0. When and “During your upkeep, pay sg a sie Apparition.” Wave Elemental SoU = See MG Look at the top five cards of your library and put one in your 
there are 3 counters, all blue creatures get +2/+0. Remove all : Veiled Crocodile EN ee UZ © .@ Saciifice; Tap up to 3 target creatures without flying, a hand, Put the other four on top of your library in any order. 
ounters when there are four on Influence. When a player has no cards in Ca Crocodile is an enchant- ; Wayward Soul cS C= See Biseerdant Spitit SC R = @aHe MG 

Tidal Kraken SC R w @@8@ NM ment, Crocodile becomes a 4/4 Crocodile. lying. *; Put Wayward Soul ontop of owner's library. wn At end of target opponent's turn, put a+1/+-1 counter on Spirit 
Tidal Kraken is unblockable, 6/6, Veiled Sentry AN Us © UZ : Weatherseed Faeries SC C = @@ UL for each 1 damage dealt to you this turn, At the end of your turn, 

Tidal Surge SR C = @@ SH.6th When one of your opponents successfully casts a spell, it Sent lying, protection from red. 2/1. Temove all these counters from Spirit, 2/2. 
Tap up to three target creatures without flying is an enchantment, Sentry becomes an Illusion with power and : Whim of Votrath WS R o- @ TM: Qrasopiase SC R s- €@ TM 

Tidal Warrior Ss cs # SH lughness each equal to total casting cost of that spell. juyback @. Change the text of target permanent by replacing all Flying. When you play Dracoplasm, sacrifice any number of crea- 
_ ©: Target land is an island until end of turn, 1/1. Veiled Serpent N Us @¢ WZ instances of one color word of one basic land type with another until tures. Comes into play with power equal to the total power of the 

Tidal Wave NS Us ee MG When one of your opponents successfully casts a spell, if Serpent end of turn. sacrificed creatures and toughness equal to thelr total toughness. 
Put a Wave token into play. Treat this token as a 6/5 blue crea- is an enchantment, Serpent becomes a 4/4 Serpent that cannot : Whiptongue Frog SoC Oe EX ©: Dracoplasm gets +1/-+0 until end of tum. “he 
ture that counts as a Wall. Bury the token at end of any turn, attack unless defending player sorts van island. Cycling @. ®: Whiptongue Frog gains flying until end of tum. 1/3, Earthtink IN R + @@@o IA 

Time and Tide NS U = Se VS : Venarian Gold Bb ot See LG : Whispers ofthe Muse INS U s+ @ ™ Pay @@ during upkeep or bury Earthlink, When a.creature is put 
All creatures phased out phase in while all creatures with = Put X counters on target creature ‘id tap it. Creature does not juyback @®. Draw a card, into the Bae from ney that creature's controller must 
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sacrifice a land, 
Elemental Augary EN — @6e@ IA 

@ Look at top 3 cards of any library and put them back in any order. 
Emberwilde Caliph SC - &6¢@ MG 

Flying, Trample, Caliph attacks each turn if able, For each damage 
Caliph successfully deals, lose 1 life. 4/4. 

Eneray Are INS Oe Al 
Untap any number of target creatures. Those creatures neither 
deal nor receive damage in combat this turn. 

Energy Bolt SOR = Paw MG : 
Do X damage to target player or target player gains X life. 

Essence Vertex INS U, os, gpa 
Bury target creature, Creature’s controller may counter Essence 
Vortex by paying life equal to the creature's toughness. 

Fameref Enchantress SC - Be VS t 
When an enchantment is put into a graveyard, draw a card. 1/2, : 

Fiery Justice SOR R + @@% 

life. 
o- SOO MA 

ire Covenant deals X damage, divided among any number of 
target creatures, where X is equal to the amount of life you pay. 

Firestorm 'Hellkite SC R «+ @8@ V 
lying, trample, Cumulative upkeep: ©. 6/6, 

Flooded Woodlands EN 
No green creature can attack unless its controller sacrifices a 
land when that creature attacks. 

Frenetic Efreei NH —— @68 NMG 
Flying. 48; Flip a coin; if the flip ends up in your favor, Frenetic 
freet phases out, Otherwise, bury Frenetic Efreet. 2/1. 

targets. Target opponent gains 6 
Fire Covenant NS 

Fumareie SR U - @@@ lA 
‘ay-3 life; Destroy a land and a creature, 

Gabrie? Angelfire 8L oem 1G,CH 
juring your upkeep, Gat 

strike, trample or rampage: 3 until your next upkeep. 4/4, 
2@ 

wi 

IA: 
}o.5 damage divided any way you choose among any number of ¢ 

copies of the chosen card and remove them from the game. 
3 Lord Magnus” 8 -« S@we 1G 

First strike, Creatures with plains or forestwalk may be blocked. 4/3, 
t Lerd ef Tresserhara = SC - 6860 Al 
i When Lord comes into play, pay 2 life and sacrifice two creatures; 
: and target opponent draws 2 cards. @: Regenerate. 10/4 
: Malignant Grewth = EN - S68 MG 

CU: &. During upkeep, add a counter. During opponent's draw step, 
he draws an additional card and takes 1 damage for each counter. 

: Marhault Elsdragon =) + @@eel6(H 
Rampage: 1. 4/6. 

Marsh Goblins hk C+ @e DK 
Swampwalk. 1/1. 

Merieke Ri Berit SL oR = @@a IA 

riel Angelfire gains either flying, first : 

Ghestly Hame - “ A 
lack and red permanents and spells are colorless sources of : 

damage. 
Giant Traa Deor Spider SC - $82 IA 
@ B® Spider and target non-flying creature which is 
attacking you are removed from the game. 2/3. 

Glaciers N IA 
All mountains are plains, Pay sie ding upkeep or bury Glaciers. 

Gosia Dirk Hy Seer 
First strike, Creatures witl 

Grim Feast N 
istane alk may be blocked. 4/4. 

See 

life equal to its toughness. 
Oe VS 

target player's graveyard Is a 
ie top of that player's library. 1/2 

eeee 16 
discards a card. Play as a sorcery. 3/5, 

SeGe 6 

nents graveyard from play, gain 
Gisiding Sphit sc R 

Flying. $: If the top card ol 
creature card, put that card on 

Gwendiys Gi Ceri 
®: Target player randomly 

Halfdane SL 
During upkeep, Halfdane may 
toughness of a target creature 
legal targets, Halfdane is 3/3. */*, 

Harber Guardian SoU os 
Can block flying creatures, 

eee MG 

card. 3/4. : 
Haenting Apparition Si ~ £80 MG 

Flying, * is number of green creatures in opponent's graveyard, 
+22, 

Hazerider Drake 8 = @6# MG 
lying, protection from red. 2/3. 

Hazezon Tamar - @@0@8 Lf 
On the upkeep after Hazezon enters play, put * tokens in play, 
where * is the number of lands you control, Treat tokens as 1/1 

leaves play. 2/4, 
Hibernation Sliver = SC Us 8 

Each Sliver gains “Pay 2 life: Return this creature to owner's hand,” 
2/2. P 

Hunding Glereersen SLU + @O@# 16 
Rampage: 1. 5/4, : 

Hyme of Rebirth SOR U ss @@e IA: 

your control, 
Jacques le Vert SLR see 

All your green creatures gain +0/+2, 3/2. 
een 16 

dasmine Boreal Sk U + Sm 6 

Seat janen SL U + @Oee 1B: 

surat a the thet Ft SoU + g@@e@ ib: 

Sie SLR s+ @@@se LECH 
As long as Johan doesn’t attack or isn't tapped, your creatures 
May attack without tapping. 5/4. 

Jungle Teall Sou @e@ MG 
@: Regenerate. @: Regenerate, 2/1. 

Kaervek’s Purge SOR U s+ &@@ MG 
Destroy target creature with casting cost equal to X. Purge deals 
to creature's controller damage equal to the creature's power. 

& Kasimir tke Lone Wolf SLU + o* \6 
5/3. 

Kei Takahashi SLR os @@% = 16,CH 
@: Prevent up to 2 damage to target creature. 2/2. 

MjeWderan Frostheast SC] U ++ GiB lA 
All creatures blocking or blocked by Frostbeast are destroyed at 
end of combat. 2/4. 

i SL oR oo amore LG 
@- Do 3 damage to target attacking or blocking creature. 3/6, 

Lady Evangela SL OR See Lb 

MAGIC FACT 

4 OS INQUESTGA MERSS 

we: 
Take 1 damage during upkeep, When a creature is put into oppo- 

acquire the current power and * 
jesides itself. When there are no : 

When it attacks, defender may draw a 

ed, white and green creatures, Remove all tokens if Hazezon : 

jake a creature from any graveyard and put it into play under : 

LG: 

NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS 

@% S: Target creature deals no combat damage this turn. 1/2, 
Lady of the Mountain SL U - #80 Le 

5/5. : 
Lady Orea Sk U + @@e@ 1G : 

1/4. : 
: Learing Gargoyle S R= @@% MG 

Flying. @; Gets -2/+2 and loses flying until end of turn. 2/2, 
: Lim-Dil's Paladia SC Us See Als 

Trample. During upkeep, discard a card or bury Paladin and draw a + 
card, Paladin gets -+6/-+3 blocked. f Paladin isnot blocked, it deals. 
‘no damage to defender this tum and that player loses 4 life. 0/3. 

Lim-Dail’s Vauit INS oo BE A: 
Check the top five cards of your library, As many times as you 
choose, you may pay one life to put those cards on the bottom 
and look at the top five, Shuffle all but the top five cards of your 
library; put those five on top of your library in any order. 

Livenya Silone By - @@eee Li: 
First strike, legendary landwalk. 4/4. 

ishetemy SOR — 28 ™ 
Look at target player's hand and choose any card other than 
basic land. Search that player's graveyard, hand and library for all 

Does not untap. @: Gain control of target creature, If Merieke leaves 
‘your control or becomes untapped, that creature is buried. 1/1. 

Misfortune SOR R eee Al 
Opponent chooses: Either you put a +1/+1 counter on eacl 
creature you control and gain 4 life or you put a -1/-1 counter 
on each creature that opponent controls and Misfortune deals 
damage to him. 

Monsosn BN OR eee IA 
If an island is untapped at the end of its controller's tum, Monsoor 
deals 1 damage to that player and the island becomes tapped. 

Mountain Titan SC oR eee IA 
© @@: for the rest of the tum, put a +1/+1 counter o 
Titan whenever you successfully cast a black spell. 2/2. 

Mundangu SC oU = ape VS 
®: Counter target. spell unless that spell's caster pays a 
additional @ and 1 life, 1/1. 

Nature's Blessing A OU eee Al 
@%: Choose and discard a card from your hand to have targel 
creature permanently gain banding, first strike, trample or +1/+1, 

Nebuchadnezzar SLR See (60H 
&.@: Name.a card. Opponent randomly reveals X cards in han 
and discards any of the named card. Play as a sorcery. 3/3, 

Nicel Bolas SLR se @epepaieiaeae LG,CH 
Flying. An opponent damaged by Nicol Bolas must discard his : 
entire hand. Pay @@@ during upkeep or bury Nico! Bolas, 
MW. 

NAME KIND CR PR COST 

life to put any card under Purgatory into play, 
Pygmy Hippo R ee 

Sab 

mana from his lands and then his pool is emptied. After combat, 
add an equal amount of colorless mana to your pool, 2/2, 

: Radiant Essence SU + @a@% MG 
: As long as target opponent controls any black permanents, Radi- 

ant Essence gets +1/+2. 2/3. 
Ragnar SLR * @@ae LG 
SHH S: Regenorate target creature, 2/2. 

: Ramirez DePietra Sk U + @@@@ 16 
First strike, 4/3, 

: Ramses Overdark SL R - @@@@@ [6 
®: Destroy a target creature with an enchantment on it, 4/3, 

Ranger ea-Vec SC Us ae ™ 
First strike. 4: Regenerate Ranger en-Vec, 2/2. 

Rasputin Dreamweaver SL oR +++ Qa LG 
Put 7 counters on Rasputin, Remove a counter to prevent 1 
damage to Rasputin or add one colorless mana to your mana 
pool. Adda counter to Rasputin during your upkeep if he began 
your turn untapped (maximum 7 counters), 4/1, 

Reclamation BN OR See A 
No black creature can attack unless its controller sacrifices land 
when that creature attacks. 

Reflect Bamage WS oR Ger MG: 
Redirect all damage dealt by one source to that source's controller, = 

Reparations - BOK MG 
Whenever target opponent successfully casts a spell that targets you 
of a creature you control, you may draw a card. 

Righteous War EN OR Oe VS 
All white creatures you control gain protection from black. All 
black creatures you control gain protection from white. 

Riven Turnbull 8 - oe LG 
@: Add $ to your mana pool, 6/7. 

Rack Basilisk SC Ro o- See@ 
Whenever Rock Basilisk bl 
ture, destroy that creature 

Robgahh of Kher Keep SLR + 
at end of combat. 4/5, 

control. 6/5. 
Rubinia Ssuisinger SLR CEOe 

MG : 
locks or Is blocked by-a non-wall crea~ = 

SOeee li: 
All your Kobolds of Kher Keep gain +2/+2, Pay @e@@ during = 
upkeep or Rohgahh and Kobolds tap and come under opponent's = 

ib 

4s ¥  SoPkanar the Swamp King SL 
If Hippo attacks and is not blocked, you may choose to have it : 
deal no combat damage. If you do, defending player draws all = 

NAME KIND CR PR COST SEIS 

see SOSS LGCH 
Swampwalk. You gain 1 life each time a black spell is cast, 5/5. 

Soltari Guerrillas SC eer ™ 
Shadow. If Soltari Guerrillas assigns combat damage to any oppo- 
ent, you may redirect that damage to target creature, 3/2. 

Spatial Binding AN U = @@ MG 
Pay 1 life: Target cannot phase out until your next upkeep. 

Spectral Shield EC - @6* A 
Target creature gains ie and cannot be the target of spells, 

Spined Sliver an 
Ifa Sliver is blocked, ee Until end of fun for each creature 
blocking it. 2/2. 

Spontaneous Combustion INS - @eo IM 
Sacrifice a creature: Deals 3 damage to each creature, 

*Squandered Resources EN a SO VS 
Sacrifice a land: Add to your pool one mana of any type the land 
could produce. 

Stangg SL - @@@ 16.(H 
Put Stangg Twin token in play. Token is a 3/4 green and red 
legend. If either one leaves play, the other is buried. 3/4, 

Storm Spirit SL oR ss @@@He IA 
Flying, #: Do 2 damage to target creature, 3/3, 

Stormbind EN Ro sees ae A 
@>: Discard a card at random to do 2 damage to any target. 

Suleiman’s Legacy EN R VS 
When Suleiman's Legacy comes into play, bury all Djinns and 
Efreets. Whenever a Djinn or Efreet comes into play, bury it. 

i Sunastian Falconer SLU s+ @@@ LG 
@: Add two colorless mana to your mana pool. 4/4. 

Surge of Strength NS U = @@ Al 

@: Gain control of target creature. You lose control when + 
Rubinia leaves your contra 
Rubinia tapped. 2/3. 

Savage Twister SOR Uo sss SOS MG : 
Savage Twister deals X damage to each creature, 

Sawback Manticore SC R «= G@a@e MG 
@: Flying. @: Deals 2 damage to target attacking or blocking : 
creature. Use only once and only If Manticore is in combat. 2/4, 

Scalebane’s Elite oe BOS VS 
Protection from black. 4/4. 

Searwaod Geblins «= SCC + Oe OK 
2/2. 

Sealed Fate SOR Us See MG 
Look at the top X cards of opponent's library. Remove one from the 
game and put the rest back on top in any order, 

i Segmented Warm SC U eee T™M 
Whenever Wurm is the target of a spell or ability, put a -1/-1 
counter on it. 6/6 

KILLER COMBOS 

dit (eae Shaadi ek uses nara see eoreees acces Taek oe 
things really dishonest, steal ail your cards back with Brand. 

Palladia-Mors SL Rs @apeeempaeye L6,CH 
Flying, ‘trample. Pay 3 during upkeep or bury Palladia: 
Mors. 7/7. 

Pavel Maliki sou ee (6 
@@: Give Pavel Maliki +1/+0 unt end of turn, 6/3, 

Phelddagrit SC oR += @@@%x Al 
4%: Flying, Opponent gains 2 life, @; Return Phelddagrif to 
owner's hand. Opponent may draw a card. @: Trample, Put 
1/1 green Hippo token into play under opponent's control. 4/4. 

Phyrexian Purge SOR R = @@e MG 
Pay 3 life per target: Destray any vali of target creatures. 

Princess Lucrezia = SLU Seee 16 
@: Add @ to your mana pool. 5A, 

Prismatic Boon NS Us &@a MG 
X creatures gain protection from a single color until end of tun. 

IN R s+ pak MG 
When a creature is put into your graveyard from play, put it face 
up under Purgatory. During your upkeep, you may pay @ and 2 : 

Selenia, Bark Angel SL oR s- @@#e ™ 
Flying, Counts as an Angel, Pay 2 life: Return to owner's hand. 3/3. 

Shauku's Minion Sc Us @@e MG 
_ @O.S: Deal 2 damage to target white creature. 2/2 

INS - #82 VS 
Simoon deals 1 damage to each creature target opponent controls. 

ir Shandiar of Eberyn SLU +) Que LG 

SL U + @@@  LGCH 

SL R = See IA iB 
Bury immediately if controller has no islands in play. @e: Put a - 
1/-1 counter on target creature. 0/3. 

or becomes untapped, You may leave 7 

Wandering Mage 

Spirit SC U = @@% ™M 
Flying, first strike, 2/2, 
Queea SL R ss #@@O@ SH : 

Sliver Queen counts as a Sliver. <>: Put a Sliver token into play. : 
: Ancestral Mask Treat this token as a 1/1 colorless creature. 7/7, 

: Abundance EN 

Discard a red of green card to have target creature gain trample 
and get +X/++0 until end of turn, where X is its casting cost, 

Tempest Brake So ou = eae VS 
Aying, Attacking does not cause Tempest Drake to tap, 2/2. 

Tetsua Umezawa SL R = S@@ LG 
@ @@,@: Destroy target tapped or blocking creature. Tetsuo 
May not be targeted by an enchant creature spell. 3/3. 

: Tobias Andries SLU +) ese LGCH 
4/4, 

Tor Waukd SL U = @@@@ L6CH 
@: Do 2 damage to target attacking or blocking creature, 3/3. 

Torsten Yon Ursus SLU + SOR LG 
5/5. 

Tukalr Deathiock SL R ss @@@@ [6 
Flying. @@% Target creature gets -+2/+-2 until end of turn, 2/2. 

Unfulfilied Desires EN R s+ Gee MG 
Pay 1 life: Draw a card, then choose and discard a card, 

Ur-Drage SL R - @@@@@ 16 
First strike. Creatures with swampwalk may be blocked. 4/4. 

Vaevictis Asmadi SL Rs Segepaseeel 6 CH 
Flying, @: +1/+0. @: 41/40, +1/+0. Py Bee 
during upkeep or bury Vaevictis Asmadi, 7/7. 

Vhati i-Da} SL R o Se ™ 
©: Target creature's power of toughness is 1 until end of tum, 3/3. 

Viashivan Dragon SCR Seeee 5 
Flying. @; +1/-+0 until end of turn. 8: +0/+-1, 4/4. 

Vietual Sliver st U Ss SH 
Each Sliver gains “Sacrifice this creature: Gain 4 life.” 2/2, 

Vitalizing Gaseade = INS, Use MG 
Gain X+3 life, 

SCR  @@# Al 
¥: Pay 1 life to prevent up to 2 damage to any creature, i: 
Prevent one damage to any Cleric or Wizard. @; Put a -1/-1 
counter on target creature you control to prevent up to 2 
damage to any player, 0/3. 

Warping Wurm 8c eee NG 
Phasing, During your upkeep, pay $2 <@+4® or Wurm phases out. 
When Wurm phases in, put a+1/+41 counter on it. 1/1. 

Wellspring AOR POe NG 
Gain control of target land. At the end of each of your tums, lose 
control of land. At the beginning of your turn, gain control of it. 

Windreaper Falcan SC - $80 Me 
& Flying, protection from blue. 1/1. 

: Wings of Aesthir EU os Ga IA 
i: Give target creature flying, first strike, and +1/+0, 

Winter's Hight EW : &e% Al 
When a snow-covered land is tapped for mana, it gives one 
additional mana of the same type and doesn't untap during its 
‘controller's next untap step. 

Wosd Sage St ee ™ 
® Name a creature card. Reveal the top four cards of your 
library to all players. If any of those cards are the named card, 
put them into your hand, Put the rest into your graveyard, 1/1. 

Mira Arien SL oR o- @@@ 16,CH 

MG 
Flying. 94 @,@: Target player draws a card, 1/2, 

: Zebra Unicom AH 2 
For each 1 damage Zel 

CJ 
fa Unicorn deals, gain 1 life, 2/2. 

Aboroth COR ss ee WL 
CU: Put a-1/1 counter on Aboroth. 9/9. 

R= @ae WZ 
Instead of drawing a card, you may choose a land or nonland and 
teveal cards from your library until you reveal a card of the cho- 
sen kind. Put that card into your hand and put all other revealed 
Gards on the bottom of your library in any order, 

Soo ee me W 

& EN OR eo NG 
Comes into play with 3 +1/++1 counters. During your upkeep, put 
a counter on a creature. If Grove has no counters, bury it. 

Aisling Leprechaun «= SC OC + LG 
All creatures blocking or blocked by Leprechaun become green. 1/1, 

Albino Troll § ¢e WZ 
Echo. a: Regenerate. 3/3. 

Miuren EN R ss @@@ TM 
‘Any player may play a creature card with total cost 3 or less when- 
ever he could play an, instant and without paying its cost. 

3 An-Hawa Constable SC U - @@@  HLSth 
“js the total number of green creatures in play, 2/14* 

An-Hawa lan SOR U = ape HL 
Gain X+1 life where X is the number of green creatures in play. 

SC Us» &e™ Z 

oe 
Swampwalk, 3/3, 

fC MM 

MAGIC DATA 
@ ARTIFACT @BLACK @BLUE 
ART Artifact EA Enchant Artifact 
AC Artifact Creature © EC Enchant Creature 
CR Current Rarity EL Enchant Land 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

*GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 

EN Enchantment LAN Land SC Summon Creature 
EW Enchant World LL Legendary Land SL Summon Legend 
INS instant MS Mana Source SOR Sorcery 



NAME KIND CR PR COST Bak NAME KIND CR PR COST Nan} : NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS fy NAME KIND GR PR COST SETS 

chanted creature gains +2/-+2 for each other enchantment in play. : Carnivorous Plant SC C s+ @@ = DKAth Add one token per upkeep, Pay @ for each token or bury : Elvish Archers SSR = Ge Basic 

Ancient Sitverback SC R «- @@@ UD Counts asa wall. 4/6. Cyclone and do 1 damage per token to all players and creatures. rst strike. 2/1. 

@; Regenerate Ancient sen 6/5. : Carpet of Flowers —N U  @ UZ : Darkwateh Eves Sc Us &@ UL: Elvish Bard SC U + @@@ Al 

Rath U s- Gee ™ During your main phase, you may add up to X mana of one calor to your Protection from black, Cycling <2. 2/2, All creatures able to block Bard must da so. 2/4, 

f Apes attacks, it does be untap during your next untap. 5/4, pool, where X is the number of islands target opponent controls, Baughter of Autumn «SL OR ot BOSH HL: Elvish Berserker cs cs @ K 

WU @@2 LG; Cartographer So Us #@ EX 3: Redirect 1 damage from target white creature to Daughter. 2/4, For each oreature that blocks it, Berserker gets +-1/-+1 until end 

a player doesn't cast a spell or put a card Into play on his tum, When Cartographer comes into play, you may return target land card : Dawnstrider SR = @@ MM 3 of turn, 1/1, 

creatures may not attack that player until after his next turn, from your graveyard to your hand, 2/2. @ @ Discard a card: Prevent all combat damage that would be : Elvish Farmer SS oR = @@ E 

Arctic Walves s Js @a@ WL wut a spore counter on Farmer during your upkeep. Remove 

U; 4%, When Arctic Wolves comes into play, draw a card. 4/5, : three spore counters to put a Saproling token, which is a 1/1 

‘ Argothian Elder Ss Us &@ Wo: Ee R eS green creature, into play. Sacrifice a Saproling: Gain 2 life, 0/2. 

© Untap two target lands. 2/2. : Elvish Fury INS CG s @ IM 

= Z 
Argothian Enchantress EN oR s*- @@ UZ uyback @. Target creature gets +2/+2 until end of turn. 

annot be the target of spells or abilities. Whenever you success Elvish Herder Ss Ces @ 
@: Target creature gains trample until end of turn. 1/1, lly cast an enchantment spell, draw a card, 0/1, 4 : Rt i : 

AQ, CH ea i put up a regeneration Elvish Hunter Coo ee 
Argothian Pixies SC Co Gm k i % 5 : E 

annot be blocked by artifact creatures. Damage that Argothian . shield on my Horned Troll, and $  G@M@.@: Target oreature does not untap during its next untap step, 

ixles take from artifact creatures Is reduced to 0. 2/1. a th the Troll is dealt 3 damage sh 

Argothi Ss c= ¢@ ia : . Etvish Lookout cs Cc +« @ UD 

i. and regenerates. Later in the Wvish Lookout can't be the target of spells or abilities, 1/1. 

Argothian k SC $oe AQ é * z Elvish Lyrist So oC so @ 

Any damage Treefolk takes from an artifact is reduced to 0, 3/6. : turn, the Troll is dealt one more @ @ Saniifice: Destroy target enchantment. 1/1 

frgothian Wurm SCOR MU » A “damage. Do | need to regener- Enish Piper SR = Oe 
Trample. When Wurm comes into play, any player may sacrifice a : ee z @,®: Put a creature card from your hand into play, 1/1. 

land to put Argothian Wurm on top of owner's library. 6/8. ate again? St - @@ Al 

Armor of Thorns EC ® MG: . 
You may play Armor as an Instant; if you do, bury it at end of turn. : = q Ss c+ @ £ 

Play only on a nion-black creature, Enchanted creature gets +2/+2. 3 | - . @: Untap a target attacking creature you control, Creature 

a Na e Ros we Lia Cres i “i mbuete ‘al in combat. 1/1, 

farget gets +4/-+X, where X is half the number of forests you control, = § = st —- 28 Al 

Aurachs eC - ge tat j No. When a regeneration {IF Elvsh Spirt Guide is in your hand, you may remove it from the 

Trample, Gains +1/-+0 for each other Aurochs that attacks. 2/3. -k-. Fo = = ; : game to add @ to mana pool, 2/2. 

Autumn Willow = SLR me HL Shield jets ised Uf aM teal charm =—NS Cc vs 
Cannot be the target of spells or effects. @: Target player may , damage Is removed from ? Choose one—Untap target permanent; or destroy target global 

i target Willow with spells or effacts until the end of turn, 4/4, a the creature. enchantment; or target creature loses flying until end of tum. 

Wwenging Druid SoC em j ccd Emerald Dragonfly SC Co @@ 6, CH 

\F Druid damages opponent, you may reveal cards from your library lying. @@®: First strike until end of turn, 1/1 
uD 

until you reveal a land, Put It into play and put all other revealed I nee _ : Emperor Crocodile SC oR = ee 

cards into your graveyard, 1/3. = When you control no other creatures, sacrifice Crocodile, 5/5. 

Avoid Fate NS C+ @ iG : Soh S Se Sneeoes oH faerie Armadon SC : = mee SH 

Counter target interrupt or enchantment targeting a permanent = ace : you control any creature with toughness 2 or less, sacrifice 

you contra. i fal ace ve PMMA Feat this tum. 1. Armodon. 4/5, 

Awakening ee ee uy; Beafal AU: @@ (8 Endless Wurm SR @@@ Ww 
At the sain of each upkeep, untap all creatures and lands, | ic Wasps oe : Creatures with forestwalk may be blocked. Trample, During your upkeep, sacrifice an enchantment or sacrifice 

Balduvian Bears Ges a iat lying, ener Wasps deal combat damage to a player, you : Deadly Insect oC te he ALMM Wun, 9/9, 

YN. Fy desty ret arta that yer conte. 7. ECan be the aa of pels or tes. 6/1 Erhnam Djinn SU see @e@ ANH 
Barbary Apes sc fe ig ; Gave Tiger SC 1) ae oftun. 2/2, ; Decomposition & Us a MG uring upkeep give forestwalk to an opponent's creature unt next 

210, $ Whenever itis blocked, Tiger gets +1/-+1 untl en Te ah 2 Pi rey on a bask creature, Creature gains "CU: 1 life.” If enchanted ? upkeep. 4/6, 

Barbed Foliage A U = @m@e@ ug : *Channel fore itepont st errea, Estate putt the veya, cantar ses 2 Erithizen SR + @@e@ WM 
When a creature attacks you, it loses flanking. When a creature with- > Add to your poo! for a Me tom gol santtiog ™M Daepwood Brummer SC Co @@ MM Whenever Erithizon attacks, put a +1/+1 counter on target 

out flying attacks you, Barbed Foliage deals 1 damage to it. 2 Charging Rhino Gee 3 #@@ Discard a card: Target creature gains +2/+2 until end of creature of defending player's chalice. 4/4, 

rishi cole @ee Woot Rhino cannot be blocked by more than one creature, 4/4, : turn, 1/1. Essence Fitter SOR Co Gee A 

If Barishl Is put into graveyard from play, remove Barishi from Child of Baca SU; iB. gs ease ee: : Deepwood Elder SS R= @@ MM estoy either all enchantments or all enchantments that aren't white, 

the game, then shuffle all creature cards from your graveyar {rate During unk ay Me ice Cd, e@@: ; "8 @,@ Discard a card; X target lands becomes forests } Eureka SR R = @@@ LG 
into your library, 4/3. Regenerate Chil o a ‘| @e ™ > until end of turn, 2/2. + Both players may put a permanent from their hand directly in play. 

Bayou Dragonfly Ss c= &@ ™ i during th ers : Deepweod Tantiv SC U s+ @@ MM layers take turns playing cards until neither wants to play any 

Flying; swampwalk. 1/1. stands do not untap a oe ers untap steps. WE i o.. NheneverTanty becomes blocked, you gain 2 life. 2/4, more permanents. Ifa spell has an X in its casting cost, X is 0. 

ed eGo + @ ex} Bhoking Vines ick are declared t toet attacking ; Deepwaod Wolvering SCG «= WM: Exploration AOR @ Z 
f enchanted creature is put Into any graveyard, draw two cards. lay only when blockers are declared. X target attacking : “Whenever Wolverine becomes blocked, it gains +-2/+0 until end You may play an additional land each turn 

INS oe Lu oreatures are considered blocked. Vines deals 1 damage to each : of turn. 1/1. Faerie Noble Ni ane 2 L 

jouble target creature's power and give tt trampling ability uni Soe ati as tigi; Defense of the Heart ENR om Gm UL Flying, Al Faeries gain +0/+1. @; All Faeries gain +1/-+0 unt 
end of turn. If it attacks, destroy target creature at end of turn, huh Toad ' Cc sas Jina, 1 ii . During your upkeep, if one of your opponents controls three or the end of turn, 2/2. 

SOR Ros Gm MM Bains +2/-+2 until end un when inked of nek. ji: - Mov cfeatues, saifioe Defense of the Heart, search your library : Fallow Earth SOR ~ @@  MG6th 

Search your library for a copy of target creature card in play an Citanul Centaurs si 2 * i for up to two creature cards, and put those creatures into play, Put target land on top of owner's library. 

put that card into play, cho, Cannot be the target of spells or abilities. 6/3, i ? Dense Foliage IN R «= WLBth ‘allow Wurm SC ~ ee WL 

Birds of Paradise SCR see @ Basic Citanal Druid = o@ fact 1 i . goa cannot be the target of spells. When Wurm comes into play, discard a land or bury Fallow 

lying, @: Add one mana of any color to your mana pool, 0/1 Add a +1/-+1 ae opponent casts an artifact. ie } Deranged Hermit SCR oe Se uL Wurm, 4/4, 

Blanchwood Armor GC U <= @@ Uz} Gttanul Hlerophants R a i oe eas i ba When Deranged Hermit comes into play, put four Squirrel : Familiar Ground EN ~ @@ WLoth 

chanted creature gets +X/-++X, where X is the number of forest ach creature you contra gains": . @ ‘a your pool vg; tokens into ply, Treat these tokens as 1/1 green creatures, All Each of your creatures cannot be blocked by more than one creature, 

you control. City of Solitude tN Si oe ws + squirrels get +1/+1. 1/1, Fanatical Fever INS - eee IA 

Blanchwood Treefolk SCC -+ @@ Ww ach layer may play ary aie. ans cur hs Mj; Desert Twister SR U = eae Give a creature +3/-+0 and trample until end of tur, 
M5. the Land tans of fe nray, outs to = AURA +Fasthond EN Rosse LUR 

Blizzard NR: @@ A Fach bier ta the m Ne at tis ia mh puts ote + Destroy target permanent, There is no limit to the number of lands you may play in a tun, 

CU: «@. Flying creatures do not untap. play tapped all lands cards revealed tis way, and removes the + tir Wolves Ss C + Be a Does 1 damage to you for each land beyond the first you play, 

Toad Cus @@ uw Ee a ge ae upensh 2». as bard you conto any pln. 22 Fecundity Woo oe W 
rotection from blue. Cyeling ae. 2/2. rf all block en ata Dirtcow! Wurm SC oR see om ™ Whenever a creature is put into a graveyard from play, that crea- 

Biossoming Wreath NS C + @ Wt ting, Any edi: ati ‘i ing or blocked by Lockatice Whenever any opponent plays a land, put a +1/+1 counter on ture’s controller may draw a card. 

Gain life equal to the number of creatures in your graveyard, == is destroyed at end 0 cot : Weck 2 num. 3/4 Fomeret Archers SC so @@ = MGEth 

Boa Constrictor st Us MM Cocoon U 2 ‘ Creatu + Downdratt N U- @@ WL @ Do 4 damage to target atacting ores with flying, 2/2 

: Constrictor gains +3/+3 until end of tun. 3/3. : ut 8 courts on target creature you contol and tap ir 1; @: Target creature loses flying until end of tum. Sacrifice: : Feral Instinet INS GC ee VS 

Bounty ofthe unt =NS U + @a@ At does not untap wile counters remain, Remove ‘ ata f See : Downdraft deals 2 damage to each creature with flying, Target creature gets +1/+1 unt ai af tum, Cantrip, 

You may remove a green card in your hand from the game to upkeep, When last one is ie eealie gels 1/41 an td > Drop of Honey Rose AN = Feral Thallidt Scout |~«@e@ee oF 

cast Bounty, Put three -+1/-+1 affects on any number of target : Collective Unconscious _ f er : Destroy lowest-powered creature during your upkeep. Drop of Add a counter during upkeep, Remove 3 counters: Regenerates. 6/3, 

creatures until end of turn. : raw cart for each creature you cute ; wf 9, Hon i destroyed when there are no more creatures, FC - Ge MM 

Briar Patch N Us ¢o@ MM: Compost 4 4 mN f oe : Burkwood Boars SCC + @@  LG4th Sth : Whenever enchanted creature becomes blocked, you may put a 

Whenever a creature attacks you, it gets -1/-0 until end of ne : ca ie ual put into one of your opponent's graveyards, 4/4, é 244/44 counter on it “ 

Shield “- @ WL: ‘ ? Early Harvest Ss Ro @2 MGGh ¢ Fertile Ground Er fre 2 Z 

+1/+1, Saovifice: Enchanted creature gets +8/-+3 until end of turn, Concordant Sean tl “ @ 16, : Target player untaps all basic lands he or she controls., + Whenever target is tapped for mana, it produces an additional mana 

Fall NV C- @@ Mi All creatures have haste. oe ay sEartheraft N ~ Of TM = ofany color, 

Return Broken Fall to owner's hand: Regenerate target creature, Constant Mists Ks ee + Tap an untapped ereature you control; Untap target basic land, ©: Fire Sprites Ss cs @@ G 
Brown Ouphe csc. @ hd Buyback—Sacrifice a land, Creatures deal no combat damage. ’  Earthtore Coe iA 3 ving, @®,@: Add @ to your mana pod. 1/1. 

@-@: Counter an artifact ablity that requires an activation = Cradle Guard mn SoU See Tap enchanted land: Target blocking creature gets +1/+2 until : Flailing Drake SC U + &@ 

cost 1/1 3 Trample; echo. 4/4 ca ey et ond of tum, \ lying, If Flaling Drake blocks or is blacked by any creature, 

Brashwagg SS R= @—@ MG: Crash of Nv s¢ fied a Lord of Leaves 5 - ae ™ creature gets +1/+1 until end of tum. 2/3, 

If Brushwagg blocks or is blocked, It gets -2/+2. 8/2. 2 Trample, 8/4 ou y Abe gan forestwalk, Elves cannot be the target of spells or abil } Floral Spuzzem sou = @@ & 

Bull Elephant soc @e@ vg: Grashing Boars . me ee he Ey, es 2/2 f Spuzzem attacks and is not blocked, you may destroy a target 

When Bull Elephant comes into play, return two forests you i ts attacks, defending pet — al atl ieee © = Eladaml’s Vineyard EN ase TM artifact under opponent's control without dealing damage. 2/2. 

control to owner's hand or bury Bull Elephant. 4/4, : contals. That creature s Boats ie turn if able wisn At being of each player's main phase, add yon to that player's INS ~ @ Basic, MG 

Bull Hippo SC Us Ge uz} Graw Giant 9. 6/4 u eee Cah : pool. Creatures deal no damage in combat this turn. 

Islandwalk, 3/8. Scan seine " nay, Ele Oral Sc oR s+ @@ IAstheth $ Folkot An-Hawa SCC 2 HL 
Surgeoning IN Row @ SH Craw oe so SOe Ra H mS Tap or untap target land, creature or artifact. 2/2. i f assigned as a blocker, Falk get wd until end of turn, 1/1. 

Whenever any opponent plays a land, you may choose a land card: Bi R= @ yt Elephant Grass N sae VS: Folk of the Pines ss C= &e \A 

from your hand and put it into play. : Crazed Armodion So ; me tum, A : CU: @. Black creatures cannot attack you. Nonblack creatures : @4@; +1/+0 until end of turn, 2/5. 

Gall of the Wid ENR om @amme hat |: Amoton gets +S/+0 ad ge rele tn ao i = camnot attack you unless thar conoler pays @ for each Food Chain WR = @@ NM 
Mas Reveal the ton card of your library to al players, If: and of tum, destroy Crazed Armodon. Use this ably only One® = attarking creature. ? Remove a creatura you control from the game: Add X mana of 

that card is a creature card, put it into play, Otherwise, discard it each turn. 3/3 \) vse: Elven Cache SOR C == mmm VSeth : any color to your pool, where X is the creature's converted cost 

Creeping Mold SOR see Q@@@  VS6th +” Return target card from your graveyard to your hand, : 
Galler of the Hunt SC oR = @@~ MM plus one, This mana may only be spent to play creature cate ‘ 

8c 2 ‘As you play Cal ofthe Hunt, choose a creature type. Caller of ¢ _ Vestay target artifact, land or ete yy; Elven Fortress N Gos FE Foratog 

the Hunt:s power and toughness are each equal to the number = Crop Rotation INS i te a ut tint gay, 2: Target blocking creature gains +0/-+1 until end of tum, } @,Sacrifice a forest: +2/-+2 until end of turn, 1/2, 

of a in play of the chosen type. */*. : Seto Search your iar ly fora land and put it into ‘i : Elven Palisade N U- @ EX = Forbidden Lore ~=osR = @@ MA 

INS ~ @ Lu i Crossbow Ambush INS 2 fi : Saorifice a forest: Target attackiner gets -3/-0 until end of turn, fap enchanted land: Target creature gains +2/-+1 until end of turn. 

Place ie attacking creatures face dawn and rearrange them, : All creatures you control can ma fying creatures tis turn, uy; Elven Riders SC OU += @@@lcahiheh + Force of Nature SC Ro see> Someqameml RAS 

Reveal them only after defense is chosen. Ignore illegal blocks. Crosswinds q oe H Cannot be blocked except by walls and flying creatures. 3/3. : rample, Pay @& 4424 during upkeep or Force does 8 damage to 

py SC OR ce SOM MG i All creatures with flying get -2/-0, ? Elven Bite SOR U «= me SH you. 8/8 

Trample, €@@: Flying and loses trample until end of turn. 4/4. ¢ “Grumble fact C NSC ifs . ALS 3 Put a total of two +1/+1 counters on any number of target crea~ Forgatten Lore SOR U == @ IA 

Canopy Spider cS Cc ¢@ T™ Bury target arfact a ler gens He equal tts casting ue > tures. Opponent chooses a card in your graveyard. You may pay @ to 

Canopy Spider can block creatures. with flying, 1/3. : Cycle of Life aT R Sede ist : Elven Warhounds SCR - Sm ™ ave opponent choose a different card, Draw the last card chasen, 

rapace tos @ Lath Retum to your han radiate eee isi O/T Hrhouds is looked, ute blocker ontop of owners bay. Fortitude cf Cs ee W 
+0/+2, Sacre Carapace to regenerate the creature it enchants, 3 Until the beginning of your next Hct tthe beginning of your: \ When Fortitude is put nto a graveyard from play, return It to owner's 

id Roce Qe SH Fev upkeep, puta +1/+41 counter on that creature acy | Elves of Deep Shadow SC Us @ DK hand. Saorifice a forest: Regenerate enchanted creature, 

PE cdaagae ee EN Ros Gem ANCH 5 Add to mana pool and lose 1 We. 1/1, Foster IN OR s+ @@e@ NM 
Trample, €2 4: Regenerate Camassid. 5/4. 
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it to play under attacker's control. Play after combat. creature. Whenever you play a land, Stag becomes an enchantment, ? usebzer EL pe LUR 
: oe - of UD = Harned Shiver Ui @e M When target land is tapped, it is si The player who just 
ample. 3/1, : All Slivers gain trample, 2/2. lost a land to Kudzu must place tt on any other land in play. 

Gorilla Berserkers Ss c+. .2 Al: Homed Troll SC - Bm MM Breke NH - Be VS 
Trample, rampage: 2. Cannot be blocked by less than three @: Regenerate Troll. 2/2, Flying, @®: +0/+1 until end of turn. You may only use this 
creatures, 2/3, : Hormet Cobra SC abllity once per turn. Sacrifice Kyscu and Spitting Drake: Search 

Cow @m@e@ Alot : itst strike, 2/1. 
Het Springs = oR «= ap A 

Gorifla Chieftain Nt your library for Viashivan Dragon and put it into play, 2/2. 
Grant SOR 

. : fap enchanted land: Prevent 1 damage to any target. If you have no land cards in 
@- Regenerate. 3/3. - mp MM 
Pack NY : land, you may reveal your hand 

Heviing C- 2p MM instead of paying Land Grant's mana cost. Search your library for 
C+ a tise mat prs te ed a thet search your library for a forest card and put It into your hand, 

to three Howling Wolf cards and put them into your hand, 2/2. Land Leeckes Ss oC = mm DK4th 
- SC di APs deere A MG :° Hungry fist ; ais ee sa ell First strike, 2/2, 

,@; Target creature galns first strike. @,@; Granger uring your upkeep, pay 44% or bury Hungry Mist, 6/2. Leaping Lizard sc -~ gee HL 
Hented Wempes Ss Us @@ M @@: Flying and -0/-1 until the end of tun, 2/3 

When Wumpus comes into play, each other player may put a = Graig SC Use am LUR4th oth 
creature card from his hand into play under his control. 6/6. ®: Untap target land, 1/1, : 

tine U- @@ MM Une oem 

cho. Whenever Moa comes into play or Is put into a graveyar At the beginning of each player's upkeep, that player may put a 
+1/+1 counter on a creature. 

C 

Foresthome, 3/3, 

ch PR COST! SETS (Eile dala 
Whenever a feature you control is put info a graveyard, yo 
may pay &¢. If you do, reveal cards from the top of you library = i 
until you reveal a creature card, Put that card into your hand an Guildmage does 1 damage to target creature or player and 1 
the rest into your graveyard. damage to you. 1/1. 

NS Geed IN R o Go! Z 
Sacrifice a creature: Draw cards equal to the sacrificed creature's 
power, then choose and discard three cards, 

R= @@ WZ 

ra 

c+ & IASth 
Untap target attacking creature. Creature neither deals ni 
Teceives damage during combat this turn. Cantrip. 

Ss Us IA from play, put a+1/+1 counter on target creature, 3/2. 

©: Sacrifice a red or white creature to deal damage equal to hal During each player's upkeep, if that player controls more lands than > Hurricane RR sees $a Basic A o- Gee Ath 
the creature's power, rounded down, to any target. 1/1. any other, the player puts @ 1/1 green Saproting token Into play under 0 X damage to all players and flying creatures, * equals the total number of creatures in all graveyards, */*+1. 

'¢ Chasm N - 22 A his control Hash SOR ~— ge tichewthrepe NH : 22 VS 
@@: Draw-a card when any opponent successfully casts icy Sous S c+ Basic Jestray all Mielec: ue ®. For each 1 damage dealt to Lichenthrope, put a -1/-1 counter 

2 Stem Us ge i on it instead, During your upkeep, remove one of these counters black spell, #4: Return Freyalise’s Charm to your hand. 
Froyalise’s Winds N : @2® IA 

Put a wind counter on any permanent whenever it become: 
tapped. Permanents with wind counters do not untap. Instea 
Temove all wind counters on those permanents. 

SC Us @ MM 
a. Return target basic land card from your graveyard to 
your hand, 1/1, 

Hail Storm INS - ¢e2 Al 

: from Lichenthrope, 5/5, 
Ss Us @—@ + Liege of the Hellews SC - @a22 WL 

0 4 damage to any opponent casting an instant, except for the = If Llege is put into graveyard from play, each player may pay 
first one cast by that player that turn, 1/1 + any amount of mana to put that number of 1/1 Squirrel tokens 

estroy target land, 
Braid 

gue Coc. T™ Hail Storm deals 2 damage to each attacking creature and 1+ Stte-Biff Efreet SCR come Gay AN Into play, 3/4, 
When Frog Tongue comes into play, draw a card. Enchanted crea damage to you and each creature you control, Flying. @: Do 1 damage to all players and flying creatures, This ? Eitafeves EN oe @@ LUR4AH Sth 
ture can block creatures with flying Half of Gemstone EW OR ss Gam OMG ability may be used by any player. 3/3. @® Counter a black spell as it is being cast . 

Bnd sc - Om ™ During each player's upkeep, that player chooses a color. Until end Exergy EC OU s+ @ LUR4thSth = Eifetace INS R= @ LUR4th 
Whenever any player successfully casts an enchantment spell tt of turn, each mana-producing land only produces mana of the cho- chanted creature gains haste. @: Untaped enchanted Changes the color of one card in play to green. 

sen color, : creature, Use only once per turn and only during your turn, : Living Artifact EA «  @  LURAth Sth 
INS - 2 UL + isvigerate INS Cs 2 MM = Put one counter on target artifact for each life you lose, During 

targets Fugitive Druid, draw a card. 3/2. 
Convergence : 

Return all enchantments to top of owners’ libraries., ff you control a forest, you may have an opponent gain 3 life = your upkeep, you may trade one and only one counter for 1 life. 
INS EN 

Fongal Bloom N - @2 
@® Puta spore on on target Fungus. 

Cc 

A 
Fungus Elemental Rw 2 WI — g@ ™ instead of paying Invigorate's casting cost. Target creature gains ting Lands ~~ of Basic 

@ Sacrifice a forest: Put a +2/-+2 counter on Fungu Sacrifice a land: Search your library for up to two basic land cards +4/-+4 until end of tur, reat all forests In play as 1/1 creatures, 
Elemental, Use this ability only if Fungus Elemental came int and put them into play, Shuffle your library afterwards. fronrost Treefolk = SC. C+ mm LURAI StH - @e0 LG 
play this tun, 3/3, Harvest Wurm ce C+ & WL 3/5. * All lands are are now also 1/1 creatures, 

Fungusaur SC o  @m LURE When Harvest Wurm comes Into play, return any basic land card Ss Us U SC Ys. Sm 

Gets a +1/+1 counter after any turn when Fungusaur has bee from your graveyard to your hand or bury Harvest Wurm. 3/2. = + @a@,%@: Reveal any number of green cards in your han Tap a creature you control: +1/-+-1 until end of turn. 4/4. 
damaged but not destroyed, 2/2. Moth cs Us ¢@ UW: Target creature gets +X/+X until end of turn, where X is Greid - oe wl 

Fyndhorn Brownle vs oc: of {A.6th Flying, Cannot be the target of spells or abilities. 1/2. number of cards revealed this way. 1/1. @ Saviifice: Untap all forests, 1/2, 

: Lanewar Elves SCC tees Basic @@,S-: Untap target creature, 1/1, 
Bruid Sor it tas 2 , 

If Druid |s put Into graveyard after it blocks, gain 4 life, 2/2. 1 oo Oe Wi 
dhors Elder 8C  Q@ |Abth 6th When Sentinel comes into play, you may pay <&® to search 
@: Add @@ to your mana pool, 1/1, aa Te = aa r . ——— your library for a Llanowar Sentinel card and put it into play. 2/3, 

Fyndhorn Eives SC C ss @ IA _ a . —_ : Locust Use gm MG 
@: Add @ to your mana pool, 1/1, fh @ Regenerate, 4: Untan Locust Swarm. Use only once per tum, 

Potion NN Rs @@ : 3 
CU; @. All creatures get -1/-0. <4: All creatures get - 4 : ‘ : Line Welt SS ous @@ U 
until end of turn. ‘ = q You may have Lone Wolf deal combat damage to defending 
'a Avenger Si Row AQ player instead of to creatures blocking it. 2/2. 

“number of artifacts opponent has in play, “+1/°+1 | Basilisk SC C se am $I 
Gava’s Blessing SOR U s+ Gam WL : Whenever Basilisk damages any creature, destroy creature at end 

Target player shuffles up to three target cards fram his graveyard = of combat. 1/3. 
Into his library. Draw a card, /f Blessing is put into your graveyard + 
from your library, shuffle your graveyard Into your library. 

Gaen’s Bounty SOR C + 2 UZ 
Search your library for up to two forests, reveal them, and put them 
Into your hand, 

Gaen's Embrace C OU ws Sam U2 
Enchanted creature gets +3/+8 and gains trample and #®: Regen: 
erate, a: Play only if an opponent cast a summon spell this turn, Put a green 

Gaga's Lege SC OR os SampmemLUuRah : EE Shenever 5 spell or atlny an summon card from your hand into play as though it were just 
© Tum any land into a basic forest. All lands return to normal whe ( oy o : opponemt commols cannes yoo to 3 played, 
Liege leaves play, ~ is the number of forests you control; whe ° : discard = card, you gon Z ile and |: Lurker SC - ge OK 
attacking, * is the number of forests defender controls. */* you may drew 2 card. Pa: Cannot be target of spells unless ft attacked or blocked this turn. 2/3. 

Gace’s Touch EN C c= @@ DK 3 | : £ : Maddening Wind BW se A 
You may put one extra land into play each turn if that land isa: | ‘ | CU; @. During target creature's controller's upkeep, Maddening 
basic forast. Sacrifice: Add 4 to your mana pool, : Wind does 2 damage to that player. 
jekeeper s U - @@ UD ' NS C + @ 0 
When Gamekeeper is put into graveyard from play, remove 7 a. ans : ' All creatures get +1/+1 until end of turn. 
Gamekeeper from the game, Reveal cards from your library unti { FOALMIONGER aT Es beri 4 idain _ |: Mammoth Harness C _ of L 
you reveal @ creature card, Put that card into play and put th ss SS { Target creature loses flying. Creatures assigned to block or who 
other cards revealed this way into your graveyard, 2/2, aie tales are blocked by enchanted creature get first strike until the end 

Game Preserve fi - oo MM of turn. 
N - @ EX At the beginning of your upkeep, each player reveals the toy z 

During your discard phase, you may chaose to put all land cards from card of his library. If all cards revealed this way are creatur 
cards, put those cards into play under their owners’ control, your hand into play. If you do, discard the rest of your hand. 

Beetles S C+ a2 U of Elk 8C - Of UL @: Add to your mana pool. Sacrifice: ey acard. 1/1, 
henever a creature blocks it, Gang gets +2/+2 until end of : Heartwoed Hryad SC oC ss T™M When Beetles is put into a graveyard from play, target creature 

tur, 5/4, Heartwood Dryad can block creatures with nee. 2A. gets +1/+1 until end of turn. €@¢ Sacrifice: Draw a card. 2/3. 
Garyantuan Gorilla SC pe Heartwood Giant so - gee TM SC o- @@e@ NCE 

During: your upkeep, sacrifice a i ® Saotifice a forest: Giant deals 2 damage to target player. 4/4. * |s equal to the number of cards in your hand. “/*, 
gen ™ Marsh Viger SCC = @m@ OK Ath.Gt damage. If you sacrifice a snow- Heartwood Treeteik SC oe 

trample until end of turn. @>: Gorlla ‘deals damage equal to its Forestwalk, 3/4, If Ferrets attack, they get 40/42. At end of combat, tap all creatures Opponent takes 2 poison counters when damaged by Viper, 1/2, 
power to any other target creature, Creature deals damage equal : Hermit Druid Ni - @@ $I blocking Ferrets. They don't untap as normal next untap step, 1/1, Master of the Hunt = = SC + Gas LG 
to its power to Gorilla, 7/7. ®,®: Reveal cards from the top of your library until you reveal : Jungle Patrol SC R o Sm. MG = @@®*®: Put a Wolves of the Hunt token, a 1/1 green creature 

Bhazban Ogre st ~ @ ANCHSth = a basic land, Put it Into your hand and put all other revealed cards = @ @: Put a 0/1 green Wood token Into play. It counts asa = that may band with other Wolves of the Hunt, in play, 2/2, 
During controller's upkeep, Ghazbén Ogre switches to the conto = into your graveyard. 1/1. wall, Sacrifice a Wood token: Add e@ to your mana pool, 3/2. ft sc - SO MM 

Al 4 i @: Add @ to your mana pool, 
Lianewar Sestinet so 

NS Co Gm UZ 
features deal no combat damage this turn. Cycling a 
ny ~~ @a2 WM 

All oreatures gain forestwalk, 6/4, 
ne C se @@ eM basclAMM 

Lure 
I creatures able to block enchanted creature do so if able, 

NS - @a2 MG 

Heart Warden Kx oe 2 ‘y iterd 
If you play any spell, return Herd to owner's hand, 4/5, 

Worm SC Us me IA.Sth 
uchtull Wurm gets -2/-1 for each extra creature blocking it. 6/6, 

dolrael's Centaur SCC te Gam MG 
Flanking. Cannot be the target of spells or effects. 2/2. 

doven’s Ferrets SC Cc HL 

of the player with the most life. 2/2. + Hidden Ancients N Ue UZ = Jungle Warm SC oC Sam MG ‘ample. When Megatherium comes into play, sacrifice it unless 
Giant Badger SS Rs @a@ PR When one of your opponents successfully casts an enchantment spell, = Wurm gets -1/-1 for each extra creature blocking it, 6/5, you pay @ for each card in your hand, 4/4. 

Badger gets +2/+-2 until end of turn if assigned as a blocker. 2/2. Ancients becomes a 5/5 Treefolk creature, : duniper Order Braid SC C ++ @@ IA hosis SR C + @ AN, CH 
Sacrifice a creature to gain mana equal to its casting cost + 1. 
his mana can be of any one color, but can only be used for 

summon spells. 
Midsommerfevel EN R «= Sam UZ 

uring your upkeep, you may put 4 counter on Revel, Sacrifice 
fevel: Put X Beast tokens into play, where X is the number of 

Glant Caterpillar SC oC se Sm VSM 
@ Sacrifice: Put a 1/1 green Butterfly token with fying into 
play at end of turn, 3/3, 

Giant Growth INS Cs @ Basic,|A 
‘arget creature gets +3/+3 until end of turn. 

Giant Mantis SC Cs ee MG 

Hidden Gibbens EN ~“ @ UL : @: Untap target land, 1/1, 
When your opponent successfully casts an instant or interrupt : Karoe Mearkset SoU  @m@ MG 
spell, Gibbons becomes a 4/4 creature that counts as an Apa. Protection from blue. 2/1, 

Hidden Gueritias Nous @ UZ = Ketabatic Winds IN OR = Gm VS 
When one of your opponents successfully casts an artifact spell, + Phasing. Creatures with flying cannot attack, block or use any 
Guerillas becomes a 5/3 creature wth trample. ability that includes @ in the activatian cost, 

Giant Mantis can black creatures with flying. 2/4. Hidden Herd N 2 U2 = Rayea Sk oR  @am Al counters on Revel. Treat these tokens as 3/3 green creatures. 
Giant Spider SC - &m Basic When one of your opponents ap aiuibae land, Herd becomes = All green creatures you control gain +1/-+1, 2/3, Might of Oaks INS R see Qa 

jant Spider can block creatures wih flying, 2/4, a 3/3 Beast creature. 3 Keeper ofthe Beasig SC U -- @@ EX farget creature gets +7/+7 until end of turn, 
Giant Turtle cc QR Hidden Patty N s+ Q@mew DK > — @,G: Put a Beast token into play. Treat this token asa 2/2? Mindbender Spores SC R ~- @m@ MG 

lant Turtle may not attack if it did lng your last turn, 2/4. All green creatures gain forestwalk. 3 green creature. Play this ability only if target opponent controls Flying. Whenever Spores blocks a creature, put four counters on 
Gibberiny Hyenas NH Hidden Predators N Ro @ UW: more creatures than you. 1/2. the creature. During controller's untap, remove a counter from the 

Gibbering Hyenas cannot block back When one of your opponents controls a creature with power 4 or : Killer Bees SC U ss* dam LG4th.oth creature, As long as creature has any counters, it does not untap 
Gift of the Woods fF Ce Al greater, Predators becomes a 4/4 Beast creature. H Flying, 4; +1/+1 until end of turn. 0/1, as normal. 0/1. 

If enchanted creature blocks or \s blocked by any creatures, it: Hidden Spider N C - @ UZ Cheetah S Cs @@ VS ¢ Wri, Get Warrier SL Ro Sm EX 
gets +0/+3 until end of turn and you gain 1 life. : When one of your opponents successfully casts a flying creature fiying, = You may play Cheetah whenever you can play an instant, 3/2, irri counts as a Cat Warrior, First strike, forestwalk. 2/3, 

filypit of Heincarmation NS C + @ LG Spider it becomes a 3/5 creature that can block fying creatures, —  Kraldlin SC U = Sam TM Wire's Guile IN oR @ TM 
jury all creatures blocked by target wall this turn, For each such + Hidden Stag N R= @/ Uz Comes into play with X +1/+1 counters on it: a: Regenerate. : luring your upkeep, you may look at the top three cards of your 

creature, choose a creature from attacker's graveyard and raturn = Whenever your opponent plays a land, Stag becomes a 3/2 Beast = 0/0 i library and put them back in any order. 

AGIC DATA C=COMMON U=-UNCOMMON R-RARE 
oa ARTIFACT @BLACK “BLUE GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 

ART Artifact EA Enchant Artifact EN Enchantment LAN Land SC Summon Creature 
AC Artifact Creature . EC Enchant Creature EW Enchant World LL Legendary Land SL Summon Legend 
CR Current Rarity EL Enchant Land INS Instant MS Mana Source SOR Sorcery 
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“Momentum FOU se ee UD &-@ S: Give target creature -2/-0 until end of tun. 1/1, All players play with their hands face up. Bury all artifacts. Each artifact’s controller gains an amount of life 

At the beginning of your upkeep, you may put 2 counter o Henger Cc ce 2 EX ? Revive SOR oo Ge MM = equal to that artifact's casting cast, 

Momentum. Enchanted creature gets +1/+1 for each counter, Whenever any opponent successfully casts a creature spell, put a Return target green card fram your graveyard to your hand. 3 Seeker of Skybroak SC C - a a 

Mongrel Pack SC R = em +1/+1 counter on enchanted creature, : AH - 2 lA @: Untap target creature. 2/1. 

If Pack fs put into any graveyard from play during combat, put four : Preferred Selection EN R o 2am MG 3 Snow-covered forestwalk. 1/2, Serene Heart INS C s+ am MG 

1/1 green Hound tokens into play. 4/1, At the beginning of your draw phase, look at the top two cards of Ritual of Subdeal EN - @a@ IA Destroy all local enchantments. 

Mortal Wound eC @ VS your library and choose one. Put that card on the bottom of your CU: @, All mana-producing lands now produce colorless mana, ; Shatbling Strider SC - £ae IA 

If damage is dealt to enchanted creature, destroy it library, or sacrifice Selection and pay <e4®4@ to draw the card. ; River Boa SC see Gm VSG: = a: +1/-1 until end of turn. 5/6. 

Monster so : (6 WZ sc c= @ 

MG 

Basie Islandwalk, #@: Regenerate, 2/1, Shanedin 
* Git SR C= @ UD +. Forestwalk, 1/1 

Reveal any number of green cards in your hand, Return an : Stetkte Bre SoCs &e LG 

enchantment card from your graveyard to your hand for each @ Remove bands with other ability from target creature until end 

card revealed this way, of tum. 1/1. Gee, ir ey creatures have that ability, 

eae Priest of Titania SC Css em 
3/6. ®: Add @ to your mana pool for each Elfin play. 1/1. 

Mitenda Lien cs tc. @ Primal Order NOR ose mm LOH ¢ 
If Mtanda Lion attacks, defending player may pay “@ to have it During player's upkeep, Primal Order deals 1 damage to that 
no combat damage this turn, 2/1. player for each non-basic land he controls, 

Rluieh SOR C ss am § Rage N Us £2 SH: Rofelios, Manowar Emissary SC 00s OD U C+ @ HL,Gth 

Reveal the top 4 cards of your library to all players. Put any of thase All creatures you control gain trample, : ©: Add @ to your a pool fe each ms you contra, ay ax creature gets a a end of ir i 

cards that are lands into your hand and the rest into your graveyar Proveke NS Cs Gm SH 
Waro-Bercerer SL Ro sees Dam Untap target creature you do not contral. That creature blocks this Target creature gets +1/+1 and can block creatures with flying When Elephant comes into play, sacrifice a forest or bury 

until end of turn. 
Has power and toughness each equal to the total number turn if able. Draw a card, Elephant. 3/3. 

cards in all players’ hands, Cannot be the target of spells or? Pygmy Allesmwras SCR ss @m@ |A = Root Maze EN - @ TM ¢ Sitvergiads Elemental SC OC :- @@ MM 

abilities. */*. 3 Swampwalk, 2/2, : All artifacts and lands come Into play tapped. : When Elemental comes into’play, you may search your library for 

Maltdni's Aeslyte s C+ #2 > Pyginy Troll soc &e EX ¢ Beat sou: &® a forest card and put it into play, 4/4, 

cho, When Multani's Acolyte comes into play, draw a card. 2/1. $ For each creature that blacks it, Pygmy Troll gets +-1/-+1 until end if assigned asa blocker, Spider gains fist strke and +1/+0. 2/2, ; Silvargladle Pathtinder SC - 2 MM 

Multani’s Decree SOR C = @@ 7 of turn, @; Regenerate Pygmy Troll. 1/1. Reotbreaker Wurm SC - @@2 ™ @@@ Discard a card: Search your library for a basic land 

Destroy all enchantments, Gain 2 life for each one you destroy. SC + @e Wt Trample, 6/6. : and put that card into play tapped, 1/1 

WMultani’s Presence EN ae u : Simian Grunts SC ss Gm U 

never a spell you play is countered, draw a card, 
Echo. You may play Grunts any time you could play an instant. 3/4, 

Muscle Sliver SS oC a M ‘Singing Tree SC - @6@  $N 

All Slivers get 1/41. 1/1 
‘®: Reduce attacking creature's power to O until end of turn. 0/3, 

Mwonvull Goze sc - @ Ww 
Areher SC a SH 

CU; &. Ooze has power and toughness each equal to 1 plus its 
last pald cumulative upkeep, 1+*/1+*. 

Wats Asp s% C+. @ AN.AtH 
If Asp damages opponent, it deals an additional 1 damage during 

: 

opponent's next upkeep unless “& is pald before then, 1/1, 
: Gains +1/+2 as long as opponent a nonbasic land, 1/1. 

Natural Affinity INS -~ o2 MM : =* Skyshroud Manger = SC a TM 

All lands become 2/2 creatures until end of turn, : p i! “ @: Puta land from your hand into play, Play asa sorcery, 1/1. 

Natural Balance SOR R soe Game MG t ; 1 Troll SCC ome ™ 

Fach player with six or more lands sacrifices enough lands to 
@ Regenerate Skyshroud Troll. 3/3. 

reduce his total to five, Each player with four or fewer lands may 
|: Skyshreud Troopers «SC Co Om 8 

search bis library for enough basic land to bring his tatal to five and 
hi @. Add @ to your mana pool. 3/3. 

put them into play, 
2 Skyshroud War Beast SCR - a@ 

Trample, War Beast has power and toughness each equal to the num- on 

©: Target creature with flying gets -1/-1 until end of turn. 1/ 
oud Elf SC - ¢2 qT 

@: Add @ to your pool. 2: Add aie or > to your pool, 1/1 
Elite s Ul = @ EX 

Natural Order SOR R «+ 2a@ VS 
Sacrifice a green creature: Search your library for a green 

ber of nonbasic lands target opponent control 

creature card, put it into play as if it were jist played, 
FN MM 

Whenever an opponent plays 2 blue or black spell, you may put 
Natural Selection NS Ro > @# 1/1 green Snake token into play. 

ook at top three cards of any library. You may then shuffle that = | ’ : : a 

brary. Man, this card sucks. : : 1 : Snorting Gab SC oC + @mm NM 

Hatural Spring SRC = @a@ ™ . ry = Whenever Gahr is blocked, it gains -+2/+-2 until end of turn, 3/3. 

arget player gains 8 life, a 4 a ; = _: Saowblind f& Re @@ IA 

Nature's Chosen Cc oo AL: Target creature gets -"/-*, * is the number of snow-covered 

Jay on one of your creatures, @; Untap creature. Use only ¢ | | lands the defender controls when creature attacks, Otherwise, * 

luring your turn and only once per turn. €®: Tap creature to . =~ : equals number of snow-covered lands creature's controller owns. 

untap a permanent, Use only if enchanted creature is white and : : i i Song of Serenity IN OU eo KX 

only once each turn. : 
Creatures with any enchantments on them cannot attack or black. 

Nature's Kiss f C= am WL ectral Bears SC oo oe HL 
{f Bears is declared as an attacker and defending player controls no 

#- Remove top card in your graveyard from the game; + 
Enchantad creature gets -+1/+1 until end of turn, if os , éea HL blaok cards, Bears do not st = normal next untap step. 3/3, 

Reture’s Lore SOR U = @@ (ASth Cantrip. 1/1 , C - @ VS 

Search your library for one forest and put it into play. Guirion Droid SC R o- @m@ VS on wt hing Thetoresi its has nis = You may play Spider Climb as an instant; if you do, bury it at end 
f turn, Creature gets -+0/-+8 and can block creatures with flying, 

Choose islands or swamps. Whenever a land of the chosen type that o ee 

target opponent controls becomes tapped, gain 1 life, : ten Arner tral EN H ‘ant Liked WM 
Rootwalla ny) Pon contral gain +0/+1 and may 

@m@: +2/+2 until end of turn, Use only once each turn. 2/2. Spi I 
Rootwater Alligata oa 3 Spike Browder 8C a Of SH 

Al r oC ° B Breeder comes into play with three +1/+1 counters on It 22, 

Mees aM ai Tea Ni vseth Remove a counter from Breeder: Put a+1/+1 counter on target 

fature’s Resargence SOR R - @@@ WLEth ®, © Target land becomes a 2/2 green creature permanently, 
ach player draws a number of cards equal to the number of : That land still counts as a land. 1/2. 

creature cards in his graveyard, + Quirion Elves SC C s- @m@ MG 
Rature’s Ravolt N Re =o TM When you play Quirian Elves, choose a color, @: Add one mané 

All lands are 2/2 creatures, 5 of the chosen color to your mana pool. @: Add 4® to your man: 
Hature’s Wrath N Rs Ge @ ALE pool, 1/1, 

uring your upkeep, pay 4% or bury Wrath, Whenever a player puts + Qalrion Hanger SC 0 se ® VS 
‘ a swamp or black permanent into play, he sacrifices a swamp or + Return a forest you control. to owner's hand: Untap targe 

lock as though 

3 oreature, <, Remove a counter from Breeder: Put a Spike token 

lack jenna eee a player puts Hee ora blue + creatute. Use this ability only once each turn, 1/1, nn fac ease, To ee a you draw to all i Spike play, Treat this me ae i green pe 0/0. a 

permanent into play, he sacrifices an Island or a blue permanent. + Rabid Wolverines SC Gem EX aes : Culony a 
Rushwood Bryadt x ee WM Comes Into play with fpir +1/-+1 counters. @, Remove a counter 

Heedle Storm SOR Uo s= Bmw ™ : For each creature that blocks it, Wolverines gets -+1/+1 until 
leadle Storm deals 4 damage to each creature with flying. 3 end of turn, 4/4, 

Hlettietooth Blinn SC Us @@ MG + Rabié Wombat SC U ss am LECHSth 
uring your upkeep, Nelle Ha deals 1 damage to you. 4/4. Gains +2/+2 for each enchantment on it. Does not tap to 

~ Forestwalk. 2/1 
Sana tis + from Colony: Put'a +1/4+4 counter on target creature. 0/0. 

Rushwood Elemental SC R aee2eeii | Spike Drone °c. # 

ane se ea of your upkeep you may puta +I/+1 rane comes Into play with one +1/+1 counter on it, Remove 
en ch a counter from Drone: Put a-+1/+1 counter on target creature. 0/0, 

Niall Silvaln ’ DK attack. 0/1, Herballet nn 

MO HS; Regoncrate target creature, 2/2. : Radjan Spirit SC Uses Gem LGth, bth 6th a1 Discard a card: jenn target oe. 2/2 m Spike Feeder SC ee em OH 

Night Soil fh Gos mm fe $ ‘@: Target creature loses flying ability until end of tum, 3/2. Rushwood Leyate “ss U« @@ NM eeder comes into play with two +1/-+1 counters on it. @, Remove 
a counter fro Feeder: Put a +1/+1 counter on target creature. 
emove a counter from Feeder: Gain 2 life. 0/0, 

> Spike Hatcher NY - €@ EX 

>: Take two creatures in any graveyard and remove them from the : Rampant Growth SOR C ss* 4 MGTM.6th 
game to put a Saproling token, a 1/1 green creature, into play, = Search your library for a basic land and put it into play, tapped. 

Nurturing Licid Ss Uw oe TM ¢ Raneor ECC seem UL Cc. @ LG 

@ @: Licid loses this ability and becomes a creature enchant- ; Enchanted creature gains +2/-+O and trample. When Rancor is $ ~~” Counter target artifact effect that requires an activation cost. 

ment that reads “#®: Regenerate enchanted oreature” instead of $ put Into a graveyard from play, return Ranicor to owner's hand, = Rysorian Badger vc Re: @@ HL 

a creature. Move Licid onto target creature, You may pay 4® to end Anchor INS Co &@ TM = °°" if Badger is not blocked, you may have it deal no damage this © Spike Rogue Te eee eR 

If an opponent controls an island and you control a forest, you 
may play Legate without any its mana cost. 2/1, 

INS Comes into play with six +1/+1 counters on it. , Remove a 
ri counter from Hatcher: Put a +1/+1 counter on target creature, 
3 @, Remove a counter from Hatcher; Regenerate Hatcher, 0/0, 

this effect. 1/1 : Target creature loses shadow until end of tum, Draw a card, : 

Onsionie ct Rm ee! oye tt erty | ae ee on Be ge tos fa Pages et th nian ome 
During each player's upkeep, if that player controls fewer creatures. = Return any number of target cards from your graveyard to your? gobee Ante “Soe am uM a counter from Spike Rogue: Put a +1/+1 counter on target crea- 

than an opponent, the player may reveal cards from his Uibrary until ¢ hand, You cannot choose more cards than the number of black $ Whenever Ants \s dealt damage, you may put that many 1/1 ture, @, Remove a counter from any creature you control; Put a 

he reveals a creature card, putting it into play and the rest into his : __permanents target opponent contrls, = green Insect tokens into play 013 +1/+1 counter on Rogue, 0/0, 

graveyard. : Rebirth SOR R s+ @@@@ LC4h > goperosth Cabra et + oe vg ; Seike Soldier Ni —- 9a2 SH 

owt fC - @@ SH = Each player may be healed to 20 Mf Any player so choosing = “A player damaged by Sabertooth Cobra gets a poison counter, Du- Comes into play with three +-1/++1 counters. @% Remove a counter 

Whenever enchanted land is tanped for mana, it produces an addi- + antes an additional card from the top of his library. + ng that player's next upkeep, he gets another poison counter tinlass from Soldier: Put a +1/+1 counter on target creature, Remove a 

tional ae, : Reclaim INS C ss: @ KK: he pays «& before then to prevent this effact, 2/2 t counter from Soldier: Soldier gets +2/+2 until end of turn, 0/0. 

Overrin SOR U ss @e@m TM: Put target card from your graveyard on top of your library, 2 Saerad el. = MM Spike Weaver oo Bae EX 

All your creatures get +3/+3 and trample until end of tur. : Recycle IN R s- @@@ ™M When Prey becomes blacked, you gain 1 if. 1/1 t Weaver comes into play with three +1/+1 counters on it. @, 

Pale Bears SCR se me 1A Skip your draw step, Whenever you play a card, draw a card. Dur- nestor WS Cos @ - ANAIHMG Remove a counter from Weaver: Put a +1/+1 counter on target 

Islandwalk, 2/2, ing your discard phase, choose and discard all but two cards. = ~y 1 damage ta all attacking oreatures, ad creature. , Remove a counter ftom Weaver: Creatures deal no 

Pangesaur SC R s ae MM Spike Worker 8 - @@ SH 
Whenever a player plays a land, return Pangosaur to your hand. 6/6, 3/6. 5 ; 

Panther Warriors = SC_ «C+ em = VS.6th Regeneration i PS Peta a Iaith th Comes into play with two +1/-+1 counters. #2, Remove a counter 

6/3. ® Regenerate enchanted creature. i 7/6 time from Worker: Put a+1/-+1 counter on target creature, 0/0, 

Pattern of Rebirth = ECR oes Sm UD : +Regrowth SOR U  sssee Gam LUR = gearwood Bandits SCR mm OK Sc ee § 

Redwood Treefotk soc €® WLBth 1 Bewian thas Nr) mk: combat damage this turn. 0/0, 

Forestwak, @@@,@: Control target artifact. Opponent may = P 
1 : Spitting Slug So aoe 1k 

counter tls by paying @; You nse contol of arfat i Bands @-@ First strike until end of turn. If this ability is not used, every 

When enchanted creature is put into a graveyard from play, that + Bring a card from your graveyard into your hand. 
creature's controller may search his library for a creature card : Reincarnation NS Uo c= Ge \G 3 
and put that card into play. ‘ H If target creature goes to the graveyard this tum, put a creature leave play, 2/2 

People of the Woods SC U - @@ OK from that graveyard directly into play under the control of ts owner. = Guapwged Hag Q cue ge DK creature in combat with Slug gains first strike, 2/4. 

“numberof forests you conto. 1°. } Rejuvenate SR Co ee uw OHH. Give target creature forestwalk until end of turn Splinter SOR - Gee i 

Pincher Besties SoG me TM = _ Gain 6 life, Cycling 2, re @®: Remove forestwalk from target oreature untl end of tun MM. Remove bie a ate Search ss seal 
: Renewal SOR 6. « 2 HL seit Fa aaa! Lh bth graveyard, hand and library for all copies of that card an 

Scavenger Folk sD ® DKCHEth remove them from the game. 
Pincher Beetles cannot be the target of spells or abilities, 3/1 

Pixie Queen Ss R= @@@ Le = 
@ 2: Give target creature flying until end of tum. 1/1, 

Plated Roctwalia SC C6 ts am EX > Repo) 
@@: +3/+3 until end of turn, Use only once each turn. 3/3, Shuffle all creature cards from target player's graveyard into that 

Sacrifice a land: Search your library for a basic land and put it 
into play, Cantrip 
pulate NS C = 4m UL 

aw Destray a ee Vl. i. Ga Splintering Wiad NW oo om Al 

Reveal any number of green cards in your hand, Target oreature gets = GP: Do one damage to target creature, Put a Splinter token 
-+4/-+X untl end of turn, where X is the number of cards revealed. = into play. Treat as a 1/1 flying green creature with CU: #, If this 

Plated Spider x oC ae uD: players library. Cycling ae ; token leaves play, it deals 1 damage to you and to each creature 

Plated Sider maybiook as though tha fing, 4/4 i Repl mt = ae. 1 | MMMM tase wermiccanmeg i yoni 
Plow Under SOR Ro = <a UD Creatures deal no combat damage this tur, Gain 1 life for each Seryb Sprites se oe we “LuRathsth Generation SOR R = @m@ MM 

Put two target lands on top of their owner's library : attacking creature, ying 1/1 mans’ Puta 1/1 Saproting token into play for each card in your hand. 

- Pouncing Jaguar = SCs UL 3 Resuscitate NS Uo am EX i geediing Charm = NS Ce ng; Sore Cloud NS Cos pam 
Echo, 2/2 : Until end of tum, each creature you control gains “#: Regenerate.’ Rotumn target creature enchantment to owner's hand; or regener- ¢ Tap all blooking creatures, No creatures in combat do no damage. 

Powerleoch ff U- 22 AQ Retaliation N Us @@ UZ = ate a green creature; or target creature gains trample untl end of 3 No eretures in combat untap as normal during thelr conrler's 
Gain 1 life each time an opponent's artifact becomes tapped, or 3, Each creature you control gains "Whenever a creature blocks it : turn , next untap step. 

each time the activation cost of an opponent's artifacts is paid. this creature gets +1/-++1 until end of tur.” : : : Spore Flower cs Us @e FE 

Seois of inmecence SOR R Dem He f Put a counter on Flower during upkeep. Remove 3 counters from 
Pradesh Gypsies Shak: @(G4thoth eth : Revelation MR 



NAME KIND CR PR COST any 

Flower to prevent creatures from dealing damage in combat. 0/1. 
Sporogenesis 

During your upkeep, you may put a fungus unter on target non- 
token creature, Whenever a creature with a fungus counter an it: : 
is put into a graveyard, put a 1/1 green Saproling token into play 
for each of those fungus counters. When Sporogenesis leaves play, 
Temove all fungus counters from all creatures. 

Spreading Algae “bo Us @ UZ 
Play only on a swamp. When enchanted land becomes tapped, destroy 
tee When Algae is put into a graveyard from play, retum it ta owner's 

SR C = Be MM 
Deals 2 damage to each creature with flying. 

Squalimonger , —- Ge MM 
@: Deals 1 damage to each creature with flying and each 

és Any player may ise this ability. 3/3. 
ing Tiger S GC = @@ MG6th 

mee be blocked by more than one creature. 3/3, 
Stamina eC - oe MM 

Attacking does not cause enchanted creature to tap. Sacrifice: 
Regenerate enchanted creature, 
pede INS Rs em IASth 
All attacking creatures get trample and +1/+0 until end of turn, 

Wikdebeests SC U + @a@ VS 
Trample, During your upkeep, return a green creature you control 
to owner's hand, 8/4. 

Storm Front EN —- @ TM : 
@®- Tap target creature with flying 

Storm Seeker INS o @@  16CH 
Do 1 damage to opponent for every card he has in hand :4 

of Li oo OM Basic $f 
Target player gains X life. 

ined Hears SS GC = @@ WL 
When Striped Bears comes into play, draw a card, 2/2, 

Stunted Growth SOR Ro sm See IA 
Target player must put 8 cards fram his hand on top of his library, 

Subdue NS Co @. Lb 
Target creature deals O-damage and gets +0/+X, where X is its 

+ casting cost, 
Summer Bloom SOR U = @ VS.6th 

You may play up to three additional lands this turn, : 
Superior Numbers RU @® MG 

Deal to target creature 1 damage for each creature you control in 
excess of the number of creatures target opponent controls. 

Survival of the Fittest R see Oe 
@ Discard a creature card: Search your library for a creature card, 
reveal that card to all players and put it into your hand. 

Sustenance NOU ee MM 
@ Sacrifice a land: Target creature gains +1/+-1 until end of turn, 

Syivan Hierephant = SC oe WL 
If Hierophant is put into any graveyard from play, remove it ftom the 
game, then retum a creature from your graveyard to your hand, 1/2, 

Sylvan Library EN Reve a LG4thSth 
You may draw two exira cards during your draw phase, then 
either put two of the cards drawn this turn back or pay 4 life per 
card not replaced. 

Sylvan Paradise NS Us @ LG 
Change the color of one or more creatures to green until end of turn, 

C sme Ge UZ Symbiosis 
Two target creatures each get +-2/+-2 until end of turn 

Tarpan ce 2 (A.Sth 
You gain 1 life if Tarpan goes to, the graveyard from play. 1/1 

Taste of Paradise SOR C 2 Al 
Gain 3 life, Gain 3 life for each <4 you pay over the casting co: 

Taunting Elf SoC @ UD 
All creatures able to block Taunting Elf do so, 0/1. 

Tempting Licid st ou ee SH 
@.®: Licid becomes a creature enchantment that reads “All crea- ; 
tures able to block enchanted creature do so.” Move Licid onto tar- : 
get creature. You may pay 4 to end this effect. 2/2. 
Hid C 2 FE 
Put a counter on Thallid during upkeep, Remove three counter: 
to puta 1/1 green Saproling token into play. 1/1, 

Thaifid Devourer U eee FE 
Put a counter on Devourer during upkeep. Remove thre 
counters to put 2 1/1 green Saproling token into play, Sacrifice 
a Saproling: +1/+2 until end of tun, 2/2 

Thelon’s Chant N Us gee FE 
Do 3 damage to any player who puts a swamp into play with 
putting a-1/-1 counter on a creature he controls, 

Thelon’s Curse R a2 FE 
Blue creatures do not untap. During upkeep, a blue creature's 
controller may pay #®* to untap one and only one creature, 

Thelonite Gruid 2e E 
@#, Sacrifice a green creature to tun your forests int 
2/3 creatures until end of tum. 1/1, 

Thelonite Monk sR Zoe aa 
@ Sacrifice a green creature to tum a land into a basic forest. 1/2. 

Thermokarst SOR U pee 
Destroy target land. You gain 1 life if that land is snow-covered, 

Thicket Basilisk U Bee = Basic 
Any non-wall creature blocking or blacked by Basilisk is destraye 
at end of combat. 2/4, 

Thorn Elemental . SCR eee U 
Thorn Elemental may deal |ts combat damage to defendin 
Player as though it weren't blocked, 7/7, 

Thorn Thallid se oC oe A 
During your upkeep, put a counter on Thom Thallid, Remove 
three counters to have it deal 1 damage ta any target. 2/2. 

2 

2 

SS 

Thoughtleech IN Ue 1A 
Gain 1 life whenever target opponent taps an island. 
Claws EC ~- oe MM 

You may play Claws any time you could play an instant. 
Enchanted creature gains +1/+1 and has trample. 

MAGIC FACT 

: Titania’s Sang 

? Touch of Vitae 

Whenever a player successfully casts a green spell, put a-+1/+1 
counter on Chosen. 1/1. 

BN OU Oe! ARASH 
, — Every non-creature artifact loses its abilities and becomes an 

artifact creature with power and toughness equal to its casting cost. = 
N fornado R 2a Al 

GU; @. <@: Pay 3 life for each counter on Tornado. Destroy 
target permanent and put a counter on Tornado. Usa once per tum 

"INSU oe IA 

: Verdant Force 

a KIND CR PR COST ~ SETS 

: Timber Welves Sw Rw @ LUR4H = 
: Banding. 1/1. : 
: Tinder Wall SCC te @ IA 
: Sacrifice: Add << to your mana pool, @Sacrifice; Do 2 : 
: damage to target creature Wall blocks, 0/3, : 
: Titania’s Boon SOR U s+ @@ WZ: 
: Put a +1/+1 counter on each creature you control, : 
i Titania's Chosen st ~ oe Wi 

KILLER COMBOS 

NAME KIND CR PR COST 

ture, destroy that creature. 

pat 

R eeee iM 

NAME KIND CR PR COST Bah 

your graveyard, you may sacrifice a snow-covered land to return 
_ttto your hand, 

During each player's upkeep, put a Saproling token into play, Treat scoR «= @@@@ IA 
this token as a 1/1 green creature. 7/7. : Put six +1/+1 counters on Wiltigo. During: your upkeep, put a 

Verdant Touch SOR Ro s+ @@ SH : +1/+1 counter on Wittigo if it has been blocked or has blocked 
Buyback @, Target land becomes a 2/2 creature permanently, since your last upkeep. Otherwise, remove a +1/-+1 counter 

Verdigris INS Uo gm TM 3 from Wiitigo. 0/0. 
Destroy target artifact: } Wild Di SC C s- @ UZ 

Enchantress SC oR ++ @@@ Basic : During your upkeep, if a player has more life than any other, that 
Draw a card each time you cast an enchantment. 0/2, : player gains control of Wild Dogs. 2/1 

Vernal Bloom EN - 38 UZ : Wild Elephant Ss tC ¢@ MG 
Whenever a forest is tapped for mana, Eocniees an addtional @, : Trample, 3/3, 

Vernal Equinox R e + Wild Growth —f tC @ Basic.|A 
Any play may play creature and seater spells any time he = Target land provides an extra @® when tapped for mana. 
could play an instant, : Willow Faerie - ee HL 

Veteran Explorer so Uo @ WL = > Flying, 1/2. 
{F Explorer is put into graveyard from play, each player may search : Willow Priestess SC R  @@@ HL 

Muh? A charismatic wall? Hey, nobody ever 
| ek Mee a bias als oe Meanwhile, you get to poke your oppo- 
Ce 

Trompeting Armodon SC U ™ Puta -0/-1 counter on Wall of Roots: Add 4 to your mana pool 

®: Take a Faerie from your hand and put it directly into play. 
@@@: Target green creature gains protection from black until 
the end of turn, 2/2, 

Willow Satyr Ss R= @@@. (6 
@&; Gain control of target legend, Lose control of this legend if 
Satyr untaps or leaves your control, You may leave Satyr tapped. 
VA. 

Wind Shear INS Uo ss @@ VS 
Ml attacking flying creatures get -2/-2 and lose flying until end 
of tum, 

Winding Wurm Sc tC + &@ UZ 
Echo, 6/6. 

Wing Snare SOR U «= @@ L 
Destroy target creature with flying. 

Winter Blast SOR Uo ss Ge  LG4thoth 
Tap X target creatures. Do 2 damage to each target flying creature, 
W's Grasp SOR U -= @@@ M 

Destroy target land, 
Wolverine Pack SC oC = @a@e  LG5th 

Rampage: 2. 2/4. 
Wood Elemental st é & 

Sacrifice * untapped forests when casting Wood Elemental. */*. 
Wood Elves - 3@ X 

When Wood Elves comes into play, search your library for a forest 
card and put that forest into play. 1/1 

foolyMammoths «SC Co See IA 
Galns trample if you control any snow-covered lands, 3/2, 

Woolly Spider ~- @@e A 
Can block flying creatures. Spider gets +0/-+2 until end of tur 
if it blocks a flying creature. 2/3, 

Worldly Tutor INS — @ MG.6th 
Search your library for a creature card and reveal that card to all play- 
ers, Shuffle your library and put the revealed card back an top, 

Wormwood Treefolk SC - 288 OK 
@@: Forestwalk until end of turn and you take 2 damage, 
@@: Swampwalk until end of tum and you take 2 damage, 4/4, 

and vice versa, 

Wyluli Wolf st c= @@  ANSthBth 
@: Target creature gets +1/+1, 1/1, 

Target oreature gains haste and may untap onoe this tum. Cantrp. fis library for up to two basic lands and tut them into play. 1/1, 3 Yavimaya Ancients SC C ++ @@@ Al 
Tracker SCR s+ Gee DK : Village Elder Ni e M @: +1/-2 until end of tum, 2/7. 

@®, }: Do damage in power to target creature, Target : ® © Saorfice a forest: Regenerate ‘alt creature, 1/1, Yavimaya Ants Sl Ue See Al 
creature does damage equal to its power to.Tracker, 2/2. : Vine Dryad oo O@ NM ample, CU: @®@, Haste, 5/1. 

Trailblazer INS R ss game wt Forestwalk. You may play Dryad any time you could play Yavimaya Elder SC C w= Spe UI 
Target creature may nat be blackad this tum, : Instant. You may remave a green card in your hand from tt When Elder is put into a graveyard from play, you may search 

Trained Armodan SCC s+ am TMGth : game instead of paying Dryad's cast, 1/3, your library for up to two basic lands, reveal them, and put then 
3/3. : Vine Trellis SC we 28 MM into your hand. $¢,Sacrifice: Draw a card. 2/1. 

Tranquil Domain NS Cos 3 MG = @: Add @ to your pool, 0/4, Yavimaya Enchantress SC  @a@ ul 
Destroy all global enchantments, : Vitalize NS Co * @ WLEt ‘chantress gets +1/+1 for each enchantment in play. 2/2. 

Tranquil Grove IN R se gm Wueth = Untap all creatures you control. Yavimaya Grats Ui @@ IA 
2 @ Destroy all other enchantments. : Volrath’s Gardens IN R= &@ $ lying, @: Regenerate. 0/1. 

Tranquility SOR C s** @@® BasioTMMM =  @@.Tap a creature you control, Gain 2 life. Play as a sorcery, Yavimaya Granger SCF oe BM U 
Destroy all enchantments, : Waiting inthe Weeds SOR R + @@@ MG6th Echo. When Granger comes into play, you may search your 

Treetolk Mystic SC 0 os em UL? Each player puts a 1/1 green Gat token into play for each of his untapped library for a basic land and put that land into play tapped. 2/2. 
Whenever a creature blocks ar is blocked by Treefolk Mystic, : forests. Yavimaya Scion 8c Zs) ® UL 
destroy all enchantments on that creature, 2/4. : Wall of Blossoms SC OU se am $ rotection from artifacts, 4/4, 

Treefolk Seediings SC U - @m uz : ‘When Wall of Blossoms comes into play, draw a card, 0/4, Yavimaya Wurm S C - £08 UI 
Seedlings has toughness equal to the number of forests you con- : Wall of Brambles C oo mM LUR AHS fample. 6/4, 
trol, 2/*, : ®: Regenerates. 2/3, 

Treetop Rangers «= SCG DM UZ: : Wall of ice Us @@  LuRd 
Rangers cannot be blocked except by creatures with flying. 2/2, o/7. 

Tropical Storm 8 -— £0 MG : WallofPine Needles SC U + @@ IA 

Do X damage to all fying creatures and 1 damage to all bluecrea- : — @®: Regenerate, 3/3, Switch target creature's power and toughness until end af tum. 
tures : Wail of Rests SC oC - em MG Effects that alter the creature's power alter its toughness instead, 

ee 
>@: Jarget creature blocks Armodon this turn if able. 3/3, 

Tsunami SOR Uo ss Gem LURACH Sth 
Destroy all islands in play. 

Typhoon SOR R += @@ LG 
Do 1 damage to opponent for each island he controls, 

Uktabi Efreet - 20808 WL 
CU: a. 5/4. 

Ubtabi Faerie SC C = @ MG 
Flying. 4 Sacrifice: Destroy target artifact. 1/1 

Uktabi Orangutan SC oo oe VS.6th 
When Orangutan comes into play, destroy target artifact. 2/2 

Uktabi Wildeats SC Rs @@  NG6th 
* is number of forests you control, ® Sacrifice a forest: Regener- > 
ate, */ 

Undergrewth INS C 2 Al 
No creatures deal damage in combat this turn, If you pay +e in 
addition to casting cost, Undergrawth doesn't affect red creatures. 

Unseen Walker ,S U ee = NGbth 
Forestwalk. <4: Target creature gains forestwalk until end of 
tum.1/1, 

Untamed Wilds SOR U ew LG Ath. sth 6th 
Search your library for one basic land and put it in play. 

Unyare Bee Stin 2 
Unyaro Bee Sting deals 2 damage to target creature or player. 

EC Venom Coss gem DK Ath oth 
All non-wall creatures in combat with enchanted creature are 
destroyed after combat. 

Venomous Breath NS Us $m \AMM 
At end of combat, destroy all creatures that blacked or were 
blocked by target creature this turn. * 

Venomeus Bragonfly SC ee MM 
Flying. Whenever Dragonfly blocks or becomes blocked by a 
creature, destroy that creature at end of combat. 1/1. 

Venomous Fangs fe 6 2e U2 

Use this ability only once each turn. 0/5. Acidic Soil SOR U = @@ UZ 
+ Wall of Wood sc c+ @ LURAth Soil deals 1 damage to each player for each land he controls. 
:  O/8. Active Velcane INS io LG, Ci 
: Wanderfust EU ose @@ LURAthSth = Destroy a blue permanent or return an Island to owner's hand, 
: Do 1 damage to enchanted creature's controller during upkeep. Arathi Berserker SS U + @@e@ [6 
: War Dance ee WZ Rampage: 3, 2/4. 
3 During your upkeap, you may put a counter on Dance, Sacrifice; Tar: Ether Hash EN U ss @a@@ WL6th 
: get creature gets +X/++X until end of turn, where X is the number When any creature comes into play, Deal 2 damage to that creature, 
of counters Ether Sting - ¢@ UD 
: War Mammoth SCG ss @ LURE Whenever one of your opponents plays a creature spell, ther 
Trample, 8/3. H Sting deals 1 damage to that player. 
> Warthog SCC s+ mem VSEh : Aftershock SOR C ss @@@ = TM 
: Swampwalk. 3/2. : Destroy ‘target artifact, creature or land, Aftershock deals 3 dam- 
: Weatherseed Elf Ni UL 3 age to you 
3 @ Target creature gains forestwalk until end of turn, 1/1. i Agent of Stremgald SC C + @ Al 
: Weatherseed Treefolk SCR «+ @em@@ [Ll : @: Add @ to your mana pool, 1/1, 
: Trample. When Weatherseed Treefolk is put into a graveyard > Aggression FU Oe IA 
+ from play, return Weatherseed Treefok to owners hand. 6/3. ‘Target non-wall creature gains first stike and trample. Destroy 
: Web R- @ LUR4th = that creature at the end of any tum in which it did nat attack. 
$ Target creature gains +0/-+2 and may block flying creatures, Agility C= £@ Me 
: Whig Vine - Be A: Enchanted creature gets +1/+1 and gains flanking. 
2 Can block flying creatures. You may choose not to untap Vine > Afeddin 8c - @@2 ANH 
: during untap step. @: Tap target flying creature blocked by Sq Steal an artifact. 1/1. 
: Whip, Creature does not untap as normal as long as Vine = Aleatary INS - ¢@ MG 
: remains tapped. 1/4. : Flip a coin; If you win, target creature gets +1/+1 until end of tum. 
: Whippoorwill eS ue @ DK : Cantrip, 
: @ @: Target may not regenerate or be a target of damage- ¢ AB Raba Sous @ AN4th 
: preventing effects. If target goes to graveyard, remove it from the = @: Tap target wall. 1/1, 
: game. 1/1. : All from Cairo So" - ¢ee AN 
: Whirling Dervish SGU sve @@  LG-AthEth = You cannot be reduced below 1 life due to damage. 0/1. 
i Prateion from black. Gains +1/+1 if it damages-opponent. 1/1. 3 Atihan’s Tower INS = »@ HL 
+ Whirlwind SOR R «= ae UZ: Target defending creature gains +3/+1 until end of turn. 
= Destroy all creatures with flying. } Ambush C+ #@ HL 
: Whiteout U- ¢@ IA: All blocking creatures get first strike. 

All flying creatures lose flying until end of turn. If Whiteout is in? Ammbust Party ' Cs #@ HLSth Whenever enchanted creature successfully deals damage to a crea- : 

ART Artifact 

© ARTIFACT @BLACK ®BLUE 

AC Artifact Creature 
CR Current Rarity 

GOLD @ 

EN Enchantment 
EW Enchant World 
INS Instant 

EA Enchant Artifact . 
EC Enchant Creature 
EL Enchant Land 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 

LAN Land 
* LL . Legendary Land 
MS Mana Source 

SC Summon Creature 
SL Summon Legend 
SOR Sorcery 



NAME 

First strike, Haste, 3/1, 

KIND CR PR COST SETS 

Amok - oo SH 
Discard a card at random; Put a+1/+1 counter on target crea- 
ture, 

An-Zerrin Ruins NR = Soo L 
A creature type of your choice does not untap during untap step. 

Anaba Ancestor J L 
@: Target Minotaur gets +1/+1 until end of turn. 1/1, 

Anaba Bodyguard SS Cs oe HL,6th 
First strike, 2/3, 

Anaba Shaman SoC @@ HL6th 
@@- Do 1 damage to target creature or player. 2/2. 

Anaba Spirit Crafter SC - @30 L 
All minotaurs get +1/+0, 1/3, 

Anarchist SoC = ee X 
When Anarchist comes into play, you may return target sorcery 
card from your graveyard ta your hand, 2/2, 

OR Anarchy oe QSOS IA 
Destroy all white permanents, 

Ancient Runes —EN U M se 
During each player's upkeep, Ancient Runes deals 1 damage to 
that player for each artifact he or she controls, 

Antagonism eo 2 
During each player's discard phase, Antagonism deals 2 damage 
to that player unless one of his opponents was successfully dealt trol. : number revealed. 1/1, 

damage that turn. Brawl INS R se Gee MM  Ginder Wall ss cs @ Wi 

Apocalypse SOR - @8e8 IM Until end of tum, all creatures gain “We: This creature deals : {f Cinder Wall blocks, destroy it at end of combat. 3/3, 

Remove all permanents from the game. Discard your hand, damage equal to its power to target creature.” : Glose Quarters EN - G29 MM 

Are Lightning SOR Cs Z : Brothers of Fire St = SSS DkAthath : Whenever a creature you control becomes blocked, Quarters 

Are Lightning deals 3 damage divided as you choose among any + @ SO: Do 1 damage to any tage ait damage to you. 2/2. deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 

number of target creatures and/or players, rute, The fC @@ LG4thoth : Golos Yearling st e 4 Ul 

Armorer Guildmage SC C = @ MG Target creature gains +1/+0. BOS: Revecraes Mountainwalk, 9; +1/-+0 until end of turn, 1/1, 

® > Target creature gets +1/+0. @@: Target get uilder's Bane SOR C+ SRO MG : Gane of Flame SOR oo WI 

+0/+1. 1/1. 
Arms Dealer sx U eo MM 

@S Sacrifice a Goblin: Deals 4 sage to target creature. 1/1 
Artifact Blast e AQ 

Counter an artifact as it hae cast, 
oS AQRGth 

NAME KIND CR PR COST 

or player, where X is the sacrificed creature's power. 4/4, 
: Bogardan Firefiend SC C eo 

SETS 

WL 
If Firefiend is put into any graveyard from play, it deals 2 : 
damage to target creature. 2/1. 

Rogardan Pheenix sc OR eeee \s 
Flying, ff Phoenix is put inta any graveyard from play and has no 
counter on it, return Phoenix to play and put a counter on it; if 
Phoenix is put into any graveyard and has a counter on it, 
femove it from the game, 

i IN jail U oes Gm TMGth 
Destroy all istands, 

Boiling Bloed NS C = @@ WL 
Target creature attacks this turn if able, Draw a card. 

Bone Shaman SC - @3e@ IA 
® ; Creatures damaged by Bone Shaman this turn can't 
regenerate, 3/3, 

Brand INS R 3 UZ 
Gain contro! of all permanents you awn, Cycling 

Brand of fi! Omen ce Rs @@ IA 
CU: @. Target creature's controller may not cast summon spells. 

Brassclaw Ores SC eo Feath 
Cannot be assigned to block creatures of pawer greater than 1. i 

Bravade f oC se 

Destroy X target artifacts, For each artifact put into the graveyard 
in this way, Bane deals 1 damage to that artifact's controller. 

julwark EN Seo W 
During your upkeep, Bulwark deals 1 damage to target opponent 
for each card in your hand greater than the number of cards in that i 

+ Cinder Elemental 

Enchanted creature gets +1/+1 for each other creature you i : 

: Chansphere 

+ Cinder Crawler 

NAME KIND CR PR COST 

produce colorless mana, ‘ 
Chaoslace NS Ro: @ LUR4th 

Changes the color of a card being played or in play to red. 
EW R ae 

Bas 

Creatures with flying cannot block creatures without flying. Crea- 
tures without flying can block creatures with flying. 

haotie Gee s oR eee TM 
Comes into play with three +1/+1 counters on it, During your + 
upkeep, you may flip a coin, f you win the flip, add a +1/+1 counter 
to Goo. Otherwise, remove a +1/+1 counter from it, 0/0, 

Cinder Cloud INS U os Se MG 
Destroy target creature, If the creature is white, Cloud deals to that 
creature's controller damage equal to the creature's power. 

SC ee EX 
@: Crawler gets +1/+0 until turn ends, Play only if Crawler is 
blocked. 1/2, 

sc ou Se MM 
SSS Sacrifice; Deals X damage to taget creature or player. 2/2. 

Cinder Giant SC 2 WL 
During upkeep, Giant deals 2 ‘aces in each other creature you 
control, 8/3. 

Cinder Seer NH ee U 
9S. Roveal any number of red cards in your hand. Cinder 
Seer deals X damage to target creature or player, where X is t 

2 
Choose three target creatures and/or players. Cone of Flam 
deals 1 damage to the first, 2 damage to the second, and 3. : 
damage to the third. 

Conquer A U 
Take contral of target land, 

SSS IAsthot 

NAME 

to pick up Spark. 
DefenderciChass SC C - @@ UL 

Protection from white, You may play Defender as an Instant. 2/1. 
+ Basert Nomads C AN 
: Desertwalk. Immune to damage from Deserts, 2/2, 
: Desperate Gambit INSU WL 

Flip a coin; If you win, double the damage dealt by a source you 
control, Otherwise, prevent all damage from that source. 

: Destructive Urge ce U oe WA 
: Whenever enchanted creature successfully deals combat damage 
toa player, that player sacrifices a land, 
: Detonate SOR U SO Adathath 
dl Destroy target artifact and Detonate deals X damage to Its 

controller. X is the casting cost of the artifact, 
: Disharmeny INS R ae LG 
: Untap target attacking creature and gain control of it until end of tum. 
: Disintegrate SOR Co sees > LURAth Sth 

Disintegrate deals X damage to target creature or player. If target 
+ fsa creature and digs this tum, remove it from the game, 
: Biserder SOR U = Ge UZ 

Disorder deals 2 damage to each white creature and each player 
who controls a white creature. 

: Bizzying Gaze ec. @ EX 
Play only on a creature you control. @: Enchanted creature deals 
1 damage to target creature with flying, 

Bragen Whelp SC SSO LRA 
Flying. @: +1/+0; if more than <= Is spent this way in 
one turn, Dragon Whelp is destroyed at end of turn, 2/3, 

: Dromesaur se oC eo UZ 
Whenever Dromosaur blocks or becomes blocked, it gets +-2/-2 until 

i end of turn. 2/3, 
: Buct Crawler SoC +s @ SH 

Target creature cannot block Duct Crawler this turn. 1/1, 
warver Armerer FE 

@ @ Discard a card from your hand: Put a +0/+1 ora 
+1/4+0 counter on target creature. 0/2, 

warven Armary EN OR Zoe lA 
® Sacrifice a land; Put a +2/+2 counter on a creature. You 
may only use this ability during your upkeep. 

KIND CR PR COST SETS 

tog 
“e. Sacrifice an artifact; +2/-+2. V2, warver Berserker ee WL 

Avalanche SOR @eeo ih If Berserker is blocked, it gets +3/+0 and gains trample until 

Destroy X snow-covered lands. end of turn, 1/1, 

Avalanche Riders” SCs sss UL Dwarves Catapult INS U-= ag FESth 

oe Haste. When Riders comes into play, wy target land, ic Deals X damage, divided evenly among all of opponent's 

Backdraft INS ae @ creatures, 

Backdraft deals half the damage (round down) done by : saya Ener seal — roped a Uo-- @@ LU 

sorcery to its caster, | = Oppo : Destroy target wall. 1/1. 

Balduvian Barbarians SC oC s+ @@@ IAG activates hes uallmonger’s all- warven Lievtenant «SC U - @@ FE 
: bad ag! : 6°: Give target Dwarf +1/+-0 until end of turn. 1/2, 2 

acre ie | i: tl y discard bee a play ye wl Faery adi O06 ls tal fe " bod ‘i 
a , Ro jet no 1/2, 

When lorde enters play, randomly discard a card or bury Hor prevent the damage to me? me... os my target nonbase an, _ 43 

Balduvian Hydra NH ~ #39 IA c 7 ®: Target creature with power 2 or less is unblockable this 

Put X +1/+0 counters on Hydra when it comes into play, 8, tum, 1/1 
warver Pany SR +* @ HL 

@ @: Target Dwarf-gets mountainwalk until the end of turn, 1/1. 
warven Sea Clan SS Us @@ HL 

©: At the end of combat, do 2 damage to target attacking or 
blocking creature. Only use if creature's controller controls any 
islands, 1/1, 

Dwarven Soldier sce “eo Feath 
If Dwarven Soldier blocks or is blocked by an Orc, it gains 
+0/+2 until end of turn, 2/1. 

Remove a +1/+0 counter: Prevent 1 damage to Hydra, aera: 
Put a+1/+0 counter on Hydra during your upkeep. 0/1. 

Balduvian War-Makers SCC os @@ Al 
Rampage: 1. Haste. 3/3. 

Ball Lightning SC see SSS Dk Athoth 
Trample, Haste, Bury Ball Lightning at end of turn. 6/1. 

Barbarian Guides Ni J 
SO: Give target creature 
your choice until end of turn, Return creature to its owner's hand 

_- No. Even though your 
opponent controls the damag- 
ing ability, the Squallmonger is 
considered to be the source of 

IA 
snow-covered landwalk ability of 

tien 3 the damage. Since you control tones a aa 
jarbed Sliver NH — @2 jange the color of any number of target creatures to red until 

Each Sliver gains “@: +1/+0 until end of turn,” 2/2. the Squallmonger, ie the Energy 1 end of turn, 

Barreling Attack INS R o- @@@ MG Field won't prevent the damage. + 3 Dwarven ThaumatargistSC oo Be wl 

Target creature gains trample until end of turn. That creature gets @ Switch the power and toughness of target creature until end 

+1/+1 until end of turn for each creature that blocks It 
Battle Frenzy INS ee IA 

All your green creatures gain + 
ather creatures gain +1/+-0 until end of turn, 

Battle Rampart STi. G tes MM : Burning Palm Efreet SC Use MG : i 
®@: Target creature gains haste until end of fin ts : SO: Do 2 damage to a flying creature; it loses flying for : bee aiele ible eel ia ae a 

Battie Squadron = SC. ~~ S80 MM: thistum22 | of damage equal to ts power, 
Fiying, Squadron's power and toughness are each equal to the : Burning Shield Askari SCC s+ @@ MG: Convulsing Licid cole &@ SH 
number of creatures you conta. */*. 2 Faking. <b: Fist strike untl end of tum. 2/2, = @@ Lic loses this ablity and becomes a creature enchant- 

Beasts of Bogardan SC s- @@ = 16,CH : Burnout INS = &9 Al = mont that reads “Enchanted creature cannot block" instead ofa crea~ 
Protection from red. Gets +1/+1 if opponent controls white : Counter target blue spell. Gantrip. : ture, Mave Licid onto target creature. You may pay 4 to end this 

seat 38 oo Edy Me MURANAN fa 22 , 
jediam EN - @39 2 Target creature gains mountainwalk, > Cavetous Dragon SCR oe UD 

Creatures cannat block. : Canyon Drake SC. Ross @ TM = Fving, When you contr no artifacts, sacfice Dragon, 6/5. 
Bestial Fury fC ss @@ Al i Flying. @, Discard a card at random: Drake gets +2/-+0 unt end : grag Saurian R «= @@o MM 

If enchanted creature attacks and is blocked, it gains trample 3 of tum. 1/2. : Whenever Saurian is dealt damage, the controller of that 
and gets +4/-+0 until end of tum, Cantrip, : Canyon Wildcat SCC see am TM = damage's source gains control of Saurian, 4/4. 

—_ of Fire EC a eo a 3 ula dM. a secon > erash INS C ce om M 
ice an untapped creature: Enchanted creature gets +2/+0 until : Gave People oe 4th oth + , “i 5 r 

end of tur. Sacrifice enchanted creature: All creatures you control : Gains +1/-2 when attacking, ao ,@>: Give target creature ish ey ae ah net paying Clea nan 

get +2/-+0 until end of tun, : mountainwalk until end of turn, 1/4. > Grater Hellion SCR oe Oe Ww 

Bird Maiden SOC + @@ AlldthSth : Cave Sense 0 Oo NM; Echo. When Hellion comes into play, it deals 4 damage to eae 
Flying. 1/2. : Enchanted creatures gains +1/+1 and has mountalnwalk. 5 other creature: 6/6. 

Blaster Mage Ss C= @@ MM = Gave-In SOR R ss Gap MM = Graven Giant “ t+ ee g 

@,® Discard a card: Destroy target wall, 2/2, : You may remove a red card in your hand from the game instead =“ Graven Blant cannot block. 4/1 
Blaze SOR U ses @@ = Sth6th + af paying Cave-In’s mana cost, Cave-In deals 2 damage to each : reyagse Nou. @@ Lg 

Blaze deals X damage to target creature or player. H creature and each player. : Creatures with mountainwalk may be blocked, 
Blazing Effigy ~ &@ \G ; Cavern Crawler = SCC + NM Grimson Helikite = SC._R = @OBMUGH 

When placed in the graveyard from play, Effigy does 3 damage = Mountainwalk. @: Gains +1/-1 until end of turn. 0/3, : Flying, $8, : Deals X damage to target creature Spend onl ly. : 

to target creature. If it was destroyed by another Effigy, it also : Caverns ef Despair [EN R = @@@ LG 38 i ee 
loes damage equal to the damage done to that Effigy. 0/3, * No player may attack or block with more than two creatures, : Crimson Kebolds vc ce @ Lg 

Blind Fury INS Use ape MG : Ceremonial Guard = =SC_ G+ Se + Grimson Kabolds are red creatures. O/1, 
All creatures lose trample until end of turn, Double all combat dam- When Guard attacks or blocks, destray it at end of combat, 3/4, Crimson Manticore SC R. oe Se loans 
age assigned to creatures this turn. > Chain Lightning SOR C v- @ of Flying, @2,@; Deals 1 damage to attacking ar blocking 

Biistering Barrier Ss C= @@ MG: als 3 damage to target creature or player. Each time the ? (raat 9/9 

Counts as a wall. 5/2, : target's controller may Ch oe target = trimson i cou @@ M 

Blood Frenzy INS Cos @@ TW ; Chandler beval HL Flying, If Roc blocks a non-flying creature, it gets +1/-+0 and frst. : 
farget attacking or blocking creature gets +4/+0 until end of turn, 
At end of turn, destroy that creature. 

Blood Hound SOR ee MM 
Whenever you take damage, you may put that many +1/-+1 counters 
on Hound. At end of tum, remove all counters fram Hound, 1/1, 

Blood Lust INS Cs» @@  LGAthSth $ 
farget creature gets +4/-4, Its toughness cannot go below 1, 

Blood Oath INS Ros e MM 
Choose a card type. Target opponent raveals his hand. Oath deals 
3 damage to that player for each card of the chosen type revealed. 

Blood Moon EN R ss @@ = DK CH 
reat all non-basic lands as basic mountains, 

Bloodrock Cyclops = SC Cs WL 
loodrack Cyclops attacks each turn if able, 3/2 

Bloodshot Cyclops = SCR. see uD 

/-+1 until end of turn, All your $ 

® Sacrifice a creature: Cyclops deals X damage to target creature = 

player's hand. 

SSeS: Destroy es site treat e, 3/3, 
Chaos Charm INS C 

1 damage to a creature; or destroy target wall, 
Chaos Harlequin sc oR 200 Al 

@: Remove top card of your library from game, If its a land, 
larlequin gets -4/-0 until end of tum; otherwise, Harlequin gets 

+2/+0. 2/4, 
Chaos Lord SCR @eeo iA 

rst strike. Chaos Lord has haste, but not the first time it come: 
into play. If the number of permanents in play is even during 
your upkeep, opponent gains control of Chaos Lord. 7/7. 

Eheos Moon AN Re @@ IA 
If the number of permanents during an upkeep is odd, all re 
creatures gain +1/+1 and all mountains produce an additional 
@. If itis even, all red creatures get -1/-1 and all mountain 

we i 2 stke until end of turn, 2/2, 

arget creature gains haste until end of turn; or Chaos Charm deals A meen rRe are i sents ov ® i 

i GrownefFams & C= @ ™ 

Cansuming Ferocity ad 
Play.on a non-wall. Creature gets +1/-+0, During your upkeep, put a 

Bt isk MG 

@: Enchanted creature gets +1/+0 until end of turn. @: Return 
Crown of Flames to owner's hand. 

Curse of MaritLage EN R goo IA 
Tap all islands when Curse of Marit Lage comes into play. 
Islands do not untap during their controller's untap step, 

jeadshet RR + Sem ™ 
Tap target creature; It deals damage equal to its power to another j 
target creature. 

jeath Spark INSU @ Al 
Deals 1 damage to any target. At end of upkeep, if Spark is in 
your graveyard with a creature directly above it, you may pay 

of turn. Effects that alter that creature's power alter its toughness 
Hi instead, and vice versa, until end of turn. 1/2. 
: warven Trader Sw 6G @ Hi 
Hee ie 
: Bwarven Vigilantes SC C + OO VS 

If Viglantes attacks and is not blocked, you may have it deal no 
combat damage. If you do, Vigilantes deals damage equal to its 
ower to target oreature. 2/2, 

Dwarven Warriers = SCC se > LURAMS 
@ Target creature of power no greater than 2 becomes 
unblockable. 1/1. 

Dwarven Weapsnemith SC eo AQI 
®, Sacrifice an artifact: Put a +1/4+1 counter on target 
creature, 1/1, 

Earth Elemental SC U s+ em LURAH 

ef Cs @ Lu! 
jeal 2 damage to target flying creature. Enchanted creature 

loses flying. 
quake SOR 
als X damage to all players and n 

Ekundu Cyclops so oC 
If any creature you control attacks, Cyclops also attacks if able, 3/4. 

SC ee oo UZ 
Whenever Electryte successfully deals combat damage to defend- 
ing player, Electryte deals damage equal to its power to each block- 

Sing creature, 3/3, 
: Elkin Lair EW ee VS 

uring each player's upkeep, that player chooses a random card 
from his hand and sets it aside face up. The player may play 
that card as though it were In his hand. If the player doesn't play 
the card by end of turn, bury It, 

Emberwilée Dfine 8 e208 MG 
Flying. During each player's upkeep, he or she may pay > or 

™ 
lose 2 life to gain control of Emberwilde Dj /4, 

: Enraging Licid yo 
Licid loses this ability and becomes a creature enchant- 

ment that reads “Enchanted creature gains haste” instead of a 
creature. You may pay “@ to end this effect: 1/1, 
laved Scout Cw @@ Al 
@: Mountainwalk until end of turn. 2/2 

Eren the Releatiess SL U $30 HL 

Errantry ee IASth 
@2s: Regenerates, Haste. ue 

EC 
Target creature gains +3/+0. No other creatures can attack this 
turn if target creature attacks. 

Eternal Flare R + @@@ Ok 
Deals X damage to target opponent, where X is the number of 

: mountains you control, Lose half that amount of life, rounding up. 
: Eternal Warrisr EC @ = (64th, ath 

Target creature does not tap 
Evaperate 8 HL 

Deals 1 damage to each blue and white creature, 

Ensi 
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Falling Star SOR Ro = @ LG 
Flip Star onto playing area, Star must rotate 360°, Star deals 8 
damage to any creature it touches and makes them tapped, 

False Orders NS Co @ 
Choose if and how one defending creature blocks. Play after 
lefense is chosen but before damage is dealt, 

Falter INS C. so gm UZ 
Creatures without flying cannot block this turn. 

Fanning the Flames SOR U «+ #0@ SH 
Buyback @*. Do X-damage to target creature or player, 

Fault Line INS R see Sap WZ 
jeals X damage to each non-flying creature and each player, 

Feint . @ L& 
ap all creatures blocking target creature. Target deals no damage, 

Fervor EN -— 22 WLBth 
All creatures you control have haste, 

Fiery Mantle C - oe UZ 
When Mantle is put into a graveyard from play, return Mantle to owner's 
hand, @¥: Enchanted creature gets +1/-+-0 until end of turn. 

Fighting Chance NS Re @ 
‘or each blocking creature, flip a coin, If you win the flip, that 

creature deals no combat damage this turn. 
Final Fortune INS R 23 = MGth 

Take another turn, You lose the game at the end of that turn. 
Fire Ants - 29 

@: Deal 1 damage to each other creature without flying. 2/1, 
Fire Drake SC U s+ Se DKCHSth 

Flying. @; +1/+0, Use only once par turn. 1/2. 
Fire Elemental SC Us S@SLURAh sth 

5/4. 
Fire Whip FC OC sees Ge WL 

Play only on a creature you control.Enchanted creature gains the 
ability; "@: Deal 1 damage to target creature or player.” Sacrifice : 
Whip: Whip deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 

Fireball SOR C sees Ge LURAth,oth 
Fireball deals X damage, divided evenly among any number of 
targets (round down). Pay 28 for each target beyond the first. 

Fireblast NS C s- @O@ VS 
You may sacrifice two mountains instead of paying Fireblast’s 
casting cost, Deals 4 damage to target creature or player, 
— -— @ Basic. MG 

41/40, 
Firefly cS Us @@ ™ 

Flying. @: Firefly gets +1/+0 until end of turn, 1/1. 
Fireslinger Ni ~— €@ ™ 

e. ‘Deals | damage to target creature or player and 1 damage to 
you. 1/1. 

Firestorm INS Rose @ WL 
Discard X cards: Deals X damage ta each of X creatures and/or 
players, 

Firestorm Phoenix ‘SC R s+ #0@ LG 
Flying. Return Phoenix to owner's hand if It goes to the 
Graveyard from play. If so, it may not be cast that turn, 3/2, 

Fissure INS C ss* Qe  DKAth 
Bury target land or creature. 

Fit of Rage SOR Cos» @@  WLEth 
Target creature gets +3/+3 and gains first strike until end of tum. 

Flailing Manticore = SCOR 2 MM 
Flying; first strike, “8: Gains +1/4-1 until end of turn. 4%: Gets 
-1/-1 until end of turn, Any player may play these abllties. 3/3, 

Flailing Ogre w U ee MM 
®: Gains +1/+1 until end of turn, @: Gets -1/-1 until end of 
turn. Any player may play either of these abilities, 3/3 

Flailing Soldier & oC 2 MM 
; Gains +1/+1 until end of tum, @: Gets -1/-1 until end of 
tum. Any player may play either of these abilities, 2/2. 

Flame Elemental Ss Us @e@ MG 
@@ Sacrifice: Deals damage equal to Elemental’s power to a 
creature, 3/2 

Flame Jet SOR C = @@ uD 
Cycling 2, Flame Jet deals 3 damage to target player. 

Flame Spirit st  §@@  IASth eth 
@: +1/+0 until end of turn. 2/3, 

Flame Wave SOR U = @@eee Sh 
Deals 4 damage to target player and each creature he controls, 

Flaming Sword Ee oC eo MM 
You may play Sword any time you could play an instant. Target 
creature gets +1/+0 until end of turn and has first strike 

Flare INS C s+ @@  IAMG.Sth 
Flare deals 1 damage to any target. Cantrip. 

Flashfires SOR — @@ Basic 
Destroy all plains in play. 

Fling INS — 2@ SH 
Sacrifice a creature: Fling deals damage equal to the sacrificed 
creature's power to target creature or player. 

Flowstene Blade eH Cs @ § 
@: Enchanted creature gets +1/-1 until end of turn, 

Flowstone Flood SOR ee X 
uyback—Pay 3 life, Discard a card at random. Destroy target land. 

Flowstone Giant SCC s+ @@@ TM 
@: Flowstone Glant gets +2/-2 until end of turn. 3/3, 

Flowstone Hellion SC ~~ @o § 
Haste, @: Flowstone Hellion gets +1/-1 until end of turn, 3/3, 

Flowstone Mauler = SC ~~ €90 § 
tample, “@: Mauler gets +1/-1 until end of turn. 4/5, 

Flowstone Salamander SC Us @O@ ™ 
@: Deals 1 damage to target creature blocking it. 3/4. 

Flowsiene Shambler SC C + @@ § 
@: Flowstone Shambler gets +1/-1 until end of tum, 2/2. 

Fiowstone Wyvern == SC. — €82 ™ 
lying, @: Flowstone Wyvern gets +2/-2 until end of turn. 3/3, 

“Fork INS ow BO LUR 
luplicate a sorcery or instant just cast. You choose the new target. 

Frost Giant s ou (6 Sooo 

1472 INQUESTGAMERSS 

Goblin Flotilla 

NAME 

Rampage: 2. 4/4. 
urious Assault 

KIND CR PR: COST SETS 

EN OC MM ~ 22 

player, 
Fumace Brood Ss ot Se 

@: Target creature cannot be regenerated this turn, 3/3. 
Furnace of Rath EN OR pese 

Double all damage assigned to any creature or player. 
J 

13 

Furnace Spirit SC SH 
laste, @: Furnace Spirit gets +1/+0 until end of turn. 1/1 

Gamble SOR — @ UZ 
Search your library for a card and put it into your hand. Discard a cart 
at random. 

Game of Chans SOR R eee = [Ast 
hose target player and flip a coin. If you win, you gain 1 lif 

and opponent takes 1 damage, Otherwise, you lose 1 life an 
opponent gains 1 life. The winner can continue. The stake 
double each round, 

Servant’ ies SC 0 tee ae MM 
rample; haste, 4/2. 

Ghira Fire-Eater cS Us 86 UL 
®, Sacrifice: Fire-Eater deals damage equal to its power te 
target creature or player, 2/2, 

Ghitu Slinger s oC ee UL 
cho, When Slinger comes into play, it deals 2 damage to targe 

creature or player. 2/2, 
Ghitu War fry AN U = @@ UL 

@: Target creature gets +1/+0 until end of tun. 
Giant Strength Coss LG 4h shot 

jarget creature gains +2/+2, 
Glacial Crevasses N R= @@ A 

Sacrifice a snow-covered mountain; Creatures deal no damage i 
combat this turn 

Glyph of Destruction INS C - @ LG 
Tatget wall you control gets +10/+0 when blocking. Target wal 
takes no damage In‘combat but is destrayed at end of tum, 

Goblin Artisans So Yas AQ, CH 
@: Use only when you cast an artifact, Flip a coin. If opponent 
wins, your artifact is countered. Otherwise, draw a card, 1/1. 

Goblin Balloon Brigade SC U ss @ LUR 4th 
@: Gains flying until end of turn. 1/1. 

Goblin Berserker Ss Us oO UD 
First strike; haste. 2/2. 

Goblin Bomb IN R s Ge WL 
During your upkeep, you may choose to flip a coin, If the fli 
ends up in your favor, put a fuse counter on Goblin Bomb. 
Otherwise, remove a fuse counter from Goblin Bomb. Remov 
five fuse counters from Goblin Bomb, Sacrifice Goblin Bomb: 
Deals 20 damage to target player. 

Goblin Bombardment EN U = @@ TM 
Sacrifice a creature: Deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 

Goblin Cadets Ne BS WZ 
Whenever Cadets blocks or becomes blocked, opponent gains can 
trol of it. 2/1. 

Goblin Caves A ¢ so OK 
if target land is a basic mountain, all Goblins gain +0/+2. 

Goblin Chirurgeon % C = 
Sacrifice-a Goblin: Regenerate target creature. 0/2, 
in DiggingTeam SC C + @ 
@® Sacrifice Digging Team: Destroy target wall, 1/1, 

Gobi DK.Sth,6th 

Goblin Elite infantry SC - €2 MG6th 
f Infantry blocks or is blocked, it gets -1/-1 until end of turn. 2/2 

Goblin Festival - €2 UD 
*@: Festival deals 1 damage to target creature or player. Flip 
coin. If you lose the flip, choose one of your opponents. That 
player gains control of Goblin Festival, 

SC oR se Qe FE 
Islandwalk, At the start of the attack, pay % or creatures blockin 
of blocked by Flotilla get first stike until end of turn, 2/2. 

Goblin Gardener s oC Se uD 
When Gardener is put into a graveyard from play, destroy targe 
land. 2/1. 

Goblin Grenade SOR C ss @ FE 
Sacrifice a Goblin: Deals 6 damage to target creature or player. 

Goblin Grenadiers 8 ue 2 WL 
Sacrifice Grenadiers; Destray target creature and target land. Us: 
this ability only if Grenadiers Is attacking and unblocked, 2/2, 

SC Goblin Hero e+ §$@@ = DKothoth 
2/2. 

Goblin King SCR -= gag Basle 
All Goblins gain mountainwalk and +1/+1, 2/2. 

Goblin Kites —EN U s+ @@ FE 
@: Give target creature you control with toughness no greate 
than 2 fiying until end of turn. At end of turn, flip a coin, Bury 
target creature if opponent wins flip, 

Gshiin Lackey cS Us @ UZ 
Whenever Lackey successfully damages a player, you may choos 
a Goblin card in your hand and put it into play, 1/1 

Goblin Marshal sc R a0 UD 
Echo. Whenever Marshal comes into play or is put into a graveyar 
from play, put two 1/1 red Goblin creature tokens into play, 3/3 

Geblin Masons s oC ¢o UD 
When Masons is put into a graveyard from play, destroy target 
Wall, 2/1. 

Goblin Matron SS oC + @@ WZ 
When Matron comes into play, you may search your library for a Gob: 
lin card, If you do, revea! that card and put it into your hand. 1/1, 

Goblin Medics se oC ee UL 
Whenever Medics becomes tapped, it deals 1 damage to target 
creature or player. 1/1. 

Goblin Mutant sc ou 280 IA 
Trample. Mutant cannot attack if opponent has an untappe 
creature of power greater than 2 Can't block creatures of powel 

Whenever you play a creature, Assault deals 1 damage to target : 

NAME KIND CR PR COST 

Goblin Sappers S C+ @@ 
@@@; Target creature you control is unblockab| 

SETS 

IA 
le, That 

SBD. Target creature you control is unblockable. 
at creature is destroyed after combat. 1/1 

Goblin Scouts SOR U eee MG 
ut thre tokens in play, Treat as 1/1 red goblins with mountainwalk, 

Goblin Shrine A oC See 0KCH 
target land is 2 basic mountain, all Goblins gain +1/+0. Deals 
damage to all Goblins if it leaves play. 

Goblin Sid Patrol SC + €@ IA 
@: Gains flying and +2/+0. Use only once and only if you 
control snow-covered mountains. Bury Patrol at end of turn. 1/1. 

Goblin Snowman SU Se IA 
Showman neither takes nor deals damage in combat when 
locking, @*; Deals 1 damage to the creature it blocks, 1/1, 

Goblia Soathsayer sc ou @ MG 
@.@ Sacrifice a Goblin: All red creatures get +1/+1 until end 
of tum. 1/1. 

Goblin Spelunkers SC Cos Gem UZ 
Mountainwalk. 2/2, 

Geblin Swine-Rider SC C= @ VS 
If Swine-Rider is blocked, it deals 2 damage to each attacking 
creature and 2 damage to each blocking creature. 1/1, 

Goblin Tinkerer NH ad MG 
@,®- Destroy target artifact. That artifact deals an amount of 
damage equal to its casting cost to Goblin Tinkerer. 1/2. 

Goblin Vandal sc OR 2 
@: Destroy target artifact defending player controls. Goblin 
Vandal deals no combat damage this turn. Use this ability only if 
Vandal is attacking and unblocked-and only once each turn, 1/1 

Goblin War Buggy SC oC sve aim U2 
cho; haste, 2/2, 

Goblin War Drums EN C ss FES 
Each of your attaokers may not be blocked by less than 2 creatures, 

Goblin Warrens EN R see @@  FESth Eth 
@@ Sacrifice two Goblins: Put three 1/1 red Goblin tokens 
into play, 

Goblin Welder cS Re @ U 
®: Exchange target artifact a player controls for target artifact 
card in that player's graveyard. 1/1. 

Goblin Wizard se ou gee OK 
@: Put a Goblin from your hand directly into play. a: Givi 
target Goblin protection from white until end of turn, 1/1. 

Goblins of the Farg §=SC. OC 2 DK, Cl 
Mountainwalk. Bury Goblins if you are stupid enough to control 
any Dwarves, What the heck are you thinking? 1/1. 

Gorilla Shaman U om @ A 
SG Destroy target non-creature artifact with casting cost 
ofX. 1/1. 

Gorilla War Gry se NS C ° Al 

turn, Play only during combat before defense is chosen, 
? Granite Gargoyle = SCOR ov B® —LUR 

Flying. @; Gains +0/+1, 2/2, 
ranite Grip ce C« @@ UL 

Enchanted creature gains +1/+0 for each mountain you control. 
ravity Sphere EWR « 

All creatures lose flying ability. 
ray Ogre SCC + mm  LURAth 

2/2. 
fizzled Wolverine §=SC C + S00 A 

@: Gains +2/+0. Use only when blocked and only once per 
tum, 2/2. 

uervilla Tactics INS C Al 

creature and Sappers are destroyed after combat, : 

WL : 

Attacking creatures cannot be blocked by only one creature this : 

ite een Choose Wizard Mentor as your creature 
and respond by returning it to your hand. 

NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS 

Instants and abilities requiring an activation cost cannot be played 
during. combat, 

Haves IN Us TM 
Whenever target opponent casts a i spell, fe loses 2 life, 

Headiong Rush INS C 2 UZ 
All attacking creatures gain first ste ‘nt end of tur, 

Heart of Bogartan — 2939 WL 
“CU: @. If Heart's CU is not paid, it deals damage equal to its 
ast paid CU to target player and each creature he controls, 

Heart Sliver = ™M 
All Slivers gain haste. 1/1. 

Heart Wolf S Rs #@ HL 
First strike, @: Target Dwarf gains first strike and +2/-+0. If 
Dwarf leaves play this turn, bury Wolf. Use only at beginning of 
combat. 2/2. 

Hearth Charm INS C 2 VS 
Choose one—Destroy target artifact creature; all attacking 
oreatures gain +1/+0; or target creature with power 2 or less is 
unblockable this turn. 

Heat of Battle BN Us @@ SH 
Whenever any creature blocks, Heat deals 1 damage to that crea- 
ture's controller, 

Heat Ray INS Cee . Sa UZ 
Heat Ray deals X damage to target creature, 

Heat Streke el se WL 
At end of each combat, destroy all creatures that blocked or 
Were blocked, 

Heat Wave EN Uo ss gm VS 
CU: @. Blue creatures cannot block creatures you control. 
Nonblue creatures cannot block creatures you control unless their 
controller pays an additional 1 (fe for each blocking creature. 

Hill Giant SC CG + | B® LUR Ath Sth 
3/3, 

red Giant S U + @e M 
= en Giant comes into play, each other player may search his 
library for a land and put that land into play. 4/4, 

Hivis ofthe Scale = SLR Soo MG 
You may choose not to untap Hivis, @: Gain control of a Dragon. 
If Hivis becomes untapped or he leaves your control, lose control 
of Dragon, 3/4. 

Hulking Cyclops SC Us @@@ VS ot 
Hulking Cyclops cannot block. 8/5. 

Halking Ogre SoC = oe U 
Hulking Ogre can't block. 3/3. 

Huricon Minotaur NH PPS LURHh 
2/3. 

Hurlson Shaman SoU + ae Wi 
lurloon Shaman is put into any graveyard from play, each 

player chooses and buries a land he or she controls, 2/3. 
Burr Jackal SO oR « ANAC 

®: Target creature cannot regenerate this turn. 1/1. 
Hyperion Blacksmith SC U = @00 Le 

@ Tap or untap target artifact opponent controls, 2/2, 
Hifieit Auction SOR @O. MGbh 

if the Scales aren't crooked enough 

Choose target creature, Each player may bid life for control of that 
creature, Auction ends when the high bid stands. High bidder loses 
fe equal to the high bid and gains control of the creature, 

EC Emmolatisn Cw @ Leth 
‘arget creature gets +2/-2, 

fmpatience EN Ros UD 22 
At the end of each player's turn, if that player didn't play a spell 
that turn, Impatience deals 2 damage to him or her. 

impending Disaster EN 2 UL 
luring your upkeep, if there are seven or more lands in play, 

sacrifice Impending Disaster and destroy all lands 
areater than two. 8/3. Deals 2 damage to any target. If a spell or affect controlled by : Imposing Visage f& ce @ IA.5th 

Goblin Offensive SOR U «= &@@@ UZ an opponent causes you to discard Tacties, it deals 4 damage to. arget creature cannot be blocked by less than two creatures, 
Put X 1/1 red Goblin tokens into play. a target. 2 Incendiary Ue @ 

Goblin Patrol 8c - @ WZ sail SC oU + @@ UW; At the beginning of your upkeep, you may put @ counter on 
Echo. 2/1 Pott from blue. 2/2. : : Incendiary. When enchanted creature Is put into a graveyard, 

Goblin Raider cS C= ee Uz 3 Hammer Mage SoU &e MM incendiary deals X damage to any target, where X is the number 
Cannot block, 2/2. #2 @ discal a land: Destroy all artifacts with converted = af counters on Incendiary. 

Goblin Recruiter = SC_ «Us a VSBth cost X of less, 1/1. : : incinerate INS Geese > IAMG.Sth 
When Recruiter comes into play, search your library for any number jammer of Begardan SOR R ser 2 SSO MGbh : Deals 3 damage to any target. Creatures may not regenerate, 

‘Deals 3 damage to any target. agar: Retun Hammer of Boo- ? fnforns om SD 4hohnsh of Goblins and put them on top of your library in any order. 
Goblin Rock Sled cs C+ ¢@ OK4th 

Trample, Cannot attack unless opponent controls at least one 
Mountain, Rock Sled does not untap if it attacked last turn. 3/1. 

ART Artifact 

@ ARTIFACT @BLACK @BLUE 

AC Artifact Creature 
CR Current Rarity 

ardan from your graveyard to your hand. Use-only during your 
upkeep, 

Haed to Hand eo —N OR 

EA Enchant Artfact © EN Enchantment 
EC Enchant Creature © EW Enchant World 
EL Enchant Land INS Instant 

inferno deals 6 damage to all players and all sreatures, 
Invasion Plans ee SH 

‘ach creature blocks whenever able, Attacking player chooses how 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 

LAN Land 
LL Legendary Land 
MS Mana Source 

SC Summon Creature 
SL Summon Legend 
SOR Sorcery 



NAME 

creatures block, 
frenclaw Curse f R 2 HL,ath 

Target gets -0/-1 and cannot be assigned to block a creature 
whose power equals or exceeds its toughness, 

KIND CR PR COST 

tronclaw Ores oe DS LUA Oth 
May only block creatures of power equaling 1 or less. 2/2. 

dackal Pup aoe 
For each 1 damage dealt to Jackal Pup, it deals 1 damage to you, 
van 

dagged Lightning SR U = See WZ 
Lightning deals 3 damage to target creature and 3 damage to another 
creature. 

dJokulhaups SOR R sees ape IASth 6th 
Bury all artifacts, creatures and lands, 

Joven 8 C = $88 HL 
"@SS.W: Destroy target non-creature artifact. 3/3. 

Kaervek's Torch SOR Co seve Som MG 
Interrupts that target Kaervek's Torch each cost an additional <2 
to play. Torch deals X damage to target creature or player, 

Karplusan Giant SC eo 
Tap a snow-covered land you control: +1/+1. 3/3. 

Karplusan Yeti R see 
©: Yeti and target do their power in 

Keeper of Kookus 
&; Protection from red until end of turn. 1/1, 

Keeper of the Flame U 
@@; Keeper of the Flame deals 2 damage to target opponent 
Play this ability only if that opponent has more life than you. 1/: 

Kaldon Champion SU s- @ee UD 
Feho; haste. When Champion comes into play, it deals $ damag 
to target player. 3/2,” 

Keldon Vandals SC 6 tee Oe UD 
Echo. When Vandals comes into play, destroy target artifact. 4/1, 

Keldon Warlord POS URNS 
* js the number of non-wall creatures in play on your side. */*. 

Kindle Coss Oe 
Kindle deals to target creature or player an amount of damage 
equal to 2 plus the number of Kindle cards in all graveyards. 

Kird Ape So we ANR 
Gains +1/+2 if you have at least one forest in play, 1/1. 

3 Kobold Grill Sergeant SC U - LG 
All your Kobolds gain +0/+1 and trample, 1/2, 

Kobold Overlord SSR + &@ LG 
First strike, All your Kobolds gain first strike. 172. 

Kobold Taskmaster SC U « LG 
All your Kobolds gain +1/+0. 1/2. 
_ ofKherKeep SC C > & LG 

0/1. 
Kookus SCR + Gee V8 

Trample, During your upkeep, if you do not control at least one 
Keeper of Kookus, Kookus deals 3 damage to you and attacks 
this turn if able, @@: +1/+-0 until end of turn. 3/5. 

Kris Mage so oC a MM 
@,® Discard a card: Mage deals 1 damage to target creature 
or player. 1/1. 

Kyren Glider SS C+ ee MM 
Flying. Glider can’t block. 1/1, 

Kyren Legate Ss Us eo MM 
{f an opponent controls a plains and you control a mountain, you 
may play Legate without paying its mana cost, Haste, 1/1, 

Kyren Negotiations EN U eo WM 
Tap an untapped creature you control: Negotiations deals 1 
damage to target player. 

Kyren Sniper se oC oo MM 
At the beginning of your upkeep, you may have Sniper deal 1 
damage to target player. 1/1 

Land’s Edge EW OR s+ @@@ 16, CH 
Discard a card: If the discarded card is a land, Land's Edge 
deals 2 damage to target player. Any player may use this aly 

Landslide SOR U 2 
Sacrifice X mountains: Deals X damage to target player. 

Last-Ditch Effort INSU e 
Sacrifice X creatures, Deals X damage to any target. 

Lava Axe RC + ee L 
ava Axe deals 5 damage to target player. 

Lava Burst SOR ease IA 
urs deals X damage to target creature or player. Effects that 

prevent or redirect damage cannot be used-to protect creatures. 
Lava Hounds SC U = Gao WL 

Haste. When Hounds comes into play, it deals 4 damage to you. 4/4. 
Lava Runner Ni - g8o MM 

laste, Whenever Runner becomies the target of a spell or ability, 
that spell or abllity's controller sacrifices a land, 2/2. 

Lava Storm INS geo Wh 
jeals 2 damage to each attacking or each blocking creature. 

Lay Waste SOR Z 
jestroy target land. Cycling 2. 

Lightning Blast INS @e Mbt 
ightning Blast deals 4 damage to target creature or player. 

Lightning Balt INS oe @ LUR4th 
ightning Bolt deals 3 damage to target creature or player, 

Lightning Gloud EN Se 
@; Deals 1 damage to target creature or player, Use only when 
cred spell is successfully cast and only once for each spell 

Lightning Dragon SCOR: ] U2 
Flying; echo, @: +1/+0 until end of turn, 4/4, 

Lightning Elemental SC Cos G@ ™M 
Haste, 4/1, 

Lightning Hounds SS C « @@e MM 
Firs strike. 3/2. 

Lightning Reflexes C oC te Gee MG 
You may choose to play 
at end of turn, Enchante 

eflexes as an instant; if you do, bury it 
creature gains +1/4+-0 and first strike. 

Lithophage SC R ss @aw MM 
At the beginning of your upkeep, sacrifice Lithophage unless you 
sacrifice a mountain, 7/7. 

—_ Giant Ss C= @ae8 ™ 
4/3. 

Lunge INS C see emp MM 
Deals 2 damage to target creature and 2 damage to target player. 

Mage il-Vec co: Be EX 
‘© Discard a card at random: Mage il-Vec deals 1 damage to tar- 
get creature or player. 2/2, ‘ 

Magistrate's Veto NOU ao MM 
White creatures and blue creatures can't block. 

Magmasaur Ro Soe ™ 
Magmasaur comes into play with five +1/+-1 counters on it. Dur- 
ing your upkeep, remove a+1/+1 counter from Magmasaur, or sac 
fifice Magmasaur and it deals 1 damage for each +1/+1 counter 
on it to each creature with flying and each player. 0/0. 

Magnetic Mountain EN R Oe ANRAh 

NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS 

To untap a blue creature, its controller must spend @* during 
upkeep. 

Viana Clash SOR R = @ — Dk4th Sth 
Choose a ep You both flip a coin. Any player whose coin comes 
up tails loses 1 life. Repeat until both players’ coins come up heads, 

Mana Flare NOR Se LURAH oth 
Each land produces an extra mana of its normal type. 

Manabarhs EN OR es Basic 

Maniacal Rage C 
Enchanted creature gains +2/+2 and cannot block. 

Maraxus of Keld SLR eee WL 
Has power and toughness each equal to the total number of 
untapped artifacts, creatures and lands you control. */* 

Mark of Fury C 2 UD 
Enchanted creature gains haste. At end of turn, return Mark to 
owner's hand. 

Marton Stromgald SLR eee 1A 
If Marton attacks, all other attacking creatures gain +*/+" until end : 

e number of other attacking creatures, If + 
¢ Onslaught 

of tum, where * equals t 
Marton blocks, all other blockers gain +°/-+* until end of tur, 1/1, 

Melee INSU @s A 
Cast on your tum during combat, before defense is chosen, Choose 
how your attackers are blocked, After declaring blockers, untap ay 

unblocked attackers. Treat ee creatures as if ty had not attacked, 
Meltdown SOR ee WZ 

Destroy each artifact with total casting cost X or less. 
Melting EN ee 

All Saeed lands tum into 
Mercadia’s Dawnfall INS 

Attacking creatures gain +X/+0 
number of nonbasic lands defen 

Meteor Shower SOR C 
Deals X+1 damage divided among any number of targets. 

Mijae Djinn C gee I 
If Djinn attacks, flip a coin, If you lose, it taps but doesn't attack. 6/3, 

Mob Justice SOR eo 8 
Deals 1 damage to target player for each creature you control, 

Mob Mentality EC V 
Enchanted creature gains trample. If all non-wall creatures you 
control attack, enchanted creature gets -+*/+0 until end of turn, 
where * is equal to the number of attacking creatures. 

Mogg Assassin SC ee EK 
‘@: Flip-a coin. If you win, destroy target creature opponent con- 
trols, Otherwise, destroy target creature of opponent's choice. 2/1. 

Mogg Bombers soe 2 SH 
If any other creature comes into pl 
it deals 3 damage to target player, a, 

Mogg Conscripts sc oC 2 ™ 
Mogg Conscripts cannot attack ae have successfully cast 
a creature spell this tum. 2/2. 

non aii and lands. 

until end of turn, where X is the 
ing player controls, 

SO IA 

Deals 1 damage to controller whenever he taps a land for mana. = 
EX 

lay, sacrifice Mogg Bombers and 

: NAME KIND CR PR COST Baby 

No Quarter EN OR $e TM 
Whenever any creature blocks or is blocked by a creature with 

NAME KIND GR PR COST SETS 

Choose one—Parch deals 2 damage to target creature or player; 

Mogg Fanatic sc ~ @ ™ ¢ 
Sacrifice: Deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 1/1. : 

Mogg Flunkies - ¢2 SH : 
Mogg Flunkies cannot attack or block during a turn In which no other ; 
creature you control attacks or blocks, 3/3. : 

Mogg Infestation SOR R $ee SH 
Destroy all creatures target player controls. For each creature put into 
any graveyard in this way, put two Goblin tokens into play under that 
player's control, Treat these tokens as 1/1 red creatures. 

Mogg Maniac SC U s+ oe SH 
Whenever Mogg Maniac is dealt damage, it deals an equal amount 
of damage to target opponent. 1 i 

Mogg Raider NH ~ @ T™ 
Sacrifice a Goblin: Target creature gains +1/+1 until end of tum, 
i. 

Mogg Squad Ss oU + @e TM 
Mogg Squad gets -1/-1 for each other creature in play. 3/3. 

Molten Hydra R £o UL 
OS®: Put a +1/+1 counter on Hydra. @, Remove all 
counters from Hydra: Hydra deals 1 damage to target creature 0 
player for each +1/+1 counter removed this way. 1/1, 

Mons’s Goblin Raiders SCC +) | LURAthoth 
WM. 

Monstrous Hound SS Rs @@ EX 
Cannot attack unless you control more lands than defending playe 
Cannot block unless you control more lands than attacking playe 
4/4, Cannot suck any more than that. 

Mountain Goat 8: foe IA.Sth 6th 
Mountainwalk, 1/1. 

Mountain Yeti SC Cs SOS 16,CH 
Mountainwalk, protection from white, 3/3. 

Mudslide EN Ro s# ae IA 
Non-fiying creatures do not untap unless their controller pays <2 
for each creature he wishes to untap. 

Nalathni Dragen SCOR zoo PR 
Flying, banding. @: Gains +1/+0 until end of turn, Bury 
Nalathni Dragon if more than #44 Is spent in one turn. 1/1. 

lesser power, destroy the creature with the lesser power, 
Gath of Mages AN Re @¢@ 

During each player's upkeep, if that player has less life than target : 
opponent, he or she may have Qath deal 1 damage to that opponent. 

: Ogre Enforcer sc OR Soo VS 
Ogre Enforcer cannot be destrayed by lethal damage unless a 
single source deals enough damage to destroy It. 4/4. 

Ogre Shaman Seo EX 
@ Discard a card at random: Deals 2 damage to any target. 3/3, 

Ogre Taskmaster St e MM 
Taskmaster can't black, 4/3, 

Okic SC Rs @@ WZ 
Okk cannot attack unless a creature with greater power also attacks. 
Okk cannot block unless a creature with greater power also blocks, 
Al4. 

Omen of Fire INS R eee Al 
Return all islands to their owners’ hands. Each player sacrifices a 
plains or a white permanent for each white permanent he controls, 

EN co KX 
Whenever you successfully cast a creature spel, tap target creature, 

Oppertunist NY 2 TM 
®@: Deals 1 damage to target creature that was damaged this tum, 

- | control Statecraft. My 
attacks with a tram- opponent 

pling creature and | hiock with — 
| _one of my creatures. What hap- 
ee ee 

ign any te 
damage tries to resolve, the 

nl dealt by 
your 
the trampled- 

2/2. 
Ore General So ou + ae Ok 

® Sacrifice an Ore or Goblin: All Orcs gain +1/+1 until end of = 
turn. 2/2. 

Oreish Artillery SC U oss Gee Basic 
®: Deals 2 damage to any target and 3 damage to you. 1/3, 

Qreish Cannoneers = SC eo iH) 
@ Deals 2 damage to any target and 3 damage to you. 1/3, 

Oreish Captain U 2 FE.Sth 
%: Choose target Ore, then flip a coin. If opponent wins flip, 
target Ore gains +2/+0 until end of turn. Otherwise, the Orc 
gets -0/-2. 1/1 

Oreish Conseripts SC 2 c. IA,ath 
Cannot attack unless at least two other oreatures attack. Cannot £ 
block unless at least two other creatures block. 2/2, 

Orcish Farmer se Oe {Ash 
® Tum target land into a swamp until its controller's next 
untap, 2/2, 

Greish Healer sc U 22 IA 
SB.e: Target creature may not regenerate, ea.@: 
Regenerate a black or green creature. @ 4: Regenerate 
a black or green creature. 1/1. 

Orcish Librarian sc OR So IA 
4%: Take the top eight cards of your library and randomly 
remove four ftom the game. Put the rest in any order on top of 
your library, 1/1. 

Oreish Lumberjack SC C ss @ IA 
@ Sacrifice a forest; Add three mana to your mana pool. This = 
mana can be any combination of green and red mana. 1/1. 

Greish Mechanics §=SC C + AQ 
@ Sacrifice an artifact; Deals 2 damage to any target. 1/1. 

Orcish Mine eo HL 
Put three counters on Mine. Remove one counter when target = 
land is tapped and during each of its controller's upkeep, Destroy 

: Renegade Warford land when last counter is removed. Oreish Mine deals 2 damage 
to land's controller, 

reish Oriflamme BN OU ee Basic 
All of your attacking creatures galn +1/+0 during your attack. 

reish Settlers U “eo WL 
BSS, S Sacrifice: Destroy X target lands, 1/1. 

reish Spy 2 
@: Look at the top three cards in target players library. 1/1. 

reish Squatters sc OR 2 (Aoth 
If Squatters is not blocked, you may have It do no damage and 
gain control of a land controlled by the defending player, 2/3, 

reish Veteran SCC  @@ £ 
Cannot block white creatures of power greater than 1. @: First 
strike until end of tur. 2/2. 

reg SCR sees ae FESth 
Trample. Can't attack if opponent has an untapped creature of 
power greater than 2. Can't block creatures of power greater tl 
2.6/6 

Qutmaneuver INSU eo 
X target blocked creatures deal combat damage to defending player 
instead of to blocking creatures this tim. 

FE 

Pallimad R ee M 
* fs equal to the number of tapped ian target opponent controls, 
*B. 

Pandemonium EN Ro sso am EX 
Whenever any creature comes into play, that creature's controller may 
choose to have it deal damage equal to its power to any target. 

INS Panic c+. @ IASth 
Target creature may not block this turn, Cantrip, 

Parch INS - £@ UL 

warum Trench Grames SC BS G 
& Target Plains produces instead of #¥ until end of game, 1/1. 

Rack and Ruin INS ~ Qo UL 
Destroy two target artifacts, 

Raging Bull Ss C+ @@ G 
: 2/2, Boooooooooring, 
Raging Geblin sc tC @ EX.6th 

Haste, 1/1. 
+ Raging Gorilla SoC ss om VS 
2 If Gorilla blocks or is blocked, it gets +2/-2 until end of turn, 2/3. 
: Raging River WR @@ ! 

or Parch deals 4 damage to target blue creatures. 
} Paroxysm fou —x eo 

uring the upkeep of enchanted creature's controller, reveal the 
top card of his library. If it's @ land, destroy enchanted creature. 
Otherwise, enchanted creature gains +3/+8 until end of turn, 

Pillage SOR Uo ss @@S = AlSth 
jury target artifact or land, 

Power Surge oe SS LURAH 
Before untap step, active player must count untapped lands, 
During his upkeep, Surge deals 1 damage for each land that had 
been untapped. 

rice af Progress INS U ve EX 
jeals 2 damage to each player for each nonbasic land he contrals, 

rimitive Justice SOR U eo Al 
jestroy target artifact. Destroy a target artifact for each <4 you 

pay in addition to the casting cost, Destroy a target artifact and 
gain 1 life for each @&@ you pay in addition to the casting cost. 

rimordial Ooze Uv @ LG.CH.Eth 
Must attack if possible. Add a +1/41 counter at end of upkeep. 
ay @ per counter or Ooze deals 1 damage to you per counter 

and taps. 1/1. 
ulverize SOR R @oo .\M 

You may sacrifice two mountains instead of paying Pulverize’s 
‘mana cost. Destroy all artifacts. 

uppet's Verdict INS R ~eo MM 
Flip a coin. if you win, destray all creatures with power 2 or less. 
If you lose, destroy all creatures with power 3 or greater, 

yomy Pyresaur s oC oe 
Cannot block. ¥; Pyrosaur gains +1/--1 until end of turn, 1/1, 

Pyric Salamander sc 6 ge Mt 
@: +1/+0 until end of turn, Bury Salamander at end of tum. 1/1, 

Pyroblast INS C sees @ IASth 
Counter target spell or destroy target permanent if it is blue, 

Pyraclasm SOR U come cm 
Pyrcoclasm deals 2 damage to each creature, 

Pyrokinesis INS ees A 
You may remove a red card in your hand from game instead of 
paying the casting cost, Deals 4 damage divided among any 
number of creatures, 

yramaney EN OR 2ee 
® Discard a card at random: Pyromancy deals to target 
creature or player damage equal to the total casting cost of the 
discarded card. 

Pyrotechnics SOR C POG Ah Sth ot 
Deals 4 damage divided any way among oe of targets, 

When attacking, divide opponent's ground creatures on either 
side of the River, Choose-on which side of River to place each 
attacker, Attackers can only be blocked by flying creatures or 
those on same side of River, 

Raging Spirit SC Cs Gm MG 
@- Raging Spirit is colorless until end of turn, 3/3. 

Raiding Party iN Uw @@ E 
Cannot be target of white spells or effects, Sacrifice an Ore: Destroy 
all plains. Any player may tap a white creature to save up to 2 plains, 

¢ Rain of Salt SOR U = @@o WZ 
Destroy two target lands. 

Rathi Bragen Ro ss GOO IM 
Flying. When Rathi Dragon comes into play, sacrifice two mountains 
or sacrifice Rathi Dragon. 5/5. 

: Ravenaus Babson Ss Rs: @@ X 
When Bahoons comes into play, destroy target nonbasic land. 2/2. 

$ Raze SOR 6 UZ 
Sacrifice a land: Destroy target land. 

{Reckless Abandon = SOR C 2 D 
Sacrifice a creature: Deals 4 damage to target creature or player. 

Reckless Embermage SC R “ MG.6th 
@- Deal 1 damage to any target and 1 damage to itself. 2/2, 

Reckless Ogre SC CG ss Ge EX 
If Ogre is the only creature that attacks, it gains +3/+-0 until end 
of turn, 3/2, 

Red Elemental Blast INS C e LURAth 
~ Counter a blue spell being cast or destroy a blue card in play. 

; Ratlexes EC 2 
Enchanted creature gains first strike, 

: Reign ef Chaes SOR - 239 MG 
Destroy target plains or Island and target white or blue creature, 

: Relentless Assault = SOR R «+ @@@ VSoth 

! Repercassion EN 

Rec Hatehting 

: Reek Badger 

Untap all creatures that attacked this turn. You may declare an 
additional attack during your main phase this turn, 

SC ee TM 
First strike. If Renegade Warlord attacks, each other attacking crea- 
ture gains +1/+0 until end of tum, 3/3. 

oo COS UD 
Whenever a creature is dealt damage, Repercussion deals that 
much damage to that creature's controller. 

} Retribution SOR - #89 HL 
Choose 2 creatures controlled by opponent. Bury one and put a - 
1/-1 counter on the other. That opponent chooses which 
oreature is buried. 

Retremancer C geo UZ 
Whenever Retromancer is the target of a spell or ability, Retro- 
mancer deals 3 damage to that spell o ability's controller, 3/3, 

Rivalry EN 2 U 
Dut each player's upkeep, if that ae controls more lands 
than any other, Rivalry deals 2 damage to him or her. 

Robber Fly Ss Us @@ MM 
Flying. Whenever Fly becomes blocked, defending player discards 
his hand, then draws that many cards. 1/1, 

sou 2 WL 
When Hatchling comes into play, put four counters on it. During 
your upkeep, remove a counter from Hatchling. As long as n 
counters are on it, Hatchling gains +3/+2 and flying. 0/1. 

Ree of Kher Ridges == SC o OO AU 
Flying. 3/3. : 

sou ee MM 
Mountainwalk, 3/3. 

Risek Hydra sl OR 2 Lu 
Put X +1/-+1 counters on Hydta, Remave a counter for each point of 
damage Hydra takes unless you spend <# per counter, <a 
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NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS 

Puta +1/+1 counter on Hydra. 
Rock Slide INS 

Deals X damage, divided any 
number of target attacking or blocking creatures without flying. 

Rogue Skycaptain SC ge 
Flying. At beginning of upkeep, put a counter on Skycaptain, 

Ise only during upkeep. 0/0, 
~— £8 VS 

way you choose, among any 

temove all counters from Skycaptain and opponent gains control 
uring upkeep, pay @ for each counter on Skycaptain, or = 

NAME KIND CR PR COST 

from play, return Sluggishness to owner's hand, 
Smoke —oOR SS LURAth oth 

Each player may only untap one creature during untap step. 
Sneak Attack N 2 

@: Choose a creature card from your hand and put it into play. 
The creature has haste, At the end of turn, sacrifice the creature. 

Soldier of Fortune s Uv 2 Al 
@,@: Target player shuffles his library. 1/1. 

Solfatara NS 2 VS 
Target player cannot play any land cards this turn, Cantrip, 

Song of Blood SOR C J 
Put top four cards from your library into graveyard, For eacl 
creature card revealed, all creatures that attack this turn gel 
+1/+0 until end of turn, 

SETS 

Sonic Burst NSC see me EX 
Discard a card at random: Deals 4 damage to any target. 

Al ? Sowing Salt SOR U = @a@ UD: 
Remove target nonbasic land from the game. Search its controller's : 
graveyard, hand and library for all 
them from the game. 

copies of that card and remove 

of Skycaptain. 3/4. : Spellshock N UU @@ EX : 
Rolling Thunder SOR C oo eee ™ : When a player casts a spell, Spellshack deals 2 damage to him. 

ling Thunder deals X damage divided any way you choose among, Spinal Villain SC oR - @@ LG 
any number of target creatures and/or players. : ®: Destroy target blue creature, 1/2. 

Ruination OR - £8 SH : Spitting Drake sc - ¢2 vSeth = 
estroy all nonbasic lands. i __Fiying. @: +1/-+0 until end of turn. Use only once per tur, 2: 

Rukh Egg SC OC tees Ge AN + Splitting Earth SOR C os @@ = MGGth = 
If Rukh Egg goes to the graveyard from play, you get a Rukh Deals damage to target creature equal to number of mountains you + 

token, a 4/4 flying red creature, at end of turn. 0/3, contol, 
fumbling Crescendo EN ” Uz : Spitting Hydra SC oR + @e@ SH 

luring your upkeep, you may put a counter on Crescendo, #,Sac- : 
tifice: Destroy up to X target lands, where X is the number of cout ¢ 

: Starke of Rath 

ters. 
Sabertooth Tiger SC oC = @@  IASthéth : 

ist strike, 2/1, : 
Sahertosth Wyem SC U - @&o EX 3 

Flying, first strike, 3/2, 
Sandstone Warrlor «SC OC oo SSO TM : 

irst strike. %: Sandstone Warrior gains +1/+0 until end of turn, : 
1/8. 

Sawteath Ogre Ss CC 200 WL: 

Ogre deals 1 damage to that creature at end of combat. 3/3, 
Scald EN Us sm Z 

Whenever a player taps an island for mana, Scald deals 1 dam- 
age to him, 

Sealding Salamander SC U ge X 
@: Scalding Salamander deals 1 damage to each creature with- 

If Sawtooth Ogre blooks or is blacked by any creature, Sawtooth : 

cut flying defending player controls, Play this ability only if Scald- : 
ing Salamander is attacking and only once each turn, 2/1 

Scent of Cinder SOR ¢ oo D 
‘eveal any number of red cards in your hand, Scent deals X : 

damage to target creature or player, where X is the number oft 
cards revealed. 

Scorched Earth SOR R So M 
Choose and discard X land cards: Destroy X target lands, 

Scoria Wurm SR: @@ UZ 
uring your upkeep, flip a coin. If you lose, return Wurm to owner's 
and, 7/7. 

INS 6 ee 2 Scrap 
jestroy target artifact, Cycling @. 

Searing Spear Askari SCC ee 
Flanking. @%@#: Cannot be blocked by only one creature this tum. 
2/2, 

Searing Touch INS U 2 
uyback >. Deals 1 damage to target creature or player. 

Sedge Troll SC OR see Oe LUR 
®: Regenerates. Gains +1/-+1 if you control any swamps. 2/2. 

Seething Anger J 
uyback <. Target creature gains -+3/+0 until end of turn. 

Seismic Assault EN e000 
Discard a land: Deal 2 damage to target creature or player. 

Seismic Mage SCR eo 
© Discard a card: Destroy target land, 1/1, 

Shadowstorm SOR 2 
Shadowstorm deals 2 damage to each creature with shadow. 

Shard Phoenix SCR se Gem 
lying. <2: Put Phoenix into your hand. Use this ability only 

Phoenix: Deal 2 damage to each creature without flying, 2/2. 
Shatter INS G ss= 4 BasiolATM 

estroy target artifact. 
Shattering Pulse INS GC soo Gem EX 

uyback @, Destroy target artifact: 
Shatterstorm SOR R s+ @@e@AQRGhGth 

Bury all artifacts in play. 
Shiv's Embrace &C - 23S UZ 

nchanted creature gains +2/-+2 and flying, @e: +1/+0 until end 
of turn. 

Shivan Dragon SCR sees QeS@LURAh Sth 
i turn. 6/5, 

Seo UZ 
@: +1/40 until end of 

ite eee 

Flying. 24: Deals 1 damage 
Shivan Phoenix NY 

Flying. When Phoenix is put into 
owner's hand. 3/4. 

EK 

wi 

Hydra comes into play with four +1/+1.counters on it Gea, 
Remove a +1/+-1 counter from Hydra: Do 1 damage to target rea: 
ture, 0/0. 

5 Squee, Goblin Nabob «SL OR oo OS NM 
At the beginning of your upkeep, if Squee is in your graveyard, 
you may return Squee to your hand. 1/1 

SLR Seo ™ 
@ Destroy target artifact or creature, That permanent's controlle 
gains control of Starke of Rath permanently. 2/2. 

: Steam Blast SOR U ee UZ 
Steam Blast deals 2 damage to each creature and player. 

Stone Giant PSO wRahsh 
@: Give one of your creatures with toughness less than Giant's 
power flying until end of turn. Target creature is destroyed at en 

NAME KIND CR PR. COST SETS NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS 

Deals X damage to each creature without flying, Each creature gains > Wall ef Lava SS U - @eoe IA 
"@ Prevent 1 damage to this creature from Torrent of Lava.” @: Gains +1/+1 until end of turn. 1/3, 

otal War IN Ros Qe \A + Walf-ef Opposition SC «- @ 30 16(H 
When any player attacks, destroy all untapped non-wall creatures > @&: Cains +1/+0 until end of tun. 0/6. 
that don’t attack. Does not affect creatures that came into play : Wall ef Razors SU  &@ SH 
this turn. i First strike, 4/1, 

remor, SOR C += @  VSGthMM : Wall ef Stone SC o  @SSLURAN Sth 
Tremor deals 1 damage to each creature without flying. : 0/8, 

rumpet Blast INS oo @O UD : War Cadence EN ane MM 
Attacking creatures gain +2/+-0 until end of turn, : 2 Creatures can't block this turn unless their controller 

unnel SR Us @ LURAth : pays X for each blacking creature. 
Bury target wall F :  Warmenger Ad - $8 MM 
headed Dragon SC) R ost OS OM: @: Deals 1 damage to each creature without flying and each 
Flying, #4: Gains +2/-+0 until end of tun. Dragon can't be = player. Any player may play this ability, 8/3, 
blocked except by two or more creatures. |t may block one : Warpath WS oss 2 MM 
additional creature, : Warpath deals 3 damage to each blocking creature and each 

‘Two-heated Giant af Forys SCR oss Be LU: blocked creature, 
Trample. May black two creatures in combat. 4/4, : *Wheelof Fortune SOR oe OO LUR 

Uphill Battie NN U = @@ MM: All players must discard their hands and dtaw seven new cards. 
Creatures your opponents play come into play tapped. Wild Colas C= @@ UD 

Uthden Troll SU se Be LURAt Haste. 2/2. 
®: Regenerates. 2/2. Wild Jhovall S Cc + @@ MM 

archild's Crusader «SC CC + @@ Al 3/3. 
®: Can only be blocked by walls. Bury Crusader at the end of : Wild Wurm So ou: @e@ ™ 
tun, 2. 

Varchild’s War-Riders SCR $e Al 
Trample, rampage: 1. Cl: Put a survivor token into play under target 
opponent's control. Treat this token as a 1/1 red creature. 3/4. 

ertiga INS U 2 IABth 
Teds 2 damage to target flying eal wh loses flying this turn. 

eteran's Voice fe C 2 Al 
Play on a creature you control, Tap chert creature: Target = 

When Wurm comes into play, flip a coin, If you lose, return Wurm 
to your hand, 6/4, 

Wildfire SOR Ro ss ape UZ 
Each player sacrifices four lands, then Wildfire deals 4 damage to each 
creature, 

Wildfire Emissary SCY seen Sm MG 
Protection from white, 2%: +1/+0 until end of tum, 2/4. 

Winds of Change SOR R 2 LG,4th,5th 

cide Wail Keincac ae As damage spreads 

All players must shuffle their hands into their libraries, then draw 
as many cards as they originally had. 

Windseeker fentaw SC R = @00 PI 
Does not tap to attack. 2/2. 

Winter Sky SOR R se 

of turn, 3/4. 
Stane Rain SOR Cs om Basic” 

: Destroy target land, “Also in IAMG.TM and MM, 
? Stone Spirit SC Us @@ IA.Sth 

Stone Spirit cannot be blocked by flying creatures. 4/3, 
: Stonehands fC s- @o iY 
: Enchanted creature gains +0/-+2. @; +1/+-0 until end of turn, 

Storm Shaman SC Cos @@ Al 
4@:-+1/+0 until end of tun, 0/4, 

: Storm World WRe @ foe 
© During each player's upkeep, Storm World deals 1 damage to : 
: that player for each card in hand below 4. - 
> Stun NS C s+ im Mt 
2 Target creature cannot block this turn, Draw a card. : 
: Subterranean Spirit SC R -- @e0 MG: 
: Protection from red, #%: Deal 1 damage to each non-fiying crea- : 

ture. 3/3. 
Sutiden impact INS Uo sos oie M 

Deals 1 damage to target player for each ard in his hand, 
Sulfuric Vapors ee UZ 

All red spells deal an additional point 
: Sug'Ata Lancer Sn VS 

Flanking. Haste, 2/2. round the board, life will chet. 
Taimgarth’s Rage = «COU yi eMenly at your life total will skyra 

If enchanted creature is attacking, it gains +3/+0, Otherwise, = 

snlcinaene so ee VS creature gains 41 unt in atin 

First stike, Whenever Champion blocks or Is blocked by any : éashine Bey SC + Ge UL 
creature, that creature loses fist stike until end of tum. 9/3, $4, When Bay attacks, al creatures you conta attack if able. 4/8, = 

Takuum Minotaur = SCC m+ eB Gat ; Wiashino Gutthrast §= Se UL 
Haste, 3/3. : Haste. At end of any turn, return Cutthroat to owners hand. 6/3. : 

Talruum Piper sus @@ vs : Viashine Heretic - 20 UL 

if Phoenix Is in your graveyard and only during upkeep, Sacrifice = 

to target creature or player. 6/5, = 
ee UL 3 

a graveyard from play, return it to i 

Shivan Raptor SC - @@ Wi 
inst strike; echo; haste, 3/1. : 

Shock INS C se @ SH6th 
Shock deals 2 damage to target creature or player. 

Shock Troops SC — oe MM 
Sacrifice: Deals 2 damage to target creature or player. 2/2. 

Shocker SR s- O@ 
If Shocker damages any player, that player discards his hand, then 
draws a naw hand of as many cards as he had before, 1/1. 

Shewer of Sparks INS 6 2 UZ 
jeals 1 damage to target creature and 1 damage to target player. 

Siracee INS ee M 
arget player reveals his hand to all players, For each blue inter- 

fupt card that player holds, he pays 4 life or discards that card. 
Sisters ofthe Flame SC C = @@@ Dk4th 

@: Add @ to your mana pool, 2/2. 
Sizzle SOR C = @@ MM 

jeals 3 damage to each opponent. 
Stuggishness fC ss Ge uL 

Creature cannot block. When Sluggishness is put Into graveyard 

MAGIC FACT F 

tie INQUESTG@AMER5SS 

All creatures with flying that are able to block Piper do so, 3/3, $, S: Destroy target artifact. Heretic deals to that artifact's : 
Tectonic Break SOR R ces See MME controller damage equal to the artifact's total casting cost. 1/3. = 

Each player sacrifices X lands, : — i SoC @@ ue : 

iar oe rn We Viashino Runner SC oC = Be wi 

Telim’Tor's Edict INS 

“Tempest Efreet S Re 

R 
lanking, {f TelimTor attacks, all attacking flankers te +1/41,2/2, + 

2 MG : 
Remove from the game target permanent you awn or control, Cantrip. = 

Peoe loth : : 
@ Sacrifice: Pick @ card randomly from opponent's hand and : Wiashine Sandstalker 

! Wiashine Sandscaut SC 
laste, At end of any tum tum, retumi Sandscout to owner's hand. 2/1. 

'unner cannot he blocked by only one creature. 3/2. 
‘2 

SC Us Ge VS 
faste. At the end of any turn, return Sandstalker to owner's: = 

wi 

place it in your hand, burying Eftest in opponent's graveyard. : and. 4/2 

Hisoaate pita ae Shange by senfcng ts Viashine Sandswimmer SC R «= @@9 UZ 
Territorial Dispute “NN OR = @oe@ WM @: Flip acoin. If you win the flip, return Sandswimmer to owner's = 

Players can't play lands, At the beginning of your upkeep, : ki van oe a 3/2. : 
__saotifice Dispute unless you sacrifice a land. ; aii arrior eo MG,6th : 

Thieves’ Auction SOR R «+ @@@@ MM : Viashine Weapons thst C= @@ Wi 
Set aside all permanents, You choose one of those cards and put = 
it into play tapped under your control. Then your epponent chooses = 
one and puts it into play tapped under his control. Repeat this = 
process until all cards set aside this way have been chosen, 

Thunderbolt NSC 
Deal 3 damage to target player or 4 damage to target flying creature, = 

WS 2 \ MM Thunderclap 
You may sacrifice a mountain instead of paying Thunderolan's : 
Mana cost. Thunderclap deals 3 damage to target creature. 

eo WL = 

Whenever a creature blocks it, Weaponsmith gains +2/+2 until end of: 
tum, 2/2. 

: Vdwen Efreet 

Flip a coin. If you win, Winter Sky deals 1 damage to each 
creature and player. Otherwise, each player draws a card, 

Nord of Blasting INS 2  |ASMM 
Bury target wall. Word deals damage equal to that wall's 
converted cost to the wall’s controler. 

oc OR e208 N 
Flip'a coin when defending. If opponent wins flip, opponent may 
decide whether or nat Ydwen Efreet blocks, 3/6. 

Zirllan of the Claw =SL R s= SOO MG 
299, Search your library for a Dragon card and put 
into play. That creature has haste, Remove the creature from the 
game at the end of any turn, 3/4. 

5 

Abhey Gargoyles SC Uses ees sie HL.Gt 
Flying. Protection from red. 3/4. 

Abhey Matron SC oC os Gale 
%,@: +0/+3 until end of tum, 1/3, 

Abeyance INS Ro sees Sah WI 
Target player may not play instants, interrupts, sorceries or use any 

? Voleanic Pees SCR + @@@ Noe inno ee slimes" 
Flying; haste. 4/4, H 

Volcanic Geyser NSU os OD NGOH gph ceaes sain potent fm tk 
i Volcanic Geyser deals X damage to target sreature or player. ‘Al ereatura cain tection for fl 

Voleanie Wind kU ODM uu datar St NCH 
Deals X damage divided as you choose among any number of : if Abu Ja'far is destroyed in combat, all creatures blocked or 

Thundering Giant SoU = See UZ: ¥ ie pan, where i the inet pail Bly. : blocking Abu are destroyed and cannot regenerate, 0/1. 
Hsto, 4/3. earns eee UL: Academy Rector SCR seve Ge wD 

Thundermare SCR ome amy WL ow, ses a fastened ; SOR R= OOS = When Restor is put into a graveyard from play, you may remove 
Haste. When Thundermare comes into play, tap all other = on pi — ld vith th SSS UD: Rector from the game, f you do so, search your library for an 
oreatures, 6/5, : f estoy target land an c wi ite sae Tae: : enchantment card and put that card into play. 1/2, 

Tooth and Claw = —fN R + oe 1 ee Gis Boid pdarkar Unicom = «SCC HEA 
Sacrifice two creatures: Put a Camivore token into play. Treat this = w a Ce Cal oe shadow. 0/5. : @ Add either @ or @ and < to your mana pool, This mana 
token as a 3/1 red creature. ——e boed LG.th 3 can only be used for curnulative upkeep. 2/2. 

Tor Giant coc Me At Creatures blocked by Wall may not attack next tun, 1/4. 2 Advance Scout SCR eee a ™ 

3/3. e : wee Earth ~ @@ 6: Dt strike, 4: Target creature gains first strike until end of turn, 
Torch Song AN U - @@ WZ: i of Fi Cou ct WM, 

During your upkeep, you may put a counter on Song. @<@, Sac- = Wal > Cai 1 nade SOS Basic : Afterlife INS U = @3 MGMM 
rifice: Song deals X damage to target creature or player, where X is. = w. a eat ap wees F i Bury target creature, Its controller puts a 1/1 white token with 
the number of counters on Song es ma - SO BCH fing into play, 

Torrent of Lava SOR R ss See MG : : 2 Akros Legionnaire SC OR + eae LG,CH.5th 

ART Artifact 

.GIC DATA 
@ ARTIFACT @BLACK © BLUE 

AC Artifact Creature 
CR Current Rarity 

EA Enchant Artifact © EN Enchantment 
EC Enchant Creature EW Enchant World 
EL Enchant Land INS Instant 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 
SC Summon Creature 
SL Summon Legend 
SOR Sorcery 

LAN Land 
LL Legendary Land 
MS Mana Source 



NAME KIND GH PR COST Bak NAME. KIND CR PR COST SETS NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS NAME KIND CR PR COST Bak 

Of your non-artifact creatures, only Legionnaire may attack, 8/4. He, @: Target blocked creature deals no damage this tum. 1/1, : Che-Arrim Legate SC oUt MM Instant. 2/1, 

Alabaster Dragon 0 QE WL : Benevolent Unicora SC C ss Gok Ml Protection from black. If an opponent controls a swamp and you i Defensa Formation EN U co UZ 

Flying. If Dragon is put into any graveyard from play, shuffle : Whenever a spell assigns damage, that earese is reduced by 1.1/2. control a plains, you may play Legate without paying its cost. 1/2, You choose haw creatures attacking you deal combat damage, 

Dragon into its owner's library. 4/4. : Black Scarab EC * IA = Cho-Manno, Revolutionary SL score Qe MM : Devout Harpist ” Ul 

Alabaster Potion INS CG see potest LG4th,Sth ¢ Target creature gets +2/+2 as long as any other player has any = Prevent all damage that would be dealt to Cho-Manno, 2/2, ©: Destroy target creature enchantment. 1/1, 

Target player gains X life or prevent X damage to any target. 3 black cards, Target creature cannot he blocked by black creatures, : Cho-Manno’s Blessing EC oe See MM Devout Witness SCC css Cae MM 

Alabaster Wall oo Oe MM: Black Ward CU LURAH You may play Blessing whenever you could play an instant. As it FS Discard a card: Destroy target artifact or enchantment. 2/2. 

®: Prevent the next 1 damage that would be dealt to target : Target creature’ gains protection fram black, : Blessing comes into play, choose a color. Enchanted creature : Disciple of Grace SC Cos Gate WZ 

creature or player this turn. O/4. * “ 2 Blaze of Glory INS Ro» LU = has protection from the chasen color, $ rotection fram black. Cycling @. 1/2. 

Alarum INS Coss este MG : Target creature must block all creatures that itis able to block, : Circle of Pretection: ArifactsEN Us» aie AQAth Sth: Disciple of Law SC oC s+ Mae UZ 

Untap target non-attacking creature; it gains +1/+-3 unt end of tum. : Blessed Reversal NS o $ @: Prevent all damage against you from an artifact source. : otection from red. Cycling @. 1/2, 

Allay INS C oss ae EX : Gain 3 life for each creature attacking you. ? Circle of Protection: Black EN s+ 9% Basic|ATM : Bisempower NS C ss ie MG 

Buyback &, Destroy target enchantment. : Blessed Wine NS CG IASth = @- Prevent all damage to you from one black source. H ut target artifact or enchantment on top of its owner's library, 

Alms EN oo WL Gain 1 life, Cantnp. Circle of Protection: Blue EN ( eee ae BasicIATM : Disenchant INS Cees aie Basic” 

@ Remove the top card in your graveyard from the game: : Blessing oo ete LURA ®: Prevent all damage to you from one blue source, : estroy target enchantment or artifact. “Also in 1A.MG,TM,UZ.MM 

Prevent 1 damage to any creature, A He: +1/41. 2 Circle of Protection: Green EN C se 3 BasicIATM : Divine intervention CHE LG 

Amrou Kithkin SC = ee (64th = Blinding Light SOR U s+ ae MG 4: Prevent all damage to you from one green source. : ut two counters on Intervention, Remove one counter during 

Creatures with power greater than 2 may not block Amrou, 1/1. Tap all non-white creatures. ? Circle of Protection: Red EN (C e+ @a¥ BasiolATM : your upkeep, When both are removed, the game ends in a draw. 

Angelic Blessing SOR C ce ae 2 Blinking Spirit coon Oe IASth @: Prevent all damage to you from one red source, : Divine Offering NS C see Ga LEMG.5th 

Target creature gains +3/-+3 and flying until end of turn. 4 @: Return Blinking Spirit to its owner's hand. 2/2. } Girele of Protection: Shadow EN C + ae ™ 2 Destroy target artifact, gaining life equal to its casting cost. 

Angelic Chorus EN coe BE UZ : Blood of the Martyr INS U. s+ eae DKCH : @: Prevent all damage to you from a creature with shadow. : : Divine Retribution INS Roose * MG 

When a creature comes into play under your control, gain life equal : Until end of turn, you may redirect damage done to your : Gircle of Protection: White EN C s+ @a® BasicJATM jeals 1 damage to target attacking creature for each attacking 

to its toughness, : creatures to yourself instead. ch @®: Prevent all damage to you from one white source. : creature, 

Angelic Curator SCC os eae UL : Blue Scarab CU IA = Civic Guildmage Sc ase MG Divine Transformation EC oo Qe Me Lat Sthoh 

lying, protection from artifacts. 1/1. : Target creature gains +2/+2 as long as any other player has any = @ M- Target creatures gains +0/+1 until end of turn. @ : arget creature gains +3/+3, 

Angelic Page C= @% UZ: blue cards, Target creature cannot be blocked by blue creatures. Put target creature you control on top of owner's library. 1/1. : Brought oe Qe lA 

lying. ¢: Target attacking or blocking creature gains +1/+1 until + Blue Ward Co oU of te LUR4th : Cleanse SOR R = pales Gi luring your Upkeep, pay #3 or destroy Drought. In order to 

end of tum. 1/1. Target creature gains protection from blue. : Destroy all black creatures in play. t cast 4 spell that has @% as part-of its casting cost or use an 

Angelic Pratectar SC oU se @ie TM = Brainwash C GC Okethath =: Cleansing SOR R «= SeSeae K > . ability that requires #8, the player must sacrifice a swamp for 

Flying. If Protector is target of a spell or ability, it gains +-0/+3 until Target creature may not attack unless its controller spends @, All lands are destroyed. Anyone may pay 1 life per land they each @ in the spell or effect, 

end of tum. 2/2, Brilliant Hato Coss ae UZ } wish to save, juskrider Falcon SC ~ Ge WL 

Angelic Renewal EN C ses pie WL Creature gets +1/+2. When Halo is put into a graveyard, return it : Clear INS U ss @me W Flying, protection fram black. 1/1, 

any creatures are put into your graveyard from play, you ma to owner's hand. : Destroy target enchantment. Cycling jast to Dust oe Gee  DKSth 

wury Angelic Renewal and put one of those creatures into play, : Burst of Energy WS Cos UL } Clergy en-Vec SCC tte aha M Remove two target artifacts from the game, 

Angelic Voices N OR see aes LG, CH Untap target permanent. = Prevent 1 damage to any creature or player, 1/1. kundu Griffin SC oC os ae = MGBth 

f you control only white or artifact creatures, all creatures you : Call to Arms ~ Ok |A = Clergy of the Holy Nimbus SCC °° Flying, frst strike, 2/2. 

control gain +1/+1, Choose a color. As long as target opponent controls more cards = If destroyed, Clergy regenerates unless opponent pays <. 1/1. der Land Wurm NH ° aes LE 4th 

Angry Mob SC Uo see  Qesteate DKAth.oth of that color than of any other, all white creatures get +1/+1. : Gloudchaser Eagle SCC sss+ Ge M rample, Cannot attack until it has been assigned to block, 5/5, 

ample. During your turn, * equals the total number of swamp: 
all opponents control. Otherwise, * equals 0. 2+*/2+", 

Animate Walt ck Basic 
arget wall may now attack. . 

Anoint NS Co ™ 
Buyback @. Prevent up to 3 damage to any creature. 

Archangel SC oR see apace VSG 
Flying. Attacking does not cause Archangel to tap. 6/6. 

Archery Training C OU fe ul 
At the beginning of your upkeep, you may put a counter oI 
Training, Enchanted creature gains “@: This creature deals 
damage to target attacking or blocking creature, where X Is 
number of counters.” 

Arctic Foxes SS C + ae IA 
If defender controls any snow-covered lands, Arctic Foxes ma 
not be blocked by any creature with power greater than 1. 1/1, 

Ardent Militia SC Us @  WLOt 
Attacking does not cause Ardent Militia to tap, 2/5. 

Arenson’s Aura oe De \A.Sth 
¥#: Sacrifice an enchantment to destroy target enchantment. 
> @@:: Counter an enchantment as it is being cast. 

Argivian Archaeologist SCR ose+ | Sa A 
‘$% }: Return an artifact from your graveyard to your hand. 1/1, 

Argivian Blacksmith SC C + ata Al 
@: Prevent 2 damage to target artifact creature, 2/2, 

Argivian Find INSU; * Wl 
‘eturn target artifact or enchantment from your graveyard to 

your hand, 
Armageddon SOR R  sesee Geae Basic 

jestroy all lands. 
Armistice BN Rs @ae MM 

Gee He: Draw a card and target opponent gains 3 life, 
Armor of Faith EC IA. 

Target creature gains +1/+1, #: +0/+1. 
Armor Sliver Ni - OF ™ 

ts Sliver gains “8: This creature gets +-O/+1 until end of turn.” 
2/2. 

Armored Pegasus SC oC ose este TMGt 
lying. 1/2, 

Army of Allah INS Css ase AN 
All attacking creatures gain +2/+0 until end of turn. 

Arest ECU see Qa MM 
Enchanted creature can't attack, block or use any activated abilities, 

Artifact Ward BBs: ae 

be targetted by artifacts, and takes no damage from artifacts. 
Aura of Silence EN Uses dhs 

@ to play. Sacrifice: Destroy target artifact or enchantment, 
Auratog 8 ™ 

Sacrifice an enchantment; +2/+-2 until end of turn. 1/2. ier Pi ‘ Al . 7 as 
Auspicious haevstir SCOR ee o* MG ig ere wal = be enone are now ne on pay pe during ie 

If Ancestor is put into graveyard from play, gain 3 life, #: Gain 1 Ife, : Castle EN U «= ae Basic; Gonvicton ‘ 3 
Use only when a white spell is cast and only once per spell, 2/3, Your-untapped, non-attacking creatures gain +0/+2. : Enchanted ceaure gains +1/++3, 3: Retum Corvcton to owner's 

Avenging Angel SOR os tee TM Cataclysm SOR Ro see Seas OX hand. a tle ie i 
Flying. If Angel is put into any graveyard from play, you may put it ach player chooses from the permanents he controls an artifact, Cogeiat band * 
on top of owners library, 3/3. a creature, an enchantment and a land and sacrifices the rest. arget creature gains banding, a 

Aysen Bureaucrats SCC = qa — HLSth } Catastrophe sR R Commarea ae cea We RG 
©: Tap target creature with power no greater than 2. 1/1. i stray all lands or bury all creatur Players can't play spells or nonbasic lands with the same name 

Aysen Crusader @ee HL Celestial Dawa R cee @aeae MG Bh bs cad play NOR ee @ 
* equals number of heraes in play, 2+°/2+*. All non-land cards you own are white, All lands you control are Crackdown "3 ‘ in MM 

Aysen Highway o  @ ieee HL plains, All colored mana symbols on all of these cards and per- Nonwhite creatures with power 3 or greater don't untap during 
All white creatures gain plainswalk. : manents are ther ont! ap ps 6 

Balance SOR R ceeded LUR4t = Cessation Fo OC ot ie wi Grosshow infantry §=SC OC : Psi MM 

All players must discard enough lands, cards in hand and chanted creature cannot attack, When Cessation is put into a bs Deals'T damage to ae i ng or oo cea 
creatures so that everyone has the same number as the player graveyard from play, return Cessation to owner's hand, : Grusade ** an 
with the lowest number of each, Change of Heart INS Coes ae SH = ay, Al white creturs gain at at 

Ballista Squad SC Uo ss Baie MM juyback @. Target creature cannot attack this turn. H D’Avenant Archer c i Pri sth Bt 
% H#.@: Squad deals X damage to target attacking or : Charging Paladin sc oe ex: @: Deas 1 rep ae ng or blocking creature. 1/ 

blocking creature, 2/2. f Paladin attacks, it gains +-O/+3 until end of turn, 2/2. : Damping Field Oe A 
Bandage NS Go %& SH : Charm Peddler sc we WM i No one may untap more than one artifact during his untap step, 

Prevent 1 damage to any creature or player, Draw a card, e,@ Discard a card: The next time a source of your choie : Daraja Griffin 0 NY y Ki bd Vet 
Battle Cry INS - Gee (A 3 would deal damage to target creature this turn, prevent that : Fying. Sacrifice: Destroy target rig Gate, 2 2, 

Untap all your white creatures, All blockers gain +O/-+1 this tum, : damage. 1/1. ? Dazzling Beauty NS Coe ie MG 
Beast Walkers oR +) «(Gee HL } Gharmed Griffin so ou ame MME Target unblocked creature is considered blocked. Draw a card. : 

® Banding until end of turn. 2/2. = Flying. When Grif in comes into play, each other player may put : Death Seas ink “ * HLSth 
Benalish Hero Coc ae LURAhSth an artifact or enchantment card into play from his hand. 3/3, ote om black, i a LURath 

Banding. 1/1 } Cho-Arrim Alchemist SCR ts a um Death Ward a LURE 
Benalish infantry SC Cs @i# WL} skate, Discard a card: The next time a souree of your : pay epee ae eal Ree EW 

Banding. 1/3. > choice would deal damage to you this turn, prevent that damage = De re Loyalty . To th * 
Benalish Knight SCC s+ ie WL and gain that much lie. 1/1. Scag ae ee ee 
natn hee re Ha at as ay iets 2/2. a Cha-Arrim Bruiser so OR o* MM Protection fom red. You may cast any time you could play an 3 

farget creature may not be blocked by artifact creatures, cannot : 

WL: 
Artifact and enchantment spells cost target opponent an extra : 

Bury Call to Arms if at any time opponent doesn't control more : 
cards of that color than any other color. : 

Calming Licid sou o* SH 
¥#,@: Becomes a creature enchantment that reads “Enchanted 
creature cannot attack,” Move Licid onto target creature, You may. : 
pay #6 to end this effect. 2/2 

Camel sco C+ # AN 
Banding. Camel and those banded with it are immune to Deserts, 0/1, : 

Capasken Knight & oC oe UD: 
First strike, #6: Knight gains ey until end of turn. 1/1, 

Capashen Standard EC a UW: 
Enchanted creature gains +1/+1. @ Swot: Draw a card. 

Gapashen Templar 8 0 * UI 

: Combat Medic 

: Common Cause MM 
Nonartifact creatures gain +2/-+2 as in as they al share a color. 

Congregate INS Co sees ate 
; Target player gains 2 life for each creature in play. 
3 Consecrate Land A= OU se U 

Flying. When Eagle comes into play, destray target enchantment 
2/2. 

Cold Snap EN U += @ae IA 
CU; @. During each player's upkeep, Cold Snap does 1 damage 
to that player for each snow-covered land he cantrols. 

SC Cs @ae 
6%; Prevent 1 damage to a player oF oreature. 0/2. 

R oe 

Enchanted land cannot be destroyed. 

= Once upon a time, Merce- 
naries were red. Can | use Cat- 

an Querlord to search for 
Rogue Skycaptain and Soldier 
Of Fortune, two Mercenary 
cards from Alliances? 

#; Capashen Templar gains’+0/+1 until end of turn. 
Caribou Range Ro e+ @aete — IASth 

6% Jap enchanted land: Put 2 Caribou token into play. Treat 
this token as a 0/1 white creature, Sacrifice a token: Gain 1 life, 

Whenever Bruiser attacks, you may tap up to two creatures. 3/4. 

3 Coaiernpetan aN OU 

Yes. However, he sure to 
check the deck-construction —: 

ing before including these older _ 
cards in your deck. 

we SH 

Whenever you successfully cast a spell, gain 1 life, 
Convalescence ne cd EX 

During your upkeep, if you have 10 or less life, gain 1 life. 
Conversion EN Uo see @aeae LURAth 

: Erase 

i Errand of Buty 

| + Ethereal Champion 

: Farmstead 

FEBRUARYZ000 1 17 

ite Archers 8c oe UZ 
@: Deals 3 damage to target attack or blocking creature. 3/3. 

ite Javelineer s oC Oe 
Javelineer blocks, it deals 1 damage to target attacking creature. 

ivish Healer SC’ Css ae IA 
®: Prevent 1 damage to any target or 2 damage to a green 
creature. 1/2. 

‘mpyrial Armor CC tees Sea ae WL 
chanted creature gains +X/+X, where X is the number of 

cards in your hand. 
‘achanted Being SC oC + Gee LG 

fakes no combat damage from enchanted creatures, 2/2. 
induring Renewal oo Qee IA 

you a draw a creature, discard it 
graveyard from play, return it to 

your hand. 
Energy Storm N oe A 

CU: 4. Damage done by instants, interrupts, and sorceries is 
reduced to 0. Flying creatures do not untap during their 
controller's untap 

Enlightened Tutor INS oeee i MG.th 
Search your library for an artifact or enchantment card and reveal 

iat card to all players, Put the revealed card on top of your library.. 
quinox LG oo & LG 

ap enchanted land: Counter target spell that would destroy one 
of more of your lands, 

Equipsise : @% VS 
luring your upkeep, feed tal woe erett eee he 
{ands you control, target land he controls phases out Repeat this process 
{or attitaots and creatures, 

NS, 6 * 
femove target enchantment from the game, 

NSC as Al 
Put a 1/1 banding white Knight token into play, 

sR ese MEE 
ay 1 life: Prevent 1 damage to Ethereal Champion. 3/4, 

Exalted Dragon SC oR s+ (@aiede 
Flying, Dragon cannot attack, Sacrifice a land: Dragon may attac 
this turn, 5/5. 

Play with your hand face up. If 
When a creature goes to your 

Exile NS Ro ome eae AlBtt 
Remove target non-white attacker from the game. Gain life equal 
to its toughness. 

Exorcist SC OR os Sea K 
6% S: Destroy target black creature. 1/1, 

Expendable Troops = SC Costs aE 
@ Sacrifice; Deals 2 damage to target attacking or blocking 
creature. 2/1, 

Eye for an Eye INS Rosse ies ANR4th Sth 
Deal as much damage to controller of a creature, spell, or effect 
as target creature, spell, or effect deals to you, 

Eye of Singularity EW R © aie VS 
When Eye comes into play, bury all permanents with the same 
name except basic lands, Whenever any permanent other than a 
basic land comes into play, bury any permanent already in play 
with same name, 

Faith Healer sc OR * * UZ 
Sacrifice an enchantment: Gain life equal to its casting cost: 1/1. 

False Prophet st sone Qe 
When Prophet is put into graveyard from play, remove all creatures 
from the game, 2/2, 

EL + ee LUR 
9%: Gain 1 life. Use once per turn, and only during your upkeep. 

Farrel’s Mantle EC * FE 
If target creature attacks and is not blocked it may deal X + 2 
damage to any other creature where X is the power of the 
enclianted creature. 

Farrel’s Zealat so Dee E 
If Zealot is not blocked, you may deal 3 damage to target 

FE 
creature, If you do so, Farrel's Zealot deals no damage. 2/2. 

8B 
Ok 

Farrelite Priest 8 + ee 
@ Add ai to pool. Bury if more than @ is spent in one turn. 

Fasting EN * 
Skip your draw step: Gain 2 life. Destroy Fasting if you draw a card 
for any reason or when it has been in play for five of your upkeeps, 

Favorable Destiny iat Oe 
As long as you control at least one other creature, enchanted crea~ 
ture cannot be target of spells or effects. If creature is white, it gains 
41/42, 

Femeref Healer SC 0 see ae MG 
@: Prevent 1 damage to any creature or player, 1/1, 

Femeref Knight ene Oe MG 
Flanking. #¢: Attacking does not cause Knight to tap, 2/2. 
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Femeref Scouts SoC Ge MG = 

Fend Off a w i 
Cycling @. Target creature deals no combat damage this turn, 

Festival IN Ok. 
Opponent may not declare an attack this turn. Play during : 
opponent's upkeep. 

Field of Souls BN OR QE TM 
Whenever 2 non-token creature is put into your graveyard from 
play, put an Essence token into play, Treat as a 1/1 white crea- 
ture with flying, 

Field Surgeon s&. ¢ ae Ul 
Tap an untapped creature you control: Prevent the next 1 
damage to target creature this turn. 1/1 

Fire and Brimstone INS. + Glee OK 
Deals 4 damage to target player and deals 4 damage to you. May 
only be cast if that opponent has declared an attack this turn, 

SOR Flicker oe U 
Remove target nontoken perm, ftom game, then retum it to play 
under owner's contra, $ 

Flickering Ward EU se ™ 
When you play Ward, choose-a color. Enchanted creature gains pro- 
tection from the chosen color, s¥#; Return Ward to owner's hand. 

Foriysian Brigade 8 oe Oe WI 
May block up to two creatures each combat. 2/4. 

Formaticn INS - oF A 
Give target creature banding until end of turn. Cantrip. 

Fortified Area EN C s+ @aeae  LG.4th 
All your walls gain. +1/+0 and banding, 

Fountain Watch & ce Gaede MM 
Artifacts and enchantments you control can't be the target of 
spells or effects, 2/4. 

Freewind Falean SS Cs Se VS 
Flying, protection from red. 1/1, 

Fresh Volunteers SC oC ss He MM 
2/2. 

Fyigja CG se A 
Put four counters on -Fylgja. Remove a counter: Prevent 1 
damage to enchanted creature, @9: Put a counter on Fylgja. 

Gallantry NS Uo see ae ™ 
Target blocker gains +4/+4 until end of turn, Draw a card, 

General Jarkeld SL OR = Ge A 
@: Exchange two blockers without creating an illegal block. 1/2. 

Gerrard’s Battle Cry EN ™ 
4: All creature you control gain +1/+1 until end of tum, 

Gerrard's Wisdam = SOR soe Doe WL 
For each card in your hand, gain 2-ife, 

Glorious Anthem N we Ee WZ 
All creatures you control gain +1/+1, 

Glyph of Life NS : * LG 
Gain life equal to the damage dealt to target wall by an attacker. 

Gessamer Chains N S 
Retum to owner's hand: Target unblocked creature deals no coma: : 
damage this tum. 

Great Defender NS * ig 
Target creature gains +0/+X until end of turn, where X is the + 
creature's cast. 

Great Wall Noe es 
Creatures with plainswalk may be blocked. 

Greater Reali of Preservation EN oo Be UGSth. = 
9e; Prevent all damage to you from a red or black source. 

Green Scarab * 
Target creature. gains +2/+2 as long as any other player has 
any green cards, Target creature cannot be blacked by green = 

Herald of Serra SCR soe eae UZ: 
Flying; echo, Attacking does not causa Herald of Serra to tap, 3/4, 

NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS 

ach creature you control may block one additional creature. 
Hipparien SC Us @% (A,oth 

Cannot block creatures with power 3 or greater unless you pa 
1/3 

Holy Armor Cc GC LUR4th 
farget creature gains -+0/+2, ¥: +0/+1, 

Holy Bay NS C + LG 
Creatures deal no combat damage this turn, 

Holy Light Coo Qi Ok 
Give all non-white creatures -1/-1 until end of tum. 

Holy Strength CoC ee)  LUR Ath Sth 
arget creature gains +1/+2, 

Honor Guard S Cw # SH 
¥: Honor Guard gains +0/-+1 until end of turn. 1/1 

Honor the Fallen NS Rose Sa MM 
emove all creatures in all graveyards from the game, You gal 

1 Ife for each card removed, 
Honorable Passage = (INS Uo sss* ee VS 

Prevent all damage to you or target creature from any on 
source. If that source is red, Honorable Passage deals to th 

. Souurce's controller an amount of damage equal to the amount o 
damage prevented. 

Hope and Glory INS Uo see ae UL 
Untap two target creatures. Each gains +1/+1 until end of turn 

Hope Charm INS VS 
Choose one—Target creature gains first strike until end of turn: 
or target player gains 2 life; or destroy target local enchantment. 

NAME KIND CR PR COST Sag) 

ron Tusk Elephant SC U ++ ae MG 
Trample, 3/3, : 

ron Will INS C s+ a ULE 
Target creature gains +0/+4 until end of turn. Cycling @. H 

island Sanctuary EN Roses pe LUR 4th, oth $ Kieldoran Royal Guard SCR 
If you decline one card during your draw phase, only flying or £ 
Islandwalking creatures may attack you until your next turn, 

very Charm s - 
Choose one—all creature gain -2/-O until end of turn; or prevent 1 
damage to any creature or player; or tap target creature. 

ivory Gargeyle sees ae Al 
Flying. If Gargoyle is put into the graveyard from play, put it into 
play under owner's control at end of turn and skip your next 
draw step. 436: Remove Gargoyle from the game. 2/2. 

very Guardians SC Us sea LECH.Sth 
Protection from red, All Guardians are +1/+1 if opponent 
controls any red cards. 3/3. 

vary Mask EN R ses eae MM 
You can't be the target of spells or abilities, 

jabari's influence INS Roose 3esie aie MG 
Play only after combat. Gain control of target non-artifact creature = 
that attacked you this turn and put a -0/-1 counter on it. 

amaraan Lion SC oe VS 
3, @ Target creature cannot block this turn. 8/1, 
mine Seer SC Us te uD 
“He S: Reveal any number of white cards in your hand. You 
gain 2 life for each card revealed this way, 1/1 

KILLER COMBOS 

: Cast Blood ath; pond with Sunder. ‘Name “land? 
and our opponent wil wine Then apn yx go enogh ana al he 
off, you might as well just cast two Blazes. Hmm... 

INSU oe Humble a 
Target creature loses all abilities and Is 0/1 until end of turn, 

Humility EN R see ae ™ 
Each creature loses all abilities and is a 1/1 creature. 

leatian Infantry SC Cs FE 
®: Banding. &: First strike, 1/1, 

3 leatian Javelineers SC oC oo 4% A 
Put a counter on Javelineers when cast. #: Remove the counter 
to deal 1 damage to any target. 1/1, 

leatian Lieutenant = SCR dee A 
@B-¥: Give target Soldier +1/+0 until end of tun. 1/2. 

ieatian Moneychanger SC Coss Fi 

oe Al Inheritance N OU 
@: Draw a card. Use only when a creature is put into graveyard 

UZ SCR eee NM dhovall Queen ae 
$ Attacking doesn't cause Queen to tap. 4/7. 
¢ Jhovall Rider SS U = @% MM 
: Trample. 3/3. 
: Jihad EN Rosse desea AN 

Choose a color. All white creatures gain +2/+-1, Bury Jihad if at 
any time opponent does not control at least one card of that color. 

Juniper Order Advocates U ss+ ae Al 
If Advocate is untapped, all your green creatures gain +1/+1, 1/2. 

Justice EN U see Qe |ASth 
You must pay 49% during upkeep. When a red spel 
creature deals damage, Justice deals the same damage to 

or 
the 

®: Target creature gains +1/+1 until end of turn. If that 
creature leaves play, bury Guard. Use only when attack or 

creatures. Lose 3 life when casting and put three counters on Moneychanger. + effect's controller, 
Green Ward C Ue LURAtH : During your upkeep, put a counter on Moneychanger. Sacrifice; : Karma EN U sees rae URath Sth 

Target creature gains protection fram green. Gain 1 life for each counter on it. Use only during upkeep. 0/2. = During each player's upkeep, Karma deals to him 1 damage for 
Guardian Angei NS C + ae LUR = leatian Phalanx SC oU = @% FEGth = each swamp he controls, 

Prevent X damage dealt to a target. Bands. 2/4, : Karmic Guide SCR tee Sate L 
Guided Strike INS Coes @eaie we: leatian Priest SO Us FE"3 Flying; protection from black; echo. When Guide comes into play, 

Target creature gains +1/+0 and first strike until end of turn, Be He Target oreature gains +1/+1 until end oftum. 1/1. choose target creature In your graveyard and put it into play. 2/2. 
Draw a card, Ioatian Scout C - FESth : Keeperefthe light SC U ++ ae X 

Hallowed Ground N Uo se aie A: @@,@- Target creature gains first strike. 1/1. : ‘#, @: Gain 3 life. Use only if you have less life than target oppo- 
9% 3: Return a non-snow-covered land you control to its § leatian Skirmishers SCR + 7 FEF nent. 1/2 
owner's hand, : Banding, first strike, All creatures that band with Skirmishers : Keepers ofthe Faith SC C ++ @aeae LG CI 

Hand of Justice SCR ses eae ES gain first strike until end of turn, 1/1, i 2/8, 
® Jap three white creatures you control: Destroy target 3 3 Ieatian Town SOR R s+ a FEGth 6th : Kelsinka Ranger SS Cs IA 
creature, 2/6, 3 Put four Citizen tokens, which are 1/1 white creatures, into play, > fos: Target green creature gains first strike until end of tum. 1/1. 

Hanna’s Custody N Ro see Bae M = Ignoble Soldier sc us MM-= King Suleiman SCR o aa A 
Artifacts cannot be the target of spells or abllities, : Whenever Soldier becomes blacked, prevent all combat damage : @: Destroy target Djinn or Efreet. 1/1 

Hazduhrthe Abbot = SLR + ise LE that would be dealt by it this tum, 3/7. : Kismet EN Uo see 9 LG.4th Sth Bt 
©: Redirect to Hazduhr X damage dealt to a white creature you + Wumination INS Joss eae WG: All of topponent's creatures, lands and artifacts enter play tapped. 
contol, 2/5, : Counter target artifact or enchantment spell. That spell's caster : Kithkin Armor eb Ce W 

Heal NS C + # WAgth = gains an amount of life equal to the spells casting cost. : Enchanted creature cannot be blocked by creatures with power 3 
Prevent 1 damage to any target. Catt, : Indestructible Aura INS C = \G : of greater. Sacrifice Armor: Prevent all damage to enchanted 

Healing Salve NSC BasioMGUZ = Prevent all damage dealt to target creature until end of turn, . creature from one source, 
Choose one—Target player tains 3 Ie or prevent up to 8 damage = Infantry Veteran 6% VS6th : Kjelderan Elite Guard SC U + ie A 
to a target, : &: Target attacking creature gains +1/+1 until end of turn, 1/1. = @: Target creature gains +2/-+-2, Bury Kjeldoran Elite Guard if 

Heaven's Gate NS Us # & : Infinite Authority o ges LGCH E that creature leaves play this turn, 2/2, 
Change the color of one or mote oreatures to white until end of turn. = After combat, destroy all creatures with toughness 2 or less : Kjeldoran Escort SCC os Baeae Al 

Heavy Bailista Use ae WLeth : blocking or blocked by enchanted creature. Put a +1/+1 Banding, 2/3, 
@; Deals 2 damage to target attacking or blocking creature, 2/3, = counter on enchanted creature for each creature destroyed, + Kjelderan Gaard SCC + aoa IA 

Hero's Rescive CC te ae TMeth = from play, and only once for each creature put into graveyard, = defense Is announced, and only if defending player controls no 
Enchanted creature gets +1/+5. = Inner Sanctum N OR + Saeae WL snow-covered lands, 1/1. 

Heroism N U +  @e FE : CU: 2 life. All damage dealt to creatures you control is reduced : Kjeldoran Home Guard SC Us @ae Al 
Sacrifice a white creature: Prevent red attackers from dealing = to 0. S| At the end of any combat in which Guard attacked or blocked, 
damage in combat this turn, Attacker may pay Ge so an : x inbeg Here SC oR t- Qe WZ: put a -0/-1 counter on Guard and put a 0/1 white Deserter 
attacker may deal damage normally. @: Destroy target creature with power 4 or greater, 1/1, : token into play. 1/6. 

Hidden Retreat N Ro seve Se SH : Inviolability EC OC oss dak MM  Kjeldoran Knight SC oR cee sea IA 
Choose a card in your hand and put it on top of your brary: Pre- $ Prevent all damage that would be dealt to enchanted creature. : Banding, 9: +1/-+0. 9: +0/+2. 1/1. 
vent all damage from an Instant or sorcery. invulnerability Yo see M = Kjeldoran Phalanx SCR = | @e IA 

High Greund NU 8 EX Buyback <*, Prevent all damage to you from ane source, : First strike, banding, 2/5. 

MAGIC FA 

4 & inavesteamMerRs& 
ART Artifact 

@ ARTIFACT @BLACK @BLUE 

AC Artifact Creature 
CR Current Rarity 

~- DATA 

EN Enchantment 
EW Enchant World 
INS Instant 

EA Enchant Artifact 
EC. Enchant Creature 
EL Enchant Land 

NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS 

Kjeldoran Pride fC oe Al 
Enchanted creature gains +1/+2, @ @; Switch Kjeldoran 
Pride from creature it enchants to another creature. The new 
target must be legal. 

Se ASHE 
®&: Redirect all damage done to you by unblocked creatures this 
turn to Kjeldoran Royal Guard instead, 2/5, - 

Kjeldoran Skycaptain SC U + aa |ASth 
Flying, banding, first strike, 2/2. 

Kjeldoran Skyknight SC C ++ ae IA 
Flying, banding, first strike. 1/1. 

Kjeldoran Warrior «= SCC lA 
Banding. 1/1. 

Knight of Dawn SC o- Dake ™ U 
First strike, 248-33¢-9; Knight gains protection from a color af your choice 
until end of tum, 2/2. 

Knight of Valor st oC Oe VS 
Tanking, #3: Each creature without flanking blocking Knight 

of Valor gets -1/-1 until end of turn. Use this ability only once 
each turn, 2/2, 

Knighthood EN U os @e UL 
All creatures you control gain first strike. 

Knights of Thorn one Ok 
rotection from red, banding, 2/2, 

Kor Ghant NS C s+ aie x 
edirect to target creature all damage dealt to any one creature you 

contral from any one source, 
C Lance a LU 

chanted creature gains first strike, 
Lancers en-Kor St on Bee § 

Trample, @: Redirect 1 damage from Lancers to a creature you 
control, 3/3, 

Land Tax EN crnee He LG Ati 
f opponent controls more lands than you during your upkeep, 
you may take up to three basic fands from your library into your 
hand. 

INS Last Breath * MM 
'emove target creature with power 2 or less from the game. Its 

controller gains 4 life. 
ORK Hl Leeches SOR * 

farget player loses all poison counters and takes 1 damage per 
counter. 

Lifebleed NOR Ul 
Gain 1 life whenever target oppone 

Light of Day Uo seen ae TMGth 
lack creatures cannot attack or block, 

Lightning Blow NS R= Sake IA 
arget creature gains first strike until end of turn. Cantrip, 

Limited Resources Ri eee 
ach player chooses five lands he controls and sacrifices the rest. 
As long as there are ten or more lands in play, players cannot play 

: lands, 
; Longbow Archer SC Uses tae VS.6th 
: ist strike, Longbow Archer can block creatures with flying, 2/2. 

Lost Order of Jarkeld SC OR + aed IA 
* equals the number of creatures controlled by target opponent. 
ANS. 

Mangara’s Blessing INS U s+ @ae MG 
Gain § life. If a spell or effect by opponent causes you to discard 
essing, gain 2 life and return Blessing to your hand at end of turn. 

Mangara’s Equity N Us Sia MG 
Choose black or red. During your upkeep, you must pay <3, For 
each 1 damage a creature of the chosen color deals to you or a 
White creature you control, Mangara's Equity deals 1 damage to that 
creature. 

Marble Titan SCR + Se TM 
Creatures with power 3 or greater do not untap as normal, 3/3, 

Martyr's Gause UL 
Sacrifice a creature; Prevent all damage to a creature or player 
from one source, 

Martyr's Gry SOR R ee OK 
Remove all white creatures from the game. Each player must 
draw a card for each white creature her or she controlled, 

Martyrdom NS Cee Al 
Redirect to target creature you control any amount of damage until 
end of tum. 

sc ou See AQ Martyrs of Karlis 
Damage done to you by artifacts is instead done to Martyrs of 

uD 
Korlis unless Martyrs of Korlis \s tapped, 1/6. 

Enchanted creature gains protection from black and protection 
Mask of Law and Grace ECC * 

from red, 
Master Decoy SCC onee Seite ™ 
6: Tap target creature, 1/2. 

Master Healer SCR se hae uD 
@: Prevent the next 4 damage to target creature or player this 
turn. 1/4, 

Master of Arms SC Us ae WL 
First strike, 34; Tap target creature blocking Master, 2/2. 

Melesse Spirit SC ose MG 
Flying, Protection from black, 3/3, 

Mercenaries SC R= @ae IA 
A player may pay #¥ to prevent Mercenaries from ‘dealing 
damage, 3/3. 

Mesa Faleon SC oC s+ ae HLOth6th 
Flying. <@¥e; Gains +0/-+1 until end of turn, 1/1. 

Mesa Pegasus SC oC see te LURAth.Sth 
Flying, banding. 1/1. 

Miracle Worker SC + # DK 
® Destroy target enchantment on one of your creatures. 1/1. 

Miraculous Recovery INS U oe 
Put target creature card from your graveyard into play and put a 
+1/+1 counter on that creature, Treat the creature as though it 
were just played, 

se ou Oe WL Mistmoan Griffin 
Flying. If Griffin Is put into any graveyard from play, remove 
Griffin from the game, then put the top creature card from your 
graveyard into play. 2/2. 

eat EN Rossow alee LG 
Non-flying creatures cannot attack, 

Moment ef Silence INS Cs MM 
Target player skips his combat phase this turn, 

Monk Idealist SU tee ae WZ 
When Idealist comes into play, return target enchantment card 
from your graveyard to your hand. 2/2. 

Monk Realist s 6 oe UZ 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 

LAN Land 
LL Legendary Land 
MS Mana Source 

SC Summon Creature 
SL Summon Legend 
SOR Sorcery 



NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS 

When Realist comes into play, destroy target enchantment. 1/1 
Moonlit Wake U al MM 

Whenever a creature is put into a graveyard from play, gain 1 life. 
Moorish Gavalry SC alee AN Refuse, : 

Trample, 3/3, Pegasus Stampede SOR U s+ aa Ko 
Morale INS C os*  @paeae DK, 4th Buyback—Sacrifice a land. Put a 1/ white flying Pegasus token 

GAll attacking creatures gains +1/+1 until end of turn, into play. : 
Mother ef Runes SC U ese UL = Penance EN U oe sie EX: 

© Target creature you control gains protection from a color o 
your choice until end of turn. 1/1. 

Mounted Archers s 6 oe TM 
Can ae creatures with fying, s¥¢: Can block an additional creature th 
tum. 2/3, 

Mtenda Griffin sx ou oe MG 
Flying, 24,8: Return Griffin to owner's hand and return target 

+ Griffin in your graveyard to your hand, Use only during your upkeep 
2/2 

Nitenda Herder SC oC MG 
Flanking. 1/1. 

Muzzle De MM C 
Prevent all damage that would be dealt by enchanted creature. 

Nightwind Glider Ne ae MM 
Flying, protection from black. 2/1. 

Moble Elephant NY coe Be MG 
Banding, trample, 2/2 

Noble Purpose EN oe Blew MM 
Whenever a creature you control deals combat damage, you gait 
that much life, 

Noble Steeds EN C ss ae Al 
4: Target creature galns first strike until end of turn. 

Nomads en-Kor * 
®: Redirect 1 damage from Nomads en-Kor to a creature you 
contral. 1/1, 

Northern Paladin sc oe alee LURA 
HB Destroy target black permanent. 3/3. 

Null Chamber EW soe ae MG 
You and target opponent each name any card except basic land. = 
Those cards cannot be played. 

Bath of Lieges EN EX 
During each player's upkeep, if he controls fewer lands than target 
opponent, he may search his library for a basie land card and put 
that land into play, 

Opal Acrolith U ae UZ EN 
Whenever an opponent successfully casts a ereature spel if Acrolth reduced to 0. $ opponent's attack, estoy onponent's enchantments on atackers. = source,” 
is an enchantment, it becomes a 2/4 Guardian creature. @&: Acrolth : Prephecy SOR C + #* HL ? Renounce INS Uses ake MM 2 Samite Healer SC Coc ae Basic 

becomes an enchantment. + "Reveal the top card of opponent's library to all players. fit is a ¢  Sacrfce any number of permanents: You gain 2 life for each { — @ Prevent 1 damage to any target. 1/1, 

Opal Archangel EN R s+ ie WZ: land, aain 1 life. That opponent then shuffles his library. Cantrip. $ one sacrificed, ? Sanetimony No Uo ese ae UD 

When one of your opponents casts a creature, Archangel becomes : Purelace NS R= & LUR4th Repentance SOR U sss ie TM = Whenever one of your opponents taps a mountain for mana, you 

2 5/4 flying Angel. Attacking does not cause Archangel to tap, Change the color of one card being played or in play to white, Target creature deals to itself damage equal to its power, > may gain 1 life, 

Opal Avenger EN -R s+ aie UL: Purify RR see UL } Repentant Blacksmith SCC + a ANCHGth ©: Sanctum Custodian SCC st Qa Z 

When you have 10 life or less, Opal Avenger becomes a 3/6 : Destroy all artifacts and enchantments, $ Protection from red. 1/2. ®@: Prevent up to 2 damage to a creature or player. 1/2, 

creature that counts as a guardian. ? Pursuit of Knowledge EN R se-- eae SH + Replenish SOR R sss Qe UD = Sanctum Guardian SC U ss @oseae UZ 

Opal Caryatia BN OC * UZ 
When one of your opponents successfully casts a creature spell, if 
Caryatid is-an enchantment, Caryatid becomes a 2/2 Soldier. 

Opal Charnpien BN OC ae UL 
When one of your opponents successfully casts a creature spell, 
Opal Champion becomes a 3/3 creature with first strike that 
counts as.a knight. 

Opal Gargoyle EN C os dae UZ 
When one of your opponents successfully casts a creature spell, Gar- 
goyle becomes a 2/2 flying Gargoyle, 

Opal Titan EN Ro oseee aie UZ 
‘When one of your opponents successfully casts a creature spell, Titan 
becomes a 4/4 creature with protection from each of that spel's cal- 
ors and that counts as a Giant, 

Opalescence EN Ro see Spaleae UD 
Each other global enchantment Is also a creature with power and 
toughness equal to its converted mana cast, 

Oracle en-Vee Ro ta 

next turn, those creatures attack if able, and no other creatures can 
attack. At the end of turn, destroy each of those creatures that did not 
attack, Use only during your tum, 1/1. 

Order of Leithur SC FE 
Protection from black. #9: +1/-+0. ¥; First strike, 2/1, 

Onder of the Sacred Toreh SC Ro seee pales IABtH.Gth 
@ Pay 1 life to counter a black spell. 2/2. 

seen EE 

Order of the White Shield SC U sse* Heat IASth 
Protection from black, si: +1/-+-0, 9: First Strike, 2/1 

Grim, Samite Healer SLR osee | lea 
Counts as a Cleric. @: Prevent up to 3 damage to any creature 
or player. 1/3. 

Orim's Cure INSU oe MM 
{f you control a plains, you may tap an untapped creature you 
control instead of paying the cost of Orim's Cure, Prevent the next’ 
4 damage that would dealt to target creature or player this turn. 

Orim’s Prayer EN ae ™ 
If any creature attacks you, gain 1 life for each attacking creature. 

Osai Vultures SC a* Leth 
Flying. After 2 tum in which a creature died, add a counter to 
Vultures, Remove two counters: Yultures gain +1/+1 until end 
of tum, 1/1 

Pacifism ECC ossee fste ME.TMUZ 6th 
Enchanted creature cannot attack or block. 

Paladin en-Vec sees eae EX 
First strike, protection from black, protection from red. 2/2. 

Parapet on * VS 
You may choose to play Parapet as an instant; if you-do, bury it 
at end of turn, All creatures you control get -+0/-+1. 

EC Pariah - Oe WZ 
Redirect to enchanted creature all damage dealt to you. 

Path of Peace SOR ~ OF WZ 
Destroy target creature, That creature's owner gains 4 life, 

Peace and Quiet INS + ae UL 
Destroy two target enchantments. 

Peace of Mind EN Uses ee EX 
% Choose and discard a card: Gain 3 life 

Peace Talks SOR U ss ae VS 
During this turn and the next 
attack and cannot play spe s or abilities that target any 
permanent or player, control instead of paying Rally's cost. Creatures you control gai 

Peacekeeper St ooo OE WL +1/+1 until and of turn, 
During upkeep, pay “9 or bury Keeper. Creatures cannot > Ramosian Sergeant SC Cos MM 
attack. 1/1 8: Search your library for a Rebel card with converted cos 

Pearl Dragon SC one Qe MG.6Ih 2 or less and put that card into play, 1/1. 
Flying. 3: +0/+1, 4/4, Ramosian Sky Marshal SCR GRE MM 

Pearled Unicora Mu © ae LURAHSth Flying. @&@: Search your library for a Rebel card wit 
2/2, converted cost 6 or less and put that card into play. 3/3, 

Pegasus Charger SC C = aie UZ : Rapid Fire INS Ro = @ae 
Flying, first strike. 2/1. 

T™ : 
®@: Opponent chooses some creatures he controls, During that player's. : 

one, players cannot declare an = 

NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS 

Pegasus Refuge EN R oe IM 
@ Choose and discard a card: Put a Pegasus token into play. Treat 
asa 1/1 white creature with flying. Should be named Pegasus 

Choose a card from your hand and put that card on top of your = 
Iibrary: Prevent all damage from a black or red source. 3 

NAME SETS 

defense is chosen, 
Rappelling Scouts so OR SEE MM 

Flying. 23: Scouts gain protection from the color of your 
cholce until end of turn. 1/4. 

Rashida Scalehane = SL_R GRE MG 
@ Bury target attacking or blocking Dragon. Gain life equal to its 
power. 3/4, 

Rashka the Slayer s ou Oe* HL 
Can block creatures with flying. if Rashka the Slayer blocks a 
black creature, it gains +1/-++2 until the end of turn. 3/3, 

KIND GR PR COST 

Persenal incarnation SC se @¥edexelURGHSH ¢ Reaping the Rewards INS C s+ EX 

Owner may redirect any amount of damage done to Incarnation + Buyback—Sacrifice a land. Gain 2 life. 

to himself instead, If Incarnation dies, owner loses half his life : Reconnaissance oe EX 

(round up). 6/6. : @ Remove target attacking creature you control from combat and 

: Petra Sphinx 8¢ oo Sew LGC F untap it. 
: ®: Target player names a card and then turns over the top card : Red Scarab ie IA 

in his library, lf the guess matches the card, the player draws Target creature gains +2/+2 as long as any other player has any 

the card; otherwise, it goes to the graveyard. 3/4. S48 red cards, Target creature cannot be blocked by red creatures. 

fiety INS oo AN4th ¢ Red Ward Yo %& LUR4th 

+0/+3 to all defending creatures until end of turn. : Target creature gains protection from red. 

Pikemen St o> 9 DkAthSth : Redeem NS Uses hae rd 

Banding, first strike. 1/1. E Prevent all damage to one or two creatures, 

Pious Warrior Cos Sake MM : Regal Unicorn Co @e 5th.6th 

Whenever Warrior is dealt combat damage, you gain that much 213 
life. 2/3. : Reinforcements NS Co Al 

Planar Birth SOR ace Qe UZ: Put up to 3 creature cards from your graveyard on top of your library 

Put all hasic lands from all graveyards Into play under their owners’ = in any order. J 

control tanned. > Relic Ward EA Uses aie VS 

: Planar Collapse N oe ae UL: You may choose to play Relic Ward as an instant; if you do, bury 

During your upkeep, if there are four or more creatures in play, 
sacrifice Collapse and destroy all creatures. Those creatures 
Cannot be regenerated this turn. 

Preacher SC Dex Ok 
@ Gain control of an opponent's creature of his choice. If Preacher 

Choose a color when Prismatic Ward comes into play. All = 
damage dealt to enchanted creature by sources of that color is = 

Skip drawing a card: Put a counter on Pursuit. Remove three coun- 

it at end of tum, Enchanted artifact cannot be the target of spells 
or effects. 

Reliquary Monk s oC O* uD 
When Reliquary Monk is put into a graveyard from play, destroy 
target artifact or enchantment. 2/2. 

Untaps or leaves play, you lose control of the creature, 1/1. : Remedy INS Cee aie VS.6t ee: Put a Pegasus token Into play. Treat this token asa 1/1 
Presence of the Master—N U -- @a (6,UZ = _ Prevent up to 5 damage to any numbers of creatures and/or players. ;  - white flying creature, 

Whenever a player plays an enchantment spell, counter it. : Remembrance eos UZ : Safeguard R sss ake ™ 

Prismatic Circle C+ ae ? Whenever a nontoken creature you conto |s put int a graveyard, : <a: Target creature deals no combat damage this tun. 
DU: Choose a color Prevent all damage to you from a source : © YoU may search your library for a copy of that creature, reveal the : Samite Alchemist SS oC + Ge 
of that color. + cardand put it into your hand. > #9, @: Prevent 4 damage to a creature you control. Tap the 

Prismatic Ward KC + am \ASth = Remove Enchantments INS C + LG : 
Return all your enchantments to your hand and destroy all = 
enchantments played on permanents you control, If cast during : 

Return all enchantment cards from your graveyard to play. 

STUMPERS 

ters fram Pursuit, Sacrifice: Draw seven cards. 
uickening Lict sc ou a* 

4%, &: livid becomes a creature enchantment that reads 
“Enchanted creature gains first strike” instead of a creature. You pay 
# to end this effect. 1/1 

Radiant, Archangel SLR seee Gale ae UL 
Flying. Counts as an angel, Attacking doen't cause Radiant to 
tap, Gains +1/+1 for each other flying creature in play. 3/3, 

Radiant’s Dragoons SC eee ae UL 
Echo, When Radiant’s Dragoons comes into play, gain 6 life, 2/5 

Radiant’s Judgment — INS ca UL 
Destroy target creature power 4 or greater. Cycling <2 

all INS GC + ata 
All blocking creatures gain +1/+1 until end of turn. 

Ramosian Captain sees Gbaleste MM 
First strike, 4; Search your library for a Rebel card witt 
converted cost 4 or less and put that card into play, 2/2. 
asian Gammander SC U eee MM 
©: Search your library for a Rebel card with converted cost 
5 or less and put that card into play. 2/4. 

Ramosian Lieutenant SCC Oe MM 
Search your library for a Rebel card with converted cost 
or less and put that card into play. 1/2. 

Ramosian Bally INS C aad MM 
|f you control a plains, you may tap an untapped creature yo 

LG 
Target creature gains first strike and rampage: 2. Play below 

My opponent has an Oppo- 
sition in play and is using it to 
lock down my lands during my 
upkeep. Can | tap the lands for 
Mana in response and use the 
mana to play an instant during 
my draw step? 

Yes. The upkeep and draw 
steps are both part of the begin- 
ning phase, so your mana pool 
won't clear tetween digas 

Reprisal INS Uses aie AlSth 
Bury target creature with power 4 or greater. 

Resistance Fighter Co VS.6th 
Sacrifice: Target creature deals no combat damage this turn. 1/1. 

Resurrection OR Uo se Sales — LUR 
Return a creature from your graveyard to play. 

Retribution of the Meek SOR R sss Qa VS 
Bury all creatures with power 4 of greater. 

Revered Elder oo OF MM 
@: Prevent the next 1 damage that would be dealt to Elder this 
tum, 1/2. 

Revered Unicorn SC OU ce dba WL 
CU: @. If Revered Unicorn leaves play, its controller gains life 
equal to Revered Unicorn's last paid cumulative upkeep. 2/3. 

everent Mantra NS OR Oe MM 
You may remove a white card in your hand from the game 
instead of paying Mantra's mana cost. All creatures gain 
protection from the color of your choice until end of turn. 

leverse Damage NS Ro sees a6a¥ese Basic 
Prevent all damage from one source and gain an equal amount of 
life. 

leverse Polarity NS. C ee AQR 
All damage you have taken from all artifacts this turn is 

fe total instead. 
oe VS.MM 

etroactively added to your 
C jighteaus Aura EN 

lamage to you from any one source, 
* Le 

Pay 2 life: Prevent al 
Righteous Avengers “ 

Plainswalk. 3/1, 
Righteous Indignation EN U Qe MM 

Whenever a creature blocks a black or red creature, the blocking 
creature gains +1/41 until end of turn, 

Righteousness INS. oR © LURAtSth 
Target defending creature gains +7/+7 until end of turn 

: Ritual of Steel MG 
Enchanted creature gains +0/+2. Cantrip. 

SC 

NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS 

alling Stones EN R s+ @ae of SH 
Walls can attack as though they were not Walls, 

foyal Decree N OR oe @ Al 
CU: 9. Whenever a swamp, mountain, black permanent, or red 
permanent becomes tapped, Decree deals 1 damage to its controler. 

joyal Herbalist S Ce Al 
@ Remove the top card of your library from the game: Gain 1 
life, 1/1. 

‘oP: Artifacts N Us @e W 
#6: Prevent all damage to you from an artifact source. Cycling 7 

RoP: Black N ace 
#¢: Prevent all damage to you from a black source, on 

oP: Blue EN Coss baie 
#: Prevent all damage to you from a blue source, bum @. 

jaP; Green NC see asi UZ 
%: Prevent all damage to you fram : green source. Cycling iri 

oP; Lands N » 
#: Prevent all damage to you fa nd source. Cycling . 

oP: Red N oC se oie WZ 
‘Me: Prevent all damage to you from a red source. Cycling 

RaP: White NC se Bae Ww 
3; Prevent all damage to you from a white source, Cycling <@s. 

jacred Beon NS Uses eae IA.Sth 
Prevent up to 3 damage 
a+0/+1 counter on that 

acred Ground sone ae 
Whenever an effect controlled by any opponent puts a land into your 
graveyard from play, put that land into play. 

: Sacred Guide SC - TM 
{ se, Sacrifice Guide: Reveal and remove cards from your library 
: from the game until you reveal a white card. Put that card into 
i your hand. 1/1, 
t Sacred Mesa NOR oH MG 

During your upkeep sacrifice a Pegasus or bury Sacred Mesa. 

ealt to target creature. At end of tun put 
creature for each damage prevented. 
N SH 

Ss 
creature. It doas not untap during Yi next untap step, 0/2. 

Samite Blessing * Hy 
Creature gains "@: Prevent all damage ‘ any creature from any one 

Sacrifice: Prevent all damage to a creature or player from one 
source, 1/4. 
3 Savannah Lions SC OR sees LURAth 
3 2/l. 
: Scapegoat INS U + SH 
2 Saoriice a creature: Return any number of target creatures you contol 
3 to owner's hand 
: Scars ofthe Veteran INS U es @ae Al 
: You may remove a white card in hand from game instead of 

paying casting cost, Prevent up to seven damage to target 
creature or player and put a +0/+1 counter on creature for 
each damage prevented. 

+ Scent af Jasmine NS C * 
Reveal any number of white cards in your hand, Gain 2 life 

: each card revealed, 
t Scour INS Uo ss Sale 

Remove target enchantment from the game. Search its controller's 
+ graveyard, hand, and lbrary for all copies of that card and remove 
¢ them from the game. That player then shuffles his library, 
: Seasoned Marshal SC U CHE Z 
: Whenever Marshal attacks, you may sed target creature. 2/2. 
: Seasoned Tactician Oe Al 

Remove the top four cards of your library from the game: 
Prevent all damage to you from one source. 1/3. 

= Security Detail EN OR OH MM 
#6: Put a 1/1 white Soldier token into play. Play this ability 
only if you control no creatures and only once each tum, 

EC Seeker Giese LG4th 
i farget creature may only be blocked by white or artifact creatures. 
t Seraph SCR so a IA.Sth 

lying. If a creature dies during a turn in which Seraph damaged 
it, put it into play under your control. Bury it if Seraph leaves play 
or your control, 4/4. 

erene Offering INSU ae ™ 
ad ‘target enchantment, Gain life equal to its total casting cost. 

EN Roses 4a WLEth 
mig your upkeep, bury all artifacts and enchantments. 
‘a Advocate c UU oe U 
Flying. @>; Target attacking or blocking creature gains +2/+2 
until end of turn, 2/2. 

SC OU ssees @esteste LUR ATH Serra Angel 
lying. Does not tap to attack. 4/4. 

: Serra Avatar SC OR ss @aeaete UZ 
ower and toughness are equal to your life total. When Avatar is 

put into a graveyard, shuffle Avatar into owner's library. */*, 
Serra Aviary EW S* HI 

All creatures with flying gain +1/+1. 
: Serra Bestiary eH HL.Gth 

ay MH during your upkeep or bury Bestiary, Target creature 
cannot block, attack or use any abilities that have @ in its 
activation cost. 

; Serra Inquisitors sou ee 
if blocking or blocked by black creatures, Inquisitors gain 
+2/40, 3/3. 

: Serra Paladin SoC Oe HLA 
Prevent 1 damage to any creature or player. <a We,@: 
2 Attacking does not cause target creature to tap this tum. 2/2. 
: Serra Zealat sot * IZ 

First strike. 1/1, 
Serra’s Blessing —N OU o* WLEt 

Attacking does not cause creatures you control to tap. 
Serra’s Embrace ECU toes eae WZ 

Enchanted creature gains +2/-+2 and flying. Attacking does not 
cause enchanted creature to tap. 

Serra’s Hymn EN OU * U2 
During your upkeep, you may put a counter on Hymn, Sacrifice: Pre- 
vent up to X damage total to any number of creatures and/or players, 
‘where X is the number of counters. 

} Serra’s Liturgy EN OR GHEE UZ 
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NAME KIND CR PR COST SEIS 

During your upkeep, you may put a counter on Liturgy. 3: Saori- ? 
fice: Destroy up to X target artifacts and/or enchantments, where = 
X is the number of counters, 

Shackles EC OG tee aie EX 
ae Creature does not untap. 396: Return Shackles to owner's 
and. 

Shadowbane INS Uo sees aie MG 
Prevent all damage to you or a creature you control from any one 
source. If source is black, galn 1 life for each 1 damage prevented. 

Shahrazad SOR R ee AN 
Players must suspend game in progress and play a sub-game 

: Steadfast Guard 

| : Sun Clasp £C 

with their current libraries, Loser loses half of his life points : 
(round up loss), Cards used in the subgame are shuffled back 
into your library for the main game, 

Shaman en-Kar SCR Es SH: 

: Staunch Defenders 

NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS 

SC Uses Sales TMGth 
When Staunch Defenders comes into play, gain 4 life, 3/4, 

** MM 
Attacking doesn't cause Guard to tap, 2/2. 

Story Circle —N ou SHE MM 
As Circle comes into play, choose a color: #: The next time 
source of the chosen color would deal damage to you this turn, 
prevent that damage. 

C + Sar VS 
Enchanted creature gains +1/+3. #¥: Return creature t 
owner's hand, 

Sunweb SC OR oss ae MGGth 
Flying. Cannot block creatures with power 2 or less, 5/6, 

Sustainer of the Realm SC U DEE UL 
Flying. Whenever Sustainer blocks, it gains +0/+2 until end of 
tum. 2/3, 

Sustaining Spirit SC oR ee Al 
CU: “3%. Any damage that would reduce your life total to less 
than 1 instead reduces it to 1. 0/3. 

Swords fo Plowshares INS U ssa = LURAHIA 
Remove target creature from game, Controller gains life equal t. 
its power. 

Sworn Defender gs oR Qa 
@ Change power to the toughness of target creature blockin 
or being blocked by Sworn Defender, minus 1, until end of turn. 
Change toughness to one plus the power of that creature, until 
end of turn, 1/3, 

NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS 

Unyaro Griffin SoU s @ie — MGGt 
Flying. Sacrifice Unyaro Griffin: Counter target red spell that assig 
damage to you or a creature you control. 2/2. 

B 

Venerable Monk SoC s Oe SHB 
When Venerable Monk comes into play, gain 2 life, 2/2. 

Veteran Bedyguard SC R eo Sexe = LUI 
You must redirect all damage done to you by unblocked 
creatures to Bodyguard unless Bodyguard is tapped. 2/5. 

Vigilant Martyr sC * MG 
Sacrifice; Regenerate target creature, 3 Sacrifice: Counter = 
a target spell that targets an preeminent in play, 1/1. 

Visions SOR U * 16 4tt 
ook at the top 5 cards of any library, then reshuffle it if you want. 

Voice of Duty Ni ae 
Flying, protection from green, 2/2. 

U ice of Grace SC - Oe Z 
Flying, protection from black, 2/2. 

oice of Law SC U ses gee IZ 
Flying, protection fram red, 2/2. 

oice of Reason St a Oe UI 
Flying, protection from blue. 2/2, 

olunteer Reserves SC Uo s* ae WI 
Banding. CU: @. 2/4. 

Wall of Caitrops 8 C + aie \G 
if Wall of Caltrops blocks with other walls, it gains banding, 2/1 

Wall of Essence SoU oe 8 
or each 1 combat damage dealt to Wall, gain 1 life. 0/4, 

NAME KIND CR PR. COST SEIS 

controller's choice until end of turn. Any player may play this 
ability, 3/3. 

Witch Hunter SC Use Sete DK CH 
@: Deals 1 damage to target player. 3% #4: Return 
target creature opponent controls to owner's hand. 1/1. 

Worship EN OR oe UZ 
Jamage that would reduce your life total to less than 1 instead 

reduces it to 7 If you control a creature. 
: Worthy Cause oe § ™ 

uyback @. Sacrifice a creature: Gain life equal to the creature's 
z ‘toughness. 
: Wrath of God INS Ro seeee eae Basic 

jury all creatures in play. 
INS Ros Gia 

‘arget creature defending player controls gains +3/+-0 until end 
of turn, That creature may block up to three creatures this turn, 

Vare 

Youthful Knight S C= ae SH 
irst strike, 2/1, 

Zealots en-Dal SC Us Ga EX 
During your upkeep, if all nonland permanents you control are white, 
gain 1 life. 2/4. 

Zhalfirin Commander SC Ul oe MG 
lanking, #28: Target Knight gains +1/+1 until end of turn. 

2/2, 
Zhalfirin Crusader = SC_ Rees CEE VS 

Flanking. 33%: Redirect 1 damage from Zhalfirin Crusader to 
target creature or player. 2/2, 

@: Redirect 1 damage from Shaman to a creature you control, : Talon Sliver SoC = TM : Wall of Glare oo OF i Zhalfirin Knight = SCG owe ae MG 
(9%: Redirect to Shaman er-Kor all damage dealt to any one crea~ + All Slivers gain first strike. 1/1. Wall may block any number of creatures each combat. 0/5, 3 Flanking, 29%: First strike until end of turn, 2/2. 
ture from any one source. 1/2, : Tariff SOR R es ae = WLEth = Wall of Light - Gite LG + Zuberi, Golden Feather SL soe Ge MG 

Shield Bearer SC oC + ae IASth = Each player chooses a creature with the highest casting cost hi rotection from black. 1/5, lying. Counts as.a Griffin, All other Griffins gain +1/+1. 3/3, 
Banding, 0/3. 3 controls, and pays mana equal to that creature's casting cost or : Wall af Nets SCR so aes EX 

Shield Mate on He AX t buries the creature, At end of combat, remove from game all creatures blocked by Wall, 
Sacrifice: Target creature gains +0/+4 until end of tum. 1/1, ; Task Farce SC C s+ ae MM Wall leaves play, return all removed creatures to the game. 0/7, 

Shield Wall INS so @% LGCHSth + Whenever Force becomes the target of a spell or ability, it gains : WallafResistance SC C ++ ae MG : Adarkar Wastes LAN Ath, 6th 
All your creatures gain +0/+2 until end of turn. : +0/+3 until end of turn. 1/3. Flying. At the end of any tum in which Wall of Resistance is dealt @: Add @ to your pool. @: Add @ to your pool and take 1 

Shimmering Barrier SC U = @a UZ : Tefet’'s Honor Guard SC Uo se ae WS lamage, put a +0/+1 counter on it 0/3, damage, @: Add 4 to your pool an take 1 damage. 
First strike. Cycling @. 1/3. 3 Flanking. @@ ; Phases out, 2/2. Wail of Swords SC U s+ aa Basic : Adventurers’ Guildhouse LAN LG 

Sidar Jabari SL Ro sme Geaie MG : Temper INS Uo ss+ eae SH lying. 3/5, All your green legends may band vith other legends, 
Flanking, If Sidar attacks, tap a creature defending player controls. = Prevent up to X damage to target creature, For each 1 damage : War Elephant SC oC s+ ae = ANCH = An-Havwa Township LAN - HL 
9/9, : prevented in this way, put a +1/+1 counter on that creature, janding, trample. 2/2, @&: Add @ to your pool, 4:4: Add @ to your pool, <a: 

Silent Attendant Sl oC = Bae Uz = Teremko Griffin SCC cee ae MG : Ward of Lights EC OC tee eae MG ‘Add 3 to your pool. :,@; Add @ to your pool, 
@ Gain 1 life, 0/2, : Banding, flying, 2/2. You may play Ward of Lights as an instant; if you do, bury itatend = Ancient Tomb LAN . 

Skyshroud Falcon SC Cos: ae SH : Tethered Griffin SR uD of turn. Enchanted creature gains protection from a color of your ‘@: Add @ to your pool. Tomb deals 2 damage to you. 
Flying. Attacking does not cause Skyshroud Falcon to tap. 1/1. = Flying. When you control no enchantments, sacrifice Tethere choice. Arena LAN one 

Smite INS on SH : Griffin, 2/3, Warmth IN U = TMBth = >. You and opponent choose a creature. Both creatures 
Destroy target blocked creature, : Thermal Glider SC oC oe Ge MM Whenever target opponent success Mycosis spell, gain 2 Ife, : become tapped and deal their power in damage to one another. 

Snow Hound Cc - Oe IA: Flying, protection from red, Warning C * IA: Aysen Abbey LAN “ HL 
2 Retum Hound and target blue or green creature you contol fo ; Thunder Spirit SCR cee Goalie LG Target attacking creature deals no igs in combat this turn. @: Add @® to pool, , Se: Add 4 to your pool, eee: 
owner's hand, 1/1. i Flying, first strike, 2/2, + Warrior Angel SC oo Bape SH Add @@ to your pool. 2: Add #® to your pool, 

Solidarity INS C += @pake Up : Tithe INS R es # WS : Flying. For each 1 damage Warrior Angel deals, gain 1 life. 3/4. Bad River LAN Ue 
Creatures you control gain -+0/-+5 until end of turn, : Search your library for a plains card. If you control fewer lands : Warrior emKer 8C ose ‘7 SH Comes into play tapped. @,Sacrifice: Search your library for an 

Soltari Champion SC oe Bie SH: than target opponent, you may search your library for an >: Redirect 1 damage from Warrior er-Kor to a creature you con- island or swamp. Put that land into play. 
Shadow. If Champion attacks, all your other creatures gain +1/-+1 3 additional plains card, Reveal those cards to all players and put : trol, 2/2, Badlands LAN ° LUR 
Until end of turn, 2/2. ¢ ____ them into your hand, : Warrior's Honor INS  @%e — VSEth @: Add @ or @ to your pool, Counts as a mountaln and a 

Soltari Crusader Ne | t 3 M : Tivadar’s Crusade SOR U + . tae DK : All creatures you control gain +1/+1 until end of tur. swamp, 
Shadow, 938: Crusader gains +1/+0 until end of turn, 2/1. All Goblins are destroyed, : Wave of Reckoning . SOR on Oe MM} Balduvian Trading Post LAN ia N 

Soltari Emissary Sl Ro s- @¥ TM : Tonic Peddler SC OU os ae MM: ‘Fach creature deals to itself damage equal to its power. : When Post comes into play, sacrifice an untapped mountain or 
¥: Soltari Emissary gains shadow until end of tum. 2/1, i .@ Discard a card: Target player ine 3 : Waylay INS oo ek Wi: bury Post. @: Add > to your pool. 2% ,@: Deals 1 

Soltari Foot Soldier SC oC « M : Tormented Angel Oe UD: ut three 2/2 white Knight tokens into play, Use only during com- < damage to target attacker. 

Shadow. 1/1. : Flying. 1/5. She don’t look very tm though. : at, Remove them from game at end of tum, Bayou LAN sees LUR 
Soltari Lancer so oC + oe M : Trade Caravan OE * HL : Wetkin Hawk st oe Ge & @: Add or @ to your pool, Counts asa Swamp and Forest, 

Shadow. First strike when attacking, 2/2, : During your upkeep, put a ‘init, on Caravan, Remove two = iving, If Hawk is put into any graveyard from play, you may search : Bazaar of Baghdad LAN aoe AN 
Soltari Monk St one IM = counters from Caravan; Untap target basic land. Use only during > Your library for a Welkin Hawk card and put it into your hand. 1/1, = ©: Draw two cards; then discard three cards from your hand. 

Protection from black; shadow, 2/1, , Z opponent's upkeep, 1/1. : White Knight SC oU osees sede LUR AS : BlastedLandscape LAN * U 
Soltari Priest 8c ces 3 TM : Tragic Poet SS C « UL = rotection from black, first strike. 2/2. i ®@: Add @ to your pool. Cycling <, 

Protection from red; shadow, 2/1, : ® Sacrifice: Return target enchantment card from your : White Searab fe Us {A : Bottomless Vault AN Roo FE,Sth 
Soltari Trooper SC C c= ae ™ : Oraveyard to hand, 1/1, : chanted creature gains +2/+2 as long as any other player : Comes into play tapped. You may leave Vault tapped to put a 

Shadow. If Trooper attacks, it gains -+1/-+1 unl end of turn, 1/1, : Trap Runner SC Us Sire MM: las any white cards, Enchanted creature cannot be blocked by = counter on it. @: Remove any number of counters, adding 
Soltari Visionary SC 0 tees ate ate EX = @: Target attacking unblocked creature becomes blocked, 2/3. = white creatures, : for each one, 

Shadow, f Visionary damages a player, destray an enchantment that : Treasure Hunter ae ia EX : White Ward FU LUR4th = Brushland LAN aeee (A.Sth 6th 
player controls, 2/2. : When Hunter comes into play, return an artifact from your grave- = Enchanted creature gains protection from white. : ®& Add & to your pool, @; Add @ to your pool and take 1 

Songstitcher Ss Us & i: yard to hand. 2/2. : Wild Aesthir Ny = oe Als damage. @: Add 3¥ to your pool and take 1 damage 
eae: Target attacking creature with flying deals no combat dam- : Truce INS Ro =  @sie HLSth = lying, first strike. #639: Gains +2/+0 until end of tum. You : Caldera Lake LAN o ™ 
age this tun, 1/1 i Fach player may draw up to two cards, For each card less than : cannot spend more than #3 in this way each tum. 1/1. : Comes into play tapped. @: Add one colorless mana to your pool. 

Soothing Balm INS GC see dese MM two a player draws, he gains 2 life, : Winds of Rath SOR R sss aka TM : @: Add o@ or @ to your pool. Lake deals 1 damage to you. 
arget player gains 5 life, : Tundra Wolves SC Coss a LG4thSth6th = jestroy all creatures with no enchantments on them. Those crea- : Gastle Sengir LAN sae HL 

Soraya the Falconer SL oR + @aeae l= First strike, 1/1, : : tures cannot be regenerated this turn, : @: Add @ your pool, >: Add @ to your pool, e,@: 
Al Falcons gain +1/-+1, 40: Target Falcon gains banding, 2/2, : Unlikely Alliance EN U + @ae Al : Wishmonger SC U s- @%& MM: Add @ to your pool. @: Add @ to your pool, 

Sout Echo EN Ro co Sse ae MG : -¥; Target non-attacking, non-blocking creature gains +0/+2 @: Target creature gains protection from the color of its : Cathedral of Serra LAN . LG 
ut X counters on Echo, At beginning of your upkeep if there are a < Al your white legends may band with other legends, 

fo counters on Echo bury it. Otherwise, target opponent may choose : : Cinder Marsh LAN U eee ™ 
that for each 1 damage dealt to you until your next upkeep, you 4 ae= =) Cc | a | Mi =} | a | SS @: Add @ to your pool, #: Add > or ¥ to your pool. Cin- 
instead remove 1 counter. You do not lose the game as a result of 
javing less than 1 life, 

Soul Sculpter SC oR == Sie 

abilities until a player successfully casts a creature spell. 1/1. 
Sou! Shepherd SC - Be WL 

‘Remove a creature in your graveyard from the game: Gain 1 
life. 2/1, 

Soul Warden 8 0 se ae EX 
Whenever any other creature comes into play, gain 1 life. 1/1. 

Southern Paladin oe eae WL 
%%, @: Destroy target red permanent. 3/3. 

Spectral Guardian SC R sss aa MG 
As long as Spectral Guardian is untapped, non-creature artfacts can- 
not be the target of spells or effects. 2/3. 

Spirit en-Kor SC CG os ae SH 
Flying. @: Redirect 1 damage from Spirit to a creature you con 

Spirit Link CU sees ie LGA th ath 

wif 
§-%,@- Target creature becomes an enchantment and loses-all ¢ 

Gain 1 life for every point of damage dealt by enchanted creature, = 
Spirit Mirrer EN OR GRE TM 

During your upkeap, if there are no Reflection tokens in play, put 
42/2 white Reflection token into play, 4: Destroy target Reflec- 
tion. 

Spiritual Focus N Ro ae 
ity an opponent controls causes you to Whenever a spell or abil 

discard a card, you gain 2 life and you may draw a card, 

WM i 

Spiritual Sanctuary EN R == @aeg LG 
Any player controlling plains gains 1 Me during his upkeep, 

Squire s 6 ee 
1/2 i 

Standing Troops SC Ci @ae EXgth : 
Attacking does not cause Standing Troops to tap, 1/4. 

MAGIC FA 

120 INGQUEST@AMERSS 
ART Artifact 

MAGIC DATA 
@ ARTIFACT @BLACK © BLUE 

AC Artifact Creature 
CR Current Rarity 

Ifitisn't worth trading a 3/3 fiver for 
Csi ae ean: Play Gilded Drake and then “protect” 
the targeted crttr with Diplomatic Escort. The Orake is yours. 

EN ‘Enchantment 
EW Enchant World 
INS Instant 

EA Enchant Artifact 
EC Enchant Creature 
EL Enchant Land 

der Marsh does not untap during your next untap step, 
N City of Brass 

@ Add 1 mana of any color to 
to you whenever It becomes tap} 

rt CH.Sth, 6th 
your pool, City deals one damage 
ped, 

City of Shadows LAN Roose OK 
@: Remove one of your creatures from game and put a counter 
on City. @: Add @ to your pool, where X is the number of 
counters on City, 

City of Traitors (AN Rss x 
If you play a land, sacrifice te @: ald ® to your pool, 

Coral Atoll LAN 
Comes into play tapped. When Nl comes into play, return an 
untapped island you control to your hand or bury Atoll, @: Add 
© to your pool. 

Crystal Vein LAN ” ME,6th 
@: Add @ to your pool. @, Sacrifice: Add to your pool. 

Desert LAN ae AN 
@: Add @ to your pool, @: 
creature after it deals damage. 

Diamond Valley LAN 
@ Sacrifice a creature to gain 

Dormant Volcano LAN 
Comes into play tapped. When 

Deal 1. damage to any attacking 

AN 

VS 
Voleano comes into play, return 

life equal to its toughness. 

an untapped mountain you contral to owner's hand or bury 
Voloano, @: Add 29 to you 

Orifting Meadow LAN 
Comes into play tapped. i A 

Dust Bow! 

It pool 
C see UZ 
i %& to your pool, Cycling ‘. 

>: Add & to your pool. pe ee Destroy = 
fonbasic land. 

Dwarven Hold LAN FE Sth 
Comes into play tapped. You may leave Hold tapped to put a 
counter on it. : Remove any 

LAN Land 
LL Legendary Land 
MS Mana Source 

number of counters, adding 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE 

GOLD @GREEN @RED OWHITE @LAND 

SC Summon Creature 
SL Summon Legend 
SOR Sorcery 



NAME KIND CR PR COST SETS 

for each one, 
Dwarven Ruins LAN U see FE.Sth 6th 

Comes into play tapped. @; Add @ to your pool. &,Saorific 
Add 4 to your pool, 

Ebon LAN Uses FE.Sth, 6th 

Everglades. @: Add bay fo your pool. 
Faerie Conclave 

Fiesd Plain AN OU 
© Sacrifice: Search your library for a 

Forbidding Watchtower LAN 
@: Add ¥ to your pool, sae; : 

/4 white creature until end of turn. This : 

Fouataia of Cho 

‘Gaea’s Cradle 

Gemstone 

Ghite Encampment 

Ghost Tewa LAN oe 

Glacial Chasm 

Grasslands AN Use 

ast of plains, Put that lant 
Griffin 

Halls of Mist 

Comes 
Add 4 to your pool, 

Heart of Yavimaya LAN owe Al 
When Heart comes into play, sacrifice a forest or bury Heart. <8: ¢ 
Add # to your pool. +: Target creature gains +1/+1 

Henge of Rames AN Use MM 
@: Add to your paul: Add one mana of any color to 
your pool, 

Hickory Weedlst UN Go MM 

Stronghold \ 
Comes into play tapped. @: Add 48 to your pool, @,Sacrific 
Add 4 to your pool, 

LAN AN R 
@: Add & to your pool, Regenerate an Elephant or Harel. 

U Vi 
Comes into play sar tah Everglades comes into play, 
Tetum an untapped swamp you control to owner's hand or bury 

eee 

Comes into play tapped. 
Conclave becomes a 2/ 
turn, This creature still counts as a land, ie 

Comes into play tapped, 
plains or island. Put that land into play. 

eee IL 

Comes into play tapped. 
Watchtower becomes a 
creature still counts as a land. 

LAN Use 
Comes into play tapped, >: Put a counter on Fountain, 
@® Remove any number of counters from Fountain: Add 3 to 
your pool for each counter removed 

AN R IZ 
@ to ‘your pool for ar or 

When Mine comes into play, put three counters on it. @, 
Remove a counter from Mine: Add one mana of any color to you 
pool, If there are no counters on Mine, bury it. 

LAN U L 
Comes into play tapped. @: Add @¥ to your pool. eae 
Becomes a 2/1 red creature with first strike until end of turn 

Sele you control 

@: Add @ to your pool, -@@: Return Ghost Town ta owner's hand, 
Use this ability only during another player's turn, 

LAN ene 

CU: 2 life, Sacrifice a land when Glacial Chasm comes into play, 
You may not attack, All damage done to you is reduced to 0. 

MG 
Comes into play tapped. Sacrifice: Search your library for a for- 

into play. 
AN Row VS 

@: Add ® to your pool, @: Untap target Griffin. That Grifin 
gains +1/+1 until end of turn. 

LAN R 
attack i 

J A 
it attacked during its controller's 

LG 
move landwalking from target 

FE,Sth,6th 

No creature may 

U 
@: Add @ to your pool. @: 
creature until end of turn. 

AN U Batiiegronnd 
into play tapped, @: Add @ to your pool, #¢,Sacrific 

Comes into play tapped 

: Mountain 

with two counters on i. @Remove a : 
counter: Add @#® to your pool. If there are no counters on: 
Woodlot, sacrifice it. 
Market 
@: Add @ to your pool, 

AN R MM 
@ Sacrifice a oreature: Gain 1 life 

Hollow Trees LAN R ss FESth 

Kcatian Stere 

Ice Flee 

island of Wak-Wak 

dungie 

Karakas 
@&: Add 3 to pool, @: 

Kareo 

Koskun Keep 

Lake of the Dead 

@) Add @ to your pool & Sacrifice a swamp: Add : step. 
BRS to your pool, : Fins of Trokaie LAN Uo see FEoth6th 

Land Cap LAN ot IA = Comes into play tapped, @: Add 3 to your pool, Sacrifice 
& Add @ to your poo! and put a counter on Land Cap. @: Add = Add 3% to your pool, 
#F t0 your pool and put a counter on Cap. Remove a counter instead : Rushweed Greve LAN Uo MM 

Comes into play tapped. You may leave Trees tapped to put a 
counter on It, @: Remove any number of counters, adding 
for each one, 

LAN Ros FESth 
Comes into play tapped. You may leave Store tapped to put a 
counter on it. @: Remove any number of counters, adding 3 
for each one. 

LAN Us 
You may choose not fo 
attacking creature. That 
Flog is tapped. 

LAN R 
@: Reduce the power of one flying creature to O until end of turn, 

Basin LAN U ss 
Comes into play tapped, When Basin comes into play, return an 
untapped forest you control to owner's hand or bury Basin, @: 
Add 4 to your pool, 

lG L 
Return target legend to owner's hand. 
LA VS 

Uses 

Comes into play tapped, 

twsth 
untap Ice Flos, @: Tap a non-flying 
creature doesn't untap as long as Ice 

AN } Rainbow Vale 

When Karoo comes into play, return an 
untapped island you control to owner's hand or bury Karoo, <8; + 
Add 5% to your pool, 

Forest AN Roses IA,Bth,6th 
‘@: Add to your pool, @¥; Add @ to your pool and take 1 dam- 
age. @: Add #@ to your pool and take 1 damage. 

Outpost AN Roo see Al 
When Outpost comes into play, sacrifice a plains or bury 
Outpost. @>: Add i to your pool, Rea, Be: Puta 1/1 soldier 
token into play. =~ 

LAN Us HL 
@: Add @ to your pool, @, @: Add > to your pool. @, 
@: Add @ to your pool. , <>: Add #@ to your pool, 

LAN 
When Lake comes into play, 

of untapping, 

4) {Postar Depts 

sacrifice a swamp or bury Lake, # 

lava Tebes LAN ~ IA = 
@: Add @ to your pool and put a counter on Cap. : Add > 
® to your pool and put a counter on Cap. Remove a counter : 
instead of untapping, 

of Alexandria LAN seeee AN 
®: Add & to your pool, @: Draw a card from your library if 
you have exactly seven cards in hand. 

Lotus Vale ss WL 
When Lotus Vale comes into play, sacrifice two untapped lands 

NAME 

or bury Vale, @: Add three mana of any one color to your pool, E 
Maze of tth UN U DK : 

creature. Creature neither deals nor 

Maze of Shadows 
: @: Add one colorless mana to your pool. @: Untap target attack- 

iat creature neither deals nor receives 

if { Mishra’s Factory LAN U 

ie Add @® to your pool, eq@: : 
blue creature with flying until end of  Bfishra’s Werkshep LAN R 

Mogg Hollows ANU 
@ Add one colorless mana to your pool, @: Add #® or 4 to 

Peat Bag tA Gee 

LAN Ro sees LU. 

@: Add @ or ¥% to your pool, Counts as a mountaln. an 
plains. 

Pelsted Mire LAN see 

Remote isle 
Comes into play tapped. & Add @ to your pool, Cycling a 

Rishadan Pert 

KIND CR PR COST SETS 

©. Untap target attacking 
receives damage as a result of combat. 

LAN Us ™ 

ing creature with shadow, 
combat damage. 

AN Us 
Comes into play tapped, 

MME 
®> Put a counter on Bazaar. : 

@ Remove any number of counters from Bazaar: Add @ to i 
your pool for each counter removed. 

@: Add @& to your pool or give any Factory +1/+1 until end of : 
tum, 8: Factory becomes a 2/2 artifact creature, until end of tum, 

AQ 
@: Add < to your pool which may only be used to cast a 

your pool. Hollows does not untap during your next untap step. 
Strengheld LAN U LG 

All your red legends may band with ater legends. 
in ¥i N 

Addth 

jaliey : 
Comes into play tapped. Sacrifice: Search your library for a 

NAME 

Sandstone Heedle 

‘Schsal of the Unseen 
@: Add & to your pool. @,@>: Add 1 mana of any color to 

KIND. CR PR COST SETS 

Comes into play tapped, You may leave Silos tapped to put 
counter on it. @: Remove any number of counters, adding 
for each one. 

LAN Goose MM 
Comes into play tapped with two counters on it Remove 
counter: Add @4 to your pool. If there are no counters on 
Needle, sacrifice it 

LAN Us MM Cove 
Comes into play tapped. @e: Put a counter on Cove, @,Remov 
any number of counters from Cove: Add &@ to your pool for 
each counter removed. 

LAN Coss MM 
with two counters on it, #Remove 
your pool, If there are no counters of 

LAN R LUR 

Skerry 
Comes into play tapped 
counter; Add @@ to 
Skerry, sacrifice it. 

NAME 

Glaclers to owner's hand, 
AN Quarry 

At the end of each tur, i 

KIND GR PR COST SETS 

UZ 
you control no creatures, sacrifice Thran 

Quarry. @; Add one mana of any color to your pool, 
AN Roos 

@: Add 

®@: Ad 

If any counters are on it, 
from Ridge at end of 1y 

@® 10 your pool 

ld @ to your 

@: Add 9% or 8 to your pool, Counts as a plains and ey : Treetop Village 
LAN Ro see 

Comes into play tapped. @: Add 8 to your pool, ; mie or: 
# to your pool Scabland deals 1 damage to you, 

LAN Uo Al 

your pool, 
LAN R WL 

SUMPERS 

Mountain or forest. Put that land into play. 
: LAN 
@: Prevent 1 damage to any creature, 

ae ANAth 

MM 
Comes into play tapped with two counters on it, @,Remove a a 

@; Add @@ or @ to your pool, Pine Barrens deals 1 damage to 
you. 

Zz 
Comes into play tapped. @: Add 4 to your pool. Cycling 

a LAN Use VS 
@: Add @ to your pool. Sacrifice: Target attacking creature 
without flying gets -1/-2 until end of turn, 

i LAN R 
@ Add 1 mana of any color to your pool; Rainbow Vale passes 
to opponent at end of turn. 

fing Peel 3 AN Roose ™ 
@: Add to your pool 1 mana of any type that any land you control 
can produce, 

Remote Farm LAN Cos MM 
Comes into play tapped with two counters on it. @Remove a 
counter: Add #9 to your pool, If there are no counters on : 
Farm, sacrifice It 

LAN U2 

Rone 
®: Add && to your vi ae Tap target land, 

swamp or mountain. Put that land into play. 
LAN ™ i 

> Add one colorless mana to your pool. @: Add 4 or @ to : 

Comes into play tapped, @: Put a counter on Grove 
® Remove any number of counters from Grove: Add 4 to you 

your pol, Rootwater Depths does not untap during your next untap. = 

Sorrow’'s Path 

Comes into play tapped. 4: Add @* to your pool, + Sacrific 
Add “< to your pool. 

fabernacie at Pendrell Vale || oe U 

pool for each counter removed, 
Safe Haven LAN R 

2 @ Set a creature you contra 
Safe Haven to return all creatures 

LAN Fats TM 
Comes into play tapped. @>: Add e to your pool. @: Add 4 or 
9 to your pool. Flats deals 1 damage to you, 

: Sand Sites UN R 

n DKCH 
aside. During upkeep, sacrific 
it has set aside to play. 

. FESth : 

eferi’s iste 

"Lenntesl Furies Covet 
and an Abundance. What hap- 
pens when | draw? 

When Scorched Ruins comes into play, sacrifice two 
untapped lands or bury Ruins. @: Add four colorless 
mana to your pool, 

Reeves LUR 
®: Add 3 or 4 to your pool, Gauris as a plains and a swamp. 

AN OU LG 

of your opponents, 
Forest LAN Roses ™ 

Comes into play tapped. @*; Add one colorless mana to your pool 
©: Add @ or @ to your pool, Forest deals 1 damage to you. 

Karst AN 
@: Add @ to your pool. Cycling <e. 
AN C Z 
@: Add @ to your pool, Cycling s&. 
AN R Al 

Comes Into play tapped. 
jing Crater 

Comes into play tapped. 

When Excavations comes into play, sacrifice an untapped island 
or bury Excavations. @: Add <i to your pool. 4,@>: Look 
at the top of your library, You may put that card on the bottom 
of your library. 

AN “ K 
© Exchange two of opponent's blocking creatures, Whenever 
Sorrow’s Path is tapped, it deals 2 damage to you and to each 
oreature you control, 

UN U UL 
Comes into play tapped. 9: Add to your pool. <4: Pool 
becomes a 1/1 black creature with “@®: Regenerate” until end 
of turn, 

i LAN Stenes M 
© Add one colorless mana to your pool. >; Stalking Stones 
becomes a 3/3 artifact creature permanently, 

River Delta Rs \A + *Strip tine AQ,ath 
@ Add & to your poo iad put a counter on Land Cap. @: Add: <: Add “ to your pool estoy target land. 
‘® to your pool and put a counter on Cap, Remove a counter Instead: ‘Springs LAN Ro sese 1A,S5th,6t 
of untapping. : @> Add © to your pool. +: Add + to your pool and take 1 dam- 

Rocky Tar Pit LAN Use MG : age. @: Add @ to your pool and take 1 damage. 
Comes into play tanped. @¢,Sacrifice: Search your library for a : Subterranean Hangar LAN U ++ MM 

Comes into play tapped, &: Put a counter on Hangar, 
@ Remove any number of counters from Hangar: Add @ to 
your pool for each counter removed. 

ite Temple AN FESth 6 

All creatures require an upkeep 
Pa costs. Destroy a creature if its upkeep Is not paid, 

LAN 
> Add #® or 4 to your pool, Counts as a forest and a mountain 

{ NG 
Phasing. Comes into play tapped. ® Add + to your pool, 

Lewiands LAN aoe T™ 
@; Add & to your pool, : Add @ or ¥ to your pool, Does 
not untap during your next untap step, 

fing Glaciers A Al 
Comes into play tapped. 28,4: Search your library for a basic 
land and put it into play tapped. 

hidden Crypt effect and get a 
card from your graveyard, or 
you can apply the Abundance 
effect and get a card from your 
library. However, you can’t apply 
both fo a single draw. 

eee UZ Hy 

cost of #8 in addition to othe i 

At the end of your turn, retum 

—_—- 

: Unholy 
4 All your 
Urberg 

ON 
ability 

ON 
Power 

oA 

ture card 

® or # to your pool. Counts as an island and a plains, 
LAI River 

: Add @ to you 
Sez 
or @ to you 

Paradise 
one mana of an 

@ to your pool, 

@® to your po 

to your po 

@ to your po 

LAN 

Ir 
AN 

LAN 

AN 

@: Add ® to your pool, @: During upkeep, remove banding 
or bands with other ability from target creature until end of turn, 
Telarian LAN 

protection from artifacts until end of turn. 
ose 

2 Comes into play tapped. @%: Add #® to your pool. a: Village 
: becomes a 3/3 green creature with trample until end of turn. This 
+ creature stil counts as a land, 

UN R 
@oeb sah jet Counts as a forest and an rn 

-® to your pool, @: Add 4 to your pool and take 1 dam- 
pool and take 1 damage, 

Ro eens 
ir pool. Counts as a swamp and an island. 
AN VS 

lack legends may band with other legends, 
LL 

(ae 

Co 

Co. 

Use 

Ridge doesn't untap. Remove @ counter 
keep. @: Add M® to pool and put a 

counter on Ridge, @: Add to pool and put a counter on Ridge. 
: ‘a LG 

UZ 
for each artifact you control, 

fewer of the Blagistrate LAN R + 
pool. 4% ,@: Target creature gains 

UL 

LUR 

voth,6th 

LUR 

Wy color to your pool. At the beginning of 
your next untap step, return Paradise to owner's hand, 

Citadel Ww 

®&: Remove first strike or swampwalk 
rom target creature until end of turn, 

|} Urza's Mine LAN AQ.CH.Sth 
cl. If you have Urza's Mine, Tower and 

lant in play at the same time, tap to add to your pool, 
: Urea’s Power Plant AQ,CH.Sth 

ol, If you have Urza's Mine, Tower and 
lant in play at the same time, tap to add @> to your 

AQ.CH.Sth 
wl, If you have Urza's Mine, Tower and 

: lant in play at the same time, tap to add to your pool, 
| ? Vec Township AN TM 

2 @ Add @ to your pool, @; Add 4 or 3#€ to your pool. Vec Tawn- 

78 tb 
LAN 

LAN 

LAN 

LAN 

AN 

counter; Add 4®4® to your pool, If there are no counters on : Seadarer's Seay : @ Ad 
Bog, sacrifice it, : All your blue legends may band with ater legends. : Winding 

Pondelkaven Ue See LG : -Sera's Sanctam LAN one Wo: @ Ad 
@®: Add @ to your pool. @: Target 1/1 creature gains +1/+2 : @ Add 4 to your pool for each enchantment you control, : you may 
until end of tum, : Sheltered Valley AN Rs Al} Wizands’ Schoo! 

dan Tewer LAN Roe Zz: When Valley comes into play, bury any other Valley you control. = @®: Add @ to your pool 
© Add one colorless mana to your pool. &,Saorifice a creature: : © During your upkeep, if you contra 3 or fewer lands, gain one life. Add 9 to your pool, <6: A 
Add 42% to your pool, - @: Add & to your pool, Yevireaya Heliow L 

Pine Barrens LAN Rosse IM : Shiver Gerge LAN Roose UZ ®: Add &@ to your pool. 
Comes into play tapped, @; Add one colorless mana to your pool, : Add 6 to your pool, va, <>: Gorge deals 1 damage to each = 

ship does not untap during your next untap step. 
UN Ros 

If any counters are on Veldt, it doesn't untap. Remove a counter 
from Veldt at end of your upkeep. @: Add 4 to your pool and 
put a counter on Veldt, @: Add 3 to your pool and put a 
counter on Veldt. 

@: Add 
mountain, 

BU, 
your pool, bounts as an island and 

Ro se Stronghold 
@: Add one colorless mana to your pool. <4: Put target crea- 

from your graveyard on top of your library, 
M 

to your pool, Sacrifice: Destroy target nonbasic land. 
” We 

one colorless mana to your pool, <4: Until end of tur, 
play creature cards whenever you could play instants. 

|, 48,4: Add @ to your pool, <a: 
id $ to your pool, 

SH 

@ .@: Regenerate target creature. 
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NAME TPE HP WK RES — RET CR 

@@ foul Gas, 10 damage. Flip a coin, If heads, 
defending Pokémon is Poisoned: if tails, it is Confused. 

Machamp #i0e See 
Stage 2. Evolves from Machoke, Pokémon Power: Strike: 
Back. Whenever your opponent's attack damage 

Machamp this power does 10 damage to the attacking 

Pokémon, @@@@# Seismic Toss. 60 damage. 
Machoke @u @ Pee 

Stage 1, Evolves from Machop, @ 4 Karate Chop, 
Does 60 damage minus 10 damage for each damag 
counter on Machoke, @ @ @ % Submission. 
damage. Machoke takes 20 damage, 

=} 

Machop @ih ® & 

@ Low Kick. 20 damage 
Magikarp ® 0 # * 

@ Tackle, 10 damage. @ Flail. Does 10 damage times 
the number of damage counters on Magikarp. 

Magmar * i @ £e 
@® Fire Punch, 30 damage, @&@ Flamethrower. 
50 damage. Discard 1 Fire Energy card attached to 
Magmar to use this attack, 

Magnemite * 4 @ # ¢ 
# Thunder Wave. 10 damage. Flip a coin, If heads, 
lefending Pokémon is Paralyzed, @:4% Selfdestruct. 40 

amage. Does 10 damage te each Pokémon on each 
player's Bench. Magnemite takes 40 damage. 

Magneton * 0 @ * 
Stage 1. Evolves from Magnemite. ® Thunder 
Wave, 30 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending 

Pokémon is paralyzed. @ a Selfdestruct, 80 
jamage. Does 20 damage to each Pokémon on each 

player's bench. Magneton takes 80 damage, 

Metapod @7 ¢ ee C 
Stage 1, Evolves from Caterpie. 8 Stiffen. Flip a coin, 

ee | If heads, prevent all damage done to Metapod next turn, 
@@ Stun Spore. Flip a coin. If heads, defending 
Pokémon is Paralyzed, 

NAME TPE HP WK RES AET CR TYPE HP WK RES — RET CR NAME TYPE HP WK RES RET CR Mewtwo @0 € Re} 

a use this attack, attach it to 1 of your other Pokémon. Electrode is now an @® Peychic. 10 damage Does 10 more damage for 

BASIC SET POKEMON Charmander eu @ @ oc Eneray card that provides 2 energy of a type of your each Energy card attached to tdefending Pokémon, #4 

Abra en ¢@ } ® Scratch, 10 damage, @# 30 damage, Ember. choice. 44 Electric Shock, 50 damage, Flip a coin, If Barrier. Discard 1 Psychic Energy card attached ta 

@ Peyshock 10 damage. Flip a coin, If heads, defending Discard 1 Fire Energy ard attached to Charmander to use tails, Electrode takes 10 damage. Mewtwo to prevent all effects of attacks, including 

Pokémon is Paralyzed. this attack, Farfeteh'd #0 2 @ # J , damage, done to Mewtwo next turn. N 

Alakazam @ (0 @& & #1 — Charmeleon e 0 6 * ® Leek Slap. 30 damage, Flip a oon, If tals, this attaok  Nidoking #n 8 al 

Stage 2. Evolves from Kadabra, Pokémon Power: Damage Stage 1. Evolves ftom Charmander, ®3@% Slash, 30 does nothing. Either way you can't use this attack again. Stage 2 Evolves from Nidorino, @s# Thrash, 30 

Swap. As often as you like during your turn (before you damage, @@@® Flamethrower. 50 damage. Discard 1 ® B® Pot Smash. 30 damage : damage. Flip @ coin, If heads, does 10 more damage If 

attack), you may move 1 damage counter from 1 Fire Energy card attached to Charmeleon to use this Gastly ® 30 ® C tails, Nidoking takes 10 damage. @@@® Toxic. 20 

Pokémon to another as long as you don't Knock Qut that attack, ® Sleeping Gas. Flip a coin, If heads, defending damage. Defending. Pokémon is Poisoned, It takes 20 

Pokémon. <4 Confuse Ray. 80 damage. Flip 4 caln. — Clefairy * 0 @® © Pokémon is Asleeo. #6 Destiny Bond. Discard 1 Polson damage instead of 10 after each player's turn, 

If heads, defending Pokémon is Confused. ® Sing, Flip a coin, tf heads, defending Pokémon is Psychic Energy card attached to Gastly to use this attack,  Nidoran (Male) eH @ * 

Arcanine bd 1d P Asleep, me. Copy 1 of the defending Ifa Pokémon Knocks Out Gastly next turn, Knock Out that @ Hom azard, 30 damage. Flip a coln. If tails, this 

Stage 1. Evolves from Growlithe, @e@s® Flamethrower. Pokémon's attacks except for Energy costs and any other Pokémon. __ attack does nothing, / 

50 damage. Discard 1 Fire Energy card attached to requirements. The damage is colorless. Growlithe @ @ * Nidorino en ¢ $v 

Arcanine to use this attack. @@a< Take Down, 80  Dewgang ‘@ 8 # 2ee @® Flare, 20 damage. Stage 1. Evloves from Nit ran @*e > Double kick. Flip 

lamage, Arcanine takes 30 damage. Stage 1. Evolves from Seel. @@% Aurora Beam. 50 Gyarados @ 10 6 @ eee 2 coins. Does 80 damage times the number of heads 

Beedrill 20 #@ R damage. @@42% Ice Beam. 30 damage. Flip a cain. Stage 1. Evolves from Magikarp, #44 Dragon Rage, SO Hom Dri 50 damage. 

Stage 2. Evolves from Kakuna. #38 Twineedle, Flip 2 If heads, defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. 50 damage, @@@@ Bubbleveam, 40 damage, Fip a  Ninetales @ 0 @ & 

coins, Does 80 damage times the number of heads,  Diglett @vu @#% coin, If heads, defending Pokémon is Paralyzed, Stage 1. Evokes fiom Volpi. #3 Lure, Switch one of 

@@S Poison Sting, 40 damage. Flip a coin, If heads, ® Dig. 10 damage. @@ Mud Slap. 30 damage. Haunter ® e = opponents benched Pokémon with his active Pokémon, 

fending Pokémon is Poisoned. Doduo * 0 * @ C Stage 1. Evolves from Gastly. # Hypnosis. Defending Ge & Fro Blast. 80 damage. Discard 1 Fire Energy 

Blastoise © 100 # 2 @ Fury Attack, Flip 2 coins, Does 10 damage times the Pokémon is Asleep, @@@ Dream Eater, 60 damage, You __ ald attached to Ninetales to use this attack, = 

Stage 2. Evolves from Wartortle, Pokémon Power: Rain number of heads, can't use this attack unless the Defending Pokémon is  Snix en @ eee 

Dance, As often as you like during your tum (before your Dragonair ® 8 @ £8 R Asleep, * 4 Rock Throw. 1 damage. ®@ Harden. Next tur, : 

attack), you may attach 1 Water Energy card to 1 of your Stage 1. Evolves from Dratini, 33 Slam. Flip two  Hitmonchan @®n ¢ ex whenever 30 or less damage is done to Onix, prevent that 5 

Pokémon, @@@ Hydro Pump. 40 damage, Does 10 coins. Does 30 damage times the number of heads, @ Jab, 20 damage. @@® Special Punch. 40 damage. Gamage . , 2 

more damage for each Water Energy attached to Blastoise ®®® ® Hyper Beam. 20 damage. If defending — Ivysaur * 0 # * -Pidgeotto 20 #® @ 3 

but not used to pay for this attack’s cost, up to 20 Pokémon has any Energy cards attached to it: discard 1 of Stage 1. Evolves from Bulbasaur, @#e a Vine Whip, 30 Stage 1. Evolves from Pidgey. 3 Whirlwind. 20 5 

amage, them. damage. @@@ Poisonpowder. 20 damage. Defending mage, Opponent must switch 1 of his benched 

Bulbasaur #4 ¢€ * Dratini * 4 e * okémon is Poisoned, Pokémon with his active Pokémon after damage is dealt, © 

@@ Leech Seed. 20 damage. Unless all damage from ® Pound, 10 damage, Jynx #0 & ee 3% Mirror Move. If Pedgetto was attacked last turn, a 

this attack is prevented, you may remove 1 damage  Drowzee 6 0 @ * ® Doublestap, Flin 2 coins, Does 10 damage times the the final result of that attack to defending Pokémon, ca 

counter from Bulbasaur. ® Pound, 10 damage, 48 Confuse Ray, 10 damage, number of heads, a3 Meditate, 20 damage. Does #0@@ @ ce 

Caterpie @40 & ® C Flip a coin, If heads, defending Pokémon is Confused, 0 more damage for each damage counter on the ® Whirlwind. 10 damage, Opponent must switch 1 of 5 
®@ String Shot. 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, — ugtrio @ 0 ® ® €8 R defending Pokémon, his enched Pokémon with his active Pokémon after 4 

lefending Pokémon is Paralyzed Stage 1, Evolves from Diglett. Pea Slash, 40 damage.  Kadabra eo ¢ e __ damage is deat. P g 

Chansey * 1086 # @OS™E Earthquake. 70 damage. Does 10 damage to Stage 1. Evolves from Abra, @@ Recover, Discard 1 Pikachu o) ® 0s 

®% Scrunch, Flip-a coin, If heads, prevent all damage each of your benched Pokémon, sychie Energy card attached to Kadabra to use this % Gnaw. 10 damage, 4% 30 damage. Flip a coin. If g 

one to Chansey next turn. #:##-a° Double-edge. 80  Electabuzz el 2 attack, Remove all damage counters: from Kadabra alls, Plkachu takes 10 damage. ‘ 2 

amage. Chansey takes 80 damage. % Thundershock. 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, @@* Sipor Poy, 50 damage, Poliwag @0 6 * Ce 

Charizard @ 10 @ @ $e" defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. > Thunderpunch. Kakuna @0 @ 2e @ Water Gun. 10 damage, Does 10 more damage for 5 

Stage 2. Evolves from Charmeleon. Pokémon Power, Does 30 damage. Flip a coin, If heads, does 10 more Stage 1. Evolves from Weedle, ‘#¥#% Stiffen. Flip a coin. each Water Energy attached to Poliwag, but not used oT 

Energy Burn, As often as you like during your turn you damage; if tals, Electabuzz takes 10 damage, i heads, prevent all damage done to Kakuna next turn, - _ ay for this attack, up to 20 damage. sige ee 

may turn all Energy attached to Charizard into Fire Energy Electrode * 0 @ * ®@® Poisonpowder. 20 damage, Flip a coin. If heads,  Poliwhirl eo @ # Ue 

cards for the rest of the turn, @ed@estr@® Fire Spin, 100 Stage 1. Evolves form Voltorb. Pokémon Power: Buzzap. defending Pokémon is Poisone Stage 1. Evoves from Polivag, @@ Amnesia. Chogse Tg 

damage, Discard 2 Energy cards attached to Charizard to Before your attack, you may Knock Out Electrode and — Koffing ne * of defending Pokémon's attacks, That Pokémon can't use 3 

POKE FACT ; : KEY C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE H=HOLOFOIL F=FIXED 

® COLORLESS @FIGHTING @FIRE @GRASS # LIGHTNING @PSYCHIC @WATER 

UNLESS THE DESCRIPTION SAYS OTHERWISE, THE FOLLOWING RULES ALWAYS APPLY: 
© Whenever a a benched pokémon takes damage, weakness and resistance do not apply. 
* Whenever your search your deck for a card, you must show it to your opponent and shuffle afterwards. 
* Pokémon powers do not operate when the pokémon is asleep, confused or paralyzed. 



NAME WPE HP WK RES RET CR NAME TYPE HP WK RES RET ‘ NAME TYPE HP OWK RES RET CR : NAME TYPE HP WK AES RET CR 

Stage 1. Evolves from Rattata, @ Bite. 20 damag 
& ® @ Super Fang. Does damage to defendin 
Pokémon equal to half its remaining HP (round up). 

Rattata * 0 & @ C 
® Bite, 20 damage, 

Sandshrew #0 o@* @ ¢ 
® Sand-attack, 10 damage. If defending Pokémon tries 
to’ attack next turn, opponent flips a coin. If it Is tails, 

attack does nothing. 

and Resistance), prevent that damage, @°* Meditate, 10 
lamage, Does 10 more damage for each damage counter 

on defending Pokémon. 
Nidoqueen 6 0 @ ERY 

Stage 2. Evolves from Nidorina, @3* Boyfriends, 20 
famage. Does 20 more damage for each Nidoking you 

have in play, @@@% 3 Mega Punch. 60 damage. 
Nidoran (Female) @ 0 @ * 

that attack next tun, @®@8 Doublesiap, Flip 2 coins. Foal Removal deok for a Bellsprout and put it only yout Bench, Kangaskhan & 9 & @ #ewRH U 

Does 30 damage times number of heads, : Choose 1 Energy card attached to 1 of your wns : Butterfree A edind : ® Fetch, Draw a card. se Se4@® Comet Punch. Flip 4 
Poliwrath 0 @ See! okémon and discard it, : Stage 2, Evolves from Metapod. 3 Whirlwind. 20 gains, Does 20 damage times number of heads. 

Stage 2. Evolves from Polywhirl. @@% Water Gun. 30: Energy Retrieval U = damage, Opponent must swite 1 of his benched Pokémon = Lickitung * 0 @ @ ee) 

damage. Does 10 more damage for each Water Energy £ rade 1 of the cards in your hand for up to 2 basic Energy : with his active Pokémon after damage is dealt. : gj Tongue Wrap, 10 damage. Flip coin. If heads, A 

attached to Poliwrath but not used to pay for this attack, $ _ cards from your discard pile $ — @GSS Mogatrain. 40 damage, Remove a number of : defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. 2% Supersonic. Hip a 

up to 20, @@a Whirlpool, 40 damage, If defending ¢ Full Heal U = counters from Butterfree equal to half the damage done to } coin, If heads, defending Pokémon is Confused. [Th 
Pokéman has any Energy attached to it, discard 1 of them, = Your Active Pokémon is no longer Asleep, Confused, : the Defending Pokémon, rounded up. aT : Mankey @ 0 « C 

Ponyta * 0 @ @ ci aralyzed or Poisoned. : Glefable @ 11 @ SFR F Pokémon Power: Peek. Once during your turn (before your < 

@® Smash Kick, 20 damage, @@® Flame Tail 30 : Gust of Wind : as: i Stage 1. Evolves from Glefab e, ®® Metronome. Copies 1 } attack), you may look at one of the following: the top card | 4m 
damage : hoose 1 of your opponent's Benched Pokémon and. of defending Pokéman's attacks except for its Energy $ gf either player’s deck, a random card from your 0 

Porygon ®ve € i switch it with his Active Pokémon. : casts and any other requirements, Damage is colorless. = opponent's hand, or one of either player's prizes ®@ |. 

& Conversion 1. If defending Pokémon has a Weakness, : Impostor Professor Oak Ro} Minimize, All damage done by attacks to Clefable i Scratch. 10 damage. 
you may change it to any type but Colorless. : pponent shuffles his hand into his deck, then draws 7 : next turn is reduced by 20. 2 ? Marowak @#nee # J 7. 

Conversion 2. Change Porygon’s Resistance to any color ¢ cards, : Cubone : s . @ % % C = Stage 1, Evolves from Cubone, @@ Boomerang. Flip 2 je 

except Colorless, : Item Finder R i Snivel, defending Pokémon attacks Gubone next = — ging Does 30 damage times the number of heads. 

Raichu » 0 & i iscard 2 of cards from your hand to put a Trainer card i tum, the damage is reduced by 20. @@ Rage. Does 10 : © qeqpem Call for Friend, Search your deck for a Basic U 

Stage 1, Evolves from Pikachu, @@@ Agility, 20 i rom your discard pile into your hand. : damage. Does 10 more damage for each damage counter i Fighting Pokémon and put It onto your Bench, 

damage. Flip 2 coin, If heads, prevent all effects of : Lass ‘ R on Gubone, : Meowth * 0 @@ #& fC 
attacks, including damage, done to Raichu next turn, 3 ®® Pay Day. 10 damage. Flip a coin, If heads, draw a = 

Wee Thunder, 60 damage. Flip a coin. If tails, card. 

Raichu takes 30 damage. = oO MI | | POWE 4 Mr. Mime @-) ® ® RH MM 

Raticate *#h @¢@ ¢ Pokémon Power; Invisible Wall. Whenever an attack does Sa] 
8 30 of more damage to Mr. Mime (after applying Weakness (ap) 

= 

Mm 
Seel @® 6 ® e @ Fury Swipes: Flip three coins. Dogs 10 damage times 

® Headbutt. 10 damage. the number of heads, 8 Call For Family. Search your 

Squirtle @ 0 & + leck for any Nidoran and put It on your Bench. 

@ Bubble. 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, Nidorina @n @ 

defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. 3% Withdraw. Flip 4 Stage 1. Evolves from Nidroan. 4 Supersonic: Flip a cain, 

a coin. If heads, prevent all damage done to Squirtle : | If heads, defending Pokémon is Confused, a a 

next tum. : . ‘Doub Colorless oan Double Kick. Flip two coins. Does 30 damage times the 

Starmie @ 0 @ € ¢ attached to ‘your ee number of heads, 
Stage 1. Evolves ftom Staryu, @@® Recover. Discard 1 : Oddish @ 0 @ & 

Water Energy card attached to Starmie to use this attack. ® Stun Spore. 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, 

Remove all damage counters from Starmie, @<#* Star lefending Pokémon is paralyzed, @® Sprout, Searc 

Freeze, 20 damage. Hip a coin, If heads, defending : aS a : = — your deck for an Oddish and put it on your Bench. 

Pokémon is Paralyzed, " -— ae ae ee a Paras * sid €* ¢ 

Staryu @0 4 @ oc: You and your opponent show each other your hands, then = Dodrio *n& ®@ :  @a® Sratch, 20 damage. @@ Spore, Defending 

® Slap, 20 damage, : shuffle all Trainer cards from your hands into your decks. Stage 1. Evolves from Deduo. Pokémon Power: Retreat : Pokémon is Asleep. 
Tangela @ 5 # #@ ¢ : Maintenance U Aid. As long as Dodrio is Benched, pay one less to reveat ? Parasect @ on ® * 

@® Bind. 20 damage, Flip a coin. If heads, defending $ Shuffle 2 cards from your hand into your deck, Draw a: your aotive Pokémon, “##@ Rage. 10 damage. Does + © Stage 1. Evolves from Paras. @®@ Spore. Defending 

Pokémon is Paralyzed. @@@ Poisonpowder, 20: cart. $ 10 more damage for each counter on Dodrio. } Pokémon is Asleep, #% Slash, 30 damage, 

damage. Defending Pokémon |s Poisoned. : PlusPower : Eevee * 0 ¢@ © ¢ Persian * 1 & @ 

Venusaur @ 10 # @@ 4: Attach PlusPower to your Active Pokémon. At the end of @ Tail Wag. Flip a coin. If heads, defending Pokémon : Stage 1, Evolves from Meowth. *# @ Soratch. 20 

Stage 2, Evolves from Wwysaur. Pokémon Power: Energy ; Your turn iscard PlusPower. If this Pokéman's attack $ can't attack Evee next turn, Quick Attack 10 :  ~ damage %® Pounce. 30 damage. If Defending 

Trans. As often as you lke during your turn, you may take: «oes damage to the defending Pokémon, the attack does : damage. Flip a coin. If heads, this attack does 20 more : Pokémon attacks Persian next turn, any damage done by 

ane Grass Energy card attached to one of your Pokémon : _ 10 more damage ¢ damage, 3 the atlak is reduced by 10. 

and attach it to 2 cifferent one. @@@@ Solarbeam, : Pokédex : Electrode * 0 @ ® RH  Pidgeot * x @ R 

60 damage. + Look at top 6 cards from your deck and rearrange them. = Stage 1, Evolves from Voltorb, 4% Tackle, 20 damage. ? Stage 2. Evolves from Pidgeotto. # ® Wing Attack. 20 

Voltorh e 0 @ @ 0 : Pokémon Breeder +  &@® Chain Lightning, 20 damage. If defending damage, 4 Hurricane, 30 damage. Unless this 

® Tackle. 10 damage. {Put a Stage 2 evolution card from your hand on the ? Pokémon isn't Colorless, this attack does 10 damage to ? attack Knacks Out the defending Pokémon, return it and 

Vulpix * 0 @ eS {matching basic Pokémon. You can only play this card : each Benched Pokémon of the same type as the all cards attached to it to your pponent's hand 

®® Confuse Ray, 10 damage. Flip a coin. Wf heads, : _ when you would be allowed to evolve that Pokémon, $ Defending Pokémon.(including your own). ? Pikachu * 0 @ * 0 

defending Pokémon is Confused. : Pokémon Genter Y : Exeggeute @ 0 # * : — @}® Spark, Does 20 damage. Does 10 damage to one of 

Wartortle @ 0 ® & : Remove all damage counters from all of your own ; — @® Hypnosis. Defending Pokémon is Asleep. #@°@ Leech : _ your opponent's benched Pokémon. 

Stage 1. Evolves from Squire. @ Withdraw. Flip a: Pokemon with damage counters on them, then discard all $ Seed, 20 damage. Unless all damage from this attack is ? Pinsir @ 0 ®& * R 

coin. If heads, prevent all damage done to Wartortle next ¢ _ Energy cards attached to those Pokémon. = prevented, you may remove 1 damage counter from ;  @@ lrongrip. 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, 

turn, @#@ Bite. 40 damage. : Pokémon Flute : xeggcute. = defending Pokémon is Paralyzed, @@ 4 Guillotine, 

Weedle @40 * @ ci Choose 1 Basic Pokémon card from your opponent's : Exegqutor @ 0 #® See: 50 damage. 

@ Polson Sting, 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, ? _ dscard ple and put it ento his Bench Stage 1. Evolves from Exeggcute @® Teleport. Switch ? Primeape @ 1 @ 

defending Pokémon Is Poisoned. : Pokémon Trader xeggutor with 1 of your Benched Pokémon. Big : Stage 1. Evolves from Mankey, eM Fury Swipes, Flip 

Zapdos % 9  @ @awawe y | Trade 1 of the basic Pokémon or Evolution cards in you gsplosion, Flip a number of coins equal to the number ? three opins, Does 20 damage times the number of heads 
%&®® Thunder, 60 damage. Flip a coin. If talls, $ and for 1 of the basic Pokémon or Evolution cards from of energy cards attached to Exeggutor. Does 20 damage : 44 Tantrum. 50 damage. Flip a coin. If tails, 

Zapdos takes 30 damage. %% @ Thunderbolt. 100 : Joly deck, Show both cards to your opponent. times the number of heads. $ _Primeape is Confused. 

damage, Discard all Energy cards attached to Zandos,  : Potion ; Ct Fearow * 0% @ + Rapidash ® 1 @ 
¢ _ Remove 2.damage counters from 1 of your Pokémon, Stage 1. Evalves from Spearow, # S*<% Agility, 20 3 Stage 1, Evolves from Ponyta, Stomp. 20 damage. 

BASIC SET TRAINERS : Professor Oak : U damage, Flip a coin, If heads, prevent all effects of ? Flip a coin, If heads, does 10 more damage, aie 

Bill : Discard your hand, then draw 7 cards attacks, including damage, done to Fearow next turn, :  Aglity. 30 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, prevent al effects 
Draw 2 cards, : Revive U HS ® Drill Peck. 40 damage. ? of attacks, including damage, done to Rapidash next tur. 

Clefairy Doll R ; ut 1 basic Pokémon card from your discard pile ont * 1 @ % RH? Rhydon @$0 e¢ % eee 

Play Doll as if it were a basic Pokémon, While in play, : Your bench. Put damage counters on that. Pokemon equal . Evolves from Eevee, Quick Attack. 10 £ Stage 1, Evolves from Rhyhorn. lorn Attack, 30 

Doll counts as a Pokémon. It has no attacks, can't retreat, £ to half its Hit Points (round down) i eads, does 20 more damage. : lamage. @@e@@ Ram, 50 damage. Rhydon takes 20 

and-can't be Asleep, Confused, Paralyzed, or Poisoned, fit : Scoop Up r R Z wer. 60 damage. Discard 1 Fire $ damage. Opponent rust switch 1 of his benched Pokémon 

is Knocked Out, it doesn't count as a Knocked Out : foose 1 of your Pokémon and return its basic Pokémo Energy attached to Flareon to use this attack, ? with his active Pokémon after damage is dealt 

Pokémon. At any time during your turn before your attack, $ card to your hand. loom 6 0 # € } Rhyhorn @® 1 &@€# ##¢ 

you may discard Doll + Super Energy Removal é R Stage 1. Evolves from Oddish  Poisonpowder. Defending :  @® Leer. Flip a ooin, If heads, defending Pokémon can't 

Computer Search i iscard 1 Energy card attached to 1 of your Pokéman t Pokémon is Poisoned, #4 Foul Odor. 20 damage, Both ; attack Rhyhorn next turn, a Horn Attack. 30 

Discard 2 cards fom your hand to search your deck for ? choose 1 of your opponent's Pokémon and dscard up to the defending Pokémon and Gloom are Confused. damage 

any card and put it Into your hand, : Energy cards attached to it. Goldeen @0@ C= Scyther ene*¢ RI 

Defender ; Super Potion yi @ Hom Attack. 10 damage $ — @ Sword Dance, Next turn, Scyther's Slash attack's 

Attach Defender to 1 of your Pokémon. At the end of your $ jscard 1 Energy card attached to 1 of your Pokémon to : Jigglypuff * 60 C damage is 60 instead of 30, ‘## Slash, 30 damage, 

opponent's next turn, discard Defender. Damage done to : . Temove up to 4 damage counters from that Pokémon. ® Lullaby, Defending Pokémon is Asleep. Pound. } Seaking @n 4 » 

that Pokémon by attacks is reduced by 20. ; Switch fi iS 20 damage. Stage 1, Evolves from Goldeen. @ Horn Attack. 10 
Devolution Spray : Switch 1 of your Benched Pokémon with your Active one lolteon 0 & ® RHE famage, @ 3 Waterfall. 30 damage 

Choose 1 of your own Pokémon in and a Stage of ¢ ca Stage 1. Evolves from Eevee. 4% Quick Attack 10 ? Snorlax & 0 & @ eee} 

Evolution. Discard all Evolution cards of that Stage or £ JUNGLE POKEMON damage. Flip a coin. If heads, does 20 more damage. $ — Pokémon Power: Thick Skinned. Snorlax, can’t become 

higher attached to that Pokémon, That Pokémon is no : Bellsprout 0 % ® 0 %% ® Pin Missile Flip 4 coins. Does 20 damage times : — Asleep, Confused, Paralyzed, or Poisoned, Ge a ae 

longer Asleep, Confused, Paralyzed or Poisoned, } © Vinewip, 10 damage. @ Call or Famiy. Search you : the number of heads, i Body Slam. 30 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending 
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Pokémon is paralyzed. 

Spearow 
@® Peck, 10 damage. 2% Mirror Move. lf Spearo\ 
was attacked last 
defending Pokémon, 

Tauros 
% ® Stomp. 20 damage, Flip a coin, If heads, does 
more damage, ‘#2 Rampage. 20 damage. Does 
more damage for 
coin. tall 

Vaporean 
Stage 1 
damage. 
See 

volves 

Water 
for each Water Ener 

his attack, to pay for 

Venomoth 
Stage 1. Evolves 

change the type 
Pokémon 
owder. 
‘okemon is 

Venonat 
® Stun § 
lefending 

damage. 
Venonat e 
‘okémon. 

Victreebel 
Stage 2. 
opponent's 

okémon. 
lefending 

Vileplume 
Stage 2. 

Poiso 

‘volves 

oe 

heads, 

amage times 

Confused. 
Weepinbell 

Stage 1. Evolves 

Wigglytuff 
Stage 1. Evolves 

oes 10 mare 
Pokémon. 

is, Tauros is confused. 

lip a, coin. If heads, 

nce during your 

in play other than Co 
damage. Fl 

ore. Does 1 
Pokémon 

Remove 
ual to the 

enched 

Pokémon can’t retreat next 

volves from Gl 
uring your turn (bel 

remove 1 
Pokémon, @@#@ Petal Dance. Flip 3 coins. 

lamage. Flip a coin. 
Poisoned, @@ Razor 

Pokémon is Asleep. a4 Do the Wave. 10 damage. 

*0 #@ C 

tum, do the final result of that attack 

*0 @®e &* 

each damage counter on Tauros. Flip 

@H # ® Ri 
from Eevee, #4 Quick Attack. 1 

oes 20 more dama 
Gun. 30 damage, Does 10 more damagi 

yy attached to Vaporean but not use 
up to 20 damage, 
en#@ RI 

from Venonat. Pokémon Power: Sh 
urn (before you attack), you mai 
Veriomoth to the type of any ot 

orless, @ 4 Veno} 
ip a coin, If heads, defendin 
Confused. 
0 * 
jamage. Flip a coin. If hea 

is paralyzed. @& Leech Life. 
a number of damage counters fra 

jamage done to the defendin 

of 

ned an 

e & ¢ 

@ 0 @ 
from Weepinbell, 

Pokémon and switch it with his acti 
Acid. 10 damage, Flip a coin. If hea 

turn. 

Se Ri 
ure, Choose 1 

en «# #® RI 
loom. Pokémon Power: Heal, Oni 
your attack), you may flip a coi 
lamage counter from 1 of yo 

Does 41 
lume 

ore 

the number of heads, Vile 

td] 
‘olsonpowder. 1 
ing Pokémon 

@ 1 # 
from Bellsprout. 

f heads, defen 
eaf. 30 damage. 

© 0 @ @ SR 
from Jigglypuff, 3 Lullaby. Defend 

damage for each of your Benche: 

JUNGLE TRAINERS 
Poké 

A 

opponent, then pul 

FOSSIL POKEMON 
@® 0 @ @ eH: 

Stage 1, Evolves from Mysterious Fossil. 
Aerodactyl 

Prehistoric Power, 

Pokémon 
lamage. Del 

Articuno 

eee 
efending 

50 damage. Flip a 
of your opponent 
lamage to each 0 

Cloyster 
Stage 
Flip a 

tails, 
Flip 2 

Ditto 
Pokémon Power: 

fending 

TeeZe 

Pokém 

his attack 
coins, Does 

{nclu 

POKE 

Wing Attack, 30 damage. 

. Evolves from Ekans. 
ip a coin. If heads, op 
ed Pokémon and switch | 

after damage is dealt, @@% Poison 

1, Evolves from Shellder, @@* Clamp. 30 ; 
fending Pokémon is Paralyzed. If : 

anon. § 

heads. : Hypno 
; Stage 1. Evolves from Drowzee, @ Prophecy, Look at up f 

coin, If heads, de 

it were the same car 
ing type, Hit Points, Weakness, and so on, exce 

C 
ip a coin. f heads, you may search your deck for any 

Basic Pokémon or Evolution card, Show that card to your : 
it it into your hand, 

Pokémon Power: 
No more Evolution cards can be played. 

ee | 
etror Strike, 1 

en « 
@ 
jonent 

Pokémon is-Poisone 
® 70 @ £2 

ry, 30 damage. Flip a coin. | 

on Is Paralyzed, eae @ Bll 
coin, If heads, dées 10 damage to eacl 

's benched Pokémon. If tails, 
your benched Pokémon. 

@ 0 @ ee 

oes no damage. @ea@# Spike 
30 damage times the number of 
* 0 @@ @R 

ransform. If Ditto is active, trea 
as the defending Pokémon, 

must choose 1 of i 
with his active Haunter 

ang. 2 H 

heads, ¢ 
izzard, ¢ 

lamage, : 

Itas if : 

eS TYPE HP WK RES RET CR NAME TYPE HP WK RES REF CR NAME TYPE HP WK RES RET CR 

Ditto can't evolve, always has this power, and you may = damage, Does 10 damage to 1 Pokémon of opponent's Spike Cannon. Flip 2 coins. Does 30 damage times the 
treat any Energy attached to-Ditto as Energy of any type. 5 bench. i number of heads, 

Dragonite ® 10 @® © RH : Kabuto @ 0 @ #@ C : Psyduck @ i # * ¢ 
Stage 2. Evolves from Dragonair, Pokémon Power: Step In, : Stage’1. Evolves from Mysterious Fossil. Pokémon Power: : ® Headache, Your opponent can’t play Trainer cards nex 
Once during your turn (before your attack), you may : Kabuto Armor. Whenever an attack does damage to : turn. @ Fury Swipes. Flip 3 coins. Does 10 damage 

switch Dragonite with your active Pokémon, ae @e ae : Kabuto, that attack only does half the damage to Kabuto = times the number of heads. 
Slam. Flip 2 coins, Does 40 damage times the number of 5 (round down). @ Scratch. 10 damage. i Raichu * 0 @ ® RH 

heads. : Kabutops @n @ ® RH : Stage 1, Evolves from Pikachu, eae Bigashock. 3 
Ekans en @ * = Stage 2 Evolves from Kabuto, @@ Sharp Sickle. 30 : damage. Choose up to 3 of your opponent's benche 

® Spit Poison. Flip a coin. If heads, defending Pokémon : damage. @@@@ Absorb. 40 damage, Remove a : Pokémon and do 10 damage to each of them. 
is Poisoned, @ Whip. 20 damage. Flip a coin. If : number of damage counters from Kabutops equal to half : Sandslash @n¢%* € 
heads, defending Pokémon is Poisoned. : the damage done to defending Pokémon rounded down. = Stage 1, Evolves from Sandshrew. 3 Slash. 21 

Gastly @ 00 t ? Kargo @ 0 @ * : damage, @@ @@ Fury Swipes, Flip 3 coins. Does 20 
@ Lick. 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending : Stage 1. Evolves from Krabby, @ Fail. Does 10 damage : damage times the number of heads, 
Pokémon is Paralyzed. 4% Energy Conversion. Put up : times the number of damage counters an Kingler.  Seadra @ i # * 
to 2 Energy catds from your discard pile Into your hand. i @@* Crabhammer, 40 damage. : Stage 1, Evolves from Horsea. @ 8 Water Gun. 2 
Gastly takes 10 damage. : Kingler @ 0 * See damage. Does 10 more damage for each Water Energy 

Gengar © @® # Ri f ® Call for Family, Search your deck for a Krabby and put : attached to Oamnyte but not used to pay for this attack's 

Stage 2, Evolves from Haunter, Pokémon Power: Curse. : it onto your bench, @# lrongrip. 20 damage. : Energy cost. Energy after the 2nd doesn’t count, aaa ae 
nce during your turn (before your attack), you may move : Krabby #@ i # ee 0 : Agility, 20 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, prevent all effects 

1 damage counter from 1 of your opponent's Pokémon to :  @ Call for Family. Search your deck for a Krabby and put : of attacks, including damage, done to Seadra next turn. 
another. @@@® Dark Mind, 30 damage. Also does 10 ? it onto your bench, @ Irongrip. 20 damage, : Shellder @ 0 ¢ * ¢ 

amage to one Pokémon on opponents bench. : Lapras @0 SRY = — S Supersonic, Flip a coin. f heads, defending Pokémon 
Geodude en @ * ¢C i @ Water Gun. 10 damage. Does 10 more damage for : is Confused. @ Hide in Shell, Flip a coin, If heads, 

46 Stone Barrage. Flip'a coin until you get tails. Does : each Water Energy attached to Lapras but not used to pay = prevent all damage done to Shellder next turn 
O damage times the number of heads. 3 for this attack’s Energy cost: Energy after the 2nd doesn't : Slowbro @ 0. ® ® 

Golbat 2h @ @ : count. @@ 10 damage. Confuse Ray. Flip’ a coin, If : Stage 1. Evolves from Slowpoke, Pokémon Power: Strange 
Stage 1, Evolves from Zubat, 23 Wing Attack. 30 eads,defending Pokémon is Confused. Behavior. As often as you IIke during your turn (before 
jamage, @@#® Leech Life. 20 damage, Remove a ; Magmar * 10 @ = : your attack), you may move 1 damage counter from one 

fumber of damage counters from Golbat equal to the : @ Smokescreen. 10 damage. If defending Pokémon tries + of your Pokémon to Slowbro as long as you don't Knock 
lamage done to defending Pokémon. : 0 attack next turn, opponent flips a coin. If tails, this = Out Slowbro. @@® Psyshock. 20 damage, Flip a coin. If 

Golduck @ i) # * : attack does nothing, #44 Smog. 20 damage. Flip a coin, : heads, defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. 
Stage 1, Evolves from Psyduck. @ Psyshock. 10 damage. ; If heads, defending Pokémon is Poisoned, i Slowpoke 2 i ® * ¢ 

Flip a coin, If heads, defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. : Magneton ® 1 & «RH ® Spacing Out, Flip a coin. If heads, remove a damage 
@@* Hyper Beam. 20 damage. If defending Pokémon 3 Stage 1. Evolves from Magnemite. @% Sonicboom, 20 counter from Slowpoke. # @ Scavenge. Discard 1 
has any Energy cards attached to it, discard 1 of them, : damage, Don't apply Weakness and Resistance for this E Psychic Energy attached to Slowpoke to use this attack. 

Golem \ @ 0 & eee! : attack. #® Selfdestruct. 100 damage. Does 20 : Put a Trainer card from your discard pile into your hand. 
Stage 2. Evolves from Graveler. @b@b@B4@ Avalanche. 60 : damage to each Pokémon on each player's bench, : Tentacool @ 0 @ C 
jamage, @@P@B@P Sclfdestruct. 100 damage. Does 20 : Magneton takes 100 damage. : Pokémon Power: Cowardice. At any time during your turn 
famage to each Pokémon on each player's bench. Golem ? Mew 2 ® = i (before your attack), you may return Tentacool to your 

takes 100 damage, = @ Psycho Wave. Does 10 damage times the number : hand, discarding all attached cards. This power can't be 
Graveler ® 0 @ #@® U : of Energy cords attached fo the defending Pokémon. : used the tum you put Tentacool into play. @ Acid. 10 

Stage 1. Evolves from Geodude, @®@® Harden, Whenever ?  @#a@ Degenerate Beam. Choose any evolved Pokémon : damage 
30 of less damage js done to Graveler next turn, prevent in play ond shuffle it back into its owner's deck. : Tentacruel & 0 @ 
it @@* Rock Throw. 40 damage. : Moltres * 70 @ RH : Stage 1, Evolves from Tentacool @ Supersonic. Flip a 

Grimer @ i « @ 0 : — @ Wildfire, Discard any number of Fire Energy cards  ——ooin. If heads, defending Pokémon is Confused, @a@ 
® Nasty Gas, 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending attached to Moltres. Opponent discards that many cards : Jellyfish Sting. 10 damage. Defending Pokémon is 

Pokémon is Paralyzed. @ Minimize, All damage done to: from the top of his deck, @@@i@ Dive Bomb. 80: Poisoned. 
: Weezing @ 0 ® * 

Stage 1. Evolves from Koffing. 4 Smog. 20 damage. 
Flip 4 coin. If heads, defending Pokémon \s Poisoned. 

@G* Selfdestruct. 60 damage. Does 10 damage to 
s each Pokémon on each player's bench, Weezing takes 60 

i Jt = We damage, 

think we might have just dis- == Zardos_— @ 0 © SR 
covered the most powerful Be ote hunderstorm, 40 damage, For each of your 

opponent's benched Pokémon, flip a coln. If heads, this 

pokemon in the game. The vend- attack does 20 damage to that Pokémon. Then, Zapdos 

ing machine Kangaskhan 75 2 —;_—_takes 10 damage times the number of tall, 

hasic poke with 60 hit points = Zubat sunt ° 49 : . a an 
regular = upersonic, Flip a coin. If heads, defending 

and a 20-point attack. : Pokémon is Confused, 3% Leech Life. 10 damage. 
Nothing to sneeze at. eat But his. Remove a number of damage counters from Zubat equal 
taildrop attack deals an unbe- to the damage done to the defending Pokémon. 

Gengar next turn is reduced by 20, 
® 00 

Stage 1. Evolves from Gastly. 
Transparency. Whenever an attack does anything 

Haunter, flip a coin. If heads, prevent all effects of t 
attack, including damage, done to Haunter. @ H 

Nightmare. 10 damage, Defending Pokémon is As! 

 Hitmonlee 
oes 10 : 

@Huo @ 
@@ Stetch Kick, Does 20 damage to one Pokémon on: 

= opponent's bench, @@B@® High Jump Kick. 60 damage. : 
: Horsea 

® Smokescreen. 10 damage. If the defending 
tries to attack next turn, your opponent flips a coin. If tails, : 

@ 0 * 

that attack does nothing, 

2 0 @ 

to 3 cards from the top of either 

@ @ Ri 
Pokémon Power: : 

to: 
lat : 

leep. 
Ri 

© Rl 

player's deck and 3 

rearrange them in any order, @@@® Dark Mind. 30 § 

KEY 

okémon : 

lievable 80 damage for only 
three colorless energy! Sure, it 
fails if two coin flips come up 
tails, hut the odds are way in 
your favor. 

damage. Flip a coin. If tails, this attac! 

@7n * 
Stage 1. Evolves from Grimer. 

does nothing. 

Se R, 
‘akémon Power: Toxic G 

FOSSIL TRAINERS 
nergy Search C 

Search your deck for a basic Energy card and: put it into 

your hand, 
Gambler C 

Shuffle your hand into your deck and flip a coin. If heads, 
draw 8 cards. If talls, draw 1 card 

Mr. Fuji. U 
Choose a Pokémon on your bench and shuffle it and any 
cards attached to it into your deck. 

Mysterious Fossil C 
as, Play Fossil as if it were a basic Pokémon. While in play, 

Ignore all Pokémon powers other than Toxic Gas, @@ea@® Fossil counts as a Pokémon with 10 Hit Points instead af 
Sludge. 30 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, defendin a Trainer, Fossil has no attacks, can't retreat, and can't be 
Pokémon is Poisoned. Asleep, Confused, Paralyzed or Poisoned. If Fossil is - 

; @ ® ® ¢ Knocked Out, discard it, but it doesn’t count as a Knocked 
Stage 1. Evolves from Mysterious Fossil. Pokémon Power ut Pokémon, At any time during your turn before your 

Clairvoyance, Your opponent plays with his hand face up. attack, you may discard Fossil from play. 

@® Water Gun. 10 damage. Does 10 more damage for : Recycle C 
each Water Energy attached to Oamnyte but not used Flip a coin, If heads, put a card | your discard pile on top 

pay for this attack's Energy cost. Energy after the 2n of your deck. 

doesn't count. 
: Omastar @#ne * TEAM ROCKET POKEMON 

Stage 2, Evolves from Omanyte. # Water Gun, 20 : Abra e 0 @ * 0C 
damage. Does 10 more damage for each Water Energ) ® Disappear, Remove all damage counters and discard 
attached to Oamnyte but not used to pay for this attack’ all cards attached to Abra: Then return this card to your 

Energy cost. Energy after the 2nd doesn't count, @@ deck and shuffle. @ Psychic Power. 10 damage. Hip a 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE H=HOLOFOIL F=FIXED 

® COLORLESS @FIGHTING @FIRE @GRASS #LIGHTNING @ PSYCHIC @WATER 

CR 
HP 

Card Rarity 
Hit Points 

RES Resistance 
RET Retreat 

TYPE Energy Type 
WK Weakness 



NAME “TWPE.HP WK RES RET CA 
coin. If heads, defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. 

“Bad” Alakazam @ «60 @ Oe tH 
Stage 2. Evolves from Kadabra. #46 Teleport Blas 

30 damage. You may choose 1 of your benched Pokémo 
and switch it with Alakazam after damage is deal : 
@@@® Mindshock. 40 damage (weakness and § 

resistance do not apply). 
“Bad” Arbok @ 

Stage 1. Evolves 
damage to 1 Pokémon on o 
Pokémon cannot use any powers next turn, Gea 
Poison Spray. 10 damage. Defending Pokémon. i 
Poisoned. Does 10 damage to all of your opponent's 

benched Pokémon. 
“Bad” Blastoise 

Stage 2. Evolves 

#1 * ee 
rom Wartortle. @4 Hydro-Cannon. 30 

damage. Does 20 more damage for each Water Ener 
attached to Blastoise not used to pay for this attack, up 
40 damage. @ @ & Rocket Tackle. 40 damage. 
lastoise takes 10 damage. heads, 

all damage dealt to Blastoise next turn. 
“Bad” Charizard * 

Stage 2. Evolves from Charmeleon.4* Fingernail 
damage, @@® Continuous Fireball, Flip a coin 
ire Energy card attached to Charizard. Does 4 

times the number of heads. Diseard one Fire Ener 

for each heads, 
“Bad” Charmeleon @ § 

Stage 1. Evolves from Charman 
damage, @@@ Fireball. 71 
his attack does nothing. If heat 
card attached to Chameleon. 

“Bad” Dragonair = ® «6 & 
Stage 1. Evolves from Dratini, Pokémon Power: 
ight. You may use this power once during your turn, 

Search your deck for an Evolution card, show it to your 
opponent and add it to your hand, 4% Tail Poke, 20 
damage, Flip a coin. If heads, does 20 more damage. 

“Bad” Dragonite ®& 7 @ #@ 4H 
Stage 2. Evolves from Dragonair, Pokémon Power: Calling 
for Friends. You may only use this power when Dragonite 
comes into play, Search your deck for up to two Basic 

Pokémon and put them on your Bench. & @ a &# 
Giant Tail, 70 damage, Flip a coin, If tails, this attack does 
nothing, 

“Bad” Dugtio = @ 0 OH OHS HH 
Stage 1. Evolves from Diglett. Pokémon Power: Pitfall. 
When your opponent's active Pokémon retreats, your 

opponent must flip a coin. If tails, do 20 damage to the 
retreating Pokémon. @@® Push Off. 20 damage. 
Opponent must flip a coin. If tails, does 20 more damage. 

“Bad” Electrode * 0 @ 
Stage 1. Evolves from Voltorb, ** Roll 

lamage. @ Energy Bomb. 30 damage. 

Cards attached to this Electro 
jenched Pokémon however you like. (| 

Benched Pokémon, then discard all the Energy Cards.) 
“Bad” Flareon #0 ¢ e U 

Stage 1. Evolves from Eevee, 2 Rage, 10 damage. Does 
0 more damage times the number of damage counters 

attached on Flareon, @%% Fire-Play. 30 damage. Flip a 
coin, If heads, does 20 more damage and discard one Fire 
nergy card attached to Flareon. 

“Bad” Gloom @ 0 ¢ ee 
Stage 1. Evolves from Oddish. Pokémon Power: Stinky 

allen. You may use this power once during your turn, Flip 

a coif, If heads, defending Pokémon |s Confused. If tails, 
your active Pokémon js Confused. @@ Foul Gas. 10 
famage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending Pokémon is 

oisoned; if tails, it is Confused. 
“Bad” Golbat @ 0 # @ 

Stage 1. Evolves from Zubat Pokémon Power: Secret Bite, 
Can only:be used once, when card Is put into play. Does 
Q damage to any one Pokémon on opponent's bench. 
@@ Fluttering. Does 20 damage to 1 of opponent's 

ied Pokémon. ; 
“Bad” Golduck en * 

. Evolves from Psyduck. 4 Third Eye, Discard one 
ic Energy card attached to Golduck to 

raw three cards, a Super Psy, 50 damage. 
“Bad” Gyarados ®0e@@ #@ 

Stage 1. Evolves from Magikarp. Pokémon Power: 
eam. Use this power when Gyarados is Knocked Out by 

an opponent's Pokémon. Flip a coin. If heads, does 20 
damage times the number of Water Energy cards attached 
to Gyarados to the Pokémon that Knocked Out Gyarados. 

S@* Freeze Beam. 30 damage. Flip a coin, If heads, 
defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. 

“Bad” Hypno * ¢ 
Stage 1. Evolves from Drowzee, 
damage. 4 Bench Manipulation. 20 damage. Your 
opponent must flip'a number of coins equal to his 
of benched Pokémon. Does 20 damage times tl 

of tails. 
“Bad” Jolteon 

Stage 1. Evolves 

Ss 

Bee 
Flick. 

6 ee 
fer, SS Tail-Slap, 2 
famage, Flip a coin. 
is, discard one fire 

ee 

ee 
sycho-Punch, 20 

a 2 =I = = 

le number 

e 0 @ 
rom Eevee. @ Thun 

= 

er Flash, 20 

event: 

for each 
lamage 3 
yy card = 

volution £ 

® Ut 
ing Tackle. 10 ; 
Take all Energy + 

fe and attach them to your 3 
f you have no = 

rere cere ec reree ter 

: “Bad” Machoke 
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NAME TPE 4 WK RES RET CR 

jamage, ‘3 Thunder Attack, 30 damage, Flip a 
coin, If heads, defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. If tails, 

oltean takes 10 damage. 
“Bad” Kadabra eo © ee | 

Stage 1. Evolves from Abra. Pokémon Power: Barter 

iscard a card from your hand and draw a card, <i 
Mindshock, 30 damage (weakness and resistance do not 

apply). 
“Bad” Machamp ® 1 @ ee Y 

amage, @ @ @ % Yank Out. Return de ending : 

Pokémon and all attached cards to opponent's deck and ¢ 

shuffle. IF op 

power cannot be used, 
ee | 

uit. 20 § 
* 0 # 

Stage 1. Evolves from Machop. #4 Drag 
amage, Before damage is dealt, switch de 

‘ 

“Bad” Wartortle © 60 * 

System. You may use this power once during your turn, : 

Stage 2. Evolves from Machoke, #4 Megaton Punch, 30 i 

ending : H 

jonent has no Pokémon on his bench, this ¢ i 

Pokémon with 1 of opponent's benched Pokémon. ; grata 

NAME TVPE HP WK HES 9 RET CR 

Stage 1, 
lamage. 

“Bad” Weezing 20 # @ 4 
Stage 1. Evolves from Koffing. @ Everyone Explodes. 

joes 20 damage times the number of Koffing, Weezing 
and Bad Weezing Pokémon in play. Also does 20 damage 

@@S Numbing Gas, 20 damage, Flip a coin. If heads, 

defending Pokémon is Poisoned. If tails, defending 

okémon is Paralyzed, 
Charmander #0 @ * 0 

Pokémon Power: Fire-Taking, You may use this powel 

once per turn. Discard one Fire Energy card attached to 1 
of your Pokémon and attach It to this Charmander. @ 
Flare, 20 damage. 

| piglet ® 0 @ # C 
@ Tunnel. Does 10 damage one Pokémon on opponent's 
ench. @% Claw. 20 damage. 

® 40 @ # ¢C 

Weakness 
ga resistance play a big part 
in the Pokémon game, but not 
so with the new Mr. Mime— 
his neutral damage pokemon 

_ power completely removes all 
weaknesses and resistances 
effects as long as Mime is on 
your bench. Now, you can play 

_ your favorite sin- 
gle-colored decks—without 
fear of heing stomped by their 
enemy colors. 

Psyduck 

volves from Squirtle, #4 Shell-Attack. 20 : 

0 each Koffing, Weezing and Bad Weezing in play. ¢ 

NAME “TVPE WP WK RES RET Gh 

®@ Dizzy, Draw a card. #% Watergun. 20 damage. 
joes 10 more damage for each Water Energy attached to 

'syduck but not used to pay for this attack, up to 20 

lamage. 
& @ & 

‘okémon Power: Mischief-Making. You may use this 
ower once during your turn. Select one of your prize 

cards and exchange it with the card on the top of your 
eck. @ Lighting Discharge. 10 damage. Flip a coin. If 

eads, does 10 more damage. 
lowpoke * i) # * 
® Sunbathe. Search your deck for a Double Colorless 

nergy card and attach it to Slowpoke, #% Headbutt, 10 

lamage. 2 
+ Squirtle. & 0 @& * ¢ 

i 9% Sholl-Attack. 20 damage. - 
oltorh * 0 @- & 

# Speedball. 20 damage. 

ubat @0) *# @ C 
: ® Hit 10 damage. @ Bite 20 damage. 

TEAM ROCKET TRAINERS 
‘ake Okido’s Revenge 

Discard a card from your hand to force opponent to return 
all cards in his hand to his deck and shuffle. Opponent 

E 

| ¢ Rocket Girl 

+ Nighttime Garbage Collection 

then draws four cards. 
Heeere’s the Rocket Patrol! UR 

Reveal all prize cards on both players’ sides. Keep the 

cards visible until the games is over, 

Select up to three Pokémon, Evol 

(except for special Energy cards) 
and shuffle them into your deck. 

lution, or Energy cards 
from your discard pile 

Look at your opponent's hand, If there are’ any Trainer 
cards there, choose one and have your opponent shuffle it 

into his deck, 
£ Sleep! Sleep! C 
+ Flip a coin, If heads, defending Pokémon is Asleep, 

$ Spread the Sticky Gas C 
Until the end of your opponent's next turn, no Pokémon 
can use its Pokémon Power, and continuous effects go 

away as well 
; he Battle Zone is Cratered! C 

: Both players take turns flipping a coin, The first player to 
@@*S Knock Flying, 30 damage. Opponent must switch : #4 Wrap. 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, defendin flip tails must do 10 damage to his active Pokémon. You 

one of his benched Pokémon with the defending Pokémon ; Pokémon is Paralyzed, ‘ i flip first, 

after damage is dealt. : Drowzee #0 * # ( +The Boss’ Way U 

“Bad” Magneton = 60 @ #e Pokémon Power: Remote Hypnosis. You may use this ¢ Search your deck for an "Bad" Evolution card and add it to 

Stage 1. Evolves from Magnemite, 4 Sonic Boom. 20 power once per turn. Flip a coin. If heads, defending ? . your hand. 
lamage (weakness and resistance do not apply). @% : Pokémon Asleep; If tails, your active Pokemon is Asleep. + Throwing Down the Gauntlet: The Challenge!  U 
Magnetic Lines, 30 damage. Move one Basic Energy Card ; #® \\ightmare. 10 damage. Defending Pokémon is i Ask your opponent if he will accept your challenge. If he 

rom the defending ‘Pokémon to 1 of opponent's benched 3 Asleep. ? does not accept, you may draw two cards, If he accepts, 
akémon. : Eevee @ 4 @ @ & C | each player may search his deck for any number of basic 

* “Bad” Muk eno # ee i  @ Bodyslam. 10 damage. @% Smokescreen, 10 : ‘okémon and put them face-down on his bench. Then 

Stage 1. Evolves from Grimer. Pokémon Power: Sticky i damage. If defending Pokémon tries to attack next turn, ? reveal all basic Pokémon. 
iquid. Your opponent's active Pokémon must discard two ? — opponent must flip a coin. If tals, the attack does nothing, : 

nergy cards in order to retreat. @4@ Sludge-Punch. 20 ; Ekans 60 @ ® 0; TEAM ROCK i tasteng 
damage. Defending Pokémon is Poisoned. £  @ Bite. 10 damage. @@ Poison Fangs. 20 damage. + Fix Anything Combination Energy C 

“Bad” Persian * 0 & « C = — Flip acoin, If heads, defending Pokémon is Poisoned. H reat this card as a single Colorless Energy card. When 

Stage 1. Evolves from Meowth. Temptation. Flip a coin. B Grimer e40 ¢ e ¢ i you play this card from your hand cure the attached 
f heads, switch the defending Pokémon with 1 of : © @ Poison Gas. Defending Pokémon is Poisoned. @@p ‘okemn from being Poisoned, Asleep, Paralyzed, or 

opponent's benched Pokémon, #°# Poison Claws. 10 iE Sticky. 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, does 20 more 5 confused. 
damage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending Pokémon is = lamage and defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. + Rainbow Energy H 
aisoned. 2 Koffing 60 @ * 2 Treat this card as a single Eneray card of any color. When 

“Bad” Primeape @ i # * : Bodyslam. 10 damage. @ Poison Gas, 20 damage. lay this card, it does 10 damage to the attached 
Stage 1. Evolves from Mankey. Pokémon Power: Violence, § Flip a coin. If heads, defending Pokémon is Poisoned. = Pokémon, 
When Primeape is Confused, its Rage attack does 30 : Machop ® 0 # ® C0 2 Wound Healing Combination Energy C 
additional damage, 4B Rage. 40 damage. Primeape is ;  @%® Puncl ge. eH Kick. 30 damage, = eat this card as a single Colorless Energy card. When 

confused. : : Magikarp e * = you play this card, you may remove 1 damage counter 

“Bad” Rapidash #on ¢ $ Jump Around. 10 damage. 44 Swimming : from the attached Pokémon, 
Stage 1. Evolves from Ponyta, @% Back-Kick, 20 H stream. Search your deck for an Evolution of Magikarp 2 
famage, @@® Column of Fire, 30 damage. You may ¢ and attach it to Magikarp, : 
iscard one Fire Energy attached to Rapidash to do 10 : Magnemite * 0 @ & H 

lamage to 1 of opponent's benched Pokémon. =  @® Bodyslam, 20 damage, ## Linear Magnetic : Brock’s s Diglett @0e8 #0 

“Bad” Raticate en @e¢ *# ¢ : Force. 10 damage. Does 10 more damage for each ; ® Sneak Attack, 20 damage. Flip a coin. If tals, this 

Stage 1. Evolves from Rattata. <e Gnaw. 20 damage, < Magnemite, Magneton and Bad Magneton on your bench. attack doos nothing, 4 Mini-Earthquake, 40 daa " 

#%® Killer Buckteeth. 50 damage. Flip a coin, If tals H Mankey * 0 # ; o i Does 10 damage to each of your benched Pokémon, - 

is attack does nothing. @ Mischief, Shuffle your opponent's deck, @% Anger. ¢ ; Brock’s Geodule @ 40 @ « 

“Bad” Slowbro *¢#n ¢ ee 5 20 damage, Flip a coin. If heads, does 20 more, damage. @ Call for Help. Flip a coin, If heads, you may search 

Stage 1. Evolves fram Slowpoke. Pokémon Power. Pull Up. ; Meowth 2) @@ & ¢ i your deck for any basic Brock’s Pokémon and put it on 

se this power only when Slowbro comes into play, Select  @% Gold Coin Toss. Flip a coin, If heads, does 20 = your bench, 4 Spiral Shot, 20 damage (resistance 

up to two Pokémon or Evolved cards from your discar : damage to 1 of opponent's benched Pokémon. i toes not apaly). : 

ile and add them to your hand, 4 Whimsical Attack. - Oddish @ i # * C {Brock’sGeodude @ 50 @ * 

40 damage. Flip a coin. Iftals, this attack does nothing. {  @ Sleeping Powder. Defending Pokémon is Asleep. @ ; @ Throw Stones, Flip three colns. Does 10 damage times 

“Bad” Vaporeon * 0 * : Poison Powder. Defending ‘okémon is Poisoned. < — the'rumber of heads, 

Stage 1. Evolves from Eevee, 4 Bite, 30 damage, : Ponyta * 0 @ € ¢ = Brock’s Golhat @nee # 

@@* Sea Swirl 20 damage. Select one Energy car ; @®* Spark, 30 damage. Discard one Fire Energy card i Stage 1. Evolves from Zubat *# Speed Flight. 20 damage. 

attached to defending Pokémon and discard it. 7 __ attached to Ponyta to use this attack, { ae Revolving Flight. 10 damage. Does 10 damage 

“Bad” Vileplume §=89@ 6) @ @® Hi ¢ Porygon #0 @* © to all of opponent's benched Pokémon, 
Stage 2. Evolves from Gloom. Pokémon Power: Allergy 3 ® Texture 1. Change the weakness of defending : Brock’s Golem @0 6@ 88eRR 

Pollen, No player may use Trainer cards. @@®@ Swirling = Pokémon to any color except colorless. Tise effect ends ‘if H @S* Rockslide, 20 damage, Does 10 damage each to 

Petals. Flip three coins. Does 30 damage times the ; defending Pokémon retreat is. Psychic Lightbeam. # up to 3 of opponent's benched Pokémon, 4@ aba 

number of heads, If there are more than two heads, 3 20 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending Pokémon is B Crash Land, 50 damage. 

Vileplume is confused. = confused, “ E 1 " 
‘ ; ene oi Brock’s Graveler = 70 @ se | 
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® Flame. 20 damage. < @ Electric Discharge. 1 

damage. Flip a cain. If heat 

Brock’s Vulpix & 
® Stare. Defending Pokémon 
Fire. 20 damage. Does 
benched Pokémon. 

Brock’s Zubat s 
®@ Wing Slap. 10 dam 
damage, Flip a coin, If 
Poisoned. 

Erika’s Bellsprout =@ 
Pokemon Power: Nutrient 
power once during your 
Energy cards attached to 

ds, 
50 

loes 20 more 
@ 

is Asleep. @ 
0 damage to 1 of 

lamage, 

f Ring 

¢@ 
. BS Poison Fang. 
\s, defending Pokémon 

e = 
Absorption. You may use 
turn. Select y 

attach them to Bellsprout. @ Vine Growth. Does 
damage 1 of opponent's benched Pokémon, @ Vine-Hit. 10 damage, @@* Growing Vine, Does 20 

Erika’s Bellsprout @ 50 & & : a of opponent's benched Pokémon. : 
® Wimpy Tackle. 20 damage. Bellsprout takes : Erika's Victreebel @ 60 @ ee RR: 
damage, : Stage 2, Evolves from Weepinbell. Pokémon Power: : 

Erika’s Bulbasaur = @ 50 @ & : tagrant Trap. You may use this power once during your 2 
@ Sleepy Seeds. 10 damage. Defending Pokémon is : turn, Flip.a coin, If heads, switch defending Pokémon with : { 
Confused. @@ Errand. Flip a coin, If heads, you may = of opponent's benched Pokémon, @@@ Leafoutter, = 

search your deck for a Trainer card and add it to your : 50 damage. : 
hand, : Erika’s Vileplume @ 80 @ ee i: 

Erika’s Clefable @ 70 @ @ S#® H : Stage 2 Evolves from Gloom, Pokémon Power: Defensive : 
Stage 1, Evolves from Clefairy. @ Fairy Miracle, Flip a = Pollen, Whenever Vileplume receives damage, flip a coin. ts 
coin. If heads, select any number of your benched : ads, the Pokémon that dealt the damage is Confused. = 
Pokémon and return them and any attached cards to your i his power operates even if Vileplume is Asleep, Confused ? 

hand. 3% Moon Impact, 30 damage, : or Paralyzed, @@@ Megadrain. 30 damage. Remove a : 
Erika’s Clefairy i @#¢ # : number of damage counters from Vileplume equal to half = 

® Moon Power. Flip a.coin, If heads, search your deck = @ amount of damage this attack dealt (round down). : 

for an Evolution card that can be played on one of your ' Erika’s Weepinbell @ 60 #@ € 
Stage 1. Evolves from Bellsprout, @ Spit. 10 damage. Pokémon and immediately play that Evolution. Moon = 

opponent's 

this 
to two Grass 

okémon in your play area an 

U 
a 

C 
2 
is 

d 
0 
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Misty’s Goldeen 

KEY 
® COLORLESS @FIGHTING @FIRE @GRASS #LIGHTNING @PSYCHIC @ WATER 

Card Rarity 

Hit Points 

has the pleat to s 30 dam-_ 
age with a single colorless 
energy, andl its texture 2 power 
can alter its resistance to what- 
ever type it needs to play tough 
_against your opponent's active 
pokemon. Now, 

®@ Suicide Tackle. 40 damage. Ratticate takes 20 : 
damage. 

: Lt. Surge’s Rattata * 30 & @ C: 
# Power-Gather. Next turn, Electric Discharge does twice : 

Misty's Tentacool 
@* Crystal 
defending Pokémor 
tum. 

|} Misty’s Tentacruel 
Stage 1. Evolves 

In. Use only when 
Before damage is 

benched 
damage, 
Poisoned, 

® Cross-Counter. 
chan next turn, de 
to twice the amount 
50 damage, 

= Team Rocket's Maltres @ 6 
Pokémon Power: 
when Moltres is Knocked Out. 

eam. 20 damage. Flip 

okémon. 
lip a coin. If heads, defen 
f tails, it is Confused. 

Team Rocket's Hitmonchan @ 60 @ 

NAME TYPE HP WK HES REI CR NAME TYPE HP WK RES = AET CR NAME TPE HP WK RES RET CR 

U _ Kick. 20 damage. : @@ Lure and Dissolve. 20 damage. Switch defending } — @® Continuous Poke. Flip two coins. Does 10 damage 
0 Erika’s Dragonair ® f ® %@ Pokémon with 1 of opponent's benched Pokémon before : times the number of heads, #* Supersonic Waves. Flip a 

Stage 1. Evolves from Dratini.# Blizzard. 30 damage is dealt, ? coin, If heads, defending Pokémon is. Confused, 
damage. Fp a coin. W it heads, does 10 damage to all of ? Lt Surge’s Eevee = 40 @ ® U : Misty'sGolduck @ 70 @ * 

A your opponent's benched Pokémon; If tails, does \d ® Surprise. Look at a random card from opponent's $ Stage 1, Evolves from Psyduck @®% Extra Beam, 4 
mM damage to all of your benched Pokemi eee } deck, return it and shuffle. a Seratch. 20 damage. — damage, Flip a coin. If tals, discard all Energy cards 

> Takeaway. Dragonair and defending Pokémon and all : Lt Surge’s Electabuzz #® 70 @ @e 1 2 attached to Golduck. @ Super Destroy. Flip a coin. If 
attached cards are shuffled into their respective decks. # Flectric Charge. If there are any Lightning Energy : heads, discard one Energy card attached to the defending 

< NAME Tare emer cence ; Frika’s Dratini 2 © : d U = cards in your discard ile, select up to two of them and ? Pokémon and one Energy card that is attached to each 
Pokemon Power: Mysterious Barrier, Any time Dratinl = attach them to Electabuzz, @* Electric Discharge. Discard : Benched Pokémon. 

0 damage. @@@ Explode, 50 damage. Does 10 damage : , would take 20 or more damage from a Basic Pokémon, : aij Lightning Energy cards attached to Electabuzz. Flip : Misty's Gyarados =@ 100 @ @ @ee 
to all benched Pokémon. Graveler takes 50 damage. If 2 that damage is reduced to 10. 2 & Tail-Poke. 1 coins equal to the number of Energy cards you ju Stage 1, Evolves from Magikarp. Pokémon Power: 

there are any Stadium cards in play, discard them, ? damage. Flip a coin. I heads, does 20 more damage. isnarded, Does 30 damage times the number of heads. Resistance. Flip two coins. If both are tails, shuffle 
7 Brock’s Lickitung * 80 @ @ ee U : Erika’s Exeggcute @) @ * : Lt Surge’s Fearow * 70 e Gyarados and any attached cards into your deck, This 

@% Tongue-Slap. 20 damage, 4% Slam, Flip two ? — @ Reflector. Reduce by half all damage dealt to Stage 1. Evolves from Spearow, 4#%,Machine Gun Dril. ? power can be used even if Gyarados is Confused. 
coins, Does 30 damage times the number of heads. i Exeggcute next turn, @ Eggbomb, 40 damage. Flip a = Flip five coins, Does 10 damage times number of heads. : BOSS bycro-Crash, 70 damage. 

U Brock’s Mankey #0 @ ; coin. If tails, removes all damage done to defending i ®®® Grab, 30 damage. Defending Pokémon can't : Misty’s Horsea @40 2 
# Waste Time, Shuffle your deck, 48 Karate Chop. : ‘okémon and Exeggcute takes 20 damage. > retreat next turn, Body Slam, 10 damage. @@ Smokescreen, 20 

Does 40 damage minus 10 damage for each damage ; Erika’s Exeggutor @ 70 @  ## #9 U ! Ut Surge’sJolteon # 70 @ ® RE damage, If defending Pokémon attacks next turn, 
=< counter on Mankey. Stage 1. Evolves fram xeggoute. @ Psycho-Exchange. : %® High Frequency Wave, 20 damage. Flip a coin, If = opponent must flip a coin. If tails, the attack does nothing, 

Brock’s Ninetales @& 70 @ * : Shuffle your hand into your deck and draw five new cards. : ads; your opponent cannot play any Trainer cards next : Misty's Horsea e 0 ¢ 

Mm Stage 1. Evolves fom Vulpix. Pokémon Power: Transform. :  @a¥#® Stomp. 30 damage. Flip a coin, If heads, does: tyrn, G4 Raging Thunder. 30 damage, Does 10 : . MPM Ink Spray. 20 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, your 
UU You may use this power once during your turn. Select any ; 10 more damage, i ; $ more damage times the number of damage counters on ? opponent must flip a coin every time defending Pokémon 

Evolved card from your hand and attach it to this} Erika’s Gloom ®* 0 @ ® —U } Jotteon. Fp a coin f tll, Jalteon takes 30 damage. ©: attacks, If tals, the attack does nothing. This lasts untl 
(dp) Ninetales. During your turn, you may alsa remove the : Stage 1, Evolves from Oddish. @® Healing Pollen. Flip a = yp, Surge's Magnemite @ 30 @ 3 defending Pokémon retreats, 

attached Evolved card, discard it, and return to using this coin, If heads, remove four damage counters from Gloom. ? ge Destructive Electric Wave. 10 damage. Flip a coin, I: Misty’s Magikarp @ 30 @ * 
ae) card as Brock’s Ninetales. When Ninetales is Asleep, :  @@ Miracle Pollen. 30 damage, Flip a coin. If heads. ¢ heads, select one Energy card attached to defending : 4% Playing Dead, Fip a coin If heads, prevent al effects 
Cc Paralyzed, or Confused, this power cannot be used, and ; fending Pokémon becomes your choice of one of : okémon and discard it. @@ Confusion Wave. 20 : of attacks, including damage, done to Magikarp next turn. 

the card reverts back to being Brock’s Ninetales (any = Asleep, Confused, Paralyzed or Poisoned. : amage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending Pokémon is : ° @® Flip. 10 damage. 
— attached cards are discarded), @@ Will 0° Wisp. 30 ? Erika’s Jigglypuff © 5 @ @ # Ci Contused, > Misty’s Poliwag €n e a 

0 damage. _ _ ¢ Massive Recovery, Remove one damage counter from = Lt, Surge’s Magnemite % 40. @® @ 0 : @ Bubbles. 20 damage, Flip a coin. If tails, you cannot 
fgg Brock’s Onix ® @ ee C > each Pokémon in play on both sides, 4 Gentle Punch. : — @ Electroshack. 10 damage. Flip @ coin. If heads, ? use this attack next turn, 4 Forget. Choose one of 

® Growl. Flip a coin, if heads, defending Pokémon is? 40 damage, If defending Pokémon has any damage : defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. Bodyslam. 20: defending Pokémon's attacks. Your opponent cannot use 
Paralyzed, @@4@e# Rock-Drop. 30 damage. : counters on it already, the damage from this attack is: amage, = that attack next turn. 

Brock’s Primeape = @® 70 @ ® UE reduced by 30. 7 = Lt Surge’s Magneton 4% 70 @ H = Misty’s Poliwhirl = 70. @ ee 
Stage 1. Evolves from Mankey, Pokémon Power; Run: Erika’s Oddish @u @ % Cf Stage 1. Evolves from Magnemite, Pokémon Power: Energy : Stage 1. Evolves from Polywag. @*® Whirlpool of 
Away. When Primeape's.remaining Hit Points are 10, ;  @® Weird Powder. 10 damage, Flip @ coin. If heads. Charge, This power can only be used when Magneton is ? Destruction, 20 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, discard 1 
return this card to your hand, @@®@ Berserk. 60: defending Pokémon is Confused; I tall, itis Asleep, = your active Pokémon. Select number of Lightning Energy : Energy card attached to defending Pokémon, 3 46 4 
damage, Primeape takes 20 damage. If there are any : Erika’s Oddish @0 @ # = C = cards attached to any of your benched Pokémon and : Water Punch. 30 damage, Flip a number of coins equal to 
Stadium cards in play, discard them. :  @ Slight Inhale. 10 damage, Remove one damage = attach them to Magneton, #99 Megashock, 50 : the number of Water Energy cards attached to Poliwhirl, 

Brock’s Rhydon «= @ «80 @ & BRE H | counter from Oddish, GM Sometime Inhale. 20} Gamage. Flip a coin. If tall, Magneton takes 20 damage. : Does 10 more damage times the number of heads. 
Stage 1. Evolves from Rhyhorn. Pokémon Power: Bench : damage. Flig a coin. If heads, remove one damage counter : 4, Surge’s Pikachu 4% 40 @ .  C } Misty’s Psyduck en @ * C 

Guard. Each time one of your benched Pokémon would = from Odtdish. es :  @-® Electric Discharge. 10 damage. Flip a coin. If ? @ Psychic Ability: Flip three coins. f there is one heads, 
take damage, you may have Rhydon take 10 of that : Erika’s Paras 6 0 @ ® C= heads, does 20 more damage, draw a card. If there are two heads, does 20 damage to 
damage instead, @Wb% Lariat, 70 damage. Flip a : © Pinch, 10 damage, @@ Dangerous Spores. Flip a : Lt. Surge’s Raticate * 80 @ @ #® J : defending Pokémon, If there are three heads, copy 1 0 

coin. If tals, this attack does nothing. = cain, f heads, defending Pokémon is Poisoned and does : Stang 1, Evolves from Rattata, ® Power-Gather. Next defending Pokémon’s attacks, disregarding Energy 
Brock’s Rhyhorn = @ «70 «@ «® SC = — 16 damage to all your opponent's benched Pokémon turn, Rativate's Suicide Tackle does twice its normal ¢ requirements 

@®® DrillTackle, 70 damage. Flip two coins, If at least : Erika’s Tangela eo # ®® Cf damage (including double damage to Raticate as well). ? Misty’s Seadra @n # & 

é 4 eal a attack Mg i ‘ ae ak’ i : Stage 1. Evolves from Horsea. #@ Tail-Whip. 20 damage. 
rock’s Sandshrew ® : @®@® (nock-Out-Needle. 30 damage. Flip two coins. 

@© Sand Sholl, 20 damage, The defending Pokémon : PROMO POWE R both are heads, does 60 more can ; 
cannot retreat next turn. ms elit Misty's Seel 6 0 & * ¢ 

Brock’s Sandslash  @ 7 id : = ®@ \ceburn. 10 damage. Defending Pokémon cannot 

Stage 1, Evolves from Sandshrew, @®%' Speedster. 20 ; > Traitionally, retreat next turn, @ Mirage. 10 damage. If defending 
damage (weakness, resistance and Pokémon Powers and : Pang has heen the least pow- Pokémon attacks next turn, opponent must flip a coin, 
any other abilities do not apply). 8 Thorn Ball, 30 bia but the big tails, the attack does nothing. 
damage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending Pokémon is & : Misty’s Staryu @ 0 @ ® oc 
Poisoned. -@® Star Boomerang. 20 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, 

Brock’s Vulpix & 0 @ & C return Staryu and all cards attached to it to your hand. 
® 40 % * 

a coin. If heads, 

Nn cannot attach any Energy cards nex 

@ 1) @ 
from Tentacool. Pokémon Power: Rus! 

entacruel is the defending Pokémon. 
ealt, switch Tentacruel with 1 of your 

@S=* Jellyfish Poison. 
ing Pokémon is 

= 
If defending Pokémon damages Hitmon- 
fending Pokémon receives damage equal 
t that it dealt. 2% Magnum Punch, 

@ ee 
enix. This power can only be used 

Return Moltres from your 

its normal damage. #4 Electric Discharge. 10 damage. ; discard pile to your hand, @#e@ Wall of Flame. 40 
Flip a coin, If heads, does 20 more damage. F damage. If Mottres takes damage next turn, the attacking 

: Lt. Surge’s Spearow @ 30 * @ C: Pokémon takes 10 damage as well. 
® Drill-Beak, 20 damage E Team Rocket's Scyther @ 60 # @ # H 

+ Lt. Surge’s Voltorh # 40 @ &® CC: @ Shadow-Self. If Scyther receives damage next turn, 
4% Spinball. Flip a coin. Does 20 damage times the + : opponent must flip a coin, If tails, Scyther takes no 
number of heads. * Double Spin. Flip two coins. Does 20. : damage; if heads any damage counters Scyther receives 
damage times the number of heads. : 

Misty’s Dewgong =@ 80 Be |: 
oe 1, Evolves from Seel, @@ Ice Stone. 20 damage. = 
If defending Pokémon is a Fighting Pokémon, the damage : 
of this attack is doubled. 3% Charge. 60 damage. : 
Dewgong takes 20 damage, 

2 @ ec: 

ate discarded w en it retreats, @<% High Speed 

Soythe. 40 damage 

‘ock 
Remove one dama 

| GYM LEADERS #1 
# TRAINERS 

R 
ge counter from each of your Pokémon, 

C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE H=HOLOFOIL F=FIXED 

RES Resistance 

RET Retreat 

TYPE 
WK 

Energy Type 
Weakness 



NAME TVPE HP WK RES HET GR 

Brock’s Method of Raising U 
Search your deck, for a basic Brock’s Pokémon and add it 5 

to your hand. 

Brock’s Protection 
This Trainer can only be attached to a Brock’s Pokémon. : 
Energy cards attached to the Pokémon cannot et 

rainer cards. : discarded by opponent's attacks or by his 

This card remains in play until the Pokémon leaves play. 

Confusion Gym 
Stadium. Whenever either player plays a Trainer card = 

(other than a Stadium card), that player must flip-a coin, If : 
his opponent = 

can use it instead as long as it does not have to be 4 

tails, the played cannot use the Trainer, an 

attached to a Pokémon, 
Energy Circulation 

Choose any number of Basic Energy cards attached to ; f i 
+ Unremovable Gym Ri: 

Stadium, Neither player can play an Energy Removal or : 
Super Energy Removal card unless he first discards two ; 

PROMO POWER 

your Pokémon and return them to your hand. 

Erika 
You and your opponent may draw up to three cards. 

Erika’s Compassion Ra 
Remove two damage counters from each Pokémon in play, 

on both sides, 

Erika’s Maids 
Shuffle two cards from your hand into your deck to searc! 

your deck for two Erica's Pokémon and add them to you 

hand. 
Erika’s Perfume 

Look at your opopnent’s hand. You may choose an 
number of Basic Pokémon from his hand and put them o1 

his bench, as long as there is room, 

Graceful Attack R 
Attach Graceful Attack to your active Pok’émon. Wheneve 
that Pokémon damages defending Pokémon, you maj 
reduce the damage by any amount. If it is stil in play 
return Graceful Attack to your hand at end of opponent’ 

turn, 

Hanada City Gym 
Stadium. All Misty’s Pokémon cost one 

retreat, 

Kuchiba City Gym 
Stadium. Whenever either player's active Pokémon deal 

damage. to the defending Pokémon, that player may flip 

coin. If heads, the attack does 10 more damage. If tai 

the attacking Pokémon takes 10 damage. 

Lt. Surge 
Return your active Pokémon to your benel 

with a basic Pokémon from your hand. 
Lt. Surge’s Negotiations 

Your opponent chooses one: Either both you and yo 

opponent draw a card from your respective prize pile 

you draw a card from your deck. 
Lt. Surge’s Secret Plot 

Choose any card from your hand and place it on yo 

ench face-down, even if it is not a basie Pokémon, A 
ang as the card |s face-down, treat it as a basi 

‘okémon. You may flip it face-up whenever you wisi 
uring your turn, When you use its attack, Pokémoi 

power, have it evolve or treat or when it receives damagt 
or effects, you must flip the card face-up. If it is no 
asic Pokémon, discard all cards attached to it 

Make You Remember 
your active Pokémon is an Evolution, you may have 

use one of the attacks it had before it evolved this turn, 
Manners 

ay only when you 

your hand. Show your 

feck for any basic Pokémon and add it 

Misty 

lal 

ul 

less Energy 

and replace 

0 not have any basic Pokémon 

jand to your opponent, Search yo! 

fo your hand. 

‘okémon this turn. 
Misty’s Battle 

draws five cards. 
Misty's Pleading 

ook at any card in your prize pile 

choose: Either exchange 

of the cards in your hand or 

Misty's Rage 
ook at the top seven cards 

your hand and discard the rest, 

Mis’ 

raw a card from your deck. 

jiscard a card from your han 

Water Energy cards and add them to your hand. 

Nibi City Gym U' Blaine's Mankey = @ 40 @ ci 
Flip a coin. If heads, select Stadium. Damage done by Brock's Pokémon is not ; 

rom opponent's discard pile and place it on top : g affected by resistance. 
Resistance-Lowering Gym R : 

Pokémon is reduced by 20. ; Stadium. The resistance of al 
(For example, a resistance of 30 becomes 10.) 

cards from your own hand and draw that many cards. 
Tamamuchi City Gym Us 

Stadium. During either player's turn, the active player may = 

iscard two cards'to attach this card to have your Misty's £ 
‘akémon deal an additional 20 damage to the defending : 

: Blaine’s Doduo 

‘lay rock-paper-scissors with your opponent. The winner : 

returns all cards in his hand to his deck, shuffles and i Blaine’s Growlithe 

en have opponent ; 

e card you looked at with one $ Mian’ Kangasitat 

rom your deck. Put two into : Blaine’s Magar ® 60 ® 

i Fp a coin | ai ty’s Teardrop ci damage. Flip a coin. If heads, does 

to séarch your deck for two 

Spy Attack ui Blaine’s Moltres ® 0 

Look at your opponent's hand. Discard any number of : 

NAME TPE HP WK RES 

discard an Energy card attached to one of his Erica's 

Pokémon to cure that Pokémon from being Poisoned, 

Asleep, Paralyzed or Confused. 
? Team Rocket's Training Gym - Ra 

Stadium. The retreat cost of all Pokémon is increased by i 

one, : 
Team Rocket's Trap Hi 

Flip a coin, If heads, take three random cards from : 
opponent's hand without looking at them and shuffle them : 

into his deck. 

Tiny Gym C: 
Stadium, The maximum number of Pokémon either player : 

ench is now four, If either player has five : 

Pokémon on his bench, that player must return one of his i 

benched Pokémon and any cards attached to it to his : 

can have on his 

hand. 

cards from his hand. 

laine’s Arcanine 
Stage 1. Evolves from Growlithe. 

jamage. Arcanine takes 10 damage. BHHe 12) 

amage. Firestorm. Discard three Fire Eneray cards 

attached to Arcanine to use this attack. 
Blaine’s Charizard = @& 

= 

to Charlizard. Does 20 more damage for each En 
iscarded, @@ Blaze Fry. lip a coin, If heads, does 

lamage to any 1 of opponent's Pokémon. 

Blaine’s Charmander #* 50 @ * 
@® Mirror Move, Discard 1 
Charmander to choose and 
lefending Pokémon. ear. 20 damage. 

Blaine’s Charmeleon @ /0 @ 
Stage 7. 

amage. #@@% Burn Down. 
Energy card for every heads or this attack does nothing. 
joes 10 damage times the number of heads to each of 

opponent's Pokémon. 
~® 0 

# Kick 20 damage. 4 Revenge. Does 10 
times the number of damage counters on Dodut 

@w Wide Bum, 21 
opponent's benched Grass Pokéman. 

= 0 @ @ ee 
* Ki Punch, 1 
oes nothing. 

lamage. Flip a cain. 

2 Parent And Ki 
If heads, does 10 more amage. 

® Blow Fire, 1 
more damage, @@%@ Spout Magma, Discard the top : 
ive cards from your deck, Does 20 damage times t 
number of Fire Energy cards discarded. 

okémon Mischief, 
one card 
af his deck, @# Random Scratch. Flip three coins. Does : 

O damage times the number of heads. 

‘ower: Dal 

& eee 
®&®BW* Phoenix. 90 damage. Flip a coin. If tal 
shuffle Moltres and all attached cards’ into your deck afte 

lamage is dealt. 
Blaine’s Ninetales # 60 @ ee 

Stage 1, Evolves from Vulpix. Pokémon Power: Recover 

RET CR : 

Heat ante, 40 3 

3 Brock’s Dugtrio 

0 @ @ @eeH : 
Stage 2. Evolves: from Charmeleon. @ Fire Breath. 20 : 
famage. Discard all additional Fire Energy cards attached : 

ergy + 
, ? Erika’s Ivysaur 

Energy card attached to $ 
iscard 1 Energy attached to = 

} Erika’s Venasaur 

Evolves from Charmander. a@@ Fire Nail, 30 i 
lip 3 coins, Discard 1 Fire ¢ 

% @ 3 
lamage i 

0 @ @ci 
damage, Does 10 damage to all of ¢ 

: : : Giovanni's Machamp @ 100 @ 

damage. Flip a coin. If tails, this attack i 

Punch, 20 : 

} Biovanni’s Magikarp : 
:  @ Dragon's Memory. 40 damage. Flip a coin. If tails, this : 

? Koga’s Koffing 

2 

RAME TYPE HP WK AES 

Fire. Remove a damage counter from Ninetales whenever 

you attach a Fire Energy card to it, @@® Scorch, 50 

damage. Flip a cain, If tails, discard all Fire 

attached to. Ninetales. 
Blaine's Ponyta * 0 ¢€ * ¢ 
@® Kick and Run Away. 20 damage. Flip a coin. If : 

heads, switch Ponyta with one of your benched Pokémon. 
Blaine’s Rapidash @ /0 @ U 

Stage 1. Evalves form Ponyta. @ Fire Mane. 20 damage. 
%® © Trample. 30 damage, Flip a coin. | 

10 more damage to defending Pokémon an 

to all opponent's Benched Pokémon, 

Blaine’s Rhyhon = 60 @ & ee C 
@ Hom Attack. 30 damage. Hip a coin. If tails, this i 

jamage. 

Flip a coin. If heads, does 20 damage to one of your i 

attack does nothing, 3 Run Through. 20 

opponent's benched Pokémon. 

Blaine’s Tauros * 0 @ ® €% 0 

the number of heads. 4 4® Run With All Your Might. 
Flip four coins. Does 20 damage times the number of + 

: Giovanni's Pinsir 
Spiritual Pinch. 10 

does 20 more damage. @ % Throw Behind. 4 

heads. 
Blaine’s Vulpix * 1 € & oC 

Pokémon Power: Cure Naturally. Once during your turn, = 

you may remove one damage counter from Vulpix. : 

heads, = 
+ Imakuni’s Doduo 

#2 * Confusion Tail, 20 damage. Flip a coin. I 

defending Pokémon is Confused. 

@nee # 
Stage 1. Evolves from Diglett. @# Hide in a Hole, 
takes 20 
damage. If Dugtrio di 
this attack does nothing 

20 @ #e \ 
Evolves from Bulbasaur. Pokémon Power 

Fragrance. When Ivysaur is active, it and your 

benched Pokémon take half damage from all attacks. 

@@@ [ovble Leafcutter. Flip 2 coins. Does 40 damage 
times the number of heads. 

@ 0 @ ee 
@ Growth. Flip a coin. If heads, attach up to two Energy 
cards to Venasaur. @@@@ Spread Solar Beam. 
20 damage each to 2 of oppanent’s benched Pokémon, 

{ Giovanni's Gyaradss @ 90 @ @ HHS 
Stage 1. Evolves from Magikarp. @ Call Storm. Flip two 
coins, If both ate heads, does 20 damage to all Pokémon 
except your active Pokémon, @@@<# Dragon Tornado. 
40 damage. If this attack does not knock out tl 

defending Pokémon, switch it with one of your opponent's 

benched Pokémon. 

not use Hide in a Hole last turn 

Stage 1. 
Relaxing 

See 
Stage 2. Evolves from Machoke. Pokémon Power: Spirit 
Machamp is knocked out by an attacking Pokémon, flip 

coin, If heads, Machamp is not knocked out, and hi 

remaining hit points hecomes 10, dae Hurrican 

Punch, Flip four coins. Does 30 damage times the numbet 

of heads, 
Giovanni's Machoke @ 80 @ ae U 

Stage 1. Evolves from Machop. @ Take a Chance, 6 

damage. Flin a coin, If tails, defending Pokémon takes 1 

damage, and Machoke takes 100 damage, @e@2% Nasty 
Lock. 20 damage. Flip 2 coin, If heads, does 20 mon 
damage and defending Pokémon is Paralyzed, 

: Giovanni's Machop @ 50 @ * ¢C 
® Chop. 10 damage. 4 Angry Superpunch. Flip 

coin. If heads, does 20 damage times the number of : 
+ Koga’s Koffing damage counters on Machop. 

@ 0 & * OC 

attack does nothing. Either way, you can’t use this attack 

again as long as Magikarp stays in play, @® Jump 2 

RET fe: 

Energy cards $ 

heads, does $ 
10 damage = 

? Giovanni’s Nidoking 

& Three Tails. Flip three coins, Does 10 damage times : 

Dugtrio i 

less damage next turn. ee Drill Hole. 60 : 

NAME 

Around. Flip three coins. Does 10 damage times 

number of heads. 
jovanni’s Meowth 
® Pretend to Help 

card of your opponent: 

it Otherwise, opponent adds it to his hand. #4® Double 

Scratch, 
of heads. 

lip 2 coins. 

? Giovanni's Meowth 
lea. Flip a coin, If heads, defending Pokémon i & Cat 

Confused. 2 a C 

Stage 2. Evolves from 

. Flip a coin, If heads, look at the top 

TYPE HP WK RES RET C8 

oS 

*0¢e #* 

's deck. If it is a trainer card, discard 

Does 20 damage times the number if 

*l i &¢& #* 
a 

fat Kick. 30 damage. 
@ 10 @ See 
Nidorino. @ Threaten. If defending 

Pokémon has a maximum hit points less than 50, its 

attacks 
active. RSs 

Nidoking is on your 

Giovanni's Nidoran 
Male, @ 
times the number ol 

is attack 
Giovanni's Nidoran 

Female, @ 

eads, d 
ean on. 

a. coin, If 

ese 
Pokémon is 

Giovanni's Nidorino 
Stage 1. Evolves from male Nidoran, a 

Scoop. 20 damage. 

damage counters on it, 
Giovanni’s Persian 

Stage 1. Evolves from 
Search your deck for 
your 

coin. 

ee 

damage, Flip a coin 

your 

‘okémon Power: 
card 
with a wrist snap 

jecause Dodua i 

‘oga’s Arbok 
Stage 1, Evolves 

is Poisonet 

cisoned, 
is Poisoned. 

‘oga’s Beedrill 

poisoned and Paralyz 

ither way, this attack 

‘oga’s Ditto 
® Grow Gigantic. Fli 

jas 80 hit 
Gigantic power has 
additional 20 damage. 

‘oga’s Ekans 
@ Sudden 

‘oga’s. Golhat 
Stage 1. Evolves fro 

‘oga’s Grimer 
@® Throw Sludge 

Koga’s Kakuna 
Stage 1. Evolves 
Metamorphosis, 

If tails, this attack does nothing. 

ouble Kick. Fli 

lamage. If Nidoran has less than three damage counters, 
loes nothing, 

Thrust. 20 
attack does nothing. 

jamage. Nidoran takes 2 

Giovanni’s Nidorina 
Stage 1. Evolves from 

Needle Tackle, 30 damage, Nidorina takes 2 

‘aralyzed. 

enched Pokémon. 

Retreat. When Doduo retreats, throw this 

for the best distance, 3% Mak 
jarmony. 80. damage. 

After you've finished, does 3I 

rom Ekans. @ Store 
. @& Poison 
joes 40 more damage and defending Pokémon 

Stage 2. Evolves from Kakuna. #4 Nerve Poison. 21 
damage. Flip a coin. 

damage. Flip a coin, 

pints. # Slap. 10 

laison. 10 damage. Flip 2 coins, If both are 

eads, defending Pokémon is 

@@@ Terble Soundwave 
ads, defending Pokémon Is 

ave no effect as long as Giovanni's Nidoking is 

‘olling Attack. 40 

: If heads, does 30 more damage 

: Giovanni's Nidoqueen 
Stage 2. Evolves from Nidorina, #2 Megaton Kick. 
40 damage, @ 3% Love Lariate. 50 

lamage, Flip a coin, 

@ 10 @eee 

lamage. 
Flip a coin. ench, does 100 damage. 

e 0 @ _ @ C 
p.2 coins. Does 10 damage 

heads, @ One Blow of Anger. 3 

@ 0 ®@ #* OC 
lamage, Flip a coin. If tails, this 

esperation Tackle. 3 

damage. 

@ ft 
jemale 

B 

ara Ali 

lefending Pokémon is Poisoned. 

Flip a coin. If heads, defending 

@ 0 @ * 

defending Pokémon has any 

loes 20 more damage, 
* 0 ¢ @ 
Meowth, Pokémon Power: Call Boss. 
a Giovanni's Pokémon and add it to 

and. Only use this power when bringing Giovanni's 

Persian into play. es 
If heads, does 20 more damage, 

Cat Attack, 20 damage, Flip a 

@ 1 * #e 
lamage. Flip a coin. If heads, 

If tails, does 20 damage to one of 

* 0 # @ R 
s 

is running away. Throw it horizontally 

e 
You must sing to use this power. 

more damage. 

@ 0 @ ae 
p Poison. Arbok 

ower. 20 damage. If Arbok is 

*o0*@ 

If heads, defending Pokémon Is 

ed, ee Assassin's Needle. 71 
If tails, this attack does nothing. 
can't be used again 
*0¢@® & 
ip. a.coin, If heads, this Pokémon now 

jamage. If the Grow 

been used successfully, does an 

ev @ &e 

‘olsoned and Confused. 

eue@¢ 
m Zubat, % 8 Bite. 20 damage. 

30 damage. Flip a coin. If 
confused. 

2 0 @ * ¢ 
20 damage. 

@ 0 # ee 
rom Weedle. Pokémon Power: 

lse once during your turn. Flip a coin. If 

heads, search your deck for a Koga's Beedrill and play it 

on Koga’s Kakuna to 

coin. If heads, 
does 20 damage to t 

the turn Instead of 1 

@ Smelly Gas. 
damage to all benchet 

@ Smokescreen. 

evolve it, @ Poison Liquid. Flip a 
lefending Pokémon is Poisoned. Poison 

@ defending Pokémon at the end of 

4 ¢@ * C 
lamage. Flip a coin. If heads, does 10 
id Pokémon. 
® 0 @ & | 
0 damage. If defending Pokémon 

7 
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TYPE HP WK AES RET CR BEM NAME : TPE HP. WK BES 9 RET CR NAME TYPE HP WK RES — RET £R 

while asleep, it does 20 damage to the attackin 
Pokémon. ®% Collapse. 20 damage. Snorlax i 
Asleep. 

Pokémon on your Bench. 
Sabrina’s ESP 

Attach this card to one of your Sabrina’s Pokémon. At 

end of your turn, discard this card. If this Pokémon 

attacks and the power requires you to flip one or more 
coins, flip one additional coin. 

Sabrina’s Eye 
‘ach player counts the number of cards in his hand, then 

returns them to his deck. Each player shuffles his deck 

Move 1 damage counter from Golduck to defending 
Pokémon, @# Water Shot 20 damage. Flip a coin, tf = 

> heads, does an 20 more damage. 
: Sabrina's Haunter = @ 60 e U : Team Rocket's Zapdos 4 70 @® cu 

Stage 1, Evolves from Gastly, #48 Night Spirits. Flip as = # Plasma. 20 damage. You make take one Lightnin 
Many coins as you have Sabrina’s Gastly/Haunter/Gengar 5 Energy from you discard pile and attach it to Zapdos. 
in play, Does 30 damage times the number of heat : % %%* FlectroBurn. 70 damage. Zapdos takes 1 

: Sabrina’s Hypno ei @ @@  : damage for each Lightning Energy attached to it. 
Stage 1. Evolves from Drowzee. @ Bring Back to Life. : [Your Name]'s Chansey% 90 @ @ # UR 

a 

7 

NAME THE HP OWK BES. RET CH 
4 | — . $ Choose one basic Pokémon from your opponent's discard : © Lucky Egg. Flip a coin. If heads, draw two cards. | and then draws a number cards equal to the amount they 

attacks next tum, opponent must flip a coin. Hf tas, the = pile and add it to its owner's bench with damage counters : tall, shuffle two cards from your hand into your deck reviously had in their hand. 
attack does nothing. @® Disappearance Gas. 30 = equal to half jis maximum number of hit points, #4 : #44 Lucky. Punch, 10 damage, Flip a coin. If heads, ? Sabrina’s Psychic Control 
damage, After damaging defending Pokémon, tip coin. Curse of the Pendulum, Fip coins equal to the number of = does 80 more damage, Flip @ coin, If heads, choose a trainer from your 

7 i : oo. this card and all cards atfched to it fo = gamage counters on defending Pokémon. Does 20 : - opporien’s discard pile and use it. You can’t choose a 
your deck, . , 2. damage times the number of heads, _ = : trainer that attaches to a Pokémon or otherwise goes inta 

p= Koga’s Muk @ 0 @ = SH sabrina’s dyn @n @ ® Ui: ay, nor can you select one which you can't immediately 
U Stage 1. Evolves from Grimer. okémon Power: Drip § = @ Good Deed. Choose one of your opponent's Pokémon = Blaine use, 

1 al oY wa ee = et ‘ ae a = UL PVBS- Fe may weg auc as J He a ag When you attach a Fire Energy catd to a Blaine’ Seventy City Ge | ip a coin, If heads, choose and discard one Energy card = ® Cli : i ( ip a col : fiom Sonat aot Pokémin, AHP Sil ef card for each damage counter removed. & Cling. 2 = Pokémon, count te Eneray as double fr this tir, any Stadium, On each players turn, he may flip a coin. i 
=< Shige 40 dane ? : damage. Flip a cain. If heads, defending Pokémon cannot = Blaine’s Gamble ads, he aa st cr in be and returns it 

m Koga's Pidgeotio #0 & @ i Pere fol @ené e = Discard as many cards ffom your hand as you lke, Flip Beh a ale ii 

= Stage 1. Evolves from Pidgey, 33% Quick Turn, Flip 2 : ay 4 = coin. If heads, draw twice the number of cards yo : m DD ayes gey. . TID < Stage 1, Evolves from Abra. @#Life Down. Flip a coin, If : dispariad ip 2 coin. If heads, chose any card fram your deck and 
oP coins, ta 30 damage times the number of heads. : heads, does damage to defending Pokémon equal to its : Blaine’s Last Resort add it to your hand, If tails, you can't use a trainer card 
0) ' ae see He 8 - Fly, 10 “~ iy i ae = remaining hit points minus 10. 4#3@  Psychoshot, 80 2” pF cards. You can wy lay ast Res staccil until the end of your next turn. 

heads, does 30 mare damage, and prevent all effects, > damage. : Rocket's Explosive Gym 
@ ‘4, i “a damage, of ~—- an hist iH  Sabrina’s Mr. Mime @ 50 @ ® oC: PR sist never a basic Pokémon comes into play, its controler 

idge i # / i : i T é i 
& j . Or Wi Attack. Return your active Pokémon and all = ® Maglo Trick, Choose up to three cards in your hand = Place a Pokémon from your hand face down in front ol | ea oo ie at eer tes Ataale, Ts 
— ie : Gh Sean Oy GR Ben and place them back in your deck. For each chosen card, = you Tell your opponent ane of its attacks. If he: core is discarded when another Stadium enters play. 

o | ee eed al - fant a zn pet i search a : ie ae and add ft = ijenttes the Pokémon, he draws three cards. If nat, yo Maed Pk Gleaner aeae Tsai 

m Pee : Sabsna's Porygon ®@ 40 @ @ MC ; met cath eum ho Poko yar had ti hel, He cat hk a rs te ct 
es rig! idee, aon ‘an Mi ff ; : Sharp. 10 damage. 4% Barrier Atack. 20 damage, = ek of cards in your discard pile, shut ki be oo eae 

5 : age. SPs <0 Sabrina’s Psyduck @ 50 # ® Cc: F saaitieal okiwa City R 
damage. If efen ing Pokémon attacks next UUM, > Scratch. 10 damage, @ Annoying Mind Power, 2 : ak se - Hh pea: ae Stadium. When either player evolves a Giovanni Pokémon, 

‘ ete = en on pes |} = damage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending Pokémon is = Blovanai : R fe removes two damage counters fram that Pokémon, 
‘oga’s Tangela @@ (: i 7 é : i 

® Seeping Powder. 10 damage. Deenting Pokémon is = er ti maida = _ Eevee of your Savanns: POR io by pain eee chooses one of his benched Pokémon a 
Aleop. 49% Search By Vine, Flip a coin, If heads, draw = ane y * : Evolution card over it. You may do this even if you alreat P ith his active Poké 

Ftv cas — Sabrina's Slowhro § @ 70 @ ee UE volved i this tron just put it into play, pee pag fs aathe: POs 

‘ Koga’s Weedle #4 « # 0 : off Meany tenes Sorte ; : Eigen Thuy, Dare i “os i citi player's turn, that player may oh 
® Prickly Stab, 10 damage. @% Dangerous Need = Asleep. 4% Spirtual Head Stab. 40 damage, You : : heed at te al Me bd ae an Energy card attached to one of his Sabrina Pokémon to 
10 damage. Flip a coin, | heads, defending Pokémon is: cannot use this attack next tur. : ‘ es len discard all the cards in yt , is han 

Tulane tals defending Pokémon is Parayzed. ° = ‘Sabrina’s Slowpoke @ 0 @# * 0: “suadhm, tat players’ Blaine Pokéman ignores it 
Koga’s Weezing *1 ¢ e¢ : @* |azy Attack. 30 damage, Slowpoke falls Asleep 5 weakness to water 

Stage 1. Evolves from Koffing. Sudden Explosion. 10 : after damaging the defending Pokémon. 

damage. Flip a coin. If heads, does 30 more damage to = ? Sabrina’s Venomoth @ 60 # @ ae: 

oth Weezing and the defending Pokémon, Stage 1. Evolves from Venonat, ® Wing Powder 
‘oison Gas, Flip a coin. If heads, defending Pokémon is & 

oisoned. The poison does 20 damage instead of 10. 

Koga’s Zubat #0 #€@ 
@®* Attack by Crowd. Does 10 damage for each Zul 

in play, Before dealing damage, you may search your det 
for any number of Koga's Zubats and put them onto yo 

ench. 
Lt Surge’s Raichu = 60 @ ee 

Stage 1, Evolves from Pikachu, #4 Baribari. 2 
lamage. Flip a coin. If heads, does 30 more damagi 

iscard all Lightening Energy cards attached to Raicl 

% % eS Electric Tackle. Flip a coin. If hea 
defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. If tails, Raichu takes 2 

lamage, 
| Misty’s Polywrath @ 9) @ LER 

Stage 2. Evolves from Poliwhirl, ears Water Rin 
30 damage. Does 10 damage to all benched, non-Wate 

| Pokémon, 
_ Sabrina’s Abra #0 € 

® Energy Loop. 20 damage. You must return 1 Psyc : or wasting q 
Energy card from Abra to your hand to use this attack, | so they dont sit in hs hand. 

| Sabrina’s Alakazam @ 80 @ ee 
Stage 2. Evolves from Kadabra. Pokémon Powe 

PsychoLink. When attacking, Alakazam may duplicate 
attack of any Psychic Pokémon in play. @ea® ae 

Megaburn. 60 damage, You cannot use Megaburn ne) 

tum. 
Sabrina's Drowzee @ 50 @ * 

® Hypnotize. Flip’ a coin. If heads, defending Pokémor 
1 cannot attack or use any of its powers next tum. 

Sabrina’s Gastly = 40 & * 

: Invisible Wall 
Your benched Pokémon are immune. to all damage until 

ixed Gym Leaders decks. The rarity column desig- 
jates which deck the card is found in. 

laine’s Arcanine = @ 90 @ Seen 
Stage 1, Evolves from Growlithe. kle, 
40 damage. Arcanine takes .10. @@ Firestorm. 
120 damage, You must discard three Fire Energy cards 

attached fo Atcanine to use this attack, 
Blaine’s Charmander @ 50 @ * fF 

‘@ Fire Tail 20 damage. Flip a coin. If it tails, discard 1 

Fire Energy card attached to Charmander, 
laine’s Dodrio #0le@® € fF 

Stage 1. Evolves from Doduo. @% Power Yell, 60 
damage. Flip a coin, If tails, this attack does nothing. 

Blaine’s Doduo € 0 @ @ Fi 
® Kick. 20 damage, Flip a coin. If tails, this attack does 
nothing, #5 Revenge. Does 10 damage times the 
number of damage counters on Doduo, 

Blaine's Growlithe @ 50 @ = # ff 
® Shaking Off. 10 damage, @#* Fire Does 30 damage. 
Growlithe takes 10 damage, 

Blaine’s Growlithe # 60 @ * fb 
® Give. Search your deck for A Fire Energy card and 

attach it to Growlithe. #4 9 Bearing Down. 20 
damage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending Pokémon is 
aralyzed. 

Blaine’s Magmar  & * ee fh 
the end of the next turn. : @ Firebreath, 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, does 10 

Koga R = more damage, @#@# Magma, Discard 5 cards from the 

HO 

s 

Recovery. Flip three coins. For each heads, remove a 

lamage counter from Venomoth and each of your Benche 
okémon. @* Hallucinatory Soundwave, 10 damage. Fl 
wo coins. If either is heads, defending Pokémon is 

If any of your Koga's Pokémon take damage from your = top of your deck. Does 20 damage times the number of 

infised opponent's active Pokéman this turn, the active Pokémon = ire Energy cards discarded. 

Pokémon Power: Gas Body. Gastly’s maximum hit points na’s V ' " = is Poisoned, : Blaine’s Ninetales = @ 6) @ ee A 
increase by 10 times the number of Psychic <4 : seg ll eee Pin fg hs ara : Koga’s Secret Transformation : Stage 1, Evolves from Vulpix, Pokemon Power: Blaze 
attached to it. This power works even wl @®® Destrictive Bear, 20 damage. Fin @ cot. lf heads, = Attach this trainer to your active Koga's Pokémon. : ‘ecovery, Use once per turn during your turn. For each 

ire Energy card attached to Ninetales, remove one 

Pokémon (damage and effects take place after the = damage from Ninetales @#@ Burning Heat. 50 damage, 
exchange). If it becomes benched, discard this card, 3 lip 4 coin, If tails, discard all Fire Energy cards attached 

} Rocket Teammate = to Ninetales, 
= Flip two coins. If both are heads, choose one of your = Blaine’s Ponyta & 4 € Fo 
= opponent's benched Pokémon and return it to his hand, @® Quick Attack. 20 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, 

along with its attached cards, If you get any result othe prevent all damage from attacks to Ponyta next turn, 
than two heads, your turn ends immediately. Blaine’s Ponyta * i ¢@ @ 

i Sabrina #® Kick Away. 20 damage, Flip a coin. If heads, 
Choose 1 Sabrina Pokémon on your Bench. Move all choose one of your benched Pokémon and exchange it 
Energy cards attached to that Pokémon to another Sabrina = with Ponyta 

choose and discard 1 Energy card attached to defending : Misra enka Ae en Bid TE 
Pokémon. 

eam Rocket's Mewtwo @ /0 @# ee 
® Change Damage. Flip a coin, If heads, switch a 

damage counters on Mewtwo with defending Pokémo 
&® Wave Motion. 20 damage. Flip a coin. lf hea 

defending Pokémon is Asleep, @ea@¥@a Psycho Bur 
60 damage, 

‘eam Rocket's Snorlax * 90 @ @ @aee} © 
Pokémon Power: Restless Sleep, If Snorlax is attacked E 

Asleep, Paralyzed or Confused. #4 Envel 

: 30 damage. 
Sabrina’s Gengar = 80 = © 

Stage 2. Evolves from Haunter, @ Amplify. Does 1 

damage to all opposing Pokémon that have dama 

counters on them, @@#@ Voice of Darkness, 4{ 
damage. If defending Pokémon was not knocked out bj 
this attack, flip two coins. If both are heads, defendin 

Pokémon is returned to opponent's deck. 
. Sabrina’s Golduck @ 70 # ee Hl 

Stage 1. Evolves from Psyduck. #4 Damage Shi 

B 

= 

a 
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ike i : KEY C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE H=HOLOFOIL F=FIXED 

* COLORLESS @FIGHTING @FIRE @GRASS & LIGHTNING @ PSYCHIC @ WATER 

CR Card Rarity RES Resistance TYPE Energy Type 
HP Hit Points RET Retreat WK _ Weakness 



NAME TYPE HP. WK BES RET CR z NAME TIPE HP WK RES AET CR NAME TPE HP WK RES = RET OR : NAME TWPE HP WK RES RET CA 

Blaine’s Rapidash @ 70 @ Fo = card, @@ Electric Tail 20 damage, Fil cards, Ihe guesses wrong, you draw 2 cards, ®@ Clairvoyance. Look at your opponent's hand. @ Quick 

Stage 1. Evolves from Ponyta. @ Flare. 20 damage, = defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. Attack. 10 damage. Flip a coin, If heads, does 20 more: Health ; fi 
@®@® Stamping Crush. 30 damage, Flip a coin. If : Lt Surge’s Raichu @ 7 Discard two of the cards in your hand to put one Basic damage. 

heads, does 10 damage to 1 of opponent's benched : Stage 1. Evolves from Pikachu, Sabrina’s Alakazam @ 80 @ @@ 6 i Pokémon from your discard pile onto your Bench, 

Stage 2, Evolves from Kadabra. Pokémon Power: Psycho Hot-Blooded fi Pokémon. = damage. @ I : 

Blaine’s Vulpix # 0 @ @ [5 = all Energy cards attached to Rai Link. Take all of the powers of any Evolved Pokémon you ; Discard the top three cards of your deck, Put all Fire 

® Bite, 10 damage. @® Gathering. Flip three coins. For ? Lt Surge’s Raticate ® 7 have in play and add them to Sabrina's Alakazam, (You Energy cards discarded this way into your hand. . 

each heads, return 1 Fire Energy card in your discard pile i Stage 1. Evolves from Rattata, # Ragit can use the powers just as they appear on their cards.) : Master Ball fo 

to your hand. damage equal to one-half of @S BS Mega Burn, 60 damage, Alakazam cannot : — Look at the top 7 cards of your deck. Choose a basic 

Blaine’s Vulpix #0 @ @ FS = remaining hit points, use this attack next turn. = Pokémon or evolution card from there, show it to your 

Pokémon Power: Natural Healing. Use once per tum during ¢ Lt Surge’s Rattata @ 40 @. @ @ f3 : Sabrina’sDrowzee @ 50 @ ® fo: opponen and put it in your hand, 
your turn. Remove one damage counter from Vulpix. : © ® Power-Gather. Next tum, Rattata's Gnaw does twice its ®@ Energy Support, Search your deck for a basic Energy = 

@B*® Misleading Tail, 20 damage. Flip a coin. !f = normal damage. #4 Gnaw. 20 damage card and attach it to 1 of your benched Pokémon, ISLANDS 

eads, Defending Pokémon is Confused. : Lt Surge’s Spearow # 50 # @ B Mindshock. 20 damage (weakness and resistance do not * Flowers 

Brock’s Geodude @ 50 @ * i} @ Blow Away. 10 damage. Opponent must swite apply). i Stage 2. Evolves from Metapod. $9 Fly in the Sky, 

® Bodyslam, 10 damage, 4 Longshot. flip a cain. If defending Pokémon with 1 of his benched Pokémon after : Sabrina’s Gastly @ 5 @® @ hi: 30 jolla Flip a coin. I tall, this does nothing, If heads, 

eads, does 30 damage to 1 of opponent's benched : © damage is dealt. 4% Sinew Slash. 40 damage. Flip @® Stick. 20 damage. Defending Pokémon can't reterat = Butterfree is Immune to all damage and effects next turn. 
@@@ Rainbow Powder. 20 damage. Flip a coin. If 
heads, defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. If tails, defending 
Pokémon is Poisoned. 

Exeggutor @ 1 @ ®® Beach 
= Stage 1. Evovles from Exeggcute. @ Guided Ball. Flip a 

number of coins equal to the number of Grass Energy 

cards attached to Exeggutor. Does 10 damage times the 

number of heads to one Pokémon on opponent's bench. 

Ivysaur eh ¢ ®& River 

next turn, 
abrina’s Gastly ® 3 € Fe 

‘okémon. : coin. If tails, this attack does nothing, 

Brock’s Graveler @ 70 @ ee : Lt Surge’s Voltorh #% 50 @ & #6 
Stage 1. Evolves from Geodude. @@@® Throw Rocks. : 
Flip three coins. Does 20 damage times the number of = 

leads. 
Brock’s Mankey #0 « Fi 

® Tease. Select one of your opponent's benche 

‘okémon and switch it with defending Pokémon. 

2 

3QIND SHAAVId NOWAaSHOcd 

Flying Kick, 10 damage. ightir 4 

Brock’s Onix @n @ BS F Stage 1. Evolves from Bulbasuar, @ Odd Odor. Each 

@@ Constrict. 20 damage. Flip a coin, If heads, nee ae a ie punch : layer flips a coin. If either play flips heads, he may 

efending Pokémon is Paralyzed, $44 Underground : ue aes Herons nears | ail al ee / ne be any of his 
Movement. Select up to two of your opponent's Benched = formidable 20-pai at. oKemon. eal Gutter. Does 3U dal 

2 : : . e " 

SY ea if : rocks th curren tourn q ee Eyes wh S.J Q ae a 
is attack next turn. : 

Brock’s Rhyhorn @0 @# #@F: 
#®® Hor-Throw. 20 damage. Opponent must switch = 
jefending Pokémon with 1 of his benched Pokémon after 

famage is dealt, 4 Charge. 40 damage. Rhyhorn 
takes 10 damage. 

Brock’s Sandshrew @ 40 @ # @ FI 
® Curl Up. Flip a coin. If heads, Sandshrew receives no 

lamage next turn, #8 Ball Attack. 20 damage. 
Brock’s Sandsiashh @ 60 @ @ @ Fi 

Stage 1. Evolves from Sandshrew, 4% Full-body Needle 

‘okémon and exchange it with the active Pokémon. 3 

Sing, Flip a coin. If heads, the defending Pokémon is 

Asleep. 
King Slowpoke = 70 @ #®® Beach 

Stage 1. Evolves from Slowpoke. # Flash. Flip a coin, If 
jeads, search your deck for a trainer card, show it to your 

opponent and add it to your hand. #8 Psychokenesis. 
joes 10 damage times the number of Energy cards 

attached to the defending Pokémon. 
: Lady-Ba @ 0 & @ *& Flowers 

Attack. 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending ® Gnaw. Does 10 damage, @@ Fast Motion. Does 20 
Pokémon is both Poisoned and Paralyzed. @@ = | a : | damage. Flip a coin. If heads, Lady-Ba is immune to all 

y] i é : . ses eeiemrers — — damage and effects next turn. 
Sandstorm. 20 damage. If defending Pokémon attacks 

next turn, opponent must flip a coin, If tails, the attack %% Breakball. 30 damage. Hip a coin. If tails, doe: @ Psyshock, 10 damage. Flip a coin, If heads, Defending Lapras @ 1 @ Sea 

does nothing. = more 10 damage to Voltorb, Pokémon is Paralyzed. #@ Vanishing. 30 damage, = ‘® Sleepy Song, emove two damage counters from bath 

Brock’s Zubat a : Misty’s Cloyster @ 70 @ ee 7 Return Gastly and all attached cards to your hand, ~ Lapras and the defending Pokémon. The defending 

® Telling, 10 damage. Draw a card. Ifthe card isa basic: Pokémon Power: Shell Armor. Whenever Cloyster receives : Sabrina’s Gengar = -@ Si @ we FG : — Pokémonis Asleep. @@ Freeze Beam. Does 20 damage. 

Pokémon , switch it with 1 of your benched Pokémon, = © damage, it receives 10 less damage, @@ Tripl Stage 2. Evolves from Haunter, @4@* Dark Body. 20 = Flip a coin. If heads, the defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. 

® ® Wing Slap 20 damage, = Cannon. Flip three coins. Does 20 damages times the damage. Until end of your opponent's next turn, all = Hickitung & 0 @ S SF lunge 

Erika’s Bellsprout @ 40 @ ® F4 = number of heads. Pokéman in play are prevented from using their Pokémon ? ©‘ Licking Wounds. Flip a con. If heads, choose one 
® Poison Breath. 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, : Misty's Golden @ 30 @ 7] Powers, and any active Pokémon Powers go away. : Pokémon from each player and remove two damage 
defending Pokémon is Poisoned. @@@ Vine Whip. 30 ®@ Hor Peck. 30 damage. Flip a coin. If tails, this attacl SS Shadow-Bind. 40 damage. Defending Pokémon : counters from eac! . Se Tongue-stretch, Ip @ coin. ff 

damage, does nothing. can't retreat next turn. : heads, does 20 damage to one Pokémon on opponent's 

Erika’s Clefairy # 50 @ @ ®& [4 : Misty'sPoliwag @ 10 @ ® (2: Sabrina’sHaunter @ 7 * 6 bench, ‘ 
@® |\ightmare. 20 damage, Defending Pokémon is : Mew * 3 © Sky 
Asleep: 4 Attack From the Shadows. Flip a coin. | 2 @ Rainbow Wave. Choose one of the Eneray types 
heads, does 30 damage to 1 of opponent's benche = attached to Mew. Does 20 damage to each of opponent's 

Pokémon. : Pokémon that is of the selected type. 

abrina’s Hypno «= 70 @ = aw GH; Onix 0S #88 Sy 
Stage 1. Evolves from Drowzee, @* Revive, Choose a basic 2 . 4 Slam Down, Flip two coins. Does 20 damage times 

Pokémon ‘fom your or your opponent's discard pile and the number of heads. @64®46@ Lean Over, Does 40 
put it on its owner's bench. Put damage counters on it = damage. Flip a coin, If heads, the defending Pokémon is 

equal to half ofits hit points (round up), #4 Pendulum = Paralyzed. ; 
Curse. Flip-a number of coins equal to the number of = Pidgeot ne ¢ Sky 

% Moon View. Search your deck for-a basic Energy card 

and add it to your hand. #4 Continuous Face-Slap. Flip 
3 coins, Does 10 damage times the number of heads. 

Erika’s Exeggcute @ 40 @ & 
® Ball-Throw. Flip a number of coins equal to the 
number of Energy cards attached to Exeggcute, Does 10 
lamage times the number of heads, @@ 

Psychokinesis. 10 damage. Does 10 more damage times 
the number of Energy cards attached to defending 

Pokémon. Stage 1. Evolves from Goldeen. @ Horn Poke. 
Erika’s Gloom @n ¢ & damage, @@ Muddy Stream. 30 damage. Flip a coin. 

Stage 1. Evolves from Oddish. #3 Dream Dance. 10 : heads, does 10 damage to 1 of opponent's bencl 
lamage. Both the defending Pokémon and Gloom become Pokémon. 

Asleep. @%@@ Stink, Does 30 damage, Both the = Misty’s Seel @ ih # = f2 
lefending Pokémon and Gloom are Confused. @® Aurora Beam. 20 damage. 

Erika’s Oddish en @ ® [4 = Misty’sShellder @ 40 # 
Pokémon Power: Photosynthesis. Any Energy cards ® Body Slam. 10 damage. @ Shell-Pinch. 
attached to Oddish are considered to be Grass Energy. damage. Defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. Flip a coin. 

@® Poison Powder. 20 damage. Flip a coin, If heads, tails, this attack does nothing. 
leferiding Pokémon Is Poisoned. Misty’s Starmie @ e Se 

Erika’s Weepinbell @ 70 # B® f. Stage 1. Evolves from Staryu. @, Water Gun. 10 dama 
Stage 1, Evolves from Bellsprout. @% Sleep-Poison. = Does 10 more damage for each Water Energy attache 

- Defending Pokémon is Poisoned and Asleep. Vine Whip. Starmie but not used to pay this attack’s cost, up to 2 
40 damage. @@@ Bubble Beam: 30 damage. Hip a coin, If head: 

Lt Surge’s Electabuzz # 60 @## £3 defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. 
® Flectric Charge. If there are any Lightning Energy : Misty's Staryu @ 0 #4 & f2 

cards in your discard pile, select up to two of them and @® Speed-Star, 20 damage (weakness, resistance an 

attach them to Electabuzz. 4 Electric Bash. 20 Pokémon powers do not apply)., 
damage. Move 1 Lightning Energy attached to Electabuzz = Misty’s Tentacool @ 40 2 
to one of your benched Pokémon. ® Mysterious Light. Flip a coin. If heads, defendin 

Lt Surge’s Electrode # 70 @ Se Fi Pokémon is Asleep, @ School of Jellyfish. Search you 
Stage 1. Evolves from Voltorb. Pokémon Power: deck for any number of Tentacool, Misty's Tentacool 
Shockbomb. After this card is damaged in battle, flip a Tentacruel, or Misty's Tentacruel and add them to yo 

coin. If tails,.does 20 damage to the Pokémon that = — hand, 
damaged it and 20 damage to itself. 30 damage. If the flip : Sabrina’s Abra #0 € 
is heads, does 10 more damage for each damage counter = Pound, 10 damage, #% Synchro Wave, 40 damat 

on Electrode, : This attack can only be used when Abra and the defendi 
Lt Surge’s Pikachu # 50 © & f E Pokémon have the same number of attached Energ 

® lypnotize. Flip a coin. If heads, defending Pokémon i 
Paralyzed. If fails, the defending Pokémon is put to Sleep 

@ Tailslap. Flip two coins. Does 20 damage times 
number of heads, 

Misty’s Psyduck @ itv @ & 
® Claw, 10 damage. @ Call for Help. 10 damage. Fl 
coin. If heads, you may search your deck for a basi 
Misty’s Pokémon and put it on your bench, 

Misty's Seaking ® 1 # ¢ 

nm damage counters on the defending Pokémon, Does Stage 2, Evolves from Pidgeato. @ Mach Flight. Does 

damage times the number of heads. 40 damage. Flip a coin, If tails, this power has no effect. 

Sabrina’s Jynx *n & = CCGE: Cutter Wind, Does 60 damage. 

® Good-Night Kiss. 10 damage Defending Pokémon is = Pikablu @0 @ = ; Sea 

Asleep. @@ Wake-up Kiss, 20 damage, If Defendin @ Water Splash, Does 10 damage to one Pokémon on 

Pokémon was Asleep, it is no longer Asleep. i opponent's bench. ## Rolling Tackle. Does 20 damage. 

Sabrina’s Kadabra  @& 70 @ & Primeape @h @ ® Junge 

Stage 1, Evolves from Abra, @ Lifedown. Flip a coin, Stage 1. Evolves from Mankey, @ Snatch. Does 20 

heads, put damage counters on the defending Pokémon damage, 4% Frenzy. Does 20 damage plus 10 damage 
until ithas 10 HP left, #8 Psycho Shot, 30 damage. times the number of damage counters on Primeape. Flip a 

Sabrina’s Mr. Mime @ 60 @ & coin. If tails, Primeape is Confused, 

@ Magic Darts, Choose one of your opponent's = Raticate * 0 @ River 

benched Pokémon and flip 3 coins, Does 10 damage = Stage 1. Evolves from Rattata. 4 Sharp Incisor, Does 

times the number of heads to that Pokémon. = 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, add 30 damage. 

Sabrina’s Porygn # 40 %@ @ @ Tentacruel @ wo # @ Sea 
® Sharpen, Dues 10 damage, @®* Barrier Attack. 20 Stage 1. Evolves from Tentacool. # Tentacle Attack. Flip 

damage. The damage Porygon takes from attacks is a number of coins equal to the number of Water Energy 

reduce by 10 next tum. 
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cards attached to Tentaoruel. Draw a number of cards 
equal to twice the number of heads, @4@* Poison Needle. 
Does 20 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, the defending 

Pokémon is Poisoned. 
Togepi * 4 & @& River 

® (Cry Loudly. Does 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, the 

defending Pokémon Is Confused. 
Vileplume @#n # @® Jungle 

Stage 2. Evolves from Gloom. #@ Heavenly Pollen. Flip a 
coin, If heads, remove up to two damage counters from 

Vileplume, and remove up to two damage counters from 
one of your benched Pokémon, 4 Terrible Pollen. 
Does 30 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, the defending 

Aoverbennencneereree 

Blaine’s Quiz One 
Choose a Pokémon in your hand and put it face-down in 

front of you, Tell your opponent the name of the Pokémon, 
and ask him what height it is. If he guesses right, he 
draws 2 cards. If he guesses wrong, you draw 2 cards. 

Biaine’s Quiz Two Fa 
Choose a Pokémon, Energy card or Trainer in your hand 

and put it face-down in front of you. Your opponent must 
guess that card's type. If he guesses right, he draws 2 

Petree 

®@ Flectric Charge. If you have.a Lighting Energy card in = cards, 

your discard pile, you may take one and attach it to this = Sabrina’s Abra #0 € & i 
SASTATRU SHAS ENEWH EERO ROSS E OED SESE ES 



NAME TYPE HP WK RES ET CR NAME TYPE HP WK RES RET CR NAME A TYPE HP WK RES RET CR 

® Bite. 10 damage. 9% Mysterious Soundwave, 10 dam- Stage 1: Evolves from Mysterious Fossil. Pokémon Power: 
age. Fip a coin, If heads, defending Pokémon is Confused. : Became a Fossil. Use once per tur. Choose one of your 

i ‘okémon that evolved from a Mysterious Fossil and flip a coin. 

VENDING #1 TRAINERS & f heads, return all Evolution cards attached to that Fossil to 
Excavate Fossil i your hand, 8 Sharp Nail, 10 damage. Flip a coin. If 

® Claw. 10 damage, @# Spread Spores. Search your dec 
fora Paras card and put it on your bench. 

Parasect @ 0 # Se C 
Stage 1. Evolves from Paras. 4 Poison Spores, 10 dam: 
age. Defending Pokémon is Poisoned, @@ Bloodsuc 

cK 20 damage. You may remove one damage counter fro Search your deck or discard pile for a Mysterious Fassil card i eads, does 30 more damage. 
Parasect for each damage counter this attack puts on defen and add it to your hand, : Koffing ' @i @ € ¢ 
ing Pokémon. Moonstone : ‘okémon Power: Split. When Koffing takes damage, even if 

is note ce ts : Pidgey [cn e¢e *& Search your deck for a colorless Evolution card and add it = i's kmocked out, you may search your deck for a Kaffing 
to your hand, i and put it on your bench. This power can be used even if 

: Koffing is Asleep, Paralyzed or Confused. @@ Strange 

VENDING #2 POKEMON Gas. 20 damage. Hlip a coin. If heads, opponent cannot use 

Aerodactyl @nee # : any of his Pokémon's Pokémon Powers next turn, 

Stage 1. Evolves from Mysterious Fossil, ® Supersonic 3 Krabby 6 4 ® & 
Wave, Flip a coin, f heads, defending Pokémon is Confused. :  @ t uible. 10 damage. Flip a coin. | heads, defending 
@®€® Dive Attack. 40 damage. Aerodactyl takes 10 dam- : Pokémon is Paralyzed. @<% Claw-Guillotine, 30 dam- 

Pokémon is Paralyzed. If tails, the defending Pokémon is : @ Wind Maker 10 damage: Elaine Discharge 
Caised, ; damage, Flip a coin. If heads, does 20 more damage, 

: Pikachu #0 @ 
Wartortle @® 0 @ ® Beach : 

' t ® Electric Shock. 10 damage, Flip a coin, If heads, defen 
Stage 1, Evolves from Squirtle, @@ Water Gun. Does 20 : ing Pokémon is Paralyzed, 8 Teloport, 20 damage 
damage plus 10 damage for each Water Energy card : 
attached to Wartortle that is not used to pay for this : bee on all effects of atacks, including damage, 0 

attack, up to a maximum of two, : SEEN EM : Pinsir ® 0 6 ® age. ee un ~ 
Wa \imi[\\fey age ye) .4ai\4j(a) | : — @ Pinching Throw. 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, does : Articuno @ @ #@ | : ‘apras ; ee: 

Abra ® 0.® : 10 more damage. Slice. 30 damage. Pokémon Power: Aurora Vell. Your benched Pokémon can- : ok Flip Sa oa lefending Pokémon is Asleep. 

, < : Poliwag @ iv @ & C not he damaged or affected by any effects @@eaeae : ave hide. JU damage. ; 

= Li Apes UL. damage Uf ep a: ® Bubble. 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending Pok Frozen Beam. 30 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending : Machoke @n@® se 
i . rier a : ron is Parelyd, Pokémon is Paralyzed. 2 Stage 1. Evolves from Machop. 44 Megaton Kick. 30 

ulbasaur 4 > Poliwhirl ene &® Dewgong eu @¢ ae : damage. 4% One-Two Punch, 30 damage. Flip a coin. 
® Recovery. Remove one damage counter from Bulbasaur. : A x e i : if heads. does 90) more: damaca 
@ Poison Seed. The defending Pokémon is Poisoned, £ Stage 1. Evolves from Poliwag. @@ Whirl. Flip a coin. Stage 1. Evolves from Seel. $3 Sleep, Discard all dam- : d : 

Caterpie 2 @ i # € : heads, defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. If tails, defendit age counters an Dewgong and it is no longer Poisoned, Par- : Machop ‘ e 5 ® & 
% Body Slam. 10 @ Wob-Tangl, 10 ss F i Pokémon is Asleep. @@ Lean, 20 damage. Flip a coi alyzed or Confused. Dewgong becomes Asleep. @@@ = ® Focus and Hit Flip a coin. If heads, the damage fram 

Oy Sia TU Cae: SF NEN TANS Tee, M8 Hf head ing’ Pokémon is Paralyzed Aurora Wave. 30 damage. Flip a coin, If heads, defi 3 Machop's Push attack is doubled next turn. If tails, Pus! 
a coin, If heads, defending Pokémon cannot retreat next ¢ als, defending Pokémon is Paralyze. Tore Wee 9 ads, defending : 
tire ji : Poliwrath ® e 2 Pokéman is Confused. : és a be used next turn, * ? 30 fata 

: es : Stage 2. Evolves from Poliwhirl. @@® Megaton Punch. 30 : Ditto $0 @¢es # ; Magneton # 
Chansey see ¢ Pokémon Power: Incredible Transformation, Use once per Pokémon Power: Magnet. Use once per tum, Flip a coln. If damage. @@@ Hydropump. 40 damage. Does 10 ma 

damage for each Water Energy card attached to Poliwrath 

not used to pay this attack’s cost, up to. a maximum of 2 

® Sing. Hip a coin. If heads, lefending Pokémon is Asleep. : 
© Double Attack, 20 damage. Flip a coin. If hea 

tum. Flip a coin. If heads, Ditto becomes an exact copy of : heads, search your deck fora Magnemite and put it on yout 
the active Pokémon untl that Pokémon leaves play or Ditto : bench. # Superconductivty. Does 10 damage to one of B AQGINS SHAAVId NOWMIAIO 

ne je” 0 © * : Porygon $0ee uses tis power again. Energy attached to Dito can be ysed : " pponent's Pokémon, - . 

Cry ut if defending Pokémon atacks next um reduce & ® 3D Attack. Flip three coins, Does 10 damage times as any type, but Dito cannot evolve, If tis, Ditto reverts to ¢ Magnemite ¢i0¢ # 

the amount of damaoe Charmander takes by 10 aap ;  tumberof heads. # Texture 2. You may change Pory being just Ditto, {Stage 1. Evolves from Magneton, #4 Microwave, Does 

: a gon's resistance to any type other than colorless, This change ¢ Electabuzz ® 0 @ @ ¢ ¢ 20 damage to one of opponent 's Pokémon. Flip a coin. If 
Flaming Tail. 30 damage. z 

Clefairy #0 @@ { 
lasts until Porygon retreats. @ Lightning Rod. Puta Lightning Rod counter on one of oppo- 3 heads, opponent must discard an Energy card attached to tha 

3 ' é : Rapidash * e ient’s Pokémon, @e@ Thundershock. 10 damage. Also does ¢ Pokémon, % 

° wt 2 ie ie yal ea Le Stage 1. Evolves form Ponyta. @ Hotfire. 10 damage, Dis 20 damage 0 every Pokémon that has at least one Light : Marowak *nee @ 
ae ak ee Ta a me A OW ean up to two Fire Energy cards attached to Rapidash. Doe ning Rod counter, : Stage 1. Evolves from Gubone. # Bone Search. If it does 
Ing ager. A Gamage, SEeNONY, EMT IS Sete 20 more damage times the number of Energy you discarded. : Fearow * 0 # @ C ; — Aotalready have one, put a bane counter on Marawak. a 

Dodrio * 0 * © i 
Stage 1. Evolves from Doduo. Kick Away. 20 damage. : 

@® [ri-Attack, Flip three coins. Does 20 damage times 
the number of heads, 

Doduo #0 # @ 
® Cry Out. Damage dealt by the defending Pokémon is i 
reduced by 10 next turn. @ Peck. 20 damage, 

Eevee #0 @@ 
@ Gnaw. 10 damage. Jump On, 20 damage. Fli 

coin. If tails, this attack does nothing. 
Geodude @ 0 @ s 

® Bodyslam. 10 damage. @& Harden. If an attack 
20 of less damage to Geodude next turn, that attack’s 

age is reduced to zero. 

Golbat #¢ue¢ ¢& 
Stage 1. Evolves from Zubat. @@& Bloodsuck. 20 
age. You may remove one damage counter from Golbai 

each damage counter this attack puts on defending Poké 
mon, @@% & Plunge. 60 damage. Flip a coin, If 
Golbat takes 40 damage, 

Kakuna @ 0 # ee 0 
Stage 1. Evolves from Weedle, Pokémon Power: Polsonou: 
Secretion. Whenever a Pokémon damages Kakuna, it become 
Poisoned, Roll. 10 damage. 

Lickitung * 0 @ & *¢ 
® Lick. Flip a coin, If heads, defending Pokémon is Para: 
lyzed. @ & Trample. 20 damage. Hip a coin, If hea 
does 10 more damage. 

Metapod ; ® 1 ® Se 
Stage 1. Evolves from Caterpie, Pokémon Power: Greet 
Shield. When your Grass Pokémon receive damage, thei 

Stage 1. Evolves from Spearow. 4% Electric Discharge. 10 50 damage, Flip a coin. If heads, defending Pokémon is Par- 
damage. Flip a coin. If heads, does 20 more damage. ? alyzed, You may only use this attack if you remove a bone 

®&* Drill 50 damage. Flip a coin, Ital, this attack = _ counter ftom Marowak fist. 
does nothing. : Moltres ® 00 * @ 

Graveler @0ue¢ @ |: B® Dry Up. Choose an opponent's Pokémon and flip a coin 
Stage 1. Evolves from Geodude, @4@ Auto Rockthrow. Flip ; unl you get tals. Discard a number of Water Eneray cards 

a coin until you get tails. Does 20 damage times the num- attached to that Pokémon equal to the number of heads. 
HSS Fire Wings. 50 damage. 

: Omanyte @ i @ * U 
: Stage 1. Evolves from Mysterious Fossil. Pokémon Power: 

Primitive Dream. Use once per tum. Flip a coin, If heads, each 

time a Pokémon evolved from Mysterious Fossil takes dam- 

age, it takes 10 more damage. This effect is cumulative, 

;  ®® Rolling Tackle. 20 damage. 
? Onix ene Se 

@ Bind. 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending Poké- 
mon is Paralyzed. @§@6 Rockslide. 20 damage. Flip a coin. 
If heads, defending Pokémon cannot retreat next turn. 

Raichu * 1 & = 
Stage 1. Evolves from Pikachu. @#@# Electrocution. Choose 
one of opponent's Pokémon. That Pokémon takes 10 dam- 
age times the number of Water Energy cards attached to it 

@@& Zap-Kick. 30 damage, Flip a coin. If heads, defend- 
ing Pokémon is Paralyzed. 

Sandshrew @0@#e @tC.- 
@ Poison Needle, 10 damage. Flip a coin, If heads, defend- 
ing Pokémon is Poisoned. @ Speedster. 20 damage. Weak- 

i fess and resistance do not apply. 

: Seel €u @ @ C 
:  @ Cry Out Damage dealt by the defending Pokémon is 

reduced by 10 next turn, @@ Freeze Beam, Flip a coin, If 

@®® Kick Away. 20 damage. After damage is dealt, opp 

nent must switch the defending Pokémon with one of 

: benched Pokémon. 

i Rattata ®ne@e@ # C 
: ® Claw. 10 damage. @ Tail-Wag. lip a coin. If heads, th 

defending Pokémon cannot attack next turn. 
Snorlax & 0S &@ £8ee 

Ba 

weaknesses do not apply, 4% Mysterious Powder. 20 heads, defending Pokémon is Paralyzed. 20 damage. 
damage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending Pokémon is Con raat iepenesite sp WES Shellder @ i ® * ¢ 

fused. 4 4 ' i _ bor of heads, @a@ea@ Earthquake. 50 damage. Does 10 @® Spouting. 20 damage. Does 10 more damage for 
Mewtwo 2 0 @ es renee bid (lectin | famage to each of your benched Pokémon, £ each Water Energy attached to Shellder but not used to pay 

Esso Gras, oes: Pasting tener tuber age, Snorlax is Asleep. Fip a con, If heads, defending ? &rimer a ® = }__ this attacks east, up to a maximum of 20. 
Double Colorless Energy cards attached to all of opponent: Pakérion ig Asleen, ; ; $ — @ Sticky Liquid. Put a Grimer marker on the defending : Spearow * 2 e C 
Pokémon. ted? Super Psychokinesis. 50 damage. : Squirtle im ene € } Pokémon ifit doesn't have one already. A Pokémon thathas ? Flurry of Pecks. Flip two coins. Does 10 damage times 

Mr. Mime e 0 @ € t ” @ Water Power, Next tum, the ae dealt by Squire's £2 mer marker on it cannot retreat @ Poison Liquid. 10 ? the number of heads, 8 Wind-Maker. 10 damage. 
Pokémon Power: Neutral Damage. As long as Mr. Mime 8: “Stan” attack is multi i ty three, # Sia, 10 damage E famage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending Pokémon is Para- : Tangela @ 0 « * C 

on your bench, no Pokémon are affected by weakness or 3 Weeille @ 5 * @ ci. ye F :  @ Entwine, 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending 
resistance. #4 Juggling. Flip four coins. oes 10 dam- : @ Poke. 10 damage. Poison rf The defending Poké £ Hitmonchan *iue £e } Pokémon cannot retreat next tun, @@ Vine Whip. 20 
age times the number of heads. : mio Paisonel : ; 2 @ Mach Punch. 20 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, does 10 = lamage. 

Nidoran (Female) @ 50 @ ¢ i Wigglytutt j en ee eee g jamage to one of opponent's benched Pokémon as well.  Venomoth 0 # ¢@ C 
@® Swinging Tail. Flip a cain. heads, defending Pokémon ¢ Stage 1. EvoWes from digalyouf. Pokémon Power: Help Out ; Hitmonlee $0 ¢ = i Stage 1. Evolves from Venonat. 44 Cyclone, 20 damage. 
cannot at ack next tun. 3 Polson Need le 40 damage. i Use ae wing your tn when Wigl tuff ison your bench, ¢ — @@ Double Kick. 20 damage. Flip a coin. f heads, does : pponent must switch the defending Pokémon with one of 

_ Flip coin if heads, defending Pokémon is Poisoned, Flip a coi. heads, your aotve Pokémon is no longer one : , 10 damage to one of opponent's benched Pokémon as well : his benched Pokémon. Then, you must switeh Venomath 
Nidoran (Male) &® 0 © ® E ofthe following: Asleep, Confuse Foraliz nr PSaB : dynx eno e * } with one of your benched Pokémon, @@@e4% Rainbow Pow- 

® Gathering Power, Next turn, the damage done by Nido- : ® © * Fyoand, 10 damage. Damage received b Wig § @ Cold Punch, 10 damage. Flip a coin, I heads, defending ¢ et, 20 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, defending Pokémon 
ran's Charge attack is doubled. @ Charge. 10 damage, Flip : iff next mis retluced by 10 : t : Pokémon is Paralyzed, @@® Cold Breath, 20 damage. Flip ? is Paralyzed. If talls, defending Pokémon is Poisoned. 
a coin If tall, this atack does nothing, i et ; ne os g :_@ oi. heads, defending Pokémn is lee,  Vottorh e208 t 

Paras eu @ ® 0} } Kabuto -eu0@ ® U: 

POKE FACT KEY C=COMMON U=UNCOMMON R=RARE H=HOLOFOIL F=FIXED 

® COLORLESS @ FIGHTING @FIRE @GRASS @ LIGHTNING @ PSYCHIC @ WATER 

CR Card Rarity RES Resistance TYPE Energy Type 
HP Hit Points RET Retreat WK _ Weakness 



NAME TYPE HP. WK RES RET GR TYPE HP WK-RES RET 68 : NAME qVPE HP WK RES RET GR i NAME TYPE HP WK RES RET GR 

* 0 @ @ eee pay for this attack’s cost, up to a maximum of 20. You may IFtails, this attack does nothing. ® Flectroshock. 10 damage. Flip a coin, If heads, defend: 
ing Pokémon Is Paralyzed. 4 Everybody Spark. 20 dam: ®® Bite, 20 damage, #@® Talldrop, 80 damage. Flip split the extra damage between one or two benched Poké- 5 Dugtrio @ 3 td e S8Mag 

age, Does 10 more damage times the number of Voltorbs | two coins. If both are tails, this power dogs nothing. : mon. ; : Stage 1. Evolves from Diglett. Pokémon Power: Dig, As long 

play. Kingler ® 0 @ #@® |) : Slowbro *# 0 @ #0 ¢ as Dugtrio ls on your bench, it takes no damage. eee 

Zapdos % 10 *® ee | Stage 1, Evolves from Krabby, @@ Fiddler Crab, Flip acoin. $ Stage 1. Evalves from Slowpoke. @ Big Yawn, Slowbro and : — Farthwave, 30 damage, Does 10 damage to each of up to two 

®®® Thunder. 60 damage. Flip a coin, If tals, does 3 IFheads search your deck for upto three Water Energy cards ? the defending Pokémon are Aslep. @@® Big Snore. 30 ; of opponent's benched Pokémon. 
damage to one of your Pokémon of your choice, & and attach them to Kingle. 44 Double-Edged Claw. : _ amage. Can only be used if Slowbra is Asleep. : Blectabuzz 0 © ee » 
* ® Thunder Crash. 50 damage, Flip a coin. If heads, doe 80 damage, During opponent's next turn, double all damage ; Staryu @ 0 # ® ¢ : Movie 

20 more damage. If tails, Zapdos takes 20 damage, dealt to Kingler. ;  @ Mysterious Light Beam. 10 damage. Next tum, your Water ¢ = Light Screen. Whenever an attack damages Electabuzz 

Machoke @®n « wee ¢ : — Pokémonare unaffected by weakness, @@ Rotary Attack, : next turn, that attack only does half damage, rounded down. 

VENDING #2 TRAINERS Stage 1. Evalves from Machop, a Nasty Spike, 20 dam- : _ 20 damage. ; ao : a (ick Attack. 10 damage. Flip a.coin. If heads, does 

Crystal of Health age, Fp a coin. If heads, defending Pokémon is Paralyzed, : Tauros ei @ e 8 0: more damage. 
Discard two Energy cards from your hand to use this card @@ Focus. Fla coin, heads, does 20 damage to: © @* Stamp and Kick 20 damage. Flip a coin If heads, does; Exeggutor 6 @ se ® Jap 

Choose a basic Pokémon from your discard pile and put i one of opponent's benched Pokémon. {10 more damage. If tals, opponent must switch the defend- : Stomp. Does 20 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, does 

an your bench, : Magmar * 0 -@ &® |) H ing Pokémon with one of his benched Pokémon after dam- ; 10 more damage. _ 

Flash ® Firebum. 10 damage, You may discard any number of Fire : 406 's dealt : Gourmet Snorlax # 100 @ @#Hee 

Your opponent must reveal the top five cards of his deck, an Energy cards attached to any of your Pokémon. Does 10 : Venonat #08 e ¢ 30) | 
put them back on top face-up in any order. Then you mus more damage times the number of Energy cards discarded, : ® Bind, Flip a coin. If heads, choose one of the defending = © Eat Puta Food counter on Snorlax. Use only if Snorlax 

do the same. @* Magma Punch. 40 damage. ? — Pokémon’s attacks. Defending Pokémon cannot use that : has less than two Food counters, 4% @ Roll, 20 damage. 

Master Ball : : Remove any number of Food counters from Snorlax. Does 30, 

Look at the top seven cards of your deck. If there are am Pp R O r fi = Pp oO AA (‘ER more damage times the number of counters removed, 

a “i on Sai 3 or eeicoie : et eerie eth No. You bast 
your hand. Then shuffle your deo . . 

Power Guard this power unless you say “Oh no” three times. Yadoking 

Attach this card to your active Pokémon. While this card i and the defending Pokémon become Confused. 8% Push, 

attached, that Pokémon is immune to all effects other tha 20 damage. You cannot use this power unless you say “Is 

damage, Discard this card at the end of your opponent’ it really okay?” three times 

tur, Mew @® 0 @ CD 

ry O F instan ypne’s: ® Slap, 10 damage, #% Psycho-Dupe. You may use any 

VENDING a eee ’ tn the: | attack any of opponent's Pokémon can use as long as you 

Arbok eR ‘\~. : F tlc dite have the required amount of Energy (it does not matter what 

Stage’1. Evolves from ni os ky 20 damage. Fl ’ ally worth peat as they | 7 ng use, though) in he to : cost of TT 

accoin, [f heads, defending Pokémon is Paralyzed, @ea@e ae 2 lewiwo 4 

Venom. 30 damage, The defending Pokémon is Poisoned, | now share Hypno’ s vedi a | ® Energy Control. ip a coin i heals, choose an Energy 

the defending Pokéman was already Poisoned, this attac E - ~ Bs aia joni te tt 

does 10 more damage, ‘ a , c of opponent's other Pokémon, elekinesis, Does 

Bellsprout ov # * put any Sas See 30 damage to one of opponent's benched Pokémon, 

® Wave, Flip a coin. If heads, prevent all damage dealt [ee zi Mewtwo en ¢@ ee 

Bellsprout next tun, @@ Sleep-Powder. 10 damage. Flip a cai Movie 

J0INS SHAAV Id NOWAFIOd 

If heads, defending Pokémon is Paralyzed : @ Energy Absorption. Choose up to two Energy cards from 

Cubone e#0¢e8 # | — : your discard pile and attach them to Mew, ##ée@ Psyburn, 

‘® Bone-Throw. Flip a coin. If heads, does 30 damage = : 40 damage. 

defending Pokémon. If tails, does 10 damage to one of opp : Pikachu *0 ® ® Movie 

nent's benched Pokémon. : ® Recharge. Search your deck for a Lightning Energy card 

Gastly @ 4 £ C a “ . “ ny ——— _ — : and attach it to Pikachu. 2% Thunderbolt. 50 dam- 

‘® Scare. Opponent cannot use any Trainer cards next tun. ¢ Mewtwo 2 e BS C0 + attack next tun. @@ Psychedelic Lightbeam. 20 damage, { age. Discard all Energy cards aftached to Pikachu to use 

@® Darkness. 10 damage. Flip a coin, If heads, defen ® Psycho-Crash. Discard all damage counters and Energy i Flip a coin. If heads, defending Pokémon is Confused. 2 this attack, 

ing Pokémon is Confuse cards attached to Mewtwo. Mewtwo is no longer Poisoned or : Vulpix * i @ &® C: 

Golduck @ 0 * ee Confused, #48 Psycho-Blast. 30 damage. Flip a coin, : #® Foviie. 10 damage, Before damage is dealt, you may: PROMO TRAINERS 

Stage 1. Evolves from Psyduck, 2 Psychokenesis. 1 f heads, discard an Energy card attached to the defending + switeh defending Pokémon with one of opponent's benched : Misty’s Treatment Mini- 

lamage. Does 10 more damage times the number of Ener ‘okémon. : Pokémon, } dise 

cards attached to the defending Pokémon, @a@e% Splash, ; Nidorina 60 * #2 | : Weepinbell @0 « @® U : Remove up to three damage counters attached to one of 

(0 damage. } Stage 1. Evolves ftom Nidoran. @@® The Power of Friends, ? —° @ Recovery. Discard all damage counters, Energy cards ; . your Lapras Pokémon. This card cannot. be used in a Poké- 

Graveler @ 0 @ ee 0: 0 damage. Does 10 more damage times the number of : and Evolution cards attached to this card, @@® Monster, 20 ; = Mon tournament. 
idoran, Nidorino, Nidorina, Nidoking and Nidoqueen on your ; damage. Flip a coin. If heads, choose and discard an Energy ? Super Energy Accumulation iH) 

ench. a Wild Clawing, Flip three coins, Does 30 i card attached to defending Pokémon. £ Discard two cards from your hand to use this card. Choose 
lamage times the number of heads. : Weezing $n @ #% | {upto four Energy cards from your discard pile (but not ones 

Nidorino @®o @ e } Stage 1. Evolves from Kotfing, Pokémon Power: Poison Mist. : You just discarded) and add them to your hand. 
Stage 1. Evolves from Nidoran, @@ High-Speed Charge. 60 £ Use once per tum. Flip a coin. IF heads, unt the beginning : The Computer Goes Haywire! cD 

mage. Flip a coin if tals, this attack does nothing and ? of your next turn, any time a Pokémon takes poison dam- : Both players may draw up to five cards and your turn imme- 
dorina takes 20 damage. + age, it takes 20 instead of 10. @@@ Gas Explosion. 40: diately ends, Your opponent draw first 

Stage 1. Evolves from Geodude, @@# Geode-Crack, 30 : 
jamage. Flip two coins, Does 10 damage times the numb 

of heads divided any way you choose among up to two o 
opponent's benched Pokémon, 

Growlithe # 0 @ * C 
@® Errand. Flip a coin, If heads, you may search yout 
eck for a Trainer card and add it to your hand. eae Spar 

30 damage. You must discard one Fire Energy card attached : Omanyte € i @ & : damage. Weezing takes 30 damage. If the defending Poké- 

to Growlithe in order to use this attack. = Stage 1. Evolves from Mysterious Fossil. Pokémon Power: $ mon is knocked out, its replacement is Poisoned, 
Haunter ® 6 ¢ ® ‘assil Guidance. Use once per turn. Flip a coin, If heads, : i 

Stage 1. Evolves from Gastly, @& Weird Light. Flip a coin, choose a Fossil card from your discard pile and add it to : VENDING #3 TRAINERS : 
heads, defending Pokémon is Confused. #@ Grudge. 21 your hand, @4@ Surfing. 30 damage, : Pokémon Re-Transmission ; 
damage. Does 10 more damage times the number of pri Pidgeotto Cc oe & : Select an Evolution card from your discard pile and put it on 

cards opponent has left, Stage 1. Evolves from Pidgey. @#<# Twister. 20 damage. : top of your deck. 
Haunter ® i ¢ # the defending Pokémon is’ not knocked out, flip a coin. If $ Pokémon Tower 

Stage 1. Evolves from Gastly, @® Poltergeist, Look at oppo ads, retum all Energy and Trainer cards attached to t i Stadium Card. Any effects from Trainer cards or Pokémon 
nent’s hand. Does 10 damage times the number of Trainer ‘okémon to their owner's hand, 2 4% Fly Like An Eagle, : attacks or powers that allow a player to retrieve a card from 
cards there. #24 Nightmare. 20 damage. Flip a coin, 30 damage, Flip a coin. If tails, this attack does nothing. If ? their discard pile to their hand no longer have that effect, 

heads, defending Pokémon is Asleep. If tails, defending Poké: ads, prevent all effects, including damage, of attacks on ; * 
mon is Confused. idgeotto next turn. : # PROMO POKEMON 

Horsea @ 0 @ Ponyta #4 @ i Arcanine # i @ * 00 
® Hide. Flip a coin. If heads, prevent all effect ® Kick Away, 10 damage. # Spark. 20 damage. Flipacoin, ; Stage 1. Evolves from Growlithe. 8 Electric Discharge. 
including damage, done to Horsea next turn. @ Watergu I tails, you must discard an Energy card attached to Ponyta. : 10 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, does 20 more damage. 
10 damage. Does 10 more damage for each Water Energy : Rhyhorn @ 8 @ & SSS |: Ww Raging Fire. 40 damage. Does 10 more damage times 
attached to Horsea but not used to pay for this attack's cost, Stage 1. Evolves from Rhydon, @ Landslide. 10 damage. Dis- : the number of damage counters on Arcanine, You must dis- 
Up to. a maximum of 20. card the top five cards of your deck. If you discard any Fight- : card two Fire Energy cards attached to Arcanine to use this 

Hypno ® 0 ®@ * ing Energy cards, you may add them to your hand, @e@e@e : attack. 
Pokémon Power; Puppetmaster. Any Clefairy Doll it ouble Attack. 30 damage. Flip a coin. If heads, does 20 £ Gool Porygon * 0 @@ #* 0 
use Hypno's Mindshock attack as long as Hypno more damage. :  #-® Texture Magic, Change the defending Pokémon's 
two Psychic Energy attached to it. a Min és Sandslash @en2e* #cC ; weakness to any type other than colorless and change Cool 
damage. Stage 1. Evolves from Sandshrew. @ Hide In Sand. Flip a = lorygon's resistance to any type other than colorless, <= 

Kadabra- he ee coin. If heads, Sandslash takes no damage next turn. ee: * @ 3D Attack. Flip three coins. Does 20 damage times 

Stage 1. Evolves from Abra, aa Psycho Panic, : 3 @ Rolling Neadle 40 damage. Flip three coins, Does 10 : the number of heads. 
age, If defending Pokémon is an evolution, this att more damage times the number of heads. Sandslash takes ; Diglett @¢i @# # Ma 
30 more damage, #4 Blink, 30 damage. Flip a coin. : famage times the number of heads. % — @ Poke. 10 damage. @e% Roll. 20 damage, Flip a coin. 
If heads, prevent all damage dealt to Kadabra next turn, @0 #@® #@ J: ff heads, does 10 more damage. 

Kadabra #0 @ = : lown, 40 damage, You cannot use this attack : Dragonite * @ &% 
Stage 1, Evolves from Abra. # Energy Recovery, . . ” + Movie 
special Energy card from your discard pile and at @ ll ® } Stage 2. Evolves from Dragonair. Pokémon Power: Special 
hand, @&® Energy Shock. 20 damage. If oppone . Evdlves from Horsea, #@ 20 damage. Water- = livery, Once during your turn, you may draw a card. If you 
an Energy card to defending Pokémon next turn, . Does 10 damage to an opponent's benched Pokémon : do, choose a card from your hand and put it on top of your 
Paralyzed, for each Water Energy attached to Seadra but not used to : brary. % Supersonic Flight. 60 damage. Flip a coin, in 
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MARCH 31-APRIL 2, ORLANDO 
MEGACON 2000, Orlando Expo Center, 500 West Livingston St. THE 
SOUTHEAST’S PREMIERE COMIC, GAMING, ANIME AND MULTIMEDIA 
CONVENTION. $15 per day admission; $35 all three days. OVER 100 
SANCTIONED GAMING TOURNAMENTS/DEMOS presented by Sun- 
Quest. Magic: T6, Pokémon, Star Wars, dozens of roleplaying events, 
live action, miniatures, network computer gaming and much more. 
OVER 200 GUESTS, INCLUDING: Harlan Ellison, Michael Turner, 
George Perez, John Romita Sr., Brandon Peterson, Ron Marz, Jimmy 
Palmiotti, Amando Conner, Garth Ennis, Humberto Ramos, Claudio 
Castellini, Ben Lai, Raymond Lai, Bob Layton... AND THIS IS JUST 
THE BEGINNING... WE'RE ADDING GUESTS EVERY DAY!!! 100,000 
square ft. of the finest dealers, publishers and manufacturers. 24- 
hour anime rooms, movie previews, presentations and panels. For 
more info, call (813) 891-1702. 

/ 

WEEKLY IN JANUARY & FEBRUARY, NANUET 
WIZARD WORLD, the longest running tournament in Rockland! 1/4 mile east 
of Nanuet Mall on Route 59 in the Pathmark Shopping Center. Magic tour- 
noments every Friday at 6 p.m. Players vote for tournament type (I II, Draft) 

If you want to list your show or tournament, contact: 

with prizes for the top three competitors. Sanctioned Type Il tournaments on 
Monday. Call for ARENA information. We also have oi complete selection of L5R, 
Stor Wars, BattleTech and Rage, with events running Saturdays & Sundays in 
our dedicated gaming area. We will demo any game upon request. For fur- 
ther information, contac John or Kierin @ (914) 624-2224, 

PRIL 28-30, MONROEVILLE 
2000 PITTSBURGH COMICON, Pittsburgh Expomart. $12/day; $30/3 
day pass. Friday 2-8 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m., Sun. 10 a.m:-5 p.m. 
Activities include CBLDF Defender of Liberty Award Ceremony, casino 
night, charity auctions, CBLDF Mardi Gras party, costume contest, 24- 
hr horror films 24 hr anime room, “Rocky Horror Picture Show” fest, 
gaming fournaments—Magic, Star Wars, Pokémon, Star Trek, Baby- 
lon 5, Overpower, Middle-earth and more—guests include: George 
Perez, Dick Ayers, Michael Turner, Mark Waid, Apollo Smile, Matt 
Hawkins, Peter Woodward, Alley Bagget, Joe Jusko, Ed Beard Jr., Mar- 
tin Nodell, Jerry Vanderstett, Brian Rood, Shelley Moldoff, Billy Tucci, 
Matt Busch, Wizard Press, Top Cow, Decipher, Diamond Comics, Wizards 
of the Coast and many more. For more information, check out our web- 
site at www/pittshurghcomicon.com, e-mail us at pcomicon@nb.net, mail 
us at Pittsburgh Comicon, 1002 Graham Ave, Windber PA 15963 or call 
(814) 467-4116. 

Photo by Paul Schiraldi 

JANUARY ‘00 & FEBRUARY ‘00, MYRTLE BEACH 
THE DUELING GROUND, 4981 Hwy 707 Myrtle Beach, SC 29575. SC’s 
Premiere Gaming Arena! Magic DCI sanctioned Magic tourney every Tues- 
day and Friday night @ 7:30 p.m,; type and prizes vary. On Saturdays, 
the tournaments vary between L5R, Star Wars, Young Jedi CCG, Deadlands 
and Magic. Pokémon in stock! Pokémon tourney every Sunday @ 1 p.m. 
We have 1,000 sq. ft. of FREE dedicated gaming space. Come see why Myr- 
tle Beach is the hottest destination on the East Coast. Visit 

duelingground.com for a complete schedule or call (843) 293-1406. 

FEBRUARY 6, MOLEAN/VIENNA (WASH. D.C. AREA) 
CAPITAL ASSOCIATES MONTHLY COMIC, TOY AND CCG SHOW. NEW LOCATION: 

Tysons Corner Holiday Inn, 1960 Chain Bridge Rd, McLean, VA. Directions: 
Toke exit 11 South (Route 123) off 1-495, 1/4 mile, hotel is on right. For fur- 

ther directions, call (703) 893-2100. 80 vendor fables: Ist toble @ $85, 2nd 

tuble @ $80, 3+ @ $75, $2 admission; children under 5 FREE. FREE park 
ing. 10. .m.4 p.m. Buy, sel, trade: Gold, Siver & new comics, independents, 
anime, CCG, toys, POKEMON, Stor Wars, Buffy, posters, T-shirts, original art- 
work, non-sports cards, etc. Guests: Call, Jeffery Rocen @ (703) 912-1993 or 

check out htfp://members.col.com/comicshow or e-mail comicshow@aol.com. 

FOR MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY 

HELP MDA 
HELP PEOPLE 
Muscular Dystrophy 
Association 

(800) 572-1717 

MDA 
Wonder Woman is a 
trademark of DC Comics. 
Used with permission. 
Copyright ©1994.DC Comics 
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THE MMG/C CARDS GATHER FOR A FRIENDLY GAME OF DODGE BALL 

*SIGH* I'M 
ALWAYS THE FIRST 
ONE OUT. | WISH 

SOMEONE'D “ANIMATE 
WALL" ME. 

ig 8 registered trademark of Wizards of the Coast. Pokéman ™ & @ Nintendo 



WELL, YOU 
KNOW WHAT THEY 
SAY...“IT'S ALL FUN 
AND GAMES UNTIL 
SOMEONE LOSES 

AN EYE." 

THAT'S. 
THE GAG?! 

MAGIC TEA PARTY | 
pIKACHU'S: 

YEAH, THAT'S 
RIGHT... CHANGE 
THE SET FOR THE 
NEXT GAG. THIS 
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OUR UNIQUE TAKE ON THE WORLD OF GAMING 

Girl Trouble 
here’s something missing from gaming. Sure, we've got 

T fame, fortune (at least on paper), the satisfaction of crush- 

ing our enemies and seeing them driven before us, but 

what about babes? Why aren't chicks flocking to us like they 

do to winners of log-chuckin’ contests? 

So in the name of science we walked right up to the 

prettiest girls we could find and asked them what we can do 

to pick ‘em up. " 

Ahhhhaaa, haaa, haaa, ha. Win the lottery maybe 

[more laughter]. 

—Jenny B. 

Salesperson, Bra Palace 

Holy smokes, where do I start? Well, what works for one woman 

won't work for others, so don't think there’s just one thing. Like 

for me, I love it when guys make me laugh. Making me laugh at 

you doesn’t count. I don’t want to think you're so weird or gross 

that I have to laugh out of terror. 

—Samantha Kobrick 

Barnes & Noble Bookseller 

I'm not impressed by D&D T-Shirts. Especially with drool stains on 

them (I hope those are drool stains). Second, do not open a 
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conversation with “So, do you like role-playing games?” No, I 

probably don’t. Lastly, being passionate about the games is great 

but it won't get us passionate. Also, don’t introduce yourself as 

Elric, the great troll of the west winds, when you're wearing a 

fake beard and a bag of dice is hanging off of your belt. You're 

going to be alone for awhile, Elric. 

—Jdann Manorino 

DC Comics Direct Sales Manager 

You poor bastards, I don’t know if anyone can be of help here. I 

personally wouldn't be caught dead with people like you, but Il 

try to help. Be calm and relaxed when you approach a girl you 

want to talk to. : 

—Liz Almond 

CorporateVisions Sr. Account Manager 

Don't try to be “cooler” than you really are. Being cool is being 

yourself. If a girl doesn’t think being a gamer is cool, then she | 

won't care about you. That means there’s like two girls that might 

be interested in you, so find them before anyone else does. 

—Robin Goldstein 

Cosmair, Inc. Marketing Assistant 

I say, just go and talk to more women. There are a lot of 

women out there who are able to see that there's 

more to you than your potentially life-consuming 

hobby. I don’t mean me, but like, others. And 

maybe if there aren't any women out there for 

you, you might be interested in one of those 

“alternative” lifestyles. 

—Anastasia Gentilcore 

Gallery Systems, Inc. Senior Associate 

Look, I’ve been near gamers. By accident really. 

What you need to understand is personal hygiene 

is important. 

—Amy Barisukov 

Advertising Media Planner, MediaVest 

Get some more sun, it does wonders for the 

complexion. Maybe try to play Magic outside! 

—Karen Quilintang 

Imagine Media Advertising Director 
@ 

The IQ Gamer staff learned one thing from 

this: The sugar and spice theory is a bunch 

of crap. 

GIRLS JUST WANNA MAKE FUN That’s all we 

learned from this month’s science field trip. 


